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PEEFACE.

"OETURNINGr from a mental voyage, not merely round tlie world,

JLl; but among all peoples, the author may perhaps be permitted to

say, that if any considerable portion of the pleasure and instruction he

has derived from it may be shared by his readers, his object will be

amply realised. It must be confessed that he had set himself no slight

task in the endeavour to include in one volume, in good type and well

illustrated, a review of the peoples at present existing on the globe, as well

as a sketch of the past mutations of each country,—change of masters and

change of people,—extending the view even to the prehistoric inhabit-

ants. But if people in general are to have any chance of gaining an

acquaintance with a subject so wide as the present, it must be presented

to them in a readable volume of moderate size and attractive in form.

Probably no two authors would agree in their view of the proportion to

be assigned to the different topics, and it cannot be expected that every

one will be satisfied with the space assigned to his pet subject. The

labour of endeavouring to attain accuracy throughout, and of bringing

up the work to the latest date, has been very considerable, but it is

hoped that nothing superfluous, diluted, or without interest to man}'

readers, will be found to have been included.

In deciding to deal with Europe first, and to begin with our own

country, the author was influenced by the special importance to us of

knowing more about ourselves and our immediate neighbours. He has

thus avoided the danger of being tempted at the last to give inadequate

space to the European peoples. Even such a brief resume of the history

of each nation as has been attempted will be of advantage to those who

may have read no special work dealing with European history.

A combined racial, political, and geographical plan has been adopted,

rather than one purely racial ; for areas and States are more definite and

traceable than races ; and it is more important to realise who are the

inhabitants of the Austrian Empire, for instance, than to treat of Teutons,

Slavs, etc., as a whole ; but the distribution of races has also been full}'

kept in view. Special prominence has been given to our Indian fellow-

subjects, hitherto far too little known and appreciated by us
;
and as

much space as possiljle has been devoted to their past histor}^ as well as
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to their present condition. After all, it would have been much easier to

write several volumes on " The "World's Inhabitants " than one ; and

many things have necessarily been omitted which the author would wish

to have included. The space devoted to animals and plants may suffice

to give a general idea of the more important of these essential elements

in man's environment.

Pictures proverbially teach better than words ; and consequently it

is a great gratification to the author to have been able, through the

liberality of the publishers, to illustrate this book so lavishly, and with

such typical illustrations. It may safely be said that never before has a

work of this character been obtainable for three half-crowns.

In a book like this, the author must of course owe most of his facts to

previous writers. It would be impossible in any brief space to mention

the various works and monographs, over a thousand in number, which

have been consulted. Endeavour has been made to state nothing with-

out good authority. The author is naturally under great obligations to

such monumental works as those of Reclus, Sir W. W. Hunter, H. H.

Bancroft, Schoolcraft, Brougli Smyth, and Featherman, and to the

numerous admirable papers and works of Sir John Lubbock, Sir Monier

Williams, Mr. A. R. Wallace, Prof. Keane, Mr. Stanley, and Mr. Bates.

He specially desires to acknowledge the kindness of his friend Dr. Bed-

doe, F.R.S., of Bristol, who has done so much for ethnology, to whom he

is indebted for the loan of the photographs from which the page of

British race-types (p. 45), the Welsh portraits (p. 47), the page of Dra-

vidians (p. 267), the Ainos (p. 400), the Mingrelian (p. 466), the Ossetian

(p. 467), the Yuruk (p. 477), the Tuareg (p. 551), the Rovuma men (p. 660),

the Tasmanians (p. 879), and the Sulus (p. 894) have been reproduced.

It is to be hoped that the days are past when boys and girls are set

to learn long lists of heights of mountains, lengths of rivers, populations

of cities, etc., under the pretence that they are learning geograph3^ The
author believes that the matter of the first and highest importance in

geography is the distribution and characteristics of the races of men ; and

books such as the present might perhaps with advantage be read in the

higher forms of schools.

Finally, the author knows that imperfections will be discovered in

this book ; but he asks that the immense range of his subject, the im-

possibility of being a specialist in everything, and the necessity of com-

pleting the work within a moderate time, if it is not to grow out of date

before it is published, may be fairly taken into account in judging it.

DuLWiCH, \st November, 1888.
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NATIVES OF THE CAKOLINE ISLANDS.

THE WORLD'S imABITAFTS.
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lyrAN, in his untutored and savage state;
-^*^ man, in his gropings after social organi-

sation
;
man, in his organised com- scope of

munities, in tribes and states and subject,

kingdoms
;
man, with his animal competitors

and prey, and surrounded by brilliant and
useful vegetation—of these we set ourselves
to give an outline

; brief, of necessity, con-
sidering the vast extent of the subject; but
yet we shall hope to make it both intelligible
and interesting to those who have not suffi-
cient time, money, and learning to be able
«^^i^»^ uiiiiv^, xiiUlXC

to pursue extensive inquiries for themselves



INTRODUCTION.

Every man, woman, and child wlio can read is naturally interested

in others of the same human family. He cannot help observing, and

liking or disliking, those whom he meets daily. And this more

uSSeJfin or less instinctive partiality or prejudice is particularly caUed

strangers.
^^^^ ^^ strangers. The more diverse a new amval is from

the received type, the more interest he excites. If the observed of all

observers speaks the same language as his critics, he has advanced some

distance into their regard and welcome ;
if, with a general simHarity of

speech, a difference of tone, pronunciation, and partially of words, shows

itself, there is in the untutored, and too frequently in the tutored, mind

a feeling of some repulsion. " Don't know him ;
heave half a brick at

him," expresses a sentiment too frequently found effective.
^

'a total difference of language reduces people, not quite to a savage

state, but still to a level approaching thereto ;
for signs and actions then

constitute the sole means of communication ;
and until the

dfvStfof signs can be agreed upon or comprehended, it is only too

language.
p^.Q]3ai3ie that they will lead to misconception and to quaiTel-

ling It is rarely that people of different races and languages are so

destitute of prejudice or of mutual distrust that they can receive each

other with pure and spontaneous goodwill, and maintain a friendly inter-

course, without occasions of offence arising,
r- 1

Knowledge of one another, of habits, customs, social and political

arrangements, is a powerful agent towards producing tliis mutual good-

Beneficial wHl, which can only be effectuaUy conserved upon the broad

influence of foundations of mutual interest, brotherly regard, and human

kn?wi?dge. sympathy. Unless races can be induced to sympathise with

and respect one another, it is hopeless to preach peace and goodwiU

towards men. This knowledge of and sympathy with all members ot the

human race in their struggles, their hardsliips, their enjoyments, their

successes, are worthy objects for all men to promote.

To understand a people thoroughly, we must know sometliing ot

their opportunities and their achievements ;
of the animal Hfe by which

study Of past they are smTOunded, and with which they have to compete
;

history and ^f ^^j^eir supply of food, animal and vegetable ;
and ot tneir

'^^SS.'' industries. Such subjects we shall deal with as extensively as

our space will permit. And thus a picture wHl be afforded of the races

and peoples of the whole human family and their organic siuTOund-

ings, which will include interest and charm for aU classes, old and

young, rich and poor, gentle and simple.

At the outset we must take for granted certain broad results ot the

study of mankind, as, for instance, that several large stocks, or groups,

of the human race can be distinguished, such as Aryan,

^'5 thf' Semitic, Mongohan, Negro, Malay, Polynesian, etc.; but how
Human race.

^^^^^ originated, and when and why, we must be content to leave

for future discussions to settle, when fuUer knowledge has been attained.
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INTRODUCTION.

Eacli of these main stocks lias produced peoples, or groups of

peoples, differing more or less from one another in physical characters,

in habits, in residence, and in history. The Aryan stock,

' spreading from Central Asia as most people tliink, although

others believe it to have originated in Northern Europe, has given rise

to Hindu, Grseco-Roman, Teutonic, and Celtic groups, among others ;
and,

owing to wars, migrations, and intermixture through long ages, the people

now inhabiting almost any given country, especially a country of Europe,

are very mixed in their origin. Thus the inhabitants of the

mixtures of British Islands belong principally to two main divisions of the
race.

^^-yan nations, the Teutonic and the Celtic ; but the admixture

of these is not simple but complex, derived in various proportions from

different branches of these peoples
;
and their combinations with other

races have contributed to make complexity more complex.

In the case of almost every nation, its early history is lost in

obscurity ; and far from its duration being limited to a few centuries,

the dawn of civilisation must be sought many thousands of

of years ago ; and a preceding period, of unknown duration, must
civilisation,

j^^ allowed, during which mankind was slowly rising from a

very imperfect state.

On this view, what is known is but a fragment compared with what
is unknown, and may possibly be concealed from us during our terrestrial

Unknown existence. Yet this must not discourage us as to the utility of
early mstory. Q^], actual knowledge for present use. We have to "act in

the living present." The modern state of mankind can be largely traced

Past linked to immediately preceding revolutions, and these to others not
to present. \qyi^ past ; and when we have obtained a general view of man,

past and present, and of the living creation, we shall find our compre-

hension of the state of mankind indefinitely enlarged, our sympathies

widened, and, let us trust, our action wiser.

We hold that science has definitely decided that mankind forms only

one species, regarded as an animal, although some persons still hold the

Mankind one Opinion that mankind consists of several species, distinct from
species, qj^q another, like the lion from the tiger. All mankind can

intermarry with one another, and the offspring of every kind of marriage

exist. There is no distinction in structure between different races of men,

sufficient to mark them off with certainty from one another hy a broad

line of demarcation. It is very evident, when their structure is examined,

that the varieties of pigeons and of dogs present much greater contrasts

than those which exist between the most diversified specimens of

humanity.

That man has lived upon the earth much longer that was formerly

Time Supposed is now generally agreed, although there is great uncer-

fOT g?e^^ taiiity as to the duration of his existence. Regarding mankind
chanifes. as having originated from one stock, it is e\adent that much
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time has been necessary for tlie production of the teeming populations

of India and China, with their encUess diversities, for the settlement ot

the various tribes throughout the globe, and the acclimatisation and

adaptation of races to their conditions of life. Again, seeing how slowly

men have developed and advanced during the Cliristian era, and con-

sidering that they were sufaciently developed four thousand years ago to

execute marvellous sculptures, and to buHd temples and other structures
"

demanding great genius, we perceive that long ages must have been

occupied in the progress which preceded such attainments.

Again, the striking differences between types of men from different

countries—the dark complexion of the ItaHan organ-grmder, the fair

contrast of Englishman, the yellow Chinese, the dark -brown negro-

types. indicate to us that, if we believe these to have aU sprung

from one stock, much time must be given for the operation of causes of

change. Yet these distinctions were, without doubt, very nearly the

same\s they are now at least three thousand years ago. Thus looked at,

as Dr Tylor has well said, every Chinese and negro bears m his lace

evidence of the antiquity of man. Some of the evidences of this

antiquity will be mentioned as we proceed with our subject.

It is desirable, before proceeding to detaHs, to gain a general idea ot

the principal races of mankind, their relationships, and their chief cha-

cuaracters racteristics. And first we wHl refer to some of the characters

for discrimi- ^ ^hich anthropologists are accustomed to discriminate races

"^^^C independently of the locality in which they live, their habits

of life, and their mental and moral peculiarities. For instance, the

dimensions and shape of the skull are higlily important. The length of

the skuU in proportion to its breadth has long been noticed as varying m
different races. Taking the length as 100, the proportionate breadth

varies from 70 to 86, the native Austrahans and Esquimaux standing

Shape of lowest at 70, and the South Germans highest at 86. This may
skuiL serve to impress upon us how slight is the difference of pro-

portion between the extremes of ordinary human skulls. Both white

and coloured races, widely separated in other respects, may be found

with the same cranial index, as it is called. Those may be called long-

headed whose proportion of breadth to length is 74 or less
;
middle-

headed, from 75 to 80 ; and short, or round-headed, above 80.

Another important character of the skull is the extent to which the

jaws and teeth project forward beyond a vertical line let fall from the

Projection forehead. Some races, as the Bushmen and other Africans,

of jaws, i^g^ye very forward-projecting jaws, approaching to that of the

higher apes, while the more elevated races have the jaws almost verti-

cally placed beneath their foreheads.

Again, skulls vary largely in the capacity of the brain-case. It does

capacity of not, however, follow that a large brain-case is iHled^ with brain-

brain-case, matter, or that the qiudihj of the brain is better in the larger
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8 INTRODUCTION.

skulls. But the average Englishman has a brain-case of 96 cubic inches,

while Malay skulls have a capacity of 86 inches, and Peruvians, Austra-

lians, and Hottentots, 75 cubic inches.

Independently of colour of skin and the kind of hair, marked differ-

ences are noticeable in the features of various peoples. Very striking is

the contrast between the aquiline nose of Jews and the flat or snub nose

Distinction of the negro
; while the Esquimaux resemble most European

of features,
-yyi^ites in having a slender, long nose. The thick, fleshy, pro-

truding Hps of the negro are very noticeable. The arch formed by the

teeth is in the higher races wide and evenly rounded, while in the lower

the side arches are longer and nearly parallel. Some of the lowest races,

especially the Australians, have much larger teeth, notably the wisdom
teeth. Again, Bushmen and negroes possess a more prominent and nar-

row chest than the white races, whose chest is broader and flatter.

Contrary to general belief, there are no truly black people
; the

utmost extent of darkness of complexion is but a dark brown ; and hue of

complexion is but an imperfect guide in discriminating races. Hair, too.

Colour of
^^ ^^^^ ^^ uncertain guide

;
every variety of colour of hair may

complexion be met with among English people. Black hair is predominant
among Hindus, Hebrews, Chinese, Americans, Africans, and

Australians
; while fair hair is possessed by the majority of the fair-

white peoples. The distinction between the smooth-haired and the
" woolly " or frizzy-haired peoples is very characteristic, and marks off

the true negroes from all other races.

The importance of language in all questions concerning the races of

mankind is evident. We naturally assume that people speaking the

Importance same language are of the same race, and that difference of
of language, speech denotes difference of race. But the actual investi-

gation of the question has shown that language may undergo much
more rapid changes than race, and that it is largely affected by the

migrations and the conquests of races. To take a very striking case,

the negro population of North America speak English, but no one takes

that to indicate that they are English by race.

By the careful study of language it has been shown that many
languages are so related to one another as to constitute families of

Families of languages, each having some predominant characteristics b}^
languages, ^j^ich they differ from other families

; and although these are

not always spoken by kindred races, yet the structure of their language

affords much valuable information as to the origin and history of various

races.

The best known families of languages are the Aryan or Indo-

European, and the Semitic or Hebraic. The Aryan languages include

The Aryan those of almost all European peoples, as weU as of great part of

European
India and South-western Asia. The Greek and Latin lan-

languages guages exhibit in some respects the highest perfection of the
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Aryan type, while Sanskrit, tlie language of the Hindu ancient sacred

books, is nearer to a primitive form. Throughout all these languages

similar root-words exist, variously modified ; and considerable progress has

been made in reconstructing the original speech from which they arose.

The nature of the words they used, however, shows that the primitive

Aryans were considerably advanced in the arts of hfe, and hved in a

settled condition, practising some agricultural methods, and possessing

domestic cattle. They also had some metals, of which they made
weapons and implements for use in war and peace. Laws and religion

must have been developed among them to a considerable extent. Many
considerations point to Central Asia or Turkestan as their original home,

although lately some scholars have endeavoured to show that the first

speakers of the Aryan languages were the fair-haired long-headed

Scandinavians.

The Aryan languages are of the type known as inflecting ; that is,

differences of relation, number, case, etc., being indicated by
additions incorporated in the primary root, or affixes. Vowels

also are changed to a considerable extent, as a means of altering the

signification of words.

The Semitic languages are best represented by the ancient Hebrew
and the modern Arabic. Comparatively few roots are used, and these

Semitic ^i"6 Varied to a remarkable extent by changes of vowels, the
languages, truest inflexion. As yet there is no sufficient proof of a com-

mon origin of the Semitic and the Aryan languages. This may merely

show that it is so long since the Semitic and the Aryan nations diverged

from a common stock, that the traces of common paternity have been
lost. The utmost that can be said is, that they have a certain similarity,

as being inflecting languages.

Widely distinguished from these are the agglutinative types of

language, in which the primitive roots remain distinct, being modified by

^jjg
adding to them more or less numerous suffixes. Among these

ajrgiutinative are the Tartar or Turanian languages of Central and Northern
anguages.

^^:^^^ those of the Finns and Lapps of Northern Europe, the

Hungarian or Magyar, and the Turkish. The Basque language (Northern

Spain) is a highly complex example of this kind of language.

The monosyllabic languages of South-eastern Asia are best repre-

MonosyUaWc sented by the Chinese, with multitudes of monosyllables, which
languages, yemain isolated, being greatly varied in meaning by the use

of varied tones ii^ pronouncing them. The languages of Further India

and Tibet belong to this group.

The Malayo-Polynesian languages form another large group, pro-

Maiavo-
^^^^y leaving several main subdivisions. They are of a low

Polynesian grade of structure, though many of their roots have two sylla-
anguages.

i^j^g^ ^^^ reduplication, or the doubling of syllables, is much used.

The Australian and Papuan languages appear to be distinct from these.
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The Dravidian (Tamil, Telugu, Canarese) and Kolarian groups of

languages are the representatives of speech in India before the Aryans

other groups ^^^t^ invaded it. We must notice, further, the distinctness of
of langiiages. \\-^q Egyptian or Hamitic group of languages, the South African

or Bantu family, most remarkable for its great use of prefixes in many
varieties, and the Central African groups, as yet very imperfectly known.

The immense number of native languages of America are as yet very little

understood ; and it is impossible to do any more than state that most of

them agree in being polysynthetic, or using complex combinations of roots.

The further study of language shows that the mental ability of

nations is not by any means to be measured by the complexity or sim-

plicity of their languages. For the high intellectual at-

of races and tainments of the ancient Egyptians and Chinese have
languages.

^^^^ produced together with languages of a plain, almost

childish description. But, as Professor Whitney says, the value and

rank of a language should be measured by what its users have made it

do. A poor tool in skilful hands can do much more than the best tool in

unskilful hands.

As to the possibility of all existing languages having sprung from

one, nothing definite can be said. At the present day they are so

different that no connection can be made out between many of the

groups. It may be thought that languages only became distinct,

settled, and characteristic after the great branches of the human family

had dispersed and diverged ; but any dogmatic assertion on such points

is in the highest degree out of place, and cannot be based on evidence.

As to the broad classification of races, it will suffice to mention here

the two most important—that put forward by Blumenbach, more than a

century ago, and that of Professor Huxley. Blumenbach
classification recognised five main races ; the Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethio-

pian, American, and Malay. This arrangement does not deal

- with many races now known ; and the Caucasian group is especially

complex, including as it does all the so-called white men, even such

divergent peoples as Arabs and Swedes. Yet the term Caucasian has been

found so practically convenient that, for want of a better, it is still used.

Professor Huxley's classification,—based on all the accumulated

anatomical as well as sociological knowledge of modern
Huxley's times,—distinguishes four main types—the Australoid, the

c ass ca ion.
]^ggj,QJ(.|^ ^]-^q Mongoloid, and the Xanthochroic ; the latter

with an important branch, the Melanochroic.

The Australoid peoples have a chocolate-brown skin, dark brown or

black eyes, black hair, usually wavy, narrow skull (long-

Austraioid headed), strongly-developed brow-ridges, projecting jaw, large
peop es.

i^gg^i-^^ thick lips, and broad nose. Besides the Australian

natives, many of the hill-tribes of India, and perhaps the Egyptians,

belong to this type.
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The Negroid peoples have all shades of brown and blackish-brown

skin, brown or black eyes, black hair (short, crisp, or woolly), narrow

skulls, little developed brow-ridges, projecting jaws, thick,

Negroid projecting lips, and flat, broad nose. This type includes,

^'°P^^'-
besides the mass of Africans, the Cape Bushmen, who appear to

be a specially modified branch, very short in stature, yellowish-brown in

skin, with black eyes and hair ; the Hottentots, whom Professor Huxley

regards as a cross between Bushmen and ordinary negroes
;
the Negritos

Qi the Andaman Islands, Malacca, and the Philippines ;
the Papuans,

New Caledonians, and Tasmanians.

The Mongoloid peoples include the greater part of the people of

central, northern, and eastern Asia—a short and squat race, with yel-

lowish-brown skin, black eyes and hair, the latter straight and

MoSoid coarse, short skulls (round-headed), with prominent brows,

peoples. Q^|-q^Q gygs^ and nose flat and small. The Chinese and

Japanese differ from these in being long-headed, while the native Ainos

of Japan are also distinguished by the hairy covering of their bodies.

The Dyaks and Malays, the Polynesians, and the native Americans fall

under the same classification, though with minor differences. Most of

these peoples are long-headed, and in the Polynesians the straightness of

the hair and obhquity of the eyes disappear.

There remain the peoples known as whites, divided into Xantho-

chroi, or fair-whites, and Melanochroi, or dark-whites. The fair-whites,

tall, of almost uncoloured skin, belong to central and northern

"dS-k- wm?e Europe ; they have blue or grey eyes, light hair, ranging from
peoples,

straw-coloured to red and chestnut ; their skulls vary from the

longest forms to the shortest and roundest. The dark-wliites are not

sharply marked off from these, and include many Irishmen, Welshmen,

and Bretons, together with Spaniards, Italians, Greeks, Arabs, Armeni-

ans, and Aryan Hindus. By intermixture of the latter with Australoids,

a much darker mixture has been formed in India, making up the mass

of the population.

This classification is probably the best attainable at present. \\ hen

we consider the contradictory opinions formerly held, and the uncertain

grounds on which they were arrived at, it may appear very great

progress to have got so far. When mankind can be reduced on ana-

tomical grounds to four main types, each differing in bodily structure

. much less than the varieties of dogs or pigeons, it surely cannot be difE-

'

cult for any one to accept the unity of the human race as very probable

scientifically, even though not yet proved to absolute demonstration.

It is manifestly impossible to understand fully the human popula-

tion of a country or continent without some knowledge of the physical

Geographical conditions by which it is influenced—of the trees which form

distribution -^.g forests, the plants which are available for its crops, the

and pUnts. animals upon which it feeds, or with which it has to contend.
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These will be illustrated, in the case of each continent and the great

island groups by large numbers of faithful representations of the most

prominent types of animals and plants peculiar to them. To go into the

classification of animals and plants in a work of this nature would be

quite impossible. What will be attempted will be, to place before the

reader illustrations and brief notes of some of the most important features

in the life of the great divisions of the globe, as an appropriate accompani-

ment to the story of the nations. In some cases the animals and plants

are by no means absolutely peculiar to a given continent, some extending

into more than one continent, and various plants especially having been

introduced from one to another. In such cases consideration will be

given to the economic importance of the plant in a particular region in

determining its place of illustration.

Complex questions of the distribution of animals and plants cannot

here be dealt with. It may be said briefly, that Europe is related to

Europe Asia somewhat like a large peninsula, having much the same
and Asia, essential characters, but less richly developed. In the North

of Europe, as of Asia, mosses and lichens abound ;
the reindeer, the

lemming, and the fur-bearing martens, sables, civets, and foxes are

Arctic and among the most characteristic animals of the colder regions.

fiunaSd The temperate portions of the two continents form a forest

flora. region, where firs, beeches, birches, elms, etc., flourish, though

much restricted by the hand of man. Wheat, barley, oats, and rye are

the leading cereals. Oxen and sheep of various species, with foxes,

wolves, and bears, are the most prominent animals, the chamois being

peculiar to the central European mountains.

The Southern, or Mediterranean region of Europe has many forms

derived from its former connection with Africa, or introduced from

^ warmer climates within the historic period. Among its

raaean fauna characteristic plants are the laurel and myrtle, the orange,
and flora.

^^^ olive, and the date, and numerous evergreen and thorny

shrubs. Fallow-deer, scorpions, and mosquitoes may be mentioned

among the animals not found in Central Europe.

The Asiatic tropical flora extends over a vast range of country, and

includes among grains rice, which is the most abundant ; among nervine

stimulants and sedatives, tea, coffee, tobacco, opium, and areca

;

Asiatic plants among other useful plants, cotton, indigo, the svigar-cane,
and animals. (.^j^j^r^jj^Qj-^^ ^-^^ various aromatic plants ; while teak, bamboo,

and cocoa-nut and date palms are some of the most important trees. The

tiger, hyena, bear, elephant, rhinoceros, camel, and horse, with poisonous

serpents, may be regarded as some of the most characteristic animals.

In Africa, north of the Sahara, we find many animals and plants

similar to those of the Mediterranean region of Europe ; but

animals and the lion, the panther, the jackal, and the hj-ena, with ante-
piants.

jQp^g ^^^ gazelles and camels, extend into this region from
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tropical and equatorial Africa. The elephant and hippopotamus, the

chimpanzee, gorilla, etc., and the ostrich, are animals very characteristic

of Africa. The cocoa-nut palm, bamboo, pepper, and other hot aromatics,

maize, yams, and bananas, and the great baobab tree, will serve as brief

notes of the vegetation of Africa.

America includes almost all climates, and the greatest variety of

animals and plants, ranging from the northern Arctic region of mosses

American
^^^ Hcliens, polar bears, walruses, and fur animals, through

plants and great wheat and maize-bearing tracts, with abundant forests

of maple, fir, pine, elm, etc., to the sugar, cotton, and tobacco

lands of the southern United States and Central America ; to the grand
tropical vegetation of Brazil and other countries of South America, rich

in creepers and chmbers, orchids, palms, mangroves, etc., passing south

into the great prairies, with their marvellous grasses, and then into the

almost barren tracts of Tierra del Fuego. The jaguar and puma, the

opossum, the platjrrrhine monkeys, the tapir, llama, and armadillo, with
many brilliant birds, must be mentioned as characterising America.

Australia has whole groups of mammals, the marsupials and

Australasian
^^'^°^^^^®^' ^^^ost restricted to itself; and the cassowaries

animals and and birds of paradise also mark out Australasia as peculiar,
plants

Many features of the flora, too complex to be detailed briefly,

will be indicated later on.

ANCIENT BRITON WITH CORACLE.
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BOOK I.

THE INHABITANTS OF EUROPE.

CHAPTER I.

CI)e (0arl|) $nl)al)itante; of tl)e Bnti^I) Jslautisi,

The ages before written records—Nature of tbe evidence to be relied upon—The men of rough

stone implements, contemporary with the Mammoth—Dwellers in caves, valleys, and forests

—The earliest race probably long-headed—The old Cave-dwellers; who carved horns—Rude
weapons—Bone needles and harpoons—Mode of cooking and drinking—Clothing and orna-

ments—Portraits of animals on ivory and horn—Human bones—Supposed relation to the

Esquimaux—The Age of Polished Stone Implements—Advent of agricultural tribes skilled

in arts—Physical characters—Picture of a homestead in early Britain—Domestic animals—
Crops—Implement-making—Change of climate—Burial mounds—The Age of Bronze—First
appearance of the Aryan Celt in|Europe—Survivals from the Bronze period in Ireland—Forts

or raths—Crannoges—The British Celts—Bronze weapons—Clothing and ornaments—Cre-
mation—Stonehenge and Avebury circles.

tlie first inhabitants of these

and how long have they been
"HO were

islands ?

inhabited ?

The answers to these questions depend,

not upon historic records in writing, but upon

other evidence which scientific men accept as

equal in value to written documents,
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

sometimes superior to them, because

documents may be as false as human
speech, while a record of nature, if rightly read,

may be relied upon as a fact. We must always remember, however, the
19

evidence
relied upon.
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qualifying clause, " if rightly read," for verj^ much turns upon this. But
we are not likely to go back to the view some people formerly held, that

fossils and other records of ancient life upon the globe were merely sports

of nature, or a kind of imitation of living things
; or to re-adopt the

opinion, long so strongly held, that all remains of animal and plant life

upon the earth were deposited by the Noachian Deluge. The evidence

of implements, of excavations, of homes, of manufactures, is as important

and trustworthy for past ages as for the present ; and man's works survive

to tell of man's past existence and achievements, though all trace of his

bones or knowledge of the race he belonged to may have vanished.

THE MEN OF ROUGH STONE IMPLEMENTS, CONTEMPO-
RARY WITH THE MAMMOTH.

In England abundant evidence exists, in caves, in valley deposits, and
in forest beds, that a race of men inhabited this country at a time when
it was still joined to the Continent of Europe ; and it is believed by many

that more than one change of level, by which England became
caves, vaueys, alternately an island and a part of the Continent, has taken

place since man began to inhabit the land. At a period when
the great extinct elephant known as the mammoth, two other species of

elephant, great rhinoceroses, lions, tigers, and bears lived in England, man
first appears, as indicated by the presence of rough manufactured flint

implements in the same strata in which remains of these animals are

found. The same flint implements have been now discovered in many
parts of the world in association with the remains of extinct animals.

What the early hunters were like, we cannot tell. That they

existed and made rude weapons to hunt their prey with, appears certain.

Simple flint flakes, rough-edged choppers, scrapers, borers, and

raceprobabiy other forms are found. This rude type of mankind may be
long, ea e

. compared with the Australian natives ; he was destitute of

metal, and could not sharpen his stones well. From continental evidence

this early race of man in Western Europe is believed to have had a long

and comparatively narrow type of skull, with prominent jaws. They are

not supposed to be identical with any race now living.

THE OLD CAVE-DWELLERS, WHO CARVED HORNS.

An advance is seen when we come to the early cave-dwellers, of

whom we find remains in England, Accumulations of earth containing

remains of many species of animals, not merely deposited there at death

by the animals themselves or their animal captors, but showing signs of

human action and cookery, are found in many caves, with fragments of

Rude charcoal and numerous flint implements. These remains are
weapons, very often in many successive layers, frequently cemented to-

gether by slow deposit of limestone as stalagmite in limestone caves, and
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testify to a lapse of many thousands of years during- their formation. The

implements become more finished, though still rude, and more decided
lance heads, choppers, and borers are found, some adapted to be used ma
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wooden handle. Togetlier with these, in the caves of the Cresswell crags,

Bone needles Derbyshire, was found a small piece of a rib, polished, and orna-
andiiaxpoons.jjjej^^e(j with a cut drawing of a horse. In other caves, such

as Kent's Cavern near Torquay, bone needles and awls, and harpoons of

reindeer antler have been discovered. Many other engraved and carved

implements of this period have been found in France and elsewhere.

It is not supposed that the cave-men used their caves all the year
round. They encamped in the open air except when driven to shelter by
stress of weather. They cooked their meat with the aid of hot stones, cut-

Mode of cook- *^^S ^^ with flint flakes, and extracting the marrow from the mar-
ing and row-bones after they had been broken. They also snared birds

and even caught fish. Wood, skin, and horns afforded drinking

vessels, but no pottery has been discovered in their remains. Fire they
no doubt readily obtained by friction of wood. They used clothes of skin

and fur, sewn together by their bone needles with sinews. Lumps of red

oxide of iron in their caves suggest that they painted their faces ; while

Clothing and perforated shells, bones, ivory, and teeth indicate that they wore
ornaments, chains and necklaces. A remarkable carved figure on a bone
in a French cave shows an ox feeding and a man creeping up behind
him and throwing a spear ; and this is by no means a solitary instance of

their artistic skill. How far beyond a mere animal existence such people

Portraits of must have been advanced when they could not only invent

^^My^and ^^^ construct skilful weapons, and cook meat, but draw recog-
bone. nisable portraits of their animal surroundings, to be evidence

of their high attainments to us after unknown thousands of years, as well

as of the actual features of animals otherwise only known to us by bones.

A tooth appears to be the only definite human fragment of this date
found in this country, in the cave of Plas Newydd, near St. Asaph, North

Human Wales. But on the Continent several good finds of human
bones, i^ones have taken place, indicating a long-headed race, with

forward projecting lower jaw. Some of these are buried deep under
accumulations of later times.

Professor Boyd Dawkins believes that the ancient cave-man was of a

different race from the ruder earlier race, and that he presents decided

Supposed features of resemblance to the Esquimaux. Many curious

^t?tbe^ similarities in habits seem to connect them together. The
Esquimaux, fact of few human bones of the period being found is easily

accounted for by the abundance of hyenas, and the absence of any in-

dications of interments, which in later ages are very numerous. The
total lack of regard for the dead will be noted when we speak of the

Esquimaux. They use the same kinds of stone scrapers, ivory handles,

needles, spears, and arrows, as th« cave-men did. Even their modes of

ornamenting them by sculptured heads and figures is the same
; and it

seems indeed probable that in the Esquimaux we see the direct de-

scendants of the race which once lived in caves in England and France.
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TRE MEN OF POLISHED STONE IMPLEMENTS.

Tlie old order changed and gave place to new. The hunter was
displaced by the agriculturist. Western Europe and Britain were gra-

dually occupied by men of more settled habits, possessing Advent of

domestic animals, and capable of manufacturing stone ini-frfbes'^med

plements highly polished and showing considerable ingenuity "i arts,

in construction. Pottery, too, was among the arts of this new race.

From various indications, it is believed that this people flourished when
Egypt and Assyria were already highly civilised empires.

As far as can be gathered from varied remains in forests, caves,

fortified places, and burial mounds, these people were short in stature,

about five feet five inches high, with skulls long or oval in physical

shape, the projection of the hinder part being especially characters,

marked. The jaws were rather small, and the lower jaw did not project

markedly ; the forehead was comparatively low. People of this type are

not driven so completely out of Europe as the cave-men ; but their charac-

ters are to be recognised at this day among the Basques of the north of

Spain—a short, dark-complexioned people, with black hair and eyes and
a long head, and probably identical with the Iberians, from whom the

Iberian peninsula is named.
Prof. Boyd Dawkins, who is one of those most entitled to speak with

confidence on this subject, gives a vivid picture of a homestead of this

neolithic or later stone period in his " Early Man in Britain." picture of a

He says :
" If we could in imagination take our stand on the ^^|ariy^

summit of a hill commanding an extensive view, in almost any Britain,

part of Great Britain or Ireland in the Neolithic period, we should look

upon a landscape somewhat of this kind : Thin lines of smoke, rising

from among the trees of the dense virgin forest at our feet, would mark
the position of the Neolithic homesteads, and of the neighbouring

stockaded camp which afforded refuge in time of need ; while here and

there a gleam of gold would show the small patch of ripening wheat.

We enter a track in the forest, and thread our way to one of the clusters

of homesteads, passing herds of goats and flocks of horned sheep, or dis-

turbing a troop of horses or small short-horned oxen, or stumbling upon
a swine-herd tending the hogs in their search after roots. We Domestic

should probably have to defend ourselves against the attack of animals,

some of the large dogs used as guardians of the flock against bears, wolves,

and foxes, and for hunting the wild animals. At last, on emerging into •

the clearing, we should see a little plot of flax or small-eared wheat, and
near the homestead the inhabitants, clad some in linen and others in

skins, and ornamented with necklaces and pendants of stone,

bone, or pottery, carrying on their daily occupations. Some
are cutting wood with stone axes with a wonderfully sharp edge, fixed in

wooden handles, with stone adzes or gouges, or with little saws composed
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of carefully notclied pieces of flint

about three or four inches long, split-

ting it with stone wedges, scraping it

with flint flakes. Some are at work
preparing handles for the spears, shafts

for the arrows, and wood for the bows,

or for the broad paddles used for pro-

pelling the canoes. Others are busy

Implement grinding and sharpening
making. ^^ various stone tools,

scraping skins with implements

ground to a circular edge, or carving

various implements out of bone and
antler with sharp splinters of flint ; while the women are preparing the

meal with pestles and mortars and grain rubbers, and cooking it on the

fire, generally outside the house, or spinning thread with spindle and
distaff, or weaving it with a rude loom."

During this period Britain was gradually sinking, so that many
forests were submerged round our coasts, and the island was permanently

Change of cut ofl" from the Continent, substantially as it is now. The
cUmate. climate was probably more severe and damper in many parts

than now. The people were separated into tribes, frequently at war
with one another, as evidenced by the numerous earthworks and camps
they have left, and the javelins, arrow heads, and spear heads found.

Burial Burial mounds of this period abound, in the shape of barrows
mounds. ^^ cairns, often long and oval in shape. Here the dead were

buried, usually in a sitting or crouching position, accompanied by various

implements and other objects, apparently for the use of the dead in the

spirit world. It is remarkable that the artistic powers possessed by the

cave-dwellers of the previous period

were not present in the newer race.

They scarcely attained to represent-

ing their favourite implements, still

less to carvings of animals.

THE AGE OF BRONZE.

There is reason to believe that

while the dark short people just

described were still in almost un-

disputed possession of England,

Western Europe was being occupied

by a new race, the first appearance

in the West of the Aryans from

central Asia. They were the an- EAliLY EUROPEAN VlSiELS.
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ance of the
Aryan Celt

the in Europe.

EAKLY EUROPEAN IMPLEMENTS.

cestors of the pre-

sent Celts, much
taller than the
people whoni they

conquered, and ad-

ditionally armed by
the knowledge of

bronze nrst appear-

working,

and

possession of bronze

weapons. Later,

when their civilisa-

tion was fully established, they advanced into the British Islands, and

gradually drove back the older inhabitants. They conquered Ireland

later still ; and their descendants there retained their primitive habits

far down into historic time.

So late as the sixteenth century, says Sir "William Wilde, " the

native Irish retained their wandering habits, tilling a piece of fertile

land in the spring, then retiring with their herds to the survivals

booleys, or dairy habitations (generally in mountain districts), f^°"i *^®

in the summer, and moving about where the herbage afforded period in

sustenance to their cattle. They lived, as Edmund Spenser ^® ^^ '

describes them in the reign of Elizabeth, ' on their milk and white

meats ' (curds, cheese, with meal, and probably calves' flesh, etc.), and

returning in autumn to secure their crops, they remained in community
in their forts or entrenched villages during the winter. The remains of

thousands of these

forts, or raths, still

stud the lowlands

of every county in

Ireland, notwith-

standing the thou-

sands that have

been obliterated.

They are earthen

enclosures, gene-

rally circular, and

varying Forts, or

in extent ^^*^^-

from a few perches

to an acre or more,

and afforded pro-

tection to the in-

EARLY EOKOPEA.N IMPLEMENTS AND ORNAMENTS. naDltantS aUa tnCir
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flocks, against the ravages of beasts of prey with which the country

then abounded, or against the predatory incursions of hostile tribes either

in war or during a cattle raid. A breastwork of earth from four to eight

feet high surrounded the enclosure, being the material ready at hand,

and the most easily worked, and was probably surmounted by a stake

fence." Other survivals from ancient time in Ireland are the
crannoges.

^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ platforms of clay and stone, supported by timber,

in the lakes. As late as 1641, Sir Phelim O'Neill took refuge in one of

these. Wooden cabins, made of wattles and clay, and the cloghauns or

small stone houses still found, are other Irish survivals.

The Celts of Britain were tall and stalwart, large-brained, com-

manding and harsh in aspect. The chieftain of Gristhorpe, whose

The British remains are in the museum at York, must, according to Dr.

celts. Beddoe, have looked a true king of men, with his athletic

frame, his broad forehead, beetling brows, strong jaws, and aquiline

profile.

The Bronze age arrived fully developed in the West. The bronze is

uniform, containing about 12 per cent, of tin and 88 of copper. The

weapons and implements, too, are not remarkably varied. The first forms

appear to have been modelled like the stone weapons akeady in use
;
and

Bronze ^^^^ gradually got better shaped and adapted to handles,

weapons. The better bronze weapons, of course, were fashioned in the suc-

ceeding age of iron. The ornamentation of the implements is in simple

geometrical patterns ;
representations of animal forms are not found.

Linen and woollen weaving were known, though perhaps woven cloth

was only the luxury of the rich. Shaving the face became fashionable,

while the hair was often worn in long plaits, and great hair-

^^fnd"^ pins were used. Stone, bone, and bronze ornaments were
ornaments, ^^^^^dant ; and amber and gold came into use for decoration.

Cremation prevailed, and the ashes of the dead were preserved in

urns. Some articles possessed by the dead were burned with them, for

thek use in the spirit world, together with food. A barrow
Cremation.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ erected over the funeral urn, and funeral feasts

Avere subsequently held, the cairn being added to at the same time.

The great temples of Stonehenge and Avebury in Wiltshire, and

other stone and earthen circles, are believed to belong to tliis period.

They are usually in the centre of a district thickly crowded

and Avebury with funeral mounds ; and there is no reason to doubt that they
circles,

-^ygi^e places of religious worship. Many of the stones are very

large, and must have required prodigious labour to transport to the spots

where they are found. Sonie portions are of rocks which could not Imve

been obtained nearer than Wales, Cornwall, or the Channel Islands,
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THE IRON AGE.

T1HE knowledge and use of iron

marks the next great epoch. It is

believed to have come from Asia,

and to have been diffused gradually

through Europe. It would ^.„ .*=
. ^ . Diffusion of

first come m small quanti- iron
,• n 11 r^ i- 1 from Asia.
ties irom the Continent

;

and then the discovery of native

stores of iron ore, and the learning of

modes of smelting it, would render

it more and more abundant, till at

last it supplanted bronze, even for

articles for which the latter was more serviceable.
27
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The Iron age does not appear to have been marked by any special

change of race. The greater abundance of good weapons probably was

HaMts of the attended by greater combinations of powerful tribes, so thus
iron users, petty kingdoms arose. Cremation did not die out, but burial

at full length was also practised. Curved patterns, often complex, are

found on ornaments
; but animal forms are scarce. Coins of gold (later

of silver and bronze) first appear with designs which are remote imita-

tions of Greek coins, such as those of Philip of Macedon. It is not likely

that the earliest coins found are of earlier date than 200 b c. Their use

was most abundant in the South and South-east of the island. The early

Britons became not only accomplished workers in metal, but even learnt

Early forgery the art of forgery, making false gold and silver coins of copper
ot corns. Qp bronze, covered with a thin plating of gold. Here we come

well into the period connected with us by direct historic records.

The Phoenicians are recorded to have visited Britain (Cornwall) and
Ireland about B.C. 500, under Himilco. After crossing the Bay of Biscay,

Visits of the he arrived at the Islands of the (Estrymnides, " rich in tin and
Phoemcians.

Xq^.^^^ and inhabited by a numerous, proud, and industrious

population accustomed to commerce, and in the habit of going to sea in

poor leathern boats (coracles). Thence he sailed two days farther to

grass-green 'Insula Sacra' (Ireland), inhabited by the races of the

Hibernians." The OEstrymnides were afterwards called Cassiterides, or

Tin Islands, but were very vaguely known ; only the Phoenicians and the

Greeks were generally believed to obtain tin from them. Aristotle is the

first who names the British islands beyond the Celtse as " Albion and
lerne." No doubt the Phoenicians introduced very many manufactured

articles into Britain.

At the beginning of the historic period, Britain was much more
covered with forests than now, with more morasses and a damper climate.

Old British
^ears, wild boars, wolves and foxes, deer and beaver, abounded.

forests and Reindeer still existed in the north of Scotland. Little circular
' huts of wood, wattles, or stone were the chief dwellings, and

narrow, devious paths connected the villages. Agriculture was far more
advanced in southern . than in northern Britain, where the pasture of

cattle was predominant.

In personal appearance, the Romans describe the south-eastern

Britons as tall, long-haired, and rather fair (i.e., as compared with the

Dr of the
swarthy Romans), wearing a kind of trousers and a belted

ancient tunic, with a plaid over it. From this some derive the name
Celt (the kilt-wearing or clothed people). Sandals were worn

on the feet. Horses, shields, and long swords were used in war ; chariots,

often with scythes on each side, were signs of higher-class
The Plots. . . . . .

warfare. The inhabitants of the interior and North still wore

skins ; many were nearly naked, and stained and tattooed their skins

with woad. Hence the Romans called them Picts {2^icti, or painted).
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Mines were worked to a considerable extent ; and many things were ex-

ported, cbiefly to Gaul, including tin, gold, silver, iron, corn,

cattle, and even slaves and hunting dogs. Their language is

declared by Strabo not to have differed greatly from that of the Gauls.

But this statement, of course, applies principally to the southern tribes,

who were largely of the same race as the Celtic Belgse, who then inhabited

a great part of Gaul.

As Dr. Beddoe says :
" The history of the British Isles is that of an

nregular or intermittent current of invasion from the neighbouring conti-

nent—invasion of ideas, of customs, and of arts, even more than of human
beings." And he expresses the opinion that, antliropologically, Britain

was always a stage further back in development than the Continent.

THE ROMAN PERIOD.

From this time forward we enter upon the domain of historic records.

For a full account of this and subsequent periods, the History of England
must of course be studied in separate works. Here we can only refer to the

successive races who gained a dominant influence, and the way in which

they modified the nation. The effects of the Roman conquest
^^^^,^2 ^^^ ^j^^

of the island were most marked. The excellent main roads Roman

which they made greatly facilitated communication. Their

strong power put an end to many a feud between tribes
; and the decrease

of warfare led to an increase of agriculture and peaceful arts. Mining
was largely developed. Fowls, geese, pheasants, and other useful animals

were introduced. Roman towns and fortified camps were established in

different parts of the country ; and many an old camp is indicated by the

termination " cester " or " Chester." Britain became a province of Rome,
and later a Christian country, under the Emperor Constantine.

Many Romans and more Roman subjects of varied provinces, province

must have lived and died and had offspring in Britain. The ^^ i^mse .

Britons themselves became considerably Romanised, and used Roman
names. Very many places also had Roman names. Yet few of them
survived the departure of the Romans. It is remarkable how little trace

they left upon the physical characters of the people they conquered ; and
the Christian religion, which was their State religion, was driven into

the Welsh fastnesses by the Anglo-Saxon conquerors.

The ancient British (Celtic) peoples showed great vitality. They must
have preserved their individuality as distinctly as the Welsh and Irish of

the present day ; and resumed without difficulty their sway
vitality of

when the Roman legions were withdrawn. Their ultimate the ancient

subjection was due to the arrival of a stronger people than the

degenerate Romans. They were pagans like themselves, but yet more

vigorous and more intellectual, and representing a higher type of civili-

sation. These, the Angles or English, and the Saxons had already begun
to arrive on the West coast of England ; and various bodies of Germans,

captives and others, had no doubt been settled in Britain by the Romans.
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OUR ENGLISH ANCESTORS.

That tribes o£ German Teutons invaded England and finally con-

quered it, migrating in sucli large numbers as to really re-people tbe East

Invasions of and South, is undoubted. The ancient inhabitants were gra-

Teutons. dually driven towards Wales and Cornwall ; and the worship

of German gods, Thor, Woden, etc., was firmly introduced. It would be

profitless here to discuss the precise localities in the North-west of Europe

from which particular tribes came. It suffices to say that they did not

come from France ; and that Scan-

dinavians and Danes made distinct

invasions at later periods, although

probably some Norwegians landed

in Scotland before or during the

Eoman occupation. The Anglo-

Saxon invaders were tall, blond,

and fair-haired, contrasting greatly

with the people they conquered.

Passing to a description of

how these ancestors of ours Hved,

it appears that the Anglo-Saxon

houses were comparatively simple,

except those of chieftains. The

lower part of the walls was of

masonry, the upper of
Anglo-Saxon -^

\ i i n
houses and wood. A central nail,

domestic life.
^^ reception room, was

a marked feature of every con-

siderable dwelling. Hangings of

plain cloth or of tapestry sur-

rounded the wall, which also had

hooks or pegs to hang tilings upon.

Chimneys were not yet used, and

fires were made on the floor, pro-

bably in the centre. Benches were

the principal furniture of the hall.

The table was a board placed

upon trestles, and removed when

the meal was ended. Hence it is

readily seen whence we derive our

expression " board and lodging."

Breakfast about nine, and dinner,

at noon, were the principal meals ; supper was probably of later introduc-

tion. Their food was on the whole simple—bread, butter, milk, and

cheese being the staple ;
vegetables, beans, and fish were much eaten

;

ANGLO-SAXON LADY.
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and bacon was the chief meat. Much of their meat was salted, and

eaten boiled.

An interesting Anglo-Saxon dialogue mentions prominently among

persons accessory to food supply, the Salter who stocked the store rooms

and cellars and supplied the (salt) butter and cheese ; the ^^ An'^io-

baker, without whom every table would seem empty
;
and the saxon

cook, who appears to have been less essential. " If you expel "

me from your society," says the cook, " you will be obliged to eat your

vegetables green, and your flesh meat raw, nor can you have any fat

broth." He is shut up with "We care not, for we can ourselves cook

our provisions, and spread them on the table." Forks were unknown
and knives were few ; the hands were still freely used in eating.

Drinking was largely indulged in after dinner. Silver and gold cups

were treasured by the rich ; but the drinking-horn was for ^^^^.^
common use. Ale and mead were the principal drinks ; and and social

honey was largely produced for mead-making. Wine was rare

and expensive. The drinkers pledged one another ; and marvellous tales

and personal exploits were recounted. National poetry was recited ;
and

frequently instruments such as the harp, pipe, trumpet, etc., enlivened

the festivity. The professed minstrel was a well-known character.

The Anglo-Saxon ladies performed many household offices, and were

expert at spinning, weaving, needlework, and embroidery. They were

kind to their children, who were however swaddled at birth, women
and often allowed to lie upon the hearth close to the fire, in *^*^ chUdren.

considerable risk of burning. Civil marriage by purchase was frequent

;

and divorce or separation was not rare. The women are especially re-

presented as using very harsh measures with their servants or slaves
;

they were severely beaten, and put in fetters, on what we should now
consider slight provocation. Yet almsgiving was abundantly practised,

and crowds of poor ate the rich man's bread.

The chief national sport was then, as now, huntmg, for which the

immense forests gave ample opportunity. It is recorded of king Edward
the Confessor, that "there was one earthly enjoyment in Hunting and

which he chiefly delighted, which was, hunting with fleet other sports,

hounds, whose opening in the woods he used with pleasure to encourage
;

and again, with the pouncing of birds, whose nature it is to prej'' on their

kindred species. In these exercises, after hearing divine service in the

morning, he employed himself whole days." Boar and deer hunting

were not uncommon. Hawks were largely kept. Horsemanship was
cultivated

; chariots and carts were few.

Hospitahty was pretty general ; inns were few and little commo-
dious. Travellers, especially merchants, went in companies

; xraveuing

the sohtary traveller was suspected, or liable to be robbed, dangerous.

Robbery and cheating were frequent, so that a law was made forbidding

buying and selling without witnesses.
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We need say little about the invasions of the Danes and Northmen,

They came in very considerable numbers from the ninth to the eleventh

The Danes
centuries, and left a very decided mark upon the north-eastern

and North- counties, in which they for the most part settled—Northumber-

land, Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire including the chief settle-

ments. The evidences of this may still be seen in the faces of many of

the inhabitants. The Northmen too conquered the Isle of Man and

Cumberland, which were long seats of then- power
;
yet the Celts re-

mained in Man, their language gained supremacy, and persists to the

present time.

The Normans, who came in such numbers in the eleventh and twelfth

centuries, were in the

main compounded of

^ „ the same
The Normans.

elements as

the English
; but they

appear to have had a

larger admixture of

Scandinavian blood,

and also to have in-

cluded a large Celtic

infusion of Belgic
Gauls. This peculiar

combination no doubt

gave them their great

vigour, by which they

introduced into the

English people a large

proportion of foreign

blood. Subsequently

more Frenchmen were
introduced, yet not so

as to markedlj'^ influ-

ence the English t^-pe.

Flemings, Normans, Huguenots, driven by religious persecution, have at

various later times come over in considerable numbers. Germans, driven

Minor immi- by Louis XIV. 's persecution from the Palatinate, and many
grations. other Germans since, including German Jews, have swelled

our numbers. But the population of England has been far more affected

in modern times by the immigration of Scotchmen and Irishmen. Twelve

Scotch and pei" Cent, of Scottish surnames have been reckoned in a large
Irish settlers. London club, but only one per cent, of pure Irish. The per-

centage of Welsh names was five. This last indicates the fact of the

large migration of Welshmen into England.
The immigration of the Irish into Scotland has been great in recent

KOr.MAN SHIP.
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years, there being now over six per cent, of the population Irish-born, In
England there are two-and-a-half per cent, of persons of Irish „ ,
^ • 7^ 1 iiif- PT-iii-i -r^ Modem move-
birth, and probably lour more ol Irish blood. Dr. Beddoe, a ments, and

very careful observer, says, "In opposition to the current
*^^"^ ^^^^'^^•

opinion, it would seem that the Welsh rise most in commerce, the Scotch
coming after them, and the Irish nowhere. The people of Welsh descent

and name hold then- own fauiy in science, the Scotch do more, the Irish

less. But when one looks to the attainment of military- or political

distinction, the case is altered. Here the Scotchmen, and especially the

Highlanders, bear away the palm
; the Irish retrieve their position, and

the Welsh are little heard of."

NORMAN MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.

The Normans introduced

more luxury ; and the stern

restraint in which William the

Conqueror kept them soon de-

generated into licence and ex-

travagance. They gradually

erected those massive and lordly

castles, which became Norman
too often the strong- castles,

holds of vice and the centres of

freebooting. Important rooms
began to be elevated above the

ground floor, protecting the

rich man's guests from the

rabble who congregated about

the more public hall, and fre-

quently got possession of the

victuals intended for the guests.

The Norman dinner-table

was not strikingly different

from the Anglo- The Norman

Saxon. Forks were <^"^^^-^*^i®-

not used, and many viands

were brought to the guests on the spits on which they had been cooked.

Glass cups and bowls were superseding those of horn ; and wine became
more abundant. Sauces of various herbs were largely used. The
common people ate little meat. Cheese was their most nutritious food,

and bread their staple.

The simplicity of furniture was preserved
; tables were still boards

on trestles, benches were the seats, chairs and stools being few. Often

stone seats or recesses in walls ran round rooms. Beds grew more

ENGLISH AKCHER.

\
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ornamental and comfortable, and later, roofs at tlie head of tlie bed came

Norman i^^^o ^'^^- Hospitality was much practised towards the gentry-

furniture, r^xi^ the well-to-do, while the poor had a hard time of it, and

were plundered as well.

Manners on the whole were licentious, yet in these ages the germs of

refinement arose from the forms of politeness and gallantry- taught in

Rise of
gi'eat men's houses. These were practically schools of good

gallantry and breeding, and were resorted to by youths and maidens of

good family, who wished to rise in consideration. The class

of flatterers and

chivalry.

spongers on the

nobles however
grew apace, and
were the ready in-

struments of their

patrons' base de-

sires. Light was
scanty at night,

rooms were few,

visitors and fami-

lies were crowded
into few rooms,

often with little

regard to decency.

Chess and
draughts were

Games of
favourite

skm and mediaeval
chance. games;

but when cards

were introduced

they speedil}' ab-

sorbed attention,

and gambling did

not tarry long be-

hind. Minstrels

were yet more
favoured than in

early English
times, and a greater variety of instruments, including rude organs, were

played. Many of the minstrels were wanderers, others were in
the pay of the king or of great lords. It is related that several

hundred ministrels took part in the wedding festivities of Margaret,
daughter of Edward I. To accommodate the minstrels, a large music
gallery at one end of the hall was introduced. The musicians, by an easy

ENGLISH INNKEEPER OF SIXTEENTH CENTUKY,

Minstrels.
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Kough sports.

Hawking.

transition, took up otlier forms of amusement, sucli as magic and sleight

of hand, and were known as jongleurs (Latin, jocidatores^ from jocus,

a game), the modern jugglers.

Sports became more diversified. "Wrestling, throwing weights, . and
archery flourished side by side with lower amusements, such
as bear and bull baiting and cock fighting. Bulls were not

allowed to be killed by butchers until they had been baited. Even
Queens Mary and Elizabeth were present at these sports.

Hawking became a sign of gentility
; and hawks were most skilfully

trained and tended. They were upon the owners' hands when they
visited, or even in church. All

kinds of birds were

hunted in this way,

and largely b}'' ladies. Spaniels

started the game, the hawk was
unhooded, and brought it down.

Hunting of foxes, deer, and

hares was com.mon, and much
liked by all classes.

In the fourteenth, fifteenth,

and sixteenth centuries, simpler

habits gave way to greater

luxury at table
;
and Advance of

the monks were as i^ixury.

forward in this direction as any
class. A tolerably moderate

dinner in the fourteenth cen-

tury includes boar's head, a

rich potage, beef, mutton, pork,

swan, rabbit, mallard, pheasant,

chicken, teal, woodcock, snipe,

and various complex dishes.

Elaborate made dishes and rich lowland scotch farmek (18th centuky).

seasonings seem to have been preferred to the traditional " roast beef of

old England." Indeed, in mau}^ cases, tradition^J dishes, customs, and

ideas are those which we now select as the best of old fashions, though

they may formerly have been honoured rather in the breach than in the

observance. The Reformation period fortunately introduced a good deal

of that sturdiness and self-denial into English private life which have

ever since been characteristic of it. The Restoration times were marked

by laxity of morals and an extensive pursuit of pleasure, followed by the

general carelessness of the first half of the eighteenth century. From
this the nation was awakened by the loss of the American Colonies, the

fiery preaching of Wesley and Wliitefield, and the horrors of the French

Revolution, which ushered in the modern period.

I
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The Cymry.

TEE FORMER INHABITANTS OF SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND
WALES.

In the absence of skeletons in sufficient numbers, and the greater

lack of trustworthy records, it is not profitable to dogmatise on the

ancient inhabitants of Scotland and Ireland. Their considerable Iberian,

Celtic, and Scandinavian admixtm-e is well known. Their precise

migrations are not known, perhaps can never now be ascer-

tained. The C^anry (whom some believe to be related to the

Cimbri who fought against Eome in the time of Marius, and who at one

time peopled such widely separate

districts as the Crimea and the

Cimbric Peninsula of Jutland,) were

the tribe or nation of Celts which
retained predominance in Wales
when the}^ were being progressively

conquered in or shut out from the

rest of Southern Britain. They
have pi'eserved most distinctly per-

haps of all the ancient British races

their language and traditions.

The earlier race of Celts appear

to be represented now by some of

the pure Irish or Erse inhabitants of

Ireland and the Gaelic Higlilanders

of Scotland. The Galli, who gave

Tae Erse and their name to Gaul were
the Gaels, probably their nearest re-

latives on the Continent. " In the

names which all these people con-

tinued to give each other," says Dr.

Nicholas, " we recognise the accents

of ancient consanguinity. The
French, descendants in the main of

the ancient Galli, call the "Welsh

Gallois ; the Welsh call the Irish

Gwyddyl ; the Higlilanders call both themselves and the Irish Gael—
distinguishing themselves as " Gael Albinnich " (Alban Gaels) from the
Irish '• Gael Erinnich " (Gaels of Erin). In fact, it is hardly a question

Celtic whether we should not regard the various Celtic languages,
languages. _Erse, Gaelic, and Manx, on the one hand, Welsh, Ai'morican

(Breton), and Cornish, on the other,—as so many dialects of one original

language.

Strange as it may seem, the Scots were not originally inhabitants
of Scotland, but immigrants irom Ireland. The Scotch might faiily

LOWLA^D SCOTCH GIEL (IblH CENTURY
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claim a share of Ireland as theirs ; and the settlement of so many Scotch

families in Ireland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries The Scots'

was but a return to their ancestral territory. Scotland was "^^orth°^

called Alban for ages before it received its modern name. Britain.

;

One of the most astonishing mutations of history is that by which the

Lowland dialect of English has become • universally character-
^^^ Lowland

ised as Scotch, while the Celtic language formerly known as scotch Angio-
.

o o J
^ Saxons

Scotch is characterised as Irish. "We shall not discuss the

precise relations of Picts and Caledonians. The former became noted

later, the latter were earlier prominent. Tacitus believed pjcts and

them to have a German origin, on account of their large limbs Caledonians,

and red hair ; but it is not certain that they had any large infusion of

German blood. However, even at an

early period, many settlers from the

marauding hosts of Norway joined them
and modified the Highland races con-

siderably. Sutherland is so ^ , ^ .
"^

. Caledonian
named as the southern portion andweish

of their territory. Many of "^^ ^'

the ancient names in Caledonia agree

closely with thosa of "Wales. Thus we
find " Pen " and " Ben " designating

mountains. The river names—Tay and

Taw, Dee, Clyde and Clwyd, Avon, Esk,

Usk, Teviot, Teivi, sufficiently prove

close relationship among the peoples.

Cumbria (Cumberland, "Westmoreland,

etc.) remained Celtic long after Lowland
Scotland had become Anglo-Saxonised.

Norse invasions had a more import-

ant influence upon Scotland than upon England. The great invasions of

the ninth century made the Norwegians rulers of the Shetlands, Norse

the Orkneys, the Hebrides, and the Isle of Man ; and parts of "^'''asions.

the mainland were dominated or tyrannised over till the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. The Norse language was even adopted in Shetland,

Orkney, and Caithness. The Irish coasts, too, especially the principal

ports, were much invaded by the Danes and Northmen in the ninth

century, who exercised more or less sway over the country ; but they did

not remain in power beyond the eleventh century, and left fewer traces

ENGLISU WATCHMAN (18tH CENTUKY).

of their presence in Ireland than in Scotland.

I
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CHAPTER III.

CI)f 35ritonsi of Co-tray,

Complexity of origin—Fusion a comparatively late process—Salient features of our Iiistory—

Passion for exploration, colonisation, and trade— Tliirst for empire and genius for govern-

ment—Successes and failures—Manufactures and inventions—Popular liberty witli monarchy

—Aristocracy of feudalism, wealth, and intellect—Physiognomy of Britons and distinctions

of districts—The typical English woman—The Southern Counties' people—The Cornish—East

Anglians—The Midlanders—The Welsh— Giraldus de Barry on the Welsh character—The

Yorkshire character—The Northumbrians—Lowland Scotland—The tall Galloway people—

The Highlands and Islands—Character of the Gaelic-speaking people—The Highlander

physically—Other Celtic types—Scandinavian types—The Islanders—The Irish people-
General characteristics of British— Seriousness and industry—Athletic sports—Enterprise

and solidity—Not imaginative or idealising—Reticence and coldness—Truth and freedom.

IN our own clays, the British people,—as we
must, for want of a better name, call the

inhabitants of the British Islands,—are far

from being homogeneous. To say nothing

of the distinctions of English-

man, Scotchman, Irishman,

Welshman, who that knows them will say

that the distinctions between a West
Country man and a Kentish man, a Stafford-

shire man and an East Anglian, a York-

shireman and a Northumbrian, are few or

slight ; or that a Lowland Scotchman is

33

Complexity
of origin.
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very like a Higlilander, or a Hebridean, or a Slietlaiider
; or tliat Ulster,

Connanght, Leinster, and Munster do not represent perfectly distinguish-

able types ?

The fact is, that fusion of these different varieties of Briton has

really been in extensive operation but a short time, compared with the

Tloekshire factory girls.

centuries during wliich divergence was, on the whole, being produced
and intensified. Since railway travelling revolutionised mo- Fusion a

dern life, a rapid intermixture of classes and varieties has xS^^^\^x,q
gone on with accelerating speed

; and we find in great cities a process,

mingling which bids fair to produce an average Briton in a century or

two who shall possess, it may be, all his varied ancestors' excellences, and

I
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but few of their faults. Specialisation advances apace side by side with

this, it is true ; but it is a specialisation of particular faculties, according

to trades and occupations, which leaves the broad outlines similar. AH

the characteristic quahties of special varieties of Briton are bemg

LANCASIIIKE PIT-BnOW WOMEN.

absorbed into the great assimilating centres of London, Manchester,

Birmingham, and the like; and a few centuries hence it will be im-

possible to trace in detail the commingling which the English people

have undergone. We may then hope to be an iron race like the Eoman,
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an intellectual race like the Greek, an ingenious race like the English, an

enterprising race like the Scotch, a plastic and witty race like the Irish

;

but we shall scarcely be so polite a people as the French, so passionate

a people as the Italian, a drilled people like the German, an all-enduring

people like the Chinese.

We may recount here a few of the salient features of our history.

Dominion on the Continent the EngHsh can scarcely be said to have

sought ; it came to them

with their foreign kings.

and foreign influences

especially tempted them

« ,. ^ to seek to pre-
Salient ^

features of serve and ex-
our History.

^^^^ it. But

the Teutonic race pressing

into Western Europe was

too strong for the com-

paratively few English to

master, as it stiU is. Later,

the English have tried to

prevent the onward march

of another great nation,

the Russian, and have so

far succeeded that Con-

stantinople is not yet in

their hands. But the vast

tides of immigration from

East to West have not

been permanently rolled

back in the past. We
are ourselves monuments

of successive tides. We
are attempting to roll

back Russia by bolstering

up a race far raore alien

to ourselves in blood than

the Slavonic. The attempt

may not improbably fail.

There is room lor Russia

as well as for England :

and the policy which has

led us to control Egypt

and may hereafter lead us

to dominate Palestine, is sounder than that of relying on the Tm'ks.

As to the chances of foreign invasion of England, they have scarcely

VAKMOUTn BOAIMAX.
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been considerable for centuries, they are less than ever now ; and success

in such an enterprise is impossible while the English character remains

what it is.

A certain adventurous and exploring character, derived from our

Saxon and Scandinavian ancestors, rather than the pressure of surplus

Passion for population, has made the English the foremost, though not the

coioMsation earliest, explorers of the world, and the greatest colonisers of

and trade, modern times. Like the ancient Greeks, we have derived

from our marine surroundings a familiarity with and a love of the sea,

that have carried us cheerfully through dangers and difficulties, to plant

our race wherever climate permitted and trade was possible. Enterprise

being the first condition, love of trade,—a desire for useful articles, and

for obtaining and supplying them profitably,—has been the second factor

Thirst for in developing a thirst for empire, wliich, denied gratification in

genius fo^ Europe, has issued in the establishment of the greatest empire
government, ever controlled under one head. Fourthly, the thirst for

empire has begotten, or gone along side with, a genius for government.

Having first learned to govern ourselves,—by rule-of-thumb and common-

sense measures, it is true, rather than by theoretical principles,—we have

wished to govern other races, widely different. Here we have sometimes

failed, through hauteur
.^

through conceit, through unwillingness to be-

lieve that what was good for ourselves might not be so good for subject

races. We have had to learn the hard lessons, that national and racial

habits cannot be changed in a decade ; that new customs and habits take

longer to develop than old ones to be destroyed ; that blood speaks more

strongly often than kindness, still more strongly than harsh dictation.

Successes But these lessons have been and are still being learned
;
and it

and failures, ^g ^]-^q proud distinction of the free-born Briton to carry with

him, and gradually to spread, wherever he holds sway, the institutions

:

of freedom which call out many an unsuspected virtue and give oppor-

tunity for human greatness to manifest itself. The art of retmng grace-

fully may some time be learnt by the Englishman ; we cannot yet

credit him with great perfection therein. But whether or not we
thoroughly practise it, we profess that we hold sway only for the bene fir

of the subject—a noble aim, to the realisation of which it is to be hope J

we may more and more approximate.

Richly endowed by nature with mineral wealth, England has made
good use of it. Becoming middlemen in commerce, and receiving liospi-

^ X tably many Continental artificers driven from their homes b\'
luSLIlllIclC't11X68 •/ •/ V

and tyranny, the English have been rewarded for their free grant
inven ions.

^^ protection by many an industry built up, and many an in-

vention which started new modes of work. The applications of steam

and the development of railway communication, the invention of the

electric telegraph, and the use of coal gas for lighting, have increased

our wealth tenfold, and produced a material w^ll-being which has known

I
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no parallel in ancient or modern times. Popular liberty has attained an

Popular
expansion under a limited monarchy which has never be-

liberty with fore been enjoyed under kingly government; and this in

the midst of complex and conflicting interests which have

made the problems of legislation infinitely more difficult than in any
former state of society. If now the danger of jaelding to the demands
of an uninstructed majority can be successfully battled with, we may be

said to have equalled any State organisation, now or in the past.

Feudalism,—the allegiance to lords, which the Normans impressed

upon us,—has been dying with the growth of large towns and of the

Aristocracy wealth of manufacturers. Lordship is now a function of

°weaith?an™' ^^^^^^7 ^^t of prowess, except so far as the acquisition and
intellect, retention of wealth may be a sign of intellect. But respect

only goes very partially

r.'ELSn GIEL IN FESTINIOG RAILWAY.

with' material wealth,

and it is more and
more passing to the

intellectually rich,

—

those who can per-

suade, con\"ince, teach,

and govern,—whether
they have pence or

])0unds. Long may
this tendency grow

;

may money cease to

buy servility, may
time-serving become
unknown, may bribery

be forgotten, and may
an Englishman be as

intellectually free and
enlightened as he is

materially unfettered

!

PHYSIOGNOMY OF BEITOXS AXD DISTIXCTIOXS
DISTRICTS.

OF

If now we turn to examine the people of the British Isles to-day, as
to their physiognomy, we cannot do better than resort to foreign eyes.

The typical
^^- Esquiros, a most candid critic of our country, speaks thus

English- of the typical English female :
" She is remarkable for hffht

woman. i-ii it tt ,-, ,^ ^
hair, blue eyes, coral lips, cheeks ruddy as the flower to wliich

they are so frequentl}^ compared, a skin as white and transparent as

alabaster, delicate features, arms admirablj^ modelled, a perfect bust, and
an air of flourishing health yet bearing the stamp of birth. Who cannot
recognise a true Saxon woman by her walk ? You distinguish in it the \

iU
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movement of a haughty race, independent, mistress of itself, and all it

thinks proper to subjugate." The male Saxon he characterises by his

round and high-coloured face, his robust and compact build. His frame
is not so developed as that of the Scotch and Irish Celts

; he is stouter
;

but his shoulders are square and wide, his arms muscular, and his chest

full.

The South-eastern counties show a type very near to the typical one.

According to Dr. Beddoe, in his valuable work, " The Eaces of Britain,"

the features are regular, head and face elliptic, the brows
moderately arched, the nose straight, often rounded or bulbous counties'

at the point, the mouth is well moulded, the complexion fair
p®°p^®'

and transparent ; the eyes are well opened, sometimes blue, brown

;

the hair is flaxen, or brown of various shades, seldom bright, curly, or
abundant. Passing west. dark hair and high cheek-bones begin to

WELSHMAN I CYMKIC TYJPE. WELSHMAN : IBEEIAN (? MONGOLOID) TIPE.

become frequent in some parts of Wilts and Dorset. The Devonians are
mostly dark-haired, with blue or grey eyes. They are medium in
height and strongly made, their heads being of good size. The mild-
ness of the chmate may in part be accountable for the marked beauty
of the women, who have " a pecuhar dehcacy and softness of both outline
and complexion."

^

The Cornishmen are sturdy and stalwart fishermen, miners, and
agriculturists, the darkest Britons, truly Celtic to a large extent, their
average height is five feet eight inches. The cheeks are pro-
minent, and many features are characteristic of the bronze
race. All the British types occur in Cornwall ; and Dr. Beddoe describes
the most characteristic as Iberian, with a dash of Semitic. Is tliis a
testimony to the early Phoenician voyages for tin ?

Passing again to the East, it appears that the East Anglian counties,
though so early exposed to invasion, retain a distinct proportion of Celtic

The Cornish.

I
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blood, probably owing to tlieir persistence in impassable fens. Their

East Teutonic blood is distinctly Anglian ; and the Danes do not
Angiians. appear to have influenced even the seaboard remarkably. The

complexions of the people are mostly light ; faces short, oval, or oblong

;

jaws rather massive, and form generally bulky. The eyes are generally

light grey or light brown
;
hair often sandy red or flaxen yellow.

Notts and Lincolnshire, on the contrary, are Anglo-Danish. In

Lincolnshire and Leicestershire particularly, Danish blood is prominent.

Mr. D. Mackintosh describes the Danish type as having a long face, high

cheek-bones, high and long nose, and reddish hair. Leicestershire and

The North Cambridgeshire, however, have retained a considerable
Midianders. proportion of Celtic blood. The same is the case in the strictly

midland and south midland counties. Derbyshire and Stafibrdshire

people have some of the lightest hair in the country ; they are largely

Anglian. The preponderance of British types in the counties bordering

on Wales is marked; Li the Forest of Dean, says Dr. Beddoe, the

peculiar institutions of the miners date back to a Roman or pre-Eoman
period, and the physical type of the inhabitants does not seem to have
altered materially in the meanwhile. The hair is generally dark, the

head long, the cheek-bones prominent. " The Severn is a distinct

ethnological frontier
; the contrast between the country people in the

Eastgate Street of Gloucester, on a market day, and those who come
across the bridge from the Forest side, is extremely striking."

It might be inferred from what we have said, that the Welsh would
be a very homogeneous people, dark-haired and dark-eyed, pre-eminently

Celtic
; but light hair with dark eyes is a very frequent com-

bination. Hollowness of the cheeks, and sudden sinking in

below the cheek bones is often met with. Griraldus de Barry, writing

seven centuries ago, has given a very entertaining picture of his country-

men. " Nature," he says, " has given to the Welsh of all ranks boldness

Giraidus de of speech and confidence in answering before princes and

^^weish*^^ nobles : we see that the Romans and French have the same
character, gift of nature, but not the English nor the Germans. . . .

They are inconstant, mobile ; they have no respect for their oaths, for

their promises, for the truth ; they will give their right hands in attesta-

tion of truth, even in joke
;
they are always ready for perjury. They

attack fiercely, with much noise ; if repulsed, they flee as in terror, but

as readily return to the charge. They are given to digging up boundai \

fences and removing landmarks; they are continuall}^ having lawsuit

about land. They are abstinent in need and temperate by habit, but wi'

gorge themselves at another's expense : no one wastes his own substanr

out of gluttony, as the English do ; but they are ostentatious in vieiiig

with others." Among other qualities, he notes their fondness for music,

especially part-singing. They could sing in three parts, wliile the North-

umbrians (including Yorksliiremen) sang in two, the rest of the English
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only m one. Tliey were revengeful, proud of race and family, fond of
genealogies. No doubt the Welsh include two types at least, perhaps
combining all the pre-Saxon races within them.

HIGHLAND CHIEFTAIN.

Coming now to Northumbria, " In few parts of Britain," says Dr.
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Beddoe, " does there exist a more clearly-marked moral type than in

Yorkshire. . . . The character is essentially Teutonic, including the

.pjjg
shrewdness, the truthfulness without candour, the persever-

Yorkshire ance, energy, and industry of the Lowland Scotch, but Httle of

their frugality or of the theological instinct common to the

Welsh and the Scotch, or of the imaginative genius or the more brilliant

qualities which sometimes light up the Scottish character. The sound

judgment, the spirit of fair play, the love of comfort, order, and cleanli-

ness, and the fondness for heavy feeding, are shared with the Saxon

Englishman ; but some of them are still more strongly marked in the

Yorksliireman, as is also the bluff independence." Their aptitude in

music we have already referred to. Their taste for horseflesh may have

been derived from the Northmen. In vigour of mind, energy for in-

dustrial pursuits, and zeal in science, the Yorkshu-emen hold a foremost

place. The North and East Ridings have a considerable Danish inter-

mixture with the Anghan type. In "Whitby, where Captain Cook was
born, Scandinavian features are often met with.

Prof. Phillips describes the principal Yorkshire type as tall (five

feet nine inches average), large-boned, muscular (averaging 164 lbs. in

weight), the face long and angular, the complexion fair, eyes blue or

grey ; hair, light brown or reddish. In many of the valleys, small,

round-faced, brown, dark-haired men, with dark eyes, are to be met with,

perhaps ancient Celtic or Iberian.

South Lancashire is now a sort of aggregation from the whole of the

British Isles. North Lancashire, Cumberland, and Westmoreland show

The a markedly Scandinavian type, having been largel}^ colonised
Cumbrians. ^^^^ ^.j^^ jgi^ q£ j^^^^^ ^^^^^ Ireland, and the Hebrides, by
Norsemen, in the tenth and eleventh centuries. The people in general

have a straight profile and long, straight nose, fair hair, and grey eyes
;

though Celts with prominent eyes and nose are not uncommon. Northum-
berland and Durham are chiefly Anglian, with a strong dash of Danish.

LOWLAND SCOTLAND.
The south-east of Scotland, including the Lothians and Tweeddale,

is occupied by a fair-haired Anglian and Anglo-Danish people, tall and
muscular, mostly long-headed, with blue or light grey eyes ; hair light

red, yellow, or brown, but rarely dark. The profile is nearly straight,

the chin and lower jaw broad and rounded, the nose nearly straight.

With the Lowland Scotch we must group a band of coast country, ex-

tending round the friths of Forth and Tay and to Nairn. In Dumfries-

ThetaU ^-^^^^^ ^^^^ Norse. blood is more prominent; and further west,

GaUoway in Ayr and Galloway, the Celtic race is in possession, so that i

peop e.
jj^^ Beddoe even speaks of the Welshman of Upper GaUoway.

'

In some parts their height is remarkable ; in one village, Balmaclellan,

the people average five feet ten and a half inches without shoes. The
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hair is dark, often black, with blue or grey eyes. Wigtonshire includes

people of Pictish descent. It is singular to note that Tweeddale has

produced so many fine ballads ; some attribute this to the Danish ele-

ment in the people
;

wliile East Lowlanders have been distinguished

by the fervency of their religious convictions.

THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS.

The true Highlanders present a marked contrast to the Lowlanders.

The typical Gaelic-speaking people are described by Mr. Hector Maclean
as quick in temper and very emotional, seldom speaking without being

influenced by one feeling or another ; more quick than accu- character of

rate in observation
;
clear thinkers, but wanting in deliberation

; ^speakSg"
having a fertile and vivid imagination ; loving the absolute people,

in thought and principle ; disliking expediency and doubt
;

patriotic,

chivalrous, and sympathetic with the weak ; disposed to a sentimental

melancholy, jet hopeful and sanguine, often witty and eloquent.

The Highlander is typically long-headed and long-faced
;
presenting

many varieties from fair to swarthy, the eyes are generally light, the lipS

are usually full and thick, lower jaw often very straight, chin

seldom round, the nose is frequently large and prominent, Highlander

eyebrows and cheek-bones large and prominent ; hair reddish ^ ^^^^^ ^'

yellow and brown. The Highlanders' march is very elastic and spring-

ing, the heel being well raised and the knee well bent.

Interspersed with these long-headed Celts, are many short and
round-headed people, with dark skin and complexion ; hair black, coarse,

and shaggy ;
eyes black or dark, and fiery

; receding forehead, other Celtic

and lower part of face prominent. Mr. Maclean describes them types,

as showing warmth of feeUng, fierce temper when roused, and consider-

able cunning ; they are fond of money, accumulating even when very

poor , diligent and industrious when gain is certain, otherwise indolent.

Yet another short-headed type of Celt is very noticeable. These

have broad and rather square heads, straight profile, lower jaw narrow,

forehead broad and square ; swarthy complexion, hair reddish-brown to

black ; eyes far in, often small, dark-brown, grey, or black. They show
great circumspection and forethought, and have strong passions, mostly

under control. They are strongly attached to friends and relations ; very

clannish, with strong national pride. They are usually very economical

and prudent ; fervent, gloomy, brooding, strong tliinkers, not very

imaginative, but with a characteristic vein of humour.
Other Highlanders appear to represent dark Iberians, or large-boned

harsh-featured Caledonians ; but they are outnumbered by those who ex-

hibit a decided Scandinavian type. They are tall, long-armed, straight-

faced, with more arched brows and forehead than the Celts ; face square

or tapering to the chin, lower jaw strongly arched ;
eyes blue Scandinavian

or bluish grey ; hair flaxen or sandy. They have strong types.

I
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digestive organs, and eat and drink largely. They are described as

" deliberative and cool ; 'doubts numerous, and convictions few." They
are very accurate observers, being never biassed in their observations by
emotion or prejudice. They have a powerful local memory, which gives

the intellectual portion of the race a talent for geometry, astronomy, and
navigation. They are strong in attachment, but not so ready to repent

or forgive as the Celts. Extremely fond of independence, they will en-

counter the greatest hardships to secure it. They are often rather rough

and dogmatic, "fond

of the vast and
grand, but rather

disposed to turn the

marvellous and mys-

terious into ridicule

:

possessed of a genial

vein of humour,

which hardly ever

forsakes " them in

danger or sutTering,

—w i t h immense
firmness and self-

reliance, which nei-

ther torture nor
death can shake."

The Shetlanders

and Orcadians ar.-

The very largel\-

isianders. Norwegian.
Eastern Caithness i-

inhabited by a very

piu'e Norse race. In

the outer Hebrides a

Norwegian iy^o, prevails, but mixed with it is a short, thick-set racr.

snub-nosed and dark-hau'ed, which may be aboriginal, and, of coursr.

the Highland type also. The southei'n Hebrides include more Higli-

landers, with many Norse also.

THE lEISH PEOPLE.
The Irish people, though of mixed origin, have come out the mc-

homogeneous of the peoples of the British islands. " Throughout tl.

greater part of Ireland," says Dr. Beddoe, "one distinct type of mai
decidedly predominates." There is an admixture of Scotch and English
in parts of Ulster and other districts

; but the prevailing type is a mixed
Celtic one, with, on the coasts and islands, some Norse blood. The
average height is five feet seven. In the West the population becomes

DISTRESSED IRISH PEASANTRY.
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lEISH PEAT-GATHEREB.

I
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darker liaired than in any region of Grreat Britain ; in fact, it resembles

that of the Auvergne, Savoy, and Northern Italy. Light eyes however

greatly preponderate. The head is long, low, and narrow. The eye-

brows are level, the orbits low and deep. Thus, in racial type, the

Irish are very much allied with the true Highland Scotch. Dr. Beddoe has

found that the Irish upper class have darker eyes, but much lighter hair

than the lower classes ; this
n • • •

is due to the large infusion

of English blood in the Irish

landed proprietors and pro-

fessional classes. Mixed with

these occur some shorter,

darker people, who may be of

Iberian race
; and others even

have a Mongolian or Turanian

aspect, and are conjectured to

be of servile origin, perhaps

dating back to pre-Celtic an-

cestors.

South-east Wexford in-

cludes people of English race,

said to have descended from

settlers from south Pembroke-

Various sliire, which itself is

Irish types. ^^^^^ Anglo-Flem-

ish than "Welsh. In Kilkenny

and South Tipperary there are

many persons of English d- -

scent, not of recent dat' .

Wexford and Waterford have

many tall fair people, appai

ently Norwegian by descen

and still retaining considerabl

traces of their ancestry in their

fierceness when roused. The
same type occurs about Cork

and Limerick. It is interest-

ing to find so much of thi

Ireland traceable to the Norse

IRISH PEASANT GIEL,

fierceness which sometimes crops up in

element, rather than the Celtic
; the Norse being themselves a branch ot

the Teutons, of whom the English or Anglo-Saxons are another branch.

In extensive districts of Ulster the majority of the people are of

English or Scotch descent, settled there under James I. and Charles I.

;

but Donegal and other parts are predominantly Irish.

In West Kerry, where the prevailing type greatly resembles that ot
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the Scotch Western Highlands, the men are tall, many of them nearly
SIX feet, with square, not broad, shoulders, long heads, prominent square
brows, flat broad forehead, somewhat receding. Their abun- Highland
dant wavy hair, reddish, dark-brown, or black, grows low on ^^p®-

the forehead. The nose is mostly long and pointed, with the long narrow
Gaehc nostril. A considerable number of these fair people have project-

GOING TO MAKKET.

mg jaws. Their eyes are of various shades of grey. The cheek bones
are rather broad, the mouth coarse, the lips thick, and teeth good.

Altogether, Dr. Beddoe concludes that the proportion of English
and Scotch blood in the present inhabitants of Ireland is, probably, not
much less than a third. He is also of opinion that the Gaelic and Iberian
races of the West, mostly dark-hau:ed, are tending to swamp the blond
Teutons of England by a reflux migration.

It may be well to review a few important characteristics of the

I
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British people, in order that we may the better contrast our own race

with others. Prevalent, throughout both our work and our recreation.

Seriousness
^^ ^"^^ seriousness and industry. Our play for the most part

and has a serious aspect. The object is not to pass the time, but

to achieve something, to gain some new impression, most
usually an impression of activity. A great love of nature and the open
air mingles with this. Our atliletic sports, shooting and hunting, cycling,

Atbietic cricket, football, lawn tennis, and croquet, testify to this. Enter-
sports, prise gains the field even here, and elsewhere rules : a conserva-

tive enterprise truly, one which does not risk everything on any hazard

Enterprise
and

solidity.

unless it be unavoidable. Thus the English are often slower

in starting on an undertaking, but more solid in building, less

visionary and theoretical than other nations.

The British races perhaps taste the higher imaginative pleasures less

Not imasina-
^'^^^ others. They are not romantic, passionate, imaginative,

tive or like the Romance nations. They are not filled with idealism

in love-making, or cliivalry in friendship. Even their self-

Reticence assertiveness, more marked in the Celtic Briton, is limited by
and

.

'

. .

' <^

coldness, reticence and coldness, and it leads sometimes to arrogance.

Hence it cannot be said that the English are over-crowded witb

characteristics which bespeak them the hearty reception of foreigners.

Truth and The truth and solidity, the freedom and enlightenment which
freedom. Englishmen boast, are their best credentials. They will bear

still greater development, and may with advantage be combined with

more " sweetness," to use Mr. Matthew Arnold's word, more courtesy,

a less overbearing attitude, more consideration for other people's feehngs,

less jealousy of other people's success. In fact, in the cultivation of more
brotherliness and sympathy is to be sought the best line of advance both
for our own and other nations.
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IN France, as in England, an old race lived in tlie

river-valleys, and has left its implements in the

gravel at Abbeville, Amiens, and near Toulouse.

(i\
The cave men likewise followed them „^ .

II • • -I
^^® nver-

L'l in time, and surpassed themm several vauey and

particulars, leaving abundant remains

in the caves of Central France. In the later

caves of La Madelaine, in the Dordogne, bone
needles and harpoon-heads, flint saws, scrapers,

and borers are numerous, as well as drawings
upon antlers, ivory, and bones. In one of

these a large ox is shown feeding, with a naked man behind, who
has apparently approached stealthily, and is in the act of throwing
a spear. Another represents a mammoth on a portion of its own tusk,

and shows the long mane, never known to have been possessed by it

67
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until the frozen carcases were exhumed in Siberia and proved the accu-

racy of the drawing. Thus we have absokite evidence that men existed

and could draw when the mammoth still roamed in Europe. Reindeer

were among the most abundant prey of the old Cave-men. The few

human bones yet found in this age in France represent a long-headed

race, with the thigh-bone strongly ridged, the shin-bone flattened, jaws

projecting forwards and thicker than the normal.

The Neolithic, or polished stone people, with their advanced art,

probably lived in France during the culmination of the Assyrian and

Effvptian empires, and even after. Some ofthese smaller round-

and headed people appear to be identical with the ancient Iberians,
Basques, ^^^ their modified descendants the Basques, who are still

found in South-east France, in Lower Navarre, Labourd, and Soule, but

do not number more than about one hundred thousand. Every district

has peculiarities in its dialect ; but we will deal more fully with the

race and language when we speak of Spain.

THE ARYAN ADVANCE.

The decline of the stone and bone-using people was probably brought

about by the advance of the bronze-users, who seem to have come from

Asia ; and they probably arrived in France by two routes, a northern and

a southern. These were the Aryans in various divisions. The Celts are

The Celts ^^^ earliest in historic order, and no doubt they once possessed
and Beigse. j^iost of what we now know as Gaul. They belonged to the

Cymric division, like the "Welsh and Cornish
; but a large portion of them

were a distinct group, known as BelgEe, whom Ceesar has vividly described

for us, occupying the country between the Seine and the Rhine, and

probably intermixed with some Teutonic blood. The Belgse were blue-

eyed, taller and lighter-haired than the Cymric division, who were short

and swarthy and short-headed, and ranged over the whole country from

the Seine to the Garonne.

Already in the second century B.C. the Gauls were being attacked

„ , ^ both in the North and in the South. The Germans had crossed
Greek and
Roman the north-eastern frontier, and the Greek colonists had long

colonists.
j^^^Q good their footing at Massilia (Marseilles). A Roman

settlement was established in the South by Caius Sextius in B.C. 122,

which he called Aquse Sextise, now Aix in Provence. From this town
Roman influence spread in the Rhone district, and a Roman province,

termed Gallia Braccata, was established, with Narbo (Nabonne) for its

capital.

In B.C. 58, Julius Csesar found the Gallic population in a semi-barbar-

ous condition, grouped in numerous tribes, each having little or no con-

csesar's nection with the rest. They lived in unfortified villages of
account, round huts, and only rarely fortified a commanding situation

with earth-works, or protected themselves within forests or marshes.

I
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Eacli tribe had its chief, who was elected, one or more Driiidic priests,

and a sort of aristocracy of horsemen, to whom the rest of the population

rendered service. Caesar found these divided peoples an easy prey, and

in less than ten years had conquered them in detail, driven out the Ger-

mans, and forced the Helvetians back into Switzerland. Another blow

to the Gauls was the attack upon Britain, which deprived the Gauls of

help from beyond the sea.

Caesar's conquest undoubtedly had much influence on Gaul. The

people, originally devoid of cohesion, were absorbed into his armies, learnt

discipline, gained civilisation. The common people were less oppressed,

slavery was diminished, human sacrifices were stopped, and p-.
^ ^

the oppressions of the Druids were diminished. Successive Roman

Roman rulers vied with one another in the interest they took

in Gaul. Lugdunum (Lyons) became the capital, and four great roads

radiating from it aided powerfully in diffusing civilisation. Before the

end of the second century a.d., Christianity had entered the South, and a

bishopric of Lyons was founded. By the middle of the fourth century

the new religion had spread into every part of Gaul.

A graphic description of the Gauls in the fourth century is given by
Ammianus Marcellinus in his Roman History. " The Gauls are almost

all tall of stature, very fair, and red-haired, and horrible from the fierce-

ness of their eyes, fond of strife, and haughtily insolent. A Description

whole band of strangers would not endure one of them, aided °^ *^^ Gauls,

in his brawl by his powerful and blue-eyed wife ; especially when, with

swollen neck and gnasliing teeth, poising her huge wliite arms, she

begins, joining kicks to blows, to put forth her fists like stones from

twisted strings of a catapult. Most of their voices are terrific and threat-

ening, as well when they are quiet as when they are angry. . . ,

They are, as a nation, very fond of wine, and invent many drinks resem-

bhng it ; and som-e of the poorer sort wander about with their senses quite

blunted by continued intoxication."

THE TEUTONS.

But while Christianity was redeeming the Gauls, more powerful

invading enemies were attacking them, and in the end subjugated

or drove back the old inhabitants. The invaders were „^ „
rr\ n • ... The Saxons
Teutons of various divisions. The Saxons began to invade and

Picardy and Normandy by sea as early as the fourth century,
^^^^°

and they steadily advanced round the coast to the Loire. Later, land

mvasions rapidly increased. The Visigoths of Central Europe settled

partly in Southern France. The tall Burgundian Yandals from the

Vistula occupied the region which still bears their name. The The vandals

Franks, a still more numerous aggregation of German tribes, ^^^ Franks.

invaded Gaul in the middle of the fifth century, and, turning their arms
impartially against Romans, Gauls, Burgundians, and Visigoths, conquered

I
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FRENCH INFANTRY OF THE LINE IN 1851.

Clovis.

tliem all, and won, thougli as yet none knew it, iLe riglit to name tlieir

newly-found country in its widest extent. Successive immigrations for

centuries continued to strengthen the German element in Gaul, But
Christianity, which had subjugated the Roman Empire, was able to

master also this new element, and gaining Clovis, the Frankish

chieftain, proceeded to put its potent governing powers at the

disposal of the new masters of France.

Thus we must recognise that the distinctive Frenchman of modern

times is very much of a German in his origin. He is the result of a

similar process to that which he is now so much concerned to

element in stay or roll back—German pressure westwards. But of course
Freuciimen. ^^ -^ ^^^^j advised in regarding peaceful immigration as ore

thing, national mastery as another ; and he also cannot annihilate the

Celtic, the Gaulish, the Italian, the Iberian elements in. his composition.

Nor can we fail to acknowledge that, however closely he may be allied in

origin on one side to the Germans, the other elements in his blood, and

the diverse conditions under which he has lived for centuries, have made

the Frenchman a distinctive type, markedly different from the modern

German.
The South of France was least affected by the Saxon and German
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invasions. It received, however, its own special contingents from abroad.

The Saracens for centuries extended their inroads into and
saracens

largely held sway in the South-east ; and their onward advance and Cbajries

was only checked by the decisive victory of Charles Martel

(Duke of the Franks, and grandfather of Charlemagne) in 732, at Poitiers.

His son, Pepin, the first of the Carlovingian kings of the Franks, further

defeated the Saracens in 758, and drove them out of Narbonne.

In the time of Charlemagne France was parcelled out among a

number of great lords, exercising almost despotic rule in their respective

districts. Bishops and abbots were rising to a condition very ,^^ Franks
much on a level with the nobles. Commerce was at a very low under

ebb. Those Franks who were reckoned free, bowed very

humbly before the lords
; the original inhabitants,—Gauls, Gallo-Romans,

Celts,—were in a condition bordering on slavery ; while slaves,—said to

have formed no less than nine-tenths of the people,—were in abject misery.

The South of France, under one of Charlemagne's sons, formed a separate

kingdom of Aquitaine, in which Roman laws and Roman culture had far

more influence than in the North.

AYe cannot follow the multitudinous changes which came to France

in the ensuing ages. First came the separation of the German
gg-j^j-ation

Franks from the Gallic Franks. The Imperial Crown remained from tiie

with the Germans ; feudalism slowly developed in France,

Later, in the ninth century, came the Northmen, or Normans, from

Scandinavia, and gained possession of some of the fairest provinces of

France. This was another Teutonic invasion, and powerfully
^^^ Norman

influenced France, though in turn the Normans became invasion and

leavened with Celtic and Gaulish and Frankish influences.

" Without laying aside," Macaulay says, " that dauntless valour which

had been the terror of every land, from the Elbe to the Pyrenees, the

Normans rapidly acquired all, and more than all, the knowledge and

refinement which they found in the country where they settled.

They embraced Christianity ; and with Christianity they learned a great

part of what the clergy had to teach. They abandoned their native

speech, and adopted the French tongue, in which the Latin was the pre-

dominant element. They speedily raised their new language to a dignity

and importance which it had never before possessed. They Greatness of

found it a barbarous jargon ; they fixed it in writing, and they *^® Normans,

employed it in legislation, in poetry, and in romance. They renounced

that brutal intemperance to which all the other branches of the great

German family were too much inclined. . . . Every country, from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Dead Sea, witnessed the prodigies of their dis-

cipline and valour. One Norman knight, at the head of a handful of

warriors, scattered the Celts of Connaught. Another founded the

monarchy of the Two Sicilies, and saw the Emperors both of the East

and of the West fly before his arms. A third, the Ulysses of the first

I
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Crusade, was invested by Ids felJow-soldiers with the sovereignty of

Antioch
; and a fourth, the Tancred whose name lives in the great poem

of Tasso, was celebrated throughout Christendom as the bravest and most
generous of the champions of the Holy Sepulchre."

The Feudal period in France was one of infinite vicissitude, during
which princes and dukes of various districts, and of varied degrees of

Feudalism
independence, struggled for their own hand. The Church more

and the and more asserted an absolute control over the wills and
fortunes of men. The Crusades, which the Church alone could

have brought about, took many of the best men in France abroad, and
gave them an experience and a culture which gave rise to the age of

chivalry, when refinement (to a certain extent) flourished in the palace

and castle, while it was not considered to have any reference to the

suffering poor. But in tliis period an interest in intellectual study gave

rise to the University of Paris.

Intellectual life flourished in the South ; and, as if the Crusades had
not satisfied the dominant priests and the overbearing Franldsh leaders,

„ ,. . successive religious persecutions within their own borders desO'
Keligious .

persecutions lated France. Now it was the Albigenses, now the Vaudois,
an wars. ^^^ ^j^^ Huguenots who bore the brunt of persecution. Mean-

while, the warlike temperament of the French found vent in numerous
other wars against neighbours— against the EngHsh, against Germans,

Foreign against Spain, Italy—indeed against every bordering power in
wars. turn, or several combined ; and the French have continually

been smiled upon by victory until the downfall of the first and the

third Napoleons. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the Enghsh
were gradually expelled from France. But France was left desolate and
exhausted ;

wolves and robbers dominated its most fertile regions ; and
it required a long period of quiet toil and growth to repair the damage.

Burgundy was then mastered, and Louis XI. reigned absolute, and the

feudal sj^stem was to a large extent dead.

Now began Italian expeditions, wliich, with varying successes, led

ultimately to no good results. German wars, then civil wars, followed,

and finally we come to the period of Louis XIV., when France was
enlarged, triumphant, but the people wretched and downtrodden.

Modern times have changed tliis. The life-and-death throes of a

people exploding with rage against long-endured tyrannies of ro3'alty

Modem and aristocracy were followed by wars of conquest which
revolutions, threatened to subdue Europe, until England finally compelled

French ambition to be restrained within limits, but unfortunately at the

same time restored a dynasty too deeply steeped in traditions of an evil

Self-govern- past to be permanently endurable. Repeated revolutions ha^•e

"^Inde-^'^
at length left the people free for self-government

;
yet Eepub-

pendence. lican France presents the spectacle of a people more eager tc

exercise influence on others than an^^ other great nation.
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MIXED in origin, and long cultured, tlie

French liave a strength and influence

depending upon both their complex origin

and the long period since arts and ^
letters were introduced among and

them. Besides the Basques, how- ^^ ^^^'

ever, the Celts still maintain a very distinct

personality, occupying Brittany very exten-

sively, many with brunette complexions

and black eyes, and being zealous Roman
Catholics. It is remarkable how many
analogies and likenesses there are between

Cornwall and Brittany, alike western pen-

with rocky coasts, an^l inhabited largely by people of Celtic

C3
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descent. The similarity of the people has been kept up by repeated
migrations from Cornwall to Brittany, which seems actually to have
derived its name from this communication with Britain. The Armorican
(or Brezonak) tongue is still spoken in several dialectic forms ; but it

does not appear to have much chance of surviving long in literature.

It is being rapidly supplanted by French, as indeed it must be, for lack
of school use and power of growth with the times.

The Breton, unHke the lively Irishman, appears dull by the side of
the sparkling Frenchman. Withal he is bigoted in religion, and con-
servative in politics,

royalist in sentiment

and attach- The Breton

ment. As in ciiaracter.

Cornwall, witches,
charms, and fairies are

still believed in ; and
past history is spoken

of by many a cromlech

and by great stone
cu'cles and other monu-
ments. Dairy farms

abound ; bees are large-

ly kept. On the sea-

coast fishing is a staple

industry, the sardine be-

ing caught in immense
. quantities

; and wreck-
ing was a recognised

pursuit in times not

,
long gone by. Many of

the houses are built as

they used to be in

Cornwall, with an upper
room projecting on pil-

lars over a sort of open
porch. Prints of the

devil's foot in the rocks
are still shown, and the art of the priest has converted the sacred men-
hirs into places of Christian veneration by the simple device of supersti-
planting a cross upon them. It is not so long, indeed, since tions.

gifts and sacrifices were offered to deities associated with the flat-

topped dolmens or cromlechs, and that corners of the farms were left

vacant for the use of the devil, in order to bribe him to do no injury to
the remainder.

• A typical, one-roomed Breton cottage is described as containing,
n.

KOllMANDT PEASANTS.

I
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fixed against the wall by the fireplace, an old oak bedstead, enclosed by

sliding panels, and rising so high that a great chest, containing

\*S^ the family wardrobe, is used to chmb into it, as well as to sit

cottage,
^^p^^^ Oit^n the large cupboards on either side of the chimney

have such capacious shelves that they are used as beds for the children.

A polished table,—often with hollows scooped out to hold soup,—and forms

complete the simple furniture. " Over the table," says Mrs. Bury PaUiser

("Brittany and its By-ways"), "suspended by pulleys, are two indis-

pensable articles in a Breton dwelling—a large, circular basket to cover

the bread, and a kind of wooden frame or rack, round which the spoons

are ranged. Forks they do not use. Festoons of sausages, with hams,

bacon, candles, skins of lard, onions, horse-shoes, harness, all hang sus-

pended from the ceiling, which consists of fagots of hazel suspended by

cross-poles. The floor is of beaten earth. One narrow window admits

the light, and there are no outhouses." A manure-heap, as is too often

the case in Cornwall, is close by the house door, which, standing open,

allows the free entrance of the pigs and the poultry.

The Breton is noted for his love of country and of home, liis resigna-

tion, his clannishness, and his hospitality. Drink overcomes him, greed

for money is one of his besetting sins, and women are contemptuously

treated by him. " The Breton not only loves the village where he was

Breton ^°™' ^^* ^® ^^'^^^ *^^® ^®^^ °^ ^^^ fathers, the hearth and the

atta^hm^nt clock of his home, even the bed on which he was born, and on
to Home,

^j^-^j^ j^g j^Qpgg to (3lose j^ig gyes. The conscript and sailor are

often known to die of grief when away from their native land." Hasty,

violent, even ferocious when roused, the Breton, it must be allowed, pos-

sesses many of the conspicuous virtues of the Celt,

Although Brittany is the only quarter of France where the popula-

tion is predominantly Celtic, it must never be forgotten that the old

Traces of the Celtic races form a large part of the substratum of the French

Celts. people generally. Thus we may note, as Celtic points in the

French character, vivacity, imaginativeness, keen regard for " honour,"

quickness to take offence, liking for military glory, bravery to the point

of rashness, and, last but not least important, especially to his neighboiu'S,

a sort of uncertain temper, which makes it difficult to predict his

behaviour in any given circumstances.
i

Physically, the French are not a tall people
;
yet among them many

tall people are to be found. In fact, a taller race may be made out in the

Physical North, with light hair and eyes, and oval heads
;
while the^

chamcter-^ southern people are shorter, with dark hair and eyes, and

^^^Sench.
^
rounder heads. Still there is a great deal of intermLxture et

these types. As to beauty, the popular ideal must be dispelled, if it still

remains. Every Frenchwoman is not beautiful ;
every Frenchman du.

not wear a moustache and no beard. There is a very prevalent com-

monness, not to say coarseness, of features among the women, which i^
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prevented from becoming so apparent as a similar state of tilings wo^
become m England by the skHl in dress, taste in colour, and neatness
wKicb distinguisb them. Among the men good looks are, we think, more

conspicuous than among the women ; and the expression of the eyes is
more intelligent than in the case of the women. As great varieties in the
wearing of moustache and whiskers are to be found as in any country.
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THE FRENCH AT HOME.

Tlie domestic habits of the people vaiy largely with their principal

occupations, and still more largely with the difference between town

and conntrv. But the predominant note of the habits of the
Domestic "^ _,,..,-,
habits, vast mass of the people is frugality, Everythmg is based upon

Frugality.
.^^ Scarcely any one is without some means, some slight income

or wages ; almost every one contrives to make it sufficient. To many
English people the idea connected with " French dishes," is daintiness

and expensiveness, although the masses suppose that the French eat

everything, including many articles that the English loathe. The latter

idea is true almost without exception, though it is a revelation to many
that a great number of French people will not taste mutton, gooseberries,

or rhubarb. But it is true that the French add to their food supply a

very varied assortment of articles we neglect or despise. No one with

Peculiarities any knowledge of what is nutritious can deny that frogs supply
of food, yepy edible morsels, almost as delicate food as chicken, that

snails, well fed, are at least as nutritious as whelks, or allege that

dandelion is to be despised because of its rich juice ; while, if blood is

" the life," which nourishes all other parts, it must be at least as nutri-

tious as the rest, and thus justify the French peasantry in the large

use they make of it. Water-chestnuts contain farinaceous food, but not

enough to make the English peasant search for them ; but, like water-

rats, they are certainly abundant, and Frenchmen are found who eat both

with gusto, to say nothing of wild cats, owls, foxes, and hawks. And
this varied taste has by no means proved a disadvantage to the French,

[t is a capital thing in times of siege to be able to eat, with relish,

horse, dog, cat, rat—though some of us would think it a fitting prepara-

tion for the last resort of eating leather.

French eating customs are so different from our own that a word

must be devoted to th3m. The substantial English breakfast at seven,

eight, or nine a.m., is unknown to them. At the utmost, a cup of coffee

and a biscuit or a roll, or a glass of thin wine, is taken at that hour ; and

,. frequently a couple of hours' work may have been done before

a la even this is indulged in. The most important meal of the daj^,

except with wealthy townspeople, is the dejeuner a la four-

chette, or midday breakfast, sometimes eaten as early as eleven, especially

when the family rise at six or seven ; and sometimes, in towns, deferred

till one or even two o'clock. But it must not be assumed that the variety

of dishes met with in visiting French hotels appears in their private life.

At dejeuner few but substantial dishes appear, special points being, that

meats are served in separate courses^ from vegetables, and that they are

never brought to table in the crude form of the English middle-class

cold joints. Vegetables, too, are served with sauce. Cold salad in great

variety, and raw or preserved fruits, are largely eaten. Melons are eaten
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at the beginnmg of a meal, with pepper and salt. Weak wine, red or
white, IS the staple drink at this meal, as at dinner. Tea is almost
unknown. Even in Paris a very common-place tea is eight shillings
a pound; a guinea may stiU be given for really good tea; and it is

PARI&IAN LADY.

distressingly impossible to persuade unsophisticated natives to put the
reqiured number of teaspoonfuls in the pot. Coffee is the staple drink
ot the nerve-stimulant class, and it is plentifully mLxed with chicory
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besides being liiglily roasted. Hence " Frencli coffee " is by no means

Tea i-ersKs Turkish coffee, and we beg leave to deprecate its introduction
coffee. jj-^^Q England. Under its unsatisfying influences the English

are flying more and more to tea, while coffee is increasingly the special

drink of the French, other than light wine and, unfortunately, strong

spirit ; but in this last case the Englishman can throw no stones, for his own
glass house is too tempting a subject of retort. The French diner at five,

six, seven, or eight o'clock, is, it cannot be denied, too much
Dinner. . . . ...

of a repetition of the midday meal, and is not very distinguish-

able from it in the larger towns, except by the fact that no work has to

be done afterwards. In the smaller towns and the country it is even a

much lighter meal than the dejeuner ^ and may consist of only soup and
salad, or an omelette.

The peasant's meals, governed even more exclusively by the all-

powerful economic instinct than those of the middle-class, or bourgeoisie^

are plain beyond conception. Cookery is not the peasant woman's forte
;

Meals of the she is generally a worker in the fields, or at some occupation
peasantry. -^Jiich leaves little time for cookery. In the morning, says

Mr. Hamerton, in his delightful book, " Round my House," the men eat

soup. " For twelve people, two handfuls of dry beans or peas, or a few

potatoes, a few ounces of fried bacon to give a taste, a good deal of hot

water. The twelve basins are then filled with thin slices of brown bread,

and the hot water, flavoured with the above ingredients, is poured upon

the bread. . . . The meal at noon is composed invariably of potatoes

followed by a second dish. In this second dish consists the only culinary

variety of a peasant's life. It is either a pancake, made with a great deal

of flour and water and few eggs, or a salad, or clotted milk. No wine

or meat is allowed, except during the great labours of haymaking and

harvest." The peasants' wives carefully observe the fasts of the Church.

Mr. Hamerton tells a story of an old peasant of over seventy,

whose wife kept him on such short commons in Lent, that

towards Easter Day,—in anticipation of which a pig had been killed,—he

cut a shoe of the pig and fried it in sight of his wife and family, and in

defiance of his wife's protracted and bitter lecture.

In spite of the frugality wliich makes the peasant's life appear so

unlovely to a foreigner, they have many virtues, much intelligence, and

Virtues of the uiuch happiness. Owning, in the vast majority of cases, each
peasantry. \^[q own small segment of land,—sometimes in numerous minute

fragments separated by considerable distances, owing to the various

relatives by inheritance from whom he may have derived his property,

—

the peasant is a proprietor,' and is dignified by the fact. He is not

subject to any man ; he has a voice in local affairs ; if he has Httle, it is

his own ; and public opinion favours and makes respectable the economy

which is necessary. Far from esteeming a man according to the amount

he spends,—which is too much the case in England,—the French peasant
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esteems a man according to liis economy, and perhaps the amount he

hoards annuallj^—an extreme too far in the other direction. Yet this

qnahty has given France nntold strength in modern times, by enabling

the peasant to become a holder of Government stock and to ms invest-

subscribe largely to Government loans. Each holder of stock Q^ermnent
feels that he has an interest in his country, an interest which stock.

is vital to him—an interest quite different from that of any man whose
value is merely as " food for powder," or who is only a tax-payer. This is

the strength of the Conservative Republic, that its roots dive right down
into the humblest, or almost the humblest, class in rural France, where
scarcely any other group of people strong enough to constitute a distinct,

still less an opposing, interest exists
;
just as the weakness of the Republic

is in the Radicalism of the large towns, where the workman, destitute of

a stake in the country, mobile, excitable, broken loose from the restraints

of priesthood and propert}^, lacks reverence for abstract right and for some
very practical moralities, and respect for law and order.

The peasant, it must be confessed, is ver}?- ignorant ; but education

is now compulsory and will soon change the face of the land. Already it

is showing its effects in an increasing attraction of the peasants' sons to

the towns, and in a tendency to extravagance, in reaction from „ ^ ,' "^ ... . Gradual
too great economy. The old superstitions will tend to die out, changes in the

though they have a remarkable power of persistence. A whole '^'"^^
^

^^'^ ^'

pharmacopoeia of rustic remedies will disappear, though it may be

doubted whether wine as the chief remedy will not survive. It is to be

hoped that the treatment of a cold with wine with which a melted tallow

candle has been mixed will disappear—as to the tallow candle. Eggs
beaten up with soot are not so bad for fever as might be imagined. The
doctor has a hard time of it in these country places, if indeed he exists

at all ; for the people believe, if he cures his patient, the latter would have

come round in any case ; and if he fails, it was useless to spend money on

a doctor. Magic and sorcery they consider much more potent, superstitious

It is a strange survival of savage belief, to find large numbers of c^istoms.

people who believe there is a special kind of prayer which can cure every
illness or evil. Other strange survivals are the customs of putting a coin

in a dead person's hand (to pay Charon the ferryman with), and putting

flowers in a child's grave, that it may have something to play with.

The rural priest is usually a humble, benevolent, useful person, who is

generally respected, but who sometimes shows too much tendency to

convivial enjoyment at others' expense, to make up for the The rural

celibacy and the penury to which he himself is condemned. Of priest.

late the scepticism of the towns has begun to extend even to the country

;

and the peasant is beginning to think that obedience to the priest is a
sort of precaution which may not turn out to be of use, but yet that it is

as well to obey to a certain extent. And this is true, in spite of the

phenomena of pilgrimages to various holy places or scenes of miracles,
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which have taken place in recent years. They have chiefly rested with,

or been supported by, the women, who are still devout or superstitious.

It may be doubted whether the lack of colonising force which the

French have in modern times shown, is not a defect due largely to the

Smau system of subdividing property, and of living on independent
families,

gj^^all holdings, which tends to make the people think a large

number of children an evil. It may be also connected with their

frugality ; for enterprise which overcomes difficulties, and risks everything

in the face of the unknown or of novel conditions, is not easily reconciled

with that economy which, before aU things, recognises as sovereign vir-

Lackof tues keeping within narrow limits, risking nothing, above all

and colons- losing nothing. Not only is the population stationary, if not
ing force, slightly declining, but the disposition to colonise scarcely

exists among the people. The expeditions to Tonquin and Madagascar,

the conquests of Algeria and Tunis, have not been due to the need for an

outlet for overflowing energy, but have proceeded from a desire for

national glory, which, since the great Napoleon's days, has been so

much dimmed, with only the Italian campaigns for European relief.

And distant warfare, unsupported by colonies or a colonising spirit, has

proved difficult, inglorious, and costly. Thus France, while strong in

her people's frugal hoarding, and in their keen sense of national honour,

is relatively much weaker than under Louis XIV. or Napoleon Buona-

parte. But the people are happier, more contented, more weU-to-do

"jha-n under these potentates.

FRENCH CITY LIFE.

Foreigners' ideas of the French are largely coloured, necessarily, by
their view of them in the great cities, especially in Paris. It is impos-

Gaiety of sible for an Englishman who has not seen it to imagine the
Paris, gaiety, the brightness, the colour, and the clearness of atmo-

sphere, of a typical French boulevard or street promenade. Equally

impossible is it to imagine the vivacity, the light-heartedness, the pano-

ramic variety, the bustle of enjoyment, the alluring attraction of the

scene. For a thorough change of scene, for an insight into another

nation's ways, for a picture of a different mode of enjoying life— to

broaden one's view, to refine one's taste, to inspire a wholesome feeling

that British ways are not in all respects the best— nothing more deshable

can be recommended than a trip to Paris, especially in the spring and
early summer.

The Parisian boulevard is usually at least a hundred feet wide,

with good and very wide pavements well planted with trees. The
The Parisian houses, sliops, or hotels are lofty, and many are grouped into
boulevard, q^q design ; thus, though there may be sometimes too much

sameness, there is at least harmony. Space is remarkably utilised ; the

series of shops may extend upwards to the fourth floor, and the court-
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yards of great compound establishments are often utilised similarly.

Eacli house is a compound one, with a concierge.^ or doorkeeper, who views

the entrance and exit of all residents and visitors ; and it is subdivided

Suites of usually into many separate tenements, each complete in itself,

apartments. ^^^ forming flats, or portions of flats, superior in the com-

pleteness and attractiveness of their accommodation to anything

attempted in Scotland. Even an attic " appartement " will have its

minute kitchen with stove, its lavatory, its separate bedroom and sitting-

room, if ever so tiny, and frequently its balcony, at which the tenant of

the sky parlour enjoys the purest air, and the fullest view of the heavens.

This system of small suites of apartments, under which many families

may be combined in one house, is in keeping with the French town habit

of taking dejeuner and dinner in public at restaurants
; and, in fact, living

Living- at much more in public than our insular exclusiveness can toler-

restaurants. ^-^^^ Prices, too, at most restaurants are so moderate that it is

quite as cheap to live in this way as to laboriously purchase for one's self

and cook at home ; by this plan the number of servants kept by the mid-

dle classes is largely reduced. In fact, they are almost entirely dispensed

with in many a French middle-class home, where, in a corresponding

station in England, two or three servants would certainly be kept.

Then, for a spectacle, whether permanent or temporary, what coun-

try can compare with France ? An instinctive sense for colour, for

decoration, for inexpensive effectiveness, for making the most of the

Skilful ar
i^'^^terials available,—for devising something which shall illus-

rangement of trate or be pertinent to the subject, or question, or person
spectacles . .

u
7

j. 1 a.

that is being feted^—makes French fetes delightful. The
spectators, too, are cheerful and orderly, and enjoy themselves far better

than an English crowd, with its horseplay, its contempt for anything

cheap or slight, its dislike of many " sentiments," or its fear of betraying

those it really feels.

Again, where are art collections and exhibitions generally so easily

accessible as in Paris? Where in London can a modern collection of

Public sculpture be seen comparable to that at the Luxembourg ? And
exhibitions. ^]-^q public display of statuary and grand national monuments

;

the grand views down almost every boulevard, and the ensemble of every

square
;
the numberless fountains ; the many good markets ; the superior

Good artistic arrangement of the most ordinary or the most in-
markets. tractable materials in shops ; the clean white caps and other

garments of the working women ; even the paper decorations of the

butchers' shops, set an example that England might well follow.

Yes ; Paris,—notwithstanding its history of barricades, revolutions, its

Communists and Red Republicans, the brutality of many of the working

men, the venality of many of the official classes,—Avitli all its faults,

Paris is the most delightful of capitals, gifted with charms which can

efface the signs of a siege in a few weeks, which rises superior to the
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ashes of a conflagration almost in a few hours. It is the city to which
others besides " good Americans " desire to go. The clear Seine, on a
bright day, from a river steamboat, presents a panorama of beauty amid
the works of man, such as no other city perhaps can equal.

But beauty granted, does France possess learning, education, con-

structive genius, manufacturers, power of organisation ? Does France
possess homes and domestic virtues ?

To all these questions, " Yes " may be answered. Schools are abund-

ant, cheap, and good, whether those under the State or those conducted by
the priests. A system of lycees^ or high schools and colleges, extends

thi'oughout France ; and the great University of Paris draws its pupils

from all departments. It cannot be said that technical in- schools and

struction is anything like so highly developed as in Germany ;

coUeges.

but it is making progress under the Republic, which also has made
education compulsory. Learning is not less profound than in England,

though the total number of learned or highly educated men is probably

fewer. The rewards of learning are abundant ; successful Literary men

literary men receive high payments. "Writing for newspapers ^^^ editors,

occupies many, and is well paid. A popular editor is a famous man, and

is personally well known to the people. An editor may overthrow a

ministry, and may not improbably become a minister himself. It must

be allowed, also, that in a certain art of popularising knowledge, and of

decorating it artistically, French, writers are unrivalled. No others can

equal them in elegance of diction, in fertility of illustration, in weaving

romantic and charming ideas around the most prosaic facts. As to

original writing and thought, who can doubt that France holds its own
with any age or country, seeing that it has produced a Moliere, originauty

a Victor Hugo, a Descartes, a Pascal, a Voltaire, a Montaigne, and constnic-

a Dumas, and many other brilliant men ? As to constructive tive genius,

genius of various kinds, Notre Dame, and a multitude of ancient cathe-

drals
; Saint Ouen, the Pantheon, and Napoleon's tomb, and a great

assemblage of modern buildings ; the fortifications of Paris
;
the framing

jf the French Constitution, and the organisation of the armies of the first

Republic and of Napoleon ; the construction of the Suez canal, and many
briUiant discoveries in physical science and chemistry, may answer
sufficiently. French genius is not only remarkable ; it is essentially

brilliant and well suited to put itself in evidence
; owing to which latter

quality we sometimes forget the former, and unjustly depreciate the solid

powers of the French intellect.

French manufacturing industry is somewhat limited by her limita-

"ions of mineral wealth. But the iron of St. Etienne, the linen and
'.otton of Amiens and Lille, the wine of Central and Southern prench manu-
France, the salt of the South-east, and, above all, the silk of factures.

-lyons, testify plainly that France is no mean manufacturing country.

But as to home and domestic virtues, what can be said ? In the
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first place, great allowance must be made for differences of habits, owing

Open-air largely to difference of climate. Open-air social life is fai

Bociai life, niore developed in France than in England ; and owing to th(

lack of coal, and also to the warmth of a large part of the year, the oper

hearth fire, which is the symbol of British domesticity, is unknown ir

France. Families, as a whole, do not so regularly spend their time ii

association as with ourselves ; and men, to a large extent, pass their time

together, and enjoy less of the companionship of women. The latter an

devout and uninstructed, except as to some of the Church's teaching

the men are, as a rule, not devout—more intelligent and more sceptical

the affairs of this world and of men interest them, as well as games o

chance and skill, in which women seldom take part. Thus the structure

and arrangement of French society differ markedly from our own. Bu
it would be absurd to maintain that brutahty is more common in Franc-

French than in England. Politeness of a certain type is a special growtl

politeness, gf French soil. And morality in general, in the country anc

smaller towns, is about as high as in corresponding grades of society ii

our own isles. Great towns have their vices as with us. They are ae

knowledged and regulated in France ;
with us they fester secretly, anc

destroy myriads without shocking the national sense of respectability.

Marriage is often deferred later by men than in England ; and tb

majority, both of men and women, think more of prudential consideration

than of personal attachment. Unmarried gilds rarely have more than th'

slightest acquaintance with young men, and only meet in the presence o

their elders ; and thus courtship is very much slighter and more forma

than with us. Real acquaintance mostly begins with marriage ; and }•

Courtship strange to say, personal distaste between married people is ix..

and marriage, common, and it is rather the rarity of warm personal attach

ment than the frequency of unhappy marriages that we note in France

The dowry is the predominant idea, how much settled income the youn;

couple will have ; and certainly the end of preventing destitution i

attained in most cases. Of course this does not apply so strictly to th

poorer classes ; but there is little of that reckless marrying seen ii

English towns, which too often ends in quarreUing or in poverty. Frencl

ideas on marriage are very different, their homes are very different, tli

social life is very different from ours ; but it must not hastily be assum

that the advantage is all on our side.

The idea of glory, at once the attraction and the bane of France ; haj

thrift, at once her strength and her weakness ; her art, often so noble anu

brilliant, yet sometimes degenerating into artifice ; her politeness, desj

cended from religion and chivalry, yet at times becommg a most elaboi

falseness ; her continual • search after the best government, her repej

disappointments ; her vivacity, her wit, her Hterature, her science,

every student say, " There is none like her, none." May her far

decrease and her virtues grow !
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CHAPTEK YI.

tie Iberians and Celts in Spain—The Phoenicians and Carthaginians—Greek Colonists -The
Punic Wars—The Roman conquest and long^ domination—The Vandals and Suevi—The
Visigoths—Conquests by the Saracens—Rise of native patriotism—Navarre, Aragon, and
Castile—The Moors called in by the Saracens -Maritime discovery—Columbus—The Inquisi-
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—

Ignatius Loyola and Francis Xavier—Adventurous spirit—Local assemblies—The Basque

language—The Spanish character and habits—Sobriety and moderation in eating—Muscular

and warlike achievements—Corruption of ofBcials—Elaborate politeness—Gambling and
bull-fighting—Life held of little moment—Theatrical amusements—Spanish women—Spanish
homes and living—Indolence and lack of education—Etiquette and grandeeship—The
Portuguese—Large mixture of Jewish and negro blood—Antipathy to Spaniards —Loquacity

—Physical characters —Treatment of criminals—The Peninsular languages—Widespread

extent of the languages.

IMPERIAL Rome lias left her traces wherever
she has held sway, and nowhere more unmis-

takably than in the Iberian peninsula. The Iber-

ians of early date, with the Celts who drove them
back, were partly amalgamated with the Romans,
and known as Celtiberians, thouo;h pre- „ ^^ .

'
. ^ ^ The Iberians

serving much of their purity in the and Celts in

North, and having left their mark be- ^^"^

hind them in the origin of very many names of

places throughout Spain. The Celts were once

spread through Castile, Galicia, and even Portugal

;

but few traces of them now remain except funeral

mounds and stone monuments.
These people do not appear to have immigrated by the coast, but

ther over the Pyrenees—although there must always be some doubt
)Out prehistoric events. It is at all events certain that many other

ces made settlements on the coasts of Spain long before the Christian

i
77
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era, arriving by sea. Unlike the northern races, which spread for con-

ThePhceni- quest and plunder, the Mediterranean people spread mostly

*^cartha.^
for the sake of trade ; the Phoenicians being the first ad-

ginians. venturous prototypes of the modern Briton of whom we h

considerable knowledge. Gades (Cadiz) and Malaga were among th

settlements; and their lineal descendants, the Carthaginians, found- il

Cartagena and many other places in Spain. Greeks from RIkj
'

Greek founded Rosas ; and Saguntum (now Murviedro) was an -

colonists.
g|^^3Q^ Qf Zacyntha, or Zante. Even from Massiha Greek

colonies of the second degree were sent out to Spain.

The Carthaginians under Hamilcar bade fair to subdue all Spain

and might have long retained it but for their inveterate hostilit}

The Punic the Roman power. Owing to the fact that Spain had be-

;

^^^- used as an important base of operations and route for Hanni-

bal's terrible attack upon Rome, it afterwards became the theatre of tli'

sanguinary wars which established Rome for six hundred years as mis-

tress of Spain. The Roman dominion was not maintained without fierci

The Roman insurrections, which required such generals as Julius Ca-

^'^ong^doini
"^ ^^^"^^ Pompey to subdue them. These six hundred years,— ti.

nation, longest continuous period of domination by any power whicl

has befallen Spain, though it is now nearly fifteen centuries since thfi

Romans were driven out,—have left upon Spain an abiding imprps-

which is one of the enduring testimonies to the greatness of the Roma
The language is predominantly Roman

; and great fortifications, aq-

ducts, and roads still speak of them. The Roman conquests, like th-

of the Greeks, have lasted long after their death.

The Yandals, the Alanians, and the Suevians, more or less in combi

nation, and forming part of the northern Aryan and Tartar wave of iiii

The Vandals migration into Europe, reached Spain as Imperial Rome wa
andsuevi

clving, and with their fierce onset drove out the effete legic

The natives, long Romanised and subject, could not make head against \
-

The invaders. The Visigoths soon followed them, finally conquerin:
Visigoths. ^^^ absorbing the Alanians and the Suevians. This peopl'

akin to the Teutonic conquerors of Gaul, had a substantiality and po\\'i

of settling which led them to amalgamate considerably with the native-

and thus build up a more homogeneous Spanish people ; while the Vandal>

ever thirsting for " fresh fields and pastures new," crossed over to Afrio

and established a kingdom there, to be overthrown in its turn by t'

Byzantine general Belisarius, and later extinguished by the Saracens.

The great number of Gothic kings that succeeded one another in Spaii

in the sixth and seventh centuries was a sign, however, that their powi

was not sufticiently consolidated to resist well-organised attack and ca])

able rulers ;
and this in spite of the spread and infiuence of Christianity

which however partook of the weakness of the Gothic rulers. Th

Saracens, Mahomet's Arab devotees,—endowed with remarkable geniu

11
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for warfare, for government, and for architecture,—baving conquered the
Vandals in Africa, attacked the Spanish peoples early in the conq^iest by
eighth century, and established their power first at Cordova, the saraceus.

SCUOLMIS Oy SALAMANCA.

afterwards extending it over the whole peninsula. So successful were
they, -that they extended their arms into France, threatening to subdue
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the Frankish as they had done the Spanish amalgamation of races. But

Charles Martel stopped their career ; and, thrown back upon Spain, they

consolidated a power which lasted for more than three hundred j-ears,

till reinforced by the yet more conglomerate and only partiaUy Arab

Moorish race, who speedily became predominant over their allies, and for

four hundred years held a considerable part of the peninsula.

But all this time a native patriotism and power were rising in

Spain, beginning in the North and North-west, where foreign influences

Rise of native h'^f^ never held exclusive sway, and ext-anding slowly but
patriotism, surely southwards.

Asturias may be reckoned as the cradle of Spanish liberty
;
and

the Asturians kept up

independence of Ma-
hometan power almost

uninterruptedly. Gra-

dually Navarre be-

came independently

organised, and Sancho

of Navarre became
King of
Ca-,tile in

1026. The

Idngdom of Aragon

was not long in ris-

ing after this. Leon

and Asturias were

united to Castile in

1037 ; and late in the

century, when the

King of Castile hac^,

inflicted heavy defeat

upon the Saracens,

and conquered many
provinces,— including

Navarre,
Aragon, and

Castile.

VASCO DE GAUA.

Lusitania, now known as Portugal,—this was estabUshed as a vassal

government under Henry of Besancon.

The Moors, called in by the Saracens, now became dominant over

their allies
;
and pouring into Spain successive hordes, long held the South

Tiie Moors
^'^ Spain, and even extended their dominion over a consider-

caued in by able portion of the old Saracen empire. Cordova, Toledo, Se-
tills S3J*^C611S •n

ville, etc., Avere conquered, however, b}'- Ferdinand III. of Castile

before the middle of the thirteenth century ; and the Moors took refuge

in the kingdom of Granada. Still, for more than two hundred years, the

Moors maintained tlie'r power, untU the strength of the separate king-

doms of Aragon and Castile Avas consolidated, owing to the marriage of
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COLUMBUS AT THK COUNCIL OF SALAMANCA.

Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Castile in 1469. At last Granada
was taken by Ferdinand, in 1492, and tlie King of Spain, a powerful

ruler, bad for almost bis sole rival in the peninsula tbe power of Portugal,

wbicli, advantageously placed, bad been entering upon a career of mari-

time discovery of tbe utmost importance to tbe civilised world.

Beginning with tbeir appropriation of Madeira and tbe Canaries,

Portuguese voyagers went down tbe coast of Africa to tbe Cape, wbicb
Diaz discovered in 1487, wbile Vasco de Grama found out tbe Maritime

way to tbe Indies by tbe Cape in 1497. Ere tbis, bowever, ^scovery.

Spain bad bad tbe bonour of apparently solving tbe problem of a western

route to tbe Indies, and bad reaUy discovered the West Indies in 1492,

Ferdinand and Isabella having aided tbe Genoese Columbus
with ships. But the Cape bad been doubled before Columbus, ^ ^^"

in 1498, landed on tbe continent of America. In 1499-1500, Brazil w^as

discovered by Portuguese adventurers, and thus was paved tbe way
for the Spanish and Portuguese dominion over a large part of America—
a dominion gained and maintained by frightful cruelties, attended by
the perpetration of abominable slavery, and made use of to support

unbridled luxury and terrible wars of conquest, which made The

Spain tbe handmaid of tbe Inquisition and almost the arbiter i^^fii^isition.

of Europe in the sixteenth and part of the seventeenth centuries

n. G
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During a considerable portion (1580-1640) of this period, Portugal too

was united with Spain, but has since led a frequently disturbed but

independent existence.

Since the period of the Philips, the disastrous losses inflicted on the

Spanish power by France and England in numerous wars, the super-

Decline of stitions encouraged by the priests, and the enervation produced
Spain and ]t>y the riches derived from American and other foreign lands,
PortugaL "^

. . . . , .

have deteriorated the Peninsular character so seriously that it

is but a ghost of its former self ; and this deplorable decadence is strongly

evidenced in the continued and bitter hostility felt by Spaniards and

Portuguese against one another—a mean hostility, not rising to war in

which one or other might conquer, but displayed in inscriptions like that

over a country inn, " To the slayer of the Castilians," in contemptuous-

looking figures over doors pointing in derision towards Spain, in number-
less proverbs, songs, and tales. This peninsula, with a remarkable and

important, if not beneficent past, compounded of many of the most

vigorous and able races that have visited or settled in Europe, endowed
with a fair sky and a fertile country, is now in an old age, proud 3'et

fallen, and counting for almost nothing in European politics. It would

seem that modern restrictions upon and discouragements to enterprise

are perpetuating decay. In other times, a sharper struggle for existence

would have ere this revivified and renewed the wasted fires of Spanish

youth, and with an infusion of new blood Avould have once again made
the garden of Spain a power in the earth.

THE BASQUES.

The Basques, a curious survival of an ancient time, though yielding

a cordial allegiance to the Spanish throne, maintain their own tongue

tenaciously in the provinces of Navarre and Biscay, where they number
something over half a million ; but even now the younger generation art-

somewhat careless about this, and are gradually becoming assimilated to

the Spaniards, in language at least. They are generally of rather small

build, but powerful and active. Their dark features are contrasted with

grey eyes. Activity is the distinguishing characteristic both of men and

women ; and nothing can exceed their agility in climbing then* native

cUffs. Hospitality is one of their striking virtues, combined with a sturdy

independence and patriotism, and a somewhat inordinate pride. Although
passionate, their word is their bond ; and even the laws they observe are

unwritten but not the less strictly obeyed. Gambhng unfortunately

attracts them greatly, while dancing and music find in them unwearied

votaries. Yet the Basques are not without a strain of very serious de-

ignatius votion ; and they have gained a considerable place in religious

^ft-ancfs^* history in producing two such remarkable men as Ignatius
xavier. Loyola, the founder ot the Jesuits, and Francis Xavier, the

Jesuit missionary to the East. As is natural, seeing the extensive line ot
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sea-coast tliey inhabit, the Basques have manifested a good deal of ad-

venturous spirit, being notable whalers and fishermen. In Adventurous
fact, they have almost exterminated the principal species of spirit,

whale they used to catch. They have emigrated largely to various parts

of America, where they have remained pretty distinct.

The Basques still retain their local assemblies, or fueros^ which are

probably one of the oldest forms of local government extant, Local

maintaining carefully their ancient rights, which date back assemblies,

almost to the Roman period, before any Spanish kingdom existed.

SPANISH LADIES.

The Basque language is a peculiar one, unhke that of any of the
•aces with which they are in contact, and dating back no doubt to a
^ery early period. In tliis aspect it is of peculiar interest jne Basque
icientifically. It is a language which expresses all inflexions language,

md other relations by a series of suffixes, so that a single word may
;tand for almost an entire sentence. Thus the ending of a word may
xpress at once mood, tense, person, and number, the case and number
•f the object, and the sex, rank, and number of the persons addressed,
resides other relations.
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THE SPANISH CHARACTER AND HABITS.

Dark-featured, proud, contemptuous-looking, and, as a rule, dignified,

the Spaniards scarcely lend themselves to general description, for they

vary so much among themselves owing to their great diversity of race.

Sobriety and ^^^ superstition, and almost servile obedience to the Crown,
moderation are characteristic of very many of them. Living in a land of

wine, they are on the whole remarkably sober, and moreover

they are equally moderate in eating, rejecting the flesh meats of more
northern peoples. Yet in past time the Spaniards have been notable for

Muscular and ^^^^^^ muscular achievements, whether in fatiguing journeys

warUke or in military encounters. Now-a-days their martial and
' muscular power is a shadow of what it was ; and unless we

adopt the view that superstition, combined with the sacrifice of so much
of her best blood in wars, is the cause, it is not easy to comprehend why
Spain has so conspicuously fallen behind in modern times.

Now-a-days the Spaniard leads a quiet, not to say indolent life, at

times silent and grave, at others voluble, full of high-sounding words

and compliments, not intended to be too literally interpreted. When!
roused, none can be more passionate, or more ruthless in revenge. The
Government is one ot his conspicuous objects of hatred, notwithstanding

his loyalty ; and if one object more than another interests him, it is
J

Corruption any chance of cheating the revenue. To do them justice, the I

of officials, government officials, for the most part, are equally willing tol

cheat the people ; and as an official, nothing can well be worse than thel

Spaniard. Repudiation of debt and non-payment of interest, with dis-l

regard of treaties and engagements, is a twice-told tale in Spanishl

Elaborate history. And none can more skilfully disguise objectionable|
politeness, conduct under the most elaborate forms of politeness than the

Spaniard. Fine phrases and wise proverbs they abound in, far moi
than in noble deeds. As a discerning traveller, Mr. Rose, in " Untroddei
Spain," remarks :

" Passionate, but rarely revengeful ; careless of othersl

lives, yet equally so of his own ; more enduring and contented tha

courageous as a soldier ; very generous of what he has ; sober, but no^

very chaste
;
polite and kind, but not very truthful ; cruel, and yet warm-j

hearted ; not patriotic, yet very fond of his country
;
proud, and ye

ready to serve and help—the Spaniard has many noble qualities. Bu|
he needs education of heart and mind, moral as well as mental culture.*!

Unfortunately among their vices gambling is a very prevalent one

Lotteries, cards, roulette, even pitch-and-toss, indeed all forms of gaml

Gambling and Hng are practised with astonishing ardour. The bull-fight
bull-fighting. q£ Spain, the regard shown to the bull-fighter for his coi

age and dexterity, the applause of the ladies of Spain, are well-known

but we must remember that these and kindred amusements were not si

many centuries ago in full vogue in our own country. A bill to abolis'
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bull-baiting was thrown out in our own House of Commons in 1802 ; and
it was not made illegal till 1835. As might be expected, cruelty to

Life held of other animals than bulls is rife in Spain ; and that valuable
little animal the mule has a bad time of it. The hfe of an animal

moment.
one cannot expect to find regarded, where the life of a mn

is held of small account. " A word and a shot," expresses a very fiv-

quent occurrence. Even the dead are treated with no respect, so low
have the Spaniards fallen. They are often buried with the scantiest

ceremony, and the cemeteries are too frequently disgracefully kept.

It is not bull-fights and gambling alone, however, that constitute

the popular amusement. Dancing and dancers, singers, players, absorb

Theatrical almost equal attention ; and the Spaniard can exhibit a
amusements, passionate excitement over theatrical amusements which asto-

nishes our more cold-blooded temperament. But painting, to which in

past times Spain gave a Murillo, a Velasquez, a Salvator Rosa, is now
far below its former level.

Ladies are kept in verj^ great seclusion, not mingling much in

general society. Girls are even more strictly guarded than in France
by mother or duenna

; and consequently the Spanish lover exhausts all

devices to deceive or circumvent the natural or unnatural guardian. The
excitement of the Spanish male lover is justified b}^ the attractions of his

Spanish lady love, for the sparkling dark eyes, graceful manners, and
women, sweet voice of the Spanish women make them more than

rivals of the beauties of most other nations. Attention to religious

duties is the chief thing which caUs them irom home ; and in the latter

sanctum they spend no little time in the exciting occupation of peeping
into the street from behind blinds or curtains. The men do not trouble

their wives with much of theii' company, and indeed pass a great deal of

it out of doors.

Spanish homes are in fact not veiy tempting. Even when ex-

ternally magnificent, they are internally shabby or unfurmshed, just

Spanish
Sufficing to contrast former state with modern poverty, Living

homes and is very plain
; and in truth high feeding is not needed in the

warm southern climate. The grand universal dish is a stew,

which may be composed of the most varied materials, the oUa podrida
being the favourite combination, and garlic a rarely absent ingredient.

It is actually the fact, that the fertile soil of Spain has largely- gone
out of cultivation in modem times. The soil is so productive, however,

Indolence and ^^^^ ^^ maintains the people in a moderate way with com-
lackof paratively little labour. The day's work is short, and is

always interrupted by the rather long mid-day sleep, or siesta.

In this atmosphere it is not to be expected that education should flourish;

and it certainly does not. It will not do to omit reference to Spanish

ideas of etiquette, which are very complex. The Grandees form a special

order of nobility, entitled to wear their hats in the king's presence. The
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title, though usually hereditary, is entirely dependent on the will of the

king, who can as easily take it away as give it. Grandeeship Etiquette and

was first conferred by the Emperor Charles V. ;
but there are grandeesMp.

numerous titles of nobility much older than this. It is amusing to read

tales of the extraordinary form and ceremony observed at the Spanish

court in past ages ; but they are not so extensively practised at present.

?OHl'UaUBSE MULETEER.

THE PORTUGUESE.
As our readers will have gathered, there is no essential difference

between the Spaniards and the Portuguese
;
yet the latter are more

strongly marked in two points, the infusion of negro and of Jewish blood.

AVlide very many Jews have settled in many parts of the Large

Spanish peninsula, they have intermarried most largely with ^^is^and
the natives in Portugal, in consequence partly of an old con- negro wood,

demnation to slavery, and the baptism of their children. Negroes were
formerly imported in large numbers

; and their descendants, mingling

with the Portuguese, colour them of a darker hue than the Spaniard.

Although the Spaniard thinks himself much above the Portuguese,

I
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he miglit take a lesson from him in several respects. The Portuguese is

more industrious, and often a good deal more agreeable, not so prone to

take offence. But " Spain and Portugal," as a Portuguese remarked to

Antipathy to ^ traveller, " though in such close contact at so many points,
Spaniards. ^^^^ never mutually coalesce ; they are Hke two men sitting

back to back to each other, who will never turn their heads." They
pour contempt upon each other

;
and the Portuguese of some districts,

both North and South, are among the fastest speaking people

in existence, especially if interrupted.

The Portuguese are far less handsome and dignified, as a rule, than

the Spaniards
;
yet the women have fine eyes and long hair. Among

Physical fbe predominant dark-complexioned people are met both
characters, gallow and hght-haired people. The features of the Portu-

guese are less regular, and their lips tliicker than those of the Spaniards.

But the Portuguese are marked by a more humane temperament than

their neighbours. Capital punishment is no longer enforced, and ordinary

Treatment of imprisonment is scarcely penal enough to deter from crime.
criminals. Sjmipatliy goes too largely with the criminal ; and he

frequently receives considerable evidence of this in the shape of abun-

dant provision handed in to him through the open panes of his gaol

window, or placed in a basket let down outside his cell. Perhaps this

is because the authorities supply so Httle, that the prisoner would fare

badly without some additional supply.

THE PENINSULAR LANGUAGES.

Spanish is essentially a " Romance language," that is, one founded

on that of the ancient Romans
; but there are wide differences in the

different provinces, so extensive that their natives are not understood

by one another. In the North there is a strong admixture of southern

French, or Provencal. Portuguese and Spaniards do not understand one

another ; and yet the languages are fundamentally similar, though
Portuguese rejoices in more nasal sounds than Spanish, but is less

guttural, and their words differ a good deal. Again, in some parts, traces

of Teutonic speech are more abundant, while in the South, the Arabs

and Moors have left more than a little mark upon both language and
habits.

As with English, the Peninsular languages are most extensively

spoken outside their native countries. Throughout South and Central

Widespread
^i^^^'ica, Mexico, and Lower California, Cuba and Porto Rico,

extent of the the Philippine islands, and even to a considerable extent in
anguages.

j^j^j^^jg^ g^j^^ New Mexico, one or other of these languages is

spoken. Practically, in the past the Spaniards and Portuguese have been
the most enterprising and successful of colonisers next to the Enghsh,
perhaps owing to their own complex origin. Hence we cannot but regret

that they are now in so lamentable a state of deca3^
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I

JULIUS C^SAR.

TALY, the second cradle of European life

and civilisation, as Greece was the first,

still exercises a potent sway over our affec-

tions and imagination
; and it has been one

of the bright pages of England's history, to

have aided with sympathy and practical help

the liberation of enslaved Italy . , . ^
"J A kingdom of

in these latter days. Only when Italy a novel

Rome swayed all the Peninsula,
^°^'

has it been united under one dominion, until

the present era, when a real kingdom of

Italy exists for the first time. And now has

dawned a day which may bring brighter

than any past. It will not bring back the

but there may yet rise a free.

things for the Italian nation

time when Italy gave law to the world
strong, noble Italian nation, to accomplish more within her own limits.

than she has ever done in the past.
89
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The peculiar long and narrow shape of Italy has always favoured

its division into a number of small States
;
and from the dawn of history

„ „ onwards, such has been its fate, except when Rome dominated
Peculiar '

.
' .

^
.

shape led to the whole. No doubt, successive tribes entered it by different

routes and at different times ; and it appears hopeless now to

discover which race was earliest. When the Romans first emerge into

history, we find that there were in Italy at least six races, the Pelasgians,

_ . ^ the Oscans, the Sabellians, the Umbrians. the Etrurians, and
The ancient

n\ • • o
'

peoples of the Greeks, in the portion of Italy south of the plains of Lom-
^ ^" bardy. It is natural to imagine a peopling of Italy from the

North, from the East, and from the South, though of its precise history

The we know nothing, until we hear of its colonisation from Greece.
Pelasgians. g^^^ ^^ Relasgians are regarded as semi-Greek in origin, and.

were represented by many tribes, especially in the South.

The Sabellians, including the Sabines and the Samnites, were early

conspicuous among the typical Italian nations, occupying the fertile

The upland valleys of the Apennines. Multiplying and spreading,
sabeuians.

-ti^gy issued forth into the lowlands, and both conquered and

mingled with the tribes already settled there, whether Pelasgian or more
distinctively Greek. The Etruscans were a very distinct people, occupy-

The ii^g Etruria and spreading north into what afterwards became
Etruscans. Liguria and Cisalpine Gaul. Although they have left abun-

dant evidences of their power in ruined cities and architectural works, of

their artistic skill in their pottery and their tombs, and of their literary

power in their inscriptions, it is still a mystery whence they came, to

whom they were related ; and we have no more trustworthy information

than the statement of Herodotus, that the Etruscans proceeded originally

from Lydia in Asia Minor. But great as their power at one time was

it was destined to pale before the inroads of the Gauls on the North, and

the attacks of the Romans on the South. But the struggle was fierce,

and lasted intermittently for more than two hundred years, till near the

middle of the third century b.c.

So many were the colonies founded by Greek cities in southern Italy,

that it early received the name of Magna Grascia ; and it appeared

Magna possible at one time that the purely Greek element might:
Grjecia. dominate the peninsula. The name of Naples is a standingj

Greek monument, and reminds us of the time when it was " Neapolis,"

the new city. But the Greeks kept too proudly aloof from the people

whom they conquered, and thus suffered the necessary penalty of thei

ultimate extinction of their power before a ruder, stronger people, more;

capable of mingling with their subordinates.

Thus we gain a glimpse, but only a glimpse, of the complex origiu

of the Italians—which partly accounts for the all-mastering power ol

Rome.
The Latin language is undoubt-sdly largely derived from the sa:
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Aryan stock as tlie Greek, tliougli it cannot be called strictly an offshoot

of the Greek. Very many of the roots of words are funda- composite

mentally the same
;
but many show some other origin, not the^Latin

Etruscan, and probably Oscan and Sabellian. " It is certain," language,

says Dean Liddell, " that the nation we call Roman was more than half

Sabellian. Traditional history attributes the conquest of Rome to a

Sabine tribe. Some of her kings were Sabine
; the name borne by her

citizens was Sabine ; her religion was Sabine
; most of her institutions in

war and peace were Sabine." Thus, in her earliest rise, as for so many

\t^^mmm^^^m\ %\
aSli;!lT.?|y51,A''''l!''r''' 'J

. wiiMifnwiii'iiiMiiiguiiiniii nnnii i iyj,||

liliil KMPJCilOll AUGUSXDS AN1> HI8 FAMILY.

centuries, Rome showed that assimilating power which is one of the most

striking features of many great and permanently conquering peoples.

We cannot even sketch in outline the conquering career of Rome,
which, beginning with self-conquest and self-denial, spread to neighbour-

ing cities, to neighbouring States, and then over alien races in Italy, to

Sicily, Gaul, Sardinia, Spain, Africa, Greece, and over the
poj-mation

greater part of the known world. The Italian peoples, for the of tiie itauan

most part, became citizens of Rome ;
but foreign wars carried

many of them to die in distant lands, while at the same time great multi-

tudes of ahens, enrolled in Roman legions or enslaved in Roman house;

and on Italian estates, came to live and often leave descendants in Italy
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and thus a rich motley gathering of races mingled with the older inhabi-

tants of the peninsula. And from this mixture arose the handsome, dark-

hued, dark-eyed ItaUan race, whose women not unfrequently approach the

rich beauty of the Spanish women ; and whose men, in their passionate

glances no less than in their turn for brigandage and the exaction of

vengeance, show the remnants of the old warlike instincts by which their

ancestors won such deathless renown.

But Rome became enervated by the services of slaves and the riches

gained by conquest ; and in turn gave way to the onslaught of the

Conquests of iio^th^^ii Aryans. She who once had driven the Gauls by a
the Goths, niiglity effort from her own gates, and had afterwards subdued

them, and many other Celts and Teutons, in their own homes, Avas first

reduced to buy off the Goths with a tribute, then to diminish her borders,

and finally became the scene of repeated contests, terminating in a total

collapse of all shadow of her old power, at the end of the fifth century a.d.

The Lombards, a Teutonic tribe, followed the Goths in 568, but

made no general conquest of Italy. They founded a kingdom in Northern

. Italy, of which Pavia was the capital, and a duchy at Bene-
the Lombards ventum in the South. They prospered so considerably as to

attract the Franks from Gaul, who, in 774, succeeded in de-

stroying the Lombard monarchy ; and finally, under Charlemagne, sub-

jugated the greater part of Italy, Dexterously making his peace with

the Pope, he was crowned Emperor of the West, in 800 ; and

Roman for several centuries, Italy was conjoined with Germany in a
mpire.

^j Holy Roman Empire," the German division having success-

fully asserted its predominance over the Franldsh. Thus Italy, which

for ages had dominated the civilised world from Rome, was in its turn

trodden under the heel of foreign power—another instance of the whirli-

gig of time bringing about its revenges. And a form of the feudal

system, under innumerable counts and viscounts, kept the entire land in

something but too like slavery.

It was then, as in our own and other lands, that the gradual growth,

through commerce, of the towns and cities, built frequently where feudal

fthe
^^^^^ \id.di. little or no control, changed the aspect of affairs.

towns and Compelled to fortify themselves for protection against Saracen,

Moorish, and other piratical attacks, as well as from inroads

of northern plunderers, these cities in time became strong, and attracted

to themselves large populations, especially of those who were industrious

and desired to be safe from oppression.

Visited only at intervals by the Emperors, the Itahan nobles and

magistrates, as well as citizens, both in the rural districts and towns,

became more and more independent in their conduct and bearing, and

waged incessant wars against each other. Several cities, such as Venice,

Genoa, Pisa, Rome, and Gaeta, retained continuous independence after

the fall of the old Roman Empire, or were under nominal subjection to
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the newer Byzantine one. In these and many other cities, such as Flor-

ence, arose powerful communities, to which European civilisa- ^ ,
.

^
.

' ^ Development
tion IS enormously indebted, owing to the intercourse between of arts and

widely-separated countries which they fostered, the arts and
°^^^^*'^®^-

manufactures which they encouraged and diffused, and the spirit of

independence which they kept alivo. But they, in their turn, were not

exempt from faults and evils. Too often they exerted a ruthless tyranny
over neighbouring weaker communities ; too often they were under the

domination or t;)Tanny of oligarchies, or of single rulers ; and this, together

with the endeavours of foreign princes to retain or to gain
^^^^ ^^^

power in Italy, kept the country in a continual turmoil for domestic

centuries. Wars, battles, sieges, assassinations, murders, tor-

tures, thickly strew the record of Itahan history in the middle ages ; and
no country in Europe failed to become mixed up with the Latin peninsula

in one way or another.

While many evils arose thus, there was one conspicuous advantage.

When the ferment of activity and thought which attended the crusades,

so widely productive of novel effects, manifested itself so conspicuously

in Italy in the literary activity of Petrarch and Boccaccio, and The revival

there burst forth in the fourteenth century that renewal of °^ learning,

interest in and study of the literature and remains of Greece and Rome
which has lasted till the present day, and is the foundation of our present

culture, its diffusion over Europe was rendered possible by this same
extraordinary amount of intercourse between other nations and Italy.

On the other hand, the world owes to Rome the extraordinary institution

and influence of the Papacy, which, at first claiming but a spiritual

supremacy over Christendom, came to demand full power over the tem-

poral possessions and even lives of the adherents of the faith.

The support given by the Church to the divine right of kings the church

became the occasion for claiming authority to appoint and to

depose monarchs ; and the frequent exercise and enforcement of this

claim in the middle ages was another cause of the remarkable prominence

of Italy during that period. After the Renaissance came the Reformation,

which however but slightly touched Italy, although in the end greatly

influencing her position by withdrawing a large portion of Europe from

her authority.

Notwithstanding the revival of letters, the enfeebling effect of the

prolonged contests of G-uelphs and Grhibelhnes (perhaps the most extra-

ordinary phenomenon of the middle ages), and the rise of the Dutch,

Spaniards, and English as competing rivals in trade, at last so

weakened the Italians that they fell more than ever a prey foreign

to foreign domination. The French became masters in the

'North
;

the Spaniards conquered Naples and Sicily ; the G-ermans ob-

tained Venice
;
while, for a time, the Papal States and Tuscany retained

their independence. Later, even the republics of Tuscany were sub-
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jugated ; while the Papal States were governed in a manner which left

their condition little, if at all, better than that of the rest of Italy.

Struggles continued on Italian soil between the various nations (to whom
the Swiss were now added) that contested to which of them Italy should

belong, and, as Sismondi says, bequeathed nothing to that nation but

long-enduring, hopeless agonies, which lasted till beyond the middle of

this century.

ITALIAN PEASANT.

More terribly harassed and devastated, depopulated and im-

poverished, depressed and lacerated than any continental nation, Italy

Freedom has been late in regaining liberty
; and owes it, in various

regained, (degrees, to England, France, and Germany, combined with her

own efforts under Cavour and Garibaldi. Liberated from the temporal

domination even of the Pope, Italy is now free to build up her power and

to undertake important enterprises, with hopes of success which have

long been absent from her.
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A^
S in the past, Italian people are

broadly divided into two groups,

the townspeople and the country

people ; and it is a question which of

the two are the more interesting. The
townspeople are the more striking

;

and perhaps on them more than the

rest the future of Italy depends. One
peculiarity of the country districts is,

the number of descendants „ ^ ^
. Descendants

of ancient nobles who live m of noble

T , 1 • 1 i- families,
proud poverty and isolation,

often still holding lands and receiving

from their tenants a sort of feudal

service, but little cultured, unenter-

prising, and in every way behind the

Hospitality is perhaps their leading virtue ; but the
itaiitv

dining-room will have a stone floor, one knife, plate, and fork and

will do duty for many dishes, and numerous domestic animals ^""^ " ^'

will be wandering about at will. In a large palace will perhaps be found
lany fine rooms without carpet or furniture.
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In this primitive state of society, says tlie author of "Our Home in

the Adriatic," "the oxen tread out the corn; women spin and weave

VENETIAN LADIES SERENADEP.

their clothes from flax they have grown themselves, and dye it with herbs

Money is httle used as a medium of exchange; ^^^ ^^^^^,^«?^
J^'^fi'"^^

ao-ainst so much oil ; so much wine against so much flax. Indeed, hte
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in the country is a species of roughing it. The peasants not unfre-

Roughing it
quently Uve in considerable numbers in the lower'parts of the

great houses
;
and they are bound to do everything for their in the

lordj receiving half the profits of the estate.
country.

A strange independence, mingled with fickleness and servility,

characterises these people of the lower class. An engagement is kept
only so long as it is convenient ; and it is convenient only so

long as no trifling cause of offence arises or no slight variety and

tempts elsewhere. Language and habits are both primitive"^'^®^^^'^^°°®'

and coarse ; no reserve at all is practised. Children are often treated

cruelly ; and yet sentiment is rife and tears flow hke water on occasion.

But the loss of a

cow is far more
terrible than that

of a cliild „.,

.

Children

to very and
educatior.

many pa-

rents. Education

is almost non-ex-

istent, and there

is next to no dis-

position to adopt

new callings or

to introduce new
arts. The oM
ways are clung

to with desperate

vehemence ; and

in too many cases

local government
is nothing but

another name for

rampant bribery.

The rural

women occupy

themselves in

bad cookery and in procuring or making and wearing such finery as they

can get. Their ignorance is appalling. Infants in early life women and

are bandaged very tightly round the waist and legs, so that babies,

they cannot move the latter, and are carried about hung upright under

one arm. Old wives' doctoring is preferred ; but the doctors are not as

yet marvellously better. Dht is cherished ; washing is rare ; floors are

not even scrubbed ; a yearly wash suffices to supply linen for most

households, and this is connected with the habit of accumulating vast

quantities of household requisites, the preparation of a girl's trousseau

beginning when she is quite a little child.

n. H

BOMAN WOMEN.
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The peasants have largely given up their farmer picturesque cos-

tumes. On week-days they wear a white smoclc, and on Sundays

ungainly home-made coats and trousers ; but still their high- ^j^^

crowned hats with a feather or a flower stuck in them, their peasants'

earrings, their red sashes, garnished not unfrequently with a

knife, distinguish them very markedly from the English agricultural

labourer. The women, however, outshine them, with their highly-deco-

rated stays, worn uncovered in summer, their blue or red skirts over

white petticoats, their gay kerchiefs over the shoulders and head, their

enormous gold earrings and fine necklaces. Sometimes, on festivals, as

many as eighteen petticoats may be worn.

Both sexes of the peasants work at hard labour for very little pay,

a woman earning for a long day only about fourpence halfpenny low wages

and a man sevenpence halfpenny. Indian corn bread with a *^^ ^^®*"

little fruit is their staple diet ; meat or eggs are the rarest luxuries.

In spite of their Ioav estate, these poor peasants contrive to extract

some amusement from their Hfe, without the necessity of luxurious eating

or drinking. Bands, dancing, theatres, even in very small

places, are always attainable ; masquerading and buffoonery

not unfrequently while away the time ; fairs afford a never-failing arena

of business combined with pleasure ; bowls, fireworks, and lotteries,—the

last passionately pursued as in Spain,—fill up a not inconsiderable pro-

portion of time.

The Italian towns are largely occupied by an idle population, who,

finding that life can be supported on a very little, will not bestir them-

selves to earn more ; and in fact greatly prefer to receive it Poverty and

gratuitously by begging, or as a species of black mail. This ^^fg^a^e tn*^

is greatly aided by the careless liberality of rich visitors. In large towns,

a city like Naples multitudes live huddled in the most wretched, filthy

hovels imaginable. These are appropriate homes for virulent epidemics,

especially cholera. And this exists side by side with streets and squares

of magnificent palaces, into which strangers come, too often to be struck

down by mortal disease. " See Naples and die," has been too true a

forecast to many an unfortunate foreigner.

No doubt, as the Italian kingdom progresses and consolidates its

power, it will put down mendicancy and brigandage, which flourish but

too abundantly, and will ultimately succeed in abolishing the
Bj-iffandase

tyranny of the secret societies, which enforce so many private and secret

decrees by a sanction more dreaded than that of the law.

But at present these evils flourish, partly in consequence of the imperfect

organisation of agriculture, and partly because of the great changes

which have been worked in Italy since 1859, which, wliile consolidating

Italy into one kingdom, have lowered the status of so many flourishing

capitals of small States, till their empty grandeur is but a poverty-

stricken ghost of its former self.

i
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There are infinitely too many nobles and knights in Italy at the

present time, especially as nobility is mostly considered to absolve from

. all real work. All the States into which Italy was formerly

nobles divided used to the full their privilege of conferring titles, and
mg s.

q£^pj^ bestowed them for a pecuniary consideration. And
when nobility is conjoined with poverty, the spectacle is not edifying

;

it too often makes the noble an adventurer, if he do not become practi-

cally a plunderer of any victim he can lay hands on. This taint of dis-

honesty is but too evident tlu'oughout Italy.

Fortunately the politeness of the people operates as an abundant

salve, when it does not run into the excess of servihty. The priests are

becoming less ignorant and detrimental, it is to be hoped ; the

and Italians of the towns are cultivating education with an energy

which reminds one of the Renaissance ; and science certainly

flourishes in Italian universities, some of the best of modern memoirs on

astronomy, physics, chemistry, and geology having come from thence.

But the universities have been established in too great numbers
TjTiivGrsiti6S > >

'

for the present condition of the people, and consequently there

is not a sufficient number of capable professors
;
and the tenure of posts

by ill-qualified men for long periods is most injurious to education.

There is a general tendency nowadays to the adoption of the Tuscan

or literary form of Italian, and the disuse of the varied and barbarous

provincial dialects.

Whether for good or evil, the Italians have of late begun to emigrate

actively, but not to colonise, for in most cases they return home with

their gains. A great army of waiters, ItaUan organ grinders,

and and ice-cream men have arrived in England and other coun-

tries ; and South America, especially the Argentine Ropublic,

has received a much more useful class of immigrants, who take readily

to almost every class of work and do it well. Some parts of Africa, such

as Tripoli and Massowah, are beginning to be largely Italian ; and there

is this much to be said for Italian colonists, that they are accustomed

to hard fare and low pay, and can get on where others would starve.

OUTLYING ITALIAN POPULATIONS.

Sicily differs considerably from the Italian peninsula in its inhabit-

ants. It was so early and so extensively colonised by the Greeks and

The Phoenicians, followed by the Carthaginians, Saracens, and
Sicilians. ]\foors,—while the Normans, Scandinavians, and French have

settled there in considerable numbers,—that the people are quite distin-

guishable from their compatriots of the continent. More excitable and

passionate than the Italian^, the Sicilians are still more easy-going and

polite, witty, generous, and appreciative of beauty.

The Corsicans, though now nominally French, and speaking an

Italian dialect, are neither French nor Italians ; but having been so long
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associated with Italy they may be mentioned here. Whoever the

Ligurians, who occupied ancient Liguria in the dawn of history, may
have been, the Corsican aborigines were probably people allied to them

;

Successive
^^^ many settlements of Spaniards, Phoenicians, Greeks, Tus-

settiements cans, Carthaginians, Romans, Vandals, Goths, Saracens, and
Pisans succeeded one another till the relative share of each in

the present population is extremely doubtful. The Genoese maintained

possession of it for a long time, but were compelled to yield it to the

French in 1768, since when, with the exception of a brief English domi-

nation (1793-6), Corsica has been gradually becoming a normal French
province. For long, however, the mountain people cherished strong

ideas and sentiments of independence, and often struggled heroically

against invaders. Agriculture is still very imperfect, and much of the

island work is done by Italian summer-labourers.

The vendetta is the most celebrated institution of Corsica, where
family feuds have been rife and have been kept up by the traditional

The habit of handing down the feud from generation to generation.
vendetta, u Children, before they were born, were doomed to the same

unrelenting life of savage hate and bloodshed ; and boys of tender years

were brought by their mothers before the bloody corpse of their father,

. . and made to swear, with baby lips, undying vengeance and
to murderous retribution, so soon as their hands should be strong

enough to grasp a gun and their skill sufficient to point it

home to the heart of the foe. Thus the hand of every man was against

his neighbour's, and this not for serious causes only. Soon the vendetta

between different famihes began to arise from the most trivial causes.

Trivial -^ man spoke slightingly of another man's friend or relative, or,

causes, j^^ij be, his dog ; a dispute occurred as to a date, a measurement,

the opinions of a third, A. hot word was spoken ; out came the ready

dagger, or the ever-loaded gun or pistol ; a human heart ceased beating,

and a murderer fled to the mountain-side or the caverns on the lonely

rocks, and became thenceforth a. pariah, issuing only to commit fresh

murders, supported secretly by his relations, but never more known to

the world at large ; until at length a retributive bullet laid him low, or

his hiding-place was betrayed and he was miserably slain by the military

police." ("A Lady's Tour in Corsica," by Gertrude Forde.)

It is not probable that the early Sardinians were very different from
the Corsicans ; but the former have left many monuments, and indeed

Nuragghi of were great builders of Cyclopean erections of stone, known as
Sardinia. nuraggJu, which are large round towers of massive blocks

with irregular faces, and loftily placed. They are supposed to have

answered the double purpose of being mausoleums and refuges. Almost as

Successive many powers disputed the possession of Sardinia as of Corsica
;

contiuests.
\)y^^^ the Spaniards retained hold of it from 1324 to 1720, when

it was given up to the dukes of Savoy, who then took the title of Elings of

H
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Sardinia, Since that time, with the exception of a few years of French
domination, in the time of the Repubhc and First Empire, Sardinia has

been one of the most loyal of the Italian dominions.

The Sardinians of to-day still show the influence of their long

Spanish subjugation ; and a decidedly Spanish cast of features is largely

The modern present. Gravity of demeanour is in them combined with
Sardinians,

g^ revengeful temperament, so that the vendetta flourishes.

The majority of men wear a black cloth sleeveless blouse, a black cap,

and white breeches ; while the gun and long curved knife, regularly worn,

show too truly what an amount of personal protection is deemed neces-

sary. Education is still very far beliindhand ; and the numerous pecuhar

dialects spoken tend to hinder its spread.

Malta has been still more a highway of the nations and a subject of

their contests than even Sardinia and Corsica
; and to this day it shows

intense peculiarities. The Phoenicians, in their early voyages,

origin of the colonised it and prospered ; their descendants, the Cartha-

ginians, and their supplanters, the Saracens and later Arabs,

further impressed their individuality upon it, and have left a special type

of a Semitic language nearly pure in the country parts, while the towns

have a mixture of Italian and other foreign words. Greece and Rome
held it for various periods ; and it is famous in Scripture history for the

shipwreck of St. Paul upon it (Acts xxviii.). The Normans, in their

conquering ravages, did not omit to visit Malta ; and setthng there, and
reintroducing Christianity, the knights of Malta became celebrated

throughout the early mediaeval period. Later, it became attached to

Sicily, and then, with Sicily, to its Spanish rulers. In 1530, Malta and
its neighbour Gozo were granted by the Emperor Charles V. to the

The knights knights of St. John of Jerusalem, who, through many contests
of St. John, -^ith Turks and with Moorish pirates, held it successfully till

Napoleon landed in 1798, after which period an heroic defence was
sustained by the Maltese till 1800, when the English took possession.

The Maltese are strong and well-formed, the men being dark and
handsome ; the women black-eyed, with fine hair : the people generally

The modem ^1'© sober, cheerful, abstemious, and industrious
; but, Hke the

Maltese. Sardinians, their temper leads to a too ready use of the knife.

The majority are ardent Roman Catholics, and keep the festivals of the

Church with great zeal. The population is overcrowded ; and aU round
the Mediterranean Maltese are to be found, chiefly in the Levant and
North Africa.

The Italian race is spread in addition over nearly one-third of

Italy beyond Switzerland, Ticino, Grisons, Neuchatel, Valais, Aosta, the
the borders. Engadine, the Italian Tyrol, Istria, Trieste, and the Dalmatian
coast ; but in all these districts there is a great admixture of other

races.
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"^ THE GERMANS AND GERMANY
OF THE PAST.

REMAEKABLY distinct from tlie

soutliern peoples we liave been de-

scribing, yet as truly Aryans as tlie Italians,

are the Germans, But when we first hear

of them in history, they were in The Teutons

Germany, already settled on both "^ ermany.

banks of the Rhine. "Whether it was by reason

of the migrations of the Slavonic people from

the East pressing upon them or not, the Teu-

tons, of whom the Germans form so important

a section, early began to show a power of migra-

tion, of conquering, of settling ;
and tribes of

various names swarmed, not only into Britain
105
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and Gaul, as we have seen, but also into Denmark, Scandina\'ia, and

Iceland. In this chapter we shall deal chiefly with those Germans who
stayed at home. These have been subject to remarkable

If icissitudss

of German vicissitudes, possibly from the circumstance that it is usually
Teutons. ^^ bolder, more active, more determined, who make foreign

conquests, leaving the weaker at home, less able to stand up for them-

selves. Thus the history of Germany has been but a chequered one,

until quite modem times.

They early became divided into two sections. High and Low, the

Hig-h and Low hotter having given off the Northern Germans, or Saxons, and
Germans,

.j^j^g Dutch, with the Scandinavians ; while the High Germans,

or Suabians, have occupied the plains and mountains of central Europe.

In the time of Tacitus, who gave a most valuable account of them in

his " Germania," the Germans were divided into numerous tribes ;
among

, them the Batavi, already settled in part of the modem Dutch
Account . . .

given by territory ;
the Frisians, along the North Sea and Baltic ; the

Suevi (Suabians), in central and eastern Germany ; the Lom-
bards, at the mouth of the Elbe ; the Vandals, further south on the same

river. Tacitus describes them as being tall and powerful, fair, with blue

eyes, with long fair hair ; their features were regular, and their heads of

the long type.

In this early period the German tribes were but fluctuating groups

of warriors, with their adherents
; and there is no necessity for our pur-

Groups of pose to regard them as other than Teutons of one name or
warriors, other, scantily clothed, but slightly agricultural, hunting, or

living on the milk and cheese of large herds of semi-wild cattle. Drink-

ing and gambhng were among their strongest passions ; but it must be

noted to their credit, that women occupied a more important place with

Respect for them than with many primitive tribes. They were treated
women, with more respect ; and their opinions were asked and ofteA

followed in matters of moment, and their enthusiasm encouraged the

men to the highest deeds of warlike heroism.

A great point in the history of the Germans, is their early democratic

and local government. Each tribe, each settlement, had its assembly ot

Popular ^^ ^\\o could bear arms ; and this assembly exercised most ot

sovereignty, i^^ functions of sovereignty, too often impulsively and passion-

ately. Generals were elected only for special occasions, and an able chief

might be chosen by numerous tribes, and thus attain gi'eat power ; but

this ended with the war or other purpose for which he was chosen.

Although Rome first appeared in Germany as an invading power, it

was but as the sequel of those immense marauding expeditions and im-

„^ „ migrations by which the Teutons had so often tlu-eatened
The Komans ^

.
-^

i -n i
and tiie Rome, or given her an uphill fight ; and it must be acknow-

ledged that the Romans failed to seriously conquer the

Teutons, who, when they were attacked within theii* own borders, often
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inflicted crushing defeats on their foes. When the Roman Empire
dechned, the Teutons, under various names, overran it, and at last com-

pleted its conquest, both internally and externally ; for Germans were

received and raised to high offices, in the hope thus of staying the torrent.

But, like Alexander's empire, the German power broke up separation

when it had become too arreat for effectual control ; and after of Germans
11*0JD Fffl.TI K 3

the days of Charlemagne the German Teutons became marked
off from the Franks and the conquerors of Italy and Spain.

The Teutons meanwhile had been pressed in the East by the ad-

vancing power of the Slavs, whom they partly thi'ew back, and partly

conquered and assimilated to themselves. The Saxons in the Teutons and

north and centre grew more and more into predominance, Slavs,

gaining power by confederating many minor tribes ; the Alemanni (from

whom the French name for Germany, Allemagne^ is derived) formed a

similarly powerful confederation in the South
;
and the Suabian

various
confederacy in the South-east completed the early grouping of German con-

German tribes. From the year 887 onwards a kingdom or

empire of Germany has mostly been in existence, though often much
divided, without much semblance of supreme power in any one person.

The Church organisation lent itself admirably to the early German
system. Abbots and bishops became temporal rulers and, as such, took

an important part in affairs of State, especially in elections of importance

Emperors, who came to be elected by an assembly of arch- as^^n^oorai

bishops, bishops, abbots, princes, dukes, counts, margraves, rulers,

landgraves, and barons, representing the persistent force of the old German
tribal divisions. They were called " electors," and were really xhe electors

independent, though nominally members of the Emperor's °^ Germany,

household. In fact, the Germanic Empire became a confederation with

an imperial figurehead, who could undertake important wars decided on

by the States, but had no independent power except that of the in-

dividual States or principalities he might happen to rule. Herein lay a

weakness as well as strength ; and the weakness ultimately turned out

to be more than the strength, so that Germany was finally crushed

between the rivalries of Prussia on the North-east, and Austria Decay of the

on the South, and the attacks of France on the West. The old Empire.

Germany has been shorn of some provinces still incorporated in France,

of Holland and Belgium, and of parts of Switzerland
; while in Modern

late years she has reconquered Elsass and Lothringen, and has Germany,

become unified as a new and more coherent Germanic confederation

under the King of Prussia as Emperor ; but a considerable portion of

Germany is excluded from it, being under Austrian rule.

It is impossible to understand Germany in its present state without
reference to the rise of Prussia. Originating in a march or Rise of

markland, formed to protect Germany from the Slavonic Wends, Prussia.

Prussia has developed out of Brandenburg till at the present day it is

B
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the name of two-thirds of the German Empire. For a long time the

Slavs were in the ascendant, and the electors of Brandenburg waged a

fierce struorffle for existence, ending however in complete con-

of quest, attended by a power of assimilating with the conquered,
Brandenburg,

^j^-^,^ j^g^g given the Prussians their distinctive pecuharities,

and has had much influence in making them masters of modern Germany.

.

The greatness of modern Prussia may be dated from the grant of Bran-

'

GERMAN CHRISTMAS TREE.

denburg, in 1415, by the Emperor Sigismund to his strong supporter

Frederick, burgrave of Nuremberg, a prince of the house of Hohenzollem,

which for three centuries had been growing in influence and power.

How the elector of Brandenburg inherited East Prussia, a fief of the

crown of Poland, how Prussia became independent of Poland, under the

great elector Frederick William, acquired East Pomerania, Westphalia.

i
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Silesia, and many other territories, 'cannot be detailed here. Eemark-

Prussian ^^^® indeed has been the energy handed down from the time
energy born when life was one long fight against the Slavs, a condition

which is not so far different from the present life of armed
watchfulness against Slavs and French alike.

MODERN GERMANS.
Modern Germany includes, besides Teutons, many people of other

stocks. To sa}^ nothing of Jews and gipsies, there are multitudes of

Mixture of Poles, Lithuanians, Wends, and Frisians. All these will be
foreign races, mentioned elsewhere. But it must be remembered that the

Germans have a very considerable admixture of Polish, Slav, and
Lithuanian blood in their veins, and that their strength is largely

derived from that mixture. The intermixture of the darker types with

Light and ^^^ lighter One which is so generally regarded as the tj^ical
dark types. German type, is most marked in the South, in Bavaria and the

ancient Suabia ; but a considerable number of dark-featured Germans
are to be found also in the North, where it can only be said that the

majority are fair-complexioned, with blue or light-coloured eyes and fair

hair. The head is long-shaped, and stature is generally rather tall. But
such is the effect of the intimate intermixture which populations undergo

in modern times, that, according to inquiries made by the German
Government in late years as to the complexions of German schoolchildren,

it is found that more than half,—fifty-four per cent,—must be classed as

neither fair nor dark, but mixed. The general preponderance of the fair

type is shown by the fact that thirty-two per cent, are classed as decided

blondes, as against fourteen per cent, with a brunette complexion.

Eastern Bavaria and Elsass-Lothringen (better known as Alsace-Lor-

raine) furnish the largest proportion of brunettes.

The large percentage of intermediate complexions testifies however
to the often-made statement, that the Germans are perhaps as uniform

The Germans or homogeneous a nation as Europe can show. If being

homogeneous ^^^^^^®^ tends to produce uniformity, then the Germans have
people, liad a good chance of becoming uniform. Trade intercourse

and customs unions did much to produce unity even in the days of gi'eat

independence of the chief Germanic States. But what has done most to

promote German unity is the national literature, which, late

national in development compared with that of England, has been
iterature.

g^]3gQp]3e^ \^y ^]^q people and has vivified national feelings and

aspirations in the last hundred years to an extent we can hardly com-

prehend, except by referring to our own literature of the Elizabethan

time, when men thought and wrote and read and adopted noble thoughts

wliich made our nation great in spite of many errors, when it was re-'

solved that domination of foreign priest or potentate should never again

be permitted by free-born Britons.

<
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German literature, as a great product of thought, dates from the

Reformation period, and begins with Luther, who gave his nation a

literary language. The simplicity and strength of his trans-

and the lation of the Bible ranks it with the masterpieces of literary
Reformation.

jg^j^Q^^j.^ Hans Sachs, the poet of the sixteenth century, Arndt,

the religious writer, Jacob Boehme, the philosopher, and Leibnitz, the

natural philosopher, of the early seventeenth century, kept up a high level

Lessing's of thought. But after them few great works were produced till,

"Laocoon." \^ ^.he eighteenth century, Klopstock, Wieland, and Lessing

arose; and the latter, especially b}^ his " Laocoon," his " Education of the

Human Race," and his " Nathan the Wise," gave a stimulus

KicMe'r, to the German and even the European mind which it has not yet
^*^^ ®^' ceased to feel. Then came Herder, Kant, Richter, Schiller, and

Goethe ;
and the national genius culminated before the nation was as yet

Goethe's thoroughly welded into one. At the end of the last century
"Faust." \\^Q German was the greatest living literature of Europe,

though soon followed by the brilliant awakening of the British in the

beginning of the nineteenth century. Goethe's "Faust" remains the

Recent most remarkable poem of the modern era, as the "Origin of

historians, gpecies" is the most remarkable prose work. Germany has

continued recently, in the person of Heine, in crowds of theologians,

philosophers, and historians, in the front of intellectual progress ; and

Ranke, Curtius, Mommsen, and a host of others, teach our historians

how to study and how to write history.

The German professor and the German lieutenant divide between

them the chief place in our ideas of the nation ; though in some eyes the

German clerk, insinuating, self-denying, and all-knowing,

and the looms large. The German professor is nothing if not ex-
iieutenant.

j-^r^^^g^iyg^ jj^ fg great on the history of his subject. He
knows more of its aspects and successes in England, France, or Ital}^, than

Exhaustive ^ native proficient. He is well-versed in the opinions of every
knowledge, considerable man who has ever " professed " his specialty.

Apt,—nay, devoted,—to tracking controversy through its thorny maze,

he is prone to look down on those who ask, " What's the use of this ?
"

as if knowledge for its own sake, although it may be of a quarrel over

some intangible distinction, or the date of some unintelligible inscription,

were not always a good thing. Thoroughness is his motto, though it be

at the expense of eyes, health, society, income, so long af

England and tobacco is iiot denied him. It is to be acknowledged tha^
its history. Q.grman professors have told us many things about our own

history and literature of which we were ignorant, and have shamed us i

by their enthusiasm for men and things which we were accustomed to

regard coolly as simple items in our appanage of greatness.

But the German lieutenant—he has been endowed by our imagina-'

tion,—set on fire by the rapid and almost theatrical march of events in the
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Aiistro-Prussian and the Franco-German wars,—^ith almost super-
human qualities of foresight, knowledge, resource, and courage. The German
It is true that he has been well educatad for his war business soldier.

I
SUABIAN PEASANT WOMAN.

that he knows geography, military tactics, and languages, in a way very
unJike that of a drawing-room warrior, and makes his profes- Educationsion his practice, his h±e. He has simply gone into mihtary and driu.

I

I
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matters with the same energy which our professional man or manu-

facturer devotes to his business. He has practised what he protessed

;

there were many hke him to take his place if he fell, and the system has

succeeded. But at what an enormous cost

!

Germany groans under the terrible burden of h^r military system,

GERMAN PEASANT OF OLDENBURG.

which takes the majority of healthy youths at the time of most vigorous

manhood, when aptitudes are acquired and when they could

Burden of - - — r. .-, • i i.™ j-i,,^-.^-. ii-ifnV

tJemSta^best add to the wealth of the nation, and converts them into

system,
^y^r.^j^achines. The military men and the professors mclude*

between them the best available talent of the country, while only the

surplus is left for manufactures and agriculture
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We are apt to associate a phlegmatic temperament, a stolid

demeanour, with the German race; but this does them scant justice.

The German They may be stolid, absorbed in absorbing their tobacco till

temperament, roused by something more exciting. But they can become

as excited, as vivacious, as eager as Frenchmen, though without their

suppleness of movement, their fertility of gesticulation. The student has

a very regrettable tendency to fight duels on the smallest

provocation. Fortunately his weapon is not the pistol, and his

sword, guarded by a large basket hilt, although it confers many scars,

and often deprives the duellist of a portion of nose or ear, seldom causes

death, for pads protect the throat, right arm, and the whole left side of

the body to the knee.

It cannot be said that the German student is in the smallest degree

comparable to our stalwart University men. As Mr. Julian Hawthorne

Tiie German says in his " Saxon Studies," ''They are not a physically
student, ^oble race ; many faces are marked with disease, latent or

developed, and the figures are ill-hung, awkward, or weakly. Half of

these wear, not the sportive eye-glass, but the sober earnestness of

spectacles. There is a fortune for oculists in Saxony ; and I should not

wonder if a good part of the current behef in the national learning might

be traced to the sage and studious aspect bestowed by these semi-

universal spectacles. As a matter of fact, however, their genesis is from

bad diet, and perhaps from some quality in the atmosphere. Most

foreigners who have lived long in Saxonj^ will have found their eyesight

more or less impaired."

As for the mass of German men, it may be true that they are stoKd,

coarse, unpolished ; but they are certainly, on the whole, very industrious,

easily pleased, not prone to intoxication, not extravagant;

istics of and they have the great and delightful quality, like their
Germans,

g^^pg^-^ors, of being devoted to music. In Germany nearly every

Knowledge One knows music. In a village of a few hundred inhabitants
of music, n^ay be heard more music, better performed, than in an

English town of twenty or tliirty thousand inhabitants. Haydn, Mozart,

Mendelssohn, Beethoven, are reverenced, not merely with a conventional

respect, but with a living regard. Their compositions are known,

criticised, enjoyed, played, wherever a few Germans are gathered

together. The village miller and carpenter, the schoolmaster and the

doctor, combine to render the great quartetts
;
the beer-garden is also a

The opera music-garden, in which the inspiriting waltzes of Strauss
and theatre, alternate with' the soul-stirring overtures or sj^mphonies of the

greatest masters. The theatre, the opera, are not merely occasional but

regular recreations. Early hours are kept, everybody goes, elaborate

dress is not indulged in
; and while in many cases the German theatre

lacks the perfection and the costly show of London and Paris theatres,

it is not on that account the less satisfying to a healthy appetite.

I
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On the whole, however, German life takes its tone from the soldier

and the professor. German officialism is excessive. Kule and red tape

predominate everywhere. The professorial and examination German

system is but another form of the military. An examination officialism,

guards each grade of existence. A small post is only to be obtained by
an examination equivalent to one wliich would qualify for high honours

in an English University. The professor reads out lectures slowly,

sentence by sentence, so that every word can be taken down. His

discourses are so exhaustive

that nothing is left out, no

place is vacant Exhaustive

for the independ- lectures,

ent thought of the student.

He is discursive, and too

seldom knows anything of

compression. Thus, to seek

for the gist of his argu-

ment, is like searching for

a needle in a haystack. It

is all there, it is all good

food, but you want an ex-

ceedingly good digestion to

take it all in.

The coarseness of ex-

pression and of personal

manners among the Ger-

man masses can certainly

be paralleled among our

own masses. So far as it

exists in higher classes, it

may partly be German
put down to the manners,

comparatively low position

assigned to women, partly

to the meagre income which
often accompanies higher

education and station, and
partly to a determination to

get at the kernel of things, and not be content with husks and veneer.

But a German who is well-bred and well-educated is one of the most

delightful companions in existence—considerate, courteous, natural, un-

exacting, simple-hearted, helpful, unobtrusive with his knowledge, he
raises one's faith in human nature, as every true gentleman does.

But women must be more highly regarded before the German nation

can rise further. At present they are almost exclusively left to house-

GERMAN PEASANTS OF ALTENBURO.

I
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hold management ; and even in that their scope is limited by the exact-

German ing demands of the men. The wife and daughters are very
women.

^-^^^ ^q j^g valued most according to their expertuess as domestic

servants. Even their greatest men have not been exempt from this

view. And marriage is not as

FRISIAN WOMAN, LANGENES8 ISLAND, SCHLKSWia.

rinffs

sacred with them as it should

be ; divorce is too easy, and

the proportion of illegitimate

births is very large. In youth

the sexes are not permitted to

Separation mingle natm^ahy in

of sexes. \^q family circle and

in society ; and the consequence

is, that stolen interviews have

an enormous charm. At the

coffee parties, which represent

our " afternoon teas," it is

rarely that a man is present

;

and the talk is more trivial and

unelevating than in the most

gossiping circle of an Enghsh
country town.

But it is certain that Ger-

man women have many vir-

tues. They are excellent, if

not always tidy, housekeepers.

They do most laboriously con-

coct the dishes in which their

spouses delight. Too
often they may not

marry before they have reached
an age when " love's young
dream " has faded ; for no
man in a superior station may
marry unless he has where-

withal to support a wife.

" There are three great

characteristic divisions of Ger-

man food," says the author of
" German Home Life," " the

Main kinds Salt, the sour, and the
of food, greasy: the salt, as

exemplified by ham and her-

House-
keeping.

the sour, as typified by 'kraut and salads
; the greasy, as demon-

strated by vegetables stewed in fat, sausages swimming in fat, sauces sur
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rounded by fat, soups filmy with fat. . . . The food of the lower orders in

Germany is poor and coarse in the extreme : thin coffee without milk or

sugar ; black rye-bread which is always more or less sour (being made
without yeast)

;
potatoes stewed in fat, with a mixture of onions, apples,

carrots, plums, or pears ; now and then, a bit of fat pork with Food of the

treacle ; a mess of sauer Tyrant ; lentils, beans, and a piece of ^°°^-

hJip^wurst ; mysterious entrails of birds and beasts and fishes ; cabbage

boiled in grease, and a sUce of raw ham. No beer for the women ; no
white bread. Schnapps for the men, distilled from corn or potatoes—

a

fiery coarse spirit that would be disastrous in its effects but for the mass
of food with which it is mixed. ... In mountainous districts the

people live almost entirely on milk, flour, eggs, butter, cheese, and cream.

To taste meat is an event in their lives,"

Although we hear much of the importance and growth of German
manufactures in our own day, agriculture furnishes the support of the

vast maiority of people. Its success is due largely to scientific
.

o ^ AgTiculture.
method. Agricultural schools and model farms have been

estabhshed throughout Germany. Among the chief manufactures are

those of iron in Westphaha—Krupp's works, the largest in the world, being

situated at Essen : linen in Silesia and Westphalia, woollen in
]Vr9.Tmf3,Ct111*6

the same, and also in Saxony and Wurtemburg ; wooden toys

and other goods in Bavaria. Of late years the foreign trade of Germany
has largely increased, and with it her fleet of merchant ships.

At the same time Germans have shown a tendency to colonisa-

tion in Africa as well as the East ; and German commercial travellers

have been surpassing our own in ubiquity, zeal, and success.

Trade.

W ,i^
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CHAPTEK X.

Cl)e Butcl) or ^ftberlantitrsf.

The Dutch chiefly Frisians and Saxons—Early inhabitants— Successive conquests—Ravages of

Northmen—Counts of Holland—Alliance with England— Rise of municipalities -Burgundian

domination—Spanish tyranny—The Princes of Orange— Struggles for liberty—Dutch foreign

enterprise —The Thirty Years' War -Connexion with England—The Dutch great carrying trade

—Holland's power diminishes—The French and the Dutch—Kingdom of the Netherlands—The

Dutch of to-day—Distinctive character of the Dutch—Admirable qualities —Taciturnity,

smoking and drinking— Seriousness and perseverance—Dikes and canals—Diminished mari-

time importance— Physical appearance—A Dutch farmhouse—Cleanliness and substantial

comfort—Great commercial cities—Great colonial possessions—Dutch literature—Universi-

ties—Dutch art.

GEOGEAPHICALLY the Dutch are simply

Netherlanders, inhabitants of a delta. They
are specially a Teutonic people, yet they are not

much more nearly related to the Germans than

The Dutch ourselves. They are made up chiefly

Prisons and ^^ Frisians and Saxons, mingled to

Saxons, some extent in the South with Franks.

At various times there has been a consider-

able foreign admixture, many Germans, Scan-

dinavians, Frenchmen, and Englishmen having

settled in Holland during its periods of prosperity,

and Jews forming also a considerable body. Xo
doubt there were pre-Teutonic in-

habitants of Holland, Celts of some

little of them ; and when Rome conquered Gaul,
ISO

)
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Teutonic tribes, Batavians and Frisians, were in possession of the " Insula

Batavorum."

After a brief period of Roman subjugation, we find a patriot Bata-

vian, Claudius Civilis, throwing off the yoke of the Romans, but in the end

succumbing to them. Then the Franks, the Saxons, and the Frisians for

several centuries shared or dominated the Netherlands, At successive

last Charlemagne became supreme ruler, and after his death the conquests,

country went through numerous changes of Frankish and German rule.

Meanwhile the Northmen had begun to ravage the coasts of the

Netherlands as well as Normandy, which led to the committal Ravages of

of authority to Counts of HoUand,—from " Holt land," the rich Northmen,

woodland of the Rhine and Meuse,—who, mostly bearing the name of

Dirk, at last were able to maintain themselves more or less independent

of the German Emperors, although going through many a counts of

bitter struggle in this process of self-assertion. In 1170, a great ^oUand.

calamity befell the land, for a flood burst over both Holland and Friesland

and enormously enlarged the Zuyder Zee. The Netherlands now became

more and more involved with European nations ; and we find Floris V.

allying himself with Edward I. of England, and securing from Alliance with

him many trading advantages. England.

During this and the subsequent period, the liberties and local or

municipal rights of the people were developed and consohdated
; Rise of mu-

and the burgomasters and councillors began to play important i^cipaiities-

parts. Dort, Amsterdam, and Enkhuysen grew prosperous ; but con-

nexion with European politics brought as usual many miseries, and Philip

of Burgundy in the fifteenth century managed to annex almost Burgundian

all Holland. Nevertheless the country grew in material pros- domination,

perity ; the arts and learning of the Renaissance found a congenial home
in it, although Antwerp, Ghent, Liege and Bruges were still more em-

phatically their centres than Leyden and Utrecht. The Spanish

Burgundian domination led up to the inclusion of Holland in tyranny,

the possessions of the Emperor Charles V., who, strange to say, was the

means of introducing to Holland the founder of the House of The Princes

Orange, itself a little French principality. **^ orange.

The Spanish rule became a gross and infamous tyranny, from which,

by infinitely varied and surpassingly interesting struggles, the struggles for

Princes of Orange, aided by the great patriot John of Barne- liberty,

veldt, rescued the nation and established the United Provinces. But
religious quarrels between Calvinists and Arminians unfortunately led

to the execution of the patriot Barneveldt in 1619. This Dutch foreign

period was concurrently marked by Dutch foreign enterprise, enterprises,

which, by the end of the sixteenth century, had extended to the East

Indies, the Dutch East India Company being established in 1602.

The Dutch subsequently became involved in the Thirty Years' The Thirty

"War ; and unfortunately James I. of England, being anxious to y®*^^' ^^'^-

I
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keep friendly with Spain, took sides against Holland. But the successes

of the Dutch, both by land and sea, against Spain, led to a

'"wiTii^°^ marriage between William of Nassau and the Princess Mary of
England,

j^j^gj^nd ; and this in turn was the means of placing a Dutch

prince on the English throne in 1G85.

II
DUTCH WOJIAN.

During the seventeenth century, the Dutch gained and kept the

carrying trade of the world, and developed great businesses of

great carry- exchange, but not great manufactures—a fatal lack. At one
ing trade. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^yj&K:Q> strong enough to sail up the Thames unmo-

lested. When England and Holland became allies, under William III.,

Dutch power England's prominence proved to be Holland's lowering to a

dimuushes. secondary place, which she has ever since kept. Thence-

forth Holland was only used by Evnopean powers as a pawn, flattered
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or contemned by turn, tliough by no means contemptible. By siding

with the United States of America, the Dutch lost most of „^ ^'
. The French

their West Indian possessions. The French Republic con- and the

quered the Netherlands, and formed a Batavian republic ;

^ '^
'

Napoleon formed a kingdom of Holland for his brother Louis, and later

annexed Holland to France. In 1813 the Dutch revolted, and „. ^Kingdom
formed the kingdom of the Netherlands, to which soon after of the

Belgium was added. But the two were unequally yoked ; and ^ ®^ ^^ ^'

in 1830 Belgium revolted, and continues separate.

THE DUTCH OF TO-DAY.

The mixture of races which has made the Dutch what they are, the

continual contests with foreign powers, enterprise abroad, and self-protec-

tion from the sea at home, ha-ve rendered the Dutchman very _. .. ..
'

. ..... "^ Distinctive

different from the German. His language is quite distinctive, character of

though so much akin ; there is a valuable Dutch literature
; and

it wiU be a dishonour to the Teuton name, if G-erman greed of power

should induce the absorption of Holland into Germany. The Admirable

naval heroism, the sedulous pursuit of commerce, the foreign Qualities,

enterprise, discovery, and colonisation, the noble struggles for liberty, the

continuous battles with the inroads of the sea, the choice agricultural

products of Holland, all combine to make us wish to preserve so excellent

an individuality, as among the salt of the European nations.

Taciturnity, solidity, perpetual smoldng, and frequent drinking of

" Hollands," and eagerness for pelf, make up the popular idea

of a Dutchman. If we had had a little more accurate vision smoiang and

of his sharp-shooting faculty, we should not have come off so
^'

badly in the Transvaal. The Dutchman, when he has an object, perse-

veres till he has secured it. He does not waste his strength on „ .

. . Seriousness
visionary enterprises ; he has serious motives and serious inten- and

tions. These may have sprung essentially from his necessary
^®'"^^^®^^^^®'

mode of life for many centuries. He had to keep the sea back and to

sail on the sea, and he has done it. Nay, he has done more than keep the

sea out, he has driven it back ; and now a large part of Holland depends

upon the perfect integrity of long lines of dikes, where the sea Dikes and

at high water is markedly above the level of the land. He canals,

makes the water further serve him by his intricate network of canals.

Without mountains or mineral wealth, the Dutch have not learnt to

climb high or to soar far above earth, nor have they sought to penetrate

deeply into things. But as regards material well-being and freedom,

they have placed themselves in the front rank of mankind. Nevertheless

modern events have deprived them of much of their maritime • •

j, d

importance—partly because many of their harbours have been maritime,

closed by the continual growth of delta deposits of the rivers, ^°
^^^

and partly because the British people, more numerous, and with a longer

I
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seaboard, gained a preponderance through continental wars in which

Holland was unable to emulate them, and thus gradually secured the

carrying trade of the world.
, -. v j

The Dutch are certainly not taU; they tend rather to be broad,

':T'^^^z^^i

stout and plump, unless when long smoking and deep drinking have

P ir shrunL them somewhat. Good-humoured on tl^ whole,

appeSe. especially the women, their pleasantness takes a rather pon-

derous form i
and the considerable sallowness of their complexion makes
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them rather common-place looking. But when we enter a Dutch home,

especially a farm-house, cleanliness and friendliness are found a Dutch

in equal proportion, both being of the truest kind; and farmhouse,

many Dutch dairies might challenge the world to show anything to

surpass them. The soHd, substantial furniture, the linen, the cleanliness

clothing, to be found inside an ordinary farm-house, are a gub^antiai

marvel. Precious metals are so abundant, because never comfort,

squandered, that many of the women wear a kind of golden curls, others

a silver skull-cap.

The richness of the country is still more to be remarked in the great

cities, such as Amsterdam or Rotterdam, where jewellery,
0,-^^^%

especially diamonds, are collected together in fabulous value ; commercial

and where Jews from every nation congregate, as well as

multitudes of other foreigners. It must not be forgotten, too, that the

Dutch still hold most valuable colonies and possessions in the
^^^^^

East and "West Indies, and that much of their wealth even colonial

now has its sources in the East. South Africa and the Trans- P*'^^®^^^®^^-

vaal Republic are born of Dutch enterprise, though not now keeping up
much connection with Holland.

Dutch literature as a whole does not take a high rank ; but in-

dividual names of great eminence are to be noted. Among the famous

writers of the seventeenth century Hooft, the historian of Dutch

Holland ; Brederoo, the comic dramatist ; Vondel, the tragic literature,

dramatist ; Grotius and Spinoza, the philosophers (who however wrote in

Latin) ; and Brandt, the biographer of Vondel and De Ruyter, are the

chief. In recent times van Lennep, Bakhuizen, and Vosmaer are pro-

minent names. The young novelist known as Miss Wallis has gained a

hearing even in England ; while Flemish literature, closely allied to the

Dutch, has produced another notable novelist, Hendrik Conscience.

We must not omit to mention the great Universities of Leyden and

Utrecht, which, especially the former, had in the middle and
early modern period a far greater reputation than our own
Oxford and Cambridge.

We can only barely mention the greatness of that Dutch school of

painting, which the remarkable genius of Rembrandt, and the

notable names of Frans Hals, Jan Steen, Cuyp, Ruysdael,

Terburg, Wouverman, Paul Potter, and Van de Velde, and many others

have made one of the most important in European art.
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CHAPTER XI.

Flemings and Walloons—Teutonic and Celtic mixture—Long connection with Netherlands-

Domination of Austria and Spain—The kingdom of Belgium—Agriculture and manufactiires

Coal and iron mines—Linen, cotton, and woollen manufacttires—Antwerp and Ostend

trade—Prosperity of Belgium—Self-satisfaction and fussiness—Turbulence in manufacturing

districts—Characters of chief cities—Departed greatness—Bruges in

the middle ages—Ypres and Ghent—The Brewer of Ghent—Manu-
factures of Liege—The Bishops of Liege—Vicissitudes of Antwerp

—

Ruined by Spanish and Dutch—Again prosperous— Cathe-

drals and municipal buildings of Belgium — Rubens and
Teniers.

THE Belgians constitute a far less distinctive

people tlian the Dutch. They are in fact

an artificial compound of the Flemings, who
are closely related to the Dutch, with

the AValloons and French. French
is the official and predominant lan-

The Walloons are descendants of the

old Belgse, a Celtic people ; and thus Belgium
presents us with many more resemblances to

^ England than even Holland ; for a Teutonicij^

Flemings
and

Walloons.

guage.

1S6
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and Celtic mixture forms the essential character of both English and

Belgians, The Celts were conquered by Germans, and long
teutonic

ruled by Franks. Among the counties and dukedoms into and Celtic

which it was divided, Flanders became superior. But for long

centuries the fate of Belgium was to be tied up with the Netherlands.

When the latter revolted, great part of Belgium remained Long con-

under the rule of Spain
;
but successive portions were ceded to

N|tberi£m.ds^

France, including Lille and Valenciennes. During the greater

part of the eighteenth century Belgium belonged to Austria, of^^trla

The French Republic annexed Belgium in 1794; but after and Spain.

1815 the kingdom of the Netherlands was created, which Tiie kingdom

lasted till 1830, since which the kingdom of Belgium has per- ^^ Belgium,

formed the somewhat difficult task of keeping the balance between

Walloons and Flemings.

In common with Holland, Belgium attained very great commercial

prosperity ; but was never so distinctly a maritime or a colonising power.

The Belgians have two great sources of wealth—agriculture
^g-ncuiture

and manufactures. In agriculture, Belgium is unrivalled, and manu-
. . . factures.

gaining from the ground all it can produce in great variety.

This abundant productiveness is fostered by the division of the land into

a multitude of small farms. Coal and iron mines form the coai and

basis of much manufacturing wealth ; and the ironworks of "^°^ mines.

Liege, Namur, and Charleroi are competing on advantageous terms with

those of Great Britain. The growth of flax, and the manufacture Linen, cotton,

of linen, cotton, and woollen goods, seated largely at Ghent,
^^^^fa^c^"

are other important industries of Belgium, making it the tures.

workshop as well as the garden of Europe. With this growth of trade,

Antwerp and Ostend have increased very largely, and Antwerp
^^^^erp

has outrun Hamburg and Marseilles. Whether tliis growth is and ostend

due to the mixture of Celts and Teutons, to the removal of

restrictions and hindrances previously maintained by the Dutch, or

simply to the possession by the Belgians of the mineral re- prosperity

sources which are so essential in these days to commercial ^^ Belgium.

success, it is di£S.cult to say. In any case. Catholic Belgium has in late

years outstripped Protestant HoUand ; and it is somewhat singular that

both Celts and Teutons in Belgium agree in being Roman Catholics,

Protestants being but a minute fraction.

The most prominent characteristic about the Belgians of the present

day, next to their industry and excellent farming, is their self-satisfaction

and, in the case of officials, porters, etc., their fussiness. Their seif-satisfac-

self-assertiveness is that of the little man who would fain say, fus^i^ss.

I am as good, or as important, as if I were bigger. But this is
Turbulence

a mild defect to set beside many excellences. Of late, how- '^ manu-

ever, the manufacturing populations have shown signs of a districts.

much more sturdy and indeed turbulent spirit, Socialism having made
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huge strides among them, and threatening to occasion serious difficulties

in the future. But, as a whole, Belgium is an eminently pleasant

country, though not so clean as Holland.

RfiADINO.THE PACIFICATION OF GHENT, 1676.

The following old monkish lines give a somewhat apt description

of some characteristics of the chief Belgian cities :—
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" Brussels rejoices in noble men, Antwerp in money, Ghent in halters,

Bruges in pretty girls, Louvain in learned men, and Malnies in fools
"

ilie allusion ui the case of Ghent, is to the frequent humUiations to

I
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wliich. it was subjected by its sovereigns, for turbulence and disaffection
;

wliile Malines obtained its unenviable reputation because, it is said, its

people once mistook tbe moon shining through the cathedral tower for a

conflagration, and endeavoured to put it out with the fire-engines.

It must not be forgotten that many cities of Belgium are monu-
ments of departed rather than present glories. Bruges, for instance, a

Departed very extensive city, has now not many more than forty
greatness, thousand inhabitants, of whom one-third are said to be

paupers. In the fourteenth century it was the commercial centre of

Bniees in
Europe. Privileged trading companies from seventeen differ-

the middle ent kingdoms had factories there ; twenty foreign ministers

resided within its walls. Lombards and Venetians brought to

it the merchandise of Italy and the Indies, and carried thence the

manufactures of England and Grermany. In 1301, when Philip the

Handsome, of Burgundy, visited Bruges, his wife exclaimed, on seeing

the costumes of the people, " I imagined myself alone to be queen, but

I see here hundreds of persons whose attire vies with my om'u."

Ypres, now reduced to 15,000, had 200,000 inhabitants in the

fourteenth century, and 4,000 looms were at work there. Ghent has

Ypres and bad a more striking history even than Brussels, having early
Ghent, asserted its independent rights against the Counts of Flanders

and Dukes of Burgundy. Whenever these princes endeavoured to le\y an

unpopular tax, the people of Ghent sounded an alarm-bell, flew to arms,

and expelled the officials sent for the taxes. Jacques van Artevelde, the

The Brewer Brewer of Ghent (1290-1345), is a typical figure at Ghent,
of Ghent, -which, he ruled almost despotically for seven years. His son,

Philip van Artevelde, carried on his projects for some years with great

success, but at last was defeated and slain, and his city had to submit

once more to the Count of Flanders. Later the Ghenters waged war
single-handed against Philip le Bon of Burgundy, but being defeated,^

the corporation and principal citizens had to march out at the gate with
halters round their neck, and kiss the dust at the feet of their conqueror.

Liege may be regarded as the capital of the Walloon district. It

has flourishing manufactures of weapons, guns, and locomotive and other

Manufactures steam engines ; and this industry, with the adjacent coal-
ofLifege. mines, seems to have given a peculiar cast to the people's

character. They are certainly active, intelligent, and enterprising ; but

they have often shown a fierce and implacable spuit when excited to

The Bishops hostility against rulers. The Bishops of Liege, who were
ofLidge. powerful and oppressive temporal rulers, often were the

objects of violent uprisings of the populace
; but it was not till after the

French Eevolution that the power of the Bishops was finally destroyed.

Antwerp exhibits fully the opposite extremes to Liege, being specially

a Flemish (that is, essentiall}^ a Dutch) city. It has undergone remarkable!

vicissitudes. When Bruges was declining, Antwerp became great, andJ
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rivalled Venice. Its great fairs attracted merchants from all quarters
;

and more than a thousand foreign commercial firms were vicissitudes

established there in the sixteenth century. In the latter part of Antwerp,

of that centurj^, however, the terrible tyrannies of Spain ruined Ant-

werp ; and the Dutch, in winning their independence, contributed to

this, for they stipulated that no sea-going vessel should ascend to Antwerp.

By 1790 the population had dwindled to 40,000. In 1794 the French
took it, and re-opened the navigation of the Scheldt ; but after 1814

Antwerp became part of the Netherlands kingdom, and revived by Dutch
trade. During the

throes of conflict

by which Bel-

gium was freed,

Antwerp was
again ruined, the

Dutch having
made a great
stand there. It is

scarcely twenty-

five years since

Antwerp took a

fresh start ; but

the city has since

grown with enor-

mous rapidity,

and is now the

first port in
Europe, as well

as one of the
strongest for-

tresses.

The archi-

tectural features

of Belgium are

most interesting, not only because of the great Gothic cathedrals of

Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent, Malines, etc., but because of the remarkable

buildings which the municipalities, as well as wealthy commercial firms

and guilds formerly constructed. The Hotel de Ville of Brussels is a

sample. The belfries are scarcely less important, as at Bruges, Tournai,

and Ghent, having been erected for the purpose of mustering the citizens

rapidly in case of an enemy's approach, or of alarm of fire.

The art of Belgium can scarcely be said to equal that of Holland,

although the name of Eubens would of itself place any school in the first

rank. After him Teniers must rank next, for Van Dyck early became

practically an English painter.

BELGIAN LACE-WEAVER.
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CHAPTEE XII.

Lake dwellers of Switzerland—Early arts and agriculture—The Helvetii—Roman conquest-
Teuton invasion—The Franks —Walled cities—The House of Hapsburg--The Swiss Confeder-

ation—Battle of Sempach— Swiss mercenary soldiers—Independence of Switzerland—The
Reformation and Calvin—Helvetic Republic—Modem federal constitution—A mixed nation-
Divided in religion—Switzerland the playground of Europe—Pastoral habits—Important
manufactures—Combination of industries with farming—Care for Schools—Swiss gfuides,

waiters, and servants—Village communities

—

Romansch, or Ladin language.

ALTHOUGH Switzerland has

been a nation a shorter time

than any we have dealt with

except Belgium, we know some-

thing of its inhabitants in the

pre-historic period. Cave-dwell-

ers existed, showing the same

character as in France and Eng-

land. It has been discovered

that the margins of the lakes

were very early used for the

construction of dwellings raised

on poles, and that their builders

were considerably advanced in knowledge and civilisation. The remains

Lake-dweuers dug up from the mud around and under these villages show
of Switzerland. ^^.^^ the early people had numerous domestic animals, at--

most of our fruits, and possessed woven cloth, and lines and nets lor

I
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fisliing. Tliey could make pottery ; but their implements were limited

to stone, bone, and horn, which they fixed in wooden handles. ^ ,

1 T • p T M IP Early arts

They evidently were cultivators 01 the soil ; and irom the and

plants they cultivated, it appears probable that they were an ^^^^^ '^'^^•

Arj^an race, who had brought with them from the East many character-

istic productions. The use of these pile-dwellings continued on into the

bronze and iron ages, and they show the same transitions as in other

locahties. These ancient remains have been found in lakes Zurich,

Geneva, Neuchatel, and others.

The earhest inhabitants of Switzerland of whom an historical account

remains, are the Helvetii, who were Celts, and who joined the Cimbri in

their attacks on the Gauls ; and the Ehgetians, who are sup-
The Helvetii

posed to have been allied to the Etruscans. The Romans con-

quered both; and their land became the province Helvetia. Roman rule

brought its usual consequences—order, roads, and trade ; and Roman con-

mauy men of Latin blood and speech settled among and inter- i^est.

married with the natives. In the fourth and fifth centuries, however,

the north-eastern hordes of Teutons and others swarmed over Teuton

Helvetia, destroying Roman rule. The Alemanni occupied the invasion,

eastern portion, the Goths the southern, and the Burgundians settled

in the Jura, round Lake Geneva, and in the lower Valais. Later, the

Franks conquered the whole land, and introduced the feudal _

system. After the death of Charlemagne, AVestern Switzer-

land formed part of the kingdom of Burgundy ;
while the eastern portion,

known as Rhsetia, was united to Suabia. Still later, Switzerland broke

up into a number of petty States, which retained the old Teutonic habit

of uniting when danger threatened them from outside. When the

Hungarians ravaged Switzerland, the Emperor, Henry I. (the . ...

Fowler), built walls round a number of Swiss cities, which

thus were enabled to rise to power ; and, growing stronger, they in

many cases bought or won their emancipation from their immediate

feudal chiefs.

Li 1273 Rudolf of Hapsburg, who had great possessions and influ-

ence in Schwytz and Aar, became Emperor of Germany; but his son,

Albert, who succeeded him, alienated the Swiss ; and his tyranny The House of

caused the formation of the famous Swiss Confederation in 1315. Hapshurg.

The patriots, AVerner Stauffacher, of Schwytz ;
Walter Furst, of Uri ; and

Arnold Melchthal, of Unterwalden, deserve honour in every
^j^^ %yf\s&

record of Swiss history. At the battle of Morgarten they confedara-

routed the Imperial forces. In succeeding years one canton

after another joined the confederates ; and by 1353 eight cantons were in

union, including Berne, Lucerne, and Zurich. In 1386 the famous battle

of Sempach again maintained Swiss liberty
;
but yet a good Battle of

[leal of Switzerland remained under Austrian or other despotic sempach.

power. Finally, in 1467, the last possessions of the House of Hapsburg in
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Switzerland were sold to the Swiss. Repeated conflicts had made the

Swiss remarkably good soldiers ; and in the fifteenth and six-

mercenary teentli centuries Swiss mercenaries were engaged by many a
so lers.

^^^^ ^Q fight his battles fi)r him. In 1499, after a series of

defeats, the Emperor MaximiHan fully acknowledged the independence

.of Switzerland ; and for three centuries no further attempts

ence of were made against its liberties. In 1513 the nation consisted
wi zer an

. ^^ thirteen cantons and various dependencies.

From military contests the Swiss turned to religious ones when
the Reformation arose. The people of Zurich, Schafiliausen, Berne, Basle,

„^ „ ^ and the Grisons were ardent followers of Calvin and Zwingli

;

TheReforma- • ,

tionand while tliose of Uri, bchwytz, Unterwalden, etc., remained
* ^^' under the influence of Rome. Thus arose internal disputes,

persecutions, and civil wars, which we cannot enter into. In 1797-8 the

Helvetic French Republicans were able to impose their will on the
Republic, s^visg^ and established the Helvetic Republic, making the

cantons mere departments instead of independent States. The French

connection caused Switzerland great misery, especially as the country

„ , became the scene of war between France and her enemies.Moaem
federal con- From 1803 to 1814 Switzerland, however, enjoyed peace and

prospered. In 1815, a new federal compact was drawn up ;
and

twenty-two cantons, including some which the French had appropriated,

joined in it. In 1830 new constitutions established a condition of great

equality and freedom throughout Switzerland, with great variety of

details in different cantons.

The Swiss are a yet more mixed nation than the surrounding

peoples. They are a mixture of mixtm'es, and did not begin to be a

A mixed people until the adjacent nations had very largely taken form,
nation, j^ 1880, Out of 2,846,102 people, 2,030,792 spoke German,

608,007 French, 161,923 ItaHan, and 38,705 the South French or Romance
dialect. Thus it is evident that the German is the preponderating

element ; but it is mostly spoken in a special dialect, known as Swiss-

Divided in German. Again, as to religion, division is equally apparent,
religion,

fo^, 1,667,107 were Protestants, 1,160,782 Roman Cathohcs.

Struggles for independence have united the nation ; and the freedom they

won long shone conspicuous amid suiTOunding tja-anny. Fortunately for

the preservation of their independence, they are surrounded by three

peoples under half a dozen rulers (Italy, France, Baden, "Wurtemberg,

Switzerland Bavaria, Austria), none of whom would willingly see any other

gTounifof "^ possession of Switzerland ; while the peculiar value of
Europe. Switzerland to all these nations, as a playground or health

resort, makes all inclined to regard it as a common meeting-ground,

which shall not be quarrelled about.

It is the holiday aspect of Switzerland that excites most interest

—

Switzerland rather than the Swiss. Yet there is much that is attractive

I
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about the people. In the winter the peasant dwells in the Pastoral
valleys and plains, while in the summer he leads flocks and habits.

SWISS SCENE.

herds to mountain slopes
; and vast quantities of cheese and butter are
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FEASANT GIRL : LAUSITZ.

manufactured, to say nothing of Swiss

condensed milk. In the warmer val-

leys the vine is largely cultivated.

The abundance of water power has de-

veloped considerable manu-
ijnportant

factures, especially of silk manufac-

and cotton ; the former in

St. Gall and Basle, the latter chiefly in

Zurich. Swiss watches and jewellery

are known the world over. Probal)ly

the rise of the industry was favoured

by the isolation and necessary con-

finement to home in the long winters.

Pill -boxes, wooden pipes, combination

spectacles, are among the °^ ^^^^^^^^^

flourishing manufactures of farming.

Switzerland. Yer^^ much of the pros-

perity of the country is due to the

combination in each family of one or

more small technical industries with

farming. This success under un-

promising conditions is a strong tes-

timony to the value of the religion and education to which the Swiss

have long attached great import-

Care for ance. The school is

schools. ^Q ^]-^p S^viss the most
important local institution. Every
care is bestowed on its perfection,

and on securing the diligent at-

tendance of the children
; and it

is free to all. As a consequence,

pauperism is almost unknown in

Switzerland. The Universities of

Basle, Berne, Geneva, and Zurich

have a fame extending far beyond
the country.

Of course the well-to-do con-

dition of the country now-a-daj^s

is largely owing to the crowds of

foreigners who visit it for recrea-

tion. These supply the gilding

Swiss guides.
^O ^'l^e ^ife of "^^l^y ai^

waiters, industrious worker, as
and servants. ii , t

well as to many a drone

who does not earn or deserve peasants of andekmatt.
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mucli. But many Swiss,—now tliat the profession of hired soldier is

no longer at a premium,—become the hired waiters and servants of

SWISS COURTSHIP.

foreigners, returning home again in many cases with their store of gains,

to settle in their native valley.

The old Teutonic sj^stem of village communities survives in Switzer-

land in a most simple form, though the canton and the republic are

superadded. Every Switzer is supposed to be a member of village com-

some commune, and in many parts still he never thinks of ^unities,

quitting it ; and inter-marriage, leading to degeneracy and extinction,

has been the rule till recently.

Several districts in Eastern and South-eastern Switzerland—the

northern Grisons, the Engadine, etc.—still preserve languages variously

known as Eomansch or Ladin {i.e., Latin). The people are

probably descendants of the old Rhsetians, mingled with their or Ladin'

Roman conquerors. But these languages, distinct and interest- ^^^^^ •

ing as they are, are steadily getting supplanted by Grerman and Italian,
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SCANDINAVIA is an old name,

first occairring in the elder

Pliny's writings. He The island of

believed it to be a *^« s^^^^^-

great island. It meant the

island of the Scands, a tribe

settled in the south of the pen-

insula.

In this country we come upon

a race of non-Aiyans, belong-

ing to the Mongoloid The Lapps

group of peoples, and Finns,

namely the Lapps and FinnsJ

But they occupy chiefly the nortliern tracts and must be dealt with!

separately. Even before the dawn of history Aryans of Teutonic race

had settled in the peninsula, and gradually overspread it, extending
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from the coasts of Sweden, round the lakes, and then to the coasts

and valleys of Norway, Although the Romans never
teutonic

reached Scandinavia, their influence did, for many Roman settlement,

coins of the second century have been found in Sweden. Roman

Amber was carried to Rome from Scandinavia, and later, both ^^ ^^nce.

amber and furs reached Constantinople ; and the Byzantine coins paid

for them have been found in Grotland and Oland.

There is remarkable interest in the inscriptions known as "runic,"

which date from about 300 to 600 a.d., and which were inscribed on

jewels, weapons, implements, and even stones. The longest of Runic

these contains only sixteen words ; but the runic inscriptions inscriptions,

have a special value as being the oldest actual records of any Teutonic

tongue. It is most nearly related to the old Grothic, There are later

runic inscriptions, in wliich the characters are similar to those employed
in the earlier manuscripts.

It is not till the end of the eighth century that the Scandinavian

vikings began to be famous in European history. They issued from the

south of Scandinavia, in their long rowing boats, and swarmed
on all accessible coasts, even reaching Spain, Italy, and Greece. Scandinavian

At first they only plundered and carried off spoil ; later, they
™^^"

began to settle where they found plenty. They made settlements, not

only in England, the Orkneys and Shetlands, Hebrides, Isle of Man,

Ireland, and the north of France ; but they also established
^^ ^

themselves as far within what we know as Russia, as Novgorod predatory

and Kief. In fact, it is probably from these wanderers that
^

the name of Russia is derived. They were " rothsmen " or rowers, Scan-

dinavian vikings. Even Constantinople was twice attacked by the

Northmen with their terrible battle-axes, and later they were induced to

enter the Byzantine emperor's service as an imperial body-guard.

The old view of the vikings as terrible barbarians, with no good

qualities, is of course natural enough, when we consider how sorely

people had suffered from them. They in fact were clansmen, desperately

attached to their clan and their

chief, ever seeking to revenge

a brother's or a friend's death,

and choosing a violent death.

It was part of a man's edu-

cation to be a pirate ; but as

time went on, the
1 1 1

' "i^ Piracy a part
men who had suin- of a viking's

cientlydistinguished
«'^^'=^*i°^-

themselves in that line of life,

and brought home plenty of

booty, would settle down peace-

fully at home. There was much KUNIC KING FOUND IN NOEWAY.
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domestic life and agriculture too in the time of the vikings, or there

would have been no population from which they could be supplied. The
religious beliefs and practices of the Norsemen we cannot here dilate upon.

They worshipped natural powers personified and heroes deified, especially

Odin, the god of war.

Old Scandinavian society was broadly divided into two divisions,

the eorls or chiefs, and the churls or men. Later a king was elected,

Boris, churls, especially for war ; and each kingdom had its own assembly,
and kings, j^g "thing" or " moot," to make laws and transact other

business. There was also a class of thralls or slaves, with no rights.

Gradually the smaller kingdoms were united into the kingdoms of

Norway, Sweden, and Denmark. Christianity was introduced as late as the

, , . , tenth and eleventh centuries. Thus Scandinavia affords us one
Late intro-

duction of of the latest instances of the persistence of heathendom among
IS lam y. ^^^^^ peoples. As late as the eleventh century strong efforts

were made to restore the old religious

customs ; but they failed, and then

began the northern crusades, which
savagely tried to force Clu'istianity

on the Finns and Esthonians round

the Baltic, who still kept up pi-

ratical habits. After a long period

of division and internal troubles,

Norway and Sweden were united

under one king, Magnus, in 1319.

During the preceding period the

relations between Norway and Den-
mark and England had been fre-

quent and important. In 1397 the

crowns of Sweden, Denmark, and

Scandinavian Norway were united in the person of Eric ; and Norway re-
kingdom, niained with Denmark till the present centuiy, not being

reunited to Sweden till 181-1.

Meanwhile, Sweden had been from the first restive under the union

;

and long struggles ensued between the Swedes and their Danish rulers.

Sweden freed
^^ ^'^^^ ^^^® liberation of SAveden Avas accomplished by Gustaf

by Gustavus Eriksson, better known as Gustavus Vasa, Avho, after driving

out the Danes by a series of heroic struggles, was crowned
king in 1523. He also adopted the Lutheran doctrines of religion, and
introduced them into Sweden; the Romish bishops being depri\-ed of

their poAver in 1527. After his death, in 1560, the country was continu-

Gustavxis fi-lly engaged in internal conflicts or Avith Denmark. Gustavus
Adoiphus. Adolphus, Avho became king in 1611, Avas the other great king

of Sweden. He first defeated Russia, and conquered all their Baltic

possessions, and made further large conquests from Poland and Germany.

SCANDINAVIANS.
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Liitzen.

Queen
Christina.

Charles XII.

But at last Wallenstein encountered him at Liitzen, in 1632, and, al-

though the Swedes won, their king was killed. During his daughter

Battle of Christina's infancy, the cause of Sweden prospered in Europe,

and secured liberty of conscience for Protestants ; and Sweden
held the mouths of the Oder and the Vistula, as well as West
Pomerania. After an intervening period of dissensions and

decay, Sweden was once more restored to an important place in Europe

by the warlike genius of Charles XII. He however wasted his

energies in foreign enterprises, in Poland, Russia, and Turkey,

defeating the Russians at Narva in 1700, but sustaining, among others.

Conquests the disastrous defeat of Pultowa, in 1709. When compelled
by Russia, ^q return home to defend liis country against the Russians and

Danes, he was at last killed in storming

a Norwegian town, in 1718. His death

was followed by internal dissensions in

Sweden, and continual conquests on the

east of the Baltic by the Russians.

In the wars of the French Revo-

lution, Sweden attempted to be neutral,

but was forced by England to take a

part against France, which led to fur-

ther losses, and finally to the xhe French

acceptance of Marshal Berna- dynasty,

dotte as crown prince and then king of

Sweden. Forced again to act against

France, Sweden thereby gained back
Norway from Denmark in 181-4.

Norway had always cherished more
republican ideas than Sweden, and was
successful in asserting its position as a

separate and not an annexed kingdom.
The Norwegians abohshed Dual

titles of nobility, restricted i^in&dom.

greatly the prerogatives of the Crown,

and insisted successfully on the appointment of Norwegians, and not

Reforms in Swedes, to Norwegian offices. These struggles were not wdtli-

sweden. q^^^ ^ reflex influence on Sweden, in which maiw reforms

were supported by enlightened kings, who in numerous ways have pro-

moted the prosperity of the two countries, and kept them out of many
Jangers of foreign complications.

The chief cause of the marked differences between the Scandinavians

of the past and of the present is the long-continued drain of the hardiest

Lonff-
spirits, who either settled or died in foreign lands. Thus

continue Northmen supplied their best blood to Normand^', Great
enugra ion.

g^.^^^^jj^^ ^^^^ ^j^g Mediten'anean shores ; and the country is the

NOKWEGIAN WOMAN : TROMSOE.
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poorer to-day for their loss. Yet the^'^ possess at the present day many
excellent qualities, although they have by no means the leaning to mili-

tary fame and discipline of their German relatives. Emigration continues

to prevent great increase of their numbers.

The fair, tall, flaxen-haired type of Scandinavian is still predominant

in numbers : but there is not wanting considerable intermixture ^ . .... . , Fair type

of a darker type, indicating the presence of Lapp or Finn blood, mixed with

The Scandinavians, as a rule, are not merely patriotic but

overweeningly

dark.

egotistic about

their country,

and unduly
censorious of

other coun-

tries. The
Norwegians
even think
Christ iani a

e^^^^^Eg-otismof
to any Scandi -

, ,
navians.

other
capital ; while

the Swedes, it

must be al-

lowed, have
more reason

for thinking

highly of
Stockholm.

The Nor-

wegians are of

an abundantly

hospitable na-

ture. In the

rural districts

there is an

amount of

gentlemanly
feeling, even
among the peasants, which puts our agricultural natives into Hospitality,

the shade. Their hospitality is equally marked, whether it be ii°™e aflfec-

shown to strangers or to neighbours. This indicates also what piety of

is the case, that the home affections are most carefully culti-
Norwegians,

vated. Piety is simple and unaffected, and as a consequence there is a

comparatively great absence of crime in Norway.

NORWEGIAN FAEMEE.
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Another clmracteristic of the Norwegian peasant and farmer, is the

facUity with which he can turn to all kinds of avocations. " When one

variety of wants to build a house, or make any addition to his farm, he

occupation, goes to the forest and cuts the trees, and is his own carpenter.

He may atso be a tanner, harness-maker, blacksmith, shoemaker, and

miller ; along the coast, he can build boats and ships, and is an expert

fisherman. As a hunter in the mountains, he piirsues the bear, the wdd

reindeer, or the ptarmigan." "N

Norway is decidedly the more democratic of the two linked kmg-

doms All titles of nobility have been abolished there ;
but they are stdl re-

Norway tained in Sweden, where the nobihty form a very considerable

democratic, portion of the population, as the titles descend to all cluldren
;

but their monetary position is by no means always on a par with their

Sweden noble title. The peasantry, and even the farming class, retain

aristocratic, y^ry largely a feeling of inferiority in position to the aristocracy
;

and the boundarie^between the classes are rather sharply drawn. The

poorer classes of Sweden are in a very low state ;
and this lot is shared

Inferior perhaps rather unfairly among the sexes, lor a very heavy

position of amount of hard labour is laid upon the women. In Stockholm

wTme? they are employed as bricklayers' labourers, and shoulder the

hod in a manner which ought to shame the Swedish men. They are even

occupied as street sweepers, in loading and dragging carts, m rowing boats,

and in many other occupations of a rough and menial kind. \et the

Swedes plume themselves on being a highly polite nation—the French ot

the North, in fact. But it is a fact, that with the French dynasty a good

deal of French frivolity, fashion, and even vice came m.

But unfortunately a very serious national vice is of home growth

and dates from the old viking times. Strong drink is too larg-ely indulged

in in Scandinavia. Norway has made valiant ehorts ot late

Intemperance.
^^^_^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^-j^ ^^^ j^^^ j.it ^,pon what is known as the

Gothenburg system, whereby the municipality alone is entitled to sell

intoxicating drinks, and places strict Hmits on the trafdc. But m
Sweden the amount of drinking is great, though without appai^nt y so

much drunkenness as in England. Yet on a Sunday, m the subui'bs ot

Stockholm, frightful scenes may be witnessed. Riotous drinkers crowd

the cafes and the roads, and night is made hideous with then- liowhng.

In this respect the Swedes leave much to be desired.
_

" The Swedes are not a very serious, or apparently a very religious

nation," says a well-known writer. " They claim the reputation ot being

more civihsed and refined, considerably in advance of the Norwegians

;

but if they gain in one way, they certainly lose in another. Both men

and women often become abnormally stout, and their manner ot imng

Manner rather encourages such a result. Before the clnef meals ot

of life, the day is a sort of digestive prologue, called smorgasbord.

Knife or fork in one hand, a large piece of bread, or thin flat bisemt m
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the other, they circulate round a table groaning with smaU daintiesA fork IS plunged into the anchovy jar, a small fish is captured, approved'
disposed of, and a second succeeds it. This is followed by other dainties'A wineglass or two of the neat spirit of the country, nauseous and
unwholesome, brings this preliminary repast to a conclusion. Seats are
then taken at the general table, and the heavier meal commences."

SWEDISH FISHEIl MAIDKN.

BortZ^ r^-
^^^^''^^,^^^^ ^^ N^^^^y and Sweden are of great im-

SriotT' '^ IT-^ ^'"'^'^ *"^" '" *^^ inhabitants of the mining
districts. Swedish iron and steel are famous throughout the Mines andworld, having been carefully smelted by charcoal fires If manStures.
the lorests near the iron works should become exhausted, as is feared, it

L
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would be a great disaster for tlie country. Tlie Swedish mines are

chiefly in Dalecarlia ;
those of Norway in the South, principally in

Thelemark. The celebrated copper mines of Falun have been worked
for at least six centuries. Matches must by no means be omitted among
the important manufactures of Scandinavia. At Jonkoping more than

a thousand hands are employed in this industry. The fisheries of

Norway are remarkable in many ways, especially those of cod and
herring. The Lofoden islands cod fisheries, from February

till May, are extensive enough to temporarily people districts

otherwise barren. In 1881 there were 26,850 men in 6,153 boats engaged
in this fishery.

In education both Norway and Sweden have long taken an advanced
position. Probably the spread of intellectual culture among comparatively

poor persons and in remote districts can only be paralleled in

Germany. The University of Upsala has a notable record of *^^''^*^°^

four centuries. In the last century a Swede, Linnaeus, ren- .,.

dered immortal service to science ; and the scientific fame of

Scandinavia has been kept up by the eminent labours of Berzelius the

chemist, Fries and Agardh the botanists, Sven Nilsson the antiquary,

and Sars the zoologist. One Swedish novelist, Frederika Bremer, has
achieved a European reputation ; while Swedenborg, the Swedish

mystic and visionary religious teacher, has extended his literature,

influence widely beyond the European continent. Tegner is Sweden's
greatest poet, known most by his romantic " Frithiofs Saga," and his
" Children of the Lord's Supper," translated by Longfellow, Ling,

another Swedish poet of mark, is better known as the father of

Swedish gymnastics.

A distinctive Norwegian literature has arisen since the separation

from Denmark. It had been foreshadowed by the notable poet and comic
dramatist Holberg, who however lived most of his life in Norwegian

Copenhagen ; and is now worthily represented by the novelists literature,

and poets, Bjornstjerne Bjornson, and Ibsen, who have won fame far

beyond the boundaries of their native country.
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Refuse-heaps
of early
Danes.

THE Danes are intimately connected in history

and race with the rest of the Scandina'sdans
;

but, owing to theii' being adjacent to the

Germans proper, and being long Danish

united under the same ruler with
^^^^it^°^

German provinces, they show con- Germans,

siderable resemblances to the North Germans.

The earliest inhabitants of Denmark that we
know of have left vast refuse-heaps

of shells, and bones of fishes, birds,

and other animals, close to the sea-

shore. The bones indicate the hunter, fowler, and fisherman, rather than

the farmer. It appears that they belong to the Neolitliic or polished

stone period. The succeeding bronze age, as in Scandinavia generally,

persisted quite up to the Christian era. The implements and ornaments

which remain from that time are of excellent workmanship and con-

siderable beauty and variety.

Goths no doubt early settled in Jutland ; and the large island of

Gothic Gotland in the Baltic was named from them. In earl}'' times
settlements, ^^le people were divided, like the rest of the Teutons, into small

tribes, which gradually became united under kings. Later, one strong
148
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king-dom of Denmark was formed, and became a formidable rival to that

of England, which it conquered and ruled for a time. The
names of Sweyn and Canute recall to us the days when united.

Denmark gave kings to England
; in these last days she has Sweyn and

given us a princess of gentler mould and nobler deed than they. ^^'^^*®-

Feudalism was introduced into Denmark after the introduction of

Christianity, which was slow and late in gaining predominance. Christianity

In the thirteenth century Denmark controlled a large part of adopted late.

North Germany. The growing importance of commercial towns in and
near the Baltic, tempted Denmark to claim tolls from their Danish toils

merchandise
; and again and again Denmark met with stern ^ Baltic.

opposition from the Hanse towns. In 1397 the three Scandinavian

kingdoms became one, as we have already narrated. The„P .

' "^
. Scandinavian

union lasted till 1523, when Sweden broke away. At this union till

period piratical habits still persisted in Denmark, and wrecking

was frequent.

The Reformation made early and rapid progress in Denmark. The
seventeenth century witnessed frequent contests between contests

Sweden and Denmark, with a result of considerable loss to swed^f and
the latter. The most important events in which Denmark Denmark,

was connected with this country were when Parker and Nelson bombarded
Copenhagen, in 1801

;
and when, in 1807, the Danish fleet was British

seized by a British expedition. It was the action taken by the interference.

Danes against British interests that led to the severance of Norway from
Denmark in 1814. Denmark, thus shorn of power, could play severance

but a small part in politics thenceforth ; but since that period ^^^^ Norway,

she has had to submit to still further losses, in the shape of Schleswig and
Holstein, which, racially belonging to Germany, had, it must be .

confessed, been neglected and illtreated by the Danish kings, schieswig

The courage with which the Danes fought against the arbitrary ^^ ° ^
^^^

severance by Prussia and Austria in 1864 will long be remembered.
Prussia, with characteristic tenacity, has contrived to keep for herself

what she then co-operated with others in abstracting. But Denmark,
thus reduced, has prospered.

The Danes have the characteristic Teutonic fair hair and blue eyes,

are of medium stature, and are distinctly akin to the taller .

people of Norway and Sweden. But their characteristics are characters

greatly influenced by the fact that their one staple occupation

is farming, which prevents the development of great varieties among
them, and tends to favour stability and independence of

pa,rminff

character. Whether it is due to the liveliness associated with the staple

old piratical habits or not, the Dane is not like the German in "^
'^^

solidity and stolidity, but displays a charming gaiety of disposition, and
a tendency to French habits and fashions. It is true that the Gaiety and

Dane shares to a considerable extent the egotism of the Scan- egotism.

II
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dinavians. But it must be related that spirit-drinking lias of late

increased enormously in the country, attended with a very

drinking and large development of suicidal tendency. In a great number of
suicide

families it is the custom to drink spirit with every meal.

DANISil WOMEN.

Notwithstanding the strong efforts that have been made in modern
times to establish a democratic government in Denmark, the aristocracy
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still retain great social influence and consideration. Titles descend

to all children, and ensure a position above the wealthiest influence of

citizen. The agricultural population are remarkably contented, aristocracy.

and have good reason to be so
;

for they either hold small freehold

estates or hold their land on leases for two lives. All the members of the

family usually work on their holding, and seldom seek to change their

station.

In no respect is Denmark more advanced than in education and
learning. The schools are remarkably good, being under the control of

the celebrated University of Copenhagen. Learning is honoured,

and men of letters and science, and artists, enjoy an enviable and

position. Among great writers of comedy, Denmark can

boast Holberg
;
among poets, Oehlenschliiger. Andersen, the unsurpassed

modern fabulist, was a Dane ; so too were Rask and Madvig
the pliilologists, Oersted the electrical inventor, and Worsaae
the antiquary. In sculpture, Denmark is raised to the topmost height

by Thorwaldsen ; the museum containing his works at Copen-„^
•^

.

" " ^ Thorwaldsen,
hagen is such a record as no other modern sculptor has left

behind him. In recent years a Danish musician, Niels Gade, has suc-

ceeded in gaining a hearing for his works all over Europe.

THE ICELANDERS.

Iceland, which lays very strong claim to being the real Ultima

Thule of the ancients, is still a dependency of Denmark,
. Ultima Thule.

though fortunately governed with far more Hberality than

formerly. It is an island of extraordinary physical features, with its

volcanoes, its glaciers, its torrent-hke rivers, its closed lakes, its hot

streams, its geysers, its cold winters. The Scandinavians Early

found out Iceland more than a thousand years ago ; but there *^

scandina^^

was a further settlement of "Welsh, Irish, and Hebridean vians.

colonists after them. Christianity was introduced about a.d. 1000. A
number of chiefs at first governed, each his own followers, xhe old com-

Later, a commonwealth, with a national assembly, or Althing, i^onweaith.

was constituted, and continued to rule until the thirteenth century, when
some of the chiefs quarrelled, and, after long struggles, called

j^oj-^egian

in the King of Norway, who annexed the island in 1262. In and Danish

1380, when the King of Denmark became also king of Nor-

way, Iceland became the appanage of Denmark, which it has ever since

remained.

The period of the old commonwealth was a much more prosperous

one. for Iceland than the long and dreary connection with the Prosperity

continent. The Reformation introduced Lutheranism, which ^fter
^

has remained the religion of the people. Pirates, small-pox, annexation.

i
amines, and volcanic eruptions have in succession harassed and more

t
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than decimated the people. But under a new constitution things have

greatly improved.

There is no proof of pre-Aryan colonisation of Iceland
;
and the Ice-

lander may be looked upon as a nearly pure Scandinavian, with a slight

Irish admixture. The old Saga description of Gunnar Hammondsson is,

says Sir R. F. Burton, that of a well-favoured Icelander in the present

day. " He was handsome of feature and fair-skinned ;
his nose

of was straight, and a little turned up at the end ; he was blue-
iceianders.

^^^^ ^^^ bright-eyed and ruddy-cheeked
;
his hair was thick

and of good hue, and hanging down in comely curls." The eyes are

usually hard and cold, which indicates something harsh in the tempera-

ment. The teeth, however, are good and lasting. The women have

specially thick heads of hair.

Their figures, however, are not

graceful ; and both sexes are

sturdy and massive in form, flat-

footed, ponderous in walk, with

a shambhng, ungraceful gait.

There is much intermarriage

among the people, who are at

present increasing considerably,

numbering over 70,000.

The grade of civihsation at-

tained is a curious mix- „ ,.Pecvdiar
ture of the advanced grade of

1.1 11 T civilisation,and the backward.
Household comforts are very pri-

mitive ; cleanliness is not much in

favom' ; ventilation scarcely ex-

ists
;
yet there is a great degree of

general intelligence and informa-

tion. In character the Icelanders

much resemble the other Scan-

dinavians, with certain insular peculiarities. They are truthful, but

distrustful ; calm and stolid; conservative, clinging to old customs ;
fond

of debates about trifles ; satirical ; courageous, but somewhat given to

vice, and not by any means free from serious crimes.

Iceland has suffered so much from many calamities, and is so com-

paratively poor, that the most wealthy would not rank above our lower

Calamities middle class. Even the clergy have had to eke out their

of Iceland, scanty incomes as farmers and labourers.

Yet this little community, in the days of its aristocratic common-

The Sagas wealth, had a distinctive and worthy hterature. During the

andEddas. g^eat period from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries,

the Sagas, the prose stories of the lives of heroes, were composed, of

ICELANDIC PROFILES.
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which not more than forty remain. The Eddas are a considerable body

of poetical writings of the same period. Snorri (1178-1241) is the most

notable Icelandic poet.

The bulk of the people living in isolated farms or small settlements,

schools did not exist till lately, all instruction being given Home

by parents. So efficient was this, that every child could read. Rgjkjavik

A few schools have now been started, and there is a college on couege.

a small scale at Rejkjavik. But Iceland is much in need of some new life.

ICELANI<IC LADY IN FULL DRESS.

Industries.

D

1^

The deposits of sulphur in the island, if properly worked, might support

a population several times more than the present ; but capital,

science, and new blood are wanted. At present, outdoor occu-

pations afford almost the sole industries ; and fishing and farming cannot

be carried on during several months of the year.

The modern Icelanders have a decided tendency to emigrate, es-

ecially to the United States, where, in various communities in „ .

-.,. , .
"^

. ,^. ' ' , , . , Emigration.
iVLicnigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, etc., they may be met with,

stiQ preserving their language and traditions.
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munities—Difficulties of Russian peasants—Disadvantages of freedom—The Russian usurer
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New forms of bondage—The Czar the sole source of distinction—Revolutionism—Russian

literature—The Cossacks—Frontier warriors—Partial independence—The Lapps and Finns

—

Finno-Ugrian group of Mongoloids—Physical characters—Partial independence of Finland-

Moral characteristics.

PANSLAVISM is a phrase of the time, and

signifies much to the Slavs. Some people

would persuade us that it is a mere product of

university or theoretic study—a partial or local

feeling, by no means shared by the many
millions of Slavs who own allegiance to the

Czar. Some regard it as only a form

of the turbulence, the love of revolu-

tion, the ardour for conflict, which characterise

many Slavs. But the enthusiasm with which
the last Russo-Turkish war was taken up, the

readiness of the Russians to make great sacri-

fices for national causes, should prove that

there is a feeling deeper than turbulence

which tends to unite all Slavs, just as it is a feeling deeper than unity

of language which knits Australians to Britons, and keeps the peace

between the United States and Great Britain. An idea has grown up
154
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among the Slavs, of a future greater empire which shall include all

members of the Slavonian race, and which shall dominate „ ,. .
'

. .
Idea of future

Eastern and South-eastern Europe. Divided though they Slavonic

now are under different rulers, it has only been by vigorous ®™P^^®-

efforts that the non-Russian Slavs have been more or less assimilated in

some cases to their conquerors, and in others are retained in tolerable

peaceableness under their rule. Through the long series of changes,

conquests, advances, and retreats which have crowded the history of the

race, a remarkable unity of feeling and instinct has been preserved

among them ; so that the Austrian emperors dread the spread of Pan-

slavism more than any other danger to which they are exposed. What
the future history of the Slavs will be, no man can tell ; but, judging from

the past, one would say that, unlikely as it may now appear, they are

destined to be united at some time under one government.

The Slavonians in many ways present an interesting type, inasmuch

as they, more than any other race, form a transition to the truly Oriental

races. They come in contact equally with Eastern and Western nations
;

but they have an ineradicable hostility to Western ideas and Slavonians

races. They are not merely Oriental Aryans, but they include ^^ Eastland

a large mixture of Mongoloid blood, and the remains of some west,

of the most primitive races. Thus the Slavs fully merit the distinction

of being marked out as a primary group or variety of the Aryans, con-

trasting with the whole of the Western Europeans. Their somewhat

swarthy complexion, rather dark hair, small eyes, somewhat snub nose,

and medium stature distinguish them pretty plainly.

Aryans though they are, the Slavonic peoples differ very con-

siderably from the Southern and Western members of that stock ; and

they came into Europe by quite a different and more northern
pig-gj-ences

route than the rest. North and east of the Black Sea, by the from other
—^ Arv3,iis

Caspian and Volga, they spread into Europe before the advent

of Christianity ; but it is impossible in a short space to give an idea of

migrations and conquests which are only vaguely understood, and very

imperfectly recorded. It was not till the ninth century that ^^ ,
g^^^^^

the Russians emerged into importance, being a comparatively conquered by

small portion of the Eastern Slavs, who had sought the help

of and been conquered by a Scandinavian tribe, the Varangians, who

built a town where Old Ladoga now stands, and extended their rule to

Novgorod, even then an important place ; and later took possession of

Kief, and began to threaten Constantinople. The very name of Russians

is derived from their Scandinavian leaders
;
but they speedily became

identified with their subjects in feeling ; and from their contact with

Constantinople and the efforts of Greek missionaries, they became con-

verted, in the tenth century, to the Christianity of the Eastern Church.

For a long time the Russian power was unsettled, now advancing in

a south-eastern, south-western, or northern direction, now broken up

I
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into numerous principalities, among which those known as Great Russia

Great Little
(Novgorod), Little Russia (Kief), and "White Russia (Moscow),

andWMte were most important, and now convulsed by internecine wars
between the various States.

In the thirteenth century, most of the Russian principalities fell

under the dominion of the Mongol Tartars, under descendants of Jenghiz

Mone-oi-
-^^^^7 ^^^ celebrated chief of the Mongol Empire. For about

Tartar two hundred and fifty years Tartar domination was paramount,

though a succession of Russian princes were placed at the

head of the various States. A great portion of what we now know as

South-east Russia was under the Tartars directly. At various times the

Russians rose against their masters, but were again conquered. At the

end of the fourteenth century the great conqueror, Tamerlane, took

Moscow by assault. But the western Russian States had never come
under Tartar rule, and became absorbed in the kingdom of Lithuania.

In the fifteenth century, the power of the Tartars had broken up
into several States

; and it was at last possible for Ivan, Prince of Moscow
Tartar yoke (l-i62-1505), to throw off the Tartar yoke, and successfully
thrown off. invade their territories, conquering Kazan, where he was
crowned in 1470. He fm-ther conquered Great Russia, subduing Nov-
gorod, and greatly reducing its importance. Ivan IV. in the sixteenth

century finally overthew the Tartar empire, extended his power to the

Caspian, and took Astrakan ; but he lost a good deal of territory to the

Swedes and Poles.

It was not till 1613 that the celebrated dynasty of the Romanoflfs

ascended the throne of Russia. Towards the end of the century, Peter

the Great, after a long minority, successfully asserted himself, winning
Azof from the Tartars, and then, after early defeats by Charles XII.,
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couquering a large part of Sweden east of the 'Baltic, and founding

St. Petersburg on a portion of the conquered territory. He Romanoff

fitly assumed the title of Emperor and Autocrat of all the "iynasty.

Russias, still borne by the Czar. The reign of the Empress Catherine II.,

a German princess, who, after marrying a weak Czar, attained supreme

power on his death, marks the next great period of Russian partition

advance. In her time much of Poland was gained by Russia, of Poland

the northern side of the Black Sea became Russian, and Georgia was

conquered. In 1809, Russia was further enlarged by the addition of

Finland. In 1816, a considerable Polish territory, with "Warsaw for

capital, was made a new kingdom of Poland, with the Czar for its king.

RUSSIAN ARMY RECRUITS.

But this has since become an integral part of Russia, the use of the

Russian language being enforced.

Poland was once as large as France and Spain together, extending

widely from the Baltic to the Black Sea. The Poles seem to have
formed the vanguard of the Slavonic immigration into Europe,

™j, p ^ j,

taking possession of lands on the Oder and Vistula which the Slavs,

G-oths and other Teutons left in their progress westwards.

They were known as Lechs, and their land got the name of Poland, or

the plain. In the tenth century they became Christianised from Rome,
and to some extent connected with the Roman or Western Empire. But
their princes in the tenth and eleventh centm-ies ruled over Bohemia,

I
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Moravia, Lusatia, Silesia, Pomerania, Prussia, part of Brandenburg, and

Polish AVestern Russia. In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,
kingdom. Pomerania and Silesia were lost, and became part of the

German Empire. After varying conquests from one another, the Lithu-

anian and Polish powers were joined in the kingdom of Poland at the

beginning of the sixteenth century. But after this period the star of

Poland began to wane, despite the heroic qualities of many of its rulers

;

and successive provinces were lost, and successive partitions of the

kingdom between Russia, Prussia, and Austria, were made in the

eighteenth century. The kingdom was extinguished in 1795, a pretence

merely being made of setting up a nominal kingdom of Poland under the

Czar as king in 1815.

THE LITHUANIANS,

The origin of the Lithuanians,

bordering on the south-east of the Bal-

tic, is lost in mystery. They constitute

a distinct branch of the Aryans ; and
their tongue is nearer to the primitive

Aryan language than any that survives.

It is stated that entire Sanscrit phrases

are understood by the peasants on the

banks of the Niemen ; but then' litera-

ture has never risen to any eminence.

The race formerly exhibited tlu'ee main
divisions—Lithuanians, Letts, and Bo-

russians, from whom the Prussians

derive their name. They are remark-

able for their long persist- .^
ence in paganism, not having persistent

embraced Christianity till
^^^ ^™*

the fourteenth century. At this period

the Lithuanians became consolidated

into a strong State, which Kingdom of

conquered a good deal of Lit^iuania.

Russian territory. At the beginning

of the fifteenth century, Lithuania was
a powerful State, extending even to

Kief and the sea of Azof. Afterwards

Poland was united to Lithuania, and the latter shared the fate of the

former. Nearly all Lithuania now forms part of the Russian empire,

although a portion is included in Prussia. There are now about tliree

millions of Lithuanians, including two hundred thousand Borussians in

Prussia.

WOMAN OF GREAT KUSSIA.

Jl
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Tlie Litliuanians are very fair-liaired and blue-eyed, with delicate

skin. The women, though very hard worked, often have beautiful

features and figures. Drunkenness is very prevalent. The character of

Eussian Lithuanians are mostly Roman Catholics, the Prussian Lithuanians.

Protestants ; but throughout they have retained very marked traces of

their paganism. The old pagan divinities are frequently mentioned in

then- popular songs and in their common speech. There is a very con-

siderable popular literature of folk-tales, fairy tales, and idyllic and lyric

songs. They are not at all of a warhke character. Perchance the

traits of gentleness which are very common in the German races are

derived from the Lithuanian blood which flows in no inconsiderable

quantity in their veins.

TEE MODERN RUSSIANS.

The idea of "Western Em'ope as to Russians is chiefly derived from

impressions of two kinds—from Russian nobles who travel, and from

Russian diplomacy and warlike enterprise. The Russian noble, if

unscrupulous, is polished and socially cultured, and has dis- The Russian

played singular skill in adopting the most advantageous and °°^^®-

fascinating attractions of the "West to his own nature. Thus he shines in

any society, usually being at least as skilled in foreign languages as the

people among whom he visits. There is evidently no indisposition nor

any incapacity in the Russian noble to adopt the most civilised style
;
but

yet we cannot say that the rougher elements are extinguished by the

surface veneer. It is to be feared that cruelty and want of consideration

of inferiors are by no means extinct among them ; and the popular idea,

'' Scratch a Russian, and you find a Tartar," has some justification.

But these are not the true Russians ; rather are they citizens of

the world, who have given up country for enjoyment and luxury. A
better idea of the Russian of the upper circles can be gained by study-

ing the official ; and a worse type of official cannot be found. The Russian

TJnscrupulousness is characteristic of his proceedings. He is
official,

under an absolute monarchy of the most uncompromising kind ; entire

subservience is his necessary attitude to those above him. Yet with this

goes much untrustworthiness ; readiness to act as spy, to prociu'e his

own advancement by another's fall. And with all this goes bribery and

corruption to the most intense extent. The Russian official would hardly

know himself without bribes. He grinds those below liim and is servile

to those above him.

Moscow is the great centre of the race, where the Russian, richly-

bearded and long-haired, too often unkempt, disorderly, and uncleanly,

is in full force. The national head-dress is a sort of cap, black National

or white, drawn down in front over the forehead close to the dress,

eyes. A huge loose greatcoat, reaching to the heels, covers the body
;
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its colour is dark blue or brown. Great top-boots cover the legs to the

knees. Furs are added according to fancy or possession, and are often

worn tlirough summer as well as winter, just as many Englishmen have

a tendency to wear a surtout on all but really hot days. Of course the

richer and travelled classes conform very largely to Eiu"opean custom

;

but military dress is much worn, for very many of the upper class are

officers.

The priests of the Greek Church are conspicuous in any assembly of

the Russians. They are much more carefully dressed, their hair neatly

Russian combed, and they always wear their priestly dress, and adorn
priests, j^ with dignity and composure. Their long flowing robes,

their rosaries, and their staves,

give them always an impressive

appearance ; and they have a

powerful influence on their

people. Churches are abund-

ant, with little chapels at almost

every street corner, rivalling in

their numbers the public-houses

of an English city. In Moscow
there are images on
,, ,,

'=' Images.
' every wall, over

every door, in the bazaars, at

the exchange, in every public

office, in every shop or private

house. Every chui'ch, every

chapel, every image, is beset

with worshippers, very nearly

from morning till night. There

is no common laboui'er or arti-

san, no water-carrier or droski-

driver, that will go past with-

out unbonneting and crossing

himself." Unhke the men of

many other races, they are more
religious than the women.

We cannot say much for their churches architecturally, although

there has been a lavish outlay of precious metals upon them. Gaudy

Russian they are the best, bedizened with gold and jewels. Some of
churches, their shrines are entirely of silver, with many statuettes of

pure gold. The priests' vestments are often decked with the most costly

jewels.

There is undoubtedly a vast amount of simple unquestioning piety

among the Russians, of rather too ignorant a type to satisfy the English

mind. Unlimited credulity, however, is combined with a certain real

RUSSIAN PEASANTS AT HOME.
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devontness which is pathetic. The Czar is much looked up to by his

subjects in a religious light, as father of his people and the
p^ygg^j^n piety

onlv riffhtful ruler, "The earth of his fathers, Holy Russia, and regard
•

I %i I ,
tlie Cza!r

the confraternity of all the Russians under the sceptre of the

Czar, the common faith, the relics of the saints, and the graves of his

ancestors," these seem to absorb the full heart of many Russians.

The origin, nature, and persistence of the old Russian village com-

munities, is a most interesting study. The Russian masses for centuries

were mere serfs, without freedom to move from home, whose time and

bodies were their lord's, although they were allowed to have vmage

the produce of certain fields for their own keep. Nevertheless, communities.

they retained their village system of common rights, common duties,

common responsibilities. And with the emancipation of the serf came

RUSSIAN WOMEN.

the full responsibility of the " wr//'," or commune. The mir is responsible

for the payments due to the State or to the former owners of the land

allotted to the serfs. Avery notable plan, which comes nearer to socialism

than anything we find elsewhere in Europe, is that by which the allot-

ment land is reallotted every three years. Of course every free peasant

has a voice in the w/>', and the majority rules. It does not follow that it

always rules justly ; but Russia is not alone in that failing.

There is, however, not enough land for the Russian peasant in his

present state of development. He has not capital enough to work the

land fully by modern methods
;
he is, as a rule, too far from

Di^icuities

the great marts to gain the higher prices for his produce ; and of Russian

thus even a very moderate rate of multiplication is sufficient

to overcrowd the land. At present there is a constant and large flow

of Russian peasants to the towns. Although manufactures are not enor-

M
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mously abundant, yet they are sufficiently so to make life fairly re-

munerative to them. So, even in Russia, with its immense spaces of

country, the towns are growing fast.

It appears an extremely strange and unlikely thing, but it is very

questionable whether the Russian peasant is much better off now than

he was before the abolition of serfdom. It is certain that he is not so

Disadvan- i^^^h better off as was expected. It is unfortunately true that
tag-es of he is at present almost universally in debt and in great poverty.

How this comes about is easily understood, when we learn

that the ordinary peasant has to pay, in taxes of one kind and another,

something like 45 per cent, of all his income, or nearly three days' work
a week. Rent is very heavj'', owing to the great competition among the

numerous peasantry
; it has risen three or four fold in twenty years. In-

door work is scanty, manufacturing work employs not more than a million

hands in the country. With usurers pressing them on the one hand,

and the tax-gatherer on the other, it is not surprising that revolutionary

ideas spread.

The usurer is a very prominent figure in the Russian village. He
is frequently a peasant who has scraped money together, and keeps his

The Russian connection with the commune as a means of enforcing his
usurer, claims. He is rapacious, hard, and unbending

;
and under his

yoke the Russian peasant groans about as much as under the tax-

gatherer.

A new form of bondage to the landowners has arisen on the ruins

of the old. The peasant being too frequently reduced to absolute want
New form of in the winter, if he can succeed in getting a small advance
bondage, f^om a landowner, signs a bond promising to give his labour in

the ensuing season or seasons whenever it may be required of him
;

and it is reckoned at the lowest rate, whereas his labour is pretty sure

to be claimed when wages are highest. The penalties imposed for non-
fulfilment of these contracts are quite ruinous.

The Russian nobility, numerous as it is, has not the powerful influence

in the country that might be supposed. The position of the Czar is so

The Czar the
tlespotic, that he avows himself the sole source of distinction,

^soie source and liis service is the only position carrying any weight. Con-
sequently nearly every Russian of intelligence and means

seeks to qualify himself for the Imperial service, and to forward the
Imperial and national cause. Strangely enough, ranks in the ci\-il

service are given precisely Uke those in the military service ; and the
civil servant is in an equally pri\TLleged position.

The honour and influence attached to the service of the State have
a somewhat unnatural consequence, however, in producing disaffection.

Revoiu- So many j^ouths specially educated for it are unable to gain
tionism.

p^g^-g ^^^(jer the Crown, that in default they become revolu-
tionists, and have adopted pecuUarly destructive and disastrous forms of

I
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secret conspk-aey. From them it has spread to' the younger student.

iii«iiiiiiUiiii^^

still ill the Universities
; until it has b

I

ecome an almost equivalent thing,
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PALM SUN KAY IN RUSSIA.

to be a student and to be suspected of nibilism. It must be confessed

that there is good ground for the censures passed on the State m many

"^^^
In modern times Russian writers have adopted the forms and emu-

lated the successes of Western European Hterature. The names ot

Russian Ki'iloff the fabuUst (1768-1844), Pushkin the poet (1799-1837),

literature, Gogol (1809-1852), and Tourgenieff (1819-1883), the novehsts,

are the most conspicuous.

TEE COSSACKS.

The Cossachs are another of the numerous races that own the sway

of the Czar. They are even more mixed in race than the Russians

proper. As frontier warUke tribes, they partake of the character of all

Frontier the peoples with whom they have come in contact. As one

warriors, gxp^essive account says, Tartar tyranny exasperated a medley

of refugees into making a stand on the Russiail border. They kid-

napped Tartar wives; they made forays against Turks wherever they

could find them. They were ready to be an armed barrier for Christian

Russia against the Moslem, if the Czars left them free to plundei:, and
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allowed them self-government. The Cossacks of the Dnieper, who
furnished history and romance with Mazeppa, were never thoroughly

identified with Russia. They took the side of Poland at one time, then

of Charles XII. of Sweden ; and Peter the Great accomplished their

subjugation. The Cossacks of the Don have many times asserted their

independence of the Czar by violent rebellion, and were amongst the

many victims of Ivan the Terrible. Theu- strength and their self-

Partiaiin- assertion are proved by the quasi-independence they still

dependence, enjoy. They pay no direct taxes, and still hold their own
legislative assemblies, which however are practically controlled from St.

Petersburg. They have preserved the right to elect their own Ataman,

or Hetman, who however is the Czarewitch, or heir-apparent to the

Russian throne. The last investiture of a Czarewitch as Hetman took

place in May, 1887, with great formality.

The Cossacks have long formed a most important branch of the

Russian armies. Almost always provided with good horses, they have

constituted a form of light cavalry which has done terrible execution,

and determined the victory in not a few expeditions. Long ago they

conquered Tartar dominions on the Ural mountains and in Siberia for

the Russians. It is not to be expected, under these circumstances, that

education should be very advanced among them ; and many of them are

not even in appearance members of the Greek Church, and profess

Mahometanism, these being among the most respectable of them.

Women do practically the whole work of the household, the Cossack

himself being almost always mihtary. Still they not unfrequently pos-

sess many cattle, sometimes questionably obtained; and sometimes they

are really good farmers.

TEE LAPPS AND FINNS,
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FINNISH PEASANTS.

Magyar, their languages are agglutinative and have a very harmonious

sound.

Both Finns and Lapps are of low stature and have round heads, the

Lapps being almost the roundest-headed people in the world, physical

Their low forehead and flat features with prominent cheek- c^iaracters.

bones, sparse beard, thick neck, thick lips, and fair, red or brown hair.

LAPLANDERS.
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and grey eyes characterise tliem very distinctively. Originally they
were mainly hunters and fishermen, but have long since learnt agricul-

ture and become owners of" vast herds of reindeer. The Lapps still

retain, however, some migratory habits in the North, owing to the severity

of the climate and the paucity of food rendering it absolutely necessary

for the reindeer to travel. The Finns, although much harried b}^ the

LAPP GIKLg,

contests of Eussians and Swedes for rule over them, have on the whole

Partial in-
benefited fi'om Swedish influence

; and the independence of
dependence of nature tlius inspired has been rewarded by the retention and

development of the freest constitution to be met with anj^-

wliere under Eussian influence. The Finnish tongue is widely used,

though the upper classes retain Swedish, and Eussian is compulsorily
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RUSSIAN TARTAR SCHOOLMASTER, WITH PUPILS.

taiiglit ill tlie State schools. The Finns vastly outnumber the Lapps,
who are beheved not to exceed 27,000 at present.

Notwithstanding the persevering efforts of missionaries, the Lapps
have not risen very far in the scale. Some belong to the Lutheran,
others to the Greek Church. While peaceful in disposition, Moral cha-

the Lapp is both greedy, dirty, and drunken. The Finn is
racteristics.

somewhat better, partly because of his intermixture and association with
other races. He is credited with hospitality, honesty, and perseverance,

but is also revengeful and cruel, and like the Lapps for uncleanly habits.

The Lapps are still possessed by many superstitions and relics of pagan-

ism, offering reindeer to good and evil deities, etc. However, their tendency

to assimilate themselves to Norwegians as soon as they become a little

more intelligent, does not give promise that they will long remain a

distinguishable race. The Finns who settled on the Volga, in Perm,

and near the Ural mountains, have become greatly intermixed with their

neighbours.

There still remain a large number of Tartars and Kalmucks in

several provinces ol Russia, some Mahometans, others Buddhists. A
small number of Samoyedes are found in Northern Russia. The Circas-

sians, Georgians, etc., we regard as more Asiatic than European, and

their description is given with that of the Asiatic peoples.
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CHAPTER XYI.
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IS

BUDA rEsrn.

THIS is as heterogeneous a collection of peoples

ns can be found in Europe under one rule. Its

l^eoples are only linked by neiglibourliood and

by subjection to a German ruler.
Hetero<^ene-

So creat is the diversity of peoples ous collection
^

. . . ., ,
"^ . , . p of peoples,

that it IS impossible to give a briei

account of the vaiying extent of their domain

at different periods, and the variations of

grouping in which they have been found.

AVe shall first notice the changes through

which the Empire of Austria has passed, and

then speak of the separate peoples.

170
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The Archduchy of Austria, a southern German territory, was the
foundation of the Austrian Empire. Originally occupied by
the Celtic Noricans, it was conquered by the Eomans, who undeTtJe
estabhshed the provinces of Pannonia, including the consider-

Eomans.

INNSBRUCK GIRL.

able cities of Vindobona (now Vienna) and Noricum, the Tyrol being
included in Rhsetia. During the decline of the Roman power these pro-
vmces were oven^un by various tribes, Teutonic (Vandals, Goths, Lombards
and Gepid«) and Mongolian or Turanian (Huns and Avars). But the
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first lasting power was established by Charlemagne,
f^l^'^^tt^l

Avars, and established a margravate which he called Uester

rd?r' reich, the Eastern country, a term which is still the national

Charlemagne.
^^^^ Remaining part of the German Empire proper down to

TyKOLESE PEASANTS.

our own day, when Austria has been excluded from it, Austria was made

a Duchy in 1156, and an Archduchy in 1453, being enlarged at

SeL?r; various periods by the addition of Styria, Carniola, and other

^^^^«''-
territories. . ^

The Emperor Rudolph, the first Hapsburg Emperor, gained posses-

sion of the Austrian domain in 1278, and it has ever since been held by

The his descendants. At various times both Bohemia and Hungary

"dy^Sty^ passed under their rule, but were never thoroughly assimilated,
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and the yoke was always comparatively easily thrown off. The part

which Austria played in relation to Spain and the Netherlands, owini;

to ro^'al marriages, was complex and important, but weakened its chance

Relations of consolidating power at home. Numerous contests with

laSars^nd^^^® Turkish Sultans tended however to strengthen their

Turks. connection with the Slavs and the Magyars, who were equally

hostile to the Turks.

At the end of the fifteenth century Austria gained considerable

additions of territory in the North-east of the Adriatic ; later, Venetia

Conquests in
^^^ Milan became Austrian ; and quite modern times have

Italy and witnessed their return to Italy and incorporation in the Italian

kingdom. In the partitions of Poland, Galicia fell to Austria.

Later, Bosnia and Herzegovina have come under Austrian control. In

modern times the Austrian Emperor reigns over the Germans of Austria

Proper, of Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, and Northern Tyrol ; the Northern

Slavs, divided into Czechs and Moravians (Bohemia and Moravia), Slovaks

Extent of
(Noi'^li Hiuigaiy), Poles and Ruthenians and Russians (Galicia)

;

Austrian the Southern Slavs, variously known as Croats, Slovens, and
rule. .

1 J ' '

Servians ; the Roumanians of Transylvania ; the Magyars of

Hungary and Transylvania
; the Italians of Southern Tyrol, Gorz, Istria,

and the Dalmatian coast ; to say nothing of Jews and Gipsies, both of

whom form a considerable percentage of the population.

THE AUSTRIAN GERMANS.

We need not say much about the Germans in Austria. Naturally

they are much akin to their Suabian neighbours of Bavaria, and belong

to the " High Dutch " division of the Germans. But long contact with

Slavonic Slavs has produced a considerable mixture, and this is further
mixture, evidenced by the number of Slavonic words and expressions

current in Austrian speech. For some reason the Austrian is of a gayer

disposition than the Northern German, perhaps owing to the greater

warmth of the climate, and he is credited with a more kindly heart ; but
his tendency to sensuality and material pleasures cannot be denied.

Vienna justly ranks as one of the most brilliant capitals of Europe,

with a decidedly Parisian style. Great beauty is evident in the arrange-

Briiiiancy of meut of the city, in art museums and decorations, in dress, and
Vienna. ^^ buildings. Its cosmopolitan character strikes every visitor.

The Tyrolese are simpler, truer, more superstitious, less cultivated

than the Austrians, They are almost universally Roman Catholics, and

Tiie their cliief occupation is in mountain-farming. They exhibit
Tyrolese. various traces of Slavonic intermixture; wliile in the South-

The Italian ^^^^ there are a score thousand Ladins or Rhaetian-Romance
Tyrol people, akin to those of Switzerland. The Southern Tyrolese

are Italians, who are increasing and encroaching on the German-speaking
people.

I
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Nortliern Styria and Carinthia are mainly German in population, as

also is the great port of Trieste. Tlie German element is also The Germans

strong in North Bohemia, and constitutes a considerable mi- "^ Austria,

nority in Moravia. The Germans are numerous too in Hungary and

Transylvania ; and in Slavonic Croatia and the frontier lands they are

more numerous than the Magyars, and represent the bulk of the culture

and industries. More than two-thirds of the inhabitants of Buda-Pesth

are Germans ; but in the majority of these territories the Germans are

decreasing, relatively or absolutely. Only in South Hungary do the

Germans hold their own.

1

THE MAGYARS OF HUNGARY.

Europe scarcely contains a more isolated and dissimilar element any-

where than the Magyars of Hungary. Fundamentally differing in race

from the Aryans, belonging to the group of peoples known as Mongoloid
and Turanian, their closest affinities are with the widely dis-

jjgia,tion

tant Finns, a name originally derived from their residence in to the

the fens or marshy regions of Finland. They appeared late

in Europe, not until the ninth century. Hungary occupies parts of the

Roman provinces of Pannonia and Dacia, which, in the thii'd and fourth

centuries, were conquered by the Goths and the Huns, the latter being

probably a Mongolian people, of the Finnish or possibly the Turkish

I
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brancli. After the decline of the Huns —on the death of Attila—the
^

MAGYARS OF JASZBERENY.

Ostrogoths, the Gepida?, the Lombards, and the Avars in succession held i

the land ;
but they either migrated or were conquered and disappeared.
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The Magyars are first heard of as occupying the land between the
months of the Dnieper and the Dannbe. They proved themselves to be
mighty warriors, and overran Hnngary and Transylvania, Early

and even went so far in their expeditions as Germany, Italy, iiistory.

and France. They formed a very effective bar between the Sonthern

Bulgarian kingdom and the Slavs. Their firm settlement in Hnngary,
and their reception of Christianity from Rome in the tenth settlement

century, are events of great significance in European history. ^^ Hungary.

Their king Stephen, crowned in the year 1000, received the title of

Apostolic King from Pope Sylvester II., and became known as st. Stephen

St. Stephen of Hnngary. To him the ecclesiastical organisation °^ Hungary,

of Hnngary owed mnch. He also created a national council of lords and

knights, from which the diets afterwards originated. King (Saint) Ladis-

laus I., towards the end of the eleventh century, conquered Croatia and part

of Galicia. In 1102 Dalmatia was annexed. In 1222 a sort of Hungarian

Magna Charta, known as the " Golden Bull," was wrung from
Qj.Q,^tii of

Andrew II. Several Tartar invasions after this time tested the Hungarian

strength of the Magyars to the utmost ; and many German
colonists were introduced, to make up for losses in war. In the four-

teenth century Hungary became one of the most powerful States in

Europe, conquering Moldavia and Bulgaria, and even establishing sway
over Bosnia. Their king Lewis was also king of Poland.

"When the Turks began to press vigorously onwards, in the fifteenth

century, the Hungarians, aided by Italians and Spaniards, manfully

resisted them and turned back their power, under their king struggles

Matthias (son of the celebrated patriot and soldier, John Hun- '^'^^
J'^®^ ^

.

.

^

. Turks.
yadi), who also conquered Bohemia and Vienna. Early in the

I sixteenth century the Hungarian power rapidly declined, and was com-

pletely overthrown by the Turks in 1526, at the great battle overthrow of

of Mohacs. The disputes about the succession to authority in Hungary.

I Hungary led to the accession of the Hapsburg family, who have ever

since reigned over the Magyars as kings of Hungary, while Hapsburg
Transylvania had its own native rulers from 1571 to the end of i^i^ss of

the seventeenth century. The Sultans, however, maintained

their dominion over great part of Hungary till 1687. AVallachia and

Moldavia became more and more dependent on the Turks, who appointed

their princes. The Austrian kingdom of Hungary even paid tribute

to the Turks as late as the early years of the seventeenth century.

The Hungarians, as well as the Austrians, were at last indebted to

John Sobieski, King of Poland, for their delivery from the Turks. His

victory at Vienna, in 1683, and the capture of Bud a from the Turks, in

1686, led to the return of nearly all Hungary, Croatia, and Slavonia under

I

Austrian rule, to which they have ever since remained subject.

The later Hapsburgs attempted to tyrannise over Hungary, refusing

to be crowned in Hungary, carrying the crown of St. Stephen to Vienna,

I
IIT. N
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Dual
monarchy
established.

dispensing with diets, and governing autocratically. The attempted

, enforcement of the use of German led to a strong reaction.
T3Tanny of _ , ,^ . . , i * • •

later Yet the Hungarians vigorously supported Austria against
Hapsburgs.

jv^^pQigQ^. After many years of arbitrary repression, during

which the demand for the restoration of liberties grew explosive in its

character, the Austrians excited the Slavs against the Magyars. The

Revolution genius and zeal of Louis Kossuth raised Hungarian patriotism
of 1848. ^Q a higher level than ever before, and in the war of 1848-9

the Magyars under General Goergei showed bravery and energy which
unfortunately did not meet

with success, owing to the

intervention of a Russian

army. Austria treated Hun-
gary cruelly as a conquered

country. Gradually, how-
ever, the Hungarians re-

covered theh old privileges

with interest ; and in 1867

was established

the present dual-

istic system of

the Austro-Hungarian mon-
archy. Many measures ot

improvement have since

been carried out. Traii-

S3dvania is incorporated

with Hungary, together

with the Servian Banat or

military frontier. The
schools are now all required

to teach the Magyar lan-

guage, and altogether there

is a striking revival of Ma-
gyarism.

One of the most dis-

tinct tendencies of the Ma-
gyars, and one which is a source ot weakness to the empire generally, is

Sympathy ^^^^^ they feel and show sympathy with the Turks, and resent

with Turks, the aiiti-Turkish manifestations of the Slavonian peoples.

Antagonism Thus the Austrian emphe presents a double, and therefore
to Slavs,

(^y^-^ijtful and hesitating, attitude towards both Russia and the

Porte
;
and tliis adds enormously to the difficulties of the empire. What

the solution will be, who can guess ?

The Magyar language is strikingly peculiar, forming, with the

IM.\GYAU PEAS.iNT WOMAN.

languages of the Ostiaks and Voguls of Siberia, the Ugriaii group.
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Xotwitlistanding their settlement among Aryans- for nearly a thousand

3^ears, the Magyars have retained essentially unchanged the
^

specialties of agglutination (addition of affixes to modify the of Magyar

sense of words), the use of a singular noun with plural ad- ^°^'^^^^-

jectives, the use of the Clu-istian name and title after the family name,

the possessive form of nouns which are modified according to the number
and person of the possessor, and lack the auxiUary verb " to have," and

gender forms for the sexes. It is a language rich in words and the

power of modifying them to express all kinds of relations, abounding

in idiomatic expressions, logical in its grammatical structure, very har-

SLOVACK VAGABONDS.

monious in its sounds, and altogether highly adapted for literary pur-

poses.

For many centuries the Latin of the Church held sway in Hungary
as the chief hterary medium. Numerous Magyar versions of the Scrip-

tures were however pubhshed in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. But Magyar hterature can scarcely be said to have
risen high till the present century, during which its growth
has been rapid. Many translations from Shakspeare and
standard English writers have been made. Kazinczy was the

|Chief writer of the early part of the century. Andreas Horvath wrote

Former use
of Latin.

Modem
Magyar

literatiire.
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a notable national epic entitled " Arpad," finished in 1830 ;
and many

other authors of note might be mentioned. The Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, founded in 1830, has played an important part in elevating

the national language and hterature. Any one entering upon its study

would now find rich treasures awaiting him. The novels of Mauricr-

Jokai, the histories of Michael Horvath, the travels of Arminius Vambery.

are among the most widely known of Hungarian writings.

To the Magyars belong the aristocracy of Hungary ; and it is to tlip

Magyars that Germans tend to become assimilated when they settle

Magyar in Hungary. The aristocracy was formerly identified with the

nobles, possession of the franchise, all such being " ungur," free, noble,

counting themselves descended from the original conquerors of Hungary,

and even having joint-rights with the king. From the lavislmess with

wliich " nobility " was in past times conferred by the kings upon whole

villages or districts, for some service to the Crown or nation, it may be

imagined that there are great numbers of Hungarian nobles,

^*poo?^ almost a twentieth of the population in former times, accord-
peasants, -^^g ^Q gQ^g estimates, though now fewer. It happens con-

sequently that many of these nobles are but peasants ; not the less do

they cherish their ancient privileges. These formerly included freedom

from arrest, and trial before their peers ; but these have been abolished

in modern times.

The landed proprietors have thus come to represent a different grade

from that of " noble." They are often fairly educated, and in former

Landed times were always capable of speaking Latin, which was the

proprietors, official language. At present their education has advanced

greatly. It is only the greater of these proprietors and nobles who form

the House of Magnates, answering to our House of Lords, but constituted

on an hereditary principle very different from ours, for all the sons of a

noble enter it when they are twenty-four years old. Another marked

difference from our system is, that every peer can be elected to the

House of Representatives. Some magnates are veiy great landowners

indeed ; and if their mental abilities were as great as their possessions,

they might do much for their people ; but they seek social distinction

instead.

It must be owned that there is some justification for the Magyar

nobles cherishing their title. Theii' gait, their air, their looks, have

Character of something distinguished about them
;

possibly a relic of the

nobles, bravery of old time, when every Magyar was a fighting man—"
a quality which 1848 showed not to be lost. Tall fine figures, oval heads

black eyes, rough bushy hair, long black moustaches, and a general aii

of robustness, characterise the men; and if some of their preseii'

characters are derived from intermixture with the Slavs, this and othei

causes have combined to render them very different from the Finns witl

whom they were of old time closely akin. Only occasionally are tb

I
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flat nose, round eyes, and large cheek-bones of • the Asiatic races now
to be seen.

The Magyar ladies, too, present a good deal that is Eastern in

appearance—large eyes with long lashes, wavy hair which is often dark,

rosy lips, graceful figures, and a noble, free gait. Their fresh oriental

complexions, too, are such as to win enthusiastic admiration traits,

from good judges. Astrakan caps, great cloaks, long boots, long spurs,

are common attributes of the men ; while the women are notable for

the abundance of petticoats they wear.

Since the abolition of the old condition of serfdom, the Magyar
peasant is a landed proprietor, however small, and his property is always

divided among his children at his death. Probably this has
independence

given liim liis striking air of independence, though it is some- conservatism,

what inimical to the introduction of improvements, owing to
^^

lack of capital. The peasant is extravagant when prosperous, and goes

to the Jews when the harvest fails. In his marriage and other customs

not a few relics of barbarism remain. The peasant's wife, however, has

emerged from the servitude of barbarism ; her work is not nearly so

toilsome as that of the Swedish woman, and she receives much attention

and endearment from her husband.

Hospitality is an inbred virtue in the Magyar race, and its contrary

bitterly resented. They value it even more than additions

to their personal rights
; and the colour under which their long

resistance to Austrian domination has been justified, is the regaining of

their old privileges, not the acquisition of new ones. Pride in

themselves, pride in their national history, patriotism, and
courage, are inextricably bound up in the Magyars, who are but too prone

to exaggerate when speaking on any of these topics. Then' adherence

to their ancient traditions has however hindered them from being much
beyond agriculturists and warriors, with some trace even yet of the

bandit. Shopkeeping is, as a rule, beneath their dignity ; and this, or the

lack of desire for gain as such, may account for the abundance of Jews
among them. There is certainly a lack of invention or commer- Lack of

cial enterprise among them ; old wooden ploughs are retained, enterprise,

innovations in agriculture are disliked, mining is regarded with disfavour.

Altogether, the Magyars have not a few peculiarities which greatly

hinder their prosperity in Europe, and make their permanence Fondness for

doubtful. Haranguing on politics is a favourite occupation of jja^°gf^y^'nd

the Magyar ; but a yet more enthralling pleasure is that of music,

music and dancing. At any time they are ready for a dance, usually to

gipsy music, which they pay for extravagantly, not being much addicted

to playing themselves.
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THE SLAV^ OF THE AUSTRIAN EMPIRE.

These we must treat briefly, their essential character being dealt

with more folly under the head of the Russians. The Slavs, as the

numerically predominant and most rapidly increasing people
" in the empire, deserve great attention. It is not at all im-

probable that Panslavism may develop in the direction of union with

Russia or Servia, or the setting up of a separate Slav power. Yet the

differences of race and religion between the various races of Slavs may
long keep them disconnected.

Bohemia, the land of the Czechs, or Tsekhs, with its neighbour

Moravia, includes some of the most pros2:)erous Slavonians. The Slovaks

The Czechs of Northern Hungary are nearly allied to this group of Slavs,

of Bohemia. ^\^q Qzechs are miners, glass-blowers, sugar-makers, and
brewers, as well as agriculturists ;

while the Germans of the country

excel in woollen and other weaving manufactures. Formerly the German
language and habits were in the ascendant ; but Slavonic influence has

greatly increased of late years, and the Czech language, literature, and

The most ad- music have developed rapidly. It may safely be said that the

Industrious Czcclis are the most advanced of aU Slavs, and the most in-

siavs. dustrious. Their University of Prague is celebrated wherever

science or literature is studied. The vast majority of the people are

Roman Catholics. The reformer John Huss is the most famous Bohem-
ian ; but his martyrdom was the prelude to bloody religious wars, at

the end of which the majority of the Protestants left the country.

The Austrian Poles and Ruthenians, in Galicia and Bukowina, are

divided in religion, the former being Romanist, the latter belonging to the

. . . Greek Church ; but a multitude of Jews monopolise trade.
Austrian '

_ _ _ ,
^

Poles and The Poles are enthusiastic and patriotic, courageous and im-
' pulsive, but do not seem destined to play an important part

in future politics. The Ruthenians stick strongly to calling themselves

Rusy, or Russians, and their country " Zemlya Rus," or Russian land.

They have many qualities that are admirable, being vigorous and in-

dustrious, lovers of freedom, as well as preserving a strong self-respect.

For good or ill, they have no aristocracy.

The Duchy of Bukowina is a special meeting-place of races, for

Mixture of
^^ includes witliin it, besides Ruthenians, Poles, and Czechs,

races in numerous Germans, Roumanians, Magyars, Jews, and Ar-
Bukowina. .

' 7 o./
7

j

menians.

The Slavs of Croatia, Slavonia, and the military frontier are Roman
Catholics, and most of them are properly designated Slovenians. In

Slovenians Cariiitliia and Carniola the same people have been rapidly
of Croatia, gaining ground. Many of these are designated Wends.

Marburg itself is almost entirely Slovenised. Agram, the capital of

Croatia, is a typical Sloven city ; and in it may be witnessed as attractive
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and varied a selection of costumes as can be found in Europe : all tlie

SERB, AUSTRIAN GERMAN, AND CROAT.

colours of tlie rainbow are worn by men and women alike. In winter

they wear fur-lined mantles ; in summer, largely muslins or homespun,

R
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with, wide, overlapping aprons ; a brilliant scarf is wound round the waist,

often two. Jewellery is extensively worn
;
but it is not costly,

tumes of owing to the poverty of the people. The headdresses are most

varied and picturesque ; the girls' hair is often plaited in two
long hanging plaits, tied at the ends with bright ribbon. Their feet are

either cased in gay leather sandals or high boots, or are entirely un-

covered. The men are dressed with equal showiness—in white tunics

with large sleeves, bright scarlet vests studded with silver stars, leathern

belts, tunic-skirts, loose trousers of muslin, and sandals or boots. In cold

weather a glowing mantle, often highly embroidered in various colours,

is thrown over the shoulder. The hat is often a broad-brimmed felt

one.

Altogether the Croat cherishes a very primitive style of life and
culture, and certainly is not one of the most progressive Slavs. They

Primitive
^^^^ ^ prepossession in favour of fatness, which is decidedly

and Eastern Oriental ; and in several particulars they show the results of

Turkish influences. Thus their figures and faces do not satisfy

our ideas of beauty. Round faced, dark eyed and complexioned, good

Position of tempered, and extremely hospitable, lazy, and fond of spirits,

women, ^j^g men make their women do much of their hard work, stand

behind them at table, eat out of their plate, and only drink when asked

by them. Perhaps they 'are lower in nature because their soil is so

fertile
; at any rate all classes are improvident. This may be due to their

old Slavonian communism, or life in communities, not yet extinct, where
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from tliirty to seventy of a clan live in unity, Iiaving all property in

common, and thus lacking in the sense of personal property.

We deal with the Bosnian Slavs here, since they are now under
Austrian administration. Long a fief of the Hungarian Crown, Bosnia

was conquered by the Turks in 1527, and remained in their Bosnian

possession till after the treaty of Berhn, in 1878. But Bosnia ^^^"^^•

presents us with, to use Mr. Evans's words (" Tlu"ough Bosnia and the

Herzegovina ") " the unique phenomenon of Mahometan feudaHsm, and
the extraordinary spectacle of a race of Slavonic Mahometans." The old

feudal Slavonian nobles preserved their rights by becoming Mahometans
;

but they jealously maintain their Slavonian speech. Roman Slavonian

Catholics it is true remained among the peasantry in consider- Manometans.

able numbers ; but in recent years they have largely emigrated, and their

place has been taken by adherents of the Greek Church. How far the

Mahometan religion will survive the cessation of Turkish influence, re-

mains to be seen. In any case, the Austrian occupation has been carried

out with remarkably little difficulty hitherto.

A striking feature about the Bosnian past, is the spread among its

Slavonic peoples of a form of dissent from the Greek Church. The sect

of the Bogomiles, as they are termed, took its rise in Armenia,
piggenters

and resembled Puritans in then' hatred of images, bishops, and from Greek

sacerdotalism. They set up a kind of primitive Christian

communism, which suited very well the Slavonian style of communities.

Bulgarians, Servians, and Bosnians afforded them many converts
;
and

Bosnia became their stronghold when persecution had almost crushed

them elsewhere. They were persecuted, however, both by persecution

Eoman Catholics and Turks until, the last being the strongest, ^^ Turks,

a large proportion of the Bosnians became Moslems by force. In fact,

many even of the Christians in recent years wore a Mahometan garb,

though retaining their Christian worship. In return, the Slavonic Ma-
hometans have almost invariably but one wife, and allow considerable

freedom to the women ; and they retain many Christian features in their

worship.

i
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CHAPTER XYII.

Che ^nbiaii^, 33ultj:arian<?, anti i\oumanian5»

Old kingdom of Servia—TurMsli tyranny—Black George—Gradual gain of independence —
Montenegrin independence—Montenegrin character—Servian character and manners—The
Bulgarians—Adoption of Slavonic speech—First Bulgarian kingdom—Second kingdom—
Third kingdom —Turkish domination—Recent emancipation—Bulgarian character—The

Roumanians or Wallachs—Thracian descent—Migrations—Roumanian kingdom— Primitive

state of the people—Condition of the peasant women—Emancipation of peasants—Towns-
people and boyars.

THE Ser^^ans, a most in-

teresting brancli of the

Slavs, after a chequered

liistory, in which they were

long in alliance with or sub-

ject to the Greek The

emperors of By- Servians,

zaiitium, became a kingdom
in the eleventh century

;

and in the early part of

the fourteenth century, un-

der Stephen Dushan, won
from the expii'ing Byzan-

tine empu'e a large partSERVIANS.
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of its Tliracian, Macedonian, Albanian, and Greek possessions. Bnt
SerA^a was destined soon to fall to pieces before the advanc-Q., .

.

ing power of tlie Tnrks. At various times the Turks ravaged of servia.

Servia with special severity
; and a vast number of the inha- Turkish

bitants emigrated to Hungary and to other Slav territories, *y^*^y-

retaining their religion and institutions against all attempts to Magyarise

them. In 1804 the Servians at last, under Kara George, or Black

Black George, roused themselves against the Turks, and Georg-e.

succeeded in driving them out after long and wearisome struggles. In

1813, however, the Turks returned, to be again attacked under the

MONTENEGKIN WOMAN.

leadersliip of Milosh Obrenovich, who was declared prince by the national

assembly, and in 1830 gained the consent of the Porte to his authority

being continued to his descendants. In 18G2 the Turkish garrisons were
removed from Belgrade, and the Mahometan inhabitants have very
largely withdrawn from the country. The present King Q-oduai
Milan succeeded in 1872. In 1878 the Servians declared war gain of inde-

against Turkey, and were saved from destruction by the inter-

vention of Russia. By the treaty of Berlin, Servia gained an increase of

territory and became a kingdom independent of Turkey. In 1885 they
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were led very ill-advisedly to make war upon Bulgaria,—their enemy of

long standing,—and suffered severely.

The Servians are a much more conspicuous nationality, and are quite

the most intellectual of the southern Slavs, having a very considerable

literature. The majority belong to the Greek Church ; but

character some are Roman Catholics. Education is rapidly elevating
an manners. ^^ people, who are ambitious of playing a leading part. The
peasants even follow the plough with arms in their belt, to show that they

MONTENEGRINS.

are free Serbs. Yet old customs are carefully preserved, even that of

paying regard to patron saints, in a manner not easily to be distinguished

from the worship of pagan • divinities. The Servian peasants are much
more prosperous and well-to-do than the Russians ; their morals are

higher, and justice is much better administered. Pig-breeding is one of

the chief agricultural pursuits. The Servians, with many customs re-

sembling those of other Slavs, have acquired some Eastern habits from
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tlieir intercourse witli the Turks, wearing loose .trousers fastened at the

knee, and highly decorated jackets, and being somewhat reserved to

strangers. "When honoured visitors are received, the daughter of the

house washes their feet.

Belgrade, the capital, is not yet very prosperous, nor even clean and

neat in appearance. There is much poverty in the country, though

there are few beggars. In the country the water-mills, ox-carts, ox-

goads, and ploughs are what they were in the time of the Romans
;
the

men wear the hraccce with leather bandages and shapeless leather foot-

coverings of the Gauls and Britons ; some of the huts are enclosures of

unseasoned logs with the bark on them, thatch at the top, and a hole in

the roof for the smoke to come through ; and at the doors of these huts

women sit spinning ilax from distafis. The women do a great deal of

work.

In tliis place we may add something about Montenegro, so small and

yet so brave as to claim a place, as having been almost the only Slav

principality that never really owned the mastery of the Turk.
jyiontenegTin

The strength of the natural fortress of Cettinge in the moun- indepen-
. . . . dence

tains,—a village capital,—has greatly aided them in the struggle

for independence. Of late it is due to English sympathy with Monte-

negro that she has gained some territory, especially the harbour of

Dulcigno, on the Adriatic. The Montenegrins are mainly an agricul-

tural people ; but their warlike history tinges their whole character.

Every male capable of bearing arms is a soldier, and always Montenegrin

on the alert and eager for the war-cry. This naturally di-
character,

minishes their success in agriculture, their wealth, and the spread of

education. Nearly everything in Montenegro is primitive. The prince

sits to administer justice under a tree. There are no lawyers, and,

perhaps as a consequence, justice is cheap and speedy. "Women do not

occupy a high position, and have to do much menial toil. They are

strong, however, and their bearing is dignified.

THE BULGARIANS.

The Bulgarians are certainly one of the most remarkable people in

Europe, because they have thrown off one form of speech for another,

have adopted very largely the nature of a different race, the
^^Qpt^on

Slavs, and have in succession had three powerful kingdoms, and of Slavonic

may not improbably found a fourth. Originally a Finnish people,
^^^^° '

having a large territory on the Volga round Kazan for several centuries,

a great southward migration carried them into the Thracian and other

territories of the Greek empire in the seventh century ;
and p^g^

in the ninth and early part of the tenth centuries they largely Bulgarian

increased their dominion, stretching it almost over all modern

Tm^key. The Russians overthrew the first Bulgarian kingdom
;
and
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subsequently the Eastern Empire again recovered power over it. A

BULUAKIAN MAHOMETAN GIKL.

Later second Bulgarian kingdom arose in the eleventh century, in

kingdoms, ti^e western part of its old territory, Macedonia. Again Bui-

I
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garia was vanquished, and incorporated with the Byzantine Empire,
A thu'd Bulgarian kingdom arose towards the end of the twelfth

century, occupying most of the old Bulgarian land. In the next cen-

tury the kingdom at first largely increased, taking in much of Greece
and Albania. Later, after passing into the hands of another Turkish

dynasty, Bulgaria broke up, and after 1382 became a Turkish "lo^i^^^io^-

dependency. It is only since the treaty of Berlin (1878) that Recent

part of the old Bulgaria has gained practical independence,®°^^"*^^P^*^°"*

and another portion, Eastern Roumelia, partial independence. They
have now declared their union, and may yet grow to a kingdom, if the

Russian spoiler will let them alone.

The Bulgarians have certainly gained our sympathy very largely of

BULGAltlANS.

late, by the sturdiness, and withal the moderation, with which they have

maintained their rights to what the Berlin treaty gave them, by their

bravery when wantonly attacked by the Servians, and by their successful

resistance to Russian intrigue and selfish projects. Their resistance to Pan-

slavism is no doubt to be explained by the Finnish (Mongoloid) Bulgarian

blood in their veins, and by their considerable relations with character.

non-Slavonic peoples like Greeks and Roumanians. They appreciate

education, foster social hfe, and possess many domestic virtues, among
which may be classed cleanliness and good cookery. Agriculture is

zealously pursued, the women taking a large part in it. Their language,

although mainly Slavonic, shows traces of their Finnish descent in the

retention of the definite article added to the end of a word.
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" East Roiimelia," said a writer in The rimes recently, " was tlie

liULUAUlAN OHUISTIAN GIUL.

fairest province of Turkey in Europe. In parting witli it, the Turks lost

tlieii^ rose-garden. The famous otto of roses is made out ot the millions
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aud millions of flowers that bloom dm-ing the summer round Kesanlik
and in the beautiful valley which is watered by the Tundscha. At mid-
summer the land yields a never-failing, abundant harvest of corn and
maize, which finds its way by train to Constantinople. In early autumn,
when the grapes, plums, figs, and walnuts are gathered in, the buffalo
carts are too few to contain the overflowing crop that pours from the
mountain sides. For days and days, from sunrise to dusk, the popula-
tions of whole villages, men, women, and children, are at work picking
fruit and caiTying it to the granaries. Boys march along with baskets
on their backs; and little dark-eyed girls patter behind with loads in
their red and blue aprons. But, in spite of all this hearty work, fruit
enough remains on the ground to fatten birds and squirrels innumerable.
Partridge, quail, woodcock, wild-pigeon, and snipe start up wherever the
chance sportsman may look for them ; in fact, the crack of the gun is

heard so seldom that it is the vultures which have to act as game-keepers
and prevent Nature's preserves from getting overstocked."

THE ROUMANIANS, OR WALLACES.

The Roumanians,—or Romans, as

they would have us call them, from
their fancied relation to the old Romans,
—Vlachs, or Wallachs, as they are called

by their neighbours,—according to Pro-
fessor Freeman, are the representatives

of those inhabitants of Tlirace Tiiracian

and other parts of the Balkan descent,

peninsula who exchanged their own
speech for Latin ; thus they represent

the Thracian race in its widest sense,

and probably are more nearly aUied to

Greeks than to Romans. Nevertheless

they may retain some Roman blood

;

and they certainly are a mixture of

various races. The vast proportion of

Roumanians belong to the Orthodox
Greek Church.

The Roumanians of the kingdom
of Roumania arose from a migration of

people from further south; for there
is no sign of a Roumanian population

north of the Danube before the thirteenth century. They formed pai;t

of the third kingdom of Bulgaria, and, continuing to migrate
from fear of the Turks, occupied Wallachia, Moldavia, and parts

^^^^*^°^-

of Transylvania. Later, they were forced to own the rule of the Turks,

EOUMANIAN WOMAN.

IV.
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thougli tliey were not so thoroughly subjugated as the Bulgarians. The

Roumanian Turks named or deposed their princes, but did not administer
kingdom,

^jj^g provinces. After the treaty of Paris, in 1856, the two

provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia chose the same prince, and have

since 1878 been independent of Turkey, their prince in 1887 taking the

title of king.

There is no doubt that Roumanian is mainly a Latin tongue,

less modified than modern Italian. The people are mostly agricultural,

. . hving in a more primitive condition than the Bulgarians,

state of the scarcely educated at all, unskilled even in agriculture, living
P very frequently in small huts partially sunk in the soil and

with only two rooms, and in many ways reminding one of the

most degraded Irish peasantry ; consequently marsh fever is very

common. At work, the peasants usually w^ear a short, coarse, white

linen blouse, fastened by a belt at the waist, and breeches of the same

Conditio f
^^^^^i^^? ^ cloth or felt cap or a sheepskin hat. The women

the peasant work hard in the fields, and are even employed on the roads

and as navvies. They wear a loose, bright-coloured or white

jacket, and a darker though often showily-coloured skirt ; a kerchief is

folded over the head and under the chin. "With their field-work, early

marriages, and large families, it is not surprising that the women age

early. A very frugal diet is the rule ; but drunkenness is too frequent.

Altogether, there is a good deal of lawless violence, as is only too likely

Emancipationwhen society is in so primitive a state. However, the peasant,
of peasants. ^\q -^^s formerly a slave, is now emancipated ; and if he

were more steadily industrious and thrifty, prosperity would be easily

within his reach
; but he is too ignorant, superstitious, indolent, and

egotistic, though kind-hearted when his suspicions are not excited.

The inhabitants of the towns and the boyars, or nobles, have im-

bibed a sort of Frenchified polish, like the Swedes, attended with a very'

Townspeople questionable state of morals. The richer classes are very idle,

and boyars. ^-^^ prone to Spend their money abroad. Gaiety abides with
them, although in many cases their estates are deeply mortgaged, owing
to inveterate gambling. Divorce is very much too common.

It is fair, however, to acknowledge that in these latter days the

Roumanians are showing great signs of injprovement. Better railwajj-s

and roads and better education are diifusing the seeds of Western ideas,

and a higher national ideal is growing.
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rnHE remnant of a great people, endowed with
-L the wreck of a great name and the merest
shadow of old prosperity, the Greeks of to-day
are still most interesting, like their country.
Among the most mountainous for its size in
Europe, and divided up into numerous small
plains, it produced the largest number of distinct
and individual peoples and States we
find anywhere

; and, by reason of its greatn?s7of

mountain barriers and defensible
^''^^''^

passes, the people were able long to maintain
themselves against external domination. But

the sea was their true highway
; and love of adventiu-e and freedom, and

sensibility to external impressions, were among their most striking ch'arac-
teristics. For these reasons, they have long been, and seem likely long to
remain, the most famous and remarkable of all the peoples of the earth.

How the early Greeks came into Greece, whether by sea or land, is
unknown. They may have been Pelasgians

; but there is great doubt
about this. But in early Greek records the Hellenes speedily origin of
attained pre-eminence. The latter no doubt owed much to t^e Greeks,

later settlers
;
and the Greek legends tell us of Cadmus from Phoenicia

MODERN GREEK WOMAN.

I
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Cecrops and Danaus from Egypt, and Pelops from Asia Minor, giving

rise to the name Peloponnesus. No doubt it was to the Phoenicians

that the Greeks were indebted for the art of writing ; for both the names
and the forms of Greek letters are evidently derived from the Phoenician.

Nevertheless these foreigners and their followers did not markedly affect

the race characters of the Greeks.

Before long, the energy of the Greeks had so far developed, that

instead of receiving foreign immigrants they began to undertake foreign

expeditions
; and the various legends and poems of the heroic

diflTusionof age of Greece no doubt represent some expeditions wliich really

occurred, heightened and glorified. It is certain that at an

early period the Greeks spread over the islands of the Greek archi-

pelago, Crete, and the Ionian islands, and afterwards began to colonise

the coasts of Asia Minor.

In many ways the Greek colonies are among the most significant of

ancient phenomena. There was nothing comparable to them as a

Greek civilising infiuence until the spread of Roman government

;

colonies. ^-^^ \^ some respects they were more efiicient and valuable

than any other mode of the difiusion of a race. The Greeks colonised in

no haphazard way. When the population of a city or of a district grew
too abundant, or when civil dissensions became acute, they departed in

organised bodies, often under leaders appointed by the mother city, or

metropoHs ;* and thus there was no break in the common traditions of the

people. The new city was at once suppHed with temples for the worship

of the gods, with an agora or place of public meeting for the citizens,

with a gymnasium for the exercise of the youth, and, in later times, with

a theatre for dramatic representations. Almost every colony was settled

upon the sea-coast. Of course, some intermixture took place between

them and the people among whom they settled ; and this in time modified

the Greeks themselves.

In time the Greek colonies extended to Sicily, Italy, and to the

v/estern parts of the Mediterranean, Massilia, in Gaul, being the chiet.

The north coast of Africa was also colonised, Cyrene being the principal

city ; and this not sufficing for the colonising zeal of the Greeks, they

also extended into Epirus, Macedonia, and Thrace, each of which were

afterwards to exercise so marked an influence upon the country's destiny
|

and further to the Crimea and the mouth of the Danube.
For any adequate idea of the vast influence which the little States of

Greece exercised before the Christian era,—the genius for philosophy,

Genius of poetry, the drama, and art which they manifested,—the warlike
Greeks. abiUties, the patriotism, the courage, the devotion, the heroism

which they displayed,—we must refer the reader to separate works on

* It is almost unuecossavy to point out how far from the original sense we have

diverted the word "metropolis." London or Paris is not the mother-citj of any otheri

in the sense in which Corinth was the mother-city of Syracuse.

I
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Greek history. Nowhere has the development of one type produced so

many striking varieties ; nowhere have so many experiments in govern-

ment been made ; and no country has left the world so varied a legacy

for study. The commonest observation of Hterature, the slightest ac-

quaintance with the thoughts of educated men, will show that now, more

than ever, men are occupied in reaping the harvest sown in Greece more

than a score of centuries ago. At last Greece, having de- conquest by

generated, was conquered by the northern State of Macedon, Macedon.

half Greek, half barbarian ; and Macedon, aided by Greece proper, sub-

jugated Asia. This conquest diffused Greek culture and rule very widely,

but weakened the Greeks at home.

As our great Greek scholar, Professor Jebb, writers, " The. Hellenes

set the Hellenic stamp on everything which they create. Every element

of their life receives its mature shape

from themselves, even when the germ
has been borrowed ; the Hellenes are an

original people in the sense that they

either invent or transform. At a very

early time they have the political life of

cities, and they never rise from the con-

ception of the city to the higher unity of

the nation. ... As the leading commonr
wealths grow to maturity, two principles

of government stand out in contrast

—

oligarchy and democracy. Each is re-

presented by a great city round which

the lesser States are grouped.

THEMISTOCLES.

Oligarchy
The inevitable collision comes, and

1,1 / i- o -\ democracy,
and the representative 01 de-

mocracy is at last vanquished. But in

the hour of victory oligarchy is dis-

credited by the selfish ambition of its

champion ; a time of political confusion follows, in which no one city can

keep a leading place. Separate interests prevail over, piinciples
;
public

spirit declines. The dissension of the cities,—incurable because arising

from a deep inner decay,—-enables the crafty king of a half-barbarian

country to make himself the militar}^ dictator, of Greece. But just when
the better days of Hellenic civiUsation seem to be over, a new career is

opened to it. Men who are not of Hellenic hload help to diffuse the

Hellenic language, thought, and manners over a wider field, and the life

of the modern Greek nation begins."

The conquest of Macedonia and Greece by Eome finally destroyed

their national life, while widely diffusing Greek culture and

philosophy, which greatly influenced the Romans themselves.

But it should be remembered that there was in the most glorious days

Roman
conquest.

I
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of Greece a black substratum of slavery on wliicli their system rested.

Greek It was Owing to the labour of slaves that they found leisui'e

slavery.
^.^ j^^ g^ great: and Nemesis carried vast numbers of the

cultured Greeks into slavery. Another feature of interest in regard to

the Asiatic spread of Greek influence by the Macedonian conquest, is that

Greek became common throughout AVestern Asia, and furnished a

language for those Scriptures which Cliristians hold priceless.

After the Roman Empire had existed for more than two centui'ies,

the Greeks began to suffer from Teutonic invasions. The Goths first

Teutonic attacked them, but were valiantly resisted, and did not suc-
invasions. ceed in settling permanently. It may be that some of this

revived energy was due to the introduction of Christianity, which was

GREEK WOMEN OF CLASSICAL TYPES.

followed by the establishment of the Eastern Imperial—the Greek—city

The of Byzantium (Constantinople). From tliis time, for centuries.

Empire, the history of Greece was closely connected with that of the

Greek, Byzantine, or Eastern empire. The establishment of the Greek

Church as distinct from the Roman, and the religious dissensions to which

The Greek it gave rise, cannot be entered upon
; but these events had a

Church, great effect upon the eastern nations, knitting together the

adherents of the Church, while they led to numerous dissentient pro-

vinces being detached from the empire, and finally facilitated its con-

quest by the Turks.

Another potent element affecting the Greeks was the Slavonic inva-

sion, which was so considerable that in the seventh and eighth centuries

Slavonic fl^® Slavs occupied a large part of Macedonia and Greece
;
and

invasicns. ^j^g name Slavonia was given to the country from the Danube
to the Peloponnesus, the coast principally remaining to the Greeks. But
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the Empii-e gained control over tlie invaders, and many of the Greeks

returned to their ancient seats, and a great process of minghng began,

wliich has distinctly modified the Greek race. The old name of Hellenes

even died out, never having been revived till the present century ; the

Greeks—strange historical fact—actually were proud to call themselves

Romans. The mediaeval empire which the Palseologus family established

on the ruins of the former one at Con^tantindple always held a great

part of Greece, but was often disconnected from it by other powers

occupying intervening territory. In this period (1261-1453) Greece was
fairly prosperous, sharing in the coinmercial advancement of Venice,

which often possessed more or less of the peninsula and islands.

" From the year 1453 to the end of the eighteenth century," says

Professor Donaldson, " almost all the occasions on which the Greek
people appear on the page of the historian are occasions oHm ^ ^^

wliich we read of them that they were butchered or sold into Venetian

slavery." Such is the dismal summary of the result of the tak-
"^

ing of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453, and the conquest of the

Peloponnesus in 1460. But Venice for long maintained the part of cham-
pion of Christendom against the Turk, and in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries always had hold of some part of Greece, often a large

part. In 1699, the peace of Carlowitz gave all the Peloponnesus to

Venice, to be lost again less than a score of years after.* Various other

minor Christian powers held portions of Greek territory at different

times, but the kingdom of Epiriis waS the most persistent of these.

Others, as the duchy of Athens and the principality of Achaia, or Morea,

had a fluctuating history, but finally fell into the devouring jaws of the

Turks.

In the eighteenth century Russia, pressing upon Turkey on the

north, began to take up the part of the champion of Greek Christendom,

and to rouse the Greeks to insurrection. But her efforts have „
. , . .

Russian
always had the self-interested aim of securing their Subjection interest in

and devotion to Russia, and thus have continually failed to

give Greece all she hoped for. At various times the Sultan promised to

protect the Cliristian religion, but did little or nothing to fulfil his

promises
; and Russia's selfish designs being seen through by the other

European powers, the Turk was maintained as an essential element in

the balance of European power.

It was a remarkable fact, that this Greek nationality, though often

almost annihilated,—men and women being continually massacred or

* It was during this war that the Turks, being attacked in Athens, retired to the

Acropolis, placing part of their powder in the Parthenon. The Venetians exemplified

the unscrupulousness of war by sending their bombs into this priceless building, which

had hitherto remained almost vminjured by time. One bomb fell on the powder, and
caused an explosion which utterly destroyed many masterpieces of art, and greatly

defaced the building.
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sold into slavery, their children taken from them and trained as Janis-

saries (the Sultan's body-guard), even their spirits being sub-

assimiiated dued, SO that many of them became the Sultan's viziers

^ "^ ^' and generals, and adopted Mahometanism,*—could yet so far

retain and cherish their natio^ial feelings as to summon up courage to

resist the Turks in the nineteenth century. When, in 1821, the Greek
war of independence broke out, general European sympathy supported

them. Yet they would have been once more crushed had not the combined

Kinffdom of
^®®^^ ^^ England, France, and Russia annihilated the Turkish

Greece fleet at Navarino, in 1827. In 1832 the present kingdom was
established, the Turks still keeping Epirus, Thessaly, and

Crete. Thessaly and a part of Epirus were added to Greece as late as 1881.

The matchless literature of ancient Greece, the poems of Hesiod,

Homer, Pindar, Simonides, the plays of ./Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,

Greek classic Aristophanes, the histories of Herodotus, Thucydides and
literature. Xenophon, the orations of Demosthenes and ^schines, the

philosophy of Plato and Aristotle—when one mentions these, one calls

up the names of forces as living to-day as ever, and which influence

profoundly the whole of Christian civilisation. After a period of criti-

cism, grammar, and philosophy, which had its centre at Alexandria and

Modem Greek ^ot On Greek soil, there came the Byzantine Greek era with
literature,

jj-g jj^^^gg ^f "v^ritings. Only valuable because it preserves frag-

ments of more ancient Greek books. The modern Greeks have done
wisely in adapting their language to popular use, introducing European
ideas of syntax, and thus preparing the way for a new literature, sig-

nalised by such works as that of Tricoupis on the Revolution, and by
the poems of Sontsos (2) and Rangabe.

We must connect with the Greeks rather than the Slavs the

Albanian or Skipetar people, descended largely from the old lUyrians,

and much intermijfed with the Greeks. They first took the Albanian
name in the twelfth century, Epirus was under a separate ruler in the

thirteenth century, and the first despot Michael established a considerable

empire, holding Thessaly and part of southern Greece, Thessalonica, and
Adrianople

; but it was soon contracted again to Epirus, and in the next

The century passed under Servian domination. When the Servians
Albanians,

f^jj^ ^-^^ Albanians again became prominent and held several

principalities, including the kingdoms of Albania and Thessaly. Then

* A curious incident is told iu connection -with tliis change of faith. The iu-

liahitauts of thirty-six viUages in the valley of the Aous, in Albania, remained Christians

till 1760. At last they could no lojiger endure their distresses. They came to the con-

clusion that either Christianity was not true, or it ought to put them in a better

position. They resolved to try their faith once more, and approach the Divine Being
with the most solemn fasts, assuring themselves that if He did not listen to them, He
did not wish them to remain Christians. No improvement followed ; and, on Easter
Day, they in one body went over to Mahometanism.
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later, Epii'us passed to Venice in the second half of the fourteenth

century, and Thessaly to the Turk. Finally, in the fifteenth century,

the Turk won all Albania and has kept it ever since. About seventy

per cent, of the Albanians are Mahometans, the rest belonging to the

Greek Church.

Whatever the intermixture of blood which has modified his nature,

the modem Greek is fully conscious and proud of his Greek ancestors.

_ . -In many cases the old classic type of features is quite unrecog-

Greeks to nisable, but in some corners they still linger ; and since the

war of independence the Greek population has been largely

replenished from Greek colonies abroad, especially from Constantinople.

Greeks are still, however, spread far and wide in the Levant and Tm'key

;

and for the most typical Greeks the

islands of the Archipelago must be

searched. Not a few have become
notable merchants in England.

The mention of merchants sug-

gests the character in which Greeks

Mercantue &^6 best known. They are
ingenuity, clever bargainers, a clever-

ness which often becomes cunning,

and even cheating. The Levant is

flooded with unscrupulous Greek ad-

venturers. Of com'se this is the na-

tural reaction against the ages of

oppression and slavery to which the

Romans and the Turks subjected them.

To do him justice, the Greek per-

ceives the value of education. He
learns the ancient Greek grammar
and reads the Greek classics, and

acquires all the education the Uni-

versity of Athens can give him. Con-

sequently the professions are overcrowded in Greece, and we find men
of education making incomes which an average clerk in

England would despise. Journalism is a refuge which many
seek; and the number of journals is very great in proportion to the size

of the country. The educated men are eager for government employ-

ment, or to enter the government itself, and spend much time and effort

in compassing their objects. Yet what is tliis but a similar case to that

of England ? only here there are so many other outlets for enterprise.

Factions and The modem Greek is truthfully accused of being factious, and
discussions, somewhat fractious if his lofty positions be not granted. Dis-

cussion and curiosity are two of his prominent characteristics, and in

1

ALBANIANS.

Education.

pursuit of them he loses some more substantial advantages.
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Greeks are emphatically courteous, and good • company. They are

not prone to excess either in eating or drinking. Their courteousness is

often exhibited in a form bordering on the ridiculous, as courteous-

when servants sit down to dinner with their master, and one ^®^^-

hears the term " brother " bandied about between those of extremely

diiferent station.

As regards home comfort, the Greeks certainly sliine. They are, as

a rule, much more well-to-do than other peoples lately under Turkish

domination. Their land is fertile, their wine is drinkable. Home
their grapes and other fruits are abundant, and their homes comfort,

show a sense of refinement and comfort unknown to most of the Slav

populations.

The Greeks rank high as regards personal appearance among the

European peoples. Rather dark-complexioned, finely formed oval faces,

with sparkling eyes, well-formed nose, rather small hands and feet, make
up a sufficiently striking personality. The men in former times physical

universally wore, and still do in the majority of cases, the appearance,

skirted costume which somewhat resembles the Scotch kilt. The women
are very good-looking, wearing a long kerchief over their head, grace-

fully folded, and often most elaborately decorated and embroidered

dresses with large sleeves.

The Albanians are a wilder and more insubordinate people than the

Greeks. Being often Mahometans, their kinship and attachment to the

Greeks are often obscured by religious differences. In the rugged Albanian

mountain wilds the people preserve very much of their old tribes,

tribal system, one of their habits being that of seeking wives outside

their own tribe. "His walk is a haughty stalk," says one who knows

the Albanian well. " With his gold-embroidered vest, bright sash, his

leather pouch in front, in which are stuck two gold-hilted jewelled

pistols and yataghan, his many-folded snowy kilt, which swings a wilder

from side to side as he struts along, he is indeed an imposing- *yP®-

looldng creature." This is a specimen of the Mahometan Albanian

;

while his neighbour who remains in the Greek Church often wears the

fez, Turkish jacket, and baggy trousers tied in at the knee. He cannot

carry arms openly, being a Christian ; and he wears the fawning in-

sincere look of the oppressed. He is probably a merchant or tradesman

with money, of which he dares not show the evidences, lest the Turk
should pounce down upon him for taxes. But it must be admitted that

the Albanians of the North, the Gheggas, who are Roman Catholics,

maintain their old warlike demeanour and attitude of defiance of the

Turk ; and an institution resembling the vendetta, together with tribal

vengeance, keeps alive the ferocity of their nature. They are ^.^^

implacable and cruel as foes, warm and hospitable as friends, Albanian

and loyal to their own side. There is rough material for

a good, bold, sturdy character in them ; and it may be hoped that it will

I
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1one day be ranged under the banner of Greece. At present they have

a good deal of the bandit tendency ; and this is not to be surprised at

under the rule of the Turks. Their warHke capacity, however, has been

considerably utilised by the Turks, who have allowed them to be com-

manded by their own chiefs, and indulged their freebooting tendencies

in other lands. One of the least agreeable features of the women is, that

they carry arms, and are ready to take a violent part in their family or

tribal feuds.

THE CYCLADEANS.

The islands of the Greek Archipelago are peculiarly interesting, be-

cause they have preserved types of feature, manners, customs, and dress

which have elsewhere passed away. They have for the most part been free

from invasions, and have largely escaped oppression. Mr. Bent's inter-

esting volume on "The Cyclades" is our best and most recent authority.

MODEUN GREEKS.

Among the many island customs of to-day which had their precise

parallel in ancient Greek times, we may note the following. In Seriphos

ReUcs of
" every proprietor has his grave in his own. field, built like a

old customs, little shrine ; and if he sells his field, special provision is made
against the disturbance of ancestral bones. In Keos, a church is dedi-

cated to St. Anarguris as the patron saint of flocks and herds, representing

the ancient god Pan. Whenever an ox is ailing, they take it to tliis

church and pray for its recovery. If the cock crows when they start, or

they hear the voice of a man, or the grunt of a pig, there is every hope

that the animal will be cured ; but on the contrary, if they hear a cat, a

dog, or a woman, it is looked upon as an evil omen. When at the church

of St. Anarguris, they solemnly register a vow, that if the ox recovers

they will present it to the saint when its days of work are over ; accord-

ingly every year, on July 1, the day on which they celebrate the feast

of this saint, numbers of aged oxen may be seen on the road to this
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church, where they are slaughtered on the threshold, and the flesh

distributed among the poor.

Vampires and nereids, or spirits of the water, are still beheved in
;

evil sphits are exorcised ; diseases are cured by magic incantations and

charms; hobgoblins haunt the rocks; rain falls because
^116^^^^^^^.^.^^^^

vault of heaven is full of holes hke a sieve, and God pours

water on to it out of skins, and sometimes He squeezes hard and some-

times softly; mu-acle-working pictures are numerous. Even the manifold

powers of the sun are still believed in. "I have heard an island mother

say," relates Mr. Bent, " ' Perhaps the sun will carry a message for me to

my child,' when she was speaking of her daughter in service somewhere

Arqoa, Corinth.

GREEK WOMEN.

Sparta.

on the mainland. These are but specimens o± a great number of super-

stitions still active in the Cyclades.

Among the curious costumes of the Cyclades, none is more remark-

able than that of the women of Siphnos, now only worn in full on

ceremonial occasions. The head-dress consists of a sort of cap costumes of

padded with cotton, around which a shawl is twisted, covered w^oi^en.

with varied gold embroideries. The skirt of the dress is of cloth of gold,

the bodice splendidly embroidered in gold and colours, and a green velvet

overgown is worn, with hanging sleeves, and decked with gold trimmings.

In Kimolos the festal dress is of silver brocade, covered with gold and

coloured flowers. In Melos the women's head-dress is a thin white muslin
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veil tied round the chin and carried over the liead in crossing folds, the

ends hanging down behind. Two curls emerge on each side. The
festal-dress is very elaborate, the head-dress having a padded foundation,

edged with gold lace, over which the muslin handkerchief is twisted.

The jacket is of purple silk edged with fur, and the skirt of satin span-

gled with white flowers. A stomacher of silver brocade, a silk gauze
apron edged with old Greek lace, and dainty little shoes, complete the

costume. In the other islands many equally interesting costumes still

remain. In a good many islands the women always cover their faces.

In Melos every garment and every household article is still made at

home. Cotton spinning and weaving are the regular occupations, a loom
occupying a corner in every cottage. In Keos the oak harvest

is the great feature. There are a million and a half of oak

trees on the island ; and the acorns are as big as eggs, and serve to feed

pigs ; while the cups are exported, being rich in tannic acid. In a

number of islands peculiar wines are made, many of them being un-

attractive to strangers. Parian marble is still quarried ; but the island ot

Paros is a desolate spot.

Houses in the Greek islands are extremely simple. In Anaphi, for

instance, they consist mostly of one long narrow room, with a street-door,

a window on each side of it, and one above it. They are white-

washed within and without, and each house has its round

vaulted stove, about five yards from the house. In some islands many of

the houses are perfect hovels, where the families live with their pigs,

their fowls, and their store of wood around them
;
while the baby's only

cradle is the pig-trough. In other cases the fowls and even lambs occupy
the space under the beds ! In some mountain villages, as in Keos, the

flat roofs of the houses adjoin ; and it is customary to enter by the roof,

the alleys being given up to the pigs. It is possible to walk for a long

distance without leaving the roofs, going from one to the other b}^ little

staircases or bridges. Frequently the houses are utterly comfortless,

owing to their abounding damp, rain pouring in through windows
and roof.

The Greek islanders are often passionately tond of dancing, and there

are many local dances. At Anaphi, the Systa, danced only by men, is

Dancing and very curious. The men stand in a semicircle, with their hands
music.

Qj^ each other's shoulders, and then move slowly backwards
and forwards, gradually quickening till the motion becomes extremely

rapid. Many features of these dances render them admirably suited for

the expression of feeling. In many houses the ancient lyre is still to be
seen. The panpipe is frequently heard sounding pleasantly on the hill-

side. It merely consists of two reeds hollowed out, and placed side by
side in a larger reed. Straws run up the smaller reeds, and there are, of

course, the necessary blow-holes.

Education is very deficient, or almost non-existent, in many of the
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islands, and superstitions are handed down nncliecked. Even the Greek

Cliiircli becomes the propagator of these superstitions, having;
, , -, !> xi X •- ^ 1

• T -VT • Education,
adapted so many 01 them to its saint worship, in JMaxos, is

Mount Zia (formerly Dios), with a church at whose altar a shepherd is

accustomed to swear to his innocence if charged with stealing a sheep or

a goat. The peasants still say, when there is an earthquake, ' God is

shaking His hair.' But Syra has its university, of high repute,

which does good work ; and Mr. Bent says, " If all the Greeks

were like those of Syra, there could be no question as to who should rule

at Constantinople." Many of the people are refugees from Chios, or their

descendants. -

THE CRETANS,

The long, narrow, mountainous island of Crete has a romantic his-

tory, and contains a large Greek population, dominated by a few Turks.

The heroic struggles the Cretans have made for independence, and the

amount of self-government they have gained, indicate that at a future

time they will certainly be united to the Greek kingdom. The home
of the famous Minos, the great lawgiver, and first possessor of

naval power, Crete failed to gain a leading position in early

Greek history, owing to the want of a common bond between its cities and
communities ;

and, in fact, the island suffered long from continual civil

wars. The Romans subdued Crete in b.c. 67, and made it a province.

The Byzantine empire inherited and kept it till 823, when the Saracens

took it. It was recovered in 960 by Nicephorus Phocas
;
but after the

partition of the Greek empire, early in the 13th century, it Venetian

passed into the hands of Venice for more than four hundred ^i^i^-

years. The Venetians combined the promotion of material prosperity

with oppressive government, and many times the people rebelled.

In 1645 the Turks first attacked Crete seriously
;
and in 1648 began

the celebrated siege of the chief city, Candia, which lasted till September

1669, when Crete passed under Turkish rule. Many of the Turkish

inhabitants became Mahometans ; and the island was one of domination.

the worst governed portions of the Turkish empire. From 1821 to 1830,

the Cretans valiantly fought for independence ; and in 1830 the island was
transferred to the sway of Mehemet Ah, viceroy of Egypt. But this only

lasted ten years ; and while recent Turkish rule has allowed some local

self-government, revolts have again and again occurred, which have tasked

the power of Turkey to repress. The mountaineers, known as Sfakiots,

have all along preserved much independence, and retain to a large extent

the customs and manners of their forefathers.



CHAPTER XIX.

Cf)e Curfew,

Mongolian origin of the Turks—The Ottoman Turks—Early conquests—Taking of Constantinople

—Decline of Turkish power—Turkish officialism—The Turk a warrior—Marriages with Cir-

cassians and Europeans—Character of the Turks—Education.

THE Turks are among the most

aKen inhabitauts of Europe—

a

ruling caste rather than a nation

—

a proselytising company of Ma-
hometans who have succeeded in

absorbing many subject and diverse

races by force, or in making them
assume the outward garb of Ma-

hometanism. They are
Mongolian -^

origin of the truly a Mongoloid people,
"^^

* not Semitic like the Sara-

cens, although they entered Europe

by the southern route, from Asia

Minor. They are the last of the

great invaders of Europe. Since

their coming, Europe has reversed

the order of history since the Roman
time. Spain, Holland, and Great

Britain have repeated the Roman deeds of conquest, and peopled wider

tracts of the earth than Romans ever saw.

The name Turk is a wide one, taking in a great many Mongol

people, including most of the inhabitants of Turkestan. But the ruling

The ottoman class in Turkey are distinguished as Ottoman or Osmanli
Turks. Turks, from Othman or Osman, their first great leader

(1299-1326). Their history in Asia will be referred to elsewhere. After

considerable struggles, the Ottoman Turks took Adrianople in 1361
208

:

I
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Tliey made rapid conquests under the first Sultan Bajazet (1389-1402),

over the varied and disunited races of the Balkan peninsula, Early

conquering or plundering the greater part of it, but not as conquests,

yet possessing Constantinople. But Timor or Tamerlane's great victory

at Angora (1402) checked the Turkish advance for a time, until Mahomet

-•^r«.V

SULTAK ABDUL HAMID II.

I

the Conqueror (1451-1481), having taken Constantinople in 1453, sub-

dued the whole peninsula, except some parts held by Venice,
Taking of

and the Montenegrin mountaineers. He was recognised as Constant!-
. not)l6

superior lord of Hungary, Transylvania, Moldavia, and much
of South Eussia. In the sixteenth century this became an actual rule

;

IV. P
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and many more conquests in Asia and Africa were gathered in to the

Ottoman empire. Crete was conquered in the middle of the seventeenth

century, and in 1676 Podolia was won from Poland.

Their defeat at Vienna in 1683 was the commencement of the decline

of the power of the Tm-ks. In 1699 the peace of Carlowitz gave all Pelo-

^ ,. , ponnesus to Venice ; but it was won back a score of years later
;Decline of ^ . . '

.

Turkish and it was not till the present century that the Greek peninsula
power. ^^^ gradually lost to the Turks. But other losses, already de-

tailed, have reduced the population immediately under Turkish dominion

to less than five millions, of whom only half are Mahometans.

A TURKISH COFFEE HOUSE.

The Turks, as Mahometans under an absolute ruler, can never be-

come assimilated to the European nations. Like the Russians, they recog-

Turkish i^ise Solely official rank. The Grand Vizier or an}- oflticial may
officialism.

j,|gg^ ^^^ frequently has risen, from the lowest Moslem ranks.

Even the Sultan may be the son of a slave raised to be a Sultana. Be-
sides the Viziers, or ministers, the Sultan is advised by the Divan, or

imperial council, and the Sheikh-ul-Islam with the ulemas or interpreters

of the Koran. Each province is known as a Vilayet, and has a Vali or

ruler, removable at the Sultan's pleasure.

However devoted to Mahometanism, the Turk is primarily a warrior.

The Turk 111 proportion as he lose^ this character, he dies or becomes
a warrior, effete. As a soldier, the Turk is surpassed by few, ha\^ng

courage and resolution in the highest degree, combined with strategic skill
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of the most marked kind. Yet in many of the 'qualities that used to

distinguish Turks, the present people are very deficient ; and this, with
the increasing patriotism of the Slavs, accounts for their falling back in

European dominion of late years. Hitherto Asia Minor has supplied a

constant succession of Turkish levies ; but the available supply is certainly

diminisliing.

Probably owing to their constant marriages with Circassian and
Georgian and European women, the Turks have approximated decidedly

to a European type, being no darker than Spaniards and Italians, Marriages

and having a special dignity of manner. Hospitality and good caTsians and
fellowship are conspicuous in them, but not a fondness for Europeans,

hard work. The Turk will let any one perform liis work for him, so

that he does not do it liimself. The attachment of the lower people

to their religion is one of their best features ; and it is associated with
a comparative ab- character of

sence of intemper- *^® Turks,

ance which does them much
credit. Polygamy, though theo-

retically permissible, is not

largely practised, and the lower

classes have but one wife. The
wealthy maintain their harem'

in strict seclusion, and find it a

very expensive luxury, and not

always a comfort, owing to the

extravagance and frequent dis-

sensions of their wives. Smok-
ing is largely indulged in by
both sexes.

Education is in a poor con- xurks.

dition among the Turks, excepting as regards the Koran, and that chiefly

among the upper classes. The leading officials who govern
have however a considerable amount of Western learning ; but
the Turk as a whole is not progressing either in agriculture or manu-
factures. His sway appears bound to come to an end. Even in

Adrianople the Turks are continually decreasing, while the Grreeks,

Armenians, and Jews Are increasing.

Perhaps many of the signs of Turkish transformation are equally

certain indications of approaching downfall. The Turk, ceasing to be a

warrior or a fanatic, has no vaison d'etre. " There is no bastinadoing, no

hanging of thieves, not even of murderers
; and no baker convicted of

selling short weight has had his ear nailed to his own door-post for the

last fifteen years. The Sultan objects, like the kings of Holland and
Belgium, to sign death warrants

; and the only punishment of murderers

is to be sentenced to ten or fifteen years' imprisonment, terms which

II
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they generally commute for themselves by escaping." {Times, Nov. 6,

1886.) Turkish diplomacy has become a byword for procrastination and
indecision, sure signs of weakness. The well-to-do Turk's ambition

seems to be to transform himself into a Western gentleman. The ladies

aim at a corresponding change, and wear their yashmaks very thin,

especially if they are pretty. Their mantles, made of striped red and

white silk-gauze stuffs, are well fitted, and the "Western corset is worn
;

HAREM BEAUTY.

and they have discarded large loose slippers in favour of high-heeled boots.

They drive through the bazaars in barouches, unattended by eunuchs.

In debt, without good or strong government, largely eflfeminate,

hemmed in by enemies, Turkey must decline ; and Europe closely

watches the last act of the long drama of Turkish rule at Constantinople,

Austria, Russia, and perhaps others, coveting yet further slices of the
" sick man's " domains.

I



CHAPTEE XX.
Cf)e (§ip6ie^*

A people, not a nation—Habits and character—History—Persecution—Resistance to settle-

ment—Hindu origin—Indian customs— Regard for the dead—Domestic affection—Love of

out-door Life—Gipsies in Roumania.

THOUGH not a nation, tlie gipsies are most certainly a people, and
present one of the strangest problems to the investigator. They

are found everywhere in Europe, in many parts of Asia, and have even

wandered to America and Australia. Wandering incessantly, ^ p^opig not

their hand against every man's and every man's against theirs, ^ nation,

untamable and ever hostile to civilisation, the gipsies form a pictu-

resque feature in European life, if rather a troublesome and unpalatable

one. Fortune-telling, tinkering, and chair-mending, fowl-stealing, and

camping-out in most unconventional guise are associated in our minds

with the gipsies. Their dark complexion and black hair. Habits and

their peculiar insinuating and treacherous eyes, their aquiline character,

noses, high cheek-bones, and prominent brows readily mark them out as

alien to our race. Orientals they evidently are, to any one familiar with

Eastern types ; and when they first wandered into Europe, early in the

fourteenth century, they were believed to come from Egypt, and

acquired the name "gipsies" in consequence. They rapidly spread,

and reached our shores probably in the fifteenth century. For a good

while their Eastern stories of former magnificence and of the

persecutions to which they had been subjected stood them in

good stead ; and they were received as honoured guests by princes, them-

selves assuming titles of distinction. It appears that James V. of

Scotland even gave " oure louit Johnne Fawe, lord and erle of Litill

History.
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Egipt," a commission to exercise authority over all " Egyptians " in his

realm.

The gipsies soon, however, improved their opportunities to such good

account that they became public nuisances and depredators
; and various

countries found it necessary either to banish them or to take severe

measures against them. And now they were as much despised and

maledicted as they had before been encouraged ; and any man
might without scruple commit any crime against them, with-

out fear of punishment. They were burnt, hanged, or drowned as

witches ; and even being seen in their company came to be considered

Persecution.

GIPSY FAMILY IN THK CRIMEA.

a crime. Consequently the gipsies were not slow to retaliate ; and many
were the true tales told of their kidnapping beautiful children and heirs.

The Romany, as they call themselves, continued to exist in spite of

persecution, and in some cases have shown themselves extremely amen-

Resistance
^^^® ^^ kindness. In others, however, they have resisted all

to attempts to tame or settle them, or to show them kindness

;

and to a large extpnt they remain to-day the same wandering
race they have always been, possessing a strange power of insight into

character, and continually able to charm silver out of the hands of the

Europeans in exchange for " fortunes," for chair-mending, or for doubtful

bargains in horses.
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As to the origin of the gipsies, that is conclusively proved by their

language, combined with their physical appearance. The bulk of the

Romany words are akin to Hindu words, although intermixed with

them are words gathered from the various nations among Hindu

whom they have sojourned. Physically they may be regarded origin,

as a mixture of low-caste Hindu tribes, largely Aryan in race, though

considerably mingled with darker and more primitive races represented

among the Indian hill tribes. They retain numbers of Indian Indian

customs and even traces of Hindu worship. Many customs customs,

of theirs savour of paganism and of nature-worship. The dead are

GIPSIES IN HUNGARY.

sincerely mourned and waked, and the possessions o± the deceased are

burnt. In many cases the gipsies will abstain from a thing the

deceased liked, or avoid that by which he came to grief, with the

utmost self-denial. "Some men," said a gipsy, ''won't eat Regard for

meat because the brother or sister that died was fond of it ;
*^6 ^®*<^

some won't drink ale for five or six years ; some won't eat the favourite

fish that the child ate
;
some won't eat potatoes, or drink milk, or eat

apples, and all for the dead. Some won't play cards or the fiddle

—

' that's my poor boy's tune '—and some won't dance."

In domestic affection and morals among themselves, however, the

gipsies stand high. They are affectionate and attached to one another,
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thoiigh very secretive from outsiders. But some can gain their con-

Domestic fidence. " I have found them," writes Mr. Leland, " more
afifection. cheerful, polite, and grateful than the lower orders of other

races in Europe or America
;
and I beheve that when their respect and

symf)athy are secured they are quite as upright. Like all people who
are regarded as outcasts, they are very proud of being trusted, and under

this influence will commit the most daring acts of honesty." But this,

at the same time, goes with an utter lack of morals as regards other

races.

His love of nature and of life in the open-air has been one of the

most special traits of the gipsy, who can scarcely in an}^ case be per-

Love of out- suaded to take up a settled Hfe
;
wliile it has been more feasible

door life, for many former dwellers in towns to assume a sort of gipsj-

life, and, when they could obtain admission, to join themselves to gipsy

caravans.

" The gipsies of to-day," says a writer in the Encijdopcedia Britan-

nica, " can hardly be said to have a distinctive garb, though certain

minutiae of dress still render them easily recognisable. In Transylvania,

their women's earrings differ in pattern from those of the natives ; the

Hungarian gipsy chief wears silver buttons with a serpent crest ; and his

old-fashioned English brother decks his Newmarket coat with spade-

guineas or crown pieces. The English gipsy woman may be known by
her bright silk handkerchief, her curiously-plaited hair, her massy rings,

and her coral or bead necklace." Some attempts have lately been made
by Mr. George Smith of Coalville to secure the education of gipsy chil-

dren in England
;
but public apathy has prevented much progress.

Although we cannot go into details about the gipsies in particular

countries, we may note that they are most numerous in Hungarj^, Turkey,

Gipsies in ^^^^ Roumania. In the latter small country, they number
Roumania. it is said between two and three hundred thousand, and were

till 1848 liable to be sold along with the land on M'hicli they squatted.

They were long kept in severe slavery there ; and at present they
perform many of the most laborious and menial offices, and are regarded
in many respects like negroes in slave-owning countries.



GERMAN AND POLISH JEWS.

CHAPTEE XXI.

Cf)e 3eto0 m a^urope.

The dispersion—Early wide diffusion—The Empire and Judaism—Persecution in Middle

Ages—Expvilsion from England and France—The Jews in Spain and Portugal—The modern
Jews in England—The Jews in France—German Jews—Austrian Jews—Russian Jews-
Roumanian Jews—Physical characters of Jews.

ALTHOUGH we cannot here go fully into the history and characteris-

tics of the Jews, a brief account will be given of their history and

present condition in Europe. The dispersion of Jews, which began in

the Assyrian and Babylonian captivities, culminated after the xhe

Eoman destruction of Jerusalem, in a.d. 70, when more than dispersion,

seven hundred Jews were taken to Eome, For some centuries those

leading Jews who remained in Palestine moulded the rabbinical tradi-

tions into the firm law of the Mishna ;
eventually the Talmud was

completed in the sixth century, and Judaism was fully equipped to exist

as a compact religious community when national life had become im-

possible.

In the first century, there were Jewish settlements in many parts

of Greece, Thrace and Macedonia, Eome, and the western shores of the

Mediterranean. It is well known how much this dispersion Early wide

promoted the first diffusion of Christianity. Their distinct- diffusion,

ness from all natives, and their early addiction to and success in trade

and in usury, made them generally dishked ; and the emperors more than

once banished them from Eome.
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When the Christian religion was adopted by Constantine, the State

began to persecute the Jews for their religion. In the year 315, Con-

. stantine made conversion from Christianity to Judaism penal

;

and and Constantius made marriages between Jews and Christians
Judaism,

p^^j^iyj^g^i^ie with death. Honorius declared Jews ineligible for

civil or military service ; and Justinian harassed them still more than

previous emperors.

At first the Jews prospered under the Germanic Empire, only being

locally oppressed. They did not attempt to hold land, but stuck to trade,

being even largely engaged in the slave-traffic. For a long time they

had no special legislation directed against them, although the Cliristian

Church continually endeavoured to subject them to disabilities. In the

p ^g
Middle Ages they were compelled to wear a conspicuous badge,

in Middle and often suffered severe^ from popular outbreaks. Although

the Popes discountenanced active persecutions, the populace,

enraged at their exactions of interest, which had been forbidden to

Christians by the Church, readily seized the pretext of religious differ-

ences, to treat them as heathens and heap contumely on them. At last

the Jews came to have no rights as citizens, and were unscrupulously

robbed and ill-treated by monarchs, notably by man}- EngHsh
from England ones. They were expelled from England in 1290, from France

ranee.
^^^ 1395^ from Spain and Portugal in 1492 and 1495. They

took refuge in Germany and Italy, where confusion reigned and, when
expelled from one city or State, they could take refuge in another.

It must be confessed that the Jews have owed much to the perse-

cutions they have undergone, without which it is doubtful if the}' could

The Jews in
^^'^^ maintained their individuality. In Spain many of them

Spain and became Roman Catholics rather than be banished, and conse-

quently they were speedily absorbed in the nation, having
been granted full civil rights. In Portugal, where civil rights and
dignities were denied them, they remained apart, though they were
compelled to change their religion.

A vivid picture of the past treatment of the Jews has been given

by Mr. Israel Davis in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica." " Cut off from
their fellow-citizens, excluded by oppressive laws from all trades except

that of peddling in old clothes, and even from buying certain classes

of these, specially taxed, confined to Ghettos and Judengassen, strictly

prohibited from entering some towns, hmited in numbers in others,

forbidden to marry except under restrictions designed to check the

growth of the JcAvish population, disabled from employing Cliristian

servants or being members of trade guilds, the Jews seemed by their

abject condition to deserve the evils which were its cause." When a

man of great intellect arose among them, like Spinoza, he was almost

persecuted to death.

Cromwell readmitted the Jews to England ; but the Test Acts ex-
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eluded them from offices and from the bar. Many of the immigrants

were Spanish Jews, like the Disraelis, the Ricardos, and the
The modem .,-„., ^, t • i i

Jews in Lopes family. German Jews came over m large numbers
England.

^^^^^ ^^ accession of the house of Hanover. In 1832 the

right to vote was given them ; but they were not admitted to Parliament

till 1858. In modern times several Jews have been Lord Mayor of

London. There are over 60,000 Jews in Great Britain ; there were oiilj^

453 in Ireland in 1881.

There are about the same number of Jews in France as in Great

Britain. They began to return to France in the sixteenth century. At

The Jews ^^e French Revolution they were admitted to full citizenship
;

in France. ^.vA they played an important part in the wars of the Repub-

lic and Empire. Napoleon I. summoned a great Sanhedrin in 1807,

which drew up important resolutions, by which the Jews in France are

generally bound. Since 1831 the rabbis have been paid by the State.

The ministers Cremieux, Fould, and Jules Simon, Oppert the Assyri-

ologist, the composer Meyerbeer, the actresses Rachel and Sarah Bern-

hardt, are among the most notable French Jews.

In Germany the condition of the Jews was first elevated by the

intellectual vigour and social influence of Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786),

grandfather of the celebrated musician. In the last century the

'civil restrictions were gradually abolished, and consequently

transfer to Christianity became more frequent, giving to the world such

geniuses as Heine, Mendelssohn, and Neander. Various reformed con-

gregations arose, so that now-a-days in most German towns there exist

congregations of Orthodox and Reformed Jews. At present, Jews, by
creed or descent, are in the forefront of great movements in Germany.
Lassalle and Karl Marx, the apostles of socialism, Karl Blind and Herr
Lasker the Radicals, Auerbach the novelist, Benfey and Bernaj's the

scholars, are among the most noted names. The Jews number over half

a million in Germany.
Austria was long notorious for ill-treating Jews ; and thej- have only

recently (1860-68) acquired a tolerable degree of freedom. Their numbers
Austrian and approach a million and a half, a very large proportion
other Jews, being in Austrian Poland and in Hungary. In Italy they
were long most oppressively treated, and restricted to special quarters of

towns. They now number only about fifty thousand. In Greece they
are only a few thousand, but are quite free. Thej^ have recently begun
to return to Spain and Portugal.

Nearly seventy thousand Jews are found in Holland, where they-
have enjoyed great freedom during this century. In Norway and
Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, and Switzerland they are comparatively
few.

In Russia, the Jews are more than two millions six hundred thou-
sand, notwithstanding that they are more severely treated than any-
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where. The Polish Jews were very numerous when Russia conquered

Poland, and they have a language called Jiddish, which is a Russian

cui'ious mixture of German and Hebrew, in which a con- '^®^^-

siderable literature exists. The intolerance of the Russians has nearly

ruined the extensive commerce and manufactures of the Polish and
Lithuanian Jews, and they are loaded with taxes. They are kept out

of many callings ; and the people are permitted and even encouraged to

rise against them, wliich has led to odious acts of oppression.

The Roumanian Jews are also very numerous, being innkeepers, trades-

men, and artisans. They are subjected, too, to considerable disabilities.

Still, the chief bankers are Jews ; and the Roumanians would Roumanian
find it a hard matter to get on without them. They number J^ws.

about 70,000 in European Turkey, where, by the exertions of Sir Moses

Montefiore, they now suffer under no disabilities, and are eligible to offices.

Jews are now-a-days the shortest and narrowest of Europeans, and
round-headed like the Aryans. They have no absolutely characteristic

feature, despite the prevalent impression to the contrary. They .

have 21 per cent, blue-eyed, about 30 per cent, grey-eyed, and characters

49 per cent, brown ; 29 per cent, are fair-haired, 65 brown, ° ^^^'

and 16 black- haired. The curved aquiline nose is possessed by but

31 per cent., while 60 per cent, are straight- nosed, 3 per cent, flat-

nosed, and 6 per cent, retrousse. From these facts it is evident that the

Jewish race is by no means pure, and, in spite of its isolation, has been
largely mixed with both dark and light types. Yet there has been pre-

served in spite of these mixtures a striking Jewish type, very largely

handing down to us features which were prevalent at the time of Christ.

I
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iBi^tribution of Curopean jUacesi.

THE subjoined map indicates the main European races. The Arabic

figiTres stand for the following :— 1. Lapps ; 2. Samoyedes ; 3. Scan-

dinavians
; 4. Russians ; 5. Gipsies ; 6. Magyars ; 7. Serbs ; 8. Tartars

;

9. Turks; 10. Spaniards; 11. Italians; 12. Greeks; 13. Cii'cassians, etc.
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Irish

Gaels (Scotch Highlands)
Welsh ....
Cornish ....
Bretons (Brittany) .

3,000,000

600,000
1,000.000

200,000
1,300,000

The liglit-coloured portion of tlie map shows the regions where the

Aryans greatly predominate, and four main groups are indicated by

Roman numbers : I. Grseco-E-omans ; II. Basques ; III. Celts ; IV.

Teutons ; V. Slavs. The shaded regions are those which Mongoloid

peoples inhabit in considerable numbers, though, not by any means to the

exclusion of Aryans.

The following table shows approximately the distribution of races in

Europe :

—

CAUCASIANS.

ARYANS (also TERMED INDO-EUROPEANS).

A group of races which are believed to have originated in Central

Asia, and successively sent forth branches west into Europe, south into

India, and south-west into Persia and Asia Minor. Successive waves of

these invaders reached Western Europe. The Germans pressing upon

the French, and the Slavs on the Germans, are the modern forms of what
used to be the incursions of invading hordes.

Approximate Numbers.
Celts:— Probably the earliest Aryans
of Western Europe of whom we have
modern representatives. Besides their

evident members, they contribute a large
portion of the basis of the English and
the French peoples.

Teutons :—The fair, tall type of Northern
and Central Europe, inclvTding the greater
proportion of the inhabitants of Germany,
Austria proper, Holland, Belgium (part),

Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and
England. They have also in modern
times become widely distributed in all

}>arts of the globe. They are to a large
extent Protestants.

Letto-Lithuanians : — Now confined to
the South east of the Baltic, formerly
efxtending from the Baltic to the Black
Sea. The original Prussians belonged to
this stock.

Gr.eco-Romans :—There is no sufficiently

marked distinction of stock between
Greeks and Romans ; and their descen-
dants, too, are very much intermixed.
They became predominant both in the
Spanish Peninsula and in France ; but it

must be remembered that very many
Teutons, Celts, and other races have
gone to the making of the French, Span-
ish, and Portuguese peoples. They are
tnostly of a swarthy complexion, and are
to a large extent Roman Catholics.
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Approximate Nnmbers.

/ Russians 71,000,unL>

Slvvs:—The last great body of Aryan! Poles, in Eussia, Aiistria, and

immigrants into Europe, and that which \
Prussia . . . •

ii,UUU,UUU

has extended its borders most during the ) Servians Croats, and bloveu-

last 250 years. As a rule, their complexion \ ians (Austrian Empire) .
8,000,000

is swarthy, and the majority belong to the f Czechs (Bohemia and Moravia) 7,000,<JOO

Greek Church. 1^ rj^^^^i 97,000,000

Gipsies: -Probably wanderers from India, and related to some of the low-

caste Hindus 500.000

lEANIAXS.

A group of people for the most part inhabiting South-west Asia, of

which Persians are a chief branch, together with the Armenians.

Armenians:—Distributed in Turkey and South-eastern Europe, and belong-

ing to the Greek Church 300,000

Circassians :—Partly distributed in Turkey, Greece, and Eussia, but more

properly belonging to Asia (which see) .... 300,000

SEMITES.

A very marked type of the Caucasians, with peculiar languages, the

Jews and Arabs being the main divisions.

Jews:—Widely spread throughout Europe, often recognisable by their

hooked nose, but otherwise varying considerably in features,

and not inconsiderably mixed with the races among whom they

live 6,500,000

IBERIANS.

Basques :—Inhabiting Northern Spain and South-western France . . . 600,000

MONGOLOIDS.

Tliis group, mainly Asiatic, is represented in Europe by races which

have either preceded many of the Caucasians or have invaded Europe at

different times during or between the successive Aryan inroads.

Bulgarians (who have adopted a Slavonic language) 3,500,000

Permians and Volga Finns, &c., of Eussian Empire 2,000,000

Finnish Group :— \ Lapps and Finns (North Scandinavia and Finland) 3,000,000

Magyars (Hungary) 6,500,000

Samoyedes (North Eussia) 5,000

Turks :—The ruling race of the Ottoman Empire, belonging to the Osmanli

division of the Turks 1,250,000

Tartars :—Kirghiz, Kalmucks, &c., who have invaded and settled at various ^

]ieriods in European Eussia 3,500,000

^



CHAPTER XXIII.

WHAT now are man's living companions or co-dwellers in this

supreme continent ? We will mention the principal in the

W .9

order of their classes and groups. Reference to the map will, by the

numbers affixed, indicate one or more places where they are found. The
IV.
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darkly shaded portions show the more elevated tracts of land, the Ughter

portions, the plains or lowlands.

1. POLAR BEAR. 2. SEAL.

The order of Monkeys finds but one representative in Europe, the

Barbary Ape (22), one of the most frequent companions of the organ-

grinder, but naturally resident only on the Eock of Gibraltar, so far as

Europe is concerned. But they abound in Morocco and Barbary. This

is the ape that Galen dissected more than seventeen hundred years ago.

It is a rock-loving creature, and lives in trees near rocks. It is about the

size of a fox, and moves naturally on all fours, often squatting on its

haunches. It has merely the stump of a tail. It is said that when the

English first took possession of Gibraltar, the sentries were frequently

£. ^1

3. LEMMINGS. 4r. REINDEER. 5. GLUTTON.

alarmed by the appearance of these apes at night in the galleries.
^
More

over, it appears that the apes saved Gibraltar for the Enghsh
;
for thei:
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noise aroused them when a secret attack was being made by the Spaniards
pre^dous to the great siege.

Among the Carnivorons animals ^
we of course have the Cat, tame and

wild, the latter (10) still found in all

the wooded parts of Europe—Russia,

Grermany, Hungary, and even in the

northern parts of England, Scotland,

and Ireland. Killing more than it can

eat, it is often very injurious in the

neighbourhood of preserves ; but mice

and small birds are its true prey.

Twenty-six mice have been found in

the stomach of a single wild cat. The
Cat family is further represented in

Northern and even in Central Europe

by the Lynx, a much larger animal than the wild cat, and the most
dangerous beast of prey remaining in Europe—patient, noiseless, watch-
ful. He approaches cautiously, springs suddenly, and often kills by
breaking the neck of his victim ; bloodthirstiness is stamped upon him.

We all know the services and the varieties of Dogs, as domestic
animals of untold utility in watching, hunting, and shepherding, and of
scarcely less value as faithful, friendly, and intelHgent companions. We
find remains of bones of dogs mingled with the refuse of the preliistoric

people of Europe. Also among many old peoples of Europe dogs were
frequently offered as sacrifices to the gods. THe Greeks and Romans

6. SEAGULL. 7. EIDER DUCK.

> M>;

8. WOLF. 9. MOOSE DEEB.

even ate dogs. The sheep-dogs of Hungary are found presenting great

resemblances to the Wolf (8), which in its turn can be tamed by hunger
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and confinement. The wolf still survives in most of the countries of

Europe which contain extensive forests, and was only extirpated in 'this

country about two centuries ago. Wolves hunt their prey in packs, like

dogs. Except when hungry, they are in their wild state cowardly. The

Jackal (30) is another dog, found in South Europe as well as in Asia

and North Africa, remarkably resembling both dogs and wolves in

habits. The Foxes, a somewhat distinct group of the family, resemble

the cats in the slit-like appearance of the pupil under a strong light

;

and their long, thick, bushy tail is quite a striking feature. The Com-

mon Fox is a very wide-spread animal, slightly varied in form, but

essentially the same throughout most of Europe, Asia, North Africa, and

America.

Of Bears, Europe has the Brown (12),—which also ranges to Siberia

and Japan,—and the White or Polar (1). The former, about six feet long,

is a vegetarian for the most part, roots and berries forming the staple of

his food. Honey is a favourite article of his diet, and ants are a special

11 '^f.

'y^'
^. :---•^Si*^,^i^^^'^^g,:.f?Si';;:^|jffc»

11. AUROCHS. 12. BROWN BEAR.

dainty
;
but he sometimes makes a meal off the smaller quadrupeds.

Records, not so long ago, tell of times when bear-baiting was fashionable
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ill England ; and London contained many bear-gardens, where the poor

creatures were, for amusement, done to death by dogs. Queen Elizabeth

even patronised the " sport " ; and the Keepership of the Royal Bear

Ward was an honourable office.

The Polar Bear, inhabiting only the coldest regions, is the largest

and strongest of the group, sometimes nearly nine feet long. It is

entirely carnivorous, living chiefly on the carcases of dead whales, seals,

and other arctic animals. It walks safely on the slippery ice, owing to

the hairiness of the soles of its feet.

The Glutton (5), the largest of the Weasel group, is rather abundant

in all northern arctic regions. It feeds chiefly on the smaUer quadrupeds,

such as Lemmings, and is both strong and cunning, showing as much
skill in utilising traps set for other animals as in avoiding those set to

13. BEARDED VULTURE. 14. MOUFFLON.

catch him. The Marten, the Weasel, the Stoat, and the Polecat are other

European members of this order, chiefly in subarctic and temperate

climes. Their destructiveness to poultry is endless, but they partly make
up for this by their voracity of rats and mice.

The Badger is the largest and heaviest of our own predacious quadru-

peds. Formerly badgers were kept for "badger baiting," the animal

being attacked by a number of dogs while confined in a barrel, its strong

jaws and teeth enabling it often to give an account of a considerable

number of its enemies.

The Otter is an aquatic relative of the Bear familj^, and has skill

both on land and in water. They have webbed toes and a powerful

tail for swimming, and prey upon fish. They are even trained, in India

and China, to catch fish for their masters. Otter-hunting is by no means
extinct in this country.
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The truly Marine Carnivora are represented on most European coasts

by the Common Seal (2), from three to six feet in length. It belongs to

5^.--^;-fe-:!r^^.^N . ^^V/V/g\ ^3^fmfKfc^^^

I i fr- 'iV

:^i

15. BUST.VUD. 16. SAIGA ANTELOPE.

the group of earless seals, with no external ear. Seals of various species

are of immense value to arctic residents, affording food, oil, fur, and skin

for clothing and covering of huts and boats, and tendons for sewing.

Among European animals we must also include several forms of

Whales and Dolphins, those marine mammals which manage to suckle

their young in the water. Shoals of Porpoises are common about our

islands and in the Mediterranean, and feed on fish, such as mackerel, pil-

chard, and herring. Formerly porpoise flesh was eaten in Lent, bemg

regarded as " fish." Members of this Cetacean gi'oup are not averse to

preying upon each other, as witness the Killer Whale, a large animal

which reaches from twenty to thirty feet in length ;
it has been found

with no fewer than thirteen porpoises and fourteen seals in its stomach

at one time. The Common Dolphin, with its long rows of simple teeth,

contrasts markedly with the Biscay Whale, one of those which have no

teeth, and huge plates of baleen hanging from the upper jaw.

Coming next to the hoofed animals, the odd-toed group is now only

represented in Europe by the Horses and Asses, which however do not

appear to be natives, although introduced from Asia and domesticated

before historic records began. The even-toed group is also rather scantily

represented in Europe, except by the domesticated Oxen, Sheep, and

Pigs. The Wild Boar, still found in many forest regions, is naturally a

night feeder, and chiefly eats roots. It existed in this country till some

time early in the seventeenth century ; and hunting it was a favom'ite

sport, as it still is on the Continent.

The chief European Ruminants are the Moufflon (14), the Ibex (17),

the Chamois (18), the Aurochs (11), the Buffalo (2G), the Elk or Moose (9),

the Reindeer (4), and the Saiga (16). The Moufflon of Corsica and Sar-

dinia, formerly abundant in Spain, is a wild sheep with a very short tail.

The bearded Goats are represented by the Ibex of the Alps and Pyrenees,
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Avith large and rugged lionis in the male ; the Gazelles, by the so-called

Saiga Antelope of the steppes of Southern Russia, marked by very ex-

panded and somewhat produced nostrils, and having short upright horns
;

and the true Antelopes, by the Chamois of European snowy mountains,

whose senses are most acute, and whose leaps and surefootedness are

astonishing. It feeds in flocks and is very difficult to approach, a sentinel

being always appointed.

European Oxen, which have some wild forms like the Chillingham

cattle, differ from the Bisons, to which group the Aurochs (11) belongs, by

the latter having a mane and a beard. They are strictly protected in the

Lithuanian and South Russian forests. Csesar describes them as very

fierce in his time, sparing neither man nor beast. The Buffalo, found in

South Europe, North Africa, and India, has triangular flattened horns.

The Elk, or Moose, (9) of the northern forests, is the largest existing

kind of deer, being in some cases eight feet high. The antlers of the

male, shed annually and reproduced, are broad and palm-like. It is the

17. IBEX. 18. CHAMOIS. 19. MARMOT.

shyest of all the deer, and exceedingly quick ol scent ; so that hunting the

moose is a most exciting sport. The Red and Fallow Deer, and the Roe-

I
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buck of our own country and many parts of Europe, are much smaller

and have highly branched antlers. The Reindeer of the Arctic regions

is remarkable in that both males and females have antlers. Its hoof

is singularly broad and deeply cleft, so as to spread well over the ice and

snow. It is very hardy, and able to go without food for several days

without injury. As a domestic animal, it is invaluable to the Laplander,

being able to drag a sledge eighty miles a day for days together, with-

out apparent fatigue. They migrate continually in search of food in

their long winter, and depend largely on lichens found on tree boughs

and under the snow on the ground.

The Bats, or birdlike Mammals, are represented in Europe by the

Horse-shoe Bats, Avith appendages to the nose from which the name is

derived, and by the long-eared Common Bats, which are insectivorous.

Their relatives, the Insectivorous order, are found everywhere in Europe

20. FLAMINGO. 21. PELICAN.

except the North, in the form of Hedgehogs, covered with spiny hairs.

Though typically insect-eaters, they by no means object to frogs, mice,
and even small snakes, being impervious to attack owing to their power of

coiling themselves up. The Mole is a less seen but no less active buiTOw-
ing member of the group ; and Shrews, often known as Shrew-mice, are

extremely abundant, and are capable of killing and eating each other, an
unnecessary act of carnage, as they are themselves so ruthlessly slaugh-
tered by cats, weasels, and owls.

The Eodents, or gnawing animals, exist in this country and the
European continent in the well-known forms of Squin^els, Marmots (19),

Beavers, Dormice, Rats and Mice, Voles, Lemmings (3), Porcupines (27),

and Hares and Rabbits. The lively little Squirrels, so agile upon trees, so

clever in nut- cracking, and so destructive to young buds and shoots ; the
larger Marmot of the Alps, P^-renees, and Carpathians, living socially in
groups in underground burrows

; the Beavers, formerly abounding in our
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22. BAKB.VRY APE,

own fens, but now restricted to Scandinavia, Russia, Poland, and Austria
;

tlie multitudinous forms of Eats and Mice, the former often fierce destroyers

of human food, and often no less fond of animal food

—as witness their destruction of dead horses in Paris

;

the Lemming, occurring in countless numbers in

Norway, among the peat mosses, often denuding a

whole neighbourhood of every leaf, and frequently

marching in myriads in a straight line and swimming
over water, swarming though preyed on by every

beast and bird of prey
;
form a sufficiently varied

assemblage. Yet they are well contrasted with the

Porcupine of South Europe, with its long curved

spines, some of them fifteen or sixteen inches long, burrowing in holes

among rocks or in. earth, sleeping by day, and feeding by night on

herbage, fruit, and roots. He is by no means so dangerous as he

appears
;
and the old tale of his shooting his darts at his enemies arises

from the spines not unfrequently falling off.

Hares and Rabbits, universally present and
appreciated, timid and swift, giving occasion

to some of the most highly-regarded sport

afforded by any animal, complete our list at

once of- Rodents and of Mammals; for the

Edentates, the Marsupials, and the Mono-
tremes do not occur in Europe.

The Great Birds of Prey are represented

among us,—though it is reported as we write

to be finally extinct in the Alps,—^by the

Bearded Vulture (13), the largest of European birds, haunting the Alps

and Southern Europe, where it makes the smaller quadrupeds and

various birds its prey. It destroys many young chamois ; and its German
name, Lammergeier, or lamb-vulture, indicates the damage it does among
the flocks. We have also the Griffon and various other Vultures, the

Hawks, Eagles, Falcons, Kites, and Buzzards, and finally the Owls, The
fine Golden Eagle is becoming extinct in Great Britain. " He is a noble

bird," says Macgillivray, "powerful, independent, proud, and ferocious,

regardless of the weal or woe of others, and intent solely on the gratifica-

23. cham.elEon, 24. SCOKPION.

25. ST0EGEON,

tion of his own appetites ; without generosity, without honour, bold

against the defenceless, but ever ready to sneak from danger,"

The Falcons, Hawks, and Eagles have the outer toe not reversible,
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while the Owls have it reversible, and can turn it backwards and forwards

at pleasure. The Owls, too, have a very short thick neck and great head
;

but their beak shows them to be true birds of prey, as mice and rats

could testify. The common Bain Owl is one of the best friends to the

agriculturist, and should never be destroyed. When it is feeding its

young, it will bring a mouse to the nest at night every quarter of an

hour.

It would be impossible to enumerate in our space all the principal

kinds of birds which inhabit Europe ;
but a brief selection must suffice.

Cuckoos and Woodpeckers, with toes two in front and two behind, and

the latter with their remarkably long tongue
;
the Kingfishers, brilliant

and shy ; and the Swifts, both wide-gaping, the latter a perpetual subject

of admiration for their rapid wheeling evolutions, are the more important

Picarian birds. Our Passerine, or true percliing, birds range through such

familiar carrion eaters as the Rook, Crow, Raven, Jackdaw, and Magpie,

26. BUFFALO. 27. POKCDPINE.

to the sweet songsters, Nightingales, Thrushes, Warblers, Wrens, and
Robins. Macgillivray, in his fine description of the Thrush, says, its song
" enters into the soul, melts the heart into tenderness, diffuses a holy calm,

and connects the peace of earth with the transcendent happiness of

heaven."

In the great group allied to the Finches, we have the Wagtails and
Larks, which have large feet forwalking rather than hopping, and gain their

subsistence on the ground.; the Swallows and Martins, with their amazing
powers of flight ; the true Finches, mostly favourite singers ; the Sparrows,

those sombre street-hoppers and twitterers ; and the Starlings, so destruc-

tive to insects. This group includes as melodious songsters as the last.

Macgillivray says, that the song of the lark is " certainly not musical, for

its notes are not finely modulated, nor its tones mellow ; but it is cheerful

and cheering to the highest degree, and protracted beyond all compari-
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son." Of Pigeons and Doves Europe has its full. share, both wild and

domestic, as well as of Game Birds, Pheasants, Grouse, Partridges, Quails,

and Common Fowls, eating grain, insects, and small worms. The Turkey,

though named as if a native of that country, is really an importation

from America, and was not introduced into England till the sixteenth

century. The Ptarmigan of North Scotland and many European moun-
tains is remarkable for the contrast between its dark summer plumage,

its ashen grey autumn coat, and its white winter covering.

The Wading Birds include many forms which migrate to far distances,

as for instance many of the Crakes, which travel as far as South Africa, to

avoid our winter, but nest in Europe during the summer. The Water-

hens, Coots, and Snipes, Plovers, and Curlews, are small members of this

group. The Bustard (15) is much larger. It was formerly common on

the fens of some parts of England, but is now found in Germany and the

South and East of Europe ; it also frequents Africa and Central Asia.

It presents many resemblances to the Game Birds. Bustards are said

j^^/. ^^'•^'^>^^^^^'^

28. CRANE. 29. STORK.

sometimes to reach the age of fifty. The Crane (28) and Stork (29) are

among the most migratory of birds. The Crane visits the North of

Europe and Asia in spring, returning in autumn to Africa and Southern

Asia. The Wliite Stork comes in spring to Central Europe, and departs

for Asia and Africa in September. Cranes are very capable of domestica-

tion and extremely intelligent, being even able to keep cattle together

like a dog. The Storks have much longer bills than the Cranes ;
both

birds occasionally find their way to England. The well-known Heron is

often seen on our coasts enjoying crabs and shrimps, fish and frogs.

The European Flamingo (20) is a migratory visitor to South-east

Europe, Hving near coasts, on lagoons and salt lakes, swimming with

its webbed feet, wading with its long legs, and diving with its long neck

for marine prey. The Pelican (21) is still more peculiar, with its great

pouch under the bill, capable of being distended greatly to hold fish

in store. It is more abundant in North Africa and West Asia than in

Southern Europe. The Swans, Ducks, and Geese are most familiar web-

i
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footed birds, the Wild Ducks still breeding in many parts of the British

Islands. The Eider Duck (7) is an Arctic member of the same group,

having soft down combining warmth and lightness to a remarkable
degree. This the female pulls from her own body to line her nest, being

robbed by the natives of Norway and Sweden continually, while the

poor bird supplies the deficiency again and again till her supply, which
may reach half a pound, is exhausted. Cormorants are very abundant
on little-visited coasts and islands of Europe, and even on our own Fame
Islands off the coast of Northumberland. Finally, the Gulls, Petrels,

and Divers represent the predacious sea-birds. The GuU (6) might be
termed the glutton of the sea. All kinds of smaller fish, the floating

carcases of seals and whales, molluscs and crabs dug out by his strong

bill on the coast, serve his voracious appetite. Sometimes, especially in

rough weather, he comes far inland, and picks up worms in the fields.

The Reptiles do not contribute greatly to the animals of Europe.

The Vipers are the only poisonous snakes. The common Greek Tortoise

(31) is an inhabitant of the Mediterranean shores. A species of Chamas-
leon (23), has become naturalised in South Europe ; it can dart out its

tongue to a great length, and so catches its insect food. Various Lizards,

and the lively Geckos which run up smooth walls and along ceihugs, are

also European. Frogs, Toads, and Newts it is needless to enumerate.
Of Fishes, our Salmon is the king in an edible sense, as the Shark

is in a predatory sense; but the Sturgeon (25), is the "royal fish," imr
excellence.^ as being rare in this country. It is abundant, however, in the

Russian and other European rivers. The other inhabitants of the sea we
cannot enumerate, as a bare outline would require a volume.

The little Scorpion, figured in (24), is abundant in South European
countries; but its sting has not nearly such serious effects as that of

African species.

30. JACKAL. 31. GREEK TORTOISE.



CHAPTEE XXIV.
European plants?*

TAKING the Trees according to their distribution in chmate, we find

in the Southern or subtropical parts of Europe many forest trees known

O S

W -2

(in our own chmate, though sometimes represented by somewhat different

'species, as in the case of the Cork Oak (31) of Spain and Italy, whose
237
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1. ICELAND MOSS. 2. KEINDEER MOSS. 3. DWAKF BIRCH.

4. TEAZLE. 5. GLASSWORT. 6. MADDER PLANT.

^ thick and closelj-com-

f/ pressed bark is regularly

peeled to provide ns with

cork. The true Chest-

nut-tree (136), with its

large oval leaves and
edible fruit, is alhed to ^
the Oak, and differs great-

/ ly from the Horse-chest-

nut, with its branched
palmate leaves and showy
pyramids of flowers. The
Plane-tree (14) of Greece

and Asia Minor, with its beautiful palmately lobed leaves, has proved

itself very adaptable to a new climate, and has become quite acclimatised

in London parks and squares. It was much valued as an ornamental

7. SAFFLOWER. 8. SAFFRON. 9. EDELWEISS. 10. ALPINE ROSE.
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tree by tlie

ancients, and

was planted

in the groves

wliere learn-

ing had her

seat.

In this

southern re-

gion are to

be found
many valu-

able fruit-

trees. The
especially

Orange - tree

(21) with its

white frag-

rant flowers,

sacred to

brides, and

its univer-
sally-appre-

ciated fruit,

divided into

num er ou s

esculent seg-

ments, flour-

ishes inSpain

Other highly valued species are the Lemon and Citron. The

DWARF PINE 12. SWISS PINE.

Pomegranate (22), a member of the Myrtle order, with its brilliant blossom

and complicated rows of seed-bearing cavities in the fruit, is a native of

Africa, whence it was brought to Southern Europe. Among the ancients

the fruit was much prized, and dedicated to the goddesses Proserpine

and Juno. The Fig-tree (23), with its large, broad, sinuously-lobed

leaves, and curious hollowed floral receptacle, which becomes converted

into a luscious fruit, is found in a wild state all over the Levant, but will

grow in the open air in the South of England.

The White Mulberry (16), belonging to the same order as the Fig, is

largely cultivated in South Europe for feeding silkworms, having been

introduced there from China. Our English species is the Black Mulberry,

whose fruit is more attractive. The Ohve (20), another southern tree,

very characteristic, with its taper leaves and bright green fruit, was in

ancient times considered the emblem of peace ; and injury done to a tree

13a. PINE-CONE AND CHESTNUT
LEAF AND FBUIT.

13&. CHESTNUT-TREE. 14. PLANE-TREE.
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in an olive grove was looked upon as sacrilege. Envoys of vanquished

nations, or armies coming to sue for peace, carried olive branches in their

15. MAIZE. 16. WHITE MULBERRY. 17a. PISTACHIO FRUIT. Ylh. MASTIC-TREE.

hands. The wood, being capable of taking a high polish, is frequently

used in ornamental cabinet work ; but the oil expressed from the fleshy

fruit is its most valuable product.

18. I'INE. 19. CYPRESS. 20. OLIVE-TREE.

The Laurel (26) and Myrtle (25), though more properly belonging
to warmer climes, can flourish in a reduced form in our own country.

1
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They have been, from^the days of ancient Greece downwards, the sym-
bols respectively of victory and of youth and beauty. The Mastic-tree

21. ORANGE-TREE. 22. POMEGRANATE-TREK. 23. FIG-TREE.

(176) is a resinous tree from wliich are obtained the resinous, seed-Hke,

aromatic globules used in various kinds of varnishes, incense powders,

etc. The Pistachio-nuts (17rt) so largely used in Eastern cookery, are the

fruit of another species of Mastic. The Dwarf or Fan-Palm (30) is

24. ACANTHUS. 25. MYRTLE. 26. LAUREL.

almost the only European genus of Palm. One species is sufficiently

hardy to grow out of doors in the South of England. The stalks of the

IV. R
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leaves are used as walking-canes ; and their fibres are extensively used as

27. FIG cAcrrs, ok 28. caper shrub. 2y. agave.

PRICKLY PEAR.

i30. DWARF PALM.

a substitute for horse-hair. The Date Palm has however been naturaliseii

in Southern Europe.

A¥e have further to mention, among denizens of the southern region,

the free-growing and rich-fruiting Vines ; the Opium Poppj^ of Turkej^
;

the Caper (28), whose ilower-buds furnish the agreeable sauce to boiled

mutton; the Rock
Roses, which are so

charming a feature of

the Riviera; the Locust-

tree (32), whose long,

sweet - flavoured pods,

often known as St.

John's bread, or carobs,

are used for feeding horses in Spain

;

the Almond and the Portugal Laui'el,

both yielding a considerable amount
of prussic acid when the seeds are

bruised
; the Syringa or Mock Orange

of slnubberies, with its fragrant

flowers ; the Prickly Pear or Indian

Fig (27), naturalised in South Europe ,'

the American Aloe, or Agave (29),

first brought to Europe in 1561 ; the

Acanthus (24), the subject, among
other sculptural representations, of the capital of the Corinthian column.

i
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3'2((. LOCUST-TREE. 326. FRUIT OF THE LOCUST-TREE.

xA.mong Grasses and Cereals the soutlieni regions grow, in addition to

Wheat, Rice, Millet, and Maize (15) ; among Pines, the Stone Pine with
edible seeds, as well as Cedars and
Cypress trees (19). The latter is well

known as a symbol of grief. The
Romans used to lay branches of cy-

press on the coffinb

of their deceased

friends ; and the

Mahoijietans plant

them in their
bnrial-places.

Pines and Firs,

however (11, 12, 18),

are more character-

istic of Northern

latitudes and moun-
tains. '"' Their ever-

fresh green," says Humboldt, " brightens up the wintry landscape. It

seems to announce to the polar nations, that when snow and ice cover

the ground, the inner life of plants, like the Promethean fire, is never

extinguished on our planet." Among other trees adapted^tocold chmates

is the Dwarf Birch (3).

Among plants interesting to tourists on the one hand, and com-
mercial men on the other, we may note the Edelweiss (9) and the Alpine

Rose (10), the Saffron (8), Safaower (7), and Madder (6), the Fuller's

Teazle (4), and the Grlasswort (5). Finally, we may notice two Lichens,

which are commonly called mosses ; the Iceland Moss, growing in Iceland

and the northern parts of Sweden and Norway, and on liigh mountains
in Central Europe—it is used sometimes as a food, more often as a

medicine ; and the well-known Reindeer Moss (2), the food of the rein-

deer in winter, which they find by scraping away the snow with their

hoofs.

Altogether, Europe exhibits mainly a temperate flora, but there has:

been much intermixture owing to the great efforts made to acclimatise

foreign plants. Perhaps the most striking of the plant groups is that

known as the Alpine, which occurs at corresponding heights on all the

great mountain systems, and which proves to us that at a former period

the climate at the base of these mountains and in the intervening regions

was cold enough to allow all these plants to flourish, while the subsequent

changes of climate have been such as to extinguish these plants in the

lowlands and drive them higher up each mountain system. Grentians,

auriculas, and saxifrages may be mentioned as specially characterising

the Alpine flora. Many plants found on high mountains in Southern
Europe are also found in Spitzbergen.

II



BOOK II.

THE INHABITANTS OF ASIA.

CHAPTER I.

TOe eaii)) $nl)abitantd anti ^i£itoii> of $ntjia*

India a museum of races—Prehistoric races—Arrival of the Aryans —The aborigines they found

there—Faculties and possessions of the Aryans—Progress of the Aryans—The Aryan organi-

sation and beliefs—Their view of a future state—Callings and castes—Influence of the

priests—Rise of castes—Supremacy of the Brahmans—Code of Manu^Rights and duties

defined Adaptation to lower classes—Rise of Buddhism—Story of Gautama— Mission of

Gautama Spread of Buddhism—Asoka's council—Buddhist fluctuations—Decline of Budd-

hism in India—Alexander the Great and India—Alexander's retirement—Seleucus and

Chandra Gupta—Megasthenes—Western influence on India—Mongolian conquerors—The

Jats—First Mahometan invasion—Sultan Mahmoud—Mohammed Ghori— AUah-ud-din-Khilji

—Tamerlane Baber Kingdom of Madura—Empire of Vijayanaga—Conquests of Baber—
Reign of Akbar-Akbar's civil and religious policy-

Shah Jahan—The Taj Mahal -Conquests of Aurungzebe

—Rise of the Mahrattas—Nadir Shah—The Nawabs and

Maharajahs.

NDIA," says Sir AV. W. Hunter, - forms

a great museum of races, in wliicli we
can study man from liis lowest to his highest

stages of culture." So, also, the liistory

J
of India is like an epitome of'

a museum of history, for it has successively

passed through nearly all stages,

and x'onie in contact with nearly all ^-reat

conquering powers. The Russian is still

liold back, but who can say how near the

attack may be ?
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When we first discern anything of human life in India, we find

remains of a palaeohthic people in the Nerbuddah valley, where their

agate knives and rough flint implements have been unearthed,
prehistoric

together with remains of extinct species of elephant and hip- races,

popotamus. Neolithic tribes, using polished flint implements, succeeded

them, destitute of all metals. Then later, approaching the liistoric

period, there are rude stone circles, upright slabs, and mounds, all of

them sepulchral, the remains in which show that the makers had iron

weapons and earthenware vessels, and wore ornaments both of copper

and gold. Some of the later of these burial-places have yielded Roman
coins. These peoples have left no other sign of their existence

; and it is

impossible now to be certain to which of the now remaining aborigines

of India they were related.

The earliest traces of India in history or literature indicate to us the

arrival in India of the Aryan fair-skinned races from Central Asia,

entering by the north-west. Then arose a fierce and long- Arrival of

continued struggle, animated by strong race-antagonism ; for ^^® Aryans,

the new comers represented the stock which has proved itself highest

throughout the world, the comparatively fair-skinned, constructive, poetic

Aryans. They were proud of their finely-shaped features and fair com-

plexion, so much so that their Sanscrit word for colour (varna) came to

mean race, or caste. Their epic, the Rig-Veda, terms the Indian abori-

gines Dasyas (enemies), and Dasas (slaves). They evidently could not

endure the ugly features of their predecessors, whom they termed

noseless or flat-nosed, and whom they contemned as gross feeders on flesh,

raw-eaters, without gods and without rites. Yet notwithstanding such

contempt, the aboriginal peoples were numerous enough and .

persistent enough to remain in large numbers, to mingle gines they

extensively with the conquerors,—so much so that five-sixths of °"^ ®^®'

the present population are of mixed origin,—to ultimately form alliances

in some cases with the Aryan invaders, and even to furnish rulers for

powerful Indian kingdoms. But many of them have never put on even

a superficial civilisation. They have been driven into the hills, forests,

and jungles, and have successfully resisted all attempts to civilise them.

They form the most interesting and varied collection of primitive races,

perhaps, which can be found on the globe. But they have little part in

history, and must be described after the general history of India has

been reviewed.

The Aryans brought to Lidia a more powerful physique, nurtured

on the lofty table-lands of Central Asia, and much greater intellectual

attainments than were possessed by those whom they con-

quered. They had many cattle, cultivated grains, were^poggggaio^

acquainted with cooking, and preferred cooked food to raw, ^ ^^^
wore clothes, wliich they wove and sewed themselves, and

had some metals and metallic implements. The extent of their affinity

It
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to modern Europeans may be partly indicated by the fact that the

important words " father," " motlier," "' brother," " sister," " widow," and

several numerals are essentially the same in Sanscrit and in most Eu-
ropean languages.

The immigration of the Aryans into India was a gradual process, to

be measured by centuries, long before the Christian era. They con-

Progress of 'l^^e^ed, settled, and multiplied
;
and as their numbers or their

the Aryans, enterprise increased, they pressed onwards, in time mastering

the Punjab, the base of the Himalayas, and then extending to the Ganges
valley. The Rig Veda, their ancient hymnal, in its successive portions,

exhibits the stages of their settlements, from their first entry into India

to their arrival, before 300 B.C., at the delta of the Ganges. By the

second century a.d. they were established at the extreme south of India.

At the period of the Vedas, caste in its modern sense was unknown.
The father of each family was its priest ; and the chieftain was the

The Aryan P^^^^^ ^f liis tribe, only on special occasions calling in some
organisation one specially skilled to conduct the sacrifice. Marriage was
and beliefs

i. <j o
sacred, and women were honoured ; widows were not burned

on their husbands' funeral piles. They believed in di\anities which re-

presented the great powers of nature, such as the Father-heaven (D3'aush-

pitar), equivalent to Zeus and Jupiter ; as well as Mother-earth ; the

Encompassing Sky (Varuna) ; and Indra, the aqueous vapour bringing

fertihsing rains
; Agni, the god of fire ; the storm gods, and many others,

A conspicuous feature of these gods, was their friendly propitious nature.

The fierce gods of the later Brahmanism were unknown in the Rig Veda.
The Aryans introduced cremation on the funeral pile, as their mode not

merely of getting rid of a decaying body, but as accomplishing the libera-

tion of man's immortal part from the body. " As for liis unborn part,"

they sang, " Do thou, Agni, quicken it with thy heat ; let thy flame and

Their view of *^^y brightness quicken it; convey it to the world of the
a future righteous." In believing: in the soul's immediate passage to
state. ^ X' &

a state of blessedness and reunion with those loved ones who
iiad preceded it, they anticipated the widely prevalent belief and aspira-

tion of their kin in Europe.
The Veda represents to us the Aryans as divided into numerous

callings : husbandmen, carpenters, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, goldsmiths

Callings and even. Cattle formed their principal wealth, and the}^ ate beef
castes,

.-^j^^ drank fermented liquor, offering also the same to their

gods. Although skilled in the use of the plough, and already forming

villages and towns rather than encampments, the taste for wandering

was still on them, and impelled them to travel. As they w^ent on con-

quering, they became chaiiged from groups of loosely-connected tribes

into nations under kings and priests
; and the great system of caste was

developed.

Some castes no doubt owed their origin to the priests. The great
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sacrifices being conducted by tliose specially skilled, families of such

priests arose, among whom the hymns and sacrificial rites influence of

were transmitted from father to son, and they became of the priests,

special importance to the tribes. " That king," says the Veda, " before

whom marches the priest, he alone dwells well-established in his own
house ; to him the people bow down. The king who gives wealth to the

priest, he will conquer ;
him the gods will protect," The potent prayer

was termed " brahma," and he who offered it, " brahman." It is easy to

understand that the brahmans magnified their office, developed their

ritual, and acquired varied assistants, who, from their functions becoming

stereotyped and then* offices hereditary, formed castes.

But other castes simultaneously grew up. The superior warriors,

who were Kshattriyas, " companions of the king," and have now come

to be called " Rajput," or of royal descent, became markedly Rigg of

distinct from the husbandmen, or Vaisyas ; and the two castes,

classes ceased to intermarry. But both these were far superior to the

Dasas, or black slaves, whom they contemned as '' once-born," whereas

they themselves were " twice-born," and alone might attend the religious

festivals.

As time went on, there was a remarkable struggle for supremacy

between the warrior caste and the Brahmans, who claimed that only

members of their famiUes could be priests, and taught that „
. .

Supremacy
they were divinely appointed priests from the beginning, of the

having come forth from the mouth of God. In some tribes

the Brahmans gained undisputed supremacy, especially in the land of the

great river valleys of the Ganges and Jumna, and were regarded as

divinely inspired
; and when a king or ruler gained admission to their

fraternity, they explained it as the reward of penances or as a mark of

special divine favour. They developed a remarkable literature, and con-

centrated in their hands all religion and pliilosophy, with the principal

arts and sciences as subsidiary spheres of activity. By their ability and
skill they succeeded in elevating themselves to the positions of highest

influence, and impressed their language, their religion, and their laws

throughout India, That the Brahman system had in it a wonderful

suitability to the people it controlled, is evident from the fact that it has

lasted in various forms for three thousand years, and now exliibits no
signs of speedy downfall. It has survived the assaults of Buddhism, of

Greek, Mongolian, Mahometan, and British conquests, and it still sup-

plies advisers to Hindu princes and teachers to the people.

The Brahmans early saw the importance of codes of law, and of

ascribing to them a divine origin ; and in the code of Manu, dating from
about the fifth century B.C., though portions are probably code of

much older, and in the Yajna-Valkya, dating from the early ^^"•

times of Buddhism, they laid down rules to guide almost the whole

of the circumstances of life. No opportunity was lost of inculca.ting
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mental cultivation on Brahmans, aiul of insisting onT^tlie reverence,

obedience, and honour to be shown to all educated Brahmans. |^No

slight amount of skill was evinced in the way in which the usages

of the Aryans were thus gathered into fixed codes. Domestic and civil

rights and duties were defined, the administration of justice regulated,

and systems of purification and penance laid down. The
duties de- permissible employments of the various castes were distinctly

® presented, and strict rules laid down about non-intermixture

of the castes, the higher being forbidden to eat, drink, or hold social

intercourse with the lower, who were punished heavily for even touching

those of higher caste. Yet even at this early period a vast multitude

of peoj)lp of mixed origin had arisen, who had to be assigned to special

castes ; and this has continued to the present day, when there are at least

three hunrh'ed distinct castes.

While thus founded on intellectual power sanctioned by supposed

divine authority, the Brahman system really appealed intensely to

indivifkial prejudices and exclusiveness, while yet capable of

to lower recognising changes in time and space. The Brahman legis-
ciasses.

j^tors believed in preserving local and tribal laws and customs.

The higher castes established and preserved themselves as peoples within

peoples, by obeying laws addressed to higher intelligence, while they

carefully conciliated people in lower stages of civiUsation,

Nevertheless Brahman exclusiveness and severity became too oppres-

sive to retain undisputed sway ; and the occurrence of able religious and

Rise of social teachers in other castes than theirs was at last most
Buddhism, conspicuously signalised in the person of the great originator

of Buddhism, We can only briefly refer here to the marvellous career

of Gautama, born about 500 b.c, the son of the ruler or rajah of the

tribe called Sakya, in the district of Gorakhpur (Oude). At the age

story of *^f twenty-nine he went into a seven 3'ears' retirement, which
Gautama, became known as " The great renunciation." He first studied

under able Brahmans and then went into the jungle on the north of
the Yindhya range, and with five companions, practised the severest

asceticism for seven years. ' At last he learnt, as he beUeved, the true
way to secure a pure heart, through overcoming impuritj", envy, and
hatred. Self-righteousness was the last enemy to be conquered, and
universal charity was to crown the whole. Gautama, thus charged with
truth, felt that he had become the Buddha, the Enlightened One ; and
he issued forth to proclaim this truth to a world largely dissatisfied with
the Brahmans, and ready to be elevated. His commanding presence,

Mission of noble countenance, and deep, thrilling voice were in liis favour;
Gautama.

^-^^^ j^jg earnestness gained multitudes of converts. He wa»
able to call to his side multitudes of women, by offering to the young
widow, the neglected wife, and the cast-off mistress an honourable career
as nuns. We cannot detail here the resulting doctrines of Buddhism,

I
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but simply trace their general and political influence on the Indian

peoples. It is well known that Buddha, after his death, in 481 B.C., was
deified, and his birth was alleged to be a voluntary incarnation. The
Hindus now regard liim as an incarnation of Vishnu ; and the Eoman
and Greek Churches have admitted him as a saint to their calendars.

At present Buddhism is professed by one-third of the human race.

During the two hundred years following his death, Buddhism spread

widely over Northern India. About 24-4 b.c, Asoka, king of Maghada,
or Behar, adopted Buddhism as a state religion, supported spread of

64,000 Buddhist priests, founded many monasteries, and sent ^Asoka^™*

out many missionaries. He held a great council to settle the councu.

doctrines of Buddhism, and form an authoritative collection of the sacred

books. Multitudes of his edicts, engraved on rocks or pillars, were spread

throughout India. Thus Buddhism became a great system. Asoka was
almost its second founder, and to him its greatest missions were due.

Here it must suffice to say that Buddhism never entirely superseded

Brahmanism in any large district of India ; rather, the two existed side

by side, Buddhism having the greater number of followers, for at least

a thousand years. Certain kings—such as Kanishka (about a.d. 40), who
reigned over North-western India and adjoining countries, from Yarkand
and Khokand to Agra and Sind ; Siladitya, in the seventh century, who
reigned from the Punjab to North-eastern Bengal, and from BuddMst

the Himalayas to the Nerbudda—were especially Buddhistic ;

fluctuations.

while, at times, reaction or stagnation occurred. A predominant feature

of Buddhism—its spread by peaceful persuasion only—may have led to

its ultimate decline in India, when we consider how Mahometanism
was introduced and spread by the sword ; but it is more likely that

corruptions of practice and decline of faith were the causes. ^ ,.^
. ^ . , .

Decline of
Yet again and again we hear or monarchs giving up their BuddMsm

treasures and their royal garments for general distribution, by
way of fulfilling the Buddhist injunctions to almsgiving. But from the

seventh to the ninth centuries, Brahmanism again became predominant.

Europeans did not early learn much about India. Homer knew tin

by an Indian name (Greek, Ttassiteros; Sanscrit, ^"asfi>'«) ; Herodotus knew
something of the Indus

;
but the first authentic information was obtained

by the learned companions of Alexander the Great (327 B.C.), ^gxander
and some portion of it is repeated by Strabo, Pliny, and the Great

Arrian. Alexander, it is well known, penetrated into India,

reaching the Hydaspes (now the Jhelum), finding the Punjab divided

into petty kingdoms. Porus, the most warlike of the kings, opposed him
at a bend of the Jhelum, fourteen miles west of Chilianwallah, but was
defeated and reduced to submission. Later, Alexander marched to the

Hyphasis (now the Beas), not far from Sobraon, where he halted, finding

his troops worn out and their spirits broken. He had to give up his idea

of reaching the Ganges, and retrace his steps, having subjugated no pro-
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vince, although he had founded several cities, some of which, as Patala,

Alexander's the modern Hyderabad, the capital of Sind, remain to this

retirement. ^\.^y _ g^^t he left garrisons and satraps behind him ; and the

alHances he had made, and the rulers he had set up in various states and

towns, preserved his influence ;
so that, from this time, the "West alwaj^s

had influence in India.

Soon after Alexander's departure, Chandra Gupta, an adventurer

exiled from the Ganges valley, managed to found a kingdom in Magadha,

or Behar, with its capital at Pataliputra (now Patna), and ulti-

and Chandra mately extended his sway to the North-west. Seleucus, Alex-
^"'^*^'

ander's successor in Syria, having consolidated liis power, aimed

at subduing Chandra Gupta, and recovering the Punjab. But after a

fruitless war, he made peace, for five hundred elephants resigning his

Indian claims, and giving his daughter in marriage to Chandra Gupta,

and sending an ambassador, Megasthenes, to the court of Patna

fB.c. 300-298). To him we are indebted for the best account

of the Indians of his time. The castes, the large number of kingdoms
;

the village system, with its almost repubhcan features, producing peace

and order ; the valour, industry, honesty, truthfulness of the people
;

the chastity of the women ; the absence of slavery ; all these the Greek,

—

not hereditarily disposed to speak well of foreigners,—describes with

admiration.

In succeeding centuries the Syrian and Bactrian monarchs continued

to exert considerable influence upon North-western India, either sending

,„ , expeditions or making treaties with local rulers. Not the least
Western , ^ ="

. -^ ,. .

influence on important effects were those exercised upon Indian science and

the arts ; Brahman astronomy and sculpture owing much to

Greek teaching and examples. But, before the Christian era, a new
influence was brought to bear on India from the North, The doubtful,

but probably Mongolian, Scythian, began to advance southwards, and

Mongolian established a kingdom in the Punjab in the second century
conquerors. ^^ These Scythians became prominent disciples of Buddha

;

and their king, Kanishka, held the fourth Buddhist council, about a.d.

40; and a tradition developed that Buddha himself was of Scj^thian

origin. He ruled from Yarkand to Agra. Numerous other Scythian
conquerors are related to have arisen ; and there seems to be no doubt

that their influence extended down to the central pro\'inces.
The Jats.

ti. •
i t i

It IS even believed by many that the Jats, who constitute

nearly one-half of the inhabitants of the Punjab, are the same as the
Getas, a well-known division of the Scythians, The invaders, however,
suffered numerous reverses, and were never accepted with cordiahty by
the Aryan or the aboriginal inhabitants. The unsettled condition of

things, however, gave occasion to the aborigines in various localities to

recover lost ground, and to set up again kingdoms which the Aryan
invaders had destroyed. In fact, throughout vast territories, they were
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never displaced en masse^ any more than the English were displaced by

the Norman invaders.

Before any nations professing Christianity could influence India, the

later religion of Mahometanism was destined to act most powerfully on

the country. Mahomet only died in a.d. 632, and already in ^^^^

66-4 the first Mahometan invasion of the Punjab took place. Mahometan

Sind was conquered in 711 by an Arab army owing allegiance

to the Caliph of Damascus ; but their power did not last at this time

longer than 750, when the Hindus drove them out.

Sultan Mahmoud was the first great Mahometan conqueror of India.

He succeeded as ruler of Afghanistan and Khorassan, at Ghuznee, in

997 ; and in successive campaigns he led his armies seven- suitan

teen times into the plains of India. The great battle of Mahmoud.

Peshawur rendered the Punjab a Mussulman province for nearly 800

years. In 1024, he marched into Gujerat, and plundered the celebrated

temple of Siva at Somnath, himself destroying the idol. In the twelfth

century, the last of his descendants was overthrown by an Afghan

Mussulman leader, Allah-ud-din, whose nephew, Mohammed Mohammed

Ghori, was the second great Mahometan conqueror in India. Ghon.

He extended his sway from the Indus to the Brahmaputra, driving

the Rajputs into the modern Rajputana. His viceroy, Kutab-ud-din,

established himself as the first Sultan of Delhi. In 1294, AUah-ud-din

Allah-ud-din Khilji, the third great Mahometan conqueror, kmiji.

raised himself to the throne of Delhi, and carried his conquests tln-ough-

out India. He gained many victories in Rajputana, and thoroughly

subdued the Deccan and Gujerat.

At the end of the next centur}^, the Mongolian, or Mogul, empire

—

still Mahometan—was preluded by the advent of the famous invader

Timor, or Tamerlane. The Afghan rulers had worn out their

power by misgovernment, and Timor found India compara-

tively an easy conquest. Yet he did not remain, being probably too

restless. It was not till 1525 that Baber, the fifth Mahometan
p , . Baber.

conqueror, invaded India, and founded the Mogul empne,
which endured, though only in partial vigour, till 1857.

Referring briefly to the condition of Southern India during the

Mahometan invasions of the North, we flnd the powerful kingdom of

Pandya seated at Madura, not far from Cape Comorin, and Kingdom of

maintaining an uninterrupted succession of sovereigns for
Madura,

nearly a thousand years. The numerous Dravidian peoples, speaking

Tamil or allied languages, were long little troubled by Mahometan in-

vasions. The Hindu empire of Vijayanagar held general sway Empire of

over the south Deccan from the twelfth to the sixteenth cen- ^^^^y^^^^-

turies
; but the capital city of that name was at last captured and

destroyed, in 1565, by the united Mahometans of the Deccan, who had

founded several kingdoms within it. Vast ruins still exist at Vijayanagar
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of temples, fortifications, and bridges, showing how great it once was.

The Mahometan sultans of the Deccan did not acknowlege the sove-

reignty of the Afghan line seated at Agra and Delhi, and remained

independent till conquered by Aurungzebe, in the seventeenth century.

In referring to the empire of Timor, Baber, Akbar, etc., it is best

to use the term Mogul,* or Moghul, by which it is so widely known,

although we do not insist on the special Mongolian origin of these con-

querors. Baber was bom in 1482, at Farghana (Khokand), on the Jaxartes,

and at the age of twelve became, by his father's death, successor to his

share of Abu Said's dominions in Turkestan. At fifteen, he had alread}'

taken Samarcand, only to lose it again in one hundred days. After a

Conquests most adventurous career, and many reverses, in 1504 he took
of Baber.

Qj^jj^il ; but in 1514 he had lost all his possessions but Bactria.

and began to turn his attention to India, claiming the Punjab as part

of the conquests of his ancestor Timor. In 1526 he totally defeated

the army of the last Afghan Sultan of Agra, at Panipat, soon taking

Delhi, Agra, and Gwalior. He extended his empire considerably ot'er

Northern and Central India, but died in 153(J. In spite of his pre-

dominantly warlike character, Baber found time to keep a diary, and to

compose many poems. He also largely occupied himself in making
roads, reservoirs, and aqueducts, and paid much attention to the intro-

duction of new fruits.

Akbar, the celebrated grandson of Baber, was born in 1542, and
succeeded his father, Humayun, in 1556. His reign (1556-1605) just

Reign of Overlapped that of our own Queen Elizabeth. He gradually
Akbar. extended his dominion over the whole of North India, then

into Kajputana, Orissa, and Berar, thus ruling over a larger portion of

Akbar's civil
I^^^^^^ than had ever before been ruled absolutely by one

and religious man. But Akbar's fame rests larerelv on his successful civil
POliCV. . .

c? t/

administration, by which he combined his own soldier leaders

and the native Hindu princes into one nobility, and extracted a larger

* The " Cyclopiudia of India "(by Surgeon-General Edward Balfour), third edition,

1885, states tliat the term Moghul, derived from Mongol, was especially applied to

the sovereigns of Delhi of the house of Timor, although they were equally at least of

Turk descent, and jn-esented in their appearance entirely Turkish characteristics.

But Hindus aii})ly this term, as also "Turk," to all Mahometans except the Afghans,
whom they designate Pathans ; and Moghulai is used to distinguish Mahometan law*
and territories from those of the Hindus and the British. Each of the successive
Emperors of Hindostan was known to Europe as the Grand Moghul ; nevertheless,
the father of Baber was a Chagtai Turk, who spoke and wrote in Chagtai Turki, and
never alluded to the Moghuls but with contempt and aversion. His mother is said to
have been a Moghul woman ; but he said that the horde of Moghuls had uniformly
been the autliors of every kind .of mischief and devastation. Moghul. in India, is at
present aj)plied to, and is indifferently used by, persons of Persian or Turk descent,
though the former race assume also the title of Mirza, while the descendants of the
civilians and soldiery from High Asia, whom Baber and others brought into India,
liavc the tribal title of Beg. also that of Agha or Aga.
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revenue from the land than the British do now. This was due to his

adopting a graduated tax, according to the vakie of the land
;
but it is

surprising that he should have been able to exact one-tliird of the gross

produce.'' Akbar's favourite wife was a Rajput; another wife is said to

have been a Christian. This indicates that he had learned religious tolera-

tion ;
and, in fact, he went so far as to doubt the truth of his Mahometan

faith', and to introduce a new eclectic, rehgion of his own, formed of the

best features of the religions known to him. "In this strange faith."

says Sir W. W. Hunter, " Akbar himself was the prophet, or rather, the

head of the church. Every morning he worshipped the sun in pubHc, as

being the representative of the Divine Soul that animates the universe,

while he was himself worshipped by the ignorant multitude." He died

on the 13th October, 1605, and was buried in the magnificent mausoleum

he had built at Sikandra, near Agra.

Shah Jahan, grandson of Akbar, was the next notable ruler of the

Moo-ul empire ; he reigned from 1628 till 1658 when he was deposed

by his son, Am^ungzebe. Shah Jahan was the founder of the
Shaii Jahan.

^^Q^g^.^^ ^^^y ^f Dellii, where he erected the celebrated throne in

the form of a peacock with a spread tail, at a cost of six milHons sterling.

The Taj ^.t Agra he built the marvellous Taj Mahal, a mausoleum of

Mahal, white marble for liis favourite wife Mahal, at which twenty

thousand workmen worked for twenty years ;
also the Palace and the

Pearl Mosque of Agra, and many other magnificent public works.

Aurungzebe, who reigned from 1658 to 1707, was the first of the

Moo-ul emperors who conquered the extreme South of India, after numer-

conquests of o^'is Campaigns against the Mahometan Sultans of Bijapur,

Aurungzehe. which fell in 1686, and Golconda, taken in 1687. Aurungzebe's

capital was at Delhi, where it remained till the fall of the empire.

During his time the Mahratta confederacy first began to attain import-

Rise of the ance. They were a numerous Hindu race, of comparatively

Mahrattas. ^q^ caste, centring about Poonah, and extending considerably

along the west coast of Bombay, from Surat to Canara. Though always-

more or less independent, they did not become united until the seven-

teenth century, under Sivaji, who was of Brahman descent, and wliO'

showed a remarkable power of uniting the Mahrattas and of making

head against Aurungzebe
; and in the next century his successors, the

Peshwas, extended their rule over the greater part of India, with govern-

ments at Gwalior, Kolapore, Nagpore, Indore, Gujerat, and Tanjore. AVe

must only mention the invasion of Nadir Shah, from Persia, the sixth

great Mahometan conqueror of India, in 1731). The Mogul army
Nadir Shah.

^^_^^ defeated at Karnal, Delhi was sacked, and Muhammad
Shah, the Mogul emperor, submitted to Nadir. After this, the governors,

under the Moguls became more independent, and we hear more and morft

of the nawabs or nabobs (Mahometans), and the maharajahs (Hindus) \

while the Mahrattas held the western and central parts of the Deccan.
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1HE sea was tlie avenue tlirougli which the
Europeans approached India

; and the tardi-

ness of maritime cooiquest long delayed their ad-

vent. Until after the voyage of Vasco da
Vasco da Grama, the Indies remained for
Gama. Europeans a vague and exciting

region of fabulous riches and wonders,
although Ibn Batuta, the celebrated Arab
traveller of Tangier (1304-78), had lived in

Delhi eight years, and had given an account
of it in his travels, which however have
not been published till the present century.

Vasco da Gama landed at Calicut, on the

Malabar coast, on May 20, 1498, when Af-
ghan Mahometans were ruling at Delhi and in Bengal, when there were
five independent Mahometan kingdoms in the Deccan, and the Hindu
kingdom of Vijayanagar was in the height of its power.

The Portuguese were not slow to form ideas of a great Indian

It
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empire- and in 1500 they sent ont an expedition under Cabral, the sum

Portu^lse of whose instructions was, "to begin with preaching, and if

?onTr that failed, to proceed to the sharp determination of the

XHK NIZAM OF H\r>EllAKAl).

sword.'^ Cabral established factories at Calicut and Cochin; and in 150^..

the King of Portugal procured from Pope Alexander II. a bull .^PP°"^V;^^

him "lord of the navigation, conquests, and trade of Ethiopia, Arabia,!
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Persia, and India." In 1509, Albuquerque became Portuguese governor

in India, and seized Goa, wliicli has ever since "remained in._
'

"

. Albuquerciue.

the possession of the Portuguese. Albuquerque also took

Malacca, and opened up trade with Siam and the Spice Islands ; and

from this period down to 1600 the Portuguese held the Indian and

Oriental trade of Europe in their possession. Albuquerque endeavoured

to gain the friendship of the Indian princes ; but in general the bigoted

Catholicism of the Portuguese, and their hatred of Mahometans, led them

to behave most tyrannically and cruelly to the natives.

The Dutch, before the close of the sixteenth century, successfully

invaded the Oriental supremacy of the Portuguese, and gradually ex-

pelled them from all their possessions but Goa. But the Dutch invasion of

no more than the Portuguese were destined to maintain their *^® Dutch,

sway ; indeed, they had no higher aim than securing monopolies,

especially of spices ; and the English in turn supplanted them. The

first Englishman apparently who visited India was Thomas Stephens, in

1579. He was a Jesuit, and his letters to his father greatly

stimulated people to trade with India direct. In 1583, three Englishmen

English merchants, Fitch, Newberry, and Leedes, went to

India overland ;
but the Portuguese imprisoned them. Finally, New-

berry became a shopkeeper at Goa, Leedes entered the service of the

Mogul emperor, and Fitch returned to England.

Stimulated by the Dutch doubling and trebling the price of pepper

to the English, and on the 31st December, 1600, Queen Eli2;abeth granted

a charter to the East India Company under the title, " The First charter

Governor and Company of Merchants of London trading to °^india^^*

the East Indies." Of course the Portuguese opposed them Company.

actively ; but the British were not to be daunted, and gradually

established themselves in trade and influence. In 1614, an „ ^,,
1-1 o 1-11 1

Settlements
important factory was established at Surat, which became the in surat

chief British seat in Western India till Bombay was fixed upon ^^ ^^^

in 1685. In 1634, the East India Company obtained from the Great

Mogul permission to trade in Bengal, the Portuguese being at the same
time expelled from Bengal. In 1645-6, the medical skill of Dr. Brough-

ton, the surgeon of one of the Company's vessels, who had benefited

both the Emperor Shah Jahan . and the governor of Bengal,
^Qj^tav

secured new concessions for the British. In 1661 Bombay was ceded by-

ceded by the Portuguese to the British as part of the dowry of

Catharine of Braganza, queen of Charles 11. ; and in 1685 it became

the capital of the Western Presidency, instead of Surat. Just before

this, in 1681, Bengal was separated from Madras ; and in 1683 presidencies

Madras (Fort St. George) was formally constituted a Presi- formed,

dency. In 1684 Sir John Child was made Captain-General and Admiral

of India, and Sir John Wyborne, Vice-Admiral and Deputy-Governor of

Bombay. Thus the British Company had rapidly become developed into
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an important orf^anised power. In 1686, tliere were many difficulties,

the Company sutiering much from the strife between the Mahrattas and

the Mogul Emperors. Sir John Child was therefore made " Governor-

general," with fnll power to make war or peace on behalf of

prospects in the Company. So dark grew the immediate prospect that, in
1686 9.

|(j37^ t}ie Company retired from all its factories and agencies

in Bengal to Madras ; and in 1689 the factories at Vizagapatam and

Masulipatam were seized by Mahometans, and the factors massacred.

Roused by these misfortunes, the Company at last saw that its only

salvation lay in establishing a territorial sovereignty in India, to give them

Resolution a higher status in relation to the Mahrattas, the Mahometans,

territorial
^^^'^ *^^^ Hindus generally. This led ultimately to a severe

sovereignty, contest with the French for political supremacy in India.

The French had had an East India Company since 1604, and had

The French established themselves at Pondicherry in 1672. For maii}-

in India, years the French and English traded peacefully side by side ;

but in 1745 war arose in India in consequence of the concurrent European

war, and under the governorship of Dupleix, the French almost drove

the English out of India ; but the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 174«.

Dupleix restored to them their former possessions. Dupleix began now
and ciive. ^q \,q antagonised by a young opponent, the famous Clive.

They took up the notable pohcy of favouring rival claimants to various

Indian thrones, and thus gaining influence over the natives. This led

sie°-eof ^^ ^^® capture of Arcot by CUve in 1751, and his subsequent
Arcot. heroic defence in it. For a long time, however, the Frencli

maintained great influence in the Deccan, and it was not till 1760 that

Eyre Coote decisively defeated the Freiich general, Lally, at Wandewash;

„. . .. , the capitulation of Pondicherry followed in January, 1761.
Vicissitudes ^

.

-^

1 1 •
1 p

of It was restored m 1763 ; but went through the smgular late
Pondicherry.

^£ "being thrice afterwards taken by the British, and after-

wards restored, the last restoration being in 1816.

Meanwhile the centre Of affairs had been shifting to Bengal. It was

not till 1686 that the name of Calcutta was heard of, when the deputy ot

caicutu Aurungzebe expelled the British from the factory at Hooghly,
founded, ^nd they made a settlement lower down the river, on a site

formed by three villages, of which Kalighat (Calicut or Calcutta) was
one, and Fort William was founded there in 1696. The varying fortunes

^ , of the English after this are too intricate to detail ; but, in
Tragedy of . 9 ' '

the Black 175(5, Surajah Dowlah became Nabob of Bengal, and marched
on and took Calcutta, wdiere the infamous tragedy of the Black

Hole was perpetrated on June 20, 1756 ; and only twenty-three out of

one hundred and forty-six came out alive after a night in a room only

eighteen feet square, with two small barred windows.

Clive, then at Madras, promptly made for Calcutta, which he soon

retook, regaining from the nabob all the Company's privileges. But,
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after takmg the French town of Chandernagore, he was a^ain attaol,-e,1
^- Surajah Dowlah, whom he defeated with Lshing effect atPlassey, on June 23, 1767. Mir Jaffier, who had played traitor p^-?
to has hnsman, Surajah Dowlah, was set in his place, and enormons sumsextracted fromlum as the price. Here begins a record of deTwul
7:^^XT' '-'-'-' ™^ -''-'' -«-* ''*««

'"-
In 1758 Clive was appointed first Governor of all tTiP r^rr^r.. '

se tlements in Bengal. He sncces.sively conquered the MJul fo'LTpelled the French from Masulipatam, established British influ-
'

101 tne Company full power over the revenues of Bengal '^'"''"^

Behar, and Onssa, and carried through a great reform of tL Or,
.erv^ce, prohib.ting the civil servants^nd ffflclstom recriv ng prSs

to 17sl'w™ TfT' '" "^^' "*^""'"'' '""^^r ^«f°™«
;
»<J, from 1774

W Actrfptrltment^HTt'^'t "'Z"'''^'
"'* ^ Council'nommaled

o.y Act ot Parliament. He first employed Europeans as revenue-
collectors and judges of civil courts. He engaged in lona- strife w"''

°'

with the Mahrattas, and his officers conqt?ed Gu ^!t a" d
"'''^^•

w:;: r:sLre"d •

r rfs'^'lf t\r'
^^l^.P---^. *>^^' these possessions

XT ! .^.^^"^ "' 1^^^- About the same time a great war withlHyder Alx and his son Tippoo, in the Mysore, fnded, in 1^84 ^5^°^^

Zl^'usftTu^^^^^
of conquests.

_

Lord Cornwallis (Governor-General

hZuafl ^ 1
^'""'"^ '™^^^^ jurisdiction in the

liands ot^uropeans, and separated the offices of collector and
^°™^^^-^«-

JaxS"
^^'^ ^'''''^^'^ ^^°''* ^ permanent settlement of the land

In the second Mysore war (1790-2) the British, for the first time

nd ti799 Z7::st "' 1 ''-' ^^^^^^ ^-' ^' ''- ^^^^^^ana m i{j^ iippoo Sultan made peace on the hard terms of

c'atftrroflhtVar"™"^'
'-'' '''-' ''-' -""»- "^~

gove™oSiin''ri7q8?';',,
'"^'

"T"'"^
''"""« "^^ ""1"'« Wellesley's

Muence^th tleM
^'^"«\^™'-« ««" seeking to undermine Britishuittuence with the Nizam, with the Mahrattas, and with Tinnoo

Sultan. Wellesley succeeded in getting the Nizam to disZd 'weJi^r

?he conTent of ?^^'"r ^T r.''"'
"" ^"°P«^° '"'° '- -™ce without

stormed "nHtf!.?^''
Government. In 1790 Seringapatam wass oimed, and the third Mysore war ended with the partition of Tippoo's

Enghsr"""' " ''""'" "^ Hyderabad, the Mahrattas, an'd the

of th^^RWlT/^"'"'!"'"
''ft''™!"-^^ e^™ '""ch trouble, in consequenceot the Butish insisting on their having no communication with other
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European powers. This led to a war with the powerful chiefs Holkar,

The Mah ^cindiah, and the Rajah of Nagpore. Sir Arthur Wellesley

ratta wars, (afterwards the ftimous Wellington) defeated them at Assaye,

and took Ahmednuggur ; while General Lake won great victories further

north, took Delhi and Agra, and posed as the champion of the weak

Mogul emperor against the Mahratta chiefs. Again large territories

were ceded to the British.

ConsoHdation, rather than conquest, now became the order of the

day ; and before long a new era opened with the sending of embassies to

warT^ththethe Punjab, to Afghanistan, and to Persia. In 1814-15 we

Ghoorkhas. ^ere at war with the Ghoorkhas, who for the last century have

ruled Nepaul, being Hindu immigrants from Rajputana and Oudh.

Although the hardy Ghoorkhas showed remarkable courage, they were

compelled to submit to terms, and to give up their predatory expeditions.

In 1817-18 a third great Mahratta war arose, and after a fierce struggle,

entirely new relations were established with them. Their rulers con-

sented to be feudatories of the British, and the Central Provinces, directly

administered by English governors, were created. The strong fortress of

Bhurtpore, in Central India, was taken by Lord Combermere in 1827,

thus destroying its great reputation for impregnability.

During the governor-generalship of Lord William Bentinck (1828-

1835), much progress was made in reconciling the Indian populations to

Lord William
°^^ ^^'^' ^^ Macaulay wrote, for the inscription on his statue

^BentinckT in Calcutta, " He abolished cruel rites ; he effaced humiliating
governorship.

^^.^^.^^^.^^^
; he gave liberty to the expression of pubhc opinion

;

his constant study it was to elevate the intellectual and moral character

of the nations committed to his charge." Among his great achievements

were the aboUtion of suttee, or the immolation of widows ;
the suppression

of thuggism, or bands of sworn assassins ; and opening the Company's

service to educated natives. In 1833. the East India Company's charter

was renewed by the English Government for twenty years, on condition

that it gave up trade, and allowed Europeans to settle freely in India.

From the government of Lord Auckland arose a new period of war

and conquest. The Afghan wars, with their great calamities, we shall

sindandSikh^^ot here refer to. In 1843 came the war with the Ameers
^^3- of Sind, who were defeated at Meeanee, Sind being annexed.

Next came a trial of strength between the English and the Sikhs, a

rehgious and military confederacy which, rising in the sixteenth century,

had, in the eighteenth, become the rulers of the Punjab. Eunjeefc

Sing, born in 1780, formed a powerful army, and established a kingdom

at Laliore, extending to Maoltan, Peshawur, and Kashmir. On his death,

in 1839, a period of turbulence followed ; and the Sikh animosity against

the British sepoys grew, and could only be satisfied by an invasion of

British territory in 1845. No fewer than four fierce battles were fought

in three weeks at Moodkee, Ferozeshah, Aliwal, and Sobraon, the British
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army winning with heavy loss. Lahore surrendered, part of the Punjab
was annexed, and a British garrison was left in the West. But a second
Sikh war Ibllowed in 1848-9

;
the Sikh army was destroyed second Sikh

at Gujerat m 1849, and the Punjab was entirely annexed, since w^^-

which it has been so completely pacified and so well governed, that

CASHMERE WOMAN.

It Stood loyal during the Mutiny of 1857, and furnishes the most valued
soldiers to the British army.

Under Lord Dalhousie (1848-1856) very great progress was made in
benefiting India. Railways were introduced, and the great Ganges
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Canal was made. Cheap postage and the electric telegraph were in-

troduced. But numerous annexations (including Oudh and

suspicions Nagpore) aroused a spirit of suspicion. The Hindu natives

could not appreciate the setting aside of adoption, which was

universally accepted by them on the failure of heirs to thrones.

Although Oudh had long been shamefully misgoverned by the

native rulers, and was annexed, in 1856, without any resistance, it is

The Mutiny probable that this step hastened the mutiny of sepoys, which
of 1857. burst out in 1857 all through the Ganges valley, under a feel-

ing of panic at the apparently approaching overthrow of all old Indian

customs and powers. The wild excesses then committed rivalled the

worst stories of Oriental cruelty. The British were taken by surprise,

and were in many cases readily overpowered. Not to dilate on a long

and sad history, the Sikhs were a tower of British strength, the Madras

and Bombay native armies were staunch ; Hyderabad supported the

British power ; but most of the rest of India, except Nepaul, supported

the rebels, and a frightful war resulted. The massacre of Cawnpore, the

relief of Lucknow, the capture of Delhi, will long remain graven on the

memories of the British people. The Mutiny was practically suppressed

in the year of its origin
; but all rebels were not subdued till 1859.

The Mutiny was the death-blow to the East India Company, which,

from 1863, only existed till Parliament should make a new settlement.

East India
^^ 1858 the whole administration of India was taken over by the

Company Crown, the Governor-general's title being; changed to Viceroy,
abolished .

o o j i

and the title of Empress of India being adopted by the queen
in 1877. The new government found it advisable to guarantee to the

native princes their right of adoption of heirs. Since then the chief

events in India have been peaceful. British rule has not been able to

Victoria
^^ert terrible famines, which, indeed, have been possibly made

Empress of more severe owing to the great increase of population under
our more peaceful rule

; but much has been done by irrigation

to avert them, and, by exceptional measures of relief, to mitigate them.

The visit of the Prince of Wales, in 1875-6, stimulated loyalty to the

British throne, his engaging manners rendering him very popular.

The result of the history of India is, to establish it under British

administration ; twelve large provinces being directly governed, and one
hundred and fifty feudatory states more or less directed by British resi-

dents. The vast population of two hundred and forty millions is composed
of a great number of races, which Ave must now consider in detail, begin-
ning with the less civilised.

^&^
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CHAPTER III.

CI)e Drabitrian ^^eoples; of hiM:i*

Negroid tribes—The Nairs—Female succession—The Gonds—Their occupations—Their marri-

age customs—Language and clothing—The Todas—Toda village organisation—The Kurum-
bas—The Badagas—The Kotas—The Kandhs—Village organisations—The patriarch of the

tribes--Kandh land system—Descent of property—Naming and marriage—Position of women
—Kandh hospitality—Kandh airiculture—Drinking customs—British influence—The Oraon
tribes—People of Rajmahal hills—Tamil-speaking people—Coolies—The Telugu—Telugu
soldiers—The Canarese—The Malayalim—The Coorgs or Kodagas.

WE cannot have a better guide in treating of

the varied populations of India than Sir "W.

W. Hunter, the prince of Indian historians and

statisticians, whose monumental works should be

consulted by every one interested in our great

Eastern empire. In his " Indian Empire," he

treats in succession of the non-Aryan races, num-
bering about 18 millions in 1881 ; the pure Aryans

(Brahmans and Rajputs), 21 j millions; the mixed

Hindus, 165 millions ; and the Mahometans, BO

millions. These numbers include Assam and

British Burmah as then constituted.

It is impossible to enumerate all the tribes

to be found in various hill districts of India ; a
263
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selection only can be made. In including these under the heading
" Dravidian peoples," it must be understood that a very wide range is

allowed to that term, and that subdivisions, or even quite distinct terms,

may hereafter be shown to be necessarj'. "We simply desire to em-

phasise, in this and the following chapters, the fact that non-Aryan

races exist south of the Ganges in at least two main divisions, which we
term for convenience Dravidian and Kolarian. The Anamali Hills of

Southern Madras afford refuge to a number of these tribes, approximating

Negroid ^o a negi'O or Australian type, thick lipped, small in stature,

tribes, with Curling hair tied in a knot behind, and having a curious

marriage sign, the filing of the four front teeth of the upper jaw to a

point. They call themselves " the lords of the hills," and live among
great stone monuments which may have been erected by their more

numerous forefathers. They gather forest fruits and other products, and

exchange them for rice and tobacco. Subordinate to them are the Mun-
davers and Puliars ; the latter long-haired, wild-looking, living on mice

and other small animals, and worshipping demons.

The Nairs of the Malabar coast, to whom the royal family of Travan-

core belong, are at least partially non-Ai'yans, but follow the Hindu
relimon, and claim to be of the Sudra caste. As in other tribes

The Nairs 07
on that coast, female descent is the rule, perhaps originally

owing to difficulty in tracing male descent. A man's heirs are not his

own, but his sister's children, whom he regards with the affection wliich

Female sue- Others give to their own. Coupled with this, is a freedom of
cession. ^]-^g women totally inconsistent with European ideas. It is said

that no Nair knows his father, and no father knows his son. A man's

mother manages his household, and, after her death, his eldest sister

takes the reins. Brothers almost ahvays live in the same house ; and

family jealousies rarely occur. The Nairs are dark-complexioned, but

otherwise well-favoured
; often they are educated, are good accountants,

and hold public offices.

In the Central Provinces a series of tribes exists, of whom the Gonds,

a very numerous people, have made most progress. They have high

cheek-bones, broad and flat noses, tliick expanded lips, long

shaggy hair, and little or no beard, nearly black skin, short squat

figure, and much of the negro type. They are much given to drunken-
ness, and labour only fitfully, either hunting or growing grain. Ai'ound

Their occu- Nagpore, and other British stations, they have entered the
pations. service of Europeans as gi'ass- cutters. The Ojhyal division of

them are bards and fowlers, and lead a wandering life ; their wives tattoo

the ai-ms of Hindu women.' They have seven different kinds of marriage,

Their mar- more or less binding. It is a regular tiling for cousins to marry

;

nage customs.
ij^^t marriage does not usually take place till the pair are of full

age. A betrothed youth in many districts serves an apprenticesliip for

his wife. Not unfrequently the girl runs off with whom she likes ; but

(
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her first cousin has a right to take her from the man she has chosen.

Often there is a pretended forcible abduction of a bride
;
and the bride-

groom's foot is placed on the bride's back as a sign of her subjection.

The Gonds do not appear to have any native chiefs.

The language of the Gonds is very rudimentary, many of their words

being borrowed from the Hindus ;
and the original language is fast dis-

appearing. The men seldom wear more than a loin cloth, and Language and

women very little more. In some parts the women merely clothing,

wear bunches of leafy twigs. Some of the wilder tribes used, till recent

times, ilint-pointed arrows.

The Todas, a Dravidian,

Tamil-speaking race, living in

the Neilgherry hills, are , „ ^y^ '^ ' The Todas.
not so deep-coloured as

the preceding, but approach a

copper colour. They are rather

tall, somewhat long-headed, have

hazel to brown eyes, long, well-

formed nose,—generally aquiline,

—rather thick lips, thick bushy

beard, white, clean, regular teeth,

hairy skin, and, on the whole,

an attractive appearance. The
women are fairly good-looking,

with smooth clear skins, and of

good height. They tattoo their

arms, chests, and legs with dots.

The Todas generally have frank

and cheerful manners, are com-

municative, yet watchful and

shy, and somewhat indolent.

They are of pastoral and not

nomadic habits, and usually eat

no flesh. They are distinguished for marrying strictly within the tribe,

but their customs somewhat resemble those of the Nairs. The first-born

child is reckoned as belonging to the eldest brother, the second to the

next brother, and so on. The females, however, do not possess any

property, as the Nair women do.

Each Toda village belongs to an intimately related clan ; and the

land is the property of the whole in common, although the cattle are

private property. Disputes are decided by the priest, who Toda viuage

affects to become possessed by the bell-god, and gives an °^^^^^^*^°^

oracular judgment in the matter. Cremation is their mode of disposing

of the dead, a lock of their hair being first cut off, and one or two

buffaloes being sacrificed at the same time.

TODA WOMAN.
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The Toclas have no sports or games, except something like tip-cat,

and wear no weapons. It is a great reproach among them for a woman
to be a widow, or childless ;

and chastity is very uncommon. Both men
and women wear nothing hut a kind of cotton toga, or mantle, which is

thrown across the right shoulder, passing over the left arm and trunk,

and descending to the knee.

Subordinate to the Todas are the Kurumbas, Kotas, Badagas, and

Irulas. The Kurumbas are a short, wild-looking tribe, with matted hair.

The slight whiskers, prominent teeth, thick lips, and general un-
Kurumbas.

coi^t]i aspect. They are a sort of mountaineers, most agile in

climbing. Their agriculture is very rudimentary, and their possessions

are very limited. Yet, strange to say, the Badagas, who are a more
numerous and settled tribe of agriculturists, are in a peculiar

The Badagas.
, c ^ i , i r. •

i • i

state 01 dependence on them, lor every important thing they

do requires the presence of a Kurumba, who performs the office of a

priest, and many other functions. He must sow the first handful of seed,

and gather the first sheaves, which he does with an abundance of cere-

monial. He is the important functionary at marriages and funerals, and
plays the part of a Avitch-doctor to drive off the fiends of the night. He
is the musician at Badaga feasts, playing on the flute or the tom-tom.

Of course adequate payments are made for these important services. Yet
so great is the superstition with which the Kiu-umbas are regarded, that

no Badaga would think of encountering one alone.

The Kotas, or Kotar again are a menial tribe, who perforin all the

lowest offices for the Todas and Badagas. Thej^ are very industrious,

^ „ ^ and have considerable skill in handicrafts. Yet they are
The Kotas.

i <? •

extremely filthy in person, and devour putrefying carcases

with glee. Drinking and opium-eating are prevalent among them.
The Kandhs, or Khonds, of Orissa, are now a class of landless da}'-

labimrers in the plains ; but in the hill country, between the Mahanudy

Th K dh
^^^ Grodavery, they retain a tribal organisation, and a sj'stem

of land law and religion of their own, Ph^'sically, tlie}^ are of

a very good type, fitted to undergo the severest exertion and privation.

In colour they are light to dark copper-coloured ; the cheek-bones high,

the nose broad at the point, the lips full and not thick, the whole
physiognomy indicating intelligence, determination, and good humour.
In many respects they have a high character, connected with the fierce-

ness of the struggles they long maintained against the Aryan invaders.

On first contact with the British, they showed a remarkable spirit of

independence and love of savage freedom. A Kandh captured by our
troops immediately tore his tongue out by the roots, thus killing him-
self; another, who had been' made prisoner after a brave struggle,

refused all food, and died on the fourth day.

The Kandhs are remarkably devoted both to chiefs and to family.

They look upon the tribe as proceeding from a common father, and

I
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governed by his representative, a sort of patriarch. Every branch of the

Village or- tribe has its head
;
and each family is governed absolutely by

ganisations.
^]^g father, the sons possessing no property during the father's

lifetime. Each village has an assembly of village elders chosen from

the heads of houses, each tribe an assembly of patriarchs, and the whole

of the federal tribes have a council of tribal patriarchs. The patriarch,

or head of the tribes, is elected from one hereditary family, the fittest

member being chosen. Though venerated and obeyed, he receives no

pay, keei:)s no state, has no special residence, no assigned or extra

property. He always consults the patriarchs of tribes on business ; but he

The patriarch leads ill war. " At home," says Macpherson, " he is the pro-
of the tribes, tector of public order, and the arbiter of private wrongs;

conciliating feuds and dispensing justice, but depending for obedience to

his decisions entirely upon his personal influence and the authority of

his assessors." As regarded the outer world, they had tiJl lately no inter-

course but hostility. Murder was the duty of male relatives in certain

cases of private injury, although money compensation was also accepted

;

but no payment could atone in cases of adultery. Stealing was leniently

dealt with, if it was a first offence ; a second was punished by expulsion

from the tribe. The first occupier had the right to the soil, and no

S3^stem of landlordism existed. When a piece of land appears to be

Kandh land getting exhausted, they choose a new settlement. In 1841 not
system. ^^ eighth part of the Kandh territory was appropriated by

individuals. Sale could be effected by public offer, and handing over

possession before witnesses
;
but in case of disputes about land, a council

of elders sits and gives its decisions, after hearing both parties and their

witnesses. Judicial ordeal, however, is also practised, it being believed,

for instance, that rice steeped in the blood of a sheep killed in the name
of the earth-god, will, if swallowed by the litigants, kill the perjured one

on the spot. Oaths to purge an accused person are taken upon the skin

of a tiger, which would certainly cause the destruction of the false

swearer. If a tiger kills, or even wounds, a Kandh, his whole family

becomes outcast ; but the priest can restore them by taking away all the

property in the man's house. "When an oath is taken upon a leopard's

skin, the perjured party is believed to suffer the penalty of scaliness.

Other favourite ordeals are boiline: water, hot oil, and heated iron. No
court fees are paid, but the loser has to entertain the members of the

council with rice, flesh, and liquor.

Property descends only in the male line ; on failure of sons, agricul-

tural property goes to a father's brother, while daughters only have a

Descent of right to home personal effects and money, with a maintenance
property, fpom their brothers while they remain unmarried, and the

expenses of their maiTiage. When male heirs to a family fail, the land
goes to the village, and is shared among the families.

" These people," says Macpherson, " have the easy bearing of men

i
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unconscious of inferiority, and rarely employ expressions of courtesy. In

salutation they raise the hand perpendicularly above the head ; in meet-
ing on the road, the younger person says, ' I am on my way '

; the elder

replies, ' Gro on.' Their most common boasts are : that they reverence

their fathers and mothers ; that they are men of one word
;
and that the

Kandhs are one as a race, while the Hindus are endlessly subdivided."

Priests select names for Kandh infants by dropping rice-grains into

water, mentioning, as each grain falls, the name of one of the family

ancestors. According to the motions of each grain he is able Naming and

to declare which of the various ancestors has reappeared in the "carnage,

infant, and name it accordingly.

Marriage is forbidden between

kinsmen or persons of the same
tribe ; and even when there is

war between rival tribes, they

suspend conflict to celebrate wed-
ding feasts. The Kandh girl is

married at about fifteen, while the

boy husband may be only ten or

twelve. A price is paid by the

bridegroom's father for the girl,

and she remains in his house till

the young bridegroom sets up
housekeeping for himself. The
form of the wedding is an abduc-

tion in the middle ol the feast,

and evidently is a survival from

a time when capture was the ac-

cepted mode of obtaining a wife.

The wife occupies a consider-

able position in a Kandh's house-

hold
;
she does not be- position of

come his property, and, ""^omen.

if childless, can at any time quit

her husband and return to her

own family. There is very little unfaithfulness among these primitive

people ; and the wives are useful both at home and in the field. Cre-

mation is the mode of disposing of the dead.

Kandh hospitality is extreme. " For the safety of a guest," says a

Kandh proverb, " life and honour are pledged ; he is to be considered

before a child." " Every stranger is an invited guest "
; and Kandh

a guest can never be turned away. Hospitality is extended iiospitauty.

to fugitives from the battle-field, and even to escaped criminals. If a

man makes his way into his enemy's house, he is allowed the benefit of

refuge, even though his life is forfeited by the law of blood-revenge.

KANDH WOMAN.
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Agriculture and war are the only two professions the Kandhs respect

;

and only a few groups of hereditary craftsmen are hangers-on to their

Kandh villages, doing the miscellaneous work which the Kandhs can-
agriciuture.

j-^gt do without degradation. None of them can hold land or

rise to an equality with the Kandhs
;
and they are probably descend-

ants of races long ago conquered by them. " Thirty years ago," wrote

Sir W. W, Hunter, in 1872, " a true Kandh husbandman knew nothing

about money, and detested trade of every sort. Even the primitive shell

currency had not reached his village
;
and, instead of a metal coinage, he

reckoned the value of articles in ' lives.' As these lives might be either

KANDH JH;MAN SAfKIFICE.

sheep or oxen, or even inanimate articles—such as rice or peas—an}^

traffic, except by actual barter, involved very complicated calculations."'

Drunkenness is the one serious vice of the male Kandhs. " No event
in his life, no public ceremony in his village, is complete without intoxica-

Drinking tion." We Cannot here detail their religious practices ; but their
customs. h^„nan sacrifices, ilow happily abolished, must be briefly referred

to. It was their behef that the - earth-god, which they worshipped,
demanded at seed-time and harvest, and on occasions of special calamity,
a human sacrifice, which must be bought with a price. The sacrifice

must be neither of Brahman nor Kandh race, but was kidnapped from
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the lower races in the plains, and often kept in reserve and well fed till

the day of sacrifice. These rites have been abolished under British rule.

Moreover, by taldng the place of their ancient feudal suzerain, the

Hindu rajah of Gumsar, the British have taken the Kandhs into their

own hands in a peculiar way, and have succeeded in convert- British

ing isolated and mutually hostile tribes into a prosperous and "^fl^ence.

peaceful people. Neither rents nor revenues are exacted from them
;

and we keep order by means of a special agent, who stops blood-feuds

and adjusts dangerous disputes with the aid of a special force of police.

The Oraon are a group of tribes in Chota Nagpore, closely in con-

tact with the Kolarians elsewhere mentioned, but not intermarrying, and

showing marked distinctions of language, features, and habits xiie oraon

from them. The Oraon language is harsh and guttural, having tribes,

much connection with Tamil. Those Uving in isolated positions are

generally very dark and ill-favoured, approaching black. Their mouths

are wide, with thick lips, high cheek-bones, nostrils wide apart, and low

foreheads. . They often approach a negro type, and show a negro-like

gaiety. Like the Mundah Kol, they are very fond of dancing, and have

special festivals in which dancing and music play a prominent part.

They marry out of their own tribe, though within their own people.

Besides their small family huts, in each village there is a home for boys

and young men, and sometimes another for the young girls, with an

elder woman to look after them. Marriage is an imitation of capture.

In many respects their habits are very interesting, but we have not space

to detail them.

The people of the Rajmahal Hills, or Male, closely resemble the

Oraon, and contrast markedly with their neighbours the Santals, being-

better looking, though with the thick lips, flat faces, and small „ , ^
r\ n^^ • •

^
People Of

eyes of the Oraon. They are less cheerful and industrious than Rajmahal

the Santals, and not devoted to dancing like the Mundah Kol.

They are quiet cultivators of the hills, living in houses of wattled bam-
boo, a long bamboo being fixed in the ground in front of the house to

guard against evil spirits. Some of them eat the carcases of diseased

animals, while other tribes abstain from those which die a natural death,

and from cow's flesh, and will only eat food cooked by themselves. They
beheve firmly in the transmigration of souls, and have their own set of

deities, with priests and priestesses. They bury their dead, excepting

the priests, who are carried when dead into the forest, covered with

leaves and branches, and left there. Their language abounds in Telugu

and Tamil words, though it has adopted many words of Kolarian origin

from neighbouring tribes.

The Tamil-speaking people themselves might furnish material for a

volume
; but they have so largely adopted Brahmanism and Tamil-speak-

Hinduism, and intermixed with other races, that they may "i& people,

be best regarded as part of the common Indian people, local differences
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Tliey are variously estimated at from tliirteen

being here and there alluded to. The Tamil

people are for the most part dark-coloured

and short of stature, energetic, fiery, and

quarrelsome. Some have described them as

at once the least scrupulous and the least

superstitious of the Indian races. They are

ever ready to migrate wherever money is to

be made, or " wherever a more apathetic

or a more aristocratic people is waiting to

be pvished aside." In the entire Deccan and

Mysore, in Ceylon, in Singapore,
cooues.

•p^^j.^^gj. India, and other places,

the coolies, or hired labourers, are Tamil-

speakers ; and they now swann to the Mauri-

tius and the West Indies
"'

to twenty millions.

The Telugu-speaking people of South India are partly subjects ot

the Nizam of Hyderabad, and partly under direct British rule, begmning

north of Madras, and extending north-west to Bellary. where
Tbe Teiugu. rp^j^^g^^ meets Canarese, and north-east to Yizagapatam. In

early times Teiugu appears to have been spoken as far northward as the

mouths of the Ganges. It was formerly termed Gentoo by Europeans,

from a Portuguese word meaning

heathen, or Gentile. The Teiugu

people are taller and fairer than the

Tamil, and as bold and energetic as,

though less restless than, the latter.

Tamil and Teiugu roots are mostly

the same at bottom; but the lapse

of time and dialectic changes have

so modified both that they differ

from each other, much as Spanish

from Portuguese or Irish from

Welsh.

The Teiugu people are mostly

good farmers. They have supplied

Teiugu ^lie British with many
soldiers, good infantry soldiers.

Many are seafaring, and formerly

possessed large islands in the Eastern

archipelago. Their country is less

thickly populated than the Tamil or

Bengali countries ; and this is partly

due to the extent to which they

CANAKKSE WOMAN : MANGALORE. havc beeu opprcsscd by enemies and
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overrun by robbers. Their land lias few large towns or temples, but

rather abounds in forts and tracts of waste land. Caste is not observed

among them to anything like the extent observable in other parts of

India. Religiously, they take to Brahmanism, rather than Hinduism.

Slavery is unknown among them, and they are very submissive to lawful

authority. " They will evade, cheat, run away, appeal—anything but
resist." Their numbers are stated at seventeen millions.

The Canarese-speakers are the next great division of the Dravidians,
numbering between nine and ten milhons. They are included in the

Nizam's dominions, in Mysore, and under direct British rule. xj^g

They are perhaps as purely a Dravidian race as can be found. Canarese.

They profess, for the most part, the Lingaet or Jangama form of Hin-

duism, and do not recognise castes, reverence Brahmans, nor acknow-
ledge the Vedas. They are strictly vegetarian by creed, and will not

even bring a living creature for sale to a member of a flesh-eating people.

In other ways the Lingaet are most exclusive, and very few of them
have entered the British armies. Consequent on their habits and
quiescent nature, they have been continually overrun and subjugated by
other powers.

The Malayalim or Malealam language is

spoken by about five millions of people of mixed
race in South-west India, from the river The

Chandragiri to Cape Comorin ; but Tamil Maiayaiim.

is also spoken by 17 per cent, of these. The Nairs

are the most prominent tribe among them, but

a multitude of others are found in this region,

including Semites and Aryans. Malayalim was
separated from Tamil before the latter became
refined and elevated. The Moplah are descendants

of Arabs and Indian women, and are active and
enterprising, and possess much landed property.

The Coorgs, or Kodagas, are among the most

interesting of these Dravidian peoples. They oc-

cupy a small mountainous principality The coorgs,

on the south-west of Mysore, and °^ Kodagas.

number less than 200,000, including subject and
associated tribes. In 1837 a rebellion took place

in the adjoining British Canarese territory ; and
the Coorgs took up arms and put down the rebel-

lion, and recovered for us the treasures carried off.

The Grovernor-general ordered the treasures to be

divided among the Coorgs ; but they refused to

take it, declaring that they had not fought for loot.

.This led to a very liberal treatment of them by the

British ; and they are now among our best subjects. native of cooeg.

V. T

J^J^
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CHAPTER IV.

CI)e Ixolanan ptopks; of hxtiin.

Origin of the Eolarians—The Santals of Bengal—Character of the Santals—Hahits of the Santals

—Village system— Position of women—Expeditions for hunting

and plunder— British influence— Santal rebellion— Second re-

bellion—Santal religion—The BhUs—Hostility to the Mahrattas

—

Physical characters—Clothing and caste—Ceremonies and oaths

—Settlement of disputes—Character of Bhils—Bhil weapons

—

Occupations—The Juangs of Orissa—Their low condition—The

Kol tribes—The Larka KoL

THE group of peoples ' termed Kolarian must be

clearly distinguished from the Dravidian group.

Although both have an agglutinative type of lan-

guage, they are radically distinct from each other,

Origin of the ^^^ ^^® spoken by races of distinct

Koiarians. origin, though both non-Aryans. AVe

can say no more to determine the origin and re-

lationship of the Koiarians. They Taa.y represent

some of the earliest of all human peoples, or a

later stage of their advance, of which we appear

to have specimens in Europe in the Basques and

the Lapps. But it certainly is true that the

Koiarians neither resemble the Chinese nor the

Malays.

Among the Koiarians the Santals ol Bengal

merit a prominent place. The Santal skull and

face are rather round ; but his lower jaw is not

heavy, nor his lip much thicker than that of the
274
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Aryan; the body is more squarely built, hardy,-and robust than that of
the Hindu. They are certainly not good-looking. They in- The santais
habit the whole western frontier of Lower Bengal, from within of Bengal

a few miles of the coast to the hills of Bhagalpore, and number from a
million and a half to two millions. They have no definite tradition of
their origin

;
but they have a tradition of the creation and of a deluge,

or a subsidence of waters, somewhat mixed up. But several features of
this tradition point to the Himalayas as the dis-trict from which they
migrated to Bengal.

" They have neither the sullen disposi-
tion nor the unconquerable laziness of the
very old hill-tribes of Central character of
India " (Hunter, Annals of Rural *^e santais.

Bengal, 1868); "they have carried with
them from the plains a love of order, a genial
humanity, with a certain degree of civihsa-
tion and agricultural habits. Their very
vices are the vices of an oppressed and a
driven-out people, who have lapsed from a
higher state, rather than those of savages
who have never known better things."

Near the sea, the Santais appear as an
agricultural people

;
in the mountain jungles

they are fishers and hunters
; in the high-

lands they breed buifaloes, cultivate a little

Indian corn, and lead a semi-agricultural
life. Santal hunting is conducted largely
with bow and arrows, the bow made of very
strong bamboo. They attain a surprising
skill m its use against birds, as well as tigers
and leopards

; but against these latter they
value guns if they can get them.

The Santal owes nothing of his hus-
bandry to the Aryan. He has several kinds

^^'''^^^ (bengal).

of grain not cultivated by the Hindus, although rice is his staple
crop

;
but his system of cultivation, his implements, and his

vocabulary of husbandry are peculiar to himself. His disposi- ofthe
tion is a truly happy one; he is as hospitable as the Kandh, ^^''*^'-

and seizes every occasion for a feast. His form of salutation is to raise
his hands gravely to his forehead, and then stretch them out towards the
stranger, tiH the palms touch each other. Unlike the Hindu, he makes
no attempt to profit pecuniarHy by strangers ; and in sales, names the
true price at once.

Every Santal viUage is conducted on a purely patriarchal system.
ihe head man for the time being is supposed to be a descendant of the
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orimnal founder of the village; and every order lie gives is undisputedly

Village obeyed. A deputy looks after details, special officers look after

system, the children, and there is a watchman for each village.

Santal women are well treated, being allowed to join in festivals

;

but the man finishes his meal before his wife may begin. She does not

Position shrink from speaking to strangers, Hke Hindu women, but joins

of women. ^^ showing them hospitality. The Santals live as much apart

as possible from the Hindus, and only tolerate necessary workmen among

them, such as blacksmiths or basket-weavers.

Until the close of the last century the Santals were accustomed, alter

harvest was over, to descend to the

plains en masse^ combining hunt-

ing in the forests with
Expeditions »
for hunting plunder 111 the open coun-
and plunder.

^^^^ ^^^^ devastations of

tigers and elephants combined with

those of the Santals to render more

and more of the country waste.

As soon as the British, in 1790,

undertook the task of restoring

order, the re-settlement of the dis-

trict began; and since then the

population of all the districts has

more than doubled, and in those

more directly under British ad-

ministration has increased many-

fold. The Santals were hired to rid

the lowland forests of wild beasts
;

and finding that their profits were

much greater than in the old free-

booting days, they gradually ac-

cepted regular agricultural employ-

ment during the cold season, and

became the day-labom^ers of lower

Bengal. As Sir W. W. Hunter

remarks, "The same tribes that had turned cultivated fields into a

waste during Mussulman times, were destined to bring back the waste

British into cultivated fields under English rule." An enlargement of

influence, territory granted to them in the hill country to the north of

them, enabled them in less than twenty-five years to found 1,500 new

townships. Unfortunately the grasping Hindu money-lenders and trades-

men appeared among them* cheated them in every direction, and got

them so completely into their power, that an insurrection broke out

m 1855 against the British G-overnment, which afforded sanction to such

oppression. Unfortunately the British power was not then represented by

LOW-CASTE WOMAN WITH WATER BOTTLE,
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skilled students of the people, and a mncli too small staff were in com-

mand ; thus very serious measures had ultimately to be taken santai

before the insurrection could be quelled. Then all was changed, "beUion.

a more effective administration established, and the people were soon

as contented as ever. In fact, some said the G-overnment had granted

all that the rebels had asked for ; a concession which many other govern-

ments might with justice and wisdom have made.

In 1881, however, the Santals again became disturbed, one Bhagrit

Mangi having, in 1875, given out that he was commissioned by second

Heaven to deliver the Santals from British rule. He acquired rebeuion.

great influence, and was accorded both royal

and divine honours. Although ultimately

captured and imprisoned, his religion spread,

and his disciples came near to raising an in-

surrection in 1881.

We cannot refer in detail to the Santai

rehgion, which is one of fear and deprecation.

They have no idea of a beneficent santai

God, but propitiate multitudes of religion,

demons and evil spirits by many complex

rites. They have both family, tribal, and

national spirits, the latter being " the great

mountain," who is invoked with bloody offer-

ings, formerly human. In many respects this

god resembles the Siva of the Hindus, who
resort in large numbers to his temple in the

hills of Beerbhoom.

The Bhils, or Bheels, are an equally im-

portant tribe on the western side of the

peninsula, in the Vindhya, Satpura, ,^ ^
and Satmala Hills. They formerly

^held much wider territories, but were driven

to the liills by the Aryan invaders. A strange

relic of their former predominance appears in

the fact that the chief in many Rajput States,

on succeeding to power, must have his brow marked by blood from the
thumb or the toe of a Bhd. They were in ffreat hostility to „ ^.,.^
., -_ , 1 n T

Hostility
the Mahrattas, who flogged, tortured, and hanged any Bhil to the

they caught, multilated their women, and cruelly killed their
^^^**^^-

children. Being more restless and violent in disposition than the Santals,

they were skilful hunters, and could readily support themselves in a

marauding life. Both the Rajputs and the British at first failed to sub-

due them, until the British won over some of the Bhils to aid them, and
many Bhils settled down peacefully. But many still remain trouble-

some, and likely to resume plunder Avhen any excitement arises.

INDIAN STREET DANCER.
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When living a wild life, the Bhils are slight, spare, short, and

wretched-looking ; but under civihsation they soon come to resemble the

Physical Hindus in size and plumpness. The wild woodsmen of the
characters. Satpuras are dark, short, and well-made, active and hardy,

with high cheek-bones, wide nostrils, and in some cases, coarse Negroid

features; but their hair is not at all woolly, though thick and dishevelled.

The hill Bhils have seldom any clotliing but a strip of cotton cloth

round their loins ; the women, however, wear a coarse tattered robe.

Clothing The lowland Bhils wear a turban, coat, and waist-cloth
;
and

and caste, ^j^g women a robe : both men and women wear brass or silver

earrings and anklets. In many respects they have become assimilated to

the Hindus, and adopt caste fashions, and are particular as to what they

eat ; whereas the Bhils of the hills, when they cannot get grain, feed on

wild roots and fruits, vermin, and animals that have died a natural death.

According to Lieut. Mildmay, there are some oaths and ceremonies

which no Bhil will venture to break. One is, swearing by the dog ;
another

Ceremonies is, by the jowr grain ; a third is, by placing his hand on the
and oaths, j^ead of his SOU. In many instances, when these oaths are sworn,

a written document is given, by which the person swearing agrees that,

in case of any extraordinary injury happening to himself or his family

within a certain time, he will consent to be considered guilty. They
believe strongly in witchcraft and in the power of witchfinders, who
exhibit the usual cunning of their kind. Witches are tried b}^ ordeals

from which few can escape.

Disputes are often settled among the Bhils by joint assembhes of the

villages concerned. When the question is settled, or sentence is passed,

Settlement OH© party pours a quantity of spirits into the hand of his oppo-
of disputes,

j^gj^t, who, after praying that if he ever again quarrels on the

point now settled, the curse of the deity Mata, or smaU-pox, may fall

upon him, drinks it off; the other party then goes through the same
ceremony.

Bliils are generally very abstemious as to food, but immoderately
fond of drink and tobacco. They are kind and affectionate parents, and

Character of very faithful to their chiefs. Their word can usually be tho-
Bhiis. roughly depended upon. Marriage is usually by purchase, and

polygamy is allowed. Brahmans usually officiate at their weddings.
Heavy compensation is exacted from seducers ; and they are very
suspicious of their wives. The Bhils bury boys and virgins, and those

who have died of small-pox
; but all others are burnt. The bones or

ashes from the pile are scattered in one or other of the sacred rivers.

Their worsliip is modified Hinduism.
All the Bhil chiefs of the Yindhya mountains belong to the Bhilala,

a cross between Bhil and Eajput ; they keep strictl}^ to their own caste,

not intermarrying with the Bhils.

Besides guns and swords, which the well-to-do possess, the Bhils use
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principally bows and arrows ; tlie bow being of bamboo, tlie arrow a reed
tipped witli an iron spike. The fine for murder is 240 rupees

;

and until tliis is paid, a blood feud is carried on between
^^^^®*^°''''

the relatives of the murderer and his victim. Plundering expeditions
are now comparatively rare, and the Bhils live by cultivating
Indian com, keeping cattle, and manufacturing baskets,

°*'''"^**''"'^'

screens, and winnowing fans out of bamboos. Their agriculture is very
primitive, the ground around the hut being simply scratched, and the
seed thrown broadcast. Irrigation is not attempted by them.

The Juangs are a tribe speaking a Kolarian language, living in
Orissa to the number of ten thousand ; and the women till lately wore
nothing but leaves as clothing. They neither possess nor till The juangs
land, but live by hunting deer, hogs, etc., even eating snakes, °f 0"ssa.

though not eating cattle. They are small in stature, and physically
weak. They have flat noses and wide nostrils. Instead of wearing
blankets at night, the women sleep between two fires. They have a
very mixed primitive religion, with nameless spirits of the wood and
mountains, to which they make offerings. They bury their dead.

Till foreigners came among them, these people had no knowledge of
metals, nor any words signifying metals. Flint weapons are still used
by them abundantly. Their huts are among the smallest con- Their low
structed by any tribe, measuring only six feet by eight, into condition,

which the head of the family and all the women crowd. The boys and
young men of the village Hve in a building apart.

These may serve as types of the Kolarians, who number in all

perhaps three millions, being scattered in the hills of the northern
Deccan and Central Provinces, especially Chota Nagpore. TheKoi
Amongst the tribes properly named Kol, man and wife eat to- *"^es.

gether, contrasting with numerous other Indian tribes. The Kol and the
Mundah tribes are passionately fond of dancing, and sing well, and have
a great variety of simple melodies. These especially come into play in
the great national festivals and fairs.

The Larka Kol preserve a sort of savage independence. The Mun-
-lah call themselves Ho, though generally known as Kol. They, like
:he Santals, are the reverse of good-looking, approaching to a The Larka
Hottentot type. Some have very high cheek-bones, small orbits, ^oi.

fat faces without much beard or whisker, and they vary in colour from
3rown to tawny-yellow. Much yet remains to be discovered respecting
lie past history and true relationship of these interesting peoples.

II



CHAPTER V.

Early history of Ceylon -Hinduism and Buddhism—Portugese and Dutch conquests—The

British take Colombo—The king of Kandy dispossessed—The Sing-halese-Tamil-speaking

people—Arabs—Buddhist worship—Agriculture—The Kandians—Roman Catholics—Various

occupations—The Weddas of Ceylon—Physical characters—Intellectual state of Weddas

—

Primitive high morality—Language—The Andaman and Nicobar Islanders.

THOUGH practically a portion of

India, only separated by shallow

channels and ridges, Ceylon has a

separate government and history,

which must gain for it a separate

chapter. It is about one-sixth smaller

Early history than Ireland, but has not
of Ceylon, i^ajf its population. Little

is known for certain of its early liis-

tory ; but it was known, at least by
name, to the Greeks and Romans;
and the Hindu epic, the Eamayana,
relates its partial conquest by Eama.
In B.C. 543, an Indian prince, Vijaya,

is said to have established himself as

sole ruler of Ceylon and introduced

„. , , caste. Hinduism in a very
Hinduism - j

and pure form w^as set up ; and
Buddhism, ^y ^..gg ^,^^jg (^g^^^Qj^ ^g.

came comparatively liighly civilised

Asoka, in b.c. 307, sent a missior

thitherto establish Buddhism. From this time for many centuries Ceyloi

was subject to incursions from the natives of the Malabar coast of India

who conquered various portions of it.

STATUE OF BUDDHA.
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The modern history of Ceylon begins in 1505, when the Portuguese

adventurer, Ahneida, landed at Colombo. The Portuguese estabHshed a

factory there in 1517, and during all that century strengthened
po^tug-uese

their hold and displayed their wonted fanaticism and cruelty, and Dutch

The natives sought the aid of the Dutch in 1602 ; and after a ^''^'i^®^ ^•

succession of victories over the Portuguese, they at last drove them out

of the island in 1658.

The Dutch showed both enterprise and commercial wisdom, greatly

increased the Singhalese trade, undertook public works, and developed

education. But they in their turn were fated to give way
before the greater British power. After various partial enter- take

prises, Colombo and all the Dutch possessions in Ceylon were

taken by the British in 1796, and placed under the East India Company.
In 1802, all the seaboard of Ceylon was allotted to the British Crown by
the treaty of Amiens ; but the centre of the island remained under the

king of Kandy, the last of the Malabar line. His cruelty and tyranny,

however, invited conquest ; and in 1815 the British, at the request of

many natives, „^ „.•^ ' The King of

disposses sed Kandy
1 •

1 J. 1 dispossessed,him and took

possession of his king-

dom. Since then, with

the exception of some

minor attempts at revolt,

Ceylon has remained a

crown colony of Great

Britain. •

The great majority

of the Singhalese are of

Aryan Hindu The

descent, and Singhalese,

speak Singhalese, a lan-

guage allied to Pali, the

language of the Buddhist

scriptures. These Hve
largely in the South,

while the North and East

is inhabited to a con-

siderable ex- „ .

Tamil-
tent, by Tamil- speaking

speaking peo-
p®°p^®-

pie, mainly of Dravidian

descent, including many
immigrants from South-

ern India, and also some SINGHALESE WOMEN.
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of Arab descent. The inhabitants generally are not tall, but of good

proportions, light to dark-brown, dark-eyed, and black-haired. A large

number of the people of Arab or Malay descent are Mahome-
Arabs.

^^^^^^ although not very fanatical ; but the TamOs are Hindus

in religion. The Singhalese generally are Buddhists, representing a

SINGHALESE LADY.

highly developed form of it. It must be acknowledged that nowhere is

Buddhist ^ pure Buddhism better practised than in Ceylon, and it leads
worship. ^Q ^ very favourable moral state. Caste is not maintained with

great rigour ; but it retains its position as socially convenient, aU classes

being eligible to the priesthood, though not intermarrying. Agriculture,
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carried on in a very primitive manner, is the main pursuit ; but lately

European enterprise lias been endeavouring to make improve- .

ments, and large crops of tea are now raised, while coffee has

greatly degenerated, owing to disease. Of course rice, so necessary as a

native food, forms a very large portion of the crops. On the coast, fishing

is a considerable pm'suit ; and many natives enga,ge in manufactures of

decorated fabrics, and gold, silver, and lacquered ware.

The Kandians of the hill country form a vigorous branch of the

Singhalese, somewhat pecuhar in their customs, and till lately isolated

from the rest. Among them polyandry is prevalent, a woman
.

i- tj */ J. 1 The Kandians.
being the common wife of all the brothers of a family,the eldest

brother being called the father of the children. And strangely enough,

the first husband can introduce others, not brothers, to share in his home.

In Kandy, in the Beena marriage, the husband went to reside in the

wife's house, and could be dismissed summarily by the wife's family. In

the Deega marriage, the wife goes to live in her husband's house, and
cannot be divorced unless by her husband's consent.

It is worthy of note that the Roman Catholics have acquired and
kept a considerable hold on the people of Ceylon, having started their

work early in the sixteenth centiuy, under the Portuguese. Roman
Their adherents are said to number 220,000, while Protes- catholics,

tants are only 50,000. Among the classes of occupations revealed by the

census, are such as 1,532 devil-dancers, 121 snake-charmers, various

240 astrologers and fortune-tellers, 640 tom-tom beaters, and ^'^'^'^P^*^®^^'

5,000 fakirs and devotee-beggars.

The AVeddas of Ceylon, though few in number, are a most interesting

people. Being distinctly non-Aryans, they speak an Aryan language

;

and a portion of them,—the Jungle Weddas,—retain a most The weddas

primitive mode of life in a vast extent of forest. The latter are °^ Ceyion.

now reduced in number below 400. The Village Waddas are more
numerous, and have been led to cultivate land and build houses. The
Jungle Weddas, on the contrary, live entirely in the open air, sheltering

during storms under rocks or in trees. Their food is very limited, though
they have hunting dogs. They drink nothing but water, and do not

use tobacco. Their height is small, seldom reaching five feet four, and
sometimes as low as four feet one incli ; but their arms are very strong,

due to their great use of the bow. The-y do not show any monkey-like

tendency to cHmbing, though living in the forest ; and they exhibit no
special hairiness of body. Besides bows and arrows, their only implement
is a small axe.

Physically, they appear very distinct from the Singhalese, being

marked by flat noses and rather thick lips, with somewhat short thumbs
and sharp elbows and coarse long hair. They never wash. Physical

believing that would make them weak, and wear but little characters,

clothing, not caring for bright colours, and indeed having no words to
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express differences of colour. Their voice is excessively loud and fierce :

and they look extremely unhappy, and never laugh. Indeed, the sight of

a person laughing excites their disgust. Being asked whether they ever

laughed, they said, " No ; why should we ? What is there to laugh at ?
"

Yet they are quite capable of tender feelings, and even of tears.

In intellectual capacity the Weddas are very low. They cannot

count, or understand the meaning of counting ; they do not even use

inteuectuai
^^^^^ fingers to express number. Their memory is very bad

;

state of and it is literally correct to say, they cannot put two and two

together. The Jungle Weddas have no deities nor form ot

Avorship. They have the notion that after death they become j'akko, or

devils. They bury their dead in a skin, males alone being present.

Nothing is buried with the body, and the spot is never revisited. Offer-
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ings of roasted flesli and roots are made to the departed spirit, which has

become a devil, that it may not visit the survivors with fever.

Singularly enough, the Weddas exhibit perhaps the highest form of

primitive morality to be found anywhere. They cannot imagine that

any one should say what is not true, or take what is not his,
pj-^jj^^ti^g

or strike another. They do not practise polygamy, although high

marriage with sisters and daughters is allowed (though not

with the eldest sister). They are very constant to their wives and

affectionate to their children. The marriage ceremony consists in

nothing but the present of food to the bride's parents, who give her to

whom they will. There are no castes among them.

The "Weddas have no written characters, and a most limited vocabu-

lary, expressing only the most elementary ideas. The words have no

Dravidian affinities, and appear to be predominantly Hindu.

THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDERS.

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands, situated in the Bay of Bengal,

and included in our Indian Em-
pire, may be fitly described here,

although the population is not

directly related to any of the

Indian peoples, as far as can be

ascertained. The Bengal govern-

ment established a convict settle-

ment on the Andamans in 1789
;

but it had to be abandoned after

seven years. Until 1858, the is-

lands remained in the hands of

the aboriginal inhabitants, who
promptly killed any strangers who
landed or were shipwrecked on
their coasts. In 1858 a new con-

vict settlement was established,

and the islands were annexed

;

but many difficulties were en-

countered in bringing the natives

to tolerate the invaders. There
are now more than 10,000 convicts

on the islands.

The Andamanese are among
the most interesting subjects of

investigation to anthro- physical

pologistS. They belong characters,

to a very peculiar type, and have Ai;DAMAN ISLANDER.

L
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apparently been long isolated, owing to their inveterate hostility to all

intruders. It is possible that they may come of a cognate stock to the

various Negrito tribes of Malacca, the Philippines, etc. They are among
the darkest-skinned races, and of small stature—few exceeding five feet,

and many not more than four feet six. Their woolly or frizzly hair dis-

tinguishes them markedly from the native Australians. They are round
headed (brachycephalic), with broad, flat foreheads, narrow noses, and
jaws not prominent,—thus contrasting with the long heads, prominent
brow-ridges, wide noses, and projecting jaws of the Australians. The
proportionate length of their limb bones differs from that of Europeans,

and agrees more with that of negroes ; but most negroes have projecting

jaws, wide nostrils, and long heads, and the Papuan negroes have also

very long and high skulls. They may, as Prof. Flower suggests, be the

unchanged or little-modified representatives of a primitive type, from
which the African negroes on the one hand, and the Oceanic negroes on
the other, have sprung.

The Andamanese live in small groups, scarcely to be called tribes
;

and they appear to be fast decreasing. They are unclothed, except in

Habits and the neighbourhood of the Indian settlements ; but they are
dwellings, jjiuch tattooed and painted, and they also rub themselves with

red ochre and with various unguents, as a protective against mosquitoes,
etc. Their huts are mere palm-leaf sheds, and frequently they dwell
under trees or in caves. They generally establish themselves not far

from the sea, which they fish with great skill, being clever boatmen,
divers, and swimmers. They feed largely on fish, turtle, and wild roots

and fruits, and also on hogs and birds, which they shoot with bows and
arrows. Their settlements are not permanent, for they are compelled to

move occasionally by the odours of their fish and other remains which
accumulate about them. At present, at any rate, they are not cannibals

;

but it is difficult to be sure that they were not formerl}^, and their

passionate mobile nature gives countenance to the idea. They are

equally accessible to pleasing and to mournful ideas ; and thej^ weep
readily in either case.

These strange islanders have but one wife, who rarely has more than
two children. Wives and children are kindly treated. When the period

Marriage and of marriage approaches, the young people undergo various
mortality, ^gg^g ^^ i^^^^

^j^^-^ character, such as deprivation of favourite
food. Although robust, the people are not long lived, probably owing
to their damp climate and exposed life ; and few of them live beyond
forty years. The dead are allowed to decay, and afterwards the bones
are kept in memory of them. Usually a widow carries by her side the

|

skull of her late husband, and uses it as a treasure box. The Andamanese
j

have no idea of a god, except that of an evil spirit that spreads disease.

The natives of Little Andaman are still quite inaccessible to intercourse]

with strangers, showing unconquerable hostility. The Andaman language
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appears to approach some Dravidian and Burman dialects, but it is very

poor in expressions, having no numerals. The inhabitants of Little

Andaman do not understand those of South Andaman. Their total

number is perhaps now scarcely more than five thousand
; but they are

of much importance as relics of an old and peculiar t;y^e of humanity.

The Nicobar islands, lying between the Andamans and the North of

Sumatra, have had a very chequered history. Again and again, from

The Nicobar the time of the French Jesuit missionaries, Faure and Bounet
Islanders.

(1711)^ European powers have attempted to hold or to colonise

them ; but their efforts were frustrated by the unhealthy climate or by
the hostility of the natives. French, Danes, English, and Germans in

succession failed, until, in 1869, the islands were added by the British to

their Andaman islands settlement.

The Nicobar Islanders are not at all of the same race as the Anda-
manese. They are of middle

height, and bronze or copper

coloured. They neither tattoo

nor paint their bodies, and do

not smear themselves with

ochre or clay. Their bodies

are well proportioned, with
slightly oblique eyes, small flat

noses, large mouths, thick lips,

and straight black hair. Thus
it is evident that they are of

Mongoloid affinities, and are

related to the Malays or to the

Chinese. Their teeth and lips

are blackened by excessive

betel-chewing. The women flatten the heads of their infants. The men
wear their hair long, the women shave their heads. The people are

intensely vain, and greedy of European clothing. The English black
silk hat is an almost priceless possession. They are lazy, cowardlj-,

treacherous, and drunken. Their chief occupation is fishing ; but they
have plenty of other food, such as poultry, turtle, and many fruits.

Their houses are built close to the shore, and raised upon pillars, being
entered by a trapdoor and ladder, the latter being drawn up at night.

Each house is inhabited by a score or more of people ;
it is beehive-

shaped, thatched, and without windows. The Nicobarese greatlj' dread
evil spirits, and are very superstitious. They have some idea of life after

death, and imagine that the soul of the dead remains for a time near
where it had lived. They bury their dead, erecting over each grave a
post on which the deceased's utensils are placed. They only have one
wife, though she may be dismissed very readily.

NICOBAR GIULS.
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CHAPTER YI.

Hindu religiousness—Mixed character—Great religious originators—The Brahmans and Rajputs —
Lowered character of Brahmans—Priestcraft—Changes, with permanenc3—Physical characters
of Brahmans— Distinct tritass — Varied employm ants— Religious rites— Brahman dress—
Women's dress The poor housewife Low position of women—Early marriages—Wilows-

Female influence — Seclusion of women due to Ma-

hometanism—Abolition of Suttee by the British—The

Rajputs—A feudal aristocracy—The Hindu masses-

Eclecticism of Hindu religion—Multitude of castes-

Hindu village communities— Village organisation

—

Various village functionaries—Castes in towns—Hindu

manipulation — Masterly workmanship— Introduction

of factories—Criminal castes Caste rules—Boycotting

—Polluting glances—Caste a general Aryan feature-

Character of Hindu vUlagers—Discordant vl3ws atout

Hindus —Village temples — Goddess worship — Self-

immolation — Idol-festivals— Drowning anl burying

alive - Self-torture.

IN coTisidermg the Hindu people generally,

our first and our most permanent im-

pression sliould be, that the Hindus are

extraordinarily rehgious in many Avays,

that their religions in their piu'e Hindu

forms include many of the religiousness.

highest conceptions and principles, and

that multitudes of their peculiarities and
A eajpot's grave.

V.
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BKAHMA, VISHNU, A^D SIVA, FltOM THK KLLOHA CAVES.

practices are inseparably bound up with religion. A mixed people,

compounded of pre-Aryans of more than one type, of Mongoloids to a

Mixd certain extent, and of Arj'^ans and Semites of several different
character, stocks, they have, in spite of numerous permutations, preserved

among them by caste distinctions many comparatively pure specimens of

ancient races, while yet being a people externally impressed with marked
common characteristics of Orientalism. Their rehgious temperament,

Great
their readiness to devote themselves to worship, expensive,

religious self-sacrificing, devout, and serious, is shown by their having
originated such great reUgions as Brahmanism, Buddhism,

and Hinduism, with their many modifications, and their having so widely
accepted Mahometanism.

Although we cannot here dwell fully on the various Hindu religions,

our remarks must have some reference to religions; and first we will

,j^g describe briefly the purer Aryans—the Brahmans and Eajputs.
Brahmans We may name Agni, the heat-giving god, as originally the

"most invoked of their gods, giving place to Indra, the rain-

giver, as the Aryans progressed southwards ; while in the Ganges valley
the great Brahmanical triad became prominent—Brahma the creator.
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Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer and reproducer. Originally,

however, the Brahman creed was both a lofty and a bright one : even

their sense of sin found a corresponding assurance of pardon on re-

pentance. Many Hindus of the present day recognise Brahma as

supreme creator, preserver, and destroyer of the universe, from whom all

souls come, and to whom all return—infinite, eternal, incomprehensible.

Yet among the mass of the people he is the least important of the

deities.

The Brahmans of the present day are the

descendants of those in whom priestly functions

became concentrated in early times,

or of others who, as a great privilege, character of

T , • T T • • 111- 1 Brahmans.
obtained admission to their number.

Notwithstanding the lofty theoretical religion

which they have inherited, they have very

largely lent themselves to the superstitions and

the abuses of Hinduism, with absurd mythologies

and revolting rites. They undertake the con-

duct of sacrifices, the reading and teaching of

the Vedas, and the making and accepting of

gifts—a most important function in Oriental

courtesy ; and where these occupations fail, they

may occupy themselves in certain trades. As
has so often happened, however, the " craft " has

gained upon the sacred profession

and, while abating no jot of their

sacred pretensions, the Brahmans engaged in

money-making far outnumber those occupied in

the temples, and the former look down upon the

latter. So far is it from being true, that the

Orientals never change ; they do change most
vitally, only they pretend not to know
it; and by keeping up some external with

forms and customs, they appear at
P®^^^^^®^*'®-

first sight to be as unchanged as the lancelet

or the lamp-shell from time immemorial. The
brief history of India that we have given is a

record of continual and mighty changes ; and whoever takes up the idea

that Orientals do not change, will make a disastrous mistake.

The Brahmans, as a rule, are tall, well-made men, of a light-yellow

colour. Very many of them are incapable of conversing in Sanscrit, and
use the vernacular of the people among whom they are. Sir "W. W.
Hunter ("Indian Empire," 2nd edition, p. 96) well describes them as "the

result of nearly 3000 years of hereditary education and self-restraint

;

and they have evolved a type of mankind quite distinct from the sur-

Priestcraft.

FIGURE OF HINDU PRAYING.

From Tcm2'le at Mai.ura.
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rounding population. Even the passing traveller in India marks them

Physical ®^^' alike from the bronze-cheeked, large-limbed, leisure-loving
characters of Raiput or warrior caste of Aryan descent, and from the dark-
Brahmans. , . , ,, .,,.,,. %

,

'

skinned, nat-nosed, thick-lipped low castes 01 non-Aryan origin,

with their short bodies and bullet heads. The Brahman stands apart
from both ; tall and slim, with finely-modelled lips and nose, fair com-
plexion, high forehead, and somewhat cocoa-nut shaped skull—the man
of self-centred refinement. He is an example of a class becoming the
ruling power in a country, not by force of arms, but by the vigour of

BBAHMANS.

hereditary culture and temperance. For their own Aryan countrymen
they developed a noble language and literature. The Brahmans'were
not only the priests and philosophers, they were also the lawgivers, the
statesmen, the administrators, the men of science, and the poets of their
race. Their influence on the aboriginal peoples, the hill and forest races
of India, was not less important. To these rude remnants of the flint
and bronze ages, they brouglit in ancient times a knowledge of the
metals and of the gods. Within the historical period, the Brahmans
have incorporated the mass of the backward races into the social and
religious organisation of Hinduism."

1
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Brahmanical tribes are as mucli separated from one another as any
other castes. Although some of them may eat together, they may not
intermarry. They are perhaps most numerous in Kashmir, Distinct

where the population is most purely Aryan, and the Brahman tribes.

pundits form an educated aristocracy, occupying all important offices in

the State. They eat meat, and are excluded from the regular ten tribes

of Indian Brahmans. They are, it is confessed, much more secular and
loose in their observances than the priestly Brahmans. They make their

way, and show their

cleverness, versatihty,

and energy all over

North India. Indeed,

in some parts varied

the Brah-employments.

mans condescend to

menial and servile em-
ployments, saving their

caste by refusing some-

thing or abstaining from

certain kinds of contact.

They may, for instance,

refuse to put their hands

to the plough, while

performing every other

kind of agricultural la-

bour. In Bengal they

are largely employed as

clerks and accountants,

in learned professions, as

merchants and bankers,

and show themselves

acute, but not often

energetic.

A modern orthodox

Brahman will even now
according to Sir Monier HIMALAYA WOMEN.

Wilhams ("ReHgious Thought and Life in India"), devote several hours a
day to rehgious forms, including bathing, worship, and meditation Religious
at two services, worship by the repetition of the first words of rites,

every sacred book, oblation of water to the secondary gods, sages, etc.,

sacrifice to fire by fuel, rice, clarified butter, etc., and worship of the
gods in the domestic sanctuary. There is also a service before the mid-
day meal, with offerings of food to all beings, including animals ; dail}^

homage to men, by the oftering of food to guests and beggars; daily
visiting of the neighbouring temple, to bow to the idol ; solemn fasts are

I
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kept twice a month ; a pilgrimage is made, whenever practicable, to some

holy shrine; and the last sacrifice is the burning of the body by the

sacred fire originally hghted by husband and wife on the domestic

hsarth.

The good Brahman always rises before sunrise ; but his wife rises

long before him, looks after the children, prepares fuel, and pays atten-

Brahman ^^^^ ^0 the family clothing. The orthodox garments are of

dress, white calico, an under or waistcloth tucked round the waist and

reaching to the feet, the outer a shawl-hke upper garment without seam

from top to bottom. The turban is only worn by the better classes, the

rest doing without any head-covering. In Western and Northern India

the turban-cloth may be from twenty to fifty yards long, folded according

to caste. The great majority never use shoes or stockings.

The women's dress is a sort of bodice, covered with a garment often

ten or fifteen yards long, and first tucked round the waist with many
Women's folds in front, then brought gracefully over the shoulder and
dress. frequently over the head. It is in jewellery of all kinds that

both men and women in India displa3'" most extravagance. Nose-rings,

ear-rings, necklaces, bracelets, or bangles, armlets, finger-rings, anklets, and
toe-rings are worn in great profusion and variety. The children of the

rich go naked till about the thiiTl year, while the poorer classes are naked
till six or seven years old.

The poor housewife has to bruise rice for her family, or to grind

some kind of grain. She attends personally to the kitchen, making it

The poor ^ model of cleanfiness and purit}''—one of the features in which
housewife, ^he Indians so markedly excel the Africans. A somewhat

strange function of wives, is to keep all bad omens out of the husband's

way, or to contrive to make liim look at something lucky in the early

morning.

Besides keeping the home, the chief function of an Indian high-

caste woman, is to give birth to male children, who are desired more

Low position ardently perhaps than anywhere. To have no boys, is a shame
of women.

.^^(_| ^ disgrace ; to have girls, is a misfortune. This feeling

results in the existence of one hundred millions of Indian women unable
to read, deeply ignorant. A feeling exists, says Sir Monier WiUiams,
in most Hindu families, that a girl who has learnt to read and write, has
committed a sin which is sure to bring down a judgment upon herself

and her husband. She will probably have to atone for her crime by early

widowhood—the greatest possible misfortune.

As a rule, girls are betrothed at three or four years old, sometimes
earlier

; married at six or seven to boys of whom they know notliing

;

Early ^^^ they are taken to their future homes at the age of ten or
marriages, eleven, often becoming mothers at twelve. They cease to have

any but the smallest domestic interests or importance, being not even
allowed to pronounce their husbands' names. AU upper-caste women
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are practically prisoners in their zenanas, have .no companionship with
men, and lack every means or incentive to improvement or to a healtliy

moral tone. Can it be wondered at that a Hindu woman is often worn
out and decrepit at thirty ?

We have abolished the long-standing custom of suttee—the widow
being burnt on the funeral pile of her dead husband. The widow with
a family now has a tolerable existence. But we have not

. . Widows
abolished the blank existence of the childless widow, forbidden

to re-marry, and treated as a household drudge, with much contumely,

so that often she would cheerfully resign herself to be burnt, if the law
permitted.

ZEBU CARRIAGE.

Female
influence.

This same system gives rise to the opposite extreme of excessive

female influence in numerous cases. The woman's craftiness and desire

of power exist in India as elsewhere ; and, where the husband
is well-to-do, and a numerous family of grandchildren and
great-grandchildren grows up around the heads of the family, there is

scope for great exertion of influence by the female head, though she ma}"-

have lost all personal charms. Scheming has its full play in her pro-

ceedings
; superstition and caste observances find a stronghold in her

;

and this secret life of the zenanas, closed to all but the family, is an
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THE liAO OF CUTCH (A EAJPUT

almost impregnable barrier

to improvement. Many
English women turn their

eyes to obtaining access to

the zenanas, as affording the

most hopeful chance of con-

ferring education on and

emancipating Indian women
from the chains in which
they are bound, too much
with their own consent. It

must be acknowledged, too,

that not a few Indian women-
have shown remarkable skill

in management, even of the

higher political order, and

have wielded, and still wield,

great power in many States.

Strange as it may ap-

pear, the seclusion and isola-

tion of women in India are

no part of original Brahman-
ism. The laws of Manu,

dating from about 500 B.C., show a diminution of liberty and social con-

seciusion of sequence, woman being declared unfit for independence. Even

to Mahomet- ^V ^^ ^^ Christian era women had many rights and privileges

anism. from which they were excluded at a later period ; and thej-

were certainly not secluded nor veiled. It was the introduction of

Mahometanism which gave the strongest impulse in this downward
direction. The practices in fashion among the conquering race had a

stamp of authority which propagated them extensively among those who
never became Mahometans ; and finally it came to be laid down that '" a

man both day and night must keep his wife so much in subjection that

she by no means be mistress of her own actions. If the wife have her

own free will, she will behave amiss. A woman must never go out with-

out the consent of her husband. She must never hold converse with a

strange man ; she must not stand at the door
; she must never look out

at the window ; she must not eat till she has served her husband and his

guests with food. She may, however, take phj^sic before they eat. It

is proper for a woman, after her husband's death, to burn herself in the

fire with his corpse." So deep was the feeling that the latter practice

Abolition of
^^^^^^ *^^^ inspired authority, that the British for many 3'ears

suttee by dared not forbid it. It was happily abolished in British India
the Brit:sh. . i onn i i. , .

• i • ,, im 1821)
;
but, even up to recent 3'ears, it has occasionally been

repeated in native principalities. Its abolition was facilitated by the
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The Rajputs.

discovery that some Brahman pmidits had falsified a verse of the Rig
Veda, which was supposed to inculcate suttee, by inserting the word
" fire " for a closely similar one meaning " first."

The Rajputs, literally sons of rajahs or princes, represent the warrior

caste of the invading Aryans, and in numerous tribes extend very widely

through India, being most numerous, however, in Rajputana.

But their race origin is obscured at present by the fact that

almost all Hindus who have taken to soldiering, whether Mahrattas, Jats,

or aborigines, claim a Rajput origin. The advent of the Mussulmans was
a great blow to the Rajputs, driving them from their ancient seats of

power on the Ganges, to the much less attractive and valuable lands of

Rajputana ; and even here the Mahrattas gained predominance over

them in the last century. Since the decline of the Mahratta power, the

Rajputs have emerged into comj)arative brilliancy ; and in a feudal

Rajputana at any rate constitute a powerful feudal aristocracy, aristocracy,

as also in the North-east

Punjab. In the Ganges
valley they still form a

considerable proportion

of the cultivators of the

soil, but are very little

distinguishable physic-

ally from the Brahmans.

The modern Rajput is

quite as strict a Hindu,

and even more preju-

diced, than many Brah-

mans ; and many of them
took a violent part in

the rebelhon of 1857-8.

Even the humbler Raj-

puts have a fine, digni-

fied look, and their

women are very hand-

some. The Rajput is

very proud of his warlike

reputation and of his

noble ancestry. Each
clan marries into some
other, marriage in the

same clan being regarded

as incestuous. There is

much cehbacy and in-

fanticide among them.

As a specimen of their THE THAKORE SAHIB OF MORVI, GUJEPAT (A RAJPUT
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subdivisions, we may note, that in Oudh alone, in 1871, there were found
439 Rajput clans or divisions of clans, some divisions having only one or

two living members. Their great desire is to marry their daughters into

a higher clan, and to avoid misalliances.

In connnection with the Rajputs, we may here refer to the Ai'yan

people of Cashmere (or Kashmir), which is in many respects most
interesting, both for its exquisite scenery and for its manufactures and
people. After having been ruled by a Naga dynasty for a long period,

it was annexed to the Mogul empire by Akbar in 1586. Later it was
ruled over by Afghan chiefs, and in 1819

was taken by Runjeet Singh. When we
conquered the Sikhs, we appointed a

Maharajah of Cashmere who was already

ruler of the adjacent district of Jummoo,
and who -^T^ts of Rajput descent. The
majority of the people of Cashmere have
long been Mahometans. The Aiyan in-

habitants are among the finest and most

European-looking of the Hindu races,

their features lacking the prominent

cheek-bones, thick lips, and other un-

pleasing elements of many ffindus. The
women are also in many cases beautiful,

with something of a Jewish appearance.

In fact, those of the well-to-do classes are

little darker than Italians. A large in-

fusion of them are of Brahman descent,

and retain theu' religion, while excluded

Irom the Indian Brahman tribes, and dis-

tinguished from them by eating meat.

Their pundits are extremely clever, and

are known all over Northern India as an

energetic race of office-seekers. In and
around Jummoo the Rajputs are the pre-

dominant race, of a slender type, with

high shoulders, curiously bow-legged, and
with turned-in toes. They are light-brown in complexion, with small

features and frequently hooked nose. They are very particular in caste

observances, conceited, avaricious, and grasping. They do not work at

any trade, touching a plough being considered a disgrace. Very many
of the Brahmans, however, are cultivators.

The mass of tlie Indian" people,—something approaching" two hundred
The Hindu millions,—are Hindus by religion, with local and racial varia-
masses.

^^^j^g which priestcraft has most skill'ully adapted or has itselt

suggested. On the whole, the Hindu people may be said to be divided

NATIVE OF OUDH.
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between the worship of the two gods—Vishnu, with other personal

deities, faith in whom secures salvation, and Siva, a sterner deity, pro-

pitiated by works, penances, and austerities. But what is most remark-

able in Hindu religion, is the extent to which it has absorbed and toler-

ated almost all forms of religious ideas. Yet, with all its
Eclecticism

inclusiveness, and notwithstanding the long predominance of of Hindu

Buddhism, with its anti-caste doctrines, nothing is more

remarkable than the extent to which caste regained its ground and

increased its domination

on the decline of Budd-
hism, showing that it

rested on some basis

very deeply seated in

the Indian nature.

Instead of the four

early castes already re-

ferred to, a Multitude

multitude of of castes,

castes has arisen, partly

through the intermar-

riage of men of the

higher castes with
women of the lower, to

whom distinctive occu-

pations have been as-

signed, and "partly by a

tendency to form trades'

guilds, which was almost

equally influential in

Europe in the middle

ages, and has by no

means died out among
ourselves. Why it

should have gained such

remarkable ascendency

in India we cannot teU.

It maybe simply because

the struggle for existence was so keen, that each group protected itself

as far as possible and jealously excluded others. No doubt the skill

acquired by those who exclusively devoted themselves to particular crafts,

and whose sons showed special and increasing aptitude for the same

pursuit, aided this powerfully. The word caste was a Portuguese term,

indicating the divisions or creeds they found among the Indians. The
Hindu word for caste is 'jat,' or 'birth,' which, however, has become

identified with occupation ; and castes in this sense are now innumerable

and constantly being formed.

KAJfUT WOMEN.

i
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Of course the vast majority of the Hindus are agriculturists, and,

according to some, castes have arisen essentially out of the primitive

„, , constitution of village communities. The Indian village or
Hindu

. , ^ ...
viUage township, extending over three or four square miles of terri-

commum les.^^^,^^
.^ ^^^ many respects a little republic

; and its organisation

has lasted practically for more than two thousand years, testifying to the

excellent elements it contains. If the agriculturist's implements are rude,

his social system is complex and very satisfactory.

The community has little to do with Government, beyond paying a

joint produce-tax and obeying general laws. It elects its own headman,

ViUage 01" president, who is the paid chairman and magistrate, pre-
organisation.gj^jj^g

g^^ ^j^g sittings of the local council, which often assembles

under a large tree. He settles labour questions, payments, disputes, etc.

Of course a notary and a priest are high in office in the village ; and the

latter abates no jot of the pretensions of the priesthood. A schoolmaster

is found in many villages, though the instniction he gives is very rudi-

mentary ; but he has a good stock of punishments at command for his

scholars, such as standing on one foot for a long period, sitting on the

floor with one leg turned up behind the neck, hanging head downwards
from a branch of a tree, knocking heads together, etc. The

viuage barber, who shaves every man most regularly, cuts nails, cleans
unctionar es.^^^,^^

cracks joints, etc. ; the carpenter, sawing with both feet

and hands ; the blacksmith, dairyman (who never makes cheese), weaver,

shoemaker, potter—all are found in the villages, being regularly appointed

or hereditary, and paid jointly by the council out of the village contri-

butions.

But it is in the towns that caste institutions present themselves in

all their variety and rigour. There, all who practise a trade live in the

Castes in same quarter of the town ; and it is possible to find whole
towns, streets devoted to particular trades, and known as bazaars.

The shops are open to the street, the owners being seated on the ground

among their commodities, and by no means resembling English shop-

keepers in their eagerness to sell their wares. At the same time the

workers are to be seen plying their occupations in open workshops. The
patience, perseverance, and endurance of these native workmen is simply

Hindu mani- marvellous. Here they reap the full advantage of their fine,

puiation.
ij^lio, supple fingers. If their manipulation is slow, it is also

first-rate, though only in a few cases are modern scientific improvements
introduced. Perhaps it is the European machine which is destined to

break up caste more than any other cause. The steam-engine and the

railway have already opened the eyes of the Hindu marvellously. He
has taken to travelling as one of his greatest enjoyments, and thus has

learnt to migrate easily and cheaply in search of work. In spite of caste,

he crowds the third-class carriages.

The Indian workman's mastery over his materials is marvellous.
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English people are now familiar, through exhibitions, with the exquisite

carvings, filigree work, gold and silver weaving, inlaid-work, Masterly

gold and silver plate, embroidery, needlework, muslin, and workmansMp.

other manufactures of India. In architecture, in clay-modelling, in

miniatiu-e paintings on wood, talc, and ivory, the Indians have shown
mastery in forms quite original. But we cannot explain why they should

not have shown similar tendencies to sculpture and painting in the forms

generally known to us ; nor is it easily comprehensible why there should

be so httle fine furniture in India. It is not for want of perseverance or

ingenuity. In Benares Sir Monier Williams found a man making a set

HINDU WORSHIPPING THE GANGES.

of twenty toy boxes, some lacquered, some coloured, all neatly constructed

and furnished with lids, and fitting one inside the other, so that the

smallest box in the interior of all was not bigger than the head of a

knitting needle. The price of the whole nest of twenty boxes was not
more than sixpence, although twenty-three different manipulations were
needed to complete each box. In Benares the most exquisite patterns

are graven on brass with no other tools than a hammer and a nail ; and
purchasers always weigh the articles and only pay a trifle more introduction

than the cost of the brass ; and indeed most things are made olfactories,

to order; the keeping of large stocks is almost unknown. Nowadays,

I
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Caste rules.

however, factories with Enghsli machinery have been established in India
;

and it is possible that Indian fnigality and low wages may revolutionise

the cotton industry, and lead to our being surpassed in cheapness of

production by Eastern manufacturers, producing a similar effect on our

cotton industries to that which cheap corn has produced upon farming in

England. At any rate, the English must not send worthless and rotten

goods to India, if it is desired to. keep a hold on the Indian market ; for

the Hindus have found them out.

So far does the idea of caste, depending on birth, prevail in India,

that there are certain criminal castes organised to

Criminal pi'ey on others. The thugs and dacoits

castes, belong to these, with professed poisoners

and thieves. Most of the crime in India is com-

mitted by these criminal castes. There are even

religious mendicants who accept alms only from

certain castes.

Contact with certain castes or people gives rise

to ceremonial uncleanness, only to be purged by
complex rites. A Hindu visitor to a

European house changes all his clothes on

his retm'n home, and purifies himself in a prescribed

manner very repulsive to us. Every workman is

clean in his own trade, that is, the actions necessary

in his trade do not render him unclean ; but no

Hindu will use an article of earthenware which an

English barbarian has touched. Such vessels are at

once broken, and brass or copper utensils scoured

with sand. Small brass pots are kept at roadside

watering-places for people of caste; but the out-

caste people, or pariahs, must catch in their mouths
the water that has passed through a bamboo, not

daring to put their lips close to it. Not one of the

out-castes can enter the house of a Hindu ; but he

stands at a distance and shouts any message he

may have. If a man of caste offends against the

rules of his caste, a meeting of the members, or of

the council, is called, and, on proof of the offence,

the offender is punished by a severe form of boj'cotting, which proves

that the Irish were very late in the field in putting into practice that

form of persuasion.

Sir Monier AVilliams gives an instance that came under his own
notice in 1875, of a man, a cloth merchant, who had committed the crime

of marrying a widow of his own caste, who was sentenced to
' excommunication. No one of his Own or anj' other caste was

to associate with him, eat with him, deal with him, or marry any of his

BENfiALI WOMAN.
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children. No temple was to receive him as a worshipper ; if he died, no

one was to carry his body to the burying-ground. The day after the

sentence, he had the hardihood to go into the bazaar, but found it im-

possible to transact business ;
not even his debtors would pay him what

they owed, nor would any one give evidence before the courts to support

his claims. He was a ruined man, and had to leave the country.

It is held, theoretically, that a Brahman is polluted if even the

shadow of a low-caste man falls upon him, or if he even glances into his

superior's pot. A Brahman will turn aside and spit, if a low- pouuting

caste man passes him in the street ; but the low-caste man has glances,

his advantage in the unimportance to him of any such occurrences
; and

if he accumulates a httle money, he can even hire a high-caste man to

work for him. Many a Brahman is thus engaged as cook.

Instead of decrying caste as an odious Orientalism, we should recog-

nise that it is a general Aryan feature, which has attained its greatest

development in India. It is one of man's devices for pre- „

serving that which he has gained in the struggle for exist- Aryan

ence—a conservative expedient. But, like all other of man's

devices, it may be abused and carried to extremes which are evil and
retard progress. It readily becomes a tyranny; and those whose great

care is to preserve caste, irrespective of merit, are really self-condemned

to extinction. However, caste in India is really giving way before

European institutions and the spread of free thought ; but it may long-

continue to exercise a more or less real sway.

All impressions of Hindu character must be founded on local and
limited knowledge ; but the following is worth considering as the experi-

ence of an officer of long residence in India—Lieut.-Colonel „," ... Character of
Monier Williams, father of the distinguished Oxford professor Hindu

who has given his life to making India known in this country.
i^®^^-

About sixty years ago, he recorded that he found the villagers in

Western India, of every caste, simple and temperate in habits, quiet and
peaceful in disposition, and obedient and faithful in the fulfilment of

duty. They had no conspicuous vices ;
the parents were affectionate and

tender, the children habitually dutiful. Hospitality towards strangers

was carefully observed. There were no beggars, except those who were
religious mendicants by profession. The indigent and diseased were
always provided for by internal village arrangements. No written docu-

ments were required in transactions involving money payments. No
receipts were given or needed for rents. Money and valuables were
deposited without any security. On the occasion of a great religious

assemblage on the banks of the Nerbuddah, where two hundred thousand

people assembled, there was no rioting, no quarrelling, no drunkenness,

nor disorder of any kind. Under the protection of the village watchmen,
the Indian survey officers were never robbed, nor was the smallest

article even pilfered from their tents.
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It would be taking too rosy a view to apply this picture universally

;

yet much of it is true. The Hindus among themselves are habituaUy

just and honourable. In our courts they appear as constantly

views about guilty of deception, concealment, and false swearing, much as

too many Europeans conduct themselves towards tax-gatherers

and magistrates. And he who thinks evil of the Hindus will probably

find sufficient justification for his thoughts in his experience; whilf

those who look at the best side, and seek the good features, always find

much to commend and admire.

BRAHMAN OBSERVATORY AT BENARES.

Every village in India has its temple or temples, rude though they

may be, either to Siva in his character of Father of all beings, Dissolver

and Regenerator, with his son Granesa, lord of demons ; to Vishnu, the god

vuiage who shows his sympathy with human suffering and his interest
temples. \^ human affairs by numerous avatars, or descents upon earth,

among whom Krishna and Rama are very important; or to some one of the

numerous classes of goddesses, mostly impersonations of the female energy
of Siva, such as Kali, the terrible destroyer, the Matris, or mothers of the

universe, including Yaishnari and Lakshmi. While the worship of Siva

and Vishnu includes many comparatively good features, it is in connection
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with the worship of goddesses that the most degrading and licentious rites

are practised. If, on the one hand, the elevation of Hindu re- Goddess

ligion may be sought by laying emphasis on the pure doctrines "worship,

embodied in it and found in the sacred books, there can be no elevation

for those who practise most of the forms of goddess worship, except by total

abandonment of such degrading superstitions. No doubt British influence

is gradually breaking up a great deal of superstition ;
and infanticide,

fanatical murder, and human sacrifice are far less common than they were.

Even the practice of self-immolation under cars of the gods has greatly

INDIAN FAKIKS.

decreased. Such cars are attached to every large temple, and are drawn
forth on particular days by large numbers of devotees. Al- seif-

though now and again people are crushed under the wheels, in^mo^ation.

this is often accidental, owing to the great crowd, and anxiety to get

near the sacred god. Our rule may be said to have increased the

attendances at rehgious festivals, by largely facilitating communication
;

and accidents not unfrequently happen in most large assemblies. It is

well known that the most celebrated of these assemblies is that of

Juggernaut (properly Jagan-nath, or Krishna), at Puri in Orissa. There
V. X
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is no doubt that self-immolation is discouraged in Vislinu worship.

Accidental death within the temple renders the whole place
ido es V

^•^^j^^.jgg^j-^^ " The ritual suddenly stops, and the polluted offerings

are hurried away from the sight of the offended god."

Self immolation by drowning was formerly ver}-- common at Benares.

The Ganges is the sacred river beyond all others ; and to end one's days

Drowning and i" it was the most certain of all modes of securing salvation,

burying alive. Qften Hiudus would paddle into the stream between two large

empty pots, which they would then fill with water, and so sink them-

selves. Burying alive was another practice we have succeeded in putting-

down, though even up to recent years it has been occasionally practised.

Voluntary self-torture is another considerable feature of Indian life.

Many forms of it have been prohibited by law, such as swinging in the

air, fixed by a rope and hook passed through the muscles ol
' the back and attached to a lofty pole, boring the tongue with

a red-hot iron, etc. Some infatuated men would formerly sit for years

over a hot fire, or with eyes open looking at the sun, or stand with heavy

weights suspended to their naked bodies, or hold their hands closed till

the nails pierced through them, or keep their arms vertically raised till

the joints became fixed, or lie on beds with iron spikes. Sir Monier

"Williams saw a man at Allahabad who had sat in one position for fifty

years on a stone pedestal, exposed to sun, wind, and rain, never mo\'ing

except once a day, when he was led to the Ganges. Of course he was an

object of veneration. He also saw a man prostrating himself and

measuring every inch of his body round a mountain, and apparently

intending to go on till he had completed a circuit of twenty miles one

hundred and eight times. Such are a few of the acts which show how
intense is the religious and self-sacrificing spirit of the Hindu.
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BUDDHISM has, as we have

said, almost disappeared from

India, surviving only in Ceylon,

where it flourishes. But there

is no doubt that it ex-

erted great
Buddhist

influence influences on

on Hinduism itself, " in

bringing forward the principle

of the brotherhood of man, with

the reassertion of which, each

new revival of Hinduism starts
;

in the asylum which the great

Hindu sects afford to women who
have fallen victims to caste rules,

to the widow, and to the out-

caste ;
in that gentleness and

charity to all men, which take

the place of a poor-law in India,

and give a high significance to

the half-satirical epithet of the

" mild Hindu."

Buddhism is also repre-

sented in India by the Jains, a

sect of over a million,
^^^^^^^

differing from Buddhism in recognising in the Jina Pati, or .

Adi Buddha, a divine personal ruler of all, denying the divine origin

of the Vedas, and distinguished by an extreme tenderness for animal

hfe. Their holy men of the past are admitted as true deities. They

believe in a sort of pantheism ; and spirits are condemned to continual

migration. There are many Tains in Rajputana, in Benares, in G-ujerat,

DANCING GIRL : HYDERABAD.

I
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and the Mysore ; and they possess a large share of wealth and influence,

so extensive that it is said one half the mercantile wealth of India passes

through their hands. Their tenderness to animal life, however, is against

many of their enterprises, for they will undertake nothing by whicli

animal life may be destroyed. Some of the noblest archi-

and tectural remains in India were erected by the Jains in the
pilgrimages.

^^^^ . ^^j they still make pilgrimages to five holy hills where

they have shrines—pilgrimages being, according to them, the only means

by which the devotee may attain to their heaven of complete annihila-

tion.

The Parsees of India, though few in number, not more than seventy

thousand,—of whom fifty thousand are in the city of Bombay alone,—are

a most important and influential group of people, possessing

expeued much wealth, and following European practices to a large

extent. They are Aryans of Persian descent, whose ancestors

were expelled from Persia by the Mahometan conquerors in the seventh

and eighth centuries. They speak tlie Gujerati vernacular, but all also

speak English. Yet they maintain the observances of the Zoroastrian

religion. Their mode of " burial " in the " Towers of Silence " on Malabar

The towers HiU at Bombay, is most peculiar. They proceed on the
of silence, principle that every effort n»ust be made to protect mother earth

from the pollution which would resul t if putrefying corpses were allowed

to accumulate in the ground. Hence they build solid and massive

circular stone platforms, or low towers, on which the dead are exposed,

and speedily devoured by vultures, which always surround the parapet of

the towers. The Parsees defend this practice on the highest sanitary

grounds. On the whole, however, the Parsees are more important as a

caste of civilised traders than as religionists, for they do not proselytise.

Tliey have but one wife, who enjoys a degree of freedom unknown to

Hindus or Mahometans. They neither eat beef, pork, nor ham, nor do
they eat ibod cooked by a person of another religion.

The Moslem, or Mahometan, population of India, though by no means
homogeneous in race, constitute a vast population of over fifty millions,

whose political attitude is a most important factor in our Eastern dominion
;

for by their religious faith they naturally feel hostility to Christianity

and its professors, while the attitude of the latter has been for the most
part equally hostile, not admitting the good features in the Moslem fiiith.

It is not sufficiently remembered, moreover, that the advent of the British

has practically expelled the Mahometans from the vast share they

Moslem
f^merly possessed in the administration of Hindu as well as

attitude to Mahometan States. It is asserted by Sir Richard Temple that
tli6 Britisb

the Mussulmans nowadays find themselves beaten by Hindus in

the open competition of mind with mind. Consequently there is amongst
them a considerable disgust at the results of British rule ; and this requires

continual watchfulness on our part not to oftend their prejudices, nor to
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do anything which might give them a pretext for. hoisting the standard

of a relisrious war.

The Mahometans are most numerous in Bengal, the North-Western
Provinces, and the Punjab, although they are largely distributed all

I
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over India, and include people of Arab, Persian, Scythian, Tartar, Mon-

various ft'f>l, Turk, and Afghan descent, with many converts from the
Moslem races.

]{,a jputs, Jats, and pre-Aryan tribes. Many of these races

keep distinct, religiously as well as racially ;
but all are liable to be united

under the standard of Allah, The Moguls, or descendants of the last

conquering race, do not number a quarter of a million. The Afghans,

known as Pathans, approach two millions. The Sayyids, who claim

lineal descent from Mahomet, are over three-quarters of a m.illion ;
while

the Shaikhs, or those of Arab descent, number nearly five millions. The
Bohra of Gujerat, Cutch, Sind, and the Rajput states, represent themselves

as the followers of the Shaikh-ul-Jabl, or Old Man of the Mountain. They
are chiefly mercantile in pursuits, and are active and intelligent people.

H1^D00S BATHING IN' THE GANGES.

In Bengal the vast proportion of the Mahometans plainly are of the same
race as the low-caste Hindus. They have become subdivided into many
classes with hereditary occupations, much resembling the Hindu castes,

and having many polytheistic customs and festivals. In the Punjab too

the Mussulman is not strongly marked out from the Hindu racially. In
the Deccan, the ruling power at Hyderabad is Mahometan, depending on
a mixed Arab, Negro, Abyssinian, and northern Hindu soldiery. In
southern India they are divided into three distinct races (1) Labbai, tall

and well made, deep bronze in colour, merchants and pedlars, using the

Tamil alphabet, having the Koran in Tamil, and only speaking and
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reading TamiJ. They, like (2j the Moplah, are said to have originated

from trading or sailor Arabs and Indian women. The Moplah of south-

western India and Ceylon are of a more restless disposition, and have

had various agrarian disputes with us. The Moplah of north Malabar

follow the local practice of descent of property in the female line. (3)

The Nao-aiti (or new comers), a small slender almost fair race with hand-

some women, are Arab immigrants, and are not military, but exclusively

engaged in trade.

The Mahometans furnish something like one-fourth of the British

army in India
;
and they have shown both steadiness and dash in warfare.

HINBU LADY OF HIGH KANK, WITH PET AXI.MALS.

The bulk of them may be said to hope for a return of their former

glories, and dwell with pride on their past successes. They Mahometan

usually speak Hindustani, although the educated speak Persian, soldiers.

They are far less characterised by learning than the Hindus. The great

Mahometan capitals are Gaur, Rajmahal, Dacca and Moorshedabad ; but

it is not around them that the Moslem faith is most professed, but in

thickly peopled agricultural districts, where the equalising creed of

Mahometanism has made many converts among those who otherwise had
the lowest social position as out-castes.

The Sikhs form another religious group, often in England supposed

to represent a nationality, but in reality a theisticsect founded by Nanak,

i
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a Hindu, born in 1469. The word Sikh means " disciple." Nanak's

Rise of the gi^eat idea was, to bring about a union of Hindus and Ma-
sikhB. hometans on the basis of a common belief in one God ; but

his teaching was also largely pantheistic. He denounced caste and

prohibited image worship, but attached great sanctity to cows, like tlip

Hindus. Under Nanak and his successors many converts were made ; and

the Sikhs began to be influential in a worldly sense and to develop

military abilities. This led the Mahometans to fiercely oppose them
;

the Sikhs gradually grew stronger, and formed powerful bands under

independent chiefs. As they grew more powerful they purchased the

tank called Umritsur, where they built the famous lake temple and estab-

lished their chief centre. Gradually the sayings and teachings of their

leading teachers (Gurus) were collected, and they formed a sort of Bible,

or Granth. The ninth Guru was imprisoned and tortured by Aurungzebe,

and induced a fellow-prisoner to put an end to his sufferings.

From this time th'e Sikhs became actively warhke, and under

the tenth Guru, Govind, were organised on principles of hostility to

Mahometanism, and of active propagation of the Sikh faith by the sword.

Aurungzebe was more than a match for the Sikhs ; but after his death

they became more powerful, and in 1767 they were masters of the

country between the Jumna and Rawul Pindi, We have alreadj^ re-

ferred to the achievements of Runjeet Singh, who stiU further moulded

the Sikhs into a nation. Since their successive defeats by the British,

they have settled down quietly, entered our military service, and stood

lo^^ally by us in the great crisis of 1857. They now number nearly two

millions. Many of them, however, adopt caste, wear the Brahmanical

thread, keep Hindu festivals, and even make offerings in Hindu temples.

Thus they are being drawn back into Hinduism.

A slight mention must here suffice for the Theistic religionists who
have arisen within the last century in India, many of whom take the

Theistic pnre teachings of the Vedas for their guide, and believe in the
reugionists. abolition of caste rules, the cessation of child marriages, and the

remarriage of widows, and have given up Hindu domestic ceremonies.

Rammohun Roy, who died at Bristol in 1833, was one of the most notable

reformers. He was the real founder of the Brahmo Somaj, or Theistic

Rammohun Churches, of Bengal, Keshub Chunder Sen, who died in 1884,
^^^- being equally eminent. Although the Native Marriage Act

of 1872, obtained largely by his influence, introduced civil marriage

at a proper age into India, legalised marriage between different castes,

and permitted the remari'iage of widows, it has not as yet been largely

Keshub taken advantage of. Keshub Chunder Sen's doctrine cannot
Chunder Sen ^^ ^^Q^i^.^ described than as " the Fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of man." It represents the daily growing ferment of dis-

belief in and rejection of Hindu idolatry which is permeating Indian
scciety as it becomes more educated, and is a sign of hopefulness for
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India's future, if it do not degenerate into mere negation of all religion,

a feeling which is also growing in India.

The Christians of India mnst not be left out of account. They are

variously estimated at from one to two millions, being most numerous
in southern India. A considerable number of these are how-
ever Europeans or descendants of Europeans. The Roman

Catholics report the largest number of converts
; but their tolerant

inclusiveness makes the reality of their claim doubtful. TinnevelJy

is a centre round which the largest numbers of Protestants

are found. Very many of the Christians are Eurasians, of

mixed European and Asiatic blood, a large number being Indo-Portu-

guese. The Eurasians, however, do not yet manifest the solid qualities

of either Europeans or Hindus
;
and the problem whether a permanent

European cross can be established in India is yet unsolved. It appears

certain that pure-blooded Europeans cannot become acclimatised in

India.

The great number of spoken languages in India is a bar to unity of

feeling in India. It may perhaps be created in the future by the diffusion

Variety of either of English or of Hindustani, a mixed dialect first used
Languages,

j^y ^j^g Mahometans of India, and since widely employed as a

sort of lingua franca. It is essentially Hindi, or the vernacular of the

North-West Provinces, with many words of Sanscrit, Persian, and Arabic

orimn. It has been a great question whether pure Sanscrit
Hindustani o u. j.

^

was ever a spoken language ; but authorities of eminence be-

lieve that it was, and that it was once a vernacular language, giving

way later to various dialects, called Prakrits. Others, however, regard

Sanscrit as the sum of the Vedic dialects, constructed by the

labour and zeal of grammarians, and polished by the skill of

learned men. Modern investigation seems to have shown that the

vernaculars are not derived directly from Sanscrit, but from an Aryan
speech older than Sanscrit. By degrees the main Prakrits became sub-

divided into local vernaculars, each spoken in a limited area. Pali, the

literary language of Buddhism, is a development of the spoken

Prakrit of the Gangetic kingdom of Magadha (Behar)
;
wliile

similarly the Jains used the Maharashtri Prakrit of western India for

their sacred books
; and these are very valuable for comparison with

their present representatives in the vernaculars of Behar and the Mahratta

country.

The change that has occurred in the interval is of the following

nature. The Prakrits had synthetic inflections
;
the modern vernaculars

The Prakrits
^^'^ analytical, liave disjointed particles to indicate time, place,

ani modern and relation, and post-positions where we have prepositions.

They have incorporated a considerable number of non-Aryan
or aboriginal words, and also many words from the Persian court laiiguage

of their Mahometan conquerors.
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Tlie principal Aryan vernaculars are Sindi, towards the nortli-west

frontier ;
Punjabi, in tlie valleys of the Indus and its tributaries

; Gujerati,

south of the Punjab ; Hindi, east of Punjabi ; Marathi, south-east of

Gujerati ; Bengali, east Bengal and delta of Ganges
; Urija, Mahanudy

delta to northern parts of Madras. Each of these vernaculars has a

literature of its own, as yet very partially investigated. In Eajputana

the poetry and hymnology of a single sect are said to amount to 540,00(3

Most of these

their

imes

literatures find

Native
literature.

mam im-

pulse in re-

ligious movements.
Bengali appears in

modern times to have

most vitahty, and has

both drama and fic-

tion, as well as peri-

odical literature, now
firmly established and
growing.

We have already

referred to the lan-

guages of the Dravid-

ian peoples. Four of

these have consider-

able literatures, the

Tamil, Telugu, Ka-
narese, and Malayalim.

The Tamil owed many
excellent works to the

activity of the Jain

Buddhists from the

ninth to the thirteenth

centuries. The Sans-

crit epic Ramayana
was also paraphrased

or imitated in Tamil.

BENJARI (wandering TRADERS) ON A JOURNEY.

There are two encyclopaedic collections of Tamil
hymns, in praise of Siva and Vishnu respectively. The printing press

has greatly stimulated Tamil literature. In 1882 no fewer than 558
vernacular works were printed in Madras, the great majority being in

Tamil.

The forms of marriage and ideas respecting it naturally constitute

one of the richest fields of study in India, with its variety of po^ms of

races and castes. We can only refer to the subject briefly. Marriage.

Marriage in India is essentially based on the idea of the father's right

I
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to dispose of his daughter in marriage, wliile the husband purchases her.

Mahomotanism modifies this to the extent that the bridegroom purchases

the bride from herself, by means of the dower he offers. Marriages

usually take place between persons of different tribes or sections of

tribes ;
although Brahman girls may only marry with those of their own

caste. Although polygamy is lawful both to Mussulmans and Hindus,

it is only practised by the richer classes, and especially by the princes.

The results, in intrigue and murder, have too frequently been scandalous.

Among Indian Mahometans a man can only marry one wife with full

rejoicings and ceremonial, and she receives full deference, although the

children of first and subsequent marriages are on an equality''

in their father's home
;
yet the offspring of the latter are not

similarly dowered, nor equally regarded with those of the first marriage

outside their home. Among Hindus in general, it is rare to find more

than one wife in a house ; but the very numerous female devotees of the

temples are almost always immoral. These temple women are not held

by the Hindus to pursue a disgraceful vocation
;
indeed, all classes of

Hindus, in time of trouble or in the hope of offspring, have been known
to vow their daughters to the temples. Until lately they included

almost the only educated women in India, and were often very accom-

plished. This is but a melancholy instance of the low estate of women
in India, far below their ancient position. The whole ritual of their

marriages, indeed, is based on a high idea of woman.
Five things are considered essential in the Hindu marriage cere-

mony—the betrothal, the gift of the girl, the acceptance, the seizure of

the girl, and the seven steps, or Sapti-padi. The giving

of Hindu away of the girl by her father or guardian, in the presence
marriage.

^|. ^-j^^ Brahmans, to the bridegroom's father, is in these words

:

" I give you, for your son, my beautiful vii'gin daughter, accept her

therefore." The bridegroom's father replies :
" With my mind, with my

voice, and with my body I joyfully accept thy daughter for my son, and

religiously receive her among my own kindred." The girl's father then

declares his tribe, and gives the bridegroom grains of rice tinged with

red and betel leaves, declaring again that he gives him his daughter,

and promising to pay the marriage expenses. The girl's father next

declares :
" Brahmans, to this j^outh, very learned in the Vedas, the

son of N., to him I give my daughter, dressed in gay apparel, and

adorned with gems." The Brahmans answer, " So let it be." The gu'l's

father now puts her hand into the bridegroom's, and pours over them
water sacred to Vishnu, making the gift irrevocable. The wooden yoke

of a ploughing bullock is then laid lightly upon the bride's head, signi-

fying her subjection. A veil being now held up between the pair, the

eight auspicious verses are recited, calling upon the gods, the saints, the

trees, the hills, and the rivers to witness and bless the union. The veil

being then let fall, the bridegroom binds the Tali, a golden ornament,
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round the bride's neck, never to be removed unless .she becomes a widow.
Then follows a sacrifice to Agni, in which the wedded pair take the
Sapti-padi, or seven steps, together, amid loud chanting of the Vedas.
Next, grains of parched rice are eaten. On the fourth night after the

SERPENT CHARMERS IN INDIA.

marriage, a torchlight procession sets out ; and the newly- r^^^^-^:^
^^married pair are carried round the village in a palanquin with processions,

music and dancing. The details and cost o± these processions vary much
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according to the ideas and wealth of the relatives. They may even
include camels and elephants. At sunrise the pair are conducted home,
being received at the threshold by some married woman

; when seated,

a lamp is waved round their heads, to avert the evil eye. Wedding cards

are represented by the distribution of betel leaves with areca nuts and
grains of rice coloured red. This may serve to give an idea of marriage

in India, but the details and local customs vary greatly.

A whole series of religious forms was formerly gone through by
Hindu women before the birth of their offspring, to secure the due puri-

fication of the child ; and these were largely connected with
Desire of . .

male the desire for male offspring, which we can understand when
offspring. -^ ^j^ considered that the well-being of the parent's soul

after death is believed to depend on the proper performance of certain

ceremonies by a son. The Rig Veda says, " When a father sees the

face of a living son, he pays a debt in him, and gains immortality. The
pleasure which a father has in his son exceeds all other enjoyments. His

wife is a friend, his daughter an object of compassion, his son shines as

his light in the highest world." The birth and name-giving ceremonies

are still important and solemn functions, succeeded by food-giving,

tonsure, and ear-boring. Children are suckled sometimes to the age o±

five or six years.

So far is entail from being a Teutonic invention, that the Hindu's

boy from birth has a vested interest in his father's property
;
and the

Property son, when he comes of age, can compel him to give him his
^^^" share of the property.

Cremation is almost invariable, except among the Parsees, or when
drowning is voluntarily preferred. Dying people are frequently taken

to the banks of the Ganges or other sacred river, and the last settlement

of affairs takes place upon its banks ; and the dying person repeatedly

calls upon his gods by name.
Agriculture is so important in India, that some further description

of it may be permitted. Mr. Clements Markham describes the Bombay

The ryot, or cultivator, or ryot, as "a lean man, with prominent muscles,
cultivator, ^nd small hands and feet, with eyes full and black, cheek-

bones high, and teeth stained with betel. He forms one in a population

of 600 to 1,000, which cultivates some 4,000 acres, and lives in a village

surrounded by a mud wall, with two gates. The 150 to 200 houses are

of sun-dried bricks, with terraced roofs, and there are open porticoes along

their fronts
;
but the few small dark interior rooms have no windows.

The furniture of a cultivator's house consists of a copper boiler and a

few other copper vessels, about twenty earthen pots, to hold stores of

grain and other food, a large wooden dish for kneading dough, a flat

stone and rolling-pin for powdering spices, two iron lamps, and two beds
laced with rope. The whole will not cost much more than forty shillings.

But his agricultui'al implements and bullocks are his most valuable
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possessions. The plough, consisting of beam-head and handle, but

having no share, and leaving a mere scratch, is 'made of babool wood

{Acacia Ambica), and costs only a few rupees. The cart is a rude frame

on two sohd wooden wheels, and there are also a harrow with wooden

teeth and a drill plough. A pair of good oxen is indispensable." The

arable land includes that of which the crops depend on rains, irrigated

lands, and garden ground with fruit-trees and vegetables. There are

two crops in the year ; for the one, spiked millet and two kinds of pulse

are sown ; for the other, wheat and grains. The land is ploughed only

once in two years, having

first been drag- Modes of

hoed. At the agriculture.

beginning of harvest, a

level place is chosen for the

threshing-floor and made
dry and hard. " A pole

five feet high is stuck in

the middle, the grains are

stacked round the floor, and

the women break off the

ears and throw them in.

Six or eight bullocks are

then tied to each other, and

to the post, and driven

round to tread out the

grain ; and the winnowing
is done by a man standing

on a high stool, and sub-

mitting the grain and chaff"

to the wind from a basket.

The cultivator requires but

little food. It consists of

cakes made of millet flour,

with water and salt, baked
on a plate of iron

;
green

pods or fruits cut in pieces,

boiled and mixed with salt, pepper, or turmeric, and then fried in oil
;

and porridge of coarsely ground millet and salt."

We can do no more than glance at the amusements by which the

Indians vary then' life. Naturally surrounded as they are by jungles

containing great quadrupeds, by poisonous snakes, such as the Indian

cobra di capello, wliich do not keep to the jungles, but invade ^^°^ ^"

the privacy of homes, and by rivers in which crocodiles abound—hunting

must be a somewhat serious amusement ; and it is pursued, frequently

under the auspices of Europeans, with an ardour and a pomp of circum-

f^'

BENJAEI WOMAN.
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stance which partake of the nature of real war. Elephant hunting and

catching alive, tiger and panther-hunting, are among the most notable

forms of sport ; while the cheetah, or tame leopard, is made use of as

a hunting animal in pursuit of antelopes. In those pursuits the Hindu

often shows himself very daring and courageous.

The other side of the Hindu character is exemplified in his devotion

to chess ; while gambling finds as many devotees as in our own favoured

Jugglers and ^^^^j ^^^ instance among the Rajputs. The performances of

snake- jugglers, who are marvellously skilful, afford great amusement

to the Hindus
; while allied to these are the snake-charmers,

who by music and various arts sometimes attain a remarkable command
over snakes, even without their fangs being extracted. It often happens,

however, that the snake-charmer meets '^sfx'^ his death from a snake

which he has long charmed. Music, of a kind too noisy to be quite

appreciated by a Western audience, cock-fighting, athletics, wrestling,

dancing,—often of an indecent character, according to our ideas,—all

find many votaries among the Hindus, who are neither deficient in in-

telligence nor in capacity of amusing themselves, though they do not

show their amusement b}'' the same facial expressions which we employ.

Altogether, India has prospered greatly under British rule, has in-

creased largely in population and wealth, and has ceased to suffer from

Results of endless wars and fear of wars, with their attendant devastation
ntish rule.

^^^^ death. Tyranny, too, has been very largely done away
with

; and the lives and liberties of the people are now safe, instead ot

being, as at most former periods, precarious, and depending on the will

of despots and the intrigues of self-interested persons. The manner in

which local peculiarities are studied, local interests are guarded, and

native ability is utilised under British rule, is on the whole admirable.

Although much remains to be done before the natives of India can be

extensively admitted to government offices, large advances in this

direction have been made. Railways and irrigation works have greatly

diminished the risks of famine, which, however, are still very consider-

able ; but the population increases faster than the means of irrigation or

of distribution of food supplies.

India, we have shown, is a most interesting field of study, a perfect

storehouse of novelty, the result of a panoramic succession of influences,

and a motley combination of races such as the world cannot parallel

elsewhere. The Queen's reign, as an able writer has said, found the

people of India a collection of heterogeneous races. It has moulded them
into the beginnings of a nation. " We have taken the young princes of

India out of the seraglio, and placed them under high-minded English
ofiicers or in schools of chiefs. For the perpetual flattery of women, we
have substituted a training in manly sports and in manly arts." Hence
it has come about that many of the native Indian princes of the present
day are among our most devoted supporters.
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WELLING ill tlie Himalayan valleys and
uplands, and the slopes on both sides,

are races wliich in the main
^^ces of

belong to the great Mongo- Mongoloid

loid stock, with which we shall

presently deal. From Cashmere to As-

sam and Burmah, the majority of the

people belong to the same type, which
may be called Tibeto-Burman.
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A great inimber of the inhabitants of Cashmere, especially in the

extensive districts of Ladakh and Baltistan, are of Mongoloid origin, be-

inhabitants
l^J^gii^g to the Bliot division of the Tibetans. They are strong,

of Ladakh and hardv, short and square built, with the characteristic Mongol
features, flat faces, broad cheeks, snub noses, large ears, oblique

narrow eyes, and black hair. Most of tliem are Buddhists. Agriculture is

their principal occupation. Polyandry, or one woman having several hus-

bands,—usually brothers,—is quite common among them ; and the children

recognise all the husbands as father. The men do not average more than

five feet two inches in height, the women four feet nine inches. The
population is scanty, except in Baltistan, where the people have be-

come Mahometans, have

adopted polygamy', and
are increasing in num-
bers.

In Nepal there is a

great mixture of races
;

The but the Ti-
Nepalese.

^^^^^^^^g ^^^^^

penetrated into most
parts. The warlike
Ghoorkhas, who are the

ruling class in Nepal,

are a mixed Tibetan

people, but have con-

formed to Hindu speech

and religion. During
the last cen-

tury they
grcAv rapidly

in numbers and power,

and extended their do-

minion widely ; and in 1814, their repeated inroads on British territory

made it necessary to attack them. They fought very bravely, and were
reduced with difficulty, a British resident being received at Khatmandu,

Jung the capital ; but there were frequent occasions on which the
Bahadur.

^.^^1^^.^ ^f Nepal helped our enemies, until Jung Bahadur seized

jiower in 1845, and ever after supported British influence, greatly assisting

us during the Mutiny of 1857.

Besides the Aryan immigrants from India, the bulk of the population

of Nejial consists of Tibetan (Mongoloid) tribes. The Khas tribe, wliich

TheKhas, "deludes many of the dominant people, are descended from
Gurung: and Hindu rajputs and Nepal women, and are tall, robust, and
Magar Tribes.

^ .
"'^

.
, / ,

'
. . mi ^ i

energetic, with many Aryan characteristics. The (jrurung and
Magar tribes, sharing Avith the Khas the name of Ghoorkhn, are much

Growth of
Ghoorkha
power.

BAMWAR WOMAN, NEPAL.
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Dress.

more Mongoloid in type and feature, witli broad Chinese face, small eyes,

flat nose, and meagre wliiskers. Their energy and martial character has

made them very acceptable in the British Indian army. The inferior

Tibetan tribes of Nepal are chiefly agricultural and pastoral, Tibetan tribes

and are mostly Buddhists ; but the Hindu caste sj-stem has °^ Nepal,

taken root considerably, and Buddhism is strangely combined with bloody

sacrifices and polytheism. There are many peculiar languages and
dialects in Nepal, and some of the hill-

tribes are still very imperfectly known.
Sikkim is a small native State east

of Nepal, subject to British control, con-

taining the interesting Tibetan xhe Lepchas

(or Bhot) Lepchas, markedly ofsikkim.

Mongoloid in feature, and short of stature,

rarely exceeding five feet, small-boned

but muscular. They have a cheerful

expression and laughing eye, unusual

among Mongoloid races. The total ab-

sence of beard, parting the hair in the

middle, and dressing in a loose bedgown
sort of jacket, add to the womanly look

of the men ; the women dress

in silk skirts with a sleeveless

woollen cloak. Brides are purchased by
money or service before maturity. The
men carry a long, heavy, straight knife,

which they use for all purposes possible.

Although the Lepcha men are not in-

dustrious, leaving that department to

the women, they are of an inquiring

mind, and have considerable intelligence.

They are pretty good marks-

men with bow and arrow, but

use poisoned arrows
;
they are also expert

in catching birds and fish. A displeasing-

quality is their dirtiness of person, for

they seldom wash ; but they take great
^'='''"'' ^^'^^ '^^^^'^^' '"^'^™-

pride in their hair, the Avomen often dressing the men's hair, " Thus,"

says a distinguished traveller, " one may often see, the last thing at

night, a damsel of discreet port demurely go behind a young man,

unplait his pig-tail, tease the hair, thin it of some of its lively inmates,

braid it up for him, and retire." The women always wear two braided

pigtails.

Dr. Campbell says of the Lepchas, " They are wonderfully honest,

theft being scarcely known among them ; they rarely quarrel among

Habits.

I
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themselves, I have never known them to draw their knives on one

Character of another, although they always wear them. They fly bad
the Lepchas. government rather than resist it, and used to prefer digging

I'or yams in the jungle, and eating wretchedly innutritions vegetables, to

enduring any injustice or harsh treatment. They are singularly for-

giving of injuries, when time is given them, after hasty loss of temper.

Although they were ready enough to lodge complaints before the magis-

trate against one another in cases of assault and other offences, they

rarely prosecuted to a decision, generally prefen-ing to submit to arbitra-

tion, or making mutual amends and concessions. They are averse to

soldiering, and cannot be induced to enlist in our army, even for local

service in the Hills." So far as they have any religion, they are Bud-
dliists, and bury their dead. They are gross feeders, eating all kinds of

animal food, including monkey, elephant, rhinoceros, besides many un-

common vegetables and roots. Tea is a favourite beverage, and the}' had
no native distilled liquor.

Still less known than the people of Sikkim are the natives of Bhutan,
the large mountainous tract Ij^ing east of Sikkim, north of Assam, and

The south of Tibet. The population is somewhat scanty, under a
Bhutanese. temporal ruler, the Deb raja, and a spiritual ruler, the Dharma

raja, who is supposed to be an incarnation of Buddha ; under these are a

spiritual council of Buddhist monks, and a secular council. There is

an appearance of systematic government, wliich has been sufficiently

active to occasion much trouble to us in dealing with them since we
annexed Assam. After finding the Bhutanese to be quite untrustworth}',

we were compelled to annex the borderland between Assam and Bhutan,
called the Doars, in 1865. The upper classes and rulers are described as

shameless beggars, bullies, and sycophants, while the lower classes bear a

much better character. They weave a coarse cloth, make a kind of paper
from bark, distil spirit from various grains, and drink it freelj-. Marriage
is a very loose ordinance

; brothers usually'' have one wife between them
;

and the women have no sense of delicacy.

The Lhopas form a considerable portion of the Bhutanese. They are

tall, and quarrelsome and cruel rather than brave. Their eyes and hair

The Lhopas. ^^^ black, and their broad fiat face approximates very consider-

ably to the Chinese,

Assam is remarkable for the number and variety of the races it con-

tains
;
and little more than a summary account of them can be attempted.

The Assam Assam was annexed by the British in 1829, after the first
tribes. Burmese war ; and man}^ traces of Burmese domination remain.

Indeed, many of the people are of the Shan (or Siamese) race. Half the

population have adopted the Hindu religion, including the Shans, while
one-fourth are Mahometans.

The Khasias, inhabiting the Ivhasia and Jaintia Hills of Southern
Assam, are a peaceable tribe, numbering 170,CKX) at the census of 1881.
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Altliougli Mongols, tliey approacli to a fair complexion, having, however,
the straight black Mongolian hair. They are honest and trntli- „
J? T ii 1 , • ,

• rr^T -, The Khasias.
lul, though superstitions. They deem a twin birth unlucky
and degrading, and used to kill one of the twins. They have a great
belief in omens

; one of their methods is, to break eggs on a board, and
divine coming events from the way in which the yolk and the pieces of
shell arrange
themselves. They
raise remarkable

cromlechs, dol-

m e n s , T. ,
' Dolmen and

etc., as cromlech
builders,memo-

rials of theii' dead,

of great events,

etc. In some
cases these rise to

thirty feet high
in a single block.

The mode in

which they cut

these blocks from
the mass is very

ingenious. They
cut grooves, along

which fires are

lighted, and into

which, w h e n
heated, cold water

is run, causing

the rock to fissure

along the groove.

Levers and ropes

are their simple

means of trans-

pi an ting the
blocks to the re-

quired situation. Their marriage ceremonies are of a very simple
character, merely consisting in the couple sitting on one seat and re-

ceiving their friends at a marriage feast. It is not surprising that
such a union is very readily dissolved. The house belongs to the woman,
who retains it if separated from her husband, or if he dies. To these
women^ proprietors naturally falls the greater part of the work, both
domestic and agricultural

;
yet they are not devoid of feminine vanity,

and wear gold ear-rings and necklaces, and heavy silver bracelets (not

MISHMI WOMAN, ASSAM.
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anklets). Both sexes chew a mixture of betel-nut and lime which swells

and colours the lips, inahing them hideous. The men are expert at fishing,

often catching larg(^ numhors by poisoning the fish. They are courageous

and fight well, some of thfm having great muscular development.

The Garo or Cxarrow tribes (about irX),000 in number) inhabit the hills

in South-western Assam. Some of them have habits like the Khasias.

The Garrow They build large houses, with a bamboo floor from four to ten

tribes, fp^t above the ground. The lower chamber serves for the

cattle. It need hardly be said tliat such houses are filthy. Onl}'' the

girls remain at home with the parents, one comer of the house being

reserved as a bedroom ; while the boys and bachelors sleep in a bachelors"

hall. The men are lively, good-natured, hospitable, and truthful.

Women are the holders of property, and make the first

property and advances towards marriage, the bridegroom being taken to
privileges,

^j^^ bride's home. The divisions or clans of the people are so

many motherhoods. The man who marries the favourite daughter of a

house must also marry her mother on the death of her father. The
Garrows till recent times had many slaves

;
and it is to be doubted

whether the practice is yet extinct.

Cotton is the chief crop of the Garrows ; but they also rear cattle,

goats, pigs, dogs, cats, and fowls. Among their food are tortoises and

dried fish, deer, wild hogs, frogs, and snakes ; but they chslike milk,

believing it to be a product of disease. In the past they have been very

Human turbulent, being veiy difEcult to persuade of the excellence of
sacrifices, civilised ways. They were very unwilling to give up human

sacrifices, and only in 18-48 consented to discontinue hanging human skulls

in their houses. Their mania for human skulls, to appease the spirits of

their mountains, and even for use as a sort of currency, has with diffi-

culty been repressed. In 1871 they were greatl}'- disturbed by the census

arrangements, and in 1872-3 had to be forcibly put down. Somewhat
like the Khasias, the Garrows erect carved posts as monuments.

The feasts of the Garrows are occasions of much drunkenness,

combined with dancing. '' Twenty or thirty men, standing behind one

Festival another in a row, hold each other by the sides of their belts,
dances. ^-^^^ \\\^xi go round in a circle, hopping first on one foot and

then on the other, singing and keeping time ^^'itll the music, which is

animating, though harsh and inharmonious. The women likewise dance

in rows, but hold out their hands, at the same time lowering one and
raising the other, as the music beats, and occasionally turning round with
great rapidity."

Religiously, the Garrows are chiefly believers in witches and demons,
combined with the idea that the souls of certain persons can leave

witchcraft
^^^^^^' bodies and take up their abode in the body of a tiger or

and other animal. But the}- have adopted a number of practices

and gods from the Hindus, who have largely influenced them

I
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Tlie Kukis, of the Cliittagong Hills, south, of the Garrows and

Kliasias, and adjacent to the Nagas of Assam, are also known as

Tiperah on the eastern frontier. They resemble the Kliasia
™j^ ^ j^

tribes, being much more muscular than the Bengali, and

nearly as fair as an average dark European. Many of them have only

adopted clothing during this century. Their endurance of fatigue is

something marvellous. " I have seen a [Kuki] boy of not more than ten

years of age," says Stewart, " carrying a burden weighing about thirty

pounds for a long march of some fifteen or sixteen miles, on a footpath

rugged and difficult, over country where high mountains had to be

ascended and descended, lifting his legs as lightly as a cat, never

making a false step, and his skin being perfectly dry and free from

perspiration. Nor was this done only for one day, but for ten, one after

the other ; and I believe any other Kuki bo}^ could do the same."

As in others of these tribes, the boys and young men sleep in a

bachelors' chamber
; but each family, independent of the unmarried

males, has its own house. The men wear a large cloth wrapped Dress and

loosely round the body, and hanging from the shoulder to the iiabits.

knee ; the women wear a short striped petticoat, and unmarried girls, in

addition, wear a cloth round their chests. These garments are made by

the Kukis. Like the last tribe, they are very fond of skulls, which they

use in the funeral ceremonies of their chiefs, whose bodies they smoke

dry and keep for two months before burial.

The Kuki chiefs exact the entire labour of their people for four days

a year on their private land, besides a percentage of their crops and of all

game caught. They migrate to new pastures and fields whenever they

consider the old ones exhausted.

Marriage does not take place in childhood ; and near relatives, even

cousms, cannot marry. The chief may have as many wives and con-

cubines as he can keep. "Wives are purchased either by cash Marriage

or by service for a term of years in the house of the wife's customs,

parents. The wedding ceremony is performed, by the chief of the

village. The pair place their feet together on a large stone, the chief

sprinkles both with water, exhorts them to fidelity, and blesses them,

after which a grand feast follows. Property does not descend to or

through women. Like most of the hill people, the Kukis are pre-

eminently dirty, washing being an operation unknown to them.

The Kukis have very vague ideas of religion, ascribing all evils to

the anger of gods or demons, whom they endeavour to propitiate. Their

Heaven is for themselves alone, for they believe other peoples ideas of

have heavens for themselves. They think they shall assume heaven,

their old forms after death, and inhabit a world of shades. They have

numerous beliefs, not constituting a formal religious sj^stem, which we
cannot recount here.

I
The Naga tribes inhabit the hills of that name in the eastern border
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of Assam, and really include a large number of peoples with different

The Naga dialects ; but, being practically of one Mongoloid or Tibeto-
tribes. Chinese race, we must speak of them together. They have

become unfavourably known to the British in consequence of their fi-e-

quent destructive incursions into the plains. They are described as brave

and martial, but vindictive and treacherous. In 1875 they treacherously

murdered Lieut. Holcombe and his followers, and in 1879 killed Mr-

Damant, our deputy commissioner.

The Nagas are a short, active, large-legged race, with Tartar faces,

wonderfully long-winded, sure-footed, and strong-backed. They have

brown complexions, large

mouths, flat noses, high

„ . , cheek-bones, and
Physical

.

'

characters a cunning, severe
and habits. rm

expression. Ihey
eat every kind of flesh, but

do not drink milk. Their

houses, though of consider-

able size, have very small

rooms, allotted to women,
little children, pigs, fowls,

etc. In addition to a youths'

house, each village has a

girls' house, in which the

girls live till married. The
young people, however, take

their meals with their pa-

rents, and work for them
during the day, returning

at night to their respective

houses.

The Nagas have bloody

quarrels between different

villages, in which they dis-

play much treachery and
cruelty. Contrary to the Kukis, they have a love for the particular

villages they inhabit, and retain them permanently. They bury their

dead at the very doors of their houses. Scalps or skulls are held in

Skuus and high esteem, and they are not particular as to how they are
scalps, obtained. The number of people killed gives the men their

chief claim to distinction. The warrior wears round his neck a collar

reaching to the waist, made^ of goats' hair dyed red, mixed with long
locks of the persons he has killed, and bedecked with cowrie shells.

Naturally, among such fir€',-eaters, the women do all the work, while
the men lie idly in tlie sun, unless they do a little work in the fields.

KUANXI : ASSAM FBONTIEK.
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jMarriage is a very simple arrangement, without any ceremony women and

except a feast ; tlie family of the bride, also, is presented with carnage,

cows, pigs, fowls, or spirits,

Naga cries are very extraordinary. The war-whoop is something
indescribable, fearfully shrill and prolonged, with variations,

•v^ar-whoop
A more peaceful cry is the " hoo-hoo," a mode of honouring

^^

and

an individual or a village. From ten to fifty natives cry in

chorus, making only the sounds " hoi" and " hou " alternately, with the

full force of the lungs.

about a hundred times,

and finished off with a

'•howh "
: this is the Naga

way of hurrahing. But
it is done with a strict

eye to business. Every
person or village thus

honoiu-ed is expected to

give a liberal present in

return ; and woe to the

deficient giver

!

The Nagas cultivate

rice, cotton, and tobacco,

as well as the Naga

more common agriculture.

Indian vegetables. They
cut down the jungle,

leaving the roots and

stumps, and setting the

cut wood on fire. After

the wood is burnt, the

soil is scratched with a

hoe, to mix the ashes

with it. Seeds are then

dropped in indiscrimin-

atel}'. The results of

such agriculture, com-

bined with their habit of only cultivating the same patch of ground for

two years following, are of course very inferior.

Both sexes among the Nagas wear ear-rings, but not nose-rings, of

brass wire
; but they often wear flowers as ear-rings, as well as coloured

pieces of paper or cloth, a blue beetle wing, or even a blade of green
grass or a leaf.

Assam owes its name to its former possessors, the Ahom (the h

being readily interchangeable with .s\s' in Burmese), a branch xhe Ahom
of the Tai, which include the Siamese people. Intermarrying of Assam.

ANOAMI NAGA.

I
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Avitli tlic mitivfs, tlioir features became much improved, and theyadopteil

Hinduism. They were subsequently conquered in 1810 by the Burmese,

ii-om wliom we took Assam in 1829. Tlie people largely speak Assamese,

a vernacular closely allied to Bengali. They have responded very satis-

factorily to efforts for improving their education and social condition, and

have become largely assimilated to the Bengali.

Burmah, or Barmah, is now entirely under the government of British

India, the kingdom of Ava having been conquered in 1885, and added to

the large portion, including Pegu, Arakan, and Tenasserim,

which had been annexed in 1826 and 1853. The large increase

of population under British rule is almost a sufficient justification for the

successive annexations. The total population of Burmah may be esti-

mated at 7,000,000, the old-established British provinces counting for

four millions. Rangoon and IMoulmein, in the Gulf of Martaban, are

rapidly growing seaports, Avith four active vernacular presses at Rangoon,

which is a Buddhist as well as a commercial centre. A cyclopsedia of

Burmese knowledge is even published at one of these presses.

The Burmese people show considerable distinctness from the Siamese,

having come as a conquering people from north to south. They are

stouter and darker than their Eastern neifflibours, and their
* head is oval rather than ovoid, the forehead being broad. Al-

together their head has many resemblances to the coarse Malayo-Polj'-

nesian type.

The Burmese have been very largely influenced by Indian thought

and culture, as must be evident from their having become zealous Bud-

influence of
^^^^^'^^^^

j
^'^^ their buildings also bear evident marks of Indian

Hindu origin. They have great figures of Buddha (Gautama) in

every pagoda, and believe in the presence of a spirit (La) in

every animal, plant, or thing. Although so advanced in some respects,

the Burmese tattoo themselves extensivelj^, being perhaps the most
civilised people who do so. They have no surnames, their nick-name
having the prefix " Moung " signifying brother, or Nga, Ivoh, or Poh.
In salutation, they bend three times to the ground.

Our troops have recently been compelled to realise once more the
amazing muscularity, courage', and stamina of the Burmese. For true

Bravery. ^^'^"^'^^T ^"^^^ endm^ance of privation they are quite remarkable
;

and they are equally famous for ambushes and stratagems.
The daring and the skill of the dacoits or bandits and miu'derous classes

Dacoits
^^^"^^ \i<i^\\ made unfortunately too familiar to us by the many
deaths they have occasioned among our officers and men.

When the late subjects of the King of Burmah liave become as familiar
with the benefit of British rule as their fellows in lower Burmah, it is

probable that they ma}- rank among our most intelligent and progressive
subjects.

The Burmese A\-omen are not kept in seclusion, but mingle freely
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BURMESE YOUNG LADY.

with tlie other sex, though treated as

inferiors. Marriages are not Burmese

arranged till the parties are women,

grown up ; and the negotiation is un-

dertaken by the 3'oung man's nearest

female relative. The bride- „ .Mamage.
groom's present to his wife

is three skirts, three sashes, tlu-ee pieces

of white muslin, and such jewels as he

can afford ; then, at the marriage feast,

which is the only ceremony, the pair

eat out of the same dish. Widows re-

ceive one-fourth of their husband's

property, the rest being divided be-

tween the cliildren. The higher ranks burn their dead, the lower bury
them or throw them into a river. Priests' corpses are treated

with especial ceremonj^, being embalmed with costly spices,

and reserved for a grand ceremonial, the body being placed on an
immense car, which is pulled in diverse directions by the multitude
towards water or fire, victory being to the strongest, and determinino-

the mode of disposing of the body.

The government of the Burmese king and court was very despotic

and tyrannic, and the cause of much oppression. The life and property
of all subjects were at the king's disposal. White umbrellas

and white elephants were among the special attributes of despotic

royalty ; but our soldiers found the white elephants a mere s^ovemment.

sham, very little lighter than ordinary ones, and in no way worthy of

the fuss made about them.

The characters of the Burmese language are formed of circles and
segments of curies

;

t ll e r e are xhe Burmese

thirty-three language,

simple sounds or charac-

ters. Native books have

formerly been made of

pieces of prepared palm-

leaf fastened together.

For their religious rites

and books the Buddliist

priests use Pali, like

their brethren in Ce}'--

lon.

In general accom-

plishments and intelli-

liuuMESE ACTOKs. gcuce, tlic Burmese are
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far behind tlie Hindus. Tlieir manufactures are limited in number and

are not biglily advanced, although the possibilities for their

influence of development are considerable. The preponderating influence
Buddhism.

^£- J3^i(ij}^isjji^ with the exorbitant demands of its priests for

tlieir maintenance, and for the building and support of the temples, is

responsible for much of the backward state of our new kingdom. To
raise it to the level of Pegu and Tenasserim, still more to that of

Calcutta and Bombay, will task the best endeavours of even the British

government. The Burmese are far more attached to religious processions,

, exliibitions, and feasting, than to good government and in-
Amusements. '

i
fe to

dustry ; the latter they leave to the women. Puppets and
marionettes, loud and coarse music, boat-racing and horse-racing, athle-

tics, gambling, and cockfighting, are among the popular amusements.

The Talaings, or Mons, of the Irrawaddy delta are essentially of the

same race as the Burmese, but preceded them in time, and speak a

The Talaings, distinct language, founded on the Pali, and with considerable
or Mons.

2,%.\\\\jy to the Kolarian languages of India. They are of some-

what lighter colour and more delicate features than the Burmese, but

are becoming more and more amalgamated with and assimilated to

them.

Among the Mongolian peoples, few are more interesting for study
than the Karens, who are widely spread in Burmah, especially in Tenas-

The Karens serim and Siam, but describe themselves as having originally
of Burmah. come from the North. However, they inhabited their present

territories long before the advent of the Burmese. They are divided

into a number of distinct tribes, and vary considerably in physique and
character according to the district in which they live—mountainous
or lowland. They are of smaller stature than Europeans, but well pro-

portioned and muscular, capable of much endurance. As with so many
Mongolians, dirt, drunkenness, and deceit abound among theni ; but they
are industrious, attached to home and family, and their women have
a better moral character than some of their neighbours. Revenge is a

cardinal idea with them. A father on his death-bed will charge his

sons to avenge him on his enemies. They are very imitative, and can
readily learn the use of tools, though they originate nothing.

Various subdivisions of these people are known, as the white, red,

and black Karens, from the colour of their clothes. The red Karens, how-

White red
^^^'^) ^^ow wear some black clothing. They inhabit some of

and hiack the best land in the interior of Burmah, and in times past
K flTPTIR

issued from their table-lands to plunder and kidnap in all

directions, selling most of their captives—the Burmese to the Siamese,

and uce versa. Every man had a short knife
; those who had not guns

had swords or spears ; with these, riding on their active ponies, they
were sufficiently formidable as cavalry. Their character is fiu'ther shown
by the considerable amount of comfort in which they live. Their food



I
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is good, they have many implements, better tlian those of the Burmese,

and tliey formerly made them all themselves.

Some of the Karen tribes are Buddhists, but others are Pagan.

They burn their dead, but reserve a portion of the skull to hang from

. a tree, together with the clothing, armour, and ornaments of

and funeral the deceased. Round these they dance and sing, after which
customs,

^"i^^ remains are buried. The Pagans have a sort of spirit

worship, reverencing the ««f.v, or good and evil spirits of rivers, hills.

plains, and trees, and sacrificing to them buffaloes, hogs, and fowls. Some
of them also worship the spirits of their ancestors.

The Karens usually marry within their own limited tribes, and second

cousins are preferred. Children, especially girls, are betrothed early.

A BURMESK GENTLEMAN, WITH ATTENDANTS.

A go-between often arranges marriages ; open courting is considered

Marriag-e discreditable. When the marriage takes place, the bride is

ceremonies. \q^ j^y i^gj^ relatives, with a procession blowing trumpets, to

the bridegroom's parents' house, where, while ascending the ladder to

its entrance, she receives an abundant douche of water, and then takes

a meal with her new relatives. The bride and bridegroom then give

drink to one another, each saying to the other, '• Be faithful to thy
covenant." This is the essential part of the marriage ceremon3^ Poly-

gamy is unknown, though divorces not unfrequently occur, the wife

I-etaining the domestic hearth and most of the property. Before Dr."

wiii-maidne
-^^^^^^^ visited them, now many years ago, a Karen of note

made his Avill in the following manner, written wills being
unknown. He invited every inhabitant of the village to a feast, at

I
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wliicli lie solemnly declared his wishes as to the disposal of his property,

and begged that his wishes might be carried out after his death.

A number of the Karen tribes have only one great building, built

of bamboo, to accommodate an entire village. This has an enclosed

square or hall in the centre, and a walk extending round the Karen

four sides, with rooms opening into it on either side. The dweUings.

central hall is common property, but each married couple have a room and

hearth of their own. Round the hall is a raised platform, which forms

the sleeping quarters of the young men. This entire building is raised

some eight or ten feet above the

ground, pig-sties being arranged be-

neath. From this it may be expected,

as is the fact, that the Karens are very

dirty. If they could be cleansed, they

would show a lighter skin, and the

women would exhibit a capacity of

blushing which would give them some

attractiveness.

Government, among the Karens,

is very indefinite. The strongest or

most self-assertive man is Mode of

chief of a village or district ;
government.

but he loses his following when a

stronger arises. The elders have con-

siderable influence ; but, on the whole,

every man is a law to himself, and
retaliation is looked upon as perfectly

just. Cursing is a serious mode of

treating e^dldoers ; and selling them
into slaverj^ is a rather frequent prac-

tice. Villages are very often at war
with their neighbours, and in proceed-

ing to hostilities they give no quarter.

As an illustration of war feeline;

among the Karens, we will give a war
song recorded by Mr. Mason.

HILL KARENS.

" I go to war, I am sent

;

I go to figlit, I am sent.

Clothe me with the iron breast-plate,

Give nie the iron shield.

I am not strong, may I make myself strong,

I am weak, may I make myself powerful.

I go Avith a multitude, many persons ;

We will go to the house, the foot of the steps ;

We will fire muskets and holloa,

The people come with wives and children

;
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KAREN CHIEF

Unshcath the spoar, tli-aw the sword

;

Smite the neck, spear the side,

The Idood flows purple.

I go to war, I am employed

;

I go to fight, I am emploj-ed.

Emploj'er, give Jue whisky to drink
;

I drink till I am dizz}',

We march in order, like white ants ;

We cross a stream, and trample it dry :

We arrive at the foot of the house.

We reach the foot of the ladder :

We go up into the bedrooms
;

Blood flows like a stream of water

;

The blood flows down under the house.

The mother cries herself to death.

The great hawk flies over the house,

Pounces down on the chief's red cock

;

The great hawk sweeps around the house.

Carries off its pi'ey at the foot of the steps
;

Seizes the chief's white cock.

The great hawk flies away.

Leaving the chief behind weeping."

From this it is very evident how deeply the Karens are interested

in their fends and warlike affairs. The same author who has preserved

this song tells ns that the Karens eat every quadruped, from

a rat to an elephant, excepting felines ; and that reptiles are

equally acceptable. All kinds of birds and fish and grubs are welcome
in their bill of fare ; while every plant serves as a vegetable.

Food.

THE TIBETANS.

This people, one of the most isolated and little

known in the world, is also one of the most interest-

ing. Like the Chinese, long their racial antagonists,

they afforded a home to Buddhism when it was
almost expelled from the land of its origin ;

and Tibet

now stands as the central abode of that religion, much
as the States of the Church did till recently for

Romanism. Buddhism was not introduced into Tibet

Introduction
^"^^^^ ^^® Seventh century, a.d., by a king

of of Sakya descent, whose dynasty ruled
Buddhism. ^ ,,

"^

^ r ^ • /'over the country for many centuries. Irra-

dually the Buddhist priests increased their claims to

influence and authority, and in the eleventh century

were almost paramount. Until the fifteenth century

marriage prevailed among the priesthood
; and this party is still pre-

dominant in Ladakh, Bhutan, and Sikkim ; while a celibate reformation
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gained, possession of Tibet, the priests adopting tlie yellow robes, whose
wearers are still predominant and are acknowledged by the Chinese
emperor as actual rulers of Tibet. The Grand Lama of Tibet The Grand
is reverenced as an incarnation of Buddha, and holds sway at Lama.

Lassa. At his death search is made for a child bearing certain signs

or marks known to the Lamas, which identify him as the succeeding
incarnation of Buddha.

The lamas,—corresponding to some extent with Western monks,

—

exist in vast numbers in Tibet, congregated in hundreds and even thou-

sands in huge " lamasseries." According to Captain Gill, who
visited Eastern Tibet in 1877,* the lamas shave their heads,

are filthy in their person, and dress in a piece rather than a garment of

coarse red serge thrown over one shoulder, and another length wound
round the waist and forming a sort of skirt. Many are bare- Dress of

footed, wliile others wear high boots of leather and red cloth. lamas.

A string of beads and a prayer-cylinder complete the costume. " The
prayer-cylinder, or prayer-wheel, as it is often most inappropriately called,

is usually," says Captain Gill, " about three or four inches in The prayer,

diameter and in length ; the mystical invocation, ' Om Ma-ni cyiuiders.

Pe-mi Hom ' (0 the Jewel in the Lotus ! Amen.), is written on the out-

side, whilst a small weight at the end of a short string keeps the affair in

rotation
;
and all day long, not only the Lamas, but the people may be

seen muttering the universal praj^er, and twisting their cylinders, invari-

ably in the same direction with the hands of a clock. One or more great
cylinders, inscribed Avith this sentence, stand at the entrance to every
house in Tibet ; and a member of the household or a guest who passes is

always expected to give the cylinder a twist for the welfare of the

establishment. At almost every rivulet the eye is arrested by a little

building that is at first mistaken for a water mill, but which on close

inspection is found to contain a cylinder, turning hy the force of the
stream, and ceaselessly sending up pious ejaculations to heaven:
p , p T 1 1 -. ,

-1 • . . Universality
tor every turn of a cylinder on which the prayer is written is of the prayer-

supposed to convey an invocation to the deity. Sometimes
°^*^^i°®-

enormous barns are filled with these cylinders, gorgeously painted, and
with the prayer repeated on them many times ; and at every turn and
every step in Tibet this sentence is forced upon the traveller's notice in

some form or another."

It is in accordance with the reverence paid to them that the lamas
are rich, some lamasseries being enormously so. They own half the
country, and constantly receive legacies, and grow rich by wealth of

usury. They are untaxed
; they scarcely ever do any work, *^® ^ra.z.%.

the agriculture of the lamasseries being performed by large numbers of
slaves

; and they are generally profligates, though professedly celibates.

t
'' The Kiver of Golden Sand," l)y Capt. W. Gill. 1880.
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They leave their retreats when they choose, and pray just as much or as

little as they choose. Consequently recruits to their organisation are

always forthcoming. Idlers and criminals are constantly entering them.

It is said that the common people detest the lamas for their oppression,

and that the country is getting depopulated by emigration to Yunnan.

The Tibetans may perhaps be regarded as typical Mongols. In theii-

own and surrounding districts they are known as Bot or Bhot, the same

Physical name which appears in Bhutan. Their ordinary complexion is

aspect, tawny yellow ; but the upper class are said to be almost as fair

as Europeans, with the usual Mongol small black eyes, high cheek-bones,

and snub nose. Their clothing is much more important to them than

Clothing'
^^ Indians and Burmese, because of the great altitude of their

table-land and mountains, the majority of the people living at

a height of nine to eleven thousand feet above the sea level. Those who
can afford them, wear Chinese satins in the warm season, and the same
lined with fur in colder weather. The poorer people wear woollen, sheep-

skins, and any furs they can get. Ablution is as rare among them as

with many Mongols
;
and their clothing is worn in an indescribably dirt}'

and greasy condition, rendering proximity to them very disagreeable.

The principal food of a Tibetan is a kind of oatmeal porridge mixed
with much butter. Their tea is taken with large lumps of butter in it.

^ ^ Sour cream, curds, and cheese are also eaten ; but the milk,
Food. .

'. ' '
.

'

being kept in dirty vessels, tvirns bad very quickly. Mutton
is their principal meat ; and the long wool of the Tibetan sheep is well

known to be excellent in quality. The Yak, or Tibetan hump-backed
ox, is of course the most treasured animal, being the source of their

abundant supplies of butter and milk. A man with three or

four hundred head of cattle is rich, while one who has onlj'-

twenty or thirty is poor. The richest people possess tivo or tliree thou-

sand head, and let them out to cattle-keepers.

The Tibetan women, however poor, have large quantities of jewelleiy,

often of solid gold. Not unfrequently they wear on each side of the head

Tibetan disks of cliased silver about the size of a saucer, meeting above,
jeweuery. ^^^^ ^ third smaller one behind, all loaded with coral and

turquoise. Necklaces and chains of beads, and elaborate charm boxes

containing the mystical prayer, are frequent and abundant adornments.

Another article almost universally carried is the polished wooden cup
from which porridge or tea is drunk.

Tibetan houses are rarely congregated, but are scattered over the
country, often at intervals of two or three hundred yards. They are

Tibetan frequently very inferior and gloomy, with flat roofs and little
houses, windows. The lower area is a stable ; a ladder leads to the

upper storey, all being of wood. _The idea of good fires does not seem to

have occurred to them, for they are content in their cold weather with mis-
erable wood or charcoal fires in pans giving far more smoke than warmth.
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Tlie bodies of the dead are disposed of mostly by exposure
;
and not

only are birds of prey admitted to tlie death enclosures, but Exposure of

also dogs and other beasts of prey. The bodies of Lamas and *^^ ^®^^-

other leading people are however burnt, with avast amount of ceremonial.

We must not omit mention of the suzerainty claimed, and indeed

exercised, by the Emperor of China over Tibet, There are two Chinese

residents at Lassa ; and whether they interfere with local cMnese

government or not, they keep alive the idea of Pekin authority,

authority, which is exercised to keep out foreigners who may not be

palatable to them, and to claim a certain amount of tribute,

A conversation between a Tibetan Lama and a European traveller

in 1886, gives the reason of their reluctance to welcome Europeans. The
Lamas say that " Europeans have a good rehgion which they do not

generally practise, and yet wish to force on others whose religion is as

good and is practised. They are believed to be full of greed, for, living

in a rich country, they always acquire other countries ; and while they
talk of their benevolent purposes, they destroy animal life every day for

their own food, thus becoming clouded in intellect and in the perception

of true morality. If they merely wanted to cultivate friendly relations,

why not do so by letters ? or would not one envoy be sufficient to propose
trade arrangements ? " In fact, the past ways of Europeans seem very
evidently to forebode new conquests.

I
GROUP OF BAUIPAKA NAGAS, ASSAM.
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CHAPTEE IX.

The Kingdom of Siam—The Tai, or Thai—Chinese immigrants—Four dynasties of kings—Constan.
tine Phaulcon—Burmese attacks—The late king Mongkul—King Chulalonkorn—Abolition of

prostration and slavery—Slave.debtors—Physical characters of Siamese—Lao physical

characters —Dress of both sexes almost alike—Jewellery Tattooing—Ear ornaments of Laos

—

Work and habits—Siamese and Lao character—Houses and furniture—Reception of visitors-

Marriage ceremonies-^Education—New-bom children—Treatment of mothers— Siamese
temples—Cremation—Albino or "white" elephants—Siamese processions—Manufactures and
productions—Language—The Cochin-Chinese—Physical characters and dress—Food and
drink -Marriage—Religion -Sorcerers—Christian missionaries—The Tonkinese—Language—
The Cambodian kingdom—Former civilisation—The Khmer—A Caucasian people—The Malays
—Negritos.

r
I
1HE kingdom of Siam includes several racial

-- elements, mostly Mongol, but also, according

to recent researches, a distinct infusion of a Cau-

The kingdom casiaii stock, more abundant in Cambodia.
of Siam. Q^-^y knowledc-e of Siam is still rather im-

perfect OAving to the unwillingness of the people to

admit foreigners, even as traveller*!. Bangkok, the

capital, near the mouth of the river Menam, is the

only place where Europeans are permitted to reside.

The Siamese people form a distinct Mongolian
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group, tlie Tai, or Thai, tlie dominant people wlio throng the Menam
valle}^. The Laos are a variet}^ less numerous, occupying Tiie xai,

chieily the valley of the Meikong, or Cambodia river. The or Thai.

Shans are another variety in Northern Siam and Eastern Burmah. Siam
also includes many Mons, or Peguans, and Malays ; also a large number
of Karens and other mountain tribes. But next to the Siamese or Tai

proper, the most numerous of all the inhabitants are Chinese, who have

so insinuated themselves as to gain a large proportion of the trade of the

countr3^ They are constantly immigrating, and never bring Chinese

Chinese Avives, but marry Siamese women. If they return to i™°ii&rants.

China, their Siamese wives and children remain behind. They have their

own temples, and worship Buddha according to the Chinese fashion.

In ancient times Siam appears to have been an appendage of Cam-
bodia ; but there are records of four dynasties of Siamese kings, extending

from A.D. 1350, The seat of government Avas formerly Ayu- p^^^.

thia, a few miles further up the Menam than Bangkok, which dynasties of
. . . .... king's.

is quite modern
; a large portion of its population indeed living

on the river in boats, Chinese-fashion. In the sixteenth century the

Burmese king of Pegu conquered Ayuthia, but did not retain his capture

many years. In the reign of the enlight'ened king Narai (1657-1683),

many European merchants established themselves in trade in the country',

one of whom was the remarkable adventurer Constantine constantine

Phaulcon, Venetian in origin, his father being the son of a ^^a^con.

governor of Cephalonia, his mother a native of that island. Phaulcon,

having visited Siam to trade, became a great favourite with the king,

through his mechanical and business skill, and his introduction of many
European novelties, such as telescopes. He erected forts for the king,

selecting the site which Bangkok now occupies. He induced the king

to repair the old city of Louvo, and construct a palace there in European

style
;
near which Phaulcon built a palace for himself, as well as a Romish

church. His innovations were so far-reaching that accusations were made
against him, and he was assassinated by order of a rebel prince. Many
of Phaulcon's works are still to be seen in ruins.

The Burmese again attacked the Siamese in the middle of the last

century, and took and burnt Ayuthia in 1767. Finding it difficult to

retain full authority in Siam, the Burmese contented them- Burmese

selves with plundering and murdering for some years, till an attacks.

extraordinary man of Chinese origin, named Pin Tat, established himself

as king at Bangkok under the name of Phya Tak. The present dynast}^

is descended from a notable Siamese general under Phya Tak, who
became king in 1782. The late King Mongkut (1851-1868) jj^e la^e King

was a most enlightened monarch in many ways. Like not Mongkut.

a few of his predecessors, he had decided literary tastes
;
he could speak

and write English, and had many English surroundings and tastes. He
was especially fond of scientific instruments and mechanical devices.
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The present King Chulalonkorn continues tlie intelligent traditions of

liis father and predecessor. His palace is a mixture of different forms of

King Chuia- European architecture with the characteristic Siamese roof. In
lonkom. j^-^ ji^^ary are to be found the leading English and American

periodicals and newspapers ; and he works as hard as any European

monarch, supervising the affairs of the entire kingdom. One of his first

acts was to abolish the old etiquette which required every one to approach

Abolition of
'^^^ king in extreme prostration, and forbade any subject to

prostration see his face. All classes may now have audience of the king,
s avery.

^^^ approach him standing. He has also abolished slavery (the

order taking effect gradually) in the tracts under liis immediate control

;

but this does not apply to northern Siam, with which his relations are

indirect. But slave-debtors are very numerous, namely,
ave- e ors.

^gj^^^^g ^\\o are in service till a debt is worked off. As Carl

Bock says, in his " Temples and Elephants," 1884, giving an account of

a journey through Upper Siam and Lao, the king is a century in ad-

vance of his people, encouraging education and research in every way.
At his own expense he has sent a considerable number of young Siamese

noblemen to England, France, and German}^, to be educated and
improved by contact with Western civilisation. A European doctor

is one of his intimate friends ; and in every matter in which he can

employ Europeans without arousing too much jealousy among his sub-

jects, he does so.

The Siamese, or Tai proper, are intermediate in colour between the

Chinese and the Malays, the upper classes being decidedly light j^ellow,

Physical cha-
^^® ^^^^^ ^^^^ eyes being black, and the latter small and some-

racters of what dull-lookiiig. The nose is small, and the teeth are often

dyed black, the lips being deep red from the universal habit

of chewing betel. It cannot be said that the face has any beauty in our

eyes, though the children are better looking. A considerable number of

the people of Bangkok, influenced by the example of the king, now wear
their hair all over the head, and cut short in both sexes ; but the majority

of Siamese men, especially away from the coast, retain the fashion of

shaving it all off except a small tuft on the crown, while the women do

not shave, but cut the hair short, and are also addicted to painting

their eyebrows and eyelids. The Laos are of a lighter complexion than
the Siamese, and much more exclusive. They are decidedlj^ better

looking, with high foreheads and well-shaped noses. Often the young
Lao physical womeii have fat round faces, and the lips are somewhat pro-
characters,

truding. Many of the Lao women are able to bend then-

forearm and wrist outwards, so that the back of the hand touches the

upper arm ; this is acquired by early practice and the use of some
force.

Perhaps it is among the Siamese that the least difference of dress

between the sexes is discernible; but no, we were forgetting the
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Esquimaux. Their principal garment is similar, namely, a„ - .

long piece of cotton cloth or silk worn round the waist andjsexes almost

passed between the thighs, one end being fastened in front and ^^^®'

THE LATE KING OF SUM, MONGKUT.

the other behind, thus pro:lucing the effect of a pair of short trousers.
The upper part of the body is girt with a long scaif passed round the

I
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chest and over one shoulder in a variety of fashions. Under this the more

advanced now wear a close-fitting white jacket, and even white stock-

ings and dress shoes. The Siamese women are very fond of jeweller^',

though little partial to ear-rings. Rings, and gold chains
ewe ary.

^^^ abundant ; and even children, though otherwise quite un-

dressed, wear heavy bracelets and anklets.

The western Laos for the most part content themselves with a much

more limited garb, often only a small metal plate, while the appearance

of clothing is given to the male by very elaborate tattooing.
Tattooing.

,pj^.^ extends from the waist down to the knees, and represents

a variety of birds and other animals, including peacocks, pigeons, vul-

tures lions, tigers, elephants, as well as some fabulous creatures or

monsters, the interspaces being filled in by wavy hues. The pigment

used is the soot from burning lard, mixed with bile, and pricked into the

skin. The operation is very painful.

Both sexes in Lao have their ears pierced and the aperture stretched

to a remarkable extent, by pieces of wood, ivory, or metal successivelj'-

Ear oma- inserted. The men either wear a fresh flower in the ear, or
mentsofLaos.

^^gg j^ gg ^ convenient place for carrying a cigarette or cigar,

tobacco being universally smoked by both sexes and young children.

The women's ear-ornament is a rolled plate of gold, or, among the poor, a

thin cylinder of gold filled up with lead.

Throughout a great part of Siam and its dependencies the women do

the principal part of the work, even in the fields. The men are on the

Work and whole idle, disposed to sports and amusements, without ideas
habits. q£ improvement or even enriching themselves except by hoard-

ing secretly what they can keep from the chiefs eyes. The Siamese

character has been described as " gentle, cheerful, timid, careless, and

almost passionless ; but this does not apply to the northern people, who
are mostly mean, selfish, and untruthful, and hate and distrust foreigners

to an absurd degree. Credit must, however, be given to them for more

Siamese and than average morality between the sexes. They are certainlj-

Lao character, yeiy expressionless in countenance, seldom laughing or cry-

ing ; when roused, however, they can show anger or irritation as plainly*

as most people, but largely by movements other than those of the face.

Both Siamese houses and furniture are very slight, being built of

bamboo, usually raised some feet above the ground, unless built out of

Houses and the reach of inundations. *' An ordinary Lao householder,"
furniture. ^.^^^^ Bock, " thinks his dwelling well appointed if he lias a few

plaited rattan or bamboo mats and cushions ready to spread upon the

floor ; for, wlien not actually in use, they are kept piled up in a heap in

some convenient corner. Tlie best mats are edged with a red border

;

and the cushions, which are either oblong or three-sided, have their ends

embroidered in silk or gold. Wlien a visitor enters, a mat is spread on

the floor, with a cushion either behind to lean aa'ainst or at the side as a
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support to tlie arm—tlie quality of tlie cushions and mats selected

depending entii'ely upon tlie rank of tlie visitor. ' The Chows Reception of

(chiefs) have, as a rule, a table and a few chairs, but seldom visitors,

use the latter except when visited by ' distinguished strangers,' when
they look very uncomfortable as they sit cross-legged on the seat. Of
bedsteads there are none, the people sleeping on home-made mattresses

stuffed with cotton-wool, and surrounded by a mosquito-curtain." The
utensils are limited to a few earthenware pots and pans, with wooden
spoons. The better houses have lamps, and even clocks and looking-

glasses
; the poorer have cotton wicks to burn in vessels of oil. The

infant's cradle is a sort of basket swung from the roof by long cords.

Both Siamese and Laos employ go-betweens in arranging marriages,

about which there is much palaver. The astrologers are usually con-

.sulted as to favourable ages and other compatibilities. Dowries Marriage

are given from both sides in equal proportion, and large presents, ceremonies,

which are taken in stately processions to the bride. The priests read an

extract from the Buddhist Scriptures, and pray for a blessing on the

couple. After this, the curtain which has concealed the bride is Hfted,

and the pair, seated near each other, are sprinkled with holy water.

After further prayers, followed by two days of feasting, the marriage is

complete. Until the birth of the first child, the newly-married pair live

w^ith the parents of the bride.

It is the Siamese rule to have but one wife; but the upper classes keep

as many subordinate wives or concubines as they can afford. The duty

married wife has a good deal of influence, tliouo;h little or no
Education,

education ; but the male sex are little better educated, except

in Bangkok, their education being confined to imperfect reading and

writing and the precepts and legends of Buddha.

The Laos believe that children are the offspring oi the spirits ; and

when newly born they are placed on the top of the ladder leading to the

house, and the spirits are called to take away the child at once Newborn

or not to molest it afterwards. Various offerings to the chudren.

spirits are made ; and on the second day the child is considered out of

their power, and is nominally sold to some relative for a trifle, it being-

supposed that the spirits would not take what has been thus sold. The
mother unfortunately is submitted meanwhile to horrible torture, being-

surrounded by bamboos and twigs, which are set on fire. Treatment of

literally roasting her. This is supposed to be a means of mothers,

recovery, but often ensures death ; the king even lost his wife in this

way, being unable to overcome the prejudices of his officials. As this

performance is repeated for some days,—among the Siamese for a month,

in the case of a first-born child,—the woman is fortunate who escapes.

Children are suckled for three years, and after receiving their natural

food, they frequently have a cigarette to smoke.

We have left till now two of the most notable features of Siam,

I
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namely, temples and elephants.

Both are certainly numerous, the

Siamese temples of course be-
tempies. Jonging to the dominant

Buddhist religion. The great

temple, " Wat Poh," in Bangkok,
contains an enormous gilt figure

of the dying Buddha, about 160

feet long, constructed of bricks,

lacquered and heavily gilt. The
huge foot-soles are inlaid with

mother of pearl figures illustrat-

ing stories of Buddha's life. The
floor is of tesselated marble.

Another great temple, — the

"Wat Chang," or Elephant Tem-
ple,—has a lofty spire with ex-

ternal decoration in remarkable

patterns which at a distance look

like mosaics of precious stones,

but are in truth nothing but a

mixture of broken glass, crockery,

and shells. A representation of

the three-headed elephant is prominently placed on each of the four

fa^-ades of this temple.

Cremation is the usual mode of disposing of the dead. Priests pray

day and night in the house until the bod}'' is removed to the temple-

grounds. The interval between death and burial varies ac-

cording to the rank and wealth of the family ; it may even be

protracted for months, during which the praj'ers go on continuously, the

coffin being covered with flowers. But the devouring of bodies by -siil-

tures and dogs is not at all uncommon. From the prolonged keeping of

dead bodies, it is not surprising that cholera is rife. The people are not

by any means educated up to the king's standard, and persist in ascrib-

ing diseases to spirits, and in hindering sanitary reform.

Elephants are very numerous—so much so that to ride on a female
elephant is esteemed a disgrace. Albmo elephants are thought much of;

Albino or
^^^^ ^^^® more they approach perfection in that respect, the
more they are valued and claimed for the king. Manj^ of

those called white are simply a little lighter than the average,

or have uncoloured areas on the body or on the ears. Whenever a lighter

one than usual is found, an extraordinary festival is held in liis honom', at

which the king is present. The most perfect discovered in late j-ears

is pale reddish-brown all over the body, with a few white hairs on the
back, and eyes a pale yellow.

SIAMESE DANCING GIEL.

CrematloBL

'white
elephants.
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The reception of a wliite elephant furnishes a grand opportunity for

a pageant. Brass bands, Siamese bands playing on tom-toms, conch

shells, etc., and artillery grace the occasion, with many pro- Siamese

cessions of princes and nobles. " No Siamese," says Mr. Bock, processions.

" moves from his house, whether for a walk, or to make an offering at

the temple, or to pay a visit, without two or more—it may be a dozen or

more— ' slave-debtors,' according to his rank, carrying, as the indispens-

able insignia of office, or of social rank, not only his umbrellas, but his

betel and tobacco-boxes, tea-pot, etc., and I believe, always in one of the

betel or tobacco-boxes, his seal, for the Siamese attach great importance

to seals, which take the place of signatures in Western civilisation.

These seals are mostly made of ivory, the devices representing an angel

or a lotus-flower, etc. No seaUng-wax is used with these seals, but always a

vermilion-red dye. If the master stops on the road, his cavalcade, with

their betel-boxes, umbrellas, etc., all sit down on the ground on their

haunches at a respectful distance ; and when he enters a house, these

servants sit outside on the ground, or on the steps, or even on the verandah,

some of them always quite near enough to overhear the conversation."

The Siamese are chiefly occupied in agriculture—jewellery, though

largely manufactured, being principally in the hands of Chinese settlers.

Sculpture is very fairly represented, chiefly by the figures of,, , ^
-"- "^ J r 1 ^

J J o
^ Manufactures

Buddha, and of elephants and other animals. Many Siamese and

are employed in inlaid mother-of-pearl and lacquer work, in ^^^ ^^ ^°°^'

which they are well skilled. Bamboo work employs very many. The
most abundant agricultural products, in addition to rice and tobacco, are

teak, rose, and other kinds

of wood, sugar, pepper, and
other spices and aromatics,

cotton, resins and gums,
and beeswax. Of the latter

many beautiful models of

flowers, figures, and build-

ings are made, and offered at

the temples. The minerals

of Siam are abundant

—

gold, copper, tin, iron, and
lead being among them.

Precious stones, too, are by
no means lacking. The
manufacture of figures of

Buddha is very extensive,

there being a constant de-

mand
; they are made to

suit all purchasers.

The Siamese language i,HAN cutting todacco.
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belongs to tlic same group as tTie Chinese, or the monosyllabic non-

i nflecting group ; and tones and vowels have a preponderating;
anguage.

•j^^^gj^j.g jj^ determining the special meaning of the root words.

Many modified Sanscrit words have been introduced, and Pali, in the

Buddhist scriptures, has considerably influenced the language. There is

no article, and no distinction of number, gender, or case. The order of

words is most important in determining the meaning. There is little

literature in the language. Some metrical legends and romances, and a

number of books of laws, are the chief books known.

The eastern and south-eastern portion of Further India, known as

Tonkin, Cochin-China, Annam, and Cambodia, is inhabited by people of a

The Cochin- i^ore and more Chinese type, intermixed with Siamese and
Chinese. Shan or Tai elements. A large portion of these territories has

in recent years been l)rought more or less under French domination. We
may, perhaps, best speak of the inhabitants as Cochin-Chinese, gi\nng

separate mention to any sections needing it.

The Cochin-Chinese are comparatively fair Mongoloids—the men
short, but active ; the women fairer than the men, and well formed.

„v, . , Their faces are not so large and straight, their mouths are not
Physical

.

°
.

characters so small, nor their eyes so hard and staring as is seen in the

Siamese. They are much more merry, lively, and talkative.

The loose Chinese trousers and frock with large sleeves, made of cotton or

silk, are worn by both sexes. The hair is not cut short, but worn of its

natural length, and coiled at the back of the head. The highlanders,

'

known as Moi, are taller, lighter, and less peaceable, but have a good

name for truthfulness and honesty, which the inhabitants of the plain

have not.

Tea is the national drink here, as in China ; and spirits are little in

vogue. Rice and fish are the chief articles of diet ; but nothing comes

Food and iimiss—dogs, cats, rats, tigers, snakes, earth-worms, etc., being
^"^^- devoured with gusto. Betel-chewing and tobacco-smoking are

practised by all.

Polygamy is largely in vogue ; but the first wife has a special posi-

tion. Purchase is the form preceding marriage ; and adultery may be

. punished by death. From this it will be inferred that women
are not well treated by their husbands, who not unfrequently

beat them. Slavery for debt here includes possession of the wives and
family of the debtor, who may also be sold.

Buddhism in a rather loose form is the predominant religion ; but

with it flourishes much paganism, including ancestor-worship. Indeed,

„ ,^ . much of their religion differs little from the Shamanism of
ReligioiL , . .

^
Siberian natives. Exorcists and astrologers abound. Burial

rites are very complex, great respect being paid to the dead. The
greatest care is taken to prevent desecration of the body, which is placed
in a coffin as rich as can be afforded, and often kept for months before

i
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XAJIVKS OF ANNAil.

burial. The cliarms of sorcerers are considered all-powerful,
^^^^^^^^.^

and are largely bought ; the details of tlieir i^ractices are most
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elaborate. Tigers or serpents are, among others, beasts of ill-omen

;

and ghosts and spirits are believed to be universally present. It is in

accordance with this state of superstition that Christian missionaries have

been greatly persecuted. In recent years, however, the Romanist priests

Christian have gained better treatment, even beyond the French border,

missionaries. \^^ consequence of the threats of the French authorities, as

to punishment in case of any harm befalling the priests.

In the districts approaching China, Chinese influence is naturally

greater, and a large proportion of the Tonkinese people are a cross between

Tjjg
Cochin-Chinese, or Annamese, and Chinese. They partake of

Tonkinese. the defects of both, lacking the Chinese stability and industry.

They do not cut or shave their hair, which they fix behind the head with

Co.wX>oi,i<xn,

WOMEN OF FURTHER INDIA.

liao.

a pin. Their cheek-bones project more than the Cochin-Chinese proper,

and the nose is more prominent than that of the Chinese ; they are also

far more slender, and not prone to fatness.

The Cochin-Chinese language may almost be called an early dialect

of Chinese, being monosyllabic, and much of the meaning depending

Language
^^^ *^^^ ^*^^^® "^ which the words are pronounced. There is but
little literary character in the language.

Cambodia, formerly a kingdom extending over a very wide extent of

Further India, is now a small kingdom occupying only a small tract

^g between Siam ajid Cochin-China, bounded on the north-east

Cambodian by the Me-Kong, or Cambodia river, which also flows through
it, but not extending into the delta. After suflfering much at

the hands of the Siamese, it has subsided into a French protectorate.

I
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Avas formerly a great Buddliist kingdom
;
and vast ruins of temples, both

in Cambodia and in Siamese provinces conquered 'from Cambodia, sliow

the ancient wealth of the kingdom. Some of the remains, however, of

great extent, have been shown to describe the exploits of E-ama Former

and Vishnu, and must have been due to Brahmanism. The civUisation.

ancient palace of the Khmer kings (the national name of the Cambodians)

has been explored, and is full of magnificent sculptures, the enormous
tlu'ee-headed elephant being there enthroned in all places of honour.*

The Cambodians, who do not now number more than a million, are

remarkable for their Caucasic or Aryan features, which also correspond

with the figures on their ancient sculptures. They also have

a polysyllabic language, quite distinct from Mongoloid forms.

Much remains to be known about them and their related tribes in the

hills, some of whom show marked superiority in morals, taste, and
character. Tliek dress, ornaments, implements, etc., exhibit a degree of

taste not often met with ; and it may be that long ago they ^ Caucasian

were a branch of the same Aryans who conquered India, but people,

have been themselves conquered and subdued, hke the Hindus, by the

invading Mongols, and have been unable, Hke the Hindus, to assimilate

their conquerors. They seem now to be gradually getting absorbed by
the combined Siamese, Cochin-Chinese, and Malay elements.

The Malay peninsula must be briefly dismissed here. A great part

of the inhabitants are Malays, whom we can discuss better in their main
home, the Malay Arcliipelago. The Chinese are largely im-

migrating, and may become the majority. A number of

Siamese are also in the peninsula, becoming mixed with the Malays,

and serving to uphold the Siamese power in the northern part of the

peninsula.

But besides these, there are some aboriginal tribes, numbering about

ten thousand, who belong to the Negrito type, found also in the Anda-
mans and the PhiHppines. They are in a very low state of

life, and live entirely on the chase, using poisoned arrows-

Their hair is short and curly (not frizzed), and their skins are nearly

black. Very little is known of them, as they shun intercourse with

others.

* Full details are given by Lieutenant Delapoi te in his " Voyage au Cambodge," a

magnificent volume puljlished in Paris in 1880.
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HINA and Japan are, next to India and Syi'ia

(including tlie Holy Land), the Asiatic conn-

,

tries most interesting and important, com-

mercially and pliilosopliically, to Europeans.

Although the Caucasian stock includes the

vast majority of the inhabitants of India,

Europeans nevertheless find among the Hindu people a great

contrast to Western ideas and practices in very many par-

chinese ticulars ; while in China and Japan a widelj^ dilfer-

^to*we*stem ^^^^ stock, tliB Mongolian, is encountered, v^'hich has
ideas. developed civilisations of extraordinary power, on

principles antagonistic to our own. Long entrenched behind

almost impenetrable barriers, they have resisted with fanatical

repugnance the slightest contact with AVestern barbarians,

manifesting the veiy spirit of the old Jews, Greeks, and Romans
as to barbarians and heathens, and of some Englishmen as to

" niggers." We may trace to merchandise, especiaUj'- tea, the
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andone indispensable article wliicli China liad to supply to the British,

to cotton cloth, the one great fabric which we could supply to Effects of

China, the impulse which has led to the breaking down of *^^^e-

many of the barriers between East and West ; and now that India has
begun to overtop China in exports of tea to this country, we may expect
the persevering Chinaman, who has appreciated the money brought to

his land by the Briton, to develop some other article into greater pro-

minence, that he may retain his chief customer.

Even the victories of the British in India are not so m'eat in their

CHIXESK MERCHANTS ON THE KIVEK TIEN-TSIN.

significance as those which are signalised by the gradual breaking down
of prejudice and the adoption of Western practices in Japan Modem
and China. When China has a whole fleet of war-ships built ^own^of
in Europe and commanded by an English officer, when Japan barriers,

estabhshes a' university on the British model, we feel as if any wonder
might take place, even the development of the Central African into

something better than he is.

Chinese history extends back to a period far beyond European
records

; and yet China was only vaguely known to the ancient

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. They heard of the Chinese

as the Seres, approached from Central Asia, a vast people, civilised and
VI. A A

i
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peaceful, already famous for silks. The Arabs seem to have known tL

country as Sin, a corruption of Chin, or China.

The Europeans of the middle ages knew China under the name ' :

Cathay, derived from Kitai, still the Russian and Central Asian name for

Cathay. China. This knowledge was connected with the remarkable

growth of the Mongol empire of Jenghiz Khan, leading to

"^^ei^irf"^
numerous enterprises of travellers into the far East, includ-

ing many Dominican and Franciscan missionaries.

Marco Polo was, however, the fii'st European who visited China itself

I in the 13tli century) ; and his narrative did much to familiarise Europe
with Cathay. At the end of the thirteenth century other Romish mis-

sionaries penetrated Southern China, and many converts were made.
Trade, too, developed with the great Italian marts, Florence and Genoa.

It is not a little remarkable, that after this period Euroj^ean inter-

course with China should have so far ceased, that no intelligence for

centuries reached Europe directly from thence. In fact, v/hen

European the Spanish and Portuguese, in the sixteenth century, lighted
in ercourse.

^^^^^^-^ China, they regarded it as an unknown country, and
gave new renderings of old names, so that for a long time it was not

believed that China and Cathay were the same. The fact is, that

Mahometanism had regained control ever Central Asia, and China passed

under rulers whose instinct was to keep foreigners out. Thus old maps
of Asia, in the 16th and 17th centuries, placed Cathay as a large countr}-

to the north of China.

Chinese history speaks of the early inhabitants of Chinese race as

immigrants from the North and North-west; but thej- soon developed

Early Chinese iiito a settled and agricultural people, cultivating rice and
history, other grain, flax, and silk. It is undoubted that they long ago

had the art of writing and some knowledge of astronomy, and it is pro-

bable that Chinese civiHsation is older than any in Europe. There are

some records by Confucius which may be considerabl}' trusted for at

least 20()C) years b.c. They detail the gradual progress of the Chinese

Era of empire and vicissitudes of dj^nasties, until, in 936 q.c. we find
Confucius, the Tartars becoming invaders only shaken off with difficulty.

The era of Confucius (551-475 Yix), of Lao-tze, and Mencius, was one of
wisdom crying aloud but unheeded; and a gradual decadence of the
Chinese po^^er took place.

The Tsin State on the North-west, in which we must recognise a
Tartar people, gained the cliief poAver in China about 255 b.c. Che-

Rise of Tar-
^^^'«^"ft'-^e (246-210 b.c.) was the first great rider of his hne,

ter power, extending his power widel}', making roads and canals, building

The ereat
^^^^^^^j driving back invading Tartars. He started the buildi

chSif ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ '"^^^ ^^ China in 214 b.c. to keep back the Tart
As a reformer, he was unpopular; and in consequence of t

authority of the ancients being always quoted against him, he ordered
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all books relating to ancient Chinese liistoiy to be bnrnt, and put to

death all scholars who attempted to conceal them. Such actions were

not likely to make his Hne permanent, and it came to an end with his

son, a short time after liis death. The succeeding dynasty of Han re-

covered as many of the old books as possible, and very many were found.

The next dynasty, that of the Eastern Han, added greatly to introduction

the Chinese domains in Tartary and Turkestan. Buddhism of ^^'^'^^s"^-

was introduced in a.d. 65.

For a good while China was divided into three kingdoms—northern,

middle, and southern ; which state of things led to constant wars. A
succession of dynasties followed, some of which united the Three Chinese

whole empire into one, and enlarged its borders ; while others kingdoms,

were marked b}" crime, profligacy, and deca3\ In the seventh century

SOUTH CHINESE.

A.D. the frontier was said to extend to the Caspian and Eastern Persia

;

and ambassadors from Nepaul, Magadha (India), Persia, and Rome came
to China. In 650 the emperor's wife. Woo How, gained practical supreme

power, which became absolute on the death of her husband in 683. Her
government was certainly vigorous and successful. The emperor Woo-
Tsung, in the ninth century, found temples, monasteries, nun- ^^

neries, etc., too numerous, and by decree abolished them all, anti-religious

and subjected priests of all kinds to oppressive treatment.

But on his death Buddhism revived in great force. A period of great

weakness of the imperial power followed, and China appeared likely to

break up into independent States. The Tartars were extending Growing Tar-

more and more towards China proper, and were again and tar power,

again bought off by tribute, which acted as an encouragement to come
again. The result was, that they established themselves more and more

in North China, especially as the Neu-che, or Kins.

I
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In the twelfth century the Mongol power was growing, and from

1212 onwards Jenghiz Khan overran a great part of China. His de-

Jengwz scendants continued the conquest of China until, about 1232,
Khan. Ogdai, son of Jenghiz, destroyed the Kin dynasty of North

China. His nephew, Kubla Khan, became in 1259 practically the first

Mongol emperor of China, though his power was not fully

established till 1279. This was the great Khan whom Marco
Polo visited. The dynasty lasted only till 13H8, when, after much l)ad

The Ming government, it was displaced by Choo-Yuen-Chang, a Buddhist
dynasty,

pj-^gg^^^ ^qj^ ^f ^^ Chinese working-man, who showed great dis-

cernment in the measures he took to gain and keep the supreme power.

His name was changed to Hung-woo, and his dynasty was known as the

Ming, or '' Bright."

In the fifteenth century the Ming emperors began by losing the province

of Cochin-China. Later, one of the emperors was defeated and imprisoned

Great ^^ ^ Tartar chief. A serious insurrection occurred early in the

disasters and sixteenth century, which was with difficulty suppressed. The
"Tartars devastated a large province in 15-12, and soon after-

wards a Japanese fleet ravaged the sea-coast. The Tartars were bribed

to depart in several reigns. In 1592 the Japanese defeated the Chinese

army in Corea, and destroyed the Chinese fleet ; but for some reason

they faded to follow up their conquest.

The Manchu Tartars now grew stronger, and in 1616 and ir)19 were
so successful against the Chinese that they kept possession of the north-

The Manchu
^^^^^^'^ province of Leaou-tung. Meanwhile civil war arose in

Tartars China, and became so fierce that one party called in the

Manchus, who, when they had defeated the rebels, were un-

willing to retire again. They took possession of Pekin, and proclaimed

an emperor of their own in 1644. Nankin was soon after taken without
a blow

;
and the Tartars confirmed the mandarins in their ofiices, and

gave an amnesty to all who would lay down their arms. Thus was
established the modern Chinese dynasty. It is generally asserted that it

is descended from that known as the Kins in earlier history.

Kang-he (1661-1721) was one of the most notable emperors. He
was a great student; and a great Chinese dictionary was published under

Literary and
^^^^ superintendence. Tibet was subdued during his reign

;

warlike em- one of his successors, Keen-lung, added Eastern Turkestan to
perors.

^^^ empire, and rivalled Kang-he as a student and author.
He even marched to Nepaul and defeated the Ghoorkhas in 1792

; but he
failed in Further India and Formosa.

Meanwhile, the East India Company had been coming in contact
with the Chinese, who treated English subjects with gross injustice.

British Lord Macartney was sent as British ambassador to China, but
embassies, gained little. Lord Amherst's embassy followed in 1816 ; but

he refused to kotow before the emperor, and was quickly dismissed.
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The conduct of tlie Chinese to foreigners became more and more unbear-

able, and they endeavoured to stop all foreign trade, particularly the

opium traffic. In 1840 the British declared war against China
; ^j^j. ^^^j^

with the result that Canton, Amoy, Shanghai, and other ports British,

were taken b}^ Sir Hugh Gougli, and Nankin was threatened. In 1842

CHINESE SrUDENT.S.

the Chinese found themselves compelled to cede Hong Kong, to open
five principal ports, including Canton and Shanghai, to foreign trade, and
pay a large indemnity.

Such a defeat was particularly disastrous to Chinese prestige, and
rebellions were rife. The emperors were incompetent, and officials mostly

I
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corrupt.

The great
Tai-piDg
rebellion.

After the middle of the century, popular discontent found an

energetic leader in Hung-Seu-tseuen, who aimed at founding a

Tai-piDg new Chinese dynasty, the Tai-ping, and expelling the Tartar

rulers. He professed Christianity, and denounced the sins of

the age with great vigour. So successful was he, that, in 1852, he took

Nankin itself His power extended yearly, and the weakened empire

was still further threatened by the English declaration of war in 1857. in

Another war consequence of the "Arrow" outrage on British subjects,

with Britain. Canton was taken, and Lord Elgin determined to make his

way to Pekin, and treat with the emperor in person. Having penetrated

to Tien-tsin, where the Chinese made a treaty with him, a further attack

followed, which led to a campaign in which the French joined u.s. Pekin

was reached by the allied forces in 1860, and a fresh peace made, which

was of great bene-

fit to the Chinese

Chinese rulers in
Gordon, opening

the way for Major

(the late lamented

Generalj Gordon to

take the command
of their forces

against the Tai-

pings. His victor-

ious career is well

known, ending by
the capture of

Nankin in 1864

:

with it the Tai-

ping cause fell.

In 1873, when the emperor Tung-che assumed power, after his long

minority, the right of personal audience with him, and " gazing on the

sacred countenance," was claimed by and granted to the foreign ministers.

Since this period, China has made much progress, and increased its

foreign trade very largely. The present emperor, Kwang-sen, has been
guided in his long minority by his father, Prince Chun, who is prime

minister, and has shown much enlightenment. The existence

of an^emperor's father, nominally subordinate to his son, comes
about from tlie fact that by Chinese law the heir must be younger than
the person from whom he inherits

; and since the emperor Tung-che died

young, without issue, the succession passed by his will to a son of one of

his father's younger brothers.

To a large extent, China may be studied as representing the extreme
development of an examination system—in fact, almost its worship. The
respect we too often pay to mere Avealth. or to powers of speech, im-

CHINESE CHILDIiEN.

I*rince Chun.
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pudeut self-assertion, rank, or ownership of land, tlie Chinese pay to

success in examinations. So much is thought of them, that „^ „^,° '
. The Chinese

an imsnccessinl candidate has been known to go on competing examination

till grey hairs have crowned him, and the emperor has given ^^^
^°^'

him an honorary degree.

Europeans may almost be accused of having adopted a Chinese idea,

in attaching so much importance to competitive examinations
;
and it is

at least our duty to study carefully the s^'stem adopted by the ^^^^

nation which has carried these tests to the highest perfection, conferred by

in some respects, in order that we may learn what errors to

avoid and what plans to imitate. We can scarcely conceive what a

sweeping change would be caused

by our full adoption of the Chinese

system. Imagine the rank of a

duke to be conferred on the senior

wrangler or senior classic
; imagine

the prime minister being selected

as Indian civil service candidates

are now ; and, Avhat is more im-

portant, imagine the respect given

to titled and wealthy people trans-

ferred to the successful examinees,

and we should have some idea of

the possible effects of a further rise

in the importance of the " great

god, competitive examination."

While we have learnt to

groan over the misfortunes of the
'• plucked " man, he is severity of

met with far more abun- *^® *®^*^-

dantly in China. Successive tests

exclude far more candidates than with us

successful in the first, or local examination.

CHINESE COIFFURE.

Scarcely one per cent, are

The departmental examina-

tion, which is much as if a student went up to his county town, after

having passed in his native place, cuts out many more ; and then an

Imperial examination takes place, beyond which the majority do not

proceed
;

for the Imperial degree they gain gives them many Graduated

privileges, including the much-valued exemption from corporal examinations,

punishment if they chance to offend against the laws. Those who aspire

to higher successes pass on to the triennial examinations, held, as London
University examinations are largely held, at important local capitals, as

Birmingham and Manchester ; again the total number of candidates,

sifted though they have been, is very large, and only about one out of

every hundred is successful. Most of those who succeed have reached

the mature age of from thirty to fifty.

I
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Those who have succeeded so far, must, if they wish to proceed

further, go to Pekin, Avliere a few attain a Doctor's degree, and gain good

The highest posts in the administration. Finally, the Han-lin College is

tests.
^|jg limited body who have passed the last severe test, and are

held competent to fill the highest ministerial posts. How competent

these may be, all Europeans who have been brought into contact with

them can testify, if only through the skill they can exhibit in foiling their

wishes or finding reasons for non-compliance. The Marquis Tseng, who
became so well known in Europe as the special Chinese envoy, is an

instance of high appreciation of Western advantages, combined with the

most admirable skill in Chinese matters.

The great evil of these examinations, judged from our point of "view,

is, that they are founded so largely upon a knowledge of the ancient

The Chinese Chinese classics, such as those of Confucius, Mencius, and other
classics, sacred writings. Yet we British do not stand in a position to

blame them, for our Universities long gave credit to scarcely anj-thing

but a minute study of the " classical " dead languages. Taken as ex-

aminations in Chinese knowledge, the native examination papers are in

many respects admirable, and succeed in drawing out ability in addition

to " cram," or book-work. Of course, no examination can discover tact,

business ability, skill in ruling, or honesty ; and as we fail in this quite

as much as the Chinese, we are not entitled to cast a stone at them on

that account.

The utmost care is taken by the Chinese authorities to prevent

tampering with the questions or the papers of the candidates, or the

strict fairness ^i^'i^P^oyment of illicit means of answering. Double-walled
observed, examination halls, guarded by strict sentries ; searching of

candidates to discover books or any illicit helps ; no permission to go out

till the examination is concluded, food being taken in by the candidates

;

the examiners knowing nothing of the candidates, whose names are kept

from them till the adjudication has been made ; these are some of the

precautions adopted. Of course, examinees are sometimes found who are

daring enough to attempt anything
;
and a story is even told of a secret

tunnel being made into an examination-cell (for each candidate is

secluded in a separate cell), by means of which books and other assist-

ance ^^'ere conveyed to a candidate.

Though the administration, and consequently the whole sj'stem of

government, is carried on by successful examinees, the theory of the

The em ire a ^^P^^'® ^^ ^^^ absolute despotism, whicli aims however at being

patriarchal as beneficial though as arbitrary as that of a parent over a
espo ism.

(^|^jij_ rpi^p members of the Imperial family' itself, who are

now very nuiijerous, do not. gain or exercise authority by virtue of their

descent. They do not even secure wealth, for man}'- of them are very

poor. There is no hereditary nobility ; titles of rank are official only.

It must be recorded, however, that notwithstandiug the prevalence of
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examinations, corruption exists throngliont Chinese official ranks almost
to the same extent as in Turkey.

The divinity that " doth hedge a king " has nowhere been more

CHINESK LADY : SHANGHAI.

evident than in China, where the emperor has ranked as a divinity
and has been accustomed to receive honours elsewhere paid

'

to the gods. Even now, the amount of reverential "kotow-
^^'^°*°^-
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ing," or prostration, kneeling, etc., wliick subjects liave to undergo in

gaining an audience of liis JNIajesty, is extreme ; but the English and

the Russian envoys have never bent their bodies to such signs of homage,

and gradually they have ceased to be exacted of foreign ambassadors

generally.

Up to recent times it has been recognised as inconceivable, and of

course innDroper, that any prince of China, much less the sovereign, should

travel extensively through the vast country, or quit the sacred

princes do not dominions to enlarge his experience in foreign travel. Ex-

tprnal things were insignificant or barbarian, and could afford

no true benefit to a Celestial. But in 188G the almost incredible event

happened
;
and the father of the Chinese Emperor, Prince Chun, who is

Prince Chun's ^^1^0 Prime Minister and Lord High Admiral, made a sea
journey, voyage along part of the coast of the empire. Notwithstand-

ing the unfavourable prophecies indulged in by many Chinese as to the

result of ] lis journey, it certainly had a good effect in opening his e^'es
;

and the sight of a fine British squadron taught him a good deal.

So excited and interested was the prince in what he saw and heard,

that he was constrained to Avrite a series of poems which have been

Poetical publislied, and of which some account was given in The Thnex
records, ^f August 22, 1887. " What a change has taken place with

the course of fate," he sa3''s ;

'•'• during five reigns the sadness of our

dynasty has been undispelled." He laments the decay of the old forms

of submission to the emperor, and was very unfavourably impressed on
hearing the mixed languages of the foreign consuls at Tien-tsin. But
his reflections at this point are worth quoting.

Jabber, jabbei', wliat a clatter of uncouth sounds to the ear !

One cannot accejjt all that General Till said of the ends of the earth.

But, except a doffing of the hat, they have no other coui-tesies !

And what on earth is the history of this clipping of the hair .^

Our gallant Tartar General stands here in his plumes.

There stands our Grand Secretary (Littung Chang) of eight-bearer quality.

It is really too ridiculous, this interpretation scene !

And then each man is followed by a walking-stick!

The " walking-stick," apparent!}', is the small-sword worn b}' the

consuls when in uniform.

Admiral Hamilton, with his ten British men-of-war, received from the

prince the sentiment that China and England must both perfect their

Visit to the cli'iH ^^^^l cultivate the blessings of peace, so as to preserve a
British fleet, gooj state of things in Asia. His poetic address to the Admiral
is another interesting effusion :

From ancient times diplomatic intercoui'se has been our pride;

Let us not make our jnide in exhibition of warlike power!
Thanks lor coming so far, the bearer of your country's behests,
And for your conversation relating to untutored lands.
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Be genuine, and you will reach the genuine hearts of others !

If you have hidden motives, you cause men to stand aloof.

The reference to liidden motives in the last line looks like a dignified

rebuke which diplomatists generally might take to heart. Altogether,

the prince's journey and his comments are very significant.

Unlike the English practice, all Chinese laws are properly digested

and framed into a code, which is capable of alteration only by the Imperial

Edict. The criminal law, which is said to have lasted sub- system of

stantially the same for two thousand years, is published at a government,

very low price. Each of the eighteen provinces of the empire constitutes

CHINESE L.UJIES RIDING.

a complete government in itself. It is not generally known that the

term Europeans use to designate Chinese officials, " mandarins," is a

word brought to us by the Portuguese from the Malay " mantrin," a

counsellor, this being also found in the Sanskrit : Ixiran-fu is the Chinese

term. The button on the top of their hats is the mandarins'

sign of rank, various colours denoting the several grades, the

red coral one being the highest. Of course there is an appropriately rich

dress for each grade ; and a peacock's feather at the side of the hat is

also a sign of high rank
;
while only those near the emperor can wear a

feather with tlu'ee eyes.

Such as it is, the Chinese system has produced a state of comparative

I
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peace and prosperity among the people, which has been rivalled by no

Peace and empire with so large a population. The Chinese certainly aim
prosperity.

^^ governing by moral rather than physical force to a larger

extent than some European governments ; and they recognise the im-
portance of securing and rewarding abihty wherever it may be found.
This last feature in itself removes many causes of discontent. An able

man is practically certain to make his way to the front. Of course abuses
occur in the system, but they are inherent to humanity in its present

state of advancement.

The Chinese criminal law cannot be considered mild. Flogging with
bamboos is a very ordinary punishment. The cangue is much more

Chinese severe, involving confinement of the body in a sort of cage,
punishments, through which the head, neck, and hands alone are allowed

to protrude. The prisoner is thus unable to feed himself, and is entirely

dependent on others. Ankle and finger squeezing, kneeling on chains,

and banishment, are among their severe punishments ; and the prisons

are so objectionable as places of residence that prisoners not infre-

quently prefer death to a long term of imprisonment. Capital punish-

ment is practised in several fashions rather too horrible to particularise.

It is undoubtedly to the credit of the Chinese and of its primitive

system, that personal violence is very rare among them, whether in

Rarity of P^^"^^^® or in public. The fact is, the people in general take
personal an interest in preventing it, and do not remain callous lookers-
Vi0l611C6. .

on or pass by on the other side when a quarrel is proceeding.
Thus they become very skilful in quarrelling by means of words and
gesticulations, and can continue a wordy war for a long time without
coming to blows.

Women are not usually imprisoned, except for the gravest offences
;

but when they commit minor offences are placed in the custody of theu'

Offences of
I'^latives, who are responsible for their good behaviour. Parents

'»'9™en and have great authority over their children, and may use con-

siderable violence towards them ; even killing them is not
treated as murder, especially if the cliild has struck the parent.

Physically, the Chinese scarcely need describing ; we are all familiar

with the shaven face and head, with only a portion of the black hair

Physical allowed to grow and form a pig-tail, the thick lips, and pro-
characters, jecting ears, and the imperturbable gravity of their demeanour;

the small feet and thin calves of the Chinese ladies, marking them off

from the poorer classes as not needing to use them in labour or for walk-
ing

;
the extremely long finger-nails worn by both sexes, another sign of

elevated position ; the slenderness judged beautiful in women, while
corpulence is equally the proper thing for a man who is valued.

Children, notwithstanding the severity with which their olfences

Children aid 1^1ay be punished, are well eared for and show much filial affec-
e ucatioa.

^j^^^^^ Y\\^. infanticide which occurs among the poorer classes

H
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IS not more common tlian in countries tliat are supposed to be amon^ the
most advanced. That cliirdren do not grow up with any dishke of their
iiomes IS shown by the constancy with which they return to their native

A CmNJSSE STKEET-STALL.

place late m life, or when they have a competency. They are taught to
aid then- parents m every possible way, to keep them in old age and
perform due rites after their death. Schools are abundant, and under
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State direction ; tlieir cliief fault is, the nuvaiying character of their

teaching. After some very juvenile studies, the pupils learn by heart

the writings of Confucius, and spend years in studying and writing

exercises on them. The series known as the " Five Classics " follows.

Of course reading and writing are carefullj- taught.

Sir John Davis, in his work on " The Chinese," quotes the following

from a work printed at Macao, in which a foreigner's perplexities on

Chinese pecu- an'iving in China are detailed. " On inquiring of the boatman
Parities.

^^-^ which direction Macao la}', I was answered, ' in the west-

north ; ' the wind, as I was informed, being east-south. ' We do not

say so in Europe,' thought I ; but imagine m}' surprise when, in explain-

ing the utilit}' of the compass, the boatman added that the needle pointed

to the south ! Desirous to change the subject, I remarked that I con-

cluded he was about to proceed to some high festival, or merr^'making,

as his dress was completely white. He told me, with a look of much
dejection, that his only brother had died the week before, and that he

was in the deepest mourning for him. On mj' landing, the first object

that attracted mj^ attention was a militarj' mandarin, who wore an em-

broidered petticoat, with a string of beads round his neck, and who
besides carried a fan ; and it was with some dismay that I observed him
mount on the right side of his horse. . . . My attention was drawn to

several old Chinese, some of whom had grej' beards, and nearly all of

them huge goggling spectacles. A few of them were chiiTuping and chuck-

ling to singing birds, which thej^ carried in bamboo cages, or perched on

a stick ; others were catching flies to feed the birds ; the remainder ot

the party seemed to be delightedly employed in flj'ing paper kites, wliile

a group of boys were gravely looking on, and regarding these innocent

occupations of tlieii' seniors with the most serious and gratified atten-

tion."

Rice is by far the most important food and crop in Cliina. With the

poorer classes it constitutes almost the sole food. Those who can get

Food and them, however, eat pork, game, birds, and fish freel}'. Beef is

•^^^^^ little eaten, owing to religious scruples. Both wine and spirits

are made from rice ; but tea is the national drink. Some extraordinarj^

dishes are in vogue among the richer folk, but they are by no means to

be despised, especially bii'ds'-nest soup, well-fed cats and dogs, deer's

sinews, and sharks' fins. Salted provisions are largely eaten.

Chopsticks are the proverbial Chinese implements for eating ; they
are a pair of slender wooden, ivorj', bone, or silver rods, about ten inches

„^ ^. , long, held in the right hand—one between the ends of the
Chopsticks.

1 1 1 • T
second and tlurd fingers, the other between the thumb and

fore-finger, and capable of being rapidly worked against the other. The
use of these chopsticks, in which tliey are wonderfully quick, is connected
with the custom of bringing all food to table ready carved.

Dress in China is largely made of cotton cloth; but silk is much used]
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1)3' tliose wlio can afford it. In winter, furs and cotton wadding are

worn for warmtli. Indeed, it is singular liow little tlie people

employ fires simply to warm tliemselves ; their notion is, to put

on more clothes till they are warm enough. Loose trousers, with a loose

overgarment reaching below the knees, constitute the most usual dress

of the men, finished off with felt-soled cotton shoes, leather being little

in vogue. The women's dress, as far as it is seen, often looks like a long-

cassock surmounted by a mantle extending to the knees.

The Chinese have the advantage in dress of unchanging fashions,

ceremonial dresses being all ordained by an official board ; thus the

CHINESE GIELS.

prevalence of handsome dress for great occasions is accounted for b}'

the care taken of it, and the fact that the same may be unchanging

used again as long as it will hold together. Gay fans and ^^^^^o^^^-

umbrellas, as in Japan, are important articles of costume : the art dis-

played in their manufacture and decoration is very considerable, A few

adventurous " Chinese have sometimes adopted European costume ; but

such a change is very hard to make, and it cannot be said that it is

altogether to be desired.

We might say that the Chinese women have all the advantage of

their handsome hair, while the men get rid of the greater part .

of it, and indeed are slaves to fashion. It is believed that

the Manchu Tartars first compelled Chinamen to wear the pigtail, as a
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mark of inferiority ; but what was once a badge of servitude is now a

national pride—a Chinaman would feel disgraced without it. Of course

a lot of shaving of the head has to be done to keep the rest of the scalp

free from hair, and barbers consequently are in great request. Beards

, are but slight, and very generally shaved off. Women wear
hair- their hair long, often with other hair added ; it is elaborately

z-
(jj-essed, in various fashions, often making a great circular and

hollow projection behind the head.

The evils of opium-smoldng, as practised by the Chinese, have often

been enlarged upon
; no doubt with many great harm results, and the

Opium- character is enervated. It cannot be said that it is so with all

;

smoking, ^^^j some doctors maintain that it is a craving like that for

alcoholic drink in Europe, which may be and is greatly abused, but is not

necessarily so harmful as many think. Anyhow, a large portion of the

people have a great passion for it, and we cannot do better than give

A great an account of the Nan-gin-tsin, in Shanghai, the greatest opium
opium den. ^^^^ ^^^ C^\{xyi2,, as given by the Nortli China Herald. It is

known throughout the length and breadth of the empire to the Chinese
;

and it helps to make Shanghai regarded as a city affording the same
opportunities for pleasure and dissipation that Paris does the typical

Frenchman. It is situated in the French Concession in Shanghai, within

a stone's throw of the wall of the native city, within which no opium
shops are supposed to exist. The character of the place could not be
guessed from its external appearance, although the air of the people

passing in and out might suggest it. The throngs visiting it represent

all stations of life, from the coolie to the wealthy merchant or the small

mandarin. It is with difficulty that one gets inside through the crowds
of people hanging round the door. Those who have not the requisite

number of copper cash to procure the baneful pipe, watch with horrible

wistfulness each of the more affluent pass in with a nervous, hurried

step, or totter out wearing that peculiar dazed expression which comes
after the smoker's craving has been satisfied and his transient pleasure

has passed away. One requires a strong stomach to stand the sickening
fumes with which tlie air inside is thickened. The clouds of smoke, the

dim light from the numerous coloured lamps, the numbers of recHning
forms with distorted faces bent over the small flames at which the pipes

are lighted, cause the novice a sickening sensation. But as soon as the
eye becomes accustomed to the scene, it is noticed that the place is got
up on an expensive scale. In the centre of the lower room hangs one of
the finest of Chinese lamps ; the ceiling is of ricl%-carved wood, while
the painted walls are thickly inlaid with a peculiarly-marked marble,
which gives the idea of unfinished landscape sketches. Numerous doors
on all sides lead to the smokers' apartments. In the outer portion of the
building stands a counter covered with little boxes of the drug ready for

smoknig, which a dozen assistants are kept, busy handing out to the
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servants who wait upon the Mhitues of the place. The average dailv
receipts are said to be about £2TO. The smoking apartments are
divided into four classes. In the cheapest are coolies, who pay about

A STREET BAKBER IN CHINA.

fourpence for their smoke. In the dearest the smoke costs about seven-
pence. The drug supplied in each class is much the same both in quality
and quantity; it is the diiference in the pipes that fegulates the price
ihe best kinds are made of ivory, the stem being often inlaid with

I? B
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stones and rendered more costly by reason of elaborate carving; tlif

cheapest kinds are made simply of hard wood. The rooms also are fur-

nished according to class. In the most expensive the lounge upon which

the smoker reclines is of fine velvet, with pillows of the same material

;

the frames of each couch are inlaid with mother-of-pearl and jade ; and

the whole air of these rooms is one of sensuous luxury. There are also

a number of private rooms. In the poorer section will be seen man}'

wearers of the tattered yellow and grey robes of Buddliist and Taoist

priests. AVomen form a fair proportion of the smokers. The common
belief is, that the opium sleep is attended by a mild, pleasiu'able delirium,

with brief glances of Elysium ; but this is the exception, not the rule.

People smoke to satisfy the craving begotten of previous indulgence.

There is accommodation for 150 smokers at a time, and there is seldom

a vacancy very long. The stream of smokers goes on from early morning

till midnight, when the place closes ; the clouds of smoke go up inces-

santly all day long. Europeans do not often visit the place ; but the

seamen of American men-of-war visiting Shanghai sometimes seek

solace in the drug.

The houses of the Chinese are not much to boast of, being chieflj-

of one or two storeys, and of wood. Their furniture is very simple,

Houses and matting and sofas or low beds being the principal varieties,
travelling. Travelling is largely done by means of rivers and canals,

which abound. The introduction of railways meets with much official

opposition, but they are gradually being introduced. Horses are com-

paratively little used. Sedan-chairs carried by bearers, as well as covered

carriages, are however not infrequent. Any one going out after dark is

compelled by law to carry a lantern.

Lanterns form a considerable element in one of the great Chinese

festivals, that of the Lantern, held at the first full moon of the year,

Lantern when a vast variet}'^ of lanterns of various colours and materials
festivaL ^^^ lighted. The New Year is another great festival, whereat

debt-paying is not forgotten, and many entertainments and presents are

Imperial given. One of the grand ceremonies, in wliicli the emperor
ceremonies,

^jj^j-gy .^ p^^.^^^ jg connected v,dth agriculture ; he actually ploughs

a furrow or two in a field near the Temple of the Earth, and sows several

sorts of grain. Similarly, the empress gives her patronage to silk-weaving.

going through several of the processes of manufacture, and sacrificing tu

the inventor of silk-weavinii;.

Early marriages are much in vogue ; and complex aiTangements
generally precede the ceremony, that the fitting wife may be selected.

Marriaee "^^^P^*^ *^^ '^^^ same surname may not marry, being assumed tu

bo related ; near relationship between those of different name
is also a barrier to marriage. Polgamy is not legal, but many of the

richer have secondary wives, or concubines, who do not rank much abovf
servants; but their male children are recognised, supposing the legitimat-'
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wife has no son—a disgrace of deep dye. The em-peror has but one wife,

who is empress ; but he may have any number- of Tartar concubines.

It cannot be said that Chinese women are very accompUshed. The

poorer women have the great virtues of being hardworking and domesti-

cated ; the richer learn embroider}'-, painting on silk, and perhaps a little

music ; but possibly there is '• a good time coming " for them as for their

neighbours in Japan. A wife may be divorced for adultery,

thieving, ill-temper, inveterate infirmities, disobedience to the

husband's parents, talkativeness, and even barrenness ; though this is

rare, owing to the secondarj^ marriages being always available. A widow
does not usually marry a second time.

The phlegmatic Chinaman is not appalled by death, and is only too

ready to commit suicide ; he knows that his descendants will perform

the proper rites for him, and keep his memory green. The
regard which the people pa}^ to their deceased parents and

relatives is really like ancestor-worship. White is the mourning colour :

and dressed in wliite the family sit weeping around the corpse Ancestor-

of a father, which is washed by the eldest son, then dressed as worship,

in life, and placed in a massive coffin with plenty of quicklime and care-

fully made airtight and varnished. Usually after three weeks the

funeral procession is carried to the cemetery, which is mostly Funeral

in an out-of-the-way place in the hills. Offerings are carried ceremonies.

for the deceased, and bands of music attend. In many cases paper is

made to do duty for valuables in the burning which follows. The rites

of the dead are repeated twice a year, especially in spring.

As a specimen of Chinese funerals, one performed in 1887, in Eng-
land, may be described. A sailor belonging to the Lai YneHj one of the

sliips of the Cliinese squadron anchored at Spithead, having
died, the body was buried at the Portsmouth Cemetery. The funeral

deceased was named Chin Pit Luo, and described by his ship- "^ ^s^^ •

mates as the finest sailor in the Chinese navy. The corpse, which was
contained in a leaden coffin encased in two wooden ones, and covered

with the yellow ensign, was followed to the grave by a party of stolid-

looking Chinese seamen under the command of a petty officer. Arrived

at the cemetery gates, the body was carried to the grave in the usual

way, but without any ceremony. After the coffin had been lowered into

the grave, four sailors, stationed at the foot of the grave, produced in

succession a tin pail, a parcel of matches, a number of fagots, and various

pieces of brown paper. A fire having been kindled, out of the pail were
brought forth several plates, wliich were disposed round the fire, a lump of

pork, various pieces of meat, a few eggs, and a quantity of salt and sand.

These having been divided into fives, were cooked and placed on the

plates, and on the consummation of the sacrifice they were all gathered
together and returned to the pail. A sailor now partly filled in the
gi'ave, after which the captain of the ship and a couple of subordinate

I
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officers came forward and prostrated themselves three times, uttering

a prayer at eacli genuflexion. This completed the ceremony.

Great attention is paid to the selection of the right place of burial,

although those who can afford it are carried to their native place
;
j-et

the exact spot for burial is a subject for learned study by the

astrologers. A parent is mourned for three years, during

which period none of liis children may marry. The eldest son gets two

Division of shares of the property, the rest being divided in equal shares

;

property,
jj^^^ ^q strong is family feeling that the children often remain

together after the father's death. The bones of Chinamen who die in

America and other places abroad, are often carried home for final burial,

a service for which payment is made beforehand to the emigrant

companies.

The rites of burial are, as we have said, more connected with

ancestor-worship than with national religion. Buddhism is known to

have rained great hold in China ; but its adherents cannot be
Buddhism. & &

^i • , .

accurately reckoned, because a Clnnaman, as a rule, is so

tolerant that he may be called a Confucian, a Taoist, and a Buddhist, all

at the same time, without shocking liim. Confucius, whose sj'stem we

Confucian- cannot here say much about, was born in the sixth century
ism. before Christ, and after long study drew up a code of morals

and politics which has become the chief standard of Chinese civilisation.

Many of his doctrines appear to have anticipated those of Christ, especi-

ally in the inculcation of control over the thoughts, and of doing to

others as we would be done by. His descendants have carefullj' pre-

served the purity of their line, if their genealogies are to be believed,

and high hereditary honours are theirs. The emperor does them special

honour, and every city has a temple to Confucius.

The doctrines of Confucius gained such influence partly because he
professed simply to revive the pure doctrines of past ages, and did not
come forward as a novelty-monger. He taught that in former genera-
tions the obligations between ruler and people, father and son, husband
and wife, friend and friend, were scrupulously fulfilled. He set out what
he considered right methods of restoring these days, by indi\idual
training, self-restraint, and regard for duty. His teacliing was seen by
the ruling classes to be a most efficient support of their authority. En-
larging on these precepts, Mencius taught that it was the duty of the
people to tlethrone an evil ruler ; and this maxim has almost rivalled

those of Confucius in the extent of its adoption by the Cliinese.

Taoism, which has a large and undefined influence, has been called
the rationalism of China

; . but has degenerated into a system of super-

Taoism.
^^^^^011- It was founded by Lao-tsze, a contemporary of Con-
fucius, whose philosophy was a sort of quietism, the control of

desires and passions; but he added to this a conception of a spirit named
Tao, in Avhich, by which, for Avhich all things exist, and to which all
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return ; a sort of Pantheism, in fact. But liis followers have sought
for the philosopher's stone, have great beliefs in charms and amnlets,

and claim to be able to exorcise spirits of all kinds ; so that their

practice is little better than Shamanism.
It may be questioned whether fatalism is not the actual religion

of a majority of Chinese. What will be, will be
;
why take precautions ?

Anything that is to happen will happen just the same. This Fatalism,

belief is evidenced in many ways.

CUINKSE DEATH PUNISUMENT IN A CAGK.

I

When we consider that printing from fixed blocks was invented in

Cliina long before its invention in Europe, dating at least back to the
tenth century a.d,

; that gunpowder and cannon were used by Remarkable
the Chinese six centuries ago ; that the mariner's compass was inventions,

known to them at a very early date, as well as its deviation from the
actual North Pole ; that we have taken the name of their country as

the title of our chief modern porcelain ware ; that the steelyard and
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spectacles equallj^ rank among their inventions, we sliall be ready to

concede that they deserve to rank liigli among inventive nations. But

two things have kept them from completing their inventions, or gaining

full advantage from them ; the system of instruction, the sole regard for

Neglect of ^^'^ knowledge
;
and their neglect of theoretical studies, the

theory, proper cultivation of which has enabled AVestem people to

gain their modern ascendency. It is the practical in Avhicli they delight

:

l)ut while practice can repeat, it can rarely invent new principles. Thus

DisUke of ^l^^y l^^ve long rejected modern machinery, whether for weav-
macMnery. \^^ qj. porcelain ; but we cannot doubt that the next hundred

years will witness startling changes in China. With the develoi)ment of

the enormous deposits of coal, and the opening out of mineral treasures,

China must change, though probably the Cliinese individuality will

Manu- impress itself deeply on the transformation. For silk-weaving,
factures. iyory-carving, the making of ornaments, and other manufac-

tures, the Chinese, with their patient industry and excellent workmanship,

are among the foremost peoples of the world, and no doubt will continue

so as long as they are frugal and industrious.

We must not linger long over the Chinese language and literature.

The language is monosyllabic to the last degree, and has no inflexion,

The Chinese ^^^ alphabet, no declensions or conjugations. Its written cha-
language, raeters are thousands of distinct symbols, derived at first from

natural objects ; but one sound often represents a hundred different

words, according to the characters in which it is written. The difficulty

of learning the language is increased by the use of various
Tones. . ® . ^ *^ -^

tones m speaking, which have great influence on the meaning
;

and it is not surprising that where the British come in contact with the

Chinese, a new sort of language has developed, called " pigeon English,"

Pigeon perhaps the most infantile and ludicrous ever invented ; but it

English, gains ground, and will probably do so still more, for the Eng-
lish are proverbially intolerant of foreign languages, and make foreigners

learn theirs, or at least some parody of it. To take an example from Miss
Bird (now Mrs. Bishop) in "The Golden Chersonese," "if you order a fire,

you say something like this :
' Fire makee, chop chop, here, makee fire

number one ' : chop being quick, and number one good, or ' first-class.'

If a servant tells you that some one has called, he says, ' One piecey
manee here speak missey,' and if one asks who he is, he very likely

answers, 'No sabe,' or else, 'Number one, tink,' by which he implies that
the visitor is, in his opinion, a gentleman."

True poetry is not likely to be greatly developed in so fixed a
language as Chinese

;
and the most valuable parts of their literature are

Chinese f^i^^^e whic'li deal with facts. Still, theii* Book of Odes includes
poetry, compositions dating back earlier than any other works, and

breathing, as Professor Douglas says (''Encyclopa'dia Britannica," Vol. Y.),
" a quiet calm and patriarchal simplicity of thought and life. . . . We
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have brouglit before tlie mind's ej-e the lowly cottage where dwell a

family united by the bonds of affection and of- duty." Even where

oppression is hinted at, the remedy sought is flight, not rebellion ; and

the essence of the people seems to have been, then as now, a strict

subordination and patience. In later poetry, after the time of Confucius,

superstition takes the place of monotheism, turbulence of subordination.

Later, when the Chinese arms spread far in conquest, there was another

flourishing period of poetry ; but, after all, it does not reach any true

greatness. Neither epic nor dramatic poetry has flourished among them
;

but plays are written in prose, and are very abundant. The stories are

RECEPTION ROOM IN A CHINESE HOUSE.

rarely such as we find interesting, and are not illustrated by scenery.

Only two actors occupy the stage at one time.

Chinese religious and philosophical books are on the whole disappoint-

ing, mostly composed of disjointed sentiments or statements ;
and some of

them may be summed up in the sentence, "Walk in the old The Book of

paths." The Book of Rites prescribes behaviour and ceremony ^^*®^-

for every minute circumstance of life ; and one of the chief Boards at

Pekin is occupied with seeing that its directions are faithfully carried

out. Indeed, it has been said that the Book of Eites is the most exact

and complete monograph the Chinese nation can give of itself. " Its

I
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affections are satisfied by ceremonial ; its duties are fulfilled by cere-

monial. Its virtues and vices are recognised by ceremonial ; in a word,

for it ceremonial is man." Confucius's Book of History is perhaps tlu^

next most influential work to the Book of Rites. It develops the patri-

archal system of government in a series of conversations between kings

and their ministers. Commentaries on the works of Confucius and his

ibllowers, particularly the Nine Classics, are numbered by
The Classics ...

' thousands ; but they are as devoid of original value and as

servile to' tradition as the teachings of the scribes and Pharisees. Finally,

it is in the historical and topographical records of their own nation that

Encycio- Chinese literature is most prolific and most useful ; and encj'-

paedias. clopsedias of all their knowledge have been compiled with

astonishing completeness. One of them extends to 6109 volumes. It

might damp the ardour of those who believe in reading alone as a

sufficient means of education, to see how much Chinese read, and to

reflect how then- intellect has been cramped and conventionalised by it.

Giving ourselves space for just one glimpse at a Chinese citj'', Canton
is replete with interest, whether in its water-habitations, in which a

The streets "^'ast population is Crowded, or in its closely-packed narrow
of Canton, streets. A strange contrast they present to "Western streets,

being often less than eight feet wide, and covered in at the level of the

tops of the houses by boards or matting. A city without carriage ways,

paved with granite ; the streets all barricaded and blocked up at night

;

watchmen on the look-out for fires in elevated watch houses—a very

necessary precaution when so many houses are built of wood. " In the

streets,'* says Mrs. Bishop, in " The Golden Chersonese, and the Way
Thither," " the roofs of the houses and shops are rarely, if ever, regular,

nor are the houses themselves arranged in a direct line. This queer effect

results from queer causes. Every Chinese house is built on the principles

of geomancy, which do not admit of straight lines ; and were these to be

disregarded, the astrologers and soothsayers, under whose auspices all

houses are erected, predict fearful evils to the impious builders.

" There are few open spaces in Canton, and these are decorated, not

witli statues, but with monumental arches of brick, red sandstone, or

grey granite, which are put up as memorials of virtuous men
Shop signs.

<='•'«=' ' r r
and women, learned or aged men, and specially dutiful sons or

daughters. The public buildings and temples are extremely ugly, and are

the subjects of slow but manifest decay, while the streets of shops exceed
in picturesqueness everything I have ever seen. Much of this is given by
the perpendicular sign-boards, fixed or hanging, upon which are painted, on
an appropriate background, immense Chinese characters in gold, vermilion,

or black. Two or three of these belong to each shop, and set forth its

name and the natm-e of the goods which are to be purchased at it. The
effect of these boards, as the sun's rays fall upon them here and there, is

fascinating. The interiors of the shops are lofty, glass lamps hang from
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tlie ceilings, and large lanterns above every door, and both are painted in

bright colours, with the characters signifying happiness, or with birds,

butterflies, flowers, or landscapes. The shop wall which faces the door
invariably has upon it a gigantic fresco or portrait of the tutelary god
of the building, or a sheet of red paper on which the characters forming
his name are placed, or the character Shan, which implies all gods ; and
these and the altars below are seen from the street."

" As there are streets of shops and trades, so there are streets of dwell-

\fmy\\ ! , %

A CHINESE SCHOOL.

mg-houses; but even the finest of these present a miserable appearance to
the passers-by, for all one can see is a lofty md dimly-lighted private
stone vestibule, furnished with carved ebony chairs with marble houses,

seats and backs, and not infrequently with gigantic coffins placed on end,
the gift of pious juniors to their seniors. Many Chinese mansions contain
SIX or^ seven courtyards, each with its colonnade, drawing, dining, and
reception rooms

;
and at the back of all there is a flower-garden adorned

with rockeries, fish-ponds, dwarf trees, and miniature pagodas and bridges."
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We have said little of the dominant class in China—the Manchu

Tartars ; but their supremacy is still real, because of their physical vigour.

The 111 many ways the Chinese mandarins, with their intellectual

Manchus. cultivation, have influenced them ; but they keep firm hold ot

power, being far more determined and capable soldiers than Chinese

proper, and forming a great part of the imperial armies. It is a strange

instance of the change of circumstances, that the Chinese now occupy

Manchuria, from wliich their conquerors came, and that the Tartars

scarcely have any part in it. The separation between the peoples is still

so marked that most Chinese cities have a separate Tartar quarter, strictly

closed at night, and often walled round.

Although our very natural idea is, that the Chinese constitute a very

distinct and homogeneous people, the fact is, that we might almost regard

them as a gi'oup of nations, presenting more diversity than the

among- varied populations of the United States of America. The
Chinese,

g^^^^j-j^g^j^ Chinese not only do not mingle freel}' with the

inhabitants of the northern provinces ; they actually show considerable

hostility to them. It is not an uncommon thing for the mandarins in

power in a given province to require interpreters in intercourse with the

provincials. In- fact, the Chinese nation consists of a mixture of peoples

in which every neighbouring Mongoloid nation or stock is included
;
and

the mixture is in varying proportions in different regions. The whole is

Icept together by the official dialect, the uniform education of the educated

classes, and the strong hand of the Manchus.

Much remains to be known of the hill-tribes who abound in different

parts of China and in the islands of Hainan and Formosa, more isolated

The hiu tliaii many of the hill-tribes of India, and governed in much
tribes. .j-]-^q same miscellaneous wa3\ It cannot be safety stated that

all these people are of the Mongoloid stock, though many are probably

related to them ; but we believe no specimens of them have been carefully

f^xamined by European men of science. They do not intermarr}' with

the Chinese, who hold them in contempt and abhorrence. For the most

part they present a striking contrast to the conventionality and cere-

monial of the Chinese, being lively, noisy, fond of the open air, passionate,

and convivial.

The aborigines of the province of Kwei-chow have the curious custom

of the couvade ; the mother gets up at once after the birth of a child, and
performs her usual work, while the father takes to bed for a month with

the baby, thus giving expression to the idea that the life of a father is

inseparably bound up with that of the child,

Formosa is inhabited in the western regions by Cliinese, who steadily

but slowly augment their .territory
; but nearly all the mountainous

The tract of the east and south is occupied b}' aborigines, or rather
Formosans. natives sprung from Malay stock, for it is doubtful whether

these ma}' not be successors of a race now extinct. Their languages
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belong to the Malayo-Polynesiaii group. A small proportion of tliese

tribes are settled, and acknowledge the authority of the Chinese, and

both intermarry with them and adopt their customs. These are known
as Pepo-hoan (savages of the plain). But by far the larger propor-

tion of the natives remain wild and intractable, instantly slaughtering

any stranger. For the most part they are of small proportions, with long

limbs and short bodies ; but taller and finer men are not wanting, and

it is possible that two races may be here mixed. Some of the women
in the settled villages are of a clear olive colour, while others are as dark

and coarse as Malays. Their ej'es are large, round, and full. The cheek-

bones are all high ; but some have thick and others very thin lips. The
hair is long, straight, and jet black. The women's ears are pierced in

five places for rings worn on ceremonial occasions. Both men and

women wear the tunic and short loose trousei's of the Chinese.

The savages proper, or " sheng-fan," include the smaller people,

who intermarry very closelj^ and are very inferior in physique. Very

low foreheads predominate, and the whole expression is unintelligent,

with a peculiar sinister dogged look. The meil wear ear-rings a quarter

of an inch thick, and the women wear two in each ear, of hollow bamboo
tubes, through which strings of beads are hung. The women are very

short and thick-set, accustomed to carry heavy burdens. Their being-

tattooed with dark blue lines with indigo adds greatl}^ to their ugliness
;

the men are tattooed in the same way, to a more moderate extent.

The men wear usuall}^ only a long piece of cloth wound about the

loins
; but the chiefs are more fully dressed, and adorned with disks of

bone and tassels of beads. The women have, as a peculiar indispensable

garment, a small piece of cloth tied around the leg just below the knee.

Manj' of the men wear a profusion of brass wire rings on their fingers

and bracelets on their arms. The canine teeth are knocked out of all

children, with the idea of strengthening speed and wind in hunting.

These savages live chiefly by hunting small deer with spears, bows
and arrows, knives, etc. Their spear and knife sheaths are usually

ornamented with tassels of hair from the heads of Chinese

they have killed.^ On their hunting expeditions they bivouac

at night round a fire,

lying head to head
^r^^:>f^ "

I I i iiiiMMn and feet to feet in a

1 See Mr. E.C. Tain-

tor's paper on " The
Aljorigines of Northern

Formosa," in the Journal

of the North China

Branch of the Eoyal

Asiatic Society. No. IX.

Shano^hai, 1875.

Hunting.

I

CHINESE CHEST.
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circle, on bundles of grass, sometimes building rude liuts as a shelter.

Some of tlie savages also cultivate sweet potatoes, yams, etc., and weave

good mats. They barter a good deal of their produce to the Chinese for

knife-blades, powder and shot, pans, cloth, etc.

Their huts are constructed by fixing two upright poles in the

ground, and laying others sloping from the tops of these, then others again

lengthwise over these, and covering the whole with coarse dry

grass. A few stones in the middle of the hut form the fireplace.

Grass spread on the ground serves for beds. The most acceptable present

to these people is a pig, which they cook whole for about a quarter of an

hour only ; then it is cut up, and many save their shares for special

occasions. They are very prone to intoxication ; and the Chinese fre-

quently take advantage of this to

get from them whatever they wish.

Blood revenge is in full force

among these savages. The mur-

der of a relative is bound to be

avenged by his kindred. Tliis

adds zest to the pursuit of Chinese

who have killed Formosans ; but,

independently of this, a savage

who has not killed and beheaded

a Chinaman is not respected, and
he rises in position with the num-
ber of Chinese heads he can count.

They are said to have no idea of

the year or of the seasons, and to

be unable to tell their own ages.

They bury their dead standing

upright without coffins, and their

weapons and utensils with them.

They pledge friendship by each

man putting his arm round the

other's neck and then, placing their

heads and mouths close together, they both drink at the same time from
one cup.

Chinese ideas about these troublesome subjects may be gathered
from^the following extract from an official account of the island, '' To
An official govern them is impossible; to exterminate them not to be
^^^- thought of; and so nothing can be done with them. The

only thing left is to establish troops with cannon at all the passes through
which they issue on their raids, and so overawe them by military display,
from^coming out of their fastnesses. The savage tracks lie only through
the dense forests, thick with underbrush, where hiding is easy. When
they cut off a head, they boil it to separate the flesh, adorn the skull

FORMOSAN (rErO-HOAN)"AVOMAN AND CHILD.
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with various ornaments, and liang it up in their huts as evidence of their

valour. Even if any attempts were made to keep them within bounds,

NATIVES OF COREA.

it must sooner or later end in failure. If it is asked, then. What shall
lie done ? the reply is, Murders must be punished in kind, and friendly
aborigines must be used to gradually reclaim and civilise them. They
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must be conquered, to make tliem fear, and tlien they can be controlled,

to make them obedient. Their country must be opened up and Chinese

settlers introduced, and then tlie harm done by tliem will gradually

cease. Later tliey will become tamed, and finally they may be enrolled

as sul)jects, and pay tribute."'

The peninsula of Corea, to the north-east of China, is occupied b}^ a

race in several respects intermediate between the Chinese and the

Japanese, both having frequently invaded it, and compelled its

" kings to pay tribute and do homage. For a long time they

have been greatly isolated from the rest of the world, and have had very

little intercourse with Europeans. In 1883 the old barriers were at last

})roken through, and European diplomatists and consuls were admitted.

The Coreans have the usual Mongolian characteristics, black coarse

hair, obhque eyes, flat faces, broad cheek-bones, yellow to tawny com-
plexion, and slight beard. They are of a \'igorous muscular t}^e. In

language they resemble the Japanese more than the Chinese, having,

however, their own peculiar vocabulary, but writing in Chinese

characters.

From the seventh to the thirteenth centuries of our era was the pei'iod

of Corea's prime. It was about this time that Buddhism was introduced
;

and the remains of Buddhist temples of that date are still found. Corea

was then in communication with Arabia and Persia, and many Persian

ornaments have been found as relics of this period, during which the

ceramic art was supjDOsed to be introduced into Corea from these countries.

Few antiquarian or historical remains are to be found in the peninsula

;

the great Japanese invasion destroj'ed almost every vestige of art in the

country.

The people are exceedingly peaceful and civil to strangers. The
women are kept in strict confinement all day, and are only allowed to

Character of walk abroad in the evening, Avlien all the men retire indoors,
tbe people,

^j^j „q q^^^ after nightfall under penalty of imprisonment. All

classes are decent and orderly in their dress and demeanour. The country

is so primitive that the people have almost no Avants ;
and the difficulty of

trading with them is, that they have nothing to supply, for the reason

that they want nothing. The houses have no furniture except a mat, a

pillow, and a screen. There is no great desire to make money, beyond what
will last through the winter

; there is nothing to invest money in, and if

a man has more than he urgently needs, it is generally taken from him
by the officials. The men are greatly addicted to drink ; and it is a

common thing to see them rolling helplessly drunk about the streets, and
nobody appears to take the least notice of them. The prevailing colour

of the dress is white. The proper names are nearly all Chinese, pure and
simple. The country is about the size of England, AVales, and Scotland,

while the population is about one-third of that of Great Britain.

The government is monarchical, and the king keeps up great state.
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All tlie people have to work for the king three months a year. Everj'

king receives his title from the emperor of China, to whom his ambas-

sadors have to ko-tow. The land is all held to be the king's property,

and the nobles hold it of him by feudal tenure. Great regard The

is paid to learning, which, however, consists chiefly of Con- ffovemment.

fucianism. Learned men have a special rank and precedence assigned to

them. Buddhism is prevalent, but Taoism is also much in vogue.

Tobacco is to Corea what opium is to China. The Corean goes about

with his pipe, about three feet long, held in one hand, while with the

other he tries to do whatever work he is at, whether it is
^^ sleeves

digging with a spade or any other employment. The result and

is, that fifteen men can only do the work of three ; for nothing °° ^^

will induce a Corean to relinquish his pipe for a moment. Another great

impediment to work is their dress, on account of their long, loose sleeves,

into which they cram everything they want to carry. This has been

recognised as such a nuisance by the king, that he issued a proclamation

against long sleeves, ordering his subjects to adopt short, tight sleeves,

which he wore himself ; but the order was utterly disregarded, and the

people still keep their long pipes and their long sleeves. The people are

said to have an intense admiration for the natural beauties of their

country, which are very great.

Just recently Corea has been again coming more under Japanese

influence, and making efforts to be completely independent of China.

The Chinese resident has had a very unpleasant time of it for some years.

The Corean king has decided to send representatives to several European
courts. If this be successfully done, Corean independence is asserted

;

but at present the whole foreign trade of the country would not support

five envoys abroad. Such independent action is a fitting consequence of

the long vacillation of China about Corea.

CHINESE OBNAJIESTS.
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civilisation of western Europe.

Xp YEN more than China, Japan bespeaks and com
maiids our interest. She occupies in severa

respects a parallel position to Great Britain—as an

Japan com-
"^^^^1^1' i^ower, as having developed to her

pared with present condition through an elaborate
Great Britain. ,> -, ^ .

, .
,

• ^

leudal sj'stem, as having great mineral

wealth and manufacturing skill, as including the

flower of the Mongoloid people, and especiall}' as

having lately thrown off ancient traditions to a

very large extent, and adopted many features of the

381
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Japanese history cannot be relied on so far back as Chinese. This

is perhaps due to the insular position, and to the succession of destructive

Early invasions to which islands, especially fertile and rich ones, are
History, n^ostly exposed. We can look back to a period when tribes

resembling the remaining Ainos of Yezo, inhabited such parts of the

islands as were redeemed from forests. These were gradually driven

northwards by the ancestors of the present Japanese. That these were in

part of Chinese origin cannot be doubted ; but how far the Manchus,

Coreans, Malays, and Papuans may have a claim to share in the Japanese

ancestry, cannot yet be settled.

Kioto was early the capital and chief seat of Japanese power. The
emperor has long been termed the Mikado, a word meaning much the

same as " Sublime Porte," the emperor being too sublime a
The Mikado. . .

' being to be spoken of directly or in other than a figurative

way. He became surrounded by a noble class, chiefly descended from

the imperial family, called '' Kuge." Gradually, in order to repress

the aborigines, or to expel invaders from the mainland, a military system

was organised, and placed under a Shogun^ or general. This office in time

became hereditary ; and around the Sliogun a military caste arose, quite

Rise of the distinct from the peasantry. As the Shogun increased in
shoguns. power, the Mikado was of less practical importance. In the

tenth and eleventh centuries the office of Shogun was alternately held by
members of two powerful clans, the Taira and Minamoto, who between
them ruled the whole country. After fierce civil wars they succeeded

in annihilating each other ; and several other families in succession held

the Shogunate, not without many civil wars, till the accession in 1603

of the Tokugawa family, which held power till 1867. The chief event

Mongol in Japanese history during the earlier period of the Shogunate
invasion, ^^g ^j^^ repulse of the great ^Mongol invasion in 1281, in the

time of Kubla Khan.
The first shogun of the Tokugawa dynasty, lyeyasu, and his grand-

son, lyemitsu, must be credited with the full development of the re-

Deveiopment ^^^kable feudal system which lasted till 1868. Under them,
of feudal too, Yedo grew to great political and manufacturing impor-

tance. They subjected and grouped around them all the

daimios or territorial nobles, and the military clan by which Ij'-eyasu

gained his power, and whom he created a nobilit}'' known as hafamofo.

The daimios ruled over the eighteen provinces of Japan, and within their

territories were practically supreme, each having a han, or governing clan,

under him. Usages, laws, currency, etc., differed in adjacent provinces,

and rendered intermixture of the population very difficult. Altogether,

though the nation as a whole was at peace, the peasantry suffered greatly

under the exactions of the han. The shoguns kept up a strict authority

over the daimios, and when they were not at Yedo, detained their wives
and families there.

I
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Meanwhile the Mikado was always the titular sovereign, invested

each Shogun with his office, and kept his court of nobles at Kioto, though

retaining no real power ;
but the Shogun never assumed to be supreme

sovereign. The title of Tycoon (or taikun), formerly supposed by
Europeans to be that of the " temporal ruler " of Japan, is a Chinese

word, meaning " great Lord," and Avas often used by the Japanese.

During later periods of Japanese history, instead of the earlier mari-

time enterprises being repeated, the people were forbidden to leave the

country without express permission ; and very few foreigners The revoiu.

were permitted to enter it. The peasantry grew impatient of *^°" °^ ^^'°^'

the yoke of the daimios, while the latter equally resented the yoke of the

Shoguns. Finally, the people's

minds turned towards the re-

vival of the Mikado as sole

sovereign, as offering a hope of

an improved state of things.

The last Shogun resigned in

1867, and in 1868 the Mikado's

authority was fully re-estab-

lished, after comparatively little

fighting. The Mikado removed

his court from Kioto to Yedo in

1869, and changed the name of

Yedo to Tokio (meaning eastern

capital). Thus quietly was
brought about a more important

revolution than our own of 1688.

In 1873 the Mikado granted

his subjects a representative

constitution
;
and in The new

1S75 a senate was constitution,

appointed, as well as a supreme

council and college of ministers.

In 1878 assemblies were constituted for the provinces and departments,

and the representative system is to be completed by a national assembly,

which will meet for the first time in 1890.

In the sixteenth century Portuguese traders visited Japan ; and
Portuguese missionaries under St. Francis Xavier landed about the middle

of the century at Kagosima. But in consequence, it would seem,

of the possibility of their attempting the subjugation of Japan, European

the Portuguese were expelled in 1639. The Dutch arrived ^^^^*°^^-

in 1610, and though strictly limited to Nagasaki, maintained almost a

monopoly of Japanese foreign trade till recent times. An Englishman
named William Adams, from Kent, reached Japan early in the seven-

teenth century, as pilot to a Dutch vessel, and gave the Japanese instruc-

HARUKO, EMPRESS OF JAPAN.
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tion in sliip-building. But no English factories were established in

consequence. The United States, as represented by Commodore Perry,

Recent
^^^^^t be credited with having broken the ice between the Anglo-

treaties with Saxons and the Japanese, although in a somewhat high-handed
ore gners.

j^^^^j-^gj.^ Several ports were thenceforth opened to American

trade. England soon followed suit ; and now, eighteen foreign nations

have treaties with Japan, obtained by persevering insistence. Before

18G8, all foreign powers treated with the Shogun or T3^coon ; but in that

year the British, French, and Dutch ministers went to Kioto and obtained

the Mikado's direct sanction to the treaties already concluded. It must
not be imagined that foreigners brought about the revolution of 18G8

;

nimirn nn|mfiiimiiiriii|iimiiiinriuiiiimmiini})(iinir nrmnimrriinininKitiiii m [rnnnrmmmik

JAPANESE BEDROOM.

it had been long in preparation, and they have simply reaped many of

its advantages.

Since 1868 Japan has made more rapid progress than perhaps any
other country in ancient or modern times. Universities, railways, tele-

Modern graphs, light-houses, dockyards, steamship lines, postal com-
changes. munication, machine manufactures, newspapers, and other

European and American notions have been introduced
; and even the

picturesque and appropriate native costume bids fair to disappear in
favour of much less charming European fashions.

Although considerably modified from the typical Mongoloid form,
the Japanese show plainly their relationship by their yellow or yellowish
complexion, prominent cheek-bones, black hair and eyes, small nose,

I
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scanty beard, and sliglitly oblique eyes. The nobles and military caste

are fairer, with longer heads and higher foreheads, an aquiline

nose, thin lips. The peasantry are much more Asiatic in ap- physical

pearance, more muscular, flat and broad in face, low-browed,
thicker-lipped.

There is no question that the higher classes in Japan have high
mental capacity and are quick to learn. They love knowledge m + 1

and are enthusiastic for progress. Yet they can scarcely be capacity and

denominated philanthropists. Keenly appreciating the ad-
°^^^°^®^-

vantages of that intercourse with the rest of the world which has so long

JAPANESE WEDDING CEREMONY.

I

been denied to them, and realising that wealth, importance, elevation in

the mental and material scale, have come to Europeans in consequence
of their wide intercourse and broad education, they are eager to secure

for themselves a good share of all advantages to be obtained by following

their example ; and they have thrown themselves headlong into an imi-

tative and assimilative career, which may not be the most imitation of

fruitful they could pursue. Yet they must not be blamed if
^^^opeans.

they make mistakes or meet with disappointments in this endeavour..

Until the results of Western culture have been tested, they cannot find

out its defects, or know what to avoid. Perhaps it is hopeless to

expect the Japanese as yet to attain a healthy independence of thought
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JAPANESE LACE-MAKER.

and action ; still, the court and

the government have shown a

resolution to take rank as in-

dependent and equal with the

European powers, which argues

well for the future of the country.

It will be greatly to be regretted

if, in their haste to become Eu-

ropeanised, the Japanese throw

aside elements of their own,

either in dress or thought, in

habits or in manufactures, wliich

are the product of centuries of

adaptation to their surroundings.

We must hope that, as in other

cases, nature will be too strong

for the Japanese, and will recur

under new conditions, preserving

the best features of the past and

carrying them to new perfection.

Japanese art deserves much de-

tailed notice, for which we cannot find space. In textile fabrics, in

bronzes and inlaid and lacquered work, in pottery, porcelain, and wood-

,__ ^ carving, the native Japanese

work is as distinctive and special

as that of any country ever was.

Decorative work is their special-

ity, for their designs are always

treated flatly.

The Japanese on the whole

must be described as highly

The happy courteous and anxious
despatch, ^q please, brave and

warlike, having a sense of per-

sonal honour almost like that

prevailing among the French.

Indeed, duels are not infrequent

among them ; and the haraliri,

or "happy despatch," is another

form of sacrifice to the same
sentiment of honour. The happy
despatch used to be in vogue, to

avoid imperial censure or con-

demnation, the unfortunate of-

JAPANESE oiBL AT HER TOILET. fcuder assembliug his friends to
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witness his own action of cutting himself in the lower part of the stomach,

followed by his decapitation by a skilled executant.

Japanese ladies must be acknowledged to have numerous charms, if

the possession of beauty can hardly be granted them, according to

Western ideas. They have much grace, ingenuousness, sim- Japanese

plicity, naive curiosity, and sweetness of smile and expression ;

la-^ies.

and in some cases their complexion approaches not a little to a European

style, and the lips alone, the artificially blackened teeth, and the peculiar

style of the head-dress, remain to remind us of the contrast of types.

Then their small slight figures seem puny in comparison with the

robuster Europeans. Even the men are of quite low stature, seldom

rising be^^ond five feet four inches.

The muscularity of the peasantry is in strong contrast to the slight-

ness of the aristocracy. They can endure a surprising amount Muscular

of fatigue, bearing heavy burdens. And as for skill in mus- Peasantry,

cular actions, those who have seen Japanese acrobats do not need to be

reminded of their ex-

traordinary agility and

suppleness of
,. ^, ,T^. 1 Acrobats.
hmb. With
all this, old age comes

on early in Japan, to

women as well as men.

At thirty both sexes are

often wrinkled and

worn. Of course the

hideous fashion of

blackening the women's
teeth aids in producing

this appearance of age.

It is hardly safe to

say from year to year

what is the

prevailing
costume of parts of

Japan, since European
modes have been intro-

duced. It is likely that

tattooing will become
more and m'^re uncom-
mon, but in the past it

prevailed extensively,

even among high-class

women. Now-a-days
the " runners " who act

Tattooing.

I

JAPAN : PRESENTING NEW-BORN BABE IN SHINTO TEMPLE.

(T?i« archway in front is the general symbol of Shinto.)
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the part of cab-horses exhibit some of the showiest patterns, extending

over almost their entire body, and displaying not unfrequently great

richness of design. Birds, dragons, and flowers in red, wliite, and blue,

elaborately arranged, supply the main ideas.

Notwithstanding the spread of European clothing, which needs no

description, the mass of the Japanese, especially at a distance from the

capital and the trade routes, have by no means as yet discarded

their old vestments. Formerly every rank had its appropriate

cut and colour ; but the universal garment for both sexes was the Mmono,

commonly of cotton, among the rich of silk. This is an un-
' trimmed narrow tunic reaching to the feet, with huge baggy

sleeves, often used as pockets, and containing, among other necessaries,

rolls of paper which serve as pocket-handkerchiefs and table-napkins.

The better classes wear an under skirt, the poorer wear trousers. For

cold weather, additional garments of similar type are worn ; in rain,

straw mantles, and waterproofs made of layers of waxed or oiled paper.

A great girdle surrounds the waist. High wooden sabots complete the

costume. A peculiar kind of straw slippers, often needing to be renewed,

is worn by porters and runners.

Hair-dressing is an elaborate piece of work. Men shave the front of

their scalps, and coil the remainder of their hair at the back. Women
Hair- wear all their hair, which is partly raised in front, and partly

dressing, j^essed in an elaborate chignon, secured by great pins, and

made smooth by bandoline. There are two uniform partings on the right

and left. The women's head is never covered out of doors, and the hair

remains dressed for a week or more, being preserved at night
' by using a wooden pillow, not to lay the head on, but the

neck, leaving the hair and skull projecting behind (fig. p. 388). Mtirried

women at once, or soon after marriage, remove every hair of the e^'e-

brows, as well as blacken the teeth with a sort of ink. The face, ears,

Powder and ^"^^^ neck are literally covered with white powder ; and the
paint. ijpg ]3eiiig artificially reddened, a Japanese married woman

becomes most unpleasing in countenance. It is very remarkable that

jewellery is not worn by Japanese women.
Elaborate and good costume is not, however, to be found everj-where

in Japan
;
and Miss Bird in particular found many localities where the

Rough men commonly wear scarcely anything, and the women only
countrydress.p^^^

(3j^ a short, tight petticoat, or wretched tight blue cotton

trousers, with a loose vest of the same material tucked into the band.
In these cases it Avas often difficult to distinguish men from women, ex-

cept by the eyebrows and teeth. The women usually carry naked babies

on their backs.

Marriages take place early, but by no means in infancy; bridegrooms
are usually from twenty to twenty-one j^ears old, brides sixteen or seven-
teen. It is only in modern times that the couple are allowed to meet
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before marriage. On the wedding day the bride's trousseau is laid out for

inspection in her new home, where the wedding is celebrated wedding

at an improvised altar decked with flowers, and with images ceremonies.

JAPANESE LADY.

of the gods in front. The bride is veiled in white, which also is the
colour of the wedding robe ; and she arrives at her new home led by her
two bridesmaids and a richly-dressed assembly of relatives and friends.

I
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c'aildren.

The bridesmaids, who are supposed to represent the male and female

butterfly, the favourite patterns for married life, have a number of im-

portant functions. Several of the ceremonies represent a sort of solemn

eating together by the bride and bridegroom, who also drink alternately',

out of a vessel with two mouths, nine small cups of sake, the Japanese

favourite liquor (fig. p. 389). The bride now puts on the dress she has

received from the bridegroom, who in his turn puts on a special dress

given him by the bride, and a full meal is taken. Various ceremonies

between the newly-wedded couple and the visitors follow, including the

drinking of nine cups of sake by every one present.

Their attention to and affection for their children is a striking

feature among the Japanese. "I never saw people take so much delight in

Delight in their offspring," saj^s Miss Bird in "Unbeaten Tracks in Japan,"

carrying them about, or holding their hands in walking,

watching and en-

tering into their

games, supplj-ing

them constantly

with new toys,

taking them to

picnics and festi-

Aals, never being

content to be
without them, and

treating other peo-

ple's children also

with a suitable

measure of affec-

tion and attention.

Both fathers and

mothers take a

pride in their children. It is most amusing, about six every morning, to

see twelve or fourteen men sitting on a low wall, each with a child under

two years in his arms—fondling and playing with it, and showing off

its physique and intelligence. At night, after the houses are shut up,

looking through the long fringe of rope or rattan wliich conceals the

sliding door, you see the father, who wears nothing but a maro (loin-

cloth), in the bosom of his family, bending his ugly, kindly face over a

gentle-looking baby, and the mother, who more often than not has

dropped the Vimono from her shoulders, enfolding two children, destitute

of clothing, in her arms. For some reason they prefer boj^s ; but certainly

Their girls are equally petted and loved. The children, though for

good*temifer/'^^^' ideas too gentle and formal, are very prepossessing in

ajid docuity.' looks and behaviour. They are so perfectly docile and obedient

so ready to help their parents, so good to the little ones ; and in the

JAPANESE CUILKliEN AT PLAY.
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many hours wliicli I have spent in watching them at play, I have never

heard an angry word or seen a sour look or act. But they are little men
and women rather than children, and their old-fashioned appearance is

greatly aided by their dress, wliicli is the same as that of adults." The
children perhaps gain excessive gravity owing to sitting up with their

parents and constantly being with them.

Bo3"s up to three years old have their heads shaved alogether, giving

them an appearance of abnormal size. Then the hair is allowed to grow

in three tufts—one over each ear, the other at the back of the neck. At
ten, the crown alone is shaved ; at fifteen, boys assume the manly fashion

of hair
;
girls, though their hair grows long and is elaborately dressed,

have minor peculiarities according to their age.

Even village schools are now being modified after the European

pattern. The schools have good apparatus, maps, etc. The pupils are

taught
by ex-

cellent

lessons
;

fact, " the

branches

Schools.

bj e c t-

and, in

usual

of a

JAPANESE CHILDREX AT PLAY.

modern educa-
tion" are imparted.

Some of the Chi-

nese classics are

studied, in order

that Chinese writ-

ing may be ac-

quired. So intense

is the regard for

parents and teach-

ers, that punish-

ments are rarely needed, and are not severe. Much of the children's

play is of a grave nature ; but it interests them greatly, especially the

variety of mechanical devices applied to running water.

Girls are carefully taught household accomplishments, embroidery,

cooking, etc., and all learn to make their own clothes—a really simple

task. For recreation there are circulating libraries, well sup- Teaching of

phed with Japanese love-stories or histories of heroes. The ^"^^•

arrangement of flowers and of rooms is part of every girl's education, and

is really exquisitely done.

The bath is greatly in vogue in Japan ;
but, contrary to our ideas,

it is taken very much in public, the sexes being usually not separated.

The people have no idea of shame at the custom, and are The public

astonished that we should be shocked at it. As Sir Ruther- '^^^^s-

ford Alcock says : "It is a custom of the country. Fathers, mothers,
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and husbands all sanction it ; and

from childhood the feeling must
grow up, as effectually shielding

them from self-reproach or shame
as their sisters in Europe in adopt-

ing low dresses in the ballroom."

Japanese houses are almost

invariably of one storey— or at

Houses and niost of two, and built
furniture, gf -^yood—usually bam-

boo. The roofs are high-peaked,

and project beyond the walls. The
rooms are often large, and only

divided by movable partitions of

wood or paper. Mica and oiled

paper are largely used for win-

dows, and paper is also the only

protection for lamps and lanterns, which

JAPANESE SfNOINa QIBL.

accounts for the frequent fires

in Japanese towns. Fur-

niture is of the simplest,

mats and quilts being the

principal items. How easy

it is to set up housekeep-

ing, where chairs, tables,

sofas, and bedsteads are

not wanted ! A few mats

and quilts, a box of clothes,

a pan to cook rice, a few

cups and trays, a bath tub,

—there 3'ou have a house-

hold almost equipped. To
go to bed, it is simply ne-

cessary to put on a bulky,

wadded garment of full

length, and lie down under

a quilt, the head resting

on a box covered with a

paper pillow.

The religions of Japan
are somewhat peculiar, in-

asmuch as it is

possible to pro-

fess several without incon-

sistency. The primitive

religion, possibly native in

Religion.
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origin, is Sliintoism, meaning " the way of the gods." It has no code of

doctrines, but inchides a vague belief in a universal deity, too distant

from mortals to be prayed to ; a sort of ancestor- and hero- worship
;
and

a nature-worship, which sees spirits in all natural phenomena, and
reckons their number at eight millions. The salient fact of political

importance is, that the Mikado is held to be a descendant of the Sun-

goddess, and that he must therefore be implicitly obeyed. No further

moral system is laid down, except the necessity of purity of mind and
soul. Offerings are made to the spirits at simple shrines throughout the

country, not containing images to be worshipped, although there is

usually some object in them in which a spirit is believed to reside.

Formerly there were great human sacrifices at the burial of princes and
nobles. The dead are either buried or their ashes deposited in cemeteries

distinguished for natural beauty.

Confucianism was introduced from China about the sixth century,

and gained a great influence over the social and political systems ; but

at present it is rather a philosophy than a religion, and its largest hall at

Tokio is a library of European, Chinese, and Japanese works. This

philosophy has however largely given way in recent years before the so-

called " English philosophy" of Mill, Darwin, and Herbert Spencer, many
of whose works have been

translated into Japanese.

Buddhism found its

way to Japan in the sixth

century also, but gained no

great influence until the

ninth, when the priest

Kukai, or Kobo Daishi,

showed how to adapt

Shintoism to Buddhism by
asserting that the Shinto

deities were transmigra-

tions of the Buddhistic

ones. Thus explained.

Buddhism gained great

ascendency. In the seven-

teenth century a philo-

sophical awakening took

place, under which every

man was taught to long for

perfection, to believe in

successive transmigrations

of souls, and to look for-

ward to the perfect reward
of absorption into Buddha.

I

JAPANESE LADY OF KANK.
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JAPANESE LADY.

A very great number of Buddhist shrines and

temples exist, vastly more ornate and wealthy

than those of the Sliinto, containing images of

extraordinary variety for adoration, supporting

till lately a numerous priesthood, who took care

to attract the people in every possible way, by
spectacles, games, lotteries, and even shooting

galleries. The recent revolution, however, has

been attended with a great spoliation of Bud-

dhism, suppression of temples and monasteries,

melting of bells for coinage, etc.
; and the re-

ligion now only exists on sufferance, and has

already put forth renewed efforts to gain spiritual

influence over the people. It now has to meet the

additional competition of missionaries of various

Christian Churches— Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Grreek, who,

especially the last, are making a fair amount of progress.

The Japanese language has a certain amount of affinity to the

Chinese, but the most important features of resemblance have been

borrowed from Chinese in recent centuries. The people speak in a

musical tone, which is as pleasing as Italian pronunciation. There are

forty-seven primary syllables, which by certain modifications become
seventy-two. As in Chinese, slight shades of pronunciation are very

important. There are no ordinary inflexions, these being indicated by
prefixed or affixed particles. There are different modes of speech for

addressing equals, superiors, and inferiors. One of the great difficulties

of the language, is the difference of the inflexion particles in written

and in spoken language. It is written with Chinese ideograpliic symbols,

combined with two varieties of the phonetic system. It is a question

whether English may not ultimately supplant Japanese, so many of the

people have in late years learnt it.

Japanese, like Chinese, books begin where ours end
;
the lines of

writing and print

are perpendicular,

the first being to

the right. Owing
to the former use

of wooden blocks

for printing, old

books are very few,

and are largely in

the form of ancient

histories, local

geographies and

guide books, and JAPANESE FURNITURE.

I
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books of sliort poems, none of high rank. Novels, fairy tales, and

children's toy books are abundant ; newspapers are becoming numerous,

subject, however, to severe government restrictions, one of them being,

that if any one complains of a false statement being made about him,

his denial shall be published in full, in the same column and type as the

original statement.

THE AINOS OF JAPAN.

One of the most interesting aboriginal races anywhere to be found, is

that known as the Aino—literally, " the men," or " the people," in their

own language. They formerly spread over the whole of the Distinct from

Japanese and Kurile Islands, and Saghalien, The Japanese Mongol type,

and Manchus have for many centuries been restricting their range, till

they are now only to be found in Northern Yezo, Southern Saghalien, and

some of the Kurile Islands. What renders them so interesting is, that

their physical charac-

Hairiness.

JAPANESE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

ters are very different

from those of the Mon-
goloid peoples, and

their language is fun-

damentally distinct.

Miss Bird, in
" Unbeaten Tracks in

Japan," de-

scribes the

Ainos as " about the

middle height, broad-

chested, broad-shoul-

dered, thick-set, very strongly built, the arms and legs short, thick,

and muscular, the hands and feet large. The bodies, and especially the

limbs, of many are covered with short bristly hair. I have seen two
boys whose backs are covered with fur as fine and soft as that of a cat.

The heads and faces are very striking. The foreheads are very high,

broad, and prominent, and at first sight give one the impression of an
unusual capacity for intellectual development ; the ears are small and
set low, the noses are straight but short, and broad at the pi^ysicai

nostrils ; the mouths are wide, but well-formed ; and the lips characters,

rarely show a tendency to fulness. The neck is short, the cranium
rounded, the cheek-bones low. . . . The eyebrows are full, and form
a straight line nearly across the face. The eyes are large, tolerably deeply

set, and very beautiful, the colour a rich liquid brown, the expression

singularly soft, and the eyelashes long, silky, and abundant. The skin

has the Italian olive tint, but in most cases is thin, and light enough to

show the changes of colour in the cheeks. The teeth are small, regular.

I
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and very white
;
the incisors and ' eye-teeth ' are not disproportionately

large, as is usually the case among the Japanese ; there is no tendency to

prognathism. The features, expression, and aspect are European rather

than Asiatic,"

Other accounts describe the forehead as low, the brow ridges prom-
inent, the nose thick and rounded at the end, the eyes not oblique, and

AINOS 01' JAPAN.

(Jti official state dress when visiting the Japanese Governor of Hohodaiti, Tezo, 1867.)

(From a i^holO(p-aph lent by De. Beddok, P.R.S.)

intensely black. Tlie abundant development of the hair and beard is

their most conspicuous character. It is black, coarse, straight, and
sl^f^ggj) that on the head worn long, down to the shoulders and mingling
with the beard. The women are much inferior in looks to the men,
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ageing soon, owing to the hard work they have to do, and to their heavy

tattooing. This is done on the forearm, lips, and cheeks, of an ugly

hght bhie hue. Miss Bird was of opinion tliat their ugUness ^^^

was due to art and dirt. They are seldom more than five feet women's

and half an inch high, but are well formed and lithe, with

small feet and hands, well-arched insteps, well-developed busts, and a firm

gait. They have superb teeth, and use them liberally in smiling. Miss

Bird says, " that one girl whom she saw, who had not been tattooed, was

the most beautiful creature in features, colouring, and nataral grace of

form she had seen for a long time."

Tattooing is performed in childhood, in successive stages from five

years of age till marriage. The Japanese government has now forbidden

the practice, at which the Ainos are greatly distressed, saying that tattoo-

ing of girls is part of their religion ; they can't be married without it.

The children are much loved and caressed. They do not re-
Qj^j2^j.giL

ceive names till they are four or five years old. They are

carried on journeys on the mother's back in a net or loose garment, sup-

ported by a band round the forehead. No clothing is worn till eight

years old, and the younger children's hair is completely shaven ;
from five

to fifteen the boys are partially shaven, while the girls grow their hair.

In winter the Ainos wear one or more coats of skins, with hoods.

Their summer garb is a sort of kimono, or loose coat of cloth, which they

weave from bark. Both sexes wear tight lee-ginp-s of bark-o 00 & ClotliiiiK'

cloth or skin, without shoes or sandals. The women will not

change one garment for another except alone or in the dark. '' Lately,''

says Miss Bird, " a Japanese woman took an Aino woman into her house,

and insisted on her taking a bath, which she absolutely refused to do till

the bath-house had been made quite private by means of screens. On the

Japanese going back a little later to see what had become of her, she

found her sitting in the water in her clothes, and on being remonstrated

with, she said that the gods would be angry if they saw her without

clothes
!

" Their holiday garments are handsome, with geometrical

patterns in blue cotton with scarlet and white braiding. The women
wear a good deal of jewellery, including large silver or pewter

ear-rings, hoop-shaped neck-ornaments, etc., and they are pas-

sionately fond of anything red-coloured.

The Aino houses are simple but interesting, having doorways, windows,

central fireplaces, and raised sleeping benches, unlike the Japanese, and

more like primitive Europeans. They are built of a framework „
,

-^
.

'^ Houses.
of posts, neatly covered with reeds in close bundles, and are very
capacious, sometimes forty feet square, but with low walls and a higli-

pitched roof. Long poles, crossing from wall to wall, serve as shelves.

Mats carefully made of reeds supply bedding, and small stiff bolsters are

also used. The oblong fireplace has hanging over it a black mat, from
which the soot is collected for tattooing, and which diffuses the smoke

VII. D D
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over the liouse. The great cooking-pot hangs from the same framework
as the mat.

Aino food is very varied and not dainty, including all kinds of fish,

seaweed, slugs, wild vegetables and berries, and venison and bear's flesh.

Food. They have wooden spoons for stirring, and use chop-sticks in

and drink, eating. Sake is their great drink, to which they are immoder-

ately and banefully addicted. For it they will sell anything but the

Japanese curios they have acquired by inheritance or gift.

These are sometimes richly covered with gold, or fine speci-

mens of Japanese art.

The men spend all the year except summer in hunting deer and
bears, which they obtain by arrows, arrowtraps poisoned with monkshood,

and pitfalls, but the Japanese have lately forbidden the use of

poison and traps, as dangerous to travellers.

The Ainos have a very simple kind of worship, without temples or

priests, a sort of vague nature worship. They pay reverence as gods to

Notions of wands and posts of peeled wood with the curled shavings at-

reiigion. tached. The only act of sacrifice they perform is to place a

dead bird near one of their gods till it decays. " Drinking for the god "

is their chief religious act, so that drunkenness is part of their religion

such as it is. They also have a crude reverence for the bear. They

have a great dread of snakes and of death.

The Aino women are very faithful
;
girls marry at seventeen, men at

twenty-one. Miss Bird says, " When a man wishes to marry, he thinks

jj
. of some particular girl, and asks the chief if he may ask for

her." If leave is given, either through a go-between or personally,

he asks her father for her, and if he consents, the bridegroom gives him a

present, usually a Japanese curio. This constitutes betrothal ; and the

marriage, which immediately follows, is celebrated by carousals and the

drinking of much sake. The bride receives as her dowry her ear-rings

and a highly ornamented kimono. It is an essential that the husband
provides a house to whicli to take his wife. Each, couple live separately,"

only the chief may have three wives, each in a separate bouse. A very
few, with childless wives, take a second wife.

These people live in village communities, and are very simply
governed, each by its own chief, whose power is permanent. Miss Bird
concludes, from her experience, that the Aino must be ranked high
among uncivilised peoples, being charming in many waj^s, especially for

their courtesy. They have some real idea of home, and a word for

Good husband wliich comes very near to " house-band." They value
qualities,

^j,^^^],^^ revere and treat kindly the aged, and infanticide is un-

known. Yet they seem to show no capacity for elevation at present, and
as regards education, are stupid and apathetic. Their good ph^-sique is in

favour of their continuing to exist ; and it is to be hoped that some way
may bo found of raising them to a higher state. Probably there are not
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more than ten thousand of them now surviving, and unless some change
occurs, they may be extinct in another, century.

THE LOO-CHOO OR LIU-KIU ISLANDERS.

The Loo-choo islands, stretching between Formosa and Japan, were
long subject to China, to whom the Loo-choo king paid tribute. Gradu-
ally, in late j^ears, the hold of China relaxed and that of Japan grew

;

and in 1879, the Japanese deposed the Loo-choo king, and set up their

own government. This change has been rendered easy by the manifest

relationship of the people to the Japanese, though they are easily distin-

guishable from them, having less flattened faces, more deeply-set eyes,

and noses more prominent at the base. The forehead is also physical

high, and the cheek-bones less prominent than in the Japanese, characters,

and they are shorter but better proportioned. Those who work in the

fields are nearly as dark as Malays ; but the upper classes are much fairer,

and without the yellow tinge of the Chinaman. They have long, black,

rather thin beards, sometimes plaited. All the people, of both sexes,

have a space shaven on the crown of the head ; and the rest of the long

hair is gathered up and twisted into a knot over the bald spot, and
transfixed with two peculiar pins, the metal of which varies with rank.

The women have the backs of their hands tattooed. The expression of

the people is almost always gentle and pleasing, though somewhat sad.

Napha-kiang, the seat of government, is peculiar in structure, the

houses being built in little enclosures, separated from the street and
one another by massive limestone walls from eight to fourteen feet

high
; but in other respects it is like a Japanese town. The climate

is almost tropical, though the chief vegetation is of a temperate charac-

ter. Rice, wheat, and sweet-potatoes are the principal crops ; and tobacco

is largely grown. A more happy and laughter-loving people, says a

recent visitor. Dr. Guillemard, can scarcely be found.
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GEOGRAPHICALLY limited

at the present day to the

northern portion of the Chinese

The Mongol empire, and of corn-
empire, paratively small im-

portance, the Mongols in the

middle ages ruled a great empire,

and produced remarkable leaders,

Jenghiz The greatest of these
Khan. ^g^g Qeiigliis or Jen-

ghiz Khan, born, in 1162, in a

tent on the banks of the river

Onon, being the son of Yesukai,

who ruled over a considerable

kingdom in Mongolia. At first

his name was Temuchin. He suc-

ceeded his father at the age o± thirteen, and early showed his prowess.

By the year 1206 his power was widely established, and he took the

name of Jenghiz Khan (meaning perfect warrior). He never ceased his

conquering career,—subduing all Mongolia, China, north of the Yellow
River or Hoang-ho, Turkestan, Herat, the Punjab, Georgia, and Circassia,

—even routing the Russians on the banks of the Dnieper in 1222.

When Jenghiz died, in 1227, his kingdom was divided among his

sons—Ogdai, the second surviving son, being named chief Khan. Ogdai
completed the ruin of the Kin, or Golden dynast}^ of North
Cliina, in 1234, and then, destroying Jelal-al-din, the subject

ruler of Kharezm, on his way, overran Mesopotamia, Khelat, Georgia,

Armenia, and other districts of Western Asia, committing frightful'

cruelties. In 1235 his power was so great that he was able to despatch

three great expeditions—one into Corea, another against the Sung em-
pire (South China), and a third into Eastern Europe. The latter con-

quered the early Bulgarian state on the Volga, destroyed Riazan, Moscow.

KALMUCK TARTARS.

OgdaL

I
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and Kief, and then reache'd Pestli and conquered tlie Magyars, pursuing
them to the Adriatic in 1241. Another army conquered and devastated
Poland. But at this time Ogdai died of a disease due to drink and licen-

tiousness. Under liis successor Asia Minor and Syria were brought under
subjection.

TUKKISH GUABD AT KASHUAK.

For another century the Mongol emperors continued supreme in

war throughout Asia, performing such exploits as the capture of Bagdad,
in 1263, followed by the capture and sack of Aleppo and
Damascus, and the conquest of South China. Kubla Khan '^ ^ ^•

was the first Mongol emperor of China ; and in 1264 he founded Pekin to

I
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be the capital of his empire. It was not till 1^76 that the Sung dynasty

in South China was conquered ; and in 1279 Kublai was ruler over all

China. He was much more advanced in ideas than any of his predecessors:

he forbade massacres,—till then inseparable from Mongol conquests,

—

encouraged literature, science, Christianity, and Buddhism. His expedi-

tions against Japan, Cochin China, Burmah, and Java were unsuccessful;

but others to Southern India, Eastern Africa, and Madagascar brought
back at least professions of homage. His long reign ended in 1294, and
no great man followed him on his throne. Although some of his succes-

sors were tolerant and enlightened, and made some progress in adminis-

tration, as a rule they were incapable of consolidating their empire, or

gaining the allegiance of conquered peoples. The Mongol troops became
enervated in the softer climate of China ; and in 1355-58 the Buddhist
priest, Choo Yuen-Chang, was able to drive them out, and become the

first Chinese emperor of the Ming dynasty, under the title Hung-Woo.
After this period the Mongols ceased to have a powerful centre, and

they gradually became merely a number of scattered tribes, and a con-

siderable number of them yielded submission to the (Manchu) Chinese
empire. They became, to a large extent, Buddhists. Their many
changes of grouping and wandering expeditions are so complex that we
cannot here detail them.

The Mongolians of the present day, occupying Mongolia from Siberia

to the great wall of China, from Manchuria to the Altai mountains, and

The modem extending southwards over the great wall to the Blue Lake
Mongolians. (Kuku-nor), and over the northern border of Tibet, are cha-

racterised by an agglutinative form of language hke the Finns and
Magyars. The order of words in sentences is almost the reverse of our

own. A single sentence sometimes fills several pages.

The account of the Mongols given by Marco Polo is one of the best,

and shows that six hundred years ago they lived very much as at present.

Marco Polo's
" The Tartar (/.e., Mongol) custom," he says, according to Col.

account. Yule's translation, "is to spend the winter in warm plains,

where they find good pasture for their cattle, whilst in summer they

betake themselves to a cool climate among the mountains and valleys

where water is to be found as well as woods and pastures. Their houses

are circular, and are made of wands covered with felts. These are carried

along with them whithersoever they go. . . . They also have
waggons, covered with black felt so efficaciously that no rain can get in.

These are drawn by oxen and camels, and the women and children travel

in them. The Avomeii do the buying and selling, and whatever is neces-

sary to provide for the husband and household ; for the men all lead the

life of gentlemen, troubling themselves about nothing but hunting and
hawking, and looking after their goshawks and falcons, unless it be the

practice of warlike exercises. They live on the milk and meat which
their herds supply, .and on the produce of the chase; and they eat all
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kinds of flesh, including tliat of horses and dogs., and ' Pharaoh's rats

'

(/.e., jerboas), of which last there are great numbers in burrows on those

plains. Their drink is mare's milk. . . . Any man may take a

hundred wives an he so please, and if he be able to keep them. But the

first wife is ever held most in honour, and as the most legitimate. The
husband gives a marriage payment to his wife's mother, and the wife

brings nothing to her husband. They have more children than other

people, because they have so many wives. They may marry their

cousins ; and if a father dies, his son may take any of the wives, his own
mother always excepted ; that is to say,—the eldest son may do this, but

no other. A man may also take the wife of his own brother after the

latter's death. Their weddings are celebrated with great ado."

At present their condition may be summed up in one sentence : they

are subject to and divided between the Russian and the Chinese empires.

They are without any national cohesion, being divided into scattered

scattered tribes. The Khalkas inhabit the northern steppes, tribes,

not far from the Buriats, a kindred people now under E-ussian rule. The
Chakars, or Khakars, occupy the southern steppes, nearer to China-

The Ordos, much diminished in numbers, dwell within the northern bend
of the Hoang-ho. The Eleuts (Kalmucks) occupy Western Mongolia,

forming the Altai and Thian-Shan hordes.

The Khalkas, who claim to be the purest Mongols of the present

day, are rather brown than yellow in complexion, and have not oblique

eyes. The face, however, is wide and flat, the cheek-bones
. The Khalkas

are prominent, the hair is black, and the beard scanty. Of
medium height, but vigorous physique, the Mongols are framed to endure
hardship and resist fatigue, and will perform wonders of horse or camel
riding, though not good at marching. The horse is their favourite

mount, over which they have a complete mastery ; their skill in managing
their steeds is surprising, yet they have now very little of their ancient

valour and audacity. Their virtues are those of feebleness. They treat

strangers with hospitahty, but they are idle,—except in regard to riding,

—dirty, and gluttonous. As far as possible, they get slaves to look after

their flocks, which are their chief property. The women look after the
well-being of the animals, while they talk about and admire them.
Every manufactured article they buy from the Russians or Chinese,
the latter furnishing them with the indispensable tea, to which they
often add brandy. Their diet is almost exclusively animal, but they
dislike birds and fish.

The customs of the Mongols reflect in various ways the foreign

influences to which they have been subjected. Thus, the men shave
their heads, excepting the pig-tail. The Manchus likewise introduced
introduced n^onogamy in the seventeenth century. Parents customs.

arrange the marriages of their children by the aid of astrologers ; but a
price is paid, as among the Kirghiz, and a form of capture is gone

I
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through, as among the Turcomans. The bodies of chiefs and their wivt s

are buried in tombs, before whicli the family offer sacrifices at fixed

intervals. The bodies of superior priests are burnt, and their ashes covered

with heaps of stones, while the common people are simply exposed to be

devoured by beasts and birds. Dogs follow the burial processions, and

crows are always in attendance on Mongol settlements.

The Chinese government has known how to keep the Mongols well

in subjection by dividing them carefully into hostile tribes and assigning

them military functions. Their chiefs, pensioned, honoured
CIiiii6se rul6 .. . . .• .

' with titles and by marriages into the imperial Chinese famii}',

are but shadows, having to refer every important matter to Pekin. More
important still, the industrious Chinese population is penetrating gradu-

ally into every fertile part of Mongolia, though only slowly assimilating

the Mongols themselves. But, like so many other peoples, they seem
doomed to assimilation or extinction.

Most of the Mongols are devoted Buddhists, deriving their sacred

books from Tibet, and reverencing the grand Lama most highly, though

Mong-oUan they have a Lama of their own, whose seat is Ourga, in North-
reugion. ^^^ Mongolia ; but the government of Pekin takes care to

have a voice in the selection of the Lama. Other divinities of the

Mongolians are Yamandaga, or the Ox-face, wearing a crown of human
skulls, and various domestic spirits, often mere wooden images. The
Mongolians are exceedingly zealous in their religious performances, being

almost equal to the Tibetans in that respect.

The Mongolian languages are distinct forms of the Ural-Altaic or

Finno-Tartar group. Each main group speaks a different dialect not

understood by the others, but they are really closely related.
Language. . .

j j

Many Manchu, Chinese, Tibetan, and Turkish words have been

adopted. For over two thousand years the Mongolian language has been
a written one, having first borrowed the Chinese characters. Later a

Turkish alphabet was taken up, and afterwards supplanted by a native

alphabet of peculiar construction.

Further west, in Kansu and Kuku-nor, the Mongols are oppressed by
a more powerful, fierce, and hardy people of Tibetan race, the Tanguts,

who are black-e3^ed, oval-faced, without prominent cheeks,

black-bearded, and with straight or aquiline noses. They are

withal a trading, bargaining people, but do not hesitate to rob and
plunder. Their wives are pm-chased, but the men go through a form of

capture
;
polygamy is practised by those who can afford it. Herds of Yak

are kept by the Tanguts, who cover their tents with their skins. They
are zealous Buddhists.

Chinese Turkestan includes a mixture of peoples, some being Galchas,

allied to those to be described subsequent!}' in the chapter on the Afghans.

Chinese Many fair people are met with in Yarkand, of typical Ar3'an
Turkestan, appearance,, recalling the features of Englishmen. Besides
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these, Persians, Arabs, Tibetans, Kirghiz, Kalmucks, Mongols and Turks,

Hindus and Chinese are represented in this central tract of Great mix-

country. The settled agriculturists of the plains are very ^'^^ °^ '^^*^®^-

different from the pastoral and often bandit tribes of the hills, who are

mostly Kirghiz or Kalmucks. The townspeople call themselves after

their place of residence, Khotani, Yarkandi, Kashgari, Tarimtze, etc.

Kashgar is the present seat of (Chinese) government, though Yarkand

is still the largest centre of trade and population. Owing to the

abundance of blinding dust, blind people, or those with bad eyes, are

numerous. One out of every three in Yarkand has a goitre. Most of

the people are Mahometans, and speak a Turkish language like that of

Russian Turkestan, although numerous Chinese and Tartar words are

used. The houses are of beaten earth, and dust is everywhere. The
streets open on to small squares containing open tanks, the only water

supply-

A few extracts from Surgeon-Major Bellew's narrative of his visit to

Yarkand during the last Mussulman rebellion against China, will give an

idea of a city of Chinese Tartary. " To the traveller coming from India,

and mixing in the scene, the change is complete, and he almost fancies

himself in some country town of Eastern Europe. In place of the dark

skins, lithe forms, and airy drapery on the south of the passes, he finds a

people of so light a complexion that an Indian in their crowd shows like

a black sheep in the fold
; he sees bulky frames that do not lose in height

what they gain in breadth ; and his eyes meet, in place of the delicate

folds of muslin and gauze, or the close shapes of calico and print, the loose

.robes of buckram and frieze, or the capacious wraps of bold-coloured silks

and heavy fur." The restaurants contain familiar dishes at a low price.

The shops are crowded and varied. There are as many persons mounted

as on foot. In the cattle market one may see horses exchanged for cows,

or cows for sheep, or a Kalmuck youth for a fur coat, or a girl for a silk

robe. Minstrels, fortune-tellers, and dancing dervishes abound. Tanning
is very successfully carried on, and Yarkand boots and shoes, furs and

hats, are famous in all the adjacent territories.
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Decaying types.

SIBERIA is a great example of the con-

verse process to the old one of Asiatic

immigration into Europe, for the present

Modemimmi- pop^^lation is nearly six-sevenths

grationfrom of European (Russian) descent.

But this is a phenomenon which
two centuries have sufficed to bring about.

Changes of population have been com-

paratively rapid in Siberia. Many remains

on the borders of the lakes show that a

busy population occupied the country in

the neolithic or polished stone period ; and
it appears probable that successive popu-

lations, worsted in the strife for dominance,
were driven constantly northward ; and more than one race of the past
may have wasted and perished in the inhospitable regions of Northern

Former Siberia. The name of Yeniseans has been given to an early
inhabitants,

j-ace of Siberians
; but little is known of them. The Ugro-

Samoyedes apparently followed them north, some time before the Christian
era, and estabhshed a bronze period and a much higher grade of civilisa-

The tion than that of the preceding race. From about the fifth
Khagasses. ^^ ^.j^^ thirteenth centuries a Turkish stock (^the Khagasses)
migrated into the same region, subjugating the native population, intro-

ducing iron, employing bronae for artistic purposes, and manufacturing
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pottery of very good design. Many remains of them are preserved in the

Hermitage Museum at St. Petersburg. In the 13th century the The Mongol

advancing Mongolian empire, under Jenghiz Khan, conquered Empire.

these Turkish people, and in destroying their civilisation did not bring

in anything better.

The country underwent continuous decline, until the Russians, in the

sixteenth century, having established their empire in Europe firmly,

began to turn their attention eastwards. Various Tartar Russian

invaders gained an ascendency over the tribes east of the conquests.

Urals, and there came into collision with the Russian colonists. In 1555,

Khan Ediger promised to send to Moscow every year a thousand sables

as tribute. A tendency to form invading expeditions into Siberia now
began ; and soldiers, hunters, and other adventurers advanced in various

directions, built forts, and organised supplies. They easily conquered the

Tartar and Turkish populations, and by 1650 they had reached the

Pacific and the River Amur.
The surplus population of Russia has since been gradually settling in

Siberia; and in addition, the system of severe repression which the empire

has always maintained has served to people many districts with

political exiles as well as convicts. In many years the exiles

have approached or exceeded 20,rX10 in number. Of course many have

Exiles.
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Colonists.

(lied, owing to the hardships they have endured, and it is not probable

that the exiles in Siberia exceed 2(K),()(X). To a large extent the Russian

government has also peopled Siberia by sending Cossacks to occupy the

frontiers, and by subsidising colonists of various descriptions.

Yet, after such great attempts at colonisation by government,

it is by unaided immigration that far the greater part of the Siberian

population has arrived. Fur hunting, escape from serfdom, from religious

[)ersecutions, and from conscription liave been the main incentives to this

great exodus. It has been not unusual for entire villages to migrate ; and
it is estimated that something like 40,000 persons per annum thus seek a

TUNG USES.

new land. Such an uninterrupted stream indicates that something not to

be despised may be found in Siberia ; and truly there are large tracts in

Southern Siberia whose climate is good and soil fertile ; there are also

vast forests and gold-mining districts of no slight value.
Agriculture is the main occupation, and cereals afford the chief crops

;

m many regions also there are large herds of cattle, sheep, and horses.

Agriculture Fur animals are still hunted with profit in some districts,
and hunting,

^i^o^ig];^ j^^n has here, as elsewhere, rendered scarce that which
he values, but does not take measures to preserve in good supply. But
everything is backward, and might be improved by good administration.

At present business is still largely conducted at great fairs, as that of

I
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Irbit, where more tlian five millions sterling are annuall}- turned

over.

Residence in Siberia lias affected Russians considerably in some

parts, tliough not so much by intermixture with the natives as by the

influence of changed habits and climate. The natural increase
jyio^jigcation

of population has not yet become nearly equal to that of of Siberian
. . . . Russians.

Russia, owing to the great loss of child life. Several of the

towns and districts on the outskirts show striking variations from the

ordinary Russian type. At Irkutsk, the Tunguses and Buriats have

exercised a strong influence over the Russian settlers, leading them
largely to adopt their language. Yakutsk has similarly a strong native

population, and the Russians have married freely with the Yakuts. In

some parts also the Tartar influence still predominates.

YAKUT MAN AND WOMAN.

I

The Rev. H. Lansdell, a well-known Siberian traveller, found in the

southern Yenisei district in 1879 a state of things almost paradise-like

in the abundance of provisions. He was offered "live ducks Abundance of

for five farthings each, large fish, called yass^ for \\d. a pair, ^°°**-

and pike for a farthing each. Milk cost 2^c?. a bottle, but young calves

in remote villages could be purchased for 6fZ. each. The belt of rich

black earth in the region immediately north of the Altai lets for S^t?. per

acre, and from it wheat may be purchased for about one-twentieth its

cost in England. Still farther north, in the forest region, rich in ex-

cellent timber and fur-bearing animals, meat was bought up wholesale

in 1877 at less than a halfpenny a pound ;
whilst in the Tundras the

rivers are so full of fish that one of the ordinary difficulties of the natives

is to avoid breaking their nets with the weight of the draught."

We will now deal in turn with the principal non-Russian peoples
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The Burlats.

and tribes of Siberia, the first being of Mongolian stock. The Buriats

now existing around Lake Baikal are variously estimated at

from 125,(XX) to 250,000. They are a dull, lazy, phlegmatic

people, markedly Mongolian in type, and their want of vigorous

qualities is shown by their readiness to change their religion. Part of

them still retain the old

Shamanistic religion, or

wizardry
; but many have

become Buddhists, while

others have joined the

Greek Church. It cannot

be said that their Christ-

ianity has penetrated very

deeply. Drink and to-

bacco are their great de-

lights. In other respects

they are fairly good and
peaceful subjects of the

Russians, who interfere

little with them. They
have been advancing in

agriculture in late years.

In the south-eastern dis-

tricts they are largely

under Chinese and Tartar

influence, and the men
wear the pig-tail, the rest

of their heads being

shaven. More to the west

they have become Rus-

sianised, and speak a

Russian dialect.

The Tunguses, al-

though fewer than the

The Buriats, are
Tungruses. ^ u c h more
widely spread and a much
more energetic people.

In race they are closely

allied to the Manchu Tar-

tars. They occupy a great territory north and east of the Buriats,

extending north to the Arctic Ocean and east to the Amur. They also

show Chinese influence, especially in dress, houses, and agriculture. The
various tribes occupy themselves, as the locality may favour, in fishing,

hunting, agriculture, some being named Horse, Reindeer, or Dog tribes,

SAMOYEDE OF LOWER YENISEI.
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according to the animal of which they make most use. Where they

have not been lowered by contact with cheating and lying Russians,

Yakuts, and other merchants, they display many noble characteristics.

Their cheerfulness, perseverance, good faith, courage, and independence

are lauded by every one who has come in contact with them. They

avoid the Russians, and

refuse to enter their ser-

vice. Many of them,

like the Buriats, have

conformed to the G-reek

Church, but are still at

heart Shamanists. They
are very fond of animals,

and even keep bears,

wolves, and foxes, eagles,

and other creatures in

captivity. The stone

age has not long ceased

to exist among these

peoples.

The affinity of the

Yakuts of theLena basin

is mainly with

the Turki
branch of the Mongol-

oids, though they have

so considerably mingled

The
Yakuts.

with the Tunguses and

the Russians that their

type is much modified.

Many of them have

features of a very Mon-
golian type. Probably

it is owing to this inter-

mixture that they are

the most thriving of the

Siberian natives. They
have been called the

Jews of Siberia, being

extremely persevering

and clever traders when they like, duping even the Cossacks ; but fre-

quently they give up work for pleasure, till forced by want. They have

a very hardy constitution, which enables them to endure extreme cold

with ^ery little clothing. By their adaptability they have thriven

remarkably of late, and the Russians have eagerly sought their daughters

SAMOYEDE WOMAN OF LOWER TENISEI.

I
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in marriage. They shine as industrious artisans, making excellent tools

Exnert
pl^ted with gold and silver ;

they also extract iron from its ore'-

artisans and with great skill. At Yakutsk they beat the Russians out ol

the field in many occupations. They take Russian, Polish, or

German names. Most of them are baptized into the Greek Church, but

Shamanism is still largely believed in, many additions to their evil spirits

being made from the Greek Church lists. They may be taken as num-
bering about 200,000.

In many ways the Yakuts possess good qualities. Their women are

modest and chaste, and never allow the head or feet to be seen un-

covered ; they honour their parents, who choose wives for their children,

and are implicitly obeyed. Hos-

1 Theirgood pitality is greatly
qualities, practised among them.

They make their own boats of

planks or birch bark, and are

expert in navigating the nu-

merous rivers. On land they

use the horse, reindeer, and dog

for draught. Planks and bark

fjrm the material of their houses.

As to burial, they seem divided

between simple interment, with

'

some of their property, and ele-

^"ating the coffin on upright

posts, and leaving it merely

covered with ox hides.

The Samoyedes of Northern

and Western Siberia bring us to

The quite a different stock
samoyedes. ^f ^^ Mongoloid peo-

ples,—the Ural-Altaic or Finnish-

Ugrian, Ugria having been for-

merly the name of a tract on
both sides of the Ural Mountains. They are a dwindling people at

present, not more than 25,CXX), dispersed in small groups or tribes from
the Altai Mountains along the basins of the Obi and Y'enisei, and from
the Khatanga River to the White Sea. In the south they have inter-

mingled with Tartars to some extent ; in the east with Ostiaks.

The Samoyedes have a flatter face than most of the Finnish groups,

most approaching the Mongolian. They have narrower eyes and darker

Primitive complexions thantlie Finns ; thick lips, little beard, and black
habits, g^jg- j^.^-^. They probabl^^ emigrated northward from the Altai

Mountains, and this process still continues. The}- were no doubt once

much more numerous, and still appear to live in a condition Uke that of

;aiiuvkije Woman.
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the age of stone and bone weapons, hunt-

ing and eating beasts of prey, and cloth-

ing themselves in skins. Smallpox and

spirits, introduced by the Russians, are

fast lessening their numbers. Many good

qualities are attributed to them by some

travellers, especially honesty, courage, in-

dependence, and hospitality. Some of

them who can accumulate their captures,

take reindeer and other skins to the Rus-

sian towns in winter, and buy meal,

powder, shot, etc. Their tents are made
of great poles and birch bark, and in

many cases they are kept yqyj clean.

osTiAK. The people, however, look sad and de-

pressed. Shamanism is their religion,

mixed with some degree of Fetishism, although some have been baptized.

They imagine that their gods are flesh-eaters, and raw flesh is periodically

placed between their teeth.

The language of the Samoyedes is pleasant-sounding and sonorous,

and has several dialects and sub-dialects through its wide range. It is

agglutinative, like the Finnish languages generall}^, but has numerous
peculiarities.

It is difficult to say whether the Ostiaks of the Obi basin are more
closely allied to the Finns than to the Samoyedes. They were formerly

much more numerous, and at any rate inhabited a considerable

part of the old " Ugria " of the Russians, They are now re-

duced to about 20,000. Many of them are still quite nomadic, readily re-

moving from place to place with their herds of reindeer. They are

rather below the mid-

die size, with small feet

and hands, and are

round-headed. Some
describe them as red-

haired, but such indi-

viduals are rare, dark

features predominat-

ing
; the hair is dark,

but soft, the women
wearing it in two long

plaits down the back.

A flat and broad nose,

large mouth, thick lips,

and scanty beard are

further Mongoloid fea-

The Ostiaks.

I
VII. E E
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tiires. In some parts they are very much Eussianised, and live chiefly by

fishing. They can carve well in wood or bone, tan skins, make im-

plements from birch bark, etc. They still use bows and arrows, only

a few having guns.

They eat raw flesh of

carnivora, as well as

other animals. Thej''

Religion and ^^'e more or

morals, i^ss Christ-

ianised, but Shamanism

has more power over

them, and they have

not done much more

than borrow St. Nicholas

from the Russians, as so

many Siberian natives

have done. They only

show degradation of

morals where corrupted

by Russians ; they hate

theft and disturbances,

and are both kind and

gentle. If they are

dirty, according to our

ideas, they are Hke most

of the less civihsed and

some of the so-called

civilised peoples. Their

Musical stringed mu-
instruments. g^cal instru-

ments are worthy of

notice. One of them,

the domhra, is boat-like

and has five strings.

The Hungarian Mag-

yars, it will be remem-

bered, have just such an

instrument, the tomhora,

in itself a powerful con-

firmation of the rela-

tionship of the peoples.

Their language too is.

of all Finnish forms, that which approaches most closely the Magyar.

Their inordinate consumption of sph'its seems likely soon to make an end

of the Ostiaks.

OSTIAK OF OBI BASIN.
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The Voguls.

The Voguls of the Ural ridges, who are closely allied in race to the

Ostiaks, perhaps represent the primitive stock from which the Magyars
sprang. They are an undersized hunting people, not more than 5,000
in number. '

' "With their

thick furs,"

says M. Rec-
lus, the " hoods decked
to right and left with

animals' ears, they at a

distance look like wild

animals; but their coun-

tenance is timid, even

frightened." They
shave off their hair and
moustaches. They have

conformed to the Greek
Church and been bap-

tized, but they still have
their family totems,

—

bows and arrows, circles,

etc.,—tattooed on their

heads, arms, and legs.

Their tribes are very

isolated, reduced almost

to families, and they

are but little united.

Wives are left on very
slight provocation

;
and

instances are known of

the hunter living soli-

tary after such a divorce,

with only his reindeer

and his dog for com-
pany. Their burials are

very simple
; a hole dug

in the gTound when a

member died suffices, in

which is placed, with
the deceased's weapons,
some tobacco and
spirits.

The Voguls are pe-

culiar in not using salt,

dry in strips in the air.

OSTIAK OF OBI BASIN.

The meat which they do not eat at once, they
They are very slight vegetable eaters, living

chiefly upon the flesh of the elk. The fur of the sable is one of their

I
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principal objects of trade ; but they pay tbeir tribute by means of elk

skins.

Coming now to the north-eastern part of Siberia, we find a few

remnants of ancient peoples whose relationship it is by no means easy

to settle, and who are probably doomed to extinction. A large tract of

the north-east is occupied by the Tchukchi, whom some con-
The TchukchL

^.^^^ merely a branch of the Esquimaux, while others regard

them as more nearly felated to the Koriaks, who occupy the country

between them and the Kamchadales. The Tchukchi are a hardy race,

who long successfully withstood the Russians, and still number twelve

thousand. They formerly depended chiefly upon reindeer, of which they

still possess large herds ; but many of them are expert whale and seal-

fishers and walrus-hunters. They are, on the whole, of Mongolian type,

round-headed, wide and flat-faced, with sunk noses and thick lips. They

are muscular and thick-necked, and in many points resemble the Esqui-

maux. In disposition they are peaceful and good-humoured, with much

family affection. Many have been to some extent christianised, but they

still burn their dead or expose them on piles to the crows, and sacrifice to

numerous nature-gods. They marry more than one wife when they are

rich enough ; and their wives are faithful, industrious, and in many ways

skilful. In language they diifer considerably from the Tartar, Turki,
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The Koriaks.

or Finnisli groups of Mongoloids. Many of the women are tattooed like

the Tungnses. Formerly the men passed a walrus's tooth tlu-ough a

hole in their cheeks ; now they who have been baptized have a black

cross painted on the cheek. If it were not for brandy introduced by
American traders, with whom they deal most, the Tchnkchi might hope
to last long, from their evident fitness for their inhospitable climate.

The Koriaks occupy the Eastern country intervening between the

peninsula of Behring and Southern Kamtschatka, and appear to be both

less numerous and less hardy and respectable in character. In

fact, travellers give them quite a bad character for drunken-

ness, lying, and thieving. This is more the case with those who have lost

their reindeer from one cause or another, and have only fishing and
hunting to depend on. Those who are still nomadic, with large herds

of reindeer, retain much dignity and independence, a few families only

living in company. Mr.

Kennan, the author of
" Tent Life in Siberia,"

during a residence of

two years and a half

among them, never saw
a nomad Koriak strike

his wife or children.

They will not sell a

reindeer alive at any
price, such is their at-

tachment to them.

The Shamans are

in full force among the

Koriaks, sa- '- a happy

crificing to release."
KOKiAKs.

evil spirits, and execut-

ing remarkable feats of wizardry. It is perhaps among these tribes that

the practice of killing old and infirm people is most in vogue. The
hardships of the nomadic life get to be unendurable, and the infirm

readily consent to this mode of putting them out of their misery. In

fact, it is considered a part of filial duty to expedite their release in this

way, and it is a sort of official ceremony. Immediately after death the

corpse is burnt and the ashes are scattered. "Wives are purchased by one

or more year's labour of the bridegroom for the girl's father, and mean-

while the girl is carefully guarded, and the youth kept off, if necessary,

by whips and sticks. The marriage ceremony is a form of capture.

The Kamchadales present a similar combination to the Koriaks,

of Mongoloid features, with a distinct language. They are TheKam-
of short stature, have prominent cheeks, small sunken eyes, ciiadaies.

flat noses, black hair, and a tawny complexion. Their language is of
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different grammatical structure from that of the Koriaks, and has

unchanging roots modified by various prefixes. In some parts the people

have become E,ussianised, and have adopted the Greek faith. Under the

influence of spirits and disease they have diminished to three thousand.

They become violently intoxicated by eating a dried fungus—a species

of mushroom. A trifle, says the traveller Steller, will make them go

mad or commit suicide.

Despite their excitability, they have a reputation for honesty and

truthfulness, and are very hospitable. They are rather weak-minded

than vicious, and have little of the heroic temperament of the Koriaks.

They have some popular poetry, dealing with love, hunting, and

travelling, the plaintive chanting of which is mixed with wild animals'

cries, and imitations of their movements and actions.

In the winter these people are dressed in furs, in the summer in

shirts of calico, and the women have adopted the Russian head-dress.

They do not learn to accumulate wealth. Their draught-dogs, much
resembling wolves, are of the first importance to them, but they have

recently been suffering greatly from disease. Some of the Kamchadales

Picturesque have learnt a little agriculture, and have settled down and
vuiages.

]3Yiilt comfortable dwellings. Mr. Kennan saj^s :
" The village

is permeated with a peculiar, ancient, and fish-like smell, eloquent of the

occupation of the villagers and the food on which they subsist. High
square frames of horizontal poles stand beside every house, filled with

thousands of drying salmon, and on the beach dug-out canoes lie bottom
upwards, covered with large, neatly tied seines ; two or three long

narrow dog-sledges stand upon their ends against every house, and a

hundred or more sharp-eared, wolfish dogs, tied at intervals to long heavy
poles, lie panting in the sun, snapping viciously at the flies and mos-
quitoes which disturb their rest. But what is most characteristic of

such a hamlet is the Greek church, glorious in red paint and gUttering

dome, contrasting strangely with the rude log-houses over which it

extends the spiritual protection of its resplendent gilded cross. If you
can imagine a rough American backwoods settlement of low log-houses,

clustered round a gaily coloured Turkish mosque ; half a dozen small hay-
stacks mounted on high vertical posts ; fifteen or twenty titanic wooden
gridirons similarly elevated, and hung full of drying fish ; a few dog-
sledges and canoes lying carelessly around, and a hundred or more grey
wolves tied here and there between the houses to long heavj^ poles, you
will have a general but tolerably accurate idea of a Kamchadale settle-

ment of the better class."

The Giliaks, now restricted to the southern shores of the Okhotsk Sea
and the northern part of Saghalien, are by some thought to be related to

The Giliaks
^^® ^"^os of Japan

; but there can be little doubt that they are

Mongoloids of a primitive type, and are the last relics of a
people who once overspread a much larger territory. They long resisted
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ci\'ilising influences, and showed many savage qualities. Yet they have

some skilled partisans. They have generally proved treacherous and

revengeful
; but this may spring chiefly from their great love of their own

freedom, and dislike of submitting to any civilised restraints. Among
them wives are bought at an early age, and brought up in the house of

their future father-in-law. The dead are either burnt or exposed on

scaffoldings. The favourite dog, fattened, is sacrificed on his master's

tomb, it being imagined that the soul of the latter has taken refuge in

the body of the dog.

Fire is among the most sacred objects to the Giliak. It must never

be carried from one hut to another, or be removed from the hearth. The
bear is worshipped as well as eaten, being fattened in captivity, and
killed on a feast-day with much ceremony. The Giliaks also keep eagles

in cages, but they do not hunt the wolf.

M. Niemojowski, a Polish traveller, was much impressed by the Giliak

countenance and physical appearance. '' Tall and thin," he writes, "there

is something diabolical in the aspect of their slanting eyes. Aspect and

shaded by bushy eyebrows. No smile of mirth ever breaks ciiaracter.

over their lips, and on their features appears only a sneer. Seeing them
walk, one fancies they are ghosts ; their smothered voices have a hollow,

unearthly sound. In the most ordinary relations with them one does not
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know how to act or what to do. The shrewdest man, seeing their long,-

stiff, bony, almost inhuman forms, is lost in speculation, and unable to

solve this living sphinx riddle." Patriarchal government prevails among
them ; communities can scarcely be said to exist. Some of the elders are

more influential than others, and are appealed to on important occasions.

It is said that the imperturbability of these stony elders is so great that

a father has been known to receive a chance visitor with the most perfect

coolness when his own son has just suffered death at his hands, and lies

at his feet still warm, though covered from view.

Such are the principal tjq^es of people whom Russian influence in

Siberia will certainly extinguish before long, peoples who have failed in

Decaying fhe struggle for existence, and have succumbed to vices, to wars,
types. ^Q pestilences, to the lack of moral stamina. Less fortunate

than the hill-tribes of India, perhaps, they must pass out of existeiice,

doomed by the contact of stronger races. Let us never think of them
with contempt or levity

; let us respect human nature, even in its lowest

types, recollecting that the least human among them shows a higher

than human handiwork, even though much marred by evil.



CHAPTEE XIV.

€\)t Jnl)abitant5 of CmfecsJtan.

Tlie true Turks of Turkestan—Their subjugation—The Usbeg-s—Costume—The Kirghiz—The
Turcomans—A Kirghiz nomad family—Encamping—Houses—Food—Pilau—A meal with Tur-
comans—The height of politeness—Jewellery and ornaments—Betrothal and marriage—The
jester—Birth and youth—Burial —Turcoman tribes.

WE are too apt to think of

the Turks of Constanti-'

nople as the typical Turks
;

but they are in „. .

•^ The true
reality very much Turks of

TJ2 1 n ,1 Turkestanumodmed irom the

original stock, chiefly by inter-

marriage with Circassians,

Georgians, Greeks, Albanians,

etc., until some authorities

incline to the view that they

are now more Caucasian than

Mongoloid. In Europe, too,

the Turk has gained a polish

and a savoir-faire which make
him, in the eyes of many, the finest gentleman in Europe—that is, when
viewed in good specimens. But still we may say of many a Turk
what has been applied to Russians also, " Scratch a Turk, and you find

a Tartar underneath." And if we want to know the kind of people

from whom the Turks sprang originally, we must go to their home in

Turkestan, and study the Turcoman or true Turk. The term Tartar,

which has been applied so widely and vaguely, is perhaps best dropped,

or only applied to the more eastern group—the Mongol and Mancliu

I
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The Usbegs.

Tartars. From Lake Baikal to Southern Russia, from South-Western

-Siberia to south of the Oxus, Turks are to be found, and are generally

Their subju- predominant. The greater part of them now acknowledge the
gation. supremacy of Russia ; some are feudatories of China. Thus

the powerful race which once threatened to subjugate all Europe has

lost the political sceptre, except so far as that is wielded by the decaying

power of the Porte.

The chief Turkish people of Turkestan may be divided into Usbegs,

Kirghiz, and Turcomans. The Usbegs are regarded as the most civilised
;

and, perhaps owing to their intermixture with the Mongols and

other Tartars, they gained and kept the predominance on the

break-up of Jenghiz Khan's empire. They gradually abandoned a wan-

dering life, and became settled and flourishing agriculturists in Khiva

and Bokhara, and formed a centre round which Tajiks, Galchas, and other

Iranian and Arj^an people

were attracted. In process

of time these have largely

intermingled with and modi-

fied the race. Thej^ are Ma-
hometans of the Sunni divi-

sion, although some heathen

and Parsee observances are

retained. They have a lite-

rary language or dialect

—

the Jaghatai, The Usbegs,

wherever settled, are almost

as proud of their nationality

and tribes as the Jews, al-

though their mixed origin is

j.gj3j,j,y
testified by their flat faces

and oblique eyes, combined
with long flowing beards like the Persians. Their nomad and predatory

ancestry still manifests itself in the habits of not a few, who prefer the

brigand life of the hills to the settled life of the plains and oases ; and
it is a saying that almost all the brigands, as well as the saints of the

country, are Usbegs.

Prof. Vambery, the unrivalled student of these races, in his "Travels
in Central Asia," describes the Usbeg as walking about in summer, clad,

as to the body, merely in a long skirt, although Avearing a

high round fur hat on his head, and great thick leather boots.

The women wear lofty globular turbans, made of nearlj^ a score of Russian
kerchiefs, large heavy gowns and coarse boots ; and in this hot garb they
drag to their houses heavy pitchers,of water.

The Kirghiz are a much more numerous division of the Turks, being
i'ound all over the Steppes from Lake Balkash to the Volga; but they are

Costume.
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divided into a very large number of tribes or hordes. Like the Usbegs,
they have some affinity to the Mongolian Tartars ; but their

language is purely Turkish. Acknowledging no superiors ^ ""& ^

among themselves, every Kirghiz horseman is an aristocrat. When two
Kirghiz meet, their first question is, " Who are thy seven ancestors ? " and
not a tribesman will be found who cannot recite his lineage. They are

of a somewhat sullen, morose, and fierce disposition, and incredibly idle.

KIRGHIZ, WITH DKOIIEDARIES.

The women, on the contrary, have to toil unceasingly, although they are

not without their holidays, when they decorate themselves with rouge
and white powder, and abundance of jewellery and false hair. They are

less strictly kept in seclusion than the Usbeg women, for the Mahometan
yoke, though nominally adopted, sits lightly on the Kirghiz. Agricul-
ture and pasturing cattle are the chief occupations, and koumiss, or

fermented mare's milk, is the principal drink. What the Kirghiz will do
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now that their diversion of brigandage is checked by the Eussians cannot

yet be foreseen. They may die out from inanition, or they may develop

new quaUties under settled and peaceful conditions.

The Turcomans make up the remainder of the Turkish stock in

Turkestan. They are divided into as numerous tribes as the rest ; and

The Turco- when they are not agriculturists or brigands, they are nothing

;

mans. ^]-^g women do all the work. They are remarkable for their

bright, sparkling, fiery eyes, but are much fairer than the Mongoloid

type usually is ; and the women are frequently good-looking, and almost

European-like when young. But the majority have the wide flat face,

small oblique eyes, small firm nose, large lips, outstanding ears, and

thick, short, black hair of the Mongoloids.

KIRGHIZ WOMEN MILKING MARES.

The Persians, Tajiks, and Galcha tribes, who, to the number of at

least a million, permeate Turkestan, will be left to be described with the

Persians and Afghans, to whom they have affinity.

Prof. Vambery, penetrating into the inmost life of Turkestan before

it had yielded to Russian influence, has given us the most graphic de-

A Kirghiz
scriptions of the people a few years ago, under conditions!

nomad which can never be repeated. Take his description of a

Kirghiz family in its wanderings ("Sketches of Central Asia"):

"A Kirghiz family, which -has packed house and household furnitiu'e on
the backs of a few camels, moves slowly over the desert towards a spot

indicated to them by the raised lance of a distant horseman. The cara-

van rests, according to nomad notions of rest, while thus on the mareli.
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to become lively and busy when they settle themselves down to repose

according to our ideas. Nevertheless, the elder women seated on the

Immps of camels (for the younger ones travel on foot) grudge themselves

repose even then, and occupy their time in spinning a sort of yarn for

sacks out of the coarser camels' hair. Only the marriageable daughter of

the family enjoys the privilege of being completely at leisure on her

shambling beast. She is poHshing her necklace of coins—Eussian,

ancient Bactrian, Mongolian, or Chinese-which hangs down to her waist.

So engrossed is she in her employment, that a European numismatist

might take her for a fellow-connoisseur ; nevertheless, not a movement of

KALilUCK WOilEN IN TENT.

the young Kirghizes, who seek to distinguish themselves by all manner

of equestrian gymnastics, as they caracole around the caravan, escapes her

notice."

When the group has arrived at its camping-place, the utmost order

is observed. " While the paterfamilias unsaddles his cooled horse and

lets him loose on the pasture, the younger lads collect, with
Encamping,

frightful clamour, the sheep and the camels, which are only

too disposed to wander. They must stay to be milked. Meanwhile the

tent has been taken down. The old matron seizes on the latticed frame-

work and fixes it in its place, spitting wildly right and left as she does

I
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so. Another makes fast the bent rods which form the vaulting of the

roof. A third sets on the top of all a sort of round cover or lid, which

serves the double purpose of chimney and window. While they are

covering the woodwork with curtains of felt, the children inside have

already hung up the provision-sacks, and placed the enormous tripod on

the crackling fire. This is all done in a few moments. Magical is the

erection, and as magical is the disappearance of the nomads' habita-

tion." Women here, as throughout Turkestan, perform every fragment of

menial or domestic duty.

Accustomed to this free life, it is not to be wondered at that the

TUKCOMAN WEDDING.

Turks who build fixed houses are in a minority, iind that houses are looked

upon as gloomy places. The Usbegs have more houses than

the rest. Mud forms the floor, and the walls are built of clay

or stone and wooden laths. The ceiling is of closely-fitted planks ;
small

holes are left for windows, closed by oiled paper in winter. The number
of rooms (on one floor only) varies with wealth. Carpets, felt coverlets,

chests, and pots and pans form the chief furniture.

Meal is the principal food, mutton, goat, beef, and horse and camel's

flesh being valued in the order in which they are named. Horseflesh,

Food. boiled soft with carrots, onions, and dumplings, is very popular.
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Pilau.

Pilau is, liowever, the fovourite dish—pieces of meat boiled in fat, with

pepper, carrots, and rice in abundance. It is the almost universal

dish ; but numerous others are to be met with in Turkish

houses, most of them being highly seasoned. These are usually served up
in a huge dish laid on the floor. Describing a meal with Turcomans, Mr.

O'Donovan, in his " Merv Oasis," says :
" The entire company sat round,

and fished out each a handful. Contrary to ordinary Mussulman habits,

there was no preparatory washing of hands, and especially in the case of

our acting host, ' the hand that mingled in the meal ' might a meal with

have been more scrupulously clean. Each person boldly Turcomans,

grasped a handful of rice, squeezed it into a ball in the palm of his hand,

and then clapped it into his

mouth by a movement similar

to that of a conjuror swallowing

a table knife. Our host, who
seemed to have taken an especial

liking to me, from time to time

scraped pieces of mutton off the

bones with his dirty thumb-nail,

and threw them into my part of

the dish, expressing his wonder
at my small appetite for animal

food. After dinner there was no
more washing than before it.

The guests stuck their fingers

one after the other into their

mouths, thus removing the ex-

cess of rice and grease adhering

to them. The meal concluded,

tea was served again. As is

usual all over this part of the
East, the tea was served in por-

celain bowls or glass tumblers.

It is drunk in prodigious quan-
tities, very weak, over-sweetened,

and without milk or cream. My attentive host, noticing that half a
dozen flies were swimming in my tea, immediately plunged The height of
two of his great unwashed fingers up to the knuckles into politeness,

my glass to fish out the intruders, and on each similar and oft-repeated
bath on the part of the insects, it was only my own prompt action that
prevented a repetition of the attention. On his part it was meant in the
kindliest possible spnit, and the act was one of genuine politeness."

Nearly the entire capital of a Turcoman family is invested in
jewellery and ornaments for the women. Here is a description of a
woman of about forty, according to Mr. O'Donovan, " Her only garments

KALMUCK SHAMANESS.
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were a dark purple silk one, wliicli we can only describe as a sliirt reach-

ing: nearly to the ankles, and close-fittina; troiisers drawn ,tr> J 7 o
^ ^ Jewellery

tightly round the ankles. On her head was a bright crimson and

silk handkerchief arranged turban-like, and one end falling on

her left shoukler. But her ornaments were sufficient in quantity to deck

a shop-window. On her neck Avas a massive silver collar about an inch

and a half deep, and a third of an inch thick. At intervals around it

were set flat oval cornelians and lozenge-shaped panels of embossed gold.

From its front there hung a score of silver chains, halfway down which

were lozenge-shaped pieces of silver embossed with gold, supporting a

silver cylinder hanging down below the waist, and containing talismanic

writings for defence against evil

spirits. On either side of her

bosom hung so many silver coins,

Russian and Persian, as to re-

semble a cuirass. Each shoulder

bore a flat silver box, a cylinder

of four inches diameter, with a

cornelian in the centre. Her
long, coarse hair, plaited in two
tails reaching below her waist,

was also richly studded with
silver coins. On her wrists were
enormous silver bracelets with
more gold panels and cornelians."

Contrary to the practice of

many other Moslem countries,

the people of Turkes-
-, ,

, Betrothal
tan are ardent lovers and

before marriage ; and ^^^"^^^se.

the young people themselves in-

form their parents when they

have formed an attachment. Fe-

male go-betweens are then employed to arrange the aifair and discuss

the marriage portion. The question always is, how many times nine

sheep, cows, camels, horses, or ducats the "father 'of the bride is to

receive for her. The price ranges from once nine, to nine times nine,

which the Khan alone pays. The future bridegroom also has to present

a complete set of ornaments to the bride, including eight rings, a tiara

and a semi-tiara, a bracelet, ear-rings, nose-rings, and neck ornaments,

of gold or silver. After these proceedings, the betrothal festivities last

several days, with music, dancing, and horse-racing, an inseparable ac-

companiment. The bridegroom even provides the food for the wedding

festivities, in enormous quantities ; and during the preparatory cooking

the young men carry on lively flirtations with the girls. '' Men and

tl[.

F F

K0KH.4ND WOMAN.
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women gather round the fire-place in groups, laughing, talking, joking.

and shrieking, whilst musicians play and sing ancl children shout and

yell. These noises are mingled with the bleating of sheep, barking of

dogs, neighing of horses, and braying of donkeys
;
while loud above the

p-eneral hubbub is heard the clown's stentorian voice in coarse
The jester. ^ ,,. r. tt i •, i i -nt i • • .i •

sallies of Usbeg wit and humour. . . . JN'ow he mimics tins

person or that, now he tells of some droll prank or merry adventure, or

whistles like a bird and mews like a cat ; and thus he has to continue

without interruption, although from sheer exertion the perspiration runs

down his face in streams " (Vambery). During the last few daj^s before

the wedding, the 3'oung man
is not allowed to leave his tent.

The marriage ceremony is per-

formed by a mollali, neither

party appearing in person, both

being represented by two wit-

nesses. After it is over, the

bridegroom appears, but only

approaches a few steps from the

door. After much feasting, the

bride leaves her home for that

of the bridegroom, in a proces-

sion protracted by a circuitous

route.

birth of children,

boj^s, is celebrated

by much feasting and

amusement. During
early years they are carefully

guarded against evil spirits by
talismans of various kinds hung
round the head. Girls are early

taught to be useful in the

household
;
while boj'S take to

horseback at five, and are skilled

jockeys at ten. The corpses of the dead are oxAy kept about twelve or

fifteen hours, and are then buried in cemeteries in settled

parts, and singly in the desert among the nomads. A large

mound is raised over the grave if the deceased was an important per-

sonage. Numerous funeral feasts follow a burial at stated intervals.

The Salor Turcomans are the oldest tribe, as far as records go, and
formerly possessed Morv, until displaced by the Tekke. They, as well as

Turcoman the Sariks, are renowned for their bravery. The latter are
tribe3.

|.|^Q well-known marauders of Pendjeh. The Tekke, till their

subjugation by the Russians, were the most important and powerful tribe,

The
especially

Birth and
youth.

I'EMALE SLAVE IN BOIiHAKA.

'BuriaL
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divided into the Aklial, east of Tejeiid, and the Mervi. Their marauding

Ufe now finds itself under severe restraint, much to the comfort of the

neighbouring Persians, Afghans, etc. A considerable number of Tur-

coman tribes jdeld subjection to the Shah of Persia, such as the Goklen

of the Gurgan region, etc.

As far as the picturesqueness of life is concerned, we cannot but

regret the conquest of Turkestan by the Eussians ; but peace, order, and

prosperity are indefinitelj^ promoted by the rule of the new masters oi

these fiercest, most intractable, most hostile (to strangers) of Asiatic

races. A vivid account of a great portion of Turkestan will be found in

Dr. Lansdell's " Eussian Central Asia," 1885. At AuUe-Aba, where

Kirghiz predominate, he was much struck by the habits and manners

of the people. " Here was a man striving to allay the dust, not with

a water-cart, but by carrying a skin of water, and sputtering it out

of the aperture. Behind the charcoal fire of a Kirghiz smith sat an

unfortunate individual, whose calling in life was to blow the bellows,

consisting of two leather bags he had to press alternately for twelve

hours a day, for which he was paid 2,9. a week. At many of the stalls

they exhibited in cages, for 8c?. each, quails or other small birds caught

by hawks. They teach them to sing and to fight.

" Everything had to be purchased, of course, by haggling, fixed

prices being unknown ; and I observed in the course of my purchases an

illustration of a custom as old as the time of Job—that of ' striking

hands ' in connection with suretyship or agreement. A man had asked

me too much for an article ; and the Eussian officer who accompanied me
offered a second price, and then, after the Kirghiz custom, held out his

hand, whereupon the salesman, hesitating a moment, raised his hand,

and, in token that he agreed to the bargain, brought it down with a slap

on the officer's palm."

TURCOMAN ORN.VMENTd

I
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CHAPTER XV.

Persia and Iran—The great monarchies—The Median kingdom—The conquests of Cyrus-

Darius the Great—Alexander and the Seleucids—The Parthian empire—The Sassania

dynasty—The Eastern Caliphate—The Mongols and Turcomans—The Sufi dynasty—Sha
Ahbas—Nadir Shah—Aga Muhammad—Persia a great battle-ground—Various races— Cat

casians and Mongoloids—Physical characters of Persians—Moral character—Slavery—Vice

and virtues—Men's clothing—Women's faces—Painting—Hair—Women's dress -Marriage

Astrology—The bazaar manufactures—Food—Houses—Dervishes—Future of Persia—Ira

languages—Firdosi and epic poetry—Omar ben Khajo^am-Sadi—Hafiz—The Guebres—Th^

Kurds and Luris -Arabs, Armenians, and Jews— Nestorians—Tiurcomans—Iliats.

/HOMING to the Soiitli-west of Asia, we find

^-^ ourselves again in contact witli tlie Cau-

casian peoples, or " whites." A section of

Persia and tliem possess sufficiently marked
Iran. characteristics to be set apart as a

group, known as Iranian, distinct in language

and to some extent in phj^sical features from

the Aryans and the Semites ;
but' they origin-

ally shared with the Brahman race the name

of Aryans. The name Persia, which originally

belonged only to the limited district now

known as Fars, or Farsistan, is now extended

over a great territory properly known as Iran,

the term still used by the Persians for their

' country.

The history of Persia is bewildering fromr

its extent and importance, as well as from thej

uncertainty surrounding much of it. Thff
4!<6
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great Aclisemenian and Sassanian empires, the rule of Alexander and

his successors, the Parthian empire, the Eastern caliphate, the The great

Mogul domination, the modern empire, include a great variety monaxcHies.^

of dramatic incident, and belong to important periods and movements

of the world's history. It is manifestly impossible even to sketch these

gi'eat monarchies here.

The authentic history of Persia begins with a period of domination

PKliSIAN DEKVXSII.

by rulers issuing from the high lands of Media, north of Persia proper.

Their capital was Ecbatana (now Hamadan). Deioces is the The Median

first king of whom we have any certainty ; he reigned at the i^"i&do™-

end of the eighth and well into the seventh century B.C. His son

Phaortes appears to have extended his sway over Persia proper, but was
slain in attacking Nineveh. His son Cyaxares, at the end of the seventh

century, raised the empire to great power, being successful both

against the Assyrians and the Scythians, and carrying his arms into
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Armenia and Cappadocia, which he subjugated by the aid of an opportune

total echpse on the 28th of May, B.C. 585.

This Median empire attained a considerable degree ot civilisation,

such indeed as to impress its institutions, both political and military, upon

Theconqueststhe succeeding Persian empire. Already the Zoroastrian re-

of Cyrus, ligion was probably adopted as the state religion, for the Magi,

the priestly caste, are stated by Herodotus to have been a Median tribe.

The Persian empire, founded by Cyrus, the descendant of Achaemenes,

was rather the successor than the supplanter of the Median. A genuine

inscribed cylinder of Cyrus, found at Babylon, gives an account of his

ancestry and conquests. He was the heir of the provincial rulers of Persia

proper, who, under Cyrus, revolted from the control of Media, and took

Ecbatana, about b.c. 550. His conquest of Croesus king of Lydia, and of

the Greek cities of Ionia, of Babylon (about 539 b.c), of Syria, and of

much of Turkestan and Afghanistan, mark him as one of the greatest

conquerors. He died in b.c. 529. His tyrannical and blood-thirsty son

Cambyses added Tyre, Cyprus, and Egypt to the Persian dominions ; but

he put an end to himself in b.c. 521, while marching against the usurper

the false Smerdis.

The great Darius (the son of Hystaspes), a leader of the conspiracy

which destroyed the false Smerdis, was a descendant of a younger branch

Darius the of the Achsemenians. He conquered Thrace and Macedonia,
Great.

^j^(^ attempted the conquest of Greece ; but his army was
defeated at Marathon in 490 b.c. He even conquered a portion of north-

western India ; but Darius's distinction is derived as much from his

government as his arms. He developed the system of satrapies or pro-

vincial governments, reducing them to proper control and limiting taxa-

tion. Every one knows of the great army assembled by Darius's son

Xerxes for the conquest of Greece, and of his defeat at Salamis and Plataese.

Alexander
These events led to the gradual advance of the Greeks east-

andthe ward, culminating in Alexander the Great's conquest of Persia
S6l611Cl(lS

' CJ J.

in 331-330. Some years after his death Persia became a de-

pendency of Syria under the Seleucid dynasty. Many Greek settlements

were founded by the Seleucid kings in Media and other parts of Persia.

About 250 B.C. the Parthian kingdom was founded in north-east

Persia by Arsaces, with a band of still more northern Scythian horsemen.

The Parthian This kingdom became predominant in Iran under the remark-
empire. ,^\q K\xv^ Mithridates I. (171-138) who conquered Media and

Babylonia. Mithridates II. (the Great), conquered Mesopotamia, and
was the first Parthian king to come in contact with Eome, which, after

long contests, almost destroyed the Parthian power, although at first

Parthia inflicted numerous d'efeats on Eome. The end of the Parthians
however came from the rising dynasty of the Sassanians in Persia proper,

about 228 a.d., having gradually thrown off their allegiance to the
northern kiuo(lom.
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The Sassaniaii empire (supporting the Zoroastrian religion) lasted till it

•was overthrown by the Moslems, Among the great kings of this dynasty

was Khosrau I., or Chosroes, 531-579, who made great conquests The sassan-

in the East, West, and North. The defeat of the Persians by ^^ dynasty,

the Arabs in 636 was the commencement of the celebrated rule of the

Eastern Caliphate, which lasted till 1258, centred at Bagdad, Tbe Eastern

near Ctesiphon, the former capital of the Sassanians. Haroun- caiiphate.

al-Raschid (786-809) was the most celebrated Caliph, his grand vizier

being Giafar. The " Thousand and One Nights " have immortalised their

names in literature ; but it must be remembered that the opinion of the

best scholars is, that the stories refer to a much later period, and describe

mainly Egyptian scenes. But Haroun deserves his fame.

The Mongols then gained sway over Persia, under Jenghiz Khan
;

and later, Timur (Tamerlane) harried and subdued the land
.pj^^ Mongols

towards the end of the fourteenth century; In the next cen- and
*^ _^ TurcoiuflJis

tury the Turcomans gained empire over parts of Persia, but

the general condition was one of anarchy.

In 1499 the Sufi dynast}'- was founded by Ismail I., signalising the

rise to power of the Shiite sect of Mahometans. Other great rulers of

this dynasty have been Abbas (1586-1628), who made Ispahan The sufi

his capital, and who had much intercourse with European kings dynasty,

through ambassadors. The Afghan Mahmoud conquered and ^^ah Abhag.

devastated Persia, in 1722
; and the Afghans ruled till they were over-

thrown by Nadir, originally a Turcoman robber chief in 1727-
. . Nadir Shah

30. Nadir was proclaimed Shah of Persia in 1736, and pro-

ceeded to conquer Cabul in 1738, and Northern India in 1739 ; but

contented himself with marrying liis son to the granddaughter of Aurung-
zebe and restoring the crown to the dethroned emperor.

The modern rulers of Persia belong to yet another dynasty, the

Kajar, founded by the Turcoman cliief Aga Muhammad, in 1795, after he
had already ruled over a part of Persia for many years. He Aga

fixed the capital at Teheran, where it remains. The contests Muhammad,

of his successors with Russia and England have ended in giving Persia

quiet possession of her present territory, by renouncing all ambition to

recover old possessions of the empire. The visit of the present Shah
(Nasr-ul-Din) to England in 1873 is fresh in many people's memory.

THE MODERN PERSIANS.

Persia, it is evident, has been a great battleground of the nations,

who have come from all quarters to contest supremacy there. One might

imagine that Persia contained things eminently worth having
; persia a

and certainly the well-watered provinces of Persia are very great

fertile ; but two-thirds of the land is barren from lack of

I

water, and Persia seems to owe its great importance rather to its situa-
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tion on the main line between India and Europe, Turkestan and Egypt.

Northern freebooting conquerors found the plains of Ispahan and Shu'a/.

and other Persian provinces paradises compared with their steppes, and

sought to win them and to make them stepping-stones to greater tilings.

When the East had sought to conquer the West, the West in turn

attacked the East ; and Alexander, the Romans, and the Mahometans suc-

cessively penetrated Persia, and the latter truly established themselves

and impressed their religion deeply upon the people. Thus the Persians

are to this day among the most devoted Mahometans, and pride them-

selves on the number of sacred cities within their kingdom.

The Persians are even more mixed than the succession of conquests

would indicate. Not merely is

./r-iijii^ Various Persia a meeting-ground
races. q£ Caucasians and Mon-

goloids, but it includes consider-

able tribes of several principal

branches of these stocks. Thus
the Aryans are represented by
the Iranians, including the domi-

nant Persians and Tajiks, the

Caucasians ^lirds, the Luri of Lu-
and ristan, the Laks, and a

' hundred thousand Ba-

luchis in the east, by a consider-

able number of Gipsies and Jats,

of Hindu stock, and by 150,0<X)

Armenians, who may be reckoned

as allied both to the Circassians

and the Semites ; wliile the Se-

mitic stock is represented by
Arabs, Jews, and Nestorians

(Chaldeans). The Mongoloids in-

clude the Turki Iliats, numbering
half-a-million, an indefinite but

not very large number of Turco-
mans, together with 250,000 Aymaks of Mongol origin.

There is no doubt of the predominance of the Persians or Tajiks
;

and they bear themselves as a ruling race. They are tall, handsome,

Physical
^^^lier fair people, with black hair, and large brown eyes.

^^^^^^*^rs of Their bearing is noble and composed, and their tall head-gear
of lambskin or hair adds much to their appearance. The nose

is almost straight, slightly aquiline
; the lips and chin of medium size,

the latter covered in men by a luxuriant black silky beard. The skull is

long and narrow, and the cranial capacity considerable. Their limbs are
slender and flexible, capable of marching long distances and with grace.

I'liltbiAN L,Ai>V.
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Although the Persian courtier is reviled as possessing all the vices of

the most corrupt diplomatist, he is not to be taken as the type of the

people. Those who know the Persians well, credit them with Moral

many virtues, including hospitality, generosity, kindliness, character,

reverence towards parents, great affection for children. Although black

slaves are largely held,—an Abyssinian fetching about £40,

while negroes from the interior of Africa fetch much less,—they
are rarely ill-treated, and in fact are both trusted and made comfortable.

Dissimulation and peculation are however so common in Persia as to

be regarded as strictl}^ legitimate. The lie is given without offence ; and

Slavery.

PiiRSIAN WEDDIXtt I^AXCE.

exaggeration and " buncombe " are natural to the Persian. " To-mor-
row " is an oft-repeated day for the fulfilment of promises

; vices and
and written contracts are much disliked. Persians, however, virtues,

are clean in person, washing both themselves and their garments fre-

quently. Abstinence from alcohol is the rule, except among the upper
classes and the townspeople

; and morals in the country are perhaps
above a European standard, though the towns harbour quite enough
vice.

The men wear short cotton shirts, loose trousers, of cloth among the

higher classes, of white, blue, or red cotton among the rest. Another

I
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garment of print covers both these, and then comes the tunic, of yarious

Men's fabrics from calico .to velvet, but as rich and costly as the

ciotmng. wearer can procure. The looseness of the trousers specially

suits the general habit of sitting upon the heels, chairs being only used by

those who conform to European fashions. For outdoor and winter wear

and for ceremonial occasions many other garments are worn, dress being

a leading idea of the Persians. Long and ample sleeves are very much in

vogue. The villagers

wear thick felt coats in

winter. The belt is a

very important article of

attire, its materials vary-

ing with the class. Its

folds are used as pockets,

knives or rolls of paper,

and pencases being
among the contents. A
great turban is worn by
priests, but all others

wear the great hat of

cloth or sheepskin on a

frame of pasteboard ; the

fashions of hats change

yearly among the upper

classes. Socks and shoes

or slippers are worn by
both sexes.

The Persian -women

are many of them natur-

women's ally good-look-
faces. \n^^ especially

the harem women, who
are generally of Circas-

sian or Armenian descent.

Their brown or black

languishing ej'-es and fair

complexions would make

them] attractive anywhere, if they did not spoil themselves by painting

their faces as extravacfantlv as a clown's on all important

occasions. " The eyebrows," says Dr. Wills (" Land of the

Lion and Sun"), "are widened and painted till tlie}^ appear to meet.

while sham moles and stars are painted on the chin and cheek
;
even

spangles are stuck at times on the chin and forehead." Tat-

tooing is common among the poor villagers, and is at times

seen among the upper classes. The hair is usually abundant, and often

LfAUGUTER OF A I'EUSIAN NOBLEMAN.

Hair.
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plaited into many long tails. If it is deficient, .an artificial supply is

used ;
altlioiigli naturally black, it is frequently dyed red with henna.

After bearing children, the women rapidly lose beauty and figure, nothing

in the nature of a corset being worn.

Out of doors all women of respectable families are most strictly veiled,

and indeed enveloped in the most unsightly and ungainly women's

garment imaginable, almost like a bag. At home they pass to dress,

the other extreme of unveiling, wearing voluminous skirts much shorter

than ballet-girls', and no-

thing else but short socks,

a transparent gauze chemise

not reaching to the skirts,

and a very open jacket.

JcAvellery in abundance is

superadded. The court is

now introducing trousers,

each leg being covered by
full skirts, sometimes a

dozen, pairs being worn, the

result being rather ludicrous

to our eyes.

Much cannot be ex-

pected of women whose
oxAj career is in the harem,

and in whom sensuality is

cultivated. They are ig-

norant, and pass their time

in frivolity and smoking,

gossip and quarrelling. The
v/omen of the lower classes

are hard-working and care

much for their children.

Marriage is an elaborate

business ; and men of wealth
have as many
wives and con-

cubines as they can procure. Girls are not unfrequently betrothed while
infants, though they can in some circumstances refuse to complete the
contract. Great feasts are given at every wedding, sometimes lasting

forty days. The completion of the ceremony is marked by the husband
seeing his wife's face for the first time, and giving her a piece of sugar
candy from which he has himself bitten half. Divorce is practically

rather frequent, even for bad temper and extravagance ; but the wife's

dowry has to be returned. In case of unfaithfulness, a wife is generally
put to death, without resort to law.

Marriage. TAJIK WOJIAN.
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Astrology flourishes in Persia, every village having its diviner, who
predicts fortunate hours or days, tells fortunes, and recovers stolen pro-

perty. Sticks are given to the suspected, and they are told

the guilty man's will grow. In fear, the guilty man will often

break a piece off his, and so detect himself. Frequently the suspects

are sworn to innocence in the name of a local saint, and are told that

his vengeance will fall on the guilty man if the property is not re-

turned ; it frequently is restored before the morning.

Most of the business is transacted in the bazaar ; which in Teheran

is a series of vaulted arcades extending in half-a-dozen different direc-

tions. The shops are open, in which the merchant, seated in

the interior behind his goods, awaits his customers. Every

trade has its separate avenue, but they are somewhat mixed in the main
thoroughfares. " The salient feature of the place," says O'Donovan in

his " Merv Oasis," speaking of the Teheran bazaar, " is the confused and

overwhelming babel of sounds which strike the ear. In one avenue there

arises the din of a hundred coppersmiths, sledging away at their anvils

while manufacturing pots, kettles, and other utensils. In the next, per-

haps, an equal number of persons are yelling out, extolhng the excellence

of their Avares, or trying to converse with one another from their shops

on opposite sides of the way, pitching their voices to the utmost to

dominate the hubbub around and the din of the passers-by. ... In

the narrow way between the shops a motley multitude hurries by, each

one jostling the other, without the least regard for mutual convenience.

Any one having a brass plate on his hat, or being in the slightest way
connected with an official personage, seems to believe it his privilege to

run amuck at full speed. All through the bazaar there is a general rush.

Sometimes a whole flight of diminutive grey asses comes charging

through the narrow thoroughfares, laden with bricks and tiles scarcely

cold. Occasionally the foot-passengers are obliged to take refuge within

the shops, as a mule or gigantic ass, laden on each side with enormous
bundles of hay, comes trotting through, filling up the passage ; and
sometimes a train of sardonically smiling camels stalk past, appropriating

all the road to themselves."

Cereals and sugar, tobacco and opium, madder, henna, and other

dyes are among the favourite agricultural products of Persia. In some

Manu- parts silk is largely produced ; and the wines, especially that
factures. Qf ghiy^z, enjoy considerable repute. Flowers and fruits of

the choicest description and greatest variety are produced in the fertile

parts. Various manufactures, especially metal work, wood carving,

enamelling, jewellery, embroider}^, carpets and shawls, are carried to

great perfection ; and Kurd rugs, Ivhorassan carpets, and Persian shawls
are well known in European markets.

A great variety of bread is eaten by the Persians. The favourite

kind is called " flap-jack " by European residents—a sort of sheet of
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Houses.

peans

tliem,

mean
they

space,

many

bread tliree feet by one foot, and less than an inch thick, baked rapidly

on heated stones. It is eaten hot with butter, ' and is pro- ^ ^
'

.

,. Food.
nounced first-rate. An unleavened bread is used ni marching,

made of a paste rolled as thin as a wafer and of great size. It is damped
before use, and is said to keep well for a couple of months. Many forms

of biscuits and buns are also used. In fact, bread in various forms is the

staple diet of the Persians ; eggs, curds, and cheese being the relishes.

Meat is almost restricted to the well-to-do classes, whose appetite for

pilaus and highly seasoned dishes is equal to that of the Turcomans.

Persian houses are far less attractive than Persian clothes. There

are very fcAv which are really

comfortable, except

those built by Euro-

and the nobles who imitate

The streets are very

and the houses, though

have a fair amount of

are very unfurnished. In

villages the houses are

made entirely of mud.
The crowd of dervishes who

infest the country are one of

its greatest plagues.

Their chief tenet is, to

do no work and to be well re-

warded for it. "Many are clothed

all in wliite, having taken a vow
to that effect ; and most of them
refrain from shaving or from

cutting the hair. All, or nearly

all, wear a tall cap of felt or

cloth, shaped like a sugar-loaf,

and ornamented by inscriptions

of texts from the Koran. Most
of them carry a carved alms-holder, which is generally composed of a

huge nut elaborately carved, and suspended by brass or silver chains

from the waistband. A striking ajDpearance is attained at all hazards
;

often the clothing being merely a pair of short drawers, an antelope,

panther, or tiger skin being slung across the shoulder, and an axe or

huge club, often armed with spikes, being almost invariably carried.

When a dervish meets a horseman or any one of condition, he offers

him in the poUtest manner a flower, or even a leaf or blade of grass

;

as a rule it is accepted and a trifle given. At other times the dervish

will simply stretch out his hand or his alms-holder, and favour the passer-

by with a steady stare, the word 'hue' (my right) being suddenly

Dervishes.

NESTOEIAN WOMAN OF HAKIARI.

I
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ejaculated."—(Wills.) Many are drunkards, confirmed opium-eaters, d'-

bauchers of women, and they are nothing but a plague,

AVlietlier Persia is likely to rise in the scale of nations while inde-

pendent, is doubtful. The present Shall is desirous of introducing many

Future of European improvements, but finds his people do not readily'

Persia, respond. The fact is. Oriental ideas of courtesy and ceremon}^,

of idleness and rights of rank, cannot easily be made to give way. It is

to be feared that Persia will oppose no very effective obstacle to the

march of Russia to the Indian Ocean.

The Persian language, as indeed all tbe cognate Iranian familj'-, is

distinguished from the Sanscrit group by the great development of the

Iranian aspirate /?, instead of the letter .9, and the insertion of other
languages, aspirates, together with the abundance of soft sibilants. Zend

is the language of the Avesta, or sacred book of the Zoroastrian religion

;

this language is almost as old as Sanscrit and of a very primitive tj-pe,

approximating much more closely to the language of the Veda than

modern Persian. The latter began with the great poet Firdosi ; but since

his time the language has been greatly influenced by Arabic, from

which it has adopted many words. Among modern Iranian languages

distinct from Persian must be named Kurdish, Baluch, Afghan, and per-

haps Ossetian and Armenian.

Firdosi wrote about the end of the tenth and beginning of the

eleventh centuries. His great work was a sort of epic poem of Persian

Firdosi and history, the Shaliiiama, which Sir William Jones termed a

epic poetry, "glorious monument of Eastern genius and learning," rivalling

the Iliad in invention. It was largely imitated, and followed by many
poetic novels and tales. Other poets described the events of recent

history ; and Persian poets at the courts of the Mogul Emperors excelled

in this species of composition. Persian literature also excels in love

stories of romantic interest, in panegyi'ic and satirical poetry, in philo-

omar ben sopliic verse, and in lyrics. The Sufic doctrines of pantheism
Khayyam. ^^^^ mysticism were given forth in the aphorisms of the cele-

brated Omar ben Khayyam, and the didactic poetry of Nasir ben Khosrau

and others. But the greatest moral teacher of Persia is Sadi
Sadi

(died 1292), whose Bustan (Fruit garden) and Gulistan (Rose

garden) are far-famed. Hafiz (died 1389), the incomparable lyric writer,

is the greatest poet of Persia. Since his time, Persian literature
Hafiz. . .

has declined, although a new kind of drama has sprung up in

this century, developed from a religious ceremony lamenting the fate of

the caliph AH, the hero of the Shiites. Histories of India and of the

world, works on geography and travel, biographies, mathematical and

astronomical works, however, by no means exhaust the copious list of

ancient and modern Persian books.

The old fire-worshippers are now oiil}'- represented by a small and
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decreasing sect, the Griiebres, cliiefly congregated at Yezd, in addition to

tlie Parsees of India, to whom we have already referred. They „
. The Guebres,

are much persecuted, being fleeced on every possible excuse,

and placed at many legal disadvantages, compared with the Mahometans.

The Kurds, of Kurdistan, being only one-third or one-fourth subject

to Persia, we shall defer speaking of them till we deal with the inhabit-

ants of Asiatic Turkey. They are at daggers drawn with the The Kurds

Persians in religion, most of them being Sunnite Mahometans, ^'^^ '^^rx^-

others heathens. The Luris, of Luristan, are a group exceeding half a

million, not far removed in race from the Kurds, but speaking a different

language, and having much earlier accepted Mahometanism, The
Baktiari Luris are a distinct group, speaking a language more like

Persian, and having the shortest and roundest skulls among the Iranians.

They are robust, fine-looking people, of brown complexions and black,

wavy hair, with thick eyebrows, long, aquiline noses, square chin, and

projecting cheek-bones. In summer they are pastoral nomads
;
in winter

they dwell in villages in the plains. The Baluchis, on the south-east,

overlap into Persian territory, but will be described in the next chapter.

The Semitic group is represented by several hundred thousand Arabs

in the south-west, and spread more or less through the country. The
Armenians are in considerable numbers in the territories . ^Arabs,
bordering on Armenia ; while Jews are found plentifully at Armenians,

most of the principal trading centres. In each town they are

compelled to live in a separate quarter, and much contemned, though
very useful, A score of thousands of Nestorian Christians

(Chaldeans) maintain themselves near Lake Uremia, and are

much under the influence of American Protestant missionaries.

The Turcomans we have already sufficiently described. It is

remarkable how completely they have contrived, like the Manchus in

China, to seize on power and retain it, still supplying the

greater part of the army ; equally remarkable is the way in

which the Persians, like the Chinese, have influenced their conquerors.

They have acquired even more than a Persian hatred of the Osmanli

Turks. In every way heavier and more massive, they are less cunning

but more fierce than the Persians.

The wandering tribes of Persia, who occupy a great part of the

country, are generally designated Iliats. Many of them are Iranians,

but a very large number are truly Turcomans or Tartars, „ , . „. ,

T -m • • 11 • 1-1 T -t ^ ^ L-
Turki Ihats.

and still maintain allegiance to their hereditary tribal chieis,

who pay the Persian taxes for all. These people wander as pasture

serves, and live in typical Turcoman tents in the North ; in the South,

in tents with flat roofs, or but slightly sloping. Their life is very spare

and humble ; but they retain a free, bold spirit, and furnish numerous
excellent soldiers to the Shah. They will probably long continue to

inhabit tracts which offer no allurements to settlers.

I
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CHAPTER XVI.

The Afghans, or Pathans—The Bactrian kingdom—Sultan Mahmoud—Various conquests—Dost
Mahommed—British supremacy—Numerous tribes-Physical characters—Moral character—
The Ameer and chiefs—Spirit of freedom—Women and marriage—Clothing—Occupations-
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Government.

KHATAK (west ArOHAN FEONTIEK) TRIBE.

~U71 VEN more complex racially
-^—

^ than tlie Persians, are the in-

habitants of Afghanistan. With
more Hindu or Brahman blood,

they have a large iinmber of

Iranian tribes, and others recently

recognised as distinct from them,

the Galchas, including the Kafirs

of the Hindu-Kush, and Koliis-

tanis, north of Cabul. Afghanis-

tan also has a large number of

Usbegs, Turcomans, and Kizil

Basliis, Hazaras, and Aymaks, all

more or less Mongoloid and

Turkish by race.

The Afghans call their coun-

try Pukhtun-Kwa, and their

The Afghans, language is thePusMu |i

orPathans. orPoukhtu, an Iranian

language with a large infusion

i
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of Hindu (Aryan) words. Tlie Hindus term the Afghans Patlians.

Many of tlie Afghan people speak Persian
; others use Hindu dialects.

The Afghan chroniclers call their people Beni-Israel, and trace their

descent from King Saul, We hear of Afghanistan as early as Darius's

SIKDAK WAH MOHA.MilJil^ KHAN.

(Half-brother to the Ameer} Shere All.)

reign over Persia, in which it was then included. Alexander marched
through it in his career of conquest ; and Strabo mentions it under the

term Ariana. After Alexander's time, some of his soldiers founded a

Greek kingdom in Bactria (Balkh), now Afghan Turkestan ; and this

VIII. a G
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afterwards extended its dominion over Afghanistan, and later, under
Demetrius, made extensive conquests in India. But it gradually yielded

The Bactrian ^^ invasions of Scythian hordes (probably not unlike the Turco-
kingdom. ^ans), and is not heard of after about 126 b.c. Already Bud-

dhism had spread to this kingdom of Bactria, and some of the barbarian

invaders adopted it. Kanishka, one of the monarchs of the new power,

was a great conqueror, and ruled over a wide extent of Afghanistan

and India. He was long celebrated in Buddliist legends.

From tliis time for many centuries we hear in turn of Hindu and
Turkish rulers in Afghanistan, often contemporary, warring against each

Sultan other. The Mahometans did not finally conquer Cabul from
Mahmoud.

^^^g Rindus till the end of the tenth century. A Turkish
dynasty after this time produced the famous Sultan Mahmoud (eight-

eenth century), whose capital was

DOST MAHOMUEl)

Ghazni. Like his successors, the

Ghor dynasty, he ruled over a

large part of North India ; and
they may be regarded as the

means of establishing Mahometan
power in Northern India.

Timor conquered all Afghan-

istan, and the Mongols ruled the

Various countr}^ for centuries,
conquests. Sultan Baber took Cabul

in 1504, and Candahar in 1522,

and Cabul remained under the

Mogul empire till 1738. Herat

was meanwhile annexed to Persia.

During this time the Afghan
(Pathan) tribes proper were rising

into prominence, and in 1708 the

Ghilzais expelled the Persians from Candahar, which thej^ then held,

and even temporarily^ conquered Ispahan, but did not keep the mastery

for many years. In 1737 Nadir Shah recovered both Candahar and

Cabul. After his assassination (1747) a stable Afghan dominion was

formed by Ahmed Shah, who at his death (1773) ruled the Punjab and

Cashmere, as well as Afghanistan.

It was not till this century that the British had any dealings with

the Afghans. It would be profitless to narrate the unfortunate events

Dost which led to and attended the successive Afghan wars against
Mahommed. p^^t Mahommed, who died in 1863, and Shere Ali, his suc-

cessor. Suffice it to say, "that British influence is now established in

British Afghanistan, so far as the intractable character of the people i

supremacy. -^j|| permit ; and that we have taken charge of the foreign

relations of the countrj^, and obtained a settlement of the boundary >
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towards Russian Turkestan in a sense very favourable to the Afghans,

whose hold on some of the Turcoman territory left to them is certainly

very modern, dating only from 1850-59 as regards Balkli and the western

khanates, while Badakshan submitted in 1859.

The Afghans can hardly be said to form a nation. They are rather

a collection of tribes, tribally governed
;
and the difficulties which per-

petually recur are due largely to the fact that they do not Numerous

regard with a sense of reverence any but their own tribal tribes,

chief. Thus the predominant ruler, or Ameer, is chiefly supported by his

own tribe. The Ghilzais are perhaps the bravest of these tribes. They
live north of

Candahar, ex-

tending east to

the Suliman
mountams, and
north to the Ca-

bul river. The
Duranis live in

the south and

south-west, be-

tween Herat and
Candahar. The
Yuzufzais, north

of Pe'shawur,
maintain their

Independence of

Cabul, as do the

Kakars of the

south-east. All

uhe tribes are

much subdivided

nto clans and
ninor branches

;

md their cohe-

;ion is further liindered by the number of other races intermixed with
/hem and speaking different languages.

Col. Yule speaks with considerable respect of the tradition which
:onnects the Afghans with the Jews ; and certainly, if both Arabs and
Tews have migrated west and east, and it is not at all unhkely Pbysioai

hat there should be some ethnical relation between the characters,

ranian and the Semitic stocks. Certainly not a few Afghans, as well

s other Iranians, have the high prominent forehead, aquiline nose, thick

ips and abundant beard of many Jews. In general, the Afghans are

emarkably massive in build, and very muscular and hardy. They are

ong-headed, with prominent cheek-bones and noses, thick eyebrows, and

DUEANI OF CABUL.

II
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thick black liair and beard. In colour they vary from an olive to a

brown tint. Their aspect is fierce, brusque, and haughty, indicating a

temper of great cruelty when roused. At first, and if all goes favourably.

Moral an Afghan appears most hospitable and magnanimous ; but in

character, y^^x he is savage and revengeful, treacherous, and greedy of

plunder. " God protect you from the vengeance of an elephant, a cobra,

or an Afghan !
" is a Hindu saying.

Every tribal division and subdivision among the Afghans has a chief,

usually hereditary
;
but the chiefs of tribes are either nominated by the

The Ameer Ameer of Cabul or chosen by the tribe. Each chief is controlled
and chiefs,

j^y ^]^g, assembly of subordinate chiefs over which he presides.

Even the Ameer is regarded only as the principal chief among other chiefs

his equals in standing. This is the weakness of the Afghans as a nation

—their tribal sentiment is stronger than their patriotism, " We are all

free," they love to think and say ; and hence arise many local feuds,

Spirit of niany and varying alliances and discords. One good point
freedom, about this free spirit is, that the Afghans have no slaves ;

they

may kill their enemies, but they do not reduce them to that abject con-.

dition of being " portable property." Something like a vendetta still

exists in Afghanistan, and this occasions much bloodshed. The tribal

councils often endeavour to compose these quarrels, by enjoining the

marriage of one or more women belonging to the party in fault to

members of the antagonistic family.

The Afghan women are handsome, somewhat Jewish-looking, of

fair complexions, wearing their hair in two long plaits behind. They
Women and are strictly secluded in the towns, but have more liberty in
marriage,

.(.j^q country. Marriage is usually by purchase, but elopements
are not unknown in case the parents' consent cannot be obtained. In
some tribes the would-be bridegroom enters the service of his wife's

father and waits years for her. In many respects the marriage customs
are the same as in other Mahometan countries.

The Afghans mostly wear a sort of frock reaching below the knees,

a cap or turban, and loose trousers, with laced boots. A sheepskin cloak

c^^r.^y.•^,.
^^ worn over all, if the weather is cold. The women wear a

Clothing. - .
'

long tunic dress, often gaily embroidered, coloured trousers,

and a coloured silk cap, often embroidered with gold thread ; a sort ot

cotton sheet is thrown over the head when a stranger is present. Ear-
rings, nose-rings, and finger-rings are abundantly worn, together with
gold and silver chains and strings of coins. Sometimes they imitate
Persian modes of dyeing the hair and adorning the face.

War and pasture may be defined as the chief occupations of the
Afghans. They are not prone to cultivate the soil ; and they have a

Occupations. S^®'"^^ objection to the. settled life of the artisan or the shop-

keeper. If they have business to do, they do it by deputy

;

and the intelligent Persian'or Hindu is always " willing to obHge."

1
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Notwithstandiug the want of variety in tlieir occupations, Hlie

Afghans manage to feed weU. Even the poor can obtain mutton'or

goat or camel's flesh, as well as pottage and pulse. Milk,

curds, tea, and tobacco are largely used by all classes. Clean-

liness is not one of their virtues : love ofhome is
; and they will, if possible,

ADAL, A HAZAEA,

be buried with their fathers. If they die at a distance from their

ancestral burial-place, their bodies are most carefully embalmed and
taken home.

On the whole, however, we cannot express a liigh opinion of the

Afghans. An old man told Elphinstone :
" We are content with discord,

I
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we are content with alarms, we are content with blood, but we will

never be content with a master." Sir H, Edwarcles says, " Nothing is

finer than their physique, or worse than their morale." Being Sunnite

or orthodox Mahometans, they are in antagonism to the

Persians, whom they hate worse than unbehevers. They are

much under the influence of their religious teachers, but yet retain much
belief in charms, omens, astrology, and local saints. Indeed, the shrines

of the latter are found on every hill top. Thus it is evident that Maho-

metanism is but a veneer in many cases.

The Iranians are perhaps more truly represented in Afghanistan by

the Tajiks, or Parsiwan, as they call themselves, who are very numer-

ously settled in the towns. Their settled habits are however

their chief distinction from the Afghans. They are either

agriculturists, artisans, or traders, and are unlike the Persians in being

Sunnite Mahometans.

The Aryans of Afghanistan include many people termed Hindki, of

Hindu descent, besides many natives of India. Much of the trade, ex-

change, etc., of the towns is in theii^ hands ; and they flourish
The Hindki 077 i j

in spite of the high taxes levied upon them. There are many
Jats too in Afghanistan, fine dark handsome people, occupied as farm

servants, barbers, musicians, etc.

The Mongoloid stock of the Turkish branch 'are represented by the

numerous Usbegs of Afghan Turkestan, the Turcomans of Herat and

Turkish Maimana, and the Kizil-Basliis (or Red-heads) around Cabul.
tribes.

^Y\\Q. latter are much Persianised, and indeed came from Persia

with Nadir Shah (1737). They are Sliiite Mahometans, but in spite ot

their heresy have managed to gain many influential posts in the Afghan
service, many being skilful scribes, physicians, merchants, etc. As
secretaries and confidential servants, they are both complaisant and
useful to theu' employers, and suitably dictatorial to the inferior people,

who accuse them of insolence and cruelty.

More akin to the Mongols are the Hazaras and Aymaks, of the

Paropamisus Mountains, western extension of the Hindu-Kush. The

The Hazaras Hazaras are markedly Mongoloid in features, and are probably
and Aymaks. descended from the tribes who followed Jenghiz Khan and his

successors. However, they mostly speak a Persian dialect. They main-

tain a very great independence of the Afghan Ameers, only paying
tribute when compelled ; they are good horsemen in their craggy homes,

and excellent shots, being able to make their own gunpowder. They
are Shiites, and obey a number of absolute chieftains, who often war
against each other. Recently, however, many of them have spread

through Afghanistan, and even Northern India, in search of domestic

work. The Aymaks are tribes akin to the Hazaras, dwelling somewhat
west of them, Snnnites in religion and still nomadic in habits.
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THE SIAH-POSH KAFIRS. -

The monntaiiions districts nortli and nortli-west of Cabul, including

the northern and southern slopes of the Hindu-Kush, form a region

almost unknown to Europeans, and indeed largely unknown Hatred to

to Mahometans, and still pagan. Consequently a large part of ^^^^'^^^^^s-

the district has obtained the name of Kafiristan, country of the Kafirs or

infidels. No Kafir is thought much of among his people, unless he has

killed one or more Mahometan. It was only as lately as 1883 that the first

European (Mr. W. W. McNair) penetrated the country to some distance

in disguise as a native doctor ; so that our knowledge of it is still very

uncertain. The people have been lately grouped as Galchas, a sort of

intermediate stock between Iranian and Aryan. Some have believed

they are the nearest representatives in Asia of the original The GaicHa

Celts. Others call them variously Arabs, Indian aboriginal stock,

refugees, descendants of Alexander's Greeks ; whence it is plain that we
do not yet know much about them. They have somewhat European
features, with blue mixed with dark eyes, and somewhat Hght hair

; but
mixed with them are darker people, very Hke Hindus. They are hardy,

strong, and daring, but overmuch given to wine and pleasure. Mr.

McNair says the women do all the field work. They have no blood-feuds

among themselves, and thus are able to hold their ground against the

Mahometans, with whom they are always fighting. " Towards the

British," says Mr. McNair, " they are extremely well-disposed. Slavery

exists to a certain extent among them. Polygamy is rare ; mild corporal

punishment is inflicted on a wife for adulterj^, while the male Habits and

offender is fined so many heads of cattle. The dead are cof- customs,

fined, but never buried. One Supreme Being—Imbra—is universally

acknowledged. Priests preside at their temples, in which sacred stones

are set up ; but to neither priests nor idols is excessive reverence

paid. In e^'il spirits, authors of ill-luck, the Kafirs firmly

believe. Their arms are bows and arrows. Wealth is reckoned by heads

of cattle. There are eighteen chiefs in aU, chosen for bravery mainly,

but with some regard to hereditary claims."

The Kafirs hold themselves firmly bound by their oath ; and the best

way of visiting the country is to obtain a promise of safety from some
Kafir. AVhen once a guest has been received in a Kafir house, the master

alone waits on him. It is said that the most bitter quarrel among them
may be settled by one of the parties kissing the nipple of his antagonist's

breast, as signifying drinking the milk of friendsliip. "Women go un-

covered, but do not eat at the same table with men. Bread is the staple

food ; but all kinds of meat are eaten, except fish. It would be profitless

to repeat more of the accounts given by hearsay from Mahometans, who
themselves can only have reached the outskirts of the country. Mr.

McNair's account before the Royal Geographical Society (see " Pro-

I
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ceedings," 1884) is the only authentic one. He says, there are three main
tribes, each inhabiting a separate valley, speaking a different dialect from

the rest, and having little to do with each other.

Both sexes are passionately fond of dancing. Mr. McNair says^

" The dancing was invariably begun by a single female performer appear-

ing on the scene, and, after going through a few graceful
' movements, a shrill whistle (caused by inserting two fingers

into the mouth), given by one of the men, is the signal for a change.

Several performers then come forward, advancing and retiring on either

side of a huge bonfire, at one end of which were the musicians ; their

instruments a large drum, two kettle-drums, and a couple of flutes. To
tliis music, more particularly to the beating of the drums, good time is^

kept. The whistle sounds again, when immediately the performers set

to partners, if I may use the expression
; after a Avhile they disengage,

and begin circling round the fire singly, men and women alternatelj'.

The dance ended by again setting to partners ; each couple, holding a

stick between them, their feet firmly planted on the ground, and close

together, spin round at a great pace, first from right to left, and then

from left to right."

The men shave the whole of the head, except a circular patch on

the crown, where the hair is allowed to grow. Indian cotton clothes are

worn by the men ; for shoes, they have strips of hide tied on

with strings of the same. The women wear onlj^ one loose

garment, gathered in at the waist. Their long hair is plaited, and
covered with a broad cap.

The Siah Posh live in houses of which the lower storey, built of

stone, is only used for storage of timber and dung (used as fuel). The

„ house for living is raised on the roof of this, and has only one
Houses. ^ "^

or two rooms, the door and frames being rudely carved with
figures and scrolls. The furniture is scanty, low wooden chairs and
wicker stools being used to sit upon, thus markedly distinguishing the

people from Mahometans. A pure, unfermented grape wine is drunk.

The subdivisions of the Hindu-Kush peoples,—now believed to form
a stock of Aryans distinct from the Iranians and Hindus,—it is not desir-

able here to enter into, as they are so little known. The Siah-Posh Kafirs

must be taken as representing them.

THE BRAHVIS AND BALUCHIS.

Inhabiting the poor and ill-developed country known as Baluchistan^

the Brahuis and Baluchis are neither a very numerous nor a very

The Brahuis P^'^^P^^'O^^^ people, perhaps not numbering 4^,000. The Bra-
huis are the dominant people, to whom the Khan of Khelat, the

ruler of the country, belongs ; their t)rigin is unknown, but they are most
abundant in the east, and may have come from Sind. Their language.
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the Braliiiike, is not allied to Persian, but contains a great many Hindu-

words. They have short, thick figures, round faces, with flat features

;

and their hair and beard are frequently brown. They wear calico shirts,,

buttoned round the neck, bound in by a waist-sash, and reaching below

the knee ; trousers drawn in round the ankles, and small silk or cotton

caps. The women dress similarly, with very wide trousers. Both Bra-

huis and Baluchis are Sunnite Mahometans.

The Baluchis are taller than the Brahuis, with longer faces and more-

prominent features. They are generally brown in complexion, and look

a good deal like Arabs. Their hair and beard are abundant.

They are quick and active in their movements, athletic and
hard}'', and combine pastoral pursuits with predatory variations, in which
they are not by any means scrupulous. General Green, who long resided

in the countiy, says :
" They will protect and kindly entertain a stranger-

while their guest, but feel no scruple in robbing and murdering him as soon

as he has left their precincts. They are indolent, and, unless excited by
amusement or war, spend their time in idleness, rude dissipation and
gambling, smoking tobacco or hemp, and chewing opium." They are

temperate as to intoxicating drinks, but eat incredible quantities of fleshy

strongly seasoned with capsicum, onions, and garlic. They have as many
slaves as they can get, and numerous wives and concubines, even among
the lower classes ; these are obtained by purchase. Their dress is much
like that of the Brahuis, but they wear a turban. In winter Dress and

the poorer classes wear great surtouts of mixed goat's hair and language,

woollen cloth. Their language is distinctly Persian in origin, though the

pronunciation differs widely from Persian. It appears probable that the

Baluchis have at various times been recruited by stragglers from the

various ravaging armies and hordes going to and from India.

At various times under the control of Persia and Afghanistan, at

intervals independent, the Khans of Khelat have been partly induced,.

partly compelled, to acknowledge the supremacy of the British
f^

'. T-.-.1 T • Government.
Government, to admit a British agent, and not to enter into

negotiations with other States without the consent of the British. For
preventing plundering by his subjects in or near British territory, and
for protecting merchants, the Khan receives a subsidy. In the late war-

in Afghanistan, the Khan rendered the British army substantial aid

;

and recently the districts of Pishin, Thai, Chotiali, and Sibi, have been

annexed to British India, under the title of British Baluchistan, Quetta

being the capital. The Khan has not complete authority over the

various tribes, each of which elects its own sirdar, or chief, the Khan,
having only a nominal right of confirming the nomination.

I
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EPARATING, yet unit-

ing tlie two continents,

are tlae interesting peo-

ples here described. We
include the inhabitants

of Caucasia as a whole

in Asia. There is a

very intelligible reason

for this. The moun-
tains of Caucasia do not

furnish a satisfactory

Boundary be-
cli^^sion, and

tween Europe similar races

inhabit both
— sides of the Caucasus.

Moreover, the steppe river Manich occupies

a deep depression indicating a former strait

between the Caspian and the Black Seas,

which would have left Caucasia entu^ely in

Asia. The great Caucasus range, stretch-

ing in an oblique line no less than 720
miles, from Kertch to Baku, divides Caucasia

into two parts, Cis-Caucasia, north and east,

and Trans-Caucasia, south and west.
This district has long been the home of many diverse races. Pliny

Valour and
^'^^^^^^ that 130, different interpreters were required to deal

independence with them all in his time. The Greeks had early founded
of Caucasians. ,1 , ,. -j-.. . _ , . .„ ^ • , .

tlie colony ot Dioscurias, whose name is still preserved in that
of Cape Iskuria, north of Batoum. Mithridates the Great subdued tlie

458
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tribes up to tlie foot of tlie mountains. No Roman army ever pene-

trated so far. The liardy tribes preserved their independence both ot

Russia and Turkey till this century, although not infrequently overrun

by invaders such as Timor and Nadir Shah. After having annexed

Oeorgia, in 1801, the Russians always aimed at the complete subjugation

of Caucasia. In 1829 the Turks ceded to them their nominal suzerainty

over the Caucasus tribes, and from that time till 1859 the Russians were
unremitting in tlieii' efforts to break down the hardy mountaineers. They
sacrificed immense numbers of lives in conquering small portions of the

TSCHERKESS DRIDE'S EIDE.

Caucasus ; and when they hoped that their efforts were nearly successful,

the celebrated Schamyl (born 1797) arose and roused the

Lesghians to new feats of resistance. His own marvellous

successes and escapes long baffled the Russians. The Lesgliians, however,

were completely subdued in 1859, when Schamyl was made Russian

prisoner. The last of the Caucasian tribes was subjugated in conquest.

1864 ; but the people, rather than remain under their conquerors, emi-

grated almost wholesale, to different provinces of Turkey. The total

number of emigrants approached half a million, and they left a territory

of nearly 200 miles, between the Caucasus and the Black Sea, almost
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uninhabited ; a significant proof of bitter racial antagonism between the

Russians and their victims.

This, one of the most remarkable emigrations of modern times, de-

serves more than a passing notice. As Reclus well says, the chain of

Wholesale history has been roughly snapped ; traditions, languages,
emigration. Jialects, have been irrevocably lost, for the majority of the

emigrants are dead, and it is not among scattered groups of demoralised

fugitives that the assemblage of ideas and customs which constitute the

soul of a country will be found. The conqueror commanded the Cir-

cassians to leave their mountain fastnesses and settle along the shore and

in the plains. Rather than obey, they left their native country for ever.

The sufferings they underwent in their voyages and journeys, often

without food, heaped upon the decks of vessels, and the difficulties they

met with among the strange tribes by which they 'found themselves

surrounded in the lands granted to them by the Turks, caused the death

of large numbers in a very short time. Many of them found war was
the only profession they could exercise in their new abodes, and became

brigands. Their extinction from their native land is a calamity to

ethnology and even to civilisation, for so brave a race certainly had

something in them worthy of assimilation or of toleration by their

neighbours.

The Tcherkess—which name we have translated into "Circassian"

—

called themselves Adighe ; and it is best to regard them as a type of

The ^ distinct group of the Caucasian stock (in its largest sense).
Tcherkess. rpj^^

Tclierkess were handsome tall people, with slender figures

and broad shoulders, fair complexions, oval faces, and usually black hair.

Obesity, or any other disfigurement due to indolence and vice, they re-

garded as a disgrace. Their favourite costume has become habitual among
all the peoples of Caucasia, even the Cossacks and Tartars and Russian
ofS.cials, so we will give a brief description of it, from Baron von Tliiel-

mann's " Journey in the Caucasus," translated by C. Heneage, 1875.
" The most important portions of this dress are the tclierlxesdia and

the hei<chmet^ two lengthy garments, worn one above the other. The

National besclimet is a coat with sleeves hanging down half over the
costume, thigh

; fastened in front up to the neck by a row of hooks and
eyes, with a low straight collar and capacious pockets on either side,

embroidered the whole way down. The besclimet is composed of striped

or printed cotton, and in the case of wealthy persons, the portions around
the neck and on the sleeves, which show, are made of silk. The tcher-

kesska is worn over the besclimet, being broader and longer, with sleeves

hanging down so far that they require to be turned up ; in front it is

fastened across the chest by a .row of microscopically small buttons woven
of thread, and joined together by means of eyes, a labour entailing much
time and trouble

;
it hangs loose round the neck, showing the besclimet

underneath. On both sides of the breast are sewn some seven^ eight, or
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-ten rows of cartriclge-ponclies, frequently adorned with silver and gold,

and, amongst the notables, often containing boxes of ivory or horn with
silver lids, holding ammunition." This garment has no pockets, but has

TCHERKESS BEAUTY.

I

shts by which the pockets in the beschmet can be reached. It is usually
made of stout woollen material. Another garment worn in rainy weather
IS the bruka, a great felt cape with the shaggy side out. Tight trousers,
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CAUCASIAN VESSELS.

covered with leather or cloth

gaiters, often richly embroi-

dered, are worn, with half

shoes or even sandals. The
predominant headgear is the

sheepskin cap, known as the

papach, but made in very

varied shapes ; often round,

with a cloth top.

The Circassians were by

no means a people at nnit}^

among themselves. Split up into disunited tribes, with families
ami y eu s.

^^^^^ ^^ variance with neighbouring families, the law of blood

revenge was supreme among them
;
yet it was never carried out in the

presence of women. Wives were obtained by capture, real or pretended
;

but a large number of the girls were sold at an early age for

capture of exportation to Turkish and Persian harems, usually command-
^"" ^" ing a high price, and being indulgently treated in consequence

of their beauty, their polished manners, and the poetry of their language.

Boys were usually, from fear of spoiling them b}^ parental partiality, not

brought up at home, but b}'' a sort of

foster-father, chosen for his

physical and mental qualities,

his courage, politeness, and skill in

arms. But, true to the spirit of their

customs, the foster-father took posses-

sion of the child a few days after birth

by a kind of capture, yet in presence

of seven witnesses who could after-

wards attest the identity of the child.

Not till grown up did the child return

home, trained in all the manlj' and

polite arts of his people.

Under their tribal cliiefs, the

Tcherkess were all grouped into fra-

ternities, united to one an-
' other till death ; these gave

strength to their resistance to conquest.

There were besides many slaves, cap-

tives or refugees. The popular assem-

blies decided questions that arose ; the

chiefs were simply executors of the

popular will.

The Tcherkess, though long no-

minally Christianised, retained many

Foster-
fatliers.

MOUNTAIN-I-OUEST DWKLLING, CAUCASUS.
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pagan beliefs, maiij' of

them reverencing Cliib-

le, the god of Nature

thunder, war, ""worship,

and justice, and pro-

pitiating the spirits of

the air, water, forests,

etc. In later days Ma-
hometanisni made great

progress among them,

especially tlu'ougli its

antagonism to the Chris-

tianity professed by their

enemies the Russians.

The Abkhasians, a

related tribe, much re-

d u c e d by ^he

emigration, Abknasians.

occupy a tract on the

coast of the Black Sea,

between Pitzunda and

the river Ingur. They
are shorter, browner-

complexioned, and
black-haired, wilder in

aspect, and with more

irregular features. Many
of them were hardy sailors and pirates, and were formerly to be found

in the service of the Khedives of Egypt as mercenary soldiers. Some of

them still remained without money, and the cow was their standard

of exchange, when the Russians first came among them. In religion

they are much like the last people, mingling much nature worship with

Mahometan practices.

The Kabardians, another allied tribe, occupying the northern slopes

of central Caucasus, who have at length accepted the Russian rule, and

have been pacified by being allowed to retain their local cus- The
i Ka'bardians.
toms, are

"'*"*^"^*"°-

a handsome race,

speaking a different

dialect from the

Tcherkess. They
have many horses

and sheep, which

they pasture in the

undivided moun-

CAUCASIAN GIKL BIDINCt IN MALE COSTUME.

CAUCASIAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND OBNAMENTS.
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CAUCASIANS.

tains and forests. Theft is honourable, so long as it is practised outside

the native village or tribe, and the robber escapes capture ; similarly

the bride is still often captured and carried away by stealth. Many fine

men of this nation have become " Circassians " in the Russian Imperial

guard.

The Tchetchens are a group of tribes on the northern slopes of the

Eastern Caucasus (or "Western Daghestan), not numbering more than

The 15,000, but yet having something like a score of different
Tchetcbens. languages, or at least very marked dialects. They are ardent

(Sunnite) Mahometans, and were among the most devoted of Schamyl's
followers. After his downfall, very many of them emigrated to Turkish
Armenia. In physical qualities they are the equals of the Cii'cassians, wliile

surpassing them in generosity and pride. These qualities made them the

most redoubtable foes of the Russians. A variety of modes of govern-
ment prevailed among them previous to their conquest ; some tribes were
purely republican, everything being settled by popular government,

J
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others having hereditary chiefs. Then- fine garments are equally re-

markable with their simple, even rude dwellings. It is said that blood

vengeance has still its old sway among them.

The native tribes inhabiting most of Daghestan (Eastern Caucasus)

are grouped together as Lesghians, the diversity of languages among
them being almost as great as the number of tribes. Alto- The

gether they may number half a million, though many of them i-esgHians.

have emigrated since their countryman Schamyl failed in his efforts to

preserve their independence. Their dialects, approaching thirty in

number, are full of guttural

sounds, and are very difficult for

Europeans to pronounce. In

order to communicate with one

another, Lesghians of different

tribes use an Arabic or a Turkish

patois. The most celebrated tribe

for valom" is that of the Avars.

The Lesghians are better

agriculturists than the rest of the

tribes of the Caucasus, and even

have beautiful fruit and vege-

table gardens. But they are by
nature addicted to plunder, and
often turn their arms against one

another. Most of them are Sun-

nite Mahometans, retaining some
Clrristian and Pagan customs.

However, they drink much wine

and smoke to excess. Their

wives do most of the work, and
are readily divorced.

The Georgians are a group

of tribes forming something much
more like a nation than The

the other tribes we have Georg:ians.

spoken of, although even they

include more than a score of allied peoples. The Georgians are by far

the most numerous (about a million), inhabiting the lowlands south of the

Caucasus and east of the Suram mountains. All the peoples of their

kinship are collectively known as Kartvelian, their languages being-

termed Kartli.

A Georgian kingdom was founded in the time of Alexander the

Great, and existed for over two thousand years. Early in The Georgian

the fourth century, the Georgians adopted Christianity, and at i^iQgdoin.

the end of the sixth, joined the Greek Church. In the seventh, eighth,

VIII. H H

LESGHIAN WOMEN.
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conquering Mahometans, who
f!^ J^^'^'''

' ^ • -^ ^^^,,pie

the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. They

passed at various sub-

sequent periods under the

sway of the Persians and

Turks; but the country

was finally annexed to

Russia in 1801 ; Imeritia

was annexed in 1810 ;
and

Gouria in 1829. Georgia

is now included in the

Eussian governments ot

Tiflis and Kutais.

The Georgians fuUy

deserve their reputation

Pbysicai for beauty,
ciiaxacters. ^-bundant black

hair, large eyes, clear skin,

white teeth, supple figures,

and small hands are among

their characteristics.

Their bright, often almost

scarlet complexion is due

to their immoderate use

of wine. The women can-

not be said to be as good-

looking as the men, partly

because of then- unintel-

lectual character. They

are somewhat cold and

AMiNOKELUN.
unattractive-looking, not-

(F)oniaPI.otogi<.i.It!cntbyDr.Bf(3cloe, F.E.S.) withstanding thcU' gOOQ

features. On the whole, the Georgians are rather slovenly and dii'ty, but

Sinking and liave considerable gaiety and sociability. They are passion-

dancing, ately fond of singing and dancing. Although then- gutturals

and sibilants are by no means pleasing in song to Western ears, they

sing all day long at thek work, and in concerted arrangements. ±etes

are numerous, and largely attended, some ha^ang a religious object and
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others a social one ; but all being equally accompanied by music and

dancing.

The Mingrelians and Imeritians are allied races, occupying the west-

ern side of the Suram mountains and the basins of the Rion and Ingur,

inhabiting a rich and fertile country, with first-rate cattle; THe

but the Mingrelian people, dwelling in the best regions, are the Mingrelians.

most indolent and unprosperous. They are very finely made, and include

people of both dark and fair complexions, the former due to Arab and

even negro intermixture.

The Mingrelians long suf-

fered under a despotic

land system, the lords pos-

sessing both soil so-caUed

and workers, and prmces.

even claiming the priests

as serfs. Tyranny of the

worst kind was habitually

exercised by them, al-

though naturally there

were frequent revolts. It

was little less than an insult

for Russia to propose as a

prince for Bulgaria, the

descendant of one of the

old tyrant lords of Min-

grelia. Although serfdom

is abolished, the people are

not yet greatly elevated.

Their diet is largely a kind

of porridge ;
and their

clothing is often little but a

plain outer garment drawn
in by a cord.

The Imeritians are the

people occupying the more

elevated regions The

above the Min- imeritians.

grelians. They are a hardier, more industrious, and more prosperous

stock ; and since their submission to the Russians, have made consider-

able progress. Having unfavourable conditions to contend with, they

meet them vigorously.

The Khevsurians, a tribe of a few thousands, seated near the peak ot

Mount Borbalo, are a curiously mixed people, still savage in The

no little degree. They include a great variety of feature and Khevsurians.

figure, and are extremely lean, with large feet and hands, adapted to

AN OSSETIAN WAEEIOR.

(Frojii a Photograph lent by Dr. Beddoe, F.R.S.)

I
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scaling their mountains, which they do very skilfully, even with heavy

burdens. Many of their customs, as regards marriage, childbirth, burial,

etc., recall some of the rudest Indian tribes. Although they have adopted

Christianity, these people have introduced into it numerous heathen cus-

toms, worshipping the god of war, the mother of earth, the angel of the oak,

etc. They keep Friday like the Mahometans, do not eat pork, worship

sacred trees, and make offerings to the spirits of the earth and the air. Cer-

tain priests among them have duties like those of medicine men, exorcists,

and witch-doctors, who do not fail to reap a rich harvest of reward.

They are fond of rich garments, and still wear coats of mail and helmets,

and a complete apparatus of protection, as well as guns and sabres for

attack ; this is due to the prevalence of blood revenge, and the constant

danger of surprise.

GEORGIAN WOMEN.

Such is a brief account of some groups of tribes in and around the

Caucasus ; but it must be understood, that though the most important

The have been named, there are many others worth}^ of notice,
ossetians. ^yi^idi it has been impossible to include. But separate men-

tion must be given to one other group,—the Oss, or Ossetians, of the cen-

tral Caucasus,—who appear to be an isolated Aryan race, which long ago

immigrated into these mountain tracts, and have maintained their

individuality ever since. Some have even compared them to Germans
in appearance

; being fair, muscular, sluggish, and somewhat ungraceful.

They have been ascribed to many ^different Aryan families ; and we shall

not detail the many theories started about them. It is certain that they
are far inferior in looks to the Circassians. Their language is Arj-an in
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type, but they call themselves Iron, which recalls the Iranian group.

Unlike the other mountain tribes near them, the Ossetians use beds,

tables, and chairs, shake hands, and salute in European fashion, and brew

beer from barley. Many of them have in past times served as mercenary

soldiers under neighbouring powers. They did not contest for liberty

with the Russians ; but submitted to them, and made the most of the

change, becoming Greek Christians to please the Russians, though they

had long been Mahometans, Yet they retain polygamy, and retain not

a few heathen practices.

Caucasia is a true meeting-point of races, and perhaps includes at

present more types than ever, Russians from various quarters. Mixture of

Bulgarians, Bohemians, and Cossacks are among the modern types.

I

CAUCASIAN ladies' CARRIAGE.

settlers, numbering about a million and a half. Tartars and Mongols,

such as Nogais, Turcomans, Koumiks, Kirghiz, Turks, and Kalmucks,

now amount to as many, and are mostly Sunnite Mahometans. The
Nogais and other Tartars live in Northern Caucasia, and many still live

in tents ; but there is a large Tartar contingent in South-east Caucasia,

who are skilled agriculturists. In the South are many Armenians, Kurds,

Persians, and allied " Tats," and Jews of Persian descent ; while other

Jews are descended from residents for two thousand years.

It is perhaps in the Southern Caucasus that the Tartars are seen

to greatest advantage. Indeed, they have been termed the Tartar

civilisers of the Caucasus. They are active, industrious, serious, civiiisatioiL

and well-conducted, and they are spoken of as showing true integrity
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and delicate hospitality. They include the best artisans, agriculturists,

and shepherds of the country ; and in numerous cases have profited by

education even beyond the Russians, some being expert linguists. Theii^

language,—the Turkish dialect of Adarbaijan,—is used by all the tribes

of the country for intercommunication, and the Tartars act as interpreters.

"Were it not for the usurious control which many Armenians have ac-

quired over them, they would occupy a commanding influence. They

are tolerant, rarely practise polygamy, and allow their wives much
freedom, even permitting them to work with uncovered faces. Sunnites

PEASANT SCENE IN GEOKGIA.

and Shiites live in peace together, and do not show animosity to Chris-

tians.

In some districts the Tartars so skilfully utilise the mountain streams

for irrigation that they transform the desert into a garden ; and tracts

which were formerl}^ populous and fertile, have now been restored to

fertility, by the old irrigation canals being redug, but some still remain

waste, owing probably to change of climate.

The mountainous districts of Lenkoran, near Baku, which Russia

has seized, are subject to earthquakes, which have often wrought damage
in Chemaka

; and explosions of burning naphtha sometimes occur. The
peninsula of Apcheron, on which Baku stands, is a seat of incessant vol-
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ilAHOMEIAN WOMEN OF TIFLIS, HOME AND SlllEET COSTUME.

canic activity, and contains tlie famous springs of mineral oil wliicli have

made tlie district so valuable in recent years. Some of the petroleum

springs have been so abundant that they had to be allowed to flow away
into the Caspian, because no adequate reservoirs were ready to receive

them.

Some Suabian colonies from "VVurtemberg established themselves

around Tiflis and elsewhere about 1817, and have been very successful

m agriculture. Although they have not mingled with the surrounding

people, the climate appears to have influenced their physique remark-

ably
; they now have dark hair, black eyes, oval and regular features,

and they present little resemblance to their kinsfolk at home.
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AS the great meeting-place of

East and "West, Asia Minor

necessarily includes many peo-

ple of diverse races. There
472
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Mongoloid Turks are face to face with Semitic Arabs ;
the Aryan Greek

meets the Circassian, the Armenian, and the Kurd. It is not
^^.^ ^^^^^

surprising then that this territory should in the past have themeeting-

seldom been united under one rule. It has either been par- ^ ^° °

celled out among a number of small states, or has come under the domi-

nation of foreign powers, such as the Roman, the Byzantine, and the

Turkish. Still more remarkable has been the history of the southern

portion of the Turkish dominions in Asia. The representative of Ma-

homet to-day controls the remnants of more famous cities than almost

any other monarch. Pergamus, Smyrna, Miletus, HaUcarnassus, Csesarea,

Iconium, Nineveh, Bagdad, Babylon, Damascus, Palmyra, Tyre, Jerusalem

—these names, while man exists, must call up some of the most potent

thoughts and feelings. We shall deal first with the northern, and then

with the southern portions of Asiatic Turkey.

It can scarcely be asserted that we find anywhere the descendants

of the primitive inhabitants of Asia Minor ; and it is little more feasible

to say who they were. When we first hear of them in history, Early Greek

Greek colonies had settled in many places on the coasts of colonies.

Asia Minor
; and it is quite certain that the Asiatic Greeks were not less

advanced than their western brethren ; and, if no Greek city of Famous

the East has such a renown as Athens, the group of cities lojuans.

which produced Homer, Thales, Pythagoras, and Herodotus can compare

with almost any other.

But Greek civilisation had little influence on Asia Minor generally

until the rise of the kingdom of Lydia, which emerges from myths and

undatable records into history with Gyges (Gugu, or Gog), Lydian

about 690 b.c, A century later, the Lydian empire included empire.

the Asiatic Greek cities and nearly all Asia Minor ; and the last king,

Croesus (560-546 b.c), was the richest monargh of his time.

But Cyrus, King of Persia, defeated him, and established

Persian preponderance in Asia Minor until Alexander's invasion.

The old Lydians appear to have been an Aryan people, although

probably including people of more primitive races. They were remark-

able for industrial arts and inventions. The oldest known The Lydians

coins belong to them, and they are believed to have invented Aryans,

dice and other games. Herodotus says they were the first to establish

inns ; and they were skilled in sculpture, music, and gymnastic exercises.

After Alexander's death, Asia Minor passed, not without many con-

tentions, under the dominion of Seleucus, and remained a considerable

period attached to Syria. A small kingdom, with Pergamus as Syrian

centre, remained independent in the North-west, and was do^ii^a'tion.

enlarged by the Romans after their defeat of Antiochus III., at the

battle of Magnesia (b.c. 190). Sixty years later, the Romans xi^ Romans
annexed this kingdom, and it formed their province of Asia. "^ -^^ia Minor.

Meanwhile the kingdoms of Bithynia and Pontus, in the northern region,
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The Arabs.

had grown and preserved their independence ; and Mithridates of Pontiis

gave the Romans some of their toughest fighting before he could be con-

quered. After this, the Roman emphe, and their successors in the

Byzantine empire, ruled Asia Minor for many centuries.

Although the" Arab Mahometans frequently made successful

inroads, and repeatedly marched through Asia Minor, they did not annex

it ; and it was reserved for another Mahometan power, that of the Seljuk

Turks, to break down the power of the Greek empire in Asia, in a.d.

1071-84.

The Seljuks were a family belonging to the Turkish tribe of the

Ghuzz, which had attained predominance in Turkestan, They and their

allies became Mahometans wliile

The Seljuk
Turks.

settled to the north

of the Oxus (Amu-
Daria of modern geography).

Early in the eleventh century

they began a conquering career,
'

first setting up then- power at

Merv, under Toglu-ul Beg, then

spreading over much of Persia

and Armenia, Palestine and
Syria, and finally, in 1071, Alp

Arslan, nephew of Toghrul,

took prisoner the Greek em-

peror, Romanus Diogenes, and.

founded the Seljuk emphe of

Roum in Asia Minor. The Sel-

juks constituted themselves the

The empire defenders of the or-

of Roum. thodox Mahometan
faith and of the Abbasid Cali-

phate seated at Bagdad, against

the Egyptian Fatimites. A
sort of feudal system was estab-

lished by them, even Christian princes being admitted to it on condition

of paying tribute and serving in the Seljuk armies ; this s^'-stem, however,

paved the way for the break-up of the Seljuk power, which became
divided into several smaller and independent ones. The conqueror

Soliman, or Sulaiman, reached the Hellespont, and actually assisted one

of the rival claimants to Romanus's throne to gain Constantinople.

Antioch was taken by the Seljuks in 108-1, and Niccea became the

seat of their empire ; but the first crusaders, under Godfrey de Bouillon,

The Crusaders
'^^^ ^^^ ^^^ capital in 1097, and defeated and drove out the

Turks from much of Asia Minor. The Seljuk sultans retired

to Iconium (Konieh), leaving the Greeks in possession of the whole of the

TUKKISU WOMKX IN OUTDOOK COSTUME.
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coast. Even Icoiiium was taken in 1190 by Frederick Barbarossa, on liis

way to Jerusalem. Later, tlie Seljnks bad a fresh lease of power, con-

GREEKS QUITTING SCIOS (CHIO) IN 1822.

qiiermg the Armenian princes of Trebizond and various Mahometan
armies of hostile factions, and building fine mosques and other
buildings at Iconium and elsewhere. The Mongols now came'''''

'^'"^''''
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in contact with them, and succeeded in subduing them in the middle of

the thirteenth century.

All this time the Turks had been growing in numbers in Asia Minor
;

and the Mongol supremacy did not check this tendency. Towards the end

„ of the 13th century the existing era of Turkish domination
The Osmanli .

*^
. ....

or Ottoman commenced with the arrival in Asia Minor of Osman or Othman,

a Turk who had been driven westward from Khorasan by
Jenghiz Khan, and who first entered the Greek territory of Nicomedia in

1299. His son, Orchan, crossed into Europe and took Gallipoli, His son

Amurath conquered all Thrace, and thus the Turkish empire in Europe

was securely founded.

Sultan Bajazet (1389-1402) entirely subdued the Seljuk empire in

Asia Minor, and conquered much of Armenia and Mesopotamia, besides

Sultan making great conquests in Europe. In 1402, however, the
Bajazet. great defeat of Angora humbled the Turks beneath the power

of Timor. But under Mohammed and Amurath II. the Turkish power

again reached a great height, while Mohammed II. in 1453, consummated

c tur f
^^ ^y ^^® capture of Constantinople. Selim, early in the six-

constanti- teenth century, extended the Turkish power over Egypt and
nop e.

^ gypia. Soliman the Magnificent, besides his great conquests

in Europe, augmented his empire in the East at the expense of Persia.

From this period Asia Minor has been uninterruptedly held by the Turks,

and having become very largely peopled by them, has supplied continual

draughts of fine soldiers for Turkish hostilities elsewhere. These furnish

the bulk of the Turkish army to-day, the former standing army of

janissaries (established in 1360, and composed largely of Christian

captives, who became proselytes more fanatical than the Turks, and
often deposing and murdering Sultans) having been destroyed by Sultan

Mahmoud II. in 1826.

Passing now to the history of Armenia, so closely connected with

Asia Minor, it emerges into clear light only when Alexander the Great

Armenian conquered it ; and subsequently it came under the dominion of
history. ^^ Seleucid dynasty of Syria. About B.C. 190, a Seleucid

governor of Eastern Armenia, Artaxias, proclaimed his independence.

About the middle of the second century B.C., the great Parthian king,

Mithridates I., set his brother Arbaces on the throne of Armenia, and his

great-grandson, Tigranes II., added Syria, "Western Armenia, and many
other provinces to his kingdom. But having joined liis father-in-law,

Mithridates of Pontus, against Rome, he had ultimately to submit to

Pompey, and was allowed to keep most of Armenia. His son, Artavasdes,

attempting to assert his independence of Rome, was taken prisoner by
Antony, and beheaded by Cleopatra, in Alexandria, b.c. 30.

Henceforward for a long tima Armenia was in anarchy. In the third

century the Christian religion was completely established by the conver-
sion of Prince Gregory, known as the Illuminator ; but soon afterwards
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Armerda was partitioned between the Persian and Roman empires. The

Greek empire, succeeding the Roman, held sway over Ar- Gregory the

m enia, and fought with Persia, and later with the Turks and luuminator.

Mongols ; and at times an independent line of princes ruled part of the

country. In modern times Armenia has been shared between Russia,

Persia, and Turkey, by far the greater number of the people being under

the latter.

Leaving out of

question the primi-

tive popu-
. ^ i The

lations 01 Anatolian

AsiaMinor,
'^'^^^-

we know of Grreek,

Arab, Turkish,
G-aulish (Celtic),

Persian, Armenian,

Kurdish and Cir-

cassian immigrants

;

but there is no ques-

tion that the Turk
at the present day
claims the first

place, in numbers at

any rate. As a mi-

gration in masses,

followed by settle-

ment and multipli-

cation, the Turkish

is the last great one

prior to that which
has planted the
European races so

firml}^ in America.

One reason for its

success is said to be
the fact, that the

elevated plateau
A yURUK OF THR TROAD, ASIA MINOR.

forming the inland portion of the country, with its salt lakes and morasses,
afforded a sufacient resemblance to the wild steppes of Turkestan from
wliich the invaders came, and thus it was possible for them to lead much
the same kind of nomad life. But the modern Turk of Anatolia is no
longer proud of his national name, which has almost degenerated into a
term of reproach, as if the word Turk or Anatolian signified a clown.
The term " Yerli " is much more to his taste. The Yuruks of western
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and

The Yuruks.

AltUENIAN WOMAN.

south-western Asia Minor, tlae de-

scendants of some of the earhest

Turkish immigrants, still lead a

nomad life, and for the most part live in

tents covered with goat-skins, or low huts

roofed with branches and stifling with

smoke. These people are Mahometans
only nominally, and their women do not

veil. There are hundreds of their small

village encampments scattered through

Asia Minor, their place in the centre and

north-east being taken by Turcomans,

who are rather more disposed to a settled

life, and not unfrequently cultivate the

soil and live in permanent villages. All

these have many sheep and goats, and frequently breed camels.

The true Turks are in the main agriculturists, with brownish com-

plexions, black eyes, dark hair, and slightly prominent cheeks. They are

Turkish rather a coarse-looking race, physically strong, but neither very
agriculturists. a^ja^pl^a^l^le nor skilful, slow and deliberate, and encumbered
by heavy clothing. Unlike the official or the European Turk, they are

naturally honest and truth-telling, for which they are ridiculed by their

Greek and Armenian neighbours. They are both kind and hospitable,

welcoming and assisting strangers, and treating them as honoured visitors,

Hospitality P^^^ing everything at their disposal. They are also for the
and most part much more tolerant as to religious matters than the

Clu-istians of various sects and nationalities by whom they are

surrounded. Their diet is simple, rarely including meat ; bread, eggs,

and milk are the staple foods, and even vegetables and fruit are little used.

Coffee, freshly roasted and pounded, is as universal as tobacco-smoking

;

with these the Mahometan Turk is content, and desires no alcohol.

As a rule, the Asiatic Turks have but
one wife, some whole cities not including a

Wives
"^^^^ ^"^ polygamy. In the country,

however, the Turk often has a
second wife, " to have another servant," he
says

;
but family peace and fidelity are the

rule. Wives are well treated
; children

brought up with kindness and equal rights.

Animals, too, are for the most part very well
treated. The stork perches on the roof of
the Turk, and avoids that of the Greek.

Not being such keen business men as

the Greeks and Armenians, the Anatolian
peasants are often cheated, and pay high in- tabtab girl in east armekia.
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terest for money to the rascally money-lenders. Not being skilled at

concealing any wealth they may acquire, they are fleeced by
s^^gj.jjjgg

the officials more successfully than the Greeks and Armenians, and patience

In fact, what with conscription, billeting, and purveying for''
^oians.

officials, the Anatohan Turk suffers pitiably, and may well be dejected

and depressed; it is needless to say that he rarely receives his proper

pay as a soldier. Fatalism and resignation make the Anatohans not resist

;

and they are gradually being crushed. Yet they receive numerous rein-

forcements from people

of other nationalities,

brought into Asia in

Turkish armies, and as

exiles or voluntary im-

migrants. Among these

are Albanians, Bosniaks,

and Mahometan Bul-

garians and Nogai Tar-

tars. Turks also, says

Reclus, are the Mixed

officials, sons population,

of Greorgian or Circassian

women, and descended

from all the nations

which have contributed

to the harems. Among
the Osmanli also are

classed the descendants

of Arabs and of negroes

from every quarter of

Africa, brought by the

slave-trade. In many
cities of Asia Minor a

great proportion of the

population is evidently

crossed with negroes.

The Greeks of Asia

Minor, abounding in all

the coast districts, occupy the Ionian coast and islands almost exclusively.

They are for the most part the descendants of the old lonians, xhe Greeks of

but can scarcely be considered a pure race. It is by their re- -^^^^ Minor.

ligious profession and practices that they are most clearly distinguishable.

Instead of Greeks being expelled by the Turks, as was formerly so often

the case, the Greeks are gaining ground on the Turks, by their unscrupu-

lousness and keenness in money matters and trickery. It cannot be

denied that the Greek shows himself much more capable—more of an

AEMENIAN WOMEN OF PONTUS COAST.
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all-round man of business ; and that, taking up every learned as well as

Success mercantile profession, he manages to get hold of the best

in business, things for liimself. His schools are an absorbing care. Tin

Turk was a warrior developed out of a predatory nomad ; ceasing to Ix-

a warrior, he seems to lack the power of becoming much else, and i>

declining. Many Greeks by descent, however, use the Turkish language ;

but, thanks partly to their religion, the Asiatic Greeks are ail imbued

with the sentiment of patriotism, and feel themselves one with the

inhabitants of Greece, Some time there may yet be a Greek empire

which shall include Asia Minor.

Greek populations, scarcely changed in the course of two thousand

ARMKSIAX HOME SCENE.

years, may still be found, not only in the Greek Archipelago, but also in

Primitive *^® islands of Carpatlios (Scarpanto), Rhodes, and the neigli-

communities. bouring islands, and in some valleys on the coast of Caria. In

many of the islands still linger survivals of very primitive times. In the

interior of Cos and Mitylene daughters alone inherit, and make proposals

of marriage ; and when the eldest daughter has chosen her husband, the

father gives up his home to her.

At the other end of Asia Minor, near Armenia, there remain communi-
ties of Greeks speaking their old Greek dialect with little modification.

Thus, at Pharazeh, on the border of Cappadocia and Cilicia, the Greeks are

proud of their language, as being purer than the modern (Romaic)
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Greek, and keep up tlie tradition of their having come from the Pelo-

ponnesus. On the other hand, if these stick to the old paths, many ot

other races join the growing nationality of the Greeks
; many Bulgarians,

Wallachians, Circassians, and even Cossacks, learn Greek, and as far as

possible become one with them.

For centuries there was established, in the ports and mercantile

towns of the Levant, a class of traders known as Levantines, who were

mostly Italians by race, and Roman Catholics, who carried on

the greater part of the trade. There had grown up with their

traffic a sort of "lingua Franca" of words without inflexion, chiefly

IN A TARTAll HOUSE, ARMENIA.

Italian, but also including Spanish, Provencal, French, Greek, Turkish,

and other terms ; in fact, one might call it a counterpart Lingua

of " pigeon English " as spoken at Hong Kong ; but this is Franca,

giving way, as indeed the Levantines themselves are, before the advance

of the Greeks ; but French is becoming largely used in commercial

intercourse. Of the numerous Jews, Circassians, Abkasians, gipsies, etc.,

of Asia Minor, no particular mention need here be made.

"What the Greeks are to Western Asia Minor, the Armenians are to

the rest, being especially congregated in Armenia proper. ^he

These people, distributed though they are between three Armenians,

powers, preserve still their national character and feeling, and are perhaps

VIII. I I
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as skilful in drawing attention to their grievances and making the most

of them as they are in doing business. It is certain that they are not

more oppressed than the Anatolian Turks. They call themselves '-Haik,"

attributing the name to their descent from Haik, a great-grandson of

Japhet. The Armenian language is undoubtedly connected
nguage.

.^^^^ ^^ j^^^ closely with the Iranian group. It has 38 letters.

and is written from left to right. Its character is rough and consonantal,

and it is accented on the last sjdlable. There are no gender signs.

gender being denoted by the words for man or woman being prefixed to

... a word. The nouns have seven cases. In syntax Armenian
' approaches classical Greek. The extant Armenian literature

was developed bj' the adoption of Christianity, and at first consisted

ARMENIAN GIRLS FROM ANTI-TAURDS.

largely of translations from other languages. The Armenian version

of the Scriptures was made early in the fifth centmy, and is of con-

Armenian siderable value on account of its antiquity, and its representing
scnptures. Hebrew and Greek texts wliich are not now extant. Numerous

other works have been preserved in Armenian, the originals of which
had been lost ; such as the Chronicle of Eusebius and some of the

works of Philo, the great Alexandrian philosopher. Besides the fifth

century, the twelfth and thirteenth centuries were notable periods in

Armenian literature, and produced numerous histories and theological

works. The last century witnessed a revival of Armenian letters, which
still continues ; and numerous magazines and newspapers are published
in Armenian. Much of this may be attributed to the interest which
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Western, and especially American, Christians have taken in the Armenian
Church, one of the most ancient now existing ; but it is also attributable

to the keen intellect of the Armenians, which, if associated with a more
honest national character, may yet have a great future.

The Armenian Church is almost identical in doctrine with the Greek
Church. The seven sacraments are administered, and prayers for the

pardon of the dead are used ; but purgatory and indulgences Armenian

are denied. The Church has four patriarchs (their seats being church.

at Constantinople, Jerusalem, Sis, and Etchmiadzin), archbishops, bishops^

doctors of theology, and black and white clergy, the former being monks
(alone eligible for the higher offices), and the latter parish priests. The
priests may marry before ordination, but not after. The priesthood is

hereditary, and, although a priest's heir may follow a secular calling, he

must give it up and become a priest when his father dies.

KURDISH WOMEN.

Though outwardly very servile to their rulers, the Armenians really

despise them. They are not at all warlike, and rather timid and silent.

Their women are kept seriously at work, and not treated by character of

their husbands as equals. The Armenians are much attached people.

to their country and their home, and have no desire to be absorbed by
the Russians.

The Armenians are a fine-looking people, with large eyes and
mouths, long, somewhat hooked, noses, and dark-olive complexions. "The
expressive and swimming black eyes of the women," says Mr. Features of

Creagh, "always shaded behind lashes of unusual length and women,

thickness, lend their clear olive complexions a peculiar charm, height-
ened perhaps by a certain diffidence or timidity which leaves them when
they talk. Although inclined, even when still young, to obesity, then-
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waists are small, tlieir arms rounded, their throats fii'm, and the thorax

largely developed. Waddling about the streets, the greatest Armenian

beauties look just like animated bundles of rags. It their own homes,

and in a loose undress, the girls jiresent a very different appearance.

Women's Their ordinary costume, when they are not disfigured by wdiat

dress. they call ornamenting themselves for company, and when
they loll about on cushions, consists of a pair of very loose, bright-

coloured trousers, secured tightly over the ankle so as to expose the

naked foot ; a chemise, laying bare the throat, fastened tightl}'' round

the waist with a gold, silver, or velvet belt, and reaching down outside

the pantaloons no further than the knee ; together with a kind of em-

broidered waistcoat, cut square, very open in front, and secured with a

string just below the bosom ; but beyond these three garments they

wear nothing else. Their hair, usuall}'- silky and of exuberant growth,

falls down the back in a great thick plait, tied up at the end with

bunches of ribbons." When going out, they cover themselves with a

bright-coloured gown, and this with another thickly-wadded garment,

the head and shoulders being enveloped in a thin white shawl, which

is tightly drawn round their faces (all but the eyes) at the approach

of men.

Marriages are largely arranged by mothers or by go-betweens.

Polygamy is forbidden, although divorce is not uncommon. There is a

ffood deal of love-making, and many marriages are truly love
Marriage. j n j

matches. In the rural parts, and where there are few Turks,

the women go about quite unveiled and bareheaded, and simple virtues

abound.

The Armenians of the present day scarcel}'" number two millions,

about half of whom are Turkish subjects (in Europe and Asia), and

three quarters of a million, Russian subjects ; the remainder being in

Persia and other countries.

The Kurds are, like the Armenians, distributed between the Turkish,

Russian, and Persian empires, inhabiting largely the Kurdistan highlands

forming the Turkish governments of Van and Diarbekir.
TliG Kurds

They are scarcely so distinct a race as the Armenians, being

largely crossed in some districts with Turcomans, Armenians, and Per-

sians. But they may be regarded as predominantly Iranian. Some of

them are of a coarse and ugl3'- type, while others are among the most
handsome and haughty of Eastern populations. Many have receding

foreheads, wide eyebrows, long eyelashes, large mouths, aquiline noses,

and prominent chins. The women are unveiled, and have usually regular

features, large eyes, long and black hair, and robust figures. IMan}- wear
a ring through tlie nostril: They are even known to bear arms in cast^

of need, and show great courage. Their children are good-looking and

very attractive.

Tlie Kurd is above all things picturesque and self-decorative. He
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loves bright colours, ricli stuffs, lofty headdresses and hats, heavy girdles

loaded with pistols and knives, and fine decorated spears.

These are of course most generally possessed by the upper

class, or nobles, who, as a rule, are of a heavier type, though fine-looking,

than the lower caste, or Gurans. Their dialects are varied, but are in the

main Iranian. Many are Sunnite Mahometans ; but in the

heart of the mountains are settlements of tribes known as Kizil-

bashis, etc., still almost heathen, minghng some reverence for Mahomet-
anism with regard for some supposed living incarnation of the Deity.

On the whole, the Kurd in his haughtiness has a bad time of it, and

a worse reputation. Neither Turks nor Persians like him, and they will

believe any evil of Mm. He is certainly given to plundering

expeditions, and to attacking and maltreating Christians in

particular. Yet within their own borders the Kurds are true and hospit-

able, and only shed blood in family feuds. Their women are well treated,

and have more freedom than among Turks and Persians. It appears,

however, that the Kurds are diminisliing, and will gradually become
absorbed in the surrounding peoples.

The modern Nestorians are a people who claim to represent the

ancient Chaldeans, and the early Christians of Mesopotamia, and speak

The ^ dialect of Syriac, having spread from Syria eastward in the
Nestorians. ^J^Wx century, after the banishment of Nestorius from the

Roman empire. Nestorius, patriarch of Constantinople from 428 to 431,

had protested against the use of the title " Mother of God " for the Virgin

Mary. Some of these people repudiate the name Nestorians and the im-

plied connection with the followers of Nestorius. They inhabit eastern

Kurdistan, and are also found on Persian territory west of Lake Urmia.
Early in the last century the Church of Rome instituted missions from
Aleppo to the Chaldeans of Mesopotamia, and has made many converts,

who conform more or less strictly to the Roman rites.

The Nestorians of the Kurdistan highlands long maintained their in-

dependence in their inaccessible homes, and even in some parts held the

Kurds in subjection. But in 1843 the Mahometan Kurds, encouraged by
the Turkish rulers, attacked them in force, massacred ten thousand men,
sold the women into slavery, and compelled the boys to become Mahome-
tans, Among those who remain, stock-breeding is the principal occupa-
tion. Their dwellings are very plain, of one room, sometimes under-
ground

;
and they make their own utensils. Some of them are skilful

basket-makers and spinners, but most are very poor
;
yet they will share

any food they have with a stranger. Their clergy are extremely igno-
rant, but are much revered, like their creed and their churches. The
people also submit to hereditary village chiefs, called meliks or "kings,"'
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SYRIA, Palestine, Mesopotamia,—scenes of

past life that still lives, that is still being

unravelled,—are certainly more interesting

by reason of their history than of their pre-

sent condition. Early civilisation, mighty
empires, intercourse between diverse peoples,

intermixture, spread of languages, religions,

and arts—all these combine to make the

southern portion of the Turkish empire in

Asia of deep interest.

Babylon is the Greek form of Babel, the

gate of the gods. It was preceded in pre-

dominance over Babylonia and As-

syria by several cities, the first of

which we have any account being Ur. But
still earlier the plain of Mesopotamia was

peopled by the Accad or Accadians, (that is,

highlanders,) who descended from the hill-

country lying to the north, and were almost

certainly a Mongoloid people alhed to the

Finno-Ugrian group. The earliest sovereign

of whom we have any account reigned at Ur,

on the right bank of the Euphrates, over all
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I
WOMAN OF GERMAN COLONY I

STRIA.
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Babylonia, and built many vast brick temples to the moon, to the sun, to

Bel, and Ishtar, At this early date brick-making had assumed vast pro-

portions, bitumen being used instead of mortar. Many architectural

devices testify to the skill of these Accadian people ; but they also originated

the cuneiform system of writing, which, in an imperfect form, they
brought with them from the North, and they had considerable artistic

skill in carving signet rings. Later, various cities gained temporary

supremacy in Babylonia, and meanwhile the Semitic element from Arabia
and Syria had been gaining more and more predominance, and the

Semitic language was adopted by the State.

"Without attempting to estimate how long civilised rulers had
existed in Babylon, we may say that certainly the kingdom of Assyria

Assyrian liad become powerful in the fourteenth century b.c, and that
empire, frequent wars arose between Assyria and Babylon. Tiglath-

Pileser I., who became king of Assyria about b.c. 1120, took Bab3don and
extended his empire to the Mediterranean, the Caspian, and the Persian

Gulf. But his conquests did not last, and it was not till three centuries

later that Assyria again grew powerful. Assur-nasir-pal and Shalmaneser

were then conspicuous conquerors ; and the latter, in b.c. 854, defeated

Benhadad, king of Syria, and Ahab, king of Israel. Tiglath-pileser II., a

usurper (b.c. 744), raised Assyria to an unrivalled position, Babjdon
becoming a mere province of the empire ; he destroyed the kingdoms of

Damascus and Hamath, and reduced Israel to vassalage. Sargon, his

successor, attacked and defeated the Egyptians. Under Sennacherib

(B.C. 705), Esar-haddon, and Assur-bani-pal (Sardanapalus), the Assyrian

empire rose to unrivalled power, conquering Egypt, Media, much of Asia

Minor, and extending almost to India ; but, as so often happens, the

greatest success was the prelude to complete ruin. Towards the end of

the seventh century B.C., Nabopolassar, viceroy of Babylonia, made liim-

Babyionian self independent, and his son Nebuchadnezzar (b.c. 60-4—561)
empire, i-^iged Babylon to the height wliich Ass^^ria had previously

held. But this empire was not as long-lived as that of Assyria. It fell

before the prowess of Cyrus, king of Persia, b.c. 539 ; and now, and for

many centuries, Mesopotamia has been little better than a heap of ruins.

How great these ruins are, we yet realise but imperfectlj' ; and only

a small pro})ortion of the treasures of art and information they contain

„ , . has yet been recovered. The Babylonians were perhaps the
Vast rums. i-ii-i- ^ ^

greatest builders m brick the world has ever seen. Vast and
lofty temples of brick, stage upon stage, surmounted by a shrine and
observatory, attest the religious zeal of Babjdon ; while in less religious

Assyria the wide courts of less lofty palaces of stone rise not more than

two stories high. The clay coffins of Babylon astonish its by their number,
while Assyria has left us no tombs.

The ancient Assyrians, as depfcted in their sculptures, are purely

Semitic, having straight full foreheads, large almond-shaped eyes, aquiUne
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noses, rather tliick lips, strong cliins, and abundant curly black hair and

beard. They were at the same time very muscular and large
pnyg^cai

hmbed. Their cruelty, treachery, and arrogance, as well as
^^^^J^^^^J^^

theii- corn-age, are evident from the scenes depicted by them.

They wore plain short-sleeved tunics, reaching to the knees, and girdled at

ASSUK-NASIR-rAL, KING OF ASSYF.IA, ON HIS THRONE, 885-8(J0, B.C.

(f roi/i a Bn:<-reJicJ' in the British Museum.)

the waist ; and it does not appear that they covered their abundant hair.

Tunics and cloaks of ornamental character were worn by the powerful and

on special occasions. Simple wheaten or barley cakes, with fruit, Food and

formed the staple diet of the poor ; but the soldiery fed on meat.
^

'^™^-

Wine was drunk abundantly at feasts, and music was a favourite accom-

I
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paniment—wind, string, and percussion instruments being varied and

numerous.

The cliief monuments of art left by the Assyrians are bas-reliefs, of

which many are now at the British Museum. They are singularly heavy

Assyrian ii^ *^tyle, and for the most part represent everything in profile

;

bas-reliefs, their value is extreme in conveying to us ideas of the men and

animals of nearly three thousand years ago. Animals, especially lions

and horses, are very well delineated. Their religion was polytheistic,

Assui' being the father and supreme god, while Ishtar was the chief

goddess. Many other deities were borrowed from Babylon. Spirits, or

genii, chiefly malicious, were also held in reverence. The images of the

gods were worshipped.

It is possible that much of our Western civilisation may be really

traced back to the Accadians, the early conquerors of Mesopotamia.

Cuneiform Whether the Accadians were the original inventors of writing
writing. \i^

jg impossible to say ; but they practised it in an extremely

simple hieroglyphic form by representing the objects themselves
;
later

they used symbols, or ideographs, and combined two or more to express

complex ideas. Later, these signs were connected with certain sounds,

and words were formed by combining them. Whether or not leather

was the first writing-tablet, clay tablets or bricks, written upon when
wet, and afterwards burnt to make them permanent, superseded them,

Early ^iid constitute the extant Accadian, Assyrian, and Bab^donian
literature, literature. From it we learn that the Accadians had the germs

of Greek arts and sciences, pliilosophy and mythology. As far as literary

invention went, the Assyrians and Babylonians were but imitators of the

Accadians. They took their writing and modified it into the regular

cuneiform or wedge-form, since writing on stiff clay made anything but

wedges and straight lines difficult to write. A vast number of the

Ninevite books are but translations of Accadian ones into the Semitic

language ; and in some cases the two are given side by side. Large

numbers of books belonging to the library of Assur-bani-pal at Nineveh,

formed about b.c. 670 (discovered in 1850), have been brought to Eng-
land and are in the British Museum. The library contained historical

and mythological, religious, legal, geographical, astronomical, poetical,

zoological and commercial works, besides royal proclamations and peti-

tions to the king. Among them are narratives of the Creation, of the

Early Deluge, of the solar hero Izdubar, with his twelve adventures

oTcreatton, I'epreseiiting the months, and many others, wliich evidently are

flood, etc. earlier forms of the more fully-developed Hebrew and Greek
traditions. From the early spirit-religion, wliich deified every object or

force of nature, the Accadians progressed to the worship of the sun and
moon and sky ; and their poets expressed a consciousness of sin and need
cf a redeemer, in language very much akin to that of the Psalms. Their

religious poems were formed into a kind of prayer-book for use in religious
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services ; and the Assyrian and Babylonian priests long afterwards repeated

these hymns in the ancient Accadian language.

The surprising knowledge of astronomical facts by the ancient

Babylonians is well known ; but they were led by fanciful interpretations

into creating a system of astrology which became famous,
^gtronomy

though valueless. Nevertheless, many of their observations and

have their value even now. Among other valuable records we ^^ ^° °^^'

have chronologies drawn up with the utmost exactitude, and " contract

tablets," wliich give details of all kinds of mercantile transactions, and

show that the ancient Semite, like the modern Jew, was bent on trade,

and successful in it.

Both Assyrian and Babylonian kings were accustomed to have

historical records made upon prisms, often called cylinders, inscribed

upon six or ten sides, and biu-y one in each corner of their Historical

new palaces ; and many of these have been disinterred. One records,

of Assur-bani-pal's, in the British Museum, has no fewer than 1500 lines

upon it.

" In stature," says Mr. E. A. Budge ("Babylonian Life and History "),

" the Babylonians were short and thick-set ; they had the characteristic

Semitic nose, thick lips, and ' oblique eyes.' Their hair was .

tliick and curly, and of course black. They wore dyed characters of

raiment, probably of a brilliant colour, girdles round their
^^^y^o^^^^s-

waist, and sandals on their feet." Thus we must conclude the few

details we can find space for, of the mighty peoples who studied the

stars and ruled vast empires long before our land contained any but

rude tribes.

The word Syria is really an abbreviation of Assyria ; but after the

fall of the Assyrian empire the term became limited to the country

west of the Euphrates, although the people west of the Tigris Early

continued to be called Syrians. The modern Semitic people Syrians,

occupying Syria are most accurately termed Aramseans. When we first

hear of the inhabitants of Syria they were divided into small tribes

around towns or cities. But there is much doubt as to the origin,

character, and achievements of the people known from Egyptian records

as " Cheta," who had a powerful kingdom or confederation extending
far beyond Syria, with a capital called Carchemish—and who have been
identified in modern times with the Hittites. Many believe them to have
been a Semitic people dominated by a Manchu or Tartar race, represented

on monuments, wearing a pigtail. We must not here dwell on the vary-

ing fortunes of the kingdom of Damascus, or other small States in Syria.

The dominant fact is, that Syria, lying between Asia and Egypt, was a

battle-field and subject of contest of most of the great empires of the

East. Antioch,'[founded about 300 B.C., became the seat of the The Romans
Seleucid kingdom. Pompey added Syria to the B,oman do- and Arabs,

minions in 64 b.c, and Antioch grew still greater as the seat of the pro-
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vincial government. In the seventh century, Syria was conquered by
the Mahometan Arabs, and Damascus became the capital of the first

Ommyad caliph. In 750, however, the capital was transferred to Bagdad.

After partial possession by the Crusaders, the Mongols, and the Mame-
lukes, Syria fell under the Ottoman Turks in 1510, and they have ever

since held it.

Palestine, like Syria, appears to have been inhabited by non-Semitic

people at a very early time ; but when liistorical records begin, it was
already occupied by Semitic tribes—some commercial, on the coast, some

JEWESS OP PALESTINE.

agricultural, some nomadic and pastoral. When the Israelites settled in

Palestine, they partly assimilated, partly drove out or slew

inhabitants the previous inhabitants. Under Moses, who had brought
a es ine.

^j^^^^^
^^^i^ ,^^i^ Egypt, they enlarged and intensified their

belief in Jehovah as the one God of Israel, the God of righteousness,

who cared for and led His people and gave them laws. At first, the

nomadic patriarchal government of families and clans continued ; later,

the priesthood of Jehovah became the resource for determining im-

portant questions, and a series of warlike leaders gained authority as
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judges over portions of the land. Meanwliile, tlie Israelites yielded to a

considerable extent to the Canaanite worship of Baal as the giver of

corn, wine, and oil. The subsequent growth and conquests of the

Philistines led to the selection of a king as national leader; and David,

the second king, established his capital at Jerusalem, and besides sub-

duing the Philistines, extended his rule over several peoples to the east

of the river Jordan. But not long after the death of his son Solomon,

who had built the Temple at Jerusalem as the centre of national religious

life, the j^oung kingdom was broken into two, the Northern being seated

JEW OF PALESTINE.

I

at Samaria. Numerous conflicts between the two weakened them, and
they became a prey to Assyrian and Egyptian alliances or attacks,

being ultimately reduced to a state of abject subjection to

Assyria and Babylon. The Northern kingdom suffered first, to foreign

and most completely. The Southern people retained in cap- °**^°°^-

tivity so much of the essence of their religion that they formed a

sufficient community to return and revive their ancient system with
further developments. In the main, these depended on ceremonial

observances, which have always been so powerful with the Jews ; and
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the true Israelite kept proudlj^ aloof from the Semitic peoples who had

occupied the land in their absence. A complicated s^-stem of traditional

observances grew up around the Temple ; and the upper-class Jews at

the time of Christ enforced a highly artificial and pedantic ceremonial.

Persia, Alexander, the Seleucid monarchs of Syria, Egypt, Rome, in

succession dominated Palestine ; and the latter finally crushed its life by

the destruction of Jerusalem in a.d. 70. Since then, Palestine has been

a comparatively insignificant portion of Syria, only becoming more

conspicuous when the Crusaders endeavoured to wrest it from the

Saracens.

I'HCENICIAN MEKCHANTS AND TRADERS.

Before the Christian era, the dispersion of the Jews had commenced
with the various captivities which they had undergone. Alexander the

Great's successors encouraged the settlement of Jews in Asia
Disp6i*sioii

of Minor, Syria, and Egypt. Intercom'se with the Greeks pro-
the Jews.

fQ^.^j^(jiy influenced Jewish life and thought; and in many cases,

they adapted themselves greatly to their surroundings, retaining their

meetings for worship as a secret bond of national union. The Greek

language became generally used by them, instead of the Aramaean^

which had come into use after the disuse of old Hebrew. The trading

instinct of the Jews led them to follow the Roman arms wherever they

penetrated.
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At present Asiatic Turkey does not contain more than 100,000 to

130,000 Jews, a large proportion of wliom live in Smyrna, Bagdad, and

Aleppo. Fifteen thousand Jews still live in Jerusalem, most
. . ^. ,'•-' .A Asiatic Jews,

of them engaged in studying the Talmud, or collection of

Jewish traditional learning, being supported by contributions from Jews

all over the world. The Polish and German Jews in Jerusalem keep

themselves distinct from the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, the latter

adopting an Oriental style of dress.

We may here briefly refer to the other Jews of Asia, There are

settlements of Jews in Kurdistan, and in the plain of Urmia, speaking

an Aj'amaic dialect, which they write in Hebrew characters. Altogether,

there are about 10,000 Jews in Persia. It is said that they all wear

charms as safeguards against the evil eye, diseases, and enemies. Tur-

kestan contains many Jews ; and small colonies, long settled, are found

in China, quite distinct from the recently-settled European Jews. There

are about 15,000 Jews in Arabia,

In Bombay there is the remarkable settlement of the Beni Israel^

5,000 in number, chiefly artisans. They say that they were shipwrecked

on the coast more than a thousand years ago. Their ver- ^he Beni

nacular is Marathi, but their features and their observance of Israel.

Jewish rites prove their descent, though their precise history cannot

now be ascertained.

A word or two must be devoted to the Aramaic languages. They
are named from Aram, wliich originally meant the same as Syria,

including Mesopotamia, but excluding Palestine. So the ^he Aramaic

Aramaic languages are those Semitic forms of speech which lan^ages.

were spoken in these countries. They had few vowels, and very few

forms of declension by internal changes, so characteristic of Hebrew.

Chaldee and Syriac are the two main Aramaic languages, that known
as Chaldee having been adopted by the Jews in the Babylonian captivity^

and being the language of the Book of Daniel ; and from that time there

was a gradual substitution of this dialect for old Hebrew in Palestine

itself, Syriac had a much greater literary development, having been

first placed on a sound basis by the Peshito translation of the Bible,

and subsequently^ becoming the vehicle for much religious as well as

philosopliical hterature from the fourth to the tenth century. It adopted

many Greek words and forms of thought. After the tenth and eleventh

centuries it was superseded by Arabic, as also was the Samaritan dialect

of Aramaic (in which we have a version of the Pentateuch),

The coastland of Southern Syria and Northern Palestine has become
known as Phoenicia, through the commercial and colonising enterprise of

the Phoenicians, who, whether Semitic by race or not, spoke ^^^

a Semitic language, and showed many resemblances to the Piioenicians.

Semitic peoples. The name Phoenician was given them by the Greeks
;

they called themselves Canaanites, Tyre and Sidon were already great

I
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cities in the time of Solomon, while the Homeric poems represent them

as trading in Greek cities. Their great industries were glass-making,

embroidery, and purple dyeing. All these they were formerly believed

to have invented ; but this is now considered doubtful. They certainly

perfected them, and spread their knowledge widely, as well as that of

writing and the alphabet. We cannot here follow the spread and

settlements of the Phoenicians, which had so profound an influence on

the ancient world ; but we may note that they procured gold and silver

from Spain, tin from Britain, and amber from Northern Europe, and

founded colonies in Sicily, Spain, North and West Africa ; and they appear

to have circumnavigated Africa about 600 b.c. ; but at this tiriie Phcenicia

was already declining.

Phoenicia was at various times attacked by the Assj'rians, and

frequently had to pay tribute to them. About 720 b.c. the Assj-rians

Phoenicia took Tyre ; and from that time Phoenicia grew continually
conquered, weaker, and during the same period many of the Phoenician

colonies were subdued by their enemies. Nebuchadnezzar took Tyre,

after a siege of thirteen years, in b.c. 57-1, and in 538 the Persians suc-

ceeded to the Babylonians as rulers of Phoenicia. Finally, Alexander

the Great took Tyre in b.c. 332, and sold 30,000 of the inhabitants as

slaves. Thenceforward Phoenicia ceased to have a distinct existence,

although Tyre and Sidon remained wealthy and important towns.

The Phoenician religion may be briefly described as an idolatry of

the sun, moon, 'and earth, and of rivers (as sacred to gods), trees (sacred to

pnoenician goddesses), and mountains. Baal, the sun god, and Astarte, the
religion, moon-goddess, are well known to us through the Old Testa-

ment, as having tempted the Israelites to idolatry. The Phoenicians set

up symbohc stone pillars, or fantastic images, and sacrificed oxen and

male animals, sometimes even resorting to human sacrifices.

The majority of the present inhabitants of the southern portion of

Asiatic Turkey, as dealt with in this chapter, are Arabs and Mahometans,

a great proportion of them being Bedouins, or nomad tribes

:

but there are many settled Arabs in the towns and their neigh-

bourhood. Arab life and character will be dealt with in the next chap-

ter. It need only be said that the Arabs form a ver}'- difftcult element

for the Turks to manage, that they act very independentl}' of govern-

ment, and that many of them exact a good deal of blackmail from the

settled population.

It is a disputed point how far the present population of S3-ria includes

elements derived from the early inhabitants. They are rather a blend of

very manv races, predominantly Semitic ; but it is certain that
Syrians. ^ ,^ •

^
i , i i » i i t ,

• • i i

the SjTiaus who are not clearly Arabs may be distinguished

by a general community of type, Imving regular features, a well-formed

nose, fine almond-shaped eyes, and very expressive countenances. They
are very intelligent and have much resource, being nearly as clever
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bargainers and liars as the Armenians or Greeks of the Levant. Added
to this, they are extremely vain. Arabic is spoken almost everywhere.

The SjTian Christians are very numerous, and have been favourably

spoken of by many writers, not only for their intelligence, but for their

moral character. Many Christian missions have been established Syrian

in various localities. The Lebanon Christians are known as christians.

Maronites, the name being derived from Maron, a celebrated recluse of

the fourth century. They have a sort of connection with the Roman
Chm^ch, but retain married priests and many other peculiarities. The
district is governed by a Christian pasha. The Druses are the hereditary

enemies of the Maronites, and they profess a sort of Unitarianism which
Mussulmans do not recognise ; but they have many half-pagan beliefs and

practices. Many of them have become converts to Christianity.

The Island of Cyprus, leased and controlled in 1878, by Great Britain,

has had a chequered history, was early colonised from Phoenicia, from

Greece, and from Egypt, and has always had a very mixed population.

The vicissitudes of its history are too numerous to enter upon. The Turks

in 1570-71, took it from the Venetians, and retained it till they handed it

over to Great Britain.

The population of Cyprus largely consists of Greeks of the Greek

Church, speaking a special Cypriot dialect of Greek. Many of the Ma-
hometans, whether Turks, Syrians, or Arabs, also speak Greek. The

The inhabitants are more simple-mannered, less passionate, Cypriotes,

less fiery than the Cretans. Poverty and want of enterprise have become

acclimatised among them under the rule of the Turks.

" The dress of the peasants," says Mrs. Scott-Stevenson (" Our Home
in Cyprus "), "is picturesque, and certainly becoming to young people

;

yellow or crimson shoes, short white socks, loose white trousers fastened

at "the ankle, a skirt of light cotton, and a richly embroidered bodice

(generally in velvet), cut in a low square on the bosom, which is covered

with a transparent piece of worked muslin. Innumerable glass bangles

on the arms complete the costume. On their heads they wear a silk

handkerchief tightly fastened across the top, and holding back two long-

plaits of hair. Bunches of jessamine and sweet-scented geranium-leaves

are fastened on one side, and on the other a half-wreath of worsted and
silk flowers on wire." Mrs. Stevenson describes the Cypriotes as dull and
lazy, frugal and sober, almost miserly, but good parents, devoted to their

homes and their villages, and easily governed.

I
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CHAPTER XX.

Origin—Early history—The Koreysh—Mahomet
—The Holy War—Removal of the Caliphate

—The Wahhabees—Wars of conquest—Me-
hemet Ali—Present states—The Bedouins—
The Sheiks—Modeof life—Physical characters

- Manners—Clothing—Arab horses and other

animals— The settled Arabs— Slaves— Hos-

pitality—Clothing—Arab towns—Modem in-

fluence—Holy places.

"R. AV. G. PALGEAA'E, in his

masterly article on Arabia in

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, is in-

clined to assimi to the
Origin. at -xpure Arabs a community

of origin with the Hamitic races of

north-eastern Africa. The term
" Himyar," or dusky, applied, now
to the ruling class, now to the en-

tire nation, supports this view. The

Mustareb Arabs of the North have

evidently mixed much with Asiatic peoples, both Semitic

and Mongoloid. But the Arab as a whole, is, perhaps, as

pure an example of a special race of mankind as we can

find ; and this may be accounted for by the character of his

physical surroundings having impressed themselves upon

his physique, and selected those fitted for the wild desert

4i8

I
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I

Before tlie rise of Mahometanism, Arabia was jjeopled by the present

Arab races, the monarclis of Yemen having ruled over the southern half

of the peninsula for many centuries. Other lesser monarchies Early

were dotted over the vast country ; but the central parts were history,

peopled by wilder, more energetic " Mustareb " tribes, nomadic and
pastoral, much akin to the Hebrews. In the fifth century there appeared

among them a leader of great ability, Koleyb, who, about 500 a.d., slew

the agent sent from Sana, the capital of Yemen, to collect tribute, and
endeavoured to form a confederacy of Arabs under his leadership). The
sixth century was occupied in conflicts by which these tribes were

widening their rule and developing a national feehng. Early in the

seventh centuiy, the clan of Koreysh, settled near Mecca, The

gained the control of the ancient temple or shrine, the Kaaba, Koreysii.

of Mecca, which even then was the resort of pilgrims, thus gaining the

possession of the accumulated offerings of ages, engaging in Red Sea

commerce at the port of Jeddah, and holding a predominant position at

the great national fair of Okad, near Mecca.

Then came the marvellous successes of Mahomet, who by no means
invented the idea of Allah as the one supreme God, but developed what
he already found growing amono: a few thinkers with whom

Mahomet
he came in contact. In the few years between his flight to

Medina in a.d. 622, and his death in 632, he had established his supremacy,

and that of the religion known by his name, over all Arabia, except some
portions which remained subject to Persia and to the Byzantine Greeks.

When he died, he had inaugurated a Holy War against the surrounding

countries, which was to be the keynote of Mahometanism, The

consolidating it at home by giving the Arabs a common object Holy war.

offering rich booty. They comparatively easily conquered the lands

occupied by the Semitic peoples ; but Persia and Egypt, offering more

resistance, still further aided the strengthening of Mahometanism, until

the Arabs and their subjects seemed about to gain a Avorld-wide dominion.

At first Arabia prospered during the successes of the Caliphs, but

after the Ommyads fell, a.d. 750, the country suffered greatly, for the new
Abbaside Caliphs relied most on their non-Arab subjects, and Removal of

the capital of the Moslem empire was removed from Damascus, *^® cauphate.

close to Arabia, to Hasliimeyah, on the Euplirates, and later to Bagdad.

In the tenth century the Arabians generally revolted from the Caliphate.

In 929 Mecca was stormed and the Kaaba ruined by Suleiman, the leader

of the Karmathian Arabs, and Arabia relapsed almost into barbarism.

No outside power has since then waged a war of conquest with Arabia,

but the north-eastern corner, Oman, with the adjacent coast bordering

on the Persian Gulf, became a semi-elective monarchy, the head of which

takes the title of Imam. Yemen, the southern corner, was split up into

a number of tribes like the central and eastern regions ; while the Red
Sea coast strip (the Hejaz), with the sacred territory of Mecca, under the
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headship of the shereefs or nobles, the descendants of the Koreysh,

acknowledged more or less completely the headship of the Caliph of

Bagdad, and later the Fatimite Caliphs who reigned in Egypt, and their

successors in power, the Ottoman Sultans,

The most important movement of modern times in which the Arabs

have been concerned has been that of the "Wahhabees, so named from

The Abd-el-Wahhab (1691-1787), a great reformer, who opposed
Wahiiabees. i^^ invocation of saints, honouring the shrines of the dead,

wearing silver and gold, using intoxicating drinks and tobacco, and

roused the Arabs to animosity against the Turks and other foreigners

whom he regarded as not true followers of Mahomet, Extending his

influence, partly by persuasion, partly by force, Abd-el-Wahhab at his

BEDOUIN FAMILY.

death saw his doctrines prevailing from the Persian Grulf to Mocha and
Aden, Nejd had become united into one government, and the ruler took

the titles of Imam and Sultan, Provinces soutli of Mecca and on the

frontier of Yemen having been added to the "Wahhabee dominions, the

Shereef or governor of Mecca took alarm and obtained an army of Turks

to attack the Wahhabee capital of Hasa (Hofhoof ), on the Persian Gulf,

Wars of which proved a futile expedition. The Wahhabees in turn
conquest, ^qq]^ >^q offensive and stormed Kerbela, in the territory of

Bagdad, in 1801, took Mecca in 1803, and Medina in 1804, and dictated

to the Mahometan world the terms on which alone they

could obtain access to the sacred places. In 1811 the Porte

entrusted Mehemet Ali, the viceroy of Egypt, with the subjugation of

Mebemet Ali.
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tlie Walihabees, wliicli lie accomplisliecl after much difficulty and with

great cruelty. In 1812 Medina was taken, in 1813 Mecca was occupied,

and in 1818 Arabia lay at the mercy of the conquerors. But a reaction

ensued against the oppressive treatment of the Turks, and the Wali-

habees have recovered theu' rule over a great part of Arabia, the excep-

tions being the following ; the eastern kingdom of Oman, present

seated at Muscat, and the Hejaz (a large part of the Red Sea states,

coast, Yemen (partially), and El-hasa, on the Persian Gulf, under

Turkish rule. The "Wahhabee kingdom itself is now split up, in con-

sequence of the rise of the kingdom of Shammar, in the north and west

of the Nejd.

The Arabs of the present day are best divided into the Bedouins, or

TYPES OF AUAB WOMEX.

The Bedouins,

" dwellers in the open land," and the dwellers in towns and settled

localities. The Bedouins live in tents in the vast extent of

.

country between the coast districts and the central plateau,

and are essentially shepherds and herdsmen, who migrate from spot to

spot according to the abundance of grass and water for their flocks.

Thus the disputes about the possession of wells, narrated in the Bible,

still continue, leading to plunder in some cases, to want in others. Far

removed from crowded haunts of men and control of regular authority,

many peculiarities of behaviour and of government characterise the

Bedouins.

In every clan, the sheikh, or elder, is paramount, and to him all

disputes are referred. This position is not given for descent, age, or
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wealth, but for some more evident quality of" leadership. Under the actual

conditions of life, this mode of government suffices. " Much
The sheikhs.

' has been said and written," says Mr. Palgrave, "of the indepen-

dence of the Bedouins, and of their having never submitted themselves

to a foreign yoke ; and prophecy has been called on to explain a fact

which a little reflection would have shown to imply nothing marvellous

or exceptional whatever, but to be merely the natural result of
Mode of life. . . .

"^

condition and circumstances. A nomad population, thinly

scattered over a large and open space of meagre pasture-land, will always

be unconquerable, because it offers next to nothing to conquer. When
in camp, a Bedouin's tent consists of a few coverings of the coarsest goat-

hair, dyed black, and spread over two or more small poles, in height from
eight to nine feet, gipsy fashion. If it be the tent of a sheikh, or man of

consequence, its total length may be from thirty to forty feet ; if of an
ordinary person, it will oftener fall short of twenty. Sometimes a par-

tition separates the quarters allotted to the women and children
;
some-

times they are housed under a lower and narrower covering. A piece of

rough carpet or an old mat may or may not be spread on the sandy
floor

;
while camel-saddles, ropes, halters, and the like, constitute the

entire furniture of the dwelling ; ornament there is none. To the list

two or three cauldrons for cooking, one or two platters, and a wooden
drinking-bowl, must be added ; and with these, including the master's

arms in one side of the tent, and his spear stuck in the ground at the

door, the household valuables are complete. When the time comes for

moving, all these several articles are easily fastened in bundles on the

backs of one or more camels
; the men mount their saddles, the women

their litters, and in an hour the blackened stones that served for a cook-

ing hearth remain as almost the only sign where the encampment has

been." See also Doughty's " Travels in Arabia Deserta," 18S8.

Both men and women are rather undersized and slender, with dark
complexions, in the south approaching that of the negro. The hair is

Physical abundant, coarse, and black, the beard less abundant, the nose
characters, aquiline

; the eyes are dark, the features well formed. The
Bedouins age rapidly, their skin becomes early wrinkled, and at forty the

beard is grey, which accounts for the grey beard associated with the idea

of a sheik. But though not very muscular, the Bedouin, owing to his

open-air life, is singularly healthy. In all the ordinary relations of life

Manners
^^^ Bedouin may be described as gentle, kind, affectionate, and
sensible, with passions well under control, a hvely imagination,

and much unstudied eloquence, often expended in sohciting backsheesh
when tliej'- come in contact with Europeans. They, however, are by no
means generally truthful, are restless and uncertain, envious, and not a

little sensual.

The men wear long cotton shirts, open above, and fi-equently a
girdle. Neither trousers nor turban are essentials of their costume, a
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mere handkerchief covering the head. A long wo.oden \A%nd in his hand,

and freqnently sandals on the feet, complete the Bedouin's

dress, except when a hair cloak is thrown over the shoulders.

The women have somewhat similar garments, but are covered with a

great mantle or wrapper from head to foot, which is almost closed over the

face when strangers approach. Rings and bangles of glass, copper, or

iron, sometimes of more precious metals, bead necklaces, rarely earrings

and nose rings, form their personal adornment ; but dress for purposes of

attraction can scarcely be said to exist among the Arab women.
The nomads are guiltless of literature or writing, and hence know

little of the Koran except by oral teaching ; and many of them are only

nominal Mahometans, and are little prone to go on pilgrimage. Even
sun-worship and tree-worship still exist among the wilder tribes.

Ordinary morality is not high among them. Marriage is a matter of

purchase, settled by go-betweens
;
and divorce is not uncom- ^^^ Worses

mon. His horse is more valued than his wife by the Arab ; and other
fl.TlJTTI fl.lR

and the pure breed of the Nejd is still kept up, and almost

entirely restricted to the central plateau. Although not of great size, nor

of racing speed, " for perfection of form, symmetry of limb, cleanness of

muscle, beauty of appearance, for endurance of fatigue, for docility, and

for speed maintained to distances so long as to appear incredible, the

Nejdee horse has no equal " (Palgrave). The best horses are almost the ex-

clusive property of the chiefs, and are used principally for war or parade.

The camel is far more useful to the Arab, though less highly esteemed

;

and, in addition to services as a beast of burden, supphes the most fre-

quent meat diet, as well as milk, and wool for articles of clothing. Sheep,

goats, oxen, and asses form the remaining "stock" animals of Arabia.

The settled Arabs have this much in contrast to the nomads, whom
they far outnumber, that they are attached to localities, and their clans

have a strict relation to place. The descendants of the The settled

Koreysh, it is true, are widely spread, and rank everywhere as Arabs,

a nobility, with the title of shereef, and often act as governors. Sheiks

exist in every village
; emirs predominate over considerable districts

;

while the title of sultan is assumed by the rulers of Nejd, Oman, and
some other tracts. Owing to much intermixture of population, the

Northern Arabs and Eastern Arabs show considerable affinities to Per-

sians and Hindus, the southern to the African negroes. Slaves

are very common, and sheiks often marry negro slaves. Very
many slaves are emancipated at the end of seven years, if they adopt

Mahometanism
; and, once free, there is no prejudice against their rising

to almost any position of which they are capable—sheik, kadi, or judge,

or even emir.

The unruffled demeanour and serious behaviour of the Arabs have
always excited remark. It is noteworthy how slight a hold games or

playfulness of any kind have on them. Politeness is truly natural to

I
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I

tliem, but it often cloaks an extortionate and passionate spirit. Very
great variety of complexion prevails among tliem, from nearly black, or

mulatto in many parts, to a merely Italian swartliiness in the mountains

of Yemen, The majority are a good deal taller than the Bedouins, and

better made, although ophthalmia, due to the heat and the sandy soil, is

frequent. From their abstemious habits they often reach extreme old

age in good health.

Hospitality is a general virtue, though the central regions excel the

coast provinces. Coffee, always roasted, pounded, and boiled freshly on

each occasion, is invariably offered to a visitor in the settled

parts, and indeed is drunk very frequently in the day, without

milk or sugar. Wine is rare, but tobacco-smoking is universal, except

where the Wahhabees rule, Arab cookery is very simple, the women not

having much skill as cooks. Boiled meat (a luxury), millet-cakes, thin

wheaten cakes, dates, and fruits are the chief foods. "Washing after

meals is always practised, and indeed the settled Arabs are very cleanly,

observing the ablutions prescribed by their religion with scrupulous care.

Dress varies considerably. Drawers or trousers are not often worn,

and the simplicity of dress of the Bedouins is frequent. In Hejaz and

Yemen, under Turkish rule, trousers are worn, and a great

sash round the waist ; and the full turban is frequent, as also

in Oman, Women in these provinces wear loose drawers or trousers, and
some wear veils. Ornaments of gold and silver are abundant, and the

hair is plaited in a long plait hanging down behind.

Arab towns and villages are always walled round, if only by a rampart
of dried earth. The streets are irregular and tortuous, the houses seldom

of more than two storeys, with flat mud roofs and little orna-
.

ment. Shops are few and drainage does not exist, though the

dryness of the air makes this less injurious than in other climates.

Whether the Arabs can regain their former wide influence may be

doubted. Their philosophy and science were hardly their own product

having been mostly the work of others than natives of Arabia. Modem
At the present time they are producing important effects "1^^®°^®-

among the negro and Hamitic populations of Africa. Extreme fanaticism

and fierce courage, jealous watchfulness of their trade-routes, and resolute

maintenance of the slave trade, are the chief features of their dealings

with other races.

Mecca, with its great mosque, enclosing the Kaaba, or " Holy

House," containing the meteorite fabled to have been given by God to

Abraham, and Medina with the tomb of Mahomet, are the „ , ,

^ • n f> 1 • n 1
T^o\y places.

objects of multitudes of pilgrimages of believers, all others

being jealously excluded. Sana, the capital of Y'emen, Ha'il, of the

Shammar State, Riad, of the Wahhabee State, Muscat, of Oman, are all

considerable towns ; but Aden, occupied since 1838 by the English, is far

more important commercially and politically.



CHAPTER XXI.

Di^tnbutioii of asJiatic l\ares*

THE largest portion of Asia is inhabited by people of the Mongoloid

race, as will be seen by the accompanying map, marked to show the

localities inhabited by the principal races. The Malay Archipelago,

inhabited chiefly by Malays, is included for convenience in this map.

' vfiO Fcrro 30 to 'flit dOO

ASIA.
( I'lic numbers on the Maji indiciCe ths rejjions inhabited by the aiffcreiit races and peoples.)

The Arabic numerals signify the following nations or peoples:—
1. Ostiaks; 2. Kirghiz; I). Koriaks ; 4. Tungusians ; 5. Kalmucks; 6.

Usbegs; 7. Japanese; 8. Georgians; 9. Kurds; 10. Armenians; 11.

Circassians; 12. Persians; 13. Hindus; 1-1. Dravidians ; 15. Chinese;
606
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16. Malays ; 17. Negritos ; 18. Arabs ; 19. Turcomans
; 20. Tibetans

;

21. Siamese, etc. ; 22. Dyaks.

Tlie following table shows approximately tlie distribution of races

in Asia :

—

THE CAUCASIANS, '

Or fair type of mankind, are largely represented in their principal groups.

ARYANS (also TEEMED INDO-EUROPEANS).

Hindus :—The predomiuant race in India, ^ Hindi (Central & N"orth-west-naia, /'

though much mixed in some parts with \ ern Provinces, Oudh, &c.)

Aboriginal (Dravidian) tribes, and partly < Bengali (Bengal chiefly)

.

;ilso with Mongols. The majority profess / Punjabi (Punjab, &c.)

Hinduism, but many are Mahometans. ^ Other Indian sections

Afghans:—Divided into numerous tvibes, < Including Pathans of N.W
who are Mahometans in religion. ) India ....

100,000,000

40,000,000

17,000,000

34,000,000

3,300,000

Greeks:— . Asiatic Turkej- and the Levant 2,000,000

Slaa's :—Modern immigrants and political ( Russians and Poles (Siberia

exiles from Russia. \ and Russian Turkestan) . . 6,500,(X)0

i

Settlers in India, China, &c.,

including Eurasians or half

breeds with Hindus . . 500,000

Total 203,300,000

IRANIANS.

Tall, bold, handsome people of South-west Asia ; many of them
formerly fire-worshippers, now mostly Mahometans.

Persians and Tajiks :— In Afghanistan and neighljouring countries . . 6,300,000

Kurds :
—-Kurdistan, Persia, &c., partly subject to Persia and Turkey . 3,000,000

Baluchis :—Baluchistan 300,000

Galchas :—Afghanistan, Oxus Valley, and Hindoo Koosh Mountains . . 500,000

Armenians :—Partly under Russia, mostly under Turkey, professing
Christianity ..'....'... 4,000,000

Total 14,100,000

CIRCASSIANS.

A group of many races with different languages and dialects,

inhabitants of the Caucasus Provinces and Georgia.

Georgians, Mingrelians, and Circassians 1,500,000

Lesghians (Daghestan) 500,000

Other Groups 300,000

Total 2,300,000

SEMITES.

Aram^ans :— Modern Syrians, including inhabitants of Holy Land and
parts of Asia Minor "

. . . 2,250,000

Jews :—Widely distributed 200,000

Arabs :—Araljia, Palestine, Asia Minor, Persia, India 8,000,000

Total 10,450,000
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Asia is the great stronghold of the-

MOXGOLOIDS.

Chinkse

Core/

390,000,000

10,500,000

38,000,000

20,000,000

JANS

Japanesk.............
Annamese :—Tonkin, Cochin Ciiiiia .......
Siamese :—The Tai grouj), including the Laos (Buddhists) of Siam and the

Sh'ans of Bunnah, &c 5,000,000

TiHETAXs (Buddhists) 4,000,000

Tiheto-Burmkse :—Including many aboriginal tribes of the Himalayas,
Assam, and Burraah 8,700,000

Anatolian Turks—Asia Minor, <to. . . . 11,500,000

Usbegs—Bokhara, &c 2,000,000

Kirghiz—Independent Tartary & Russian Tartary 3,000,000

Turcomans, kc.—Turkestan & Russian Empire • 3,000,000

Yakuts— Siberia (river Lena) .... 200,0U0

Manchu Tahtars (Manchuria and China) 8,000,000

Kasiigarfans (Kashgar, Central Asia) 750,000

Mongolians (Central Asia) 3,000,0<'()

Malays (Malacca, &c.;\ I.OOO.oum

BuRiATs and Tunguses (Siberia) 350,*>""

Finns (Samoyedes, OsTiAKS, &c.) • . . 60,<

Total 509,050,001 >

Turk I Group (mostly
Mahometans) :

—

THE AUSTEALOIBS,

A not very well defined group, include-

Dravidians (Southern India) :—The In-

dian Coolies, A'cry dark brown in com-
plexion : mixed more or less Avith Arj-an
Hindus, Init speaking distinct languages.

KoLARiANs:—Aboriginal Hill Tribes of

India, chiefly in Central Provinces and
Orissa, speaking a distinct group of lan-

guages.

Tamil (Carnatic, Travancore,
Mysore, North Ceylon)

Telugu (Hyderabad, Mysore)

.

Canarese (IMysore, Canara) .

Malayalim (Malabar)
Others, including Hill Tribes

Santhals (Orissa, Bengal) .

]
Bhils (Yindhya Mountains) .

^
Kol. (Chota, Nagpore) . . )

20,000,000

16,000.000

10,00(».000

4,000,000
3,ooo,oi:to

4-,000,0(.»0

Total b7,OWJm
In addition to the above are the Ainos, the aboriginal hairy people of

Japan, some of the Kurile Isles and part of the adjacent mainland,

the Kamchadales, inhabiting Kamtschatka, the Koriaks and Tchukclii

of Siberia, etc., which may perhaps all belong to a group of Palae-

Asiatics or primitive Asiatics, who have been driven North and East
by the more successful Mongols, and now are but few in number. There
are also a few thousand Negritos in the peninsula of Malacca.



CHAPTER XXII.

THE nortlierii fauna of Asia is not veiy^difPerent from that of Europe.

The reindeer, the lemming, and the ghitton are among the types

most widely spread, while sables (2), squirrels (3), and ermines (4) are

ver}^ numerous. The sable is pursued by the hunter to the very shores

ASIA.
(The numbers on the Map indicate some of the regions inhabited Ijy the various animals illustrated in tie text.)

The darkly shaded portions indicate the more elevated tracts of land.

of the Arctic Ocean, across the tundras or frozen marshes of Northern

Asia. The hunters catch the animal in traps and in nets, taking every

care that the valuable fur shall not be injured.
509
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1. ARC.ALI.

There are several peculiar species of sheep in Southern Siberia and

the highlands of Central Asia. The argali or amnion (1) is a giant species,

reaching to four feet high at

the shoulder, and habitually

holding its head erect. Its huge
horns, forming four-fifths of a

circle, and sometimes four feet

long, are very useful in the

combats to which it is prone.

It is as agile as the chamois in

climbing rocky heights. Marco
Polo's sheep is another fine

sj)ecimen. It inhabits the high-

lands north of Kashgar and

Yarkand, more than 9,000 feet

above the sea-level. The horns

form a circle and a quarter,

being over five feet in length.

The Cashmere Goat oi Tibet and Cashmere (9) is famous for the

great length and fineness of its white outer wool and the beaut}^ of its

under coat of fur-like wool, from which the celebrated Cashmere shawls

are made. The Ibex, found in Europe, also ranges through Western Asia

and to the Western Himalayas
;
and several other species of goat occur in

South-east Asia. Several species of gazelle, such as the Sjnrian, the

Arabian, the Persian, occur in South-east Asia. Their most prominent

character is the beauty of their e^^es. The Indian Antelope or Black

Buck is much like the gazelles in most respects
;
but the male has re-

markable black horns, often twisted

spirally for three or four turns. It

is swifter than the fleetest grey-

hound, but falls a prey to the tiger.

The Nyl-ghau (36) is the largest

member of the antelope family in

India. The male is more than four

feet high, and very fleet. The
male alone has horns, about nine

inches high, rising vertically. The
tiger and leopard prey upon it, but
though its flesh is excellent, the

Hindus do not eat it, on account of
its resemblance to oxen. The latter

are well represented in India and
Southern Asia, and in India their

milk and cheese- are highly valued, though their flesh is not eaten. The
Zebus (1(5, 17) are the sacred cattle of i\\^. Hindus, remarkable for the

3. OBEY SyUIKKEL.
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0. UJIGGETAI.

fleshy hump on the shoulders. They are largely used as draught cattle,

being of a very mild disposition. They vary greatly in size, some of

them not being larger than

a sheep (16). The Gaur, the

Gayal, and the Banting, are

other fine species of oxen

found in India and Southern

Asia. The Yak of Tibet (10)

has a fine coat of hair, which

is very long on the flanks and

tail, the latter being greatly

valued as a fly-switch. It is

nearly all black, the tail how-
ever being entirely white. It

is sometimes termed the grunt-

ing ox, from a peculiar noise

it makes, somewhat like a pig.

It lives in the coldest up-

lands, and feeds upon coarse grass in considerable herds. The Indian

Buffalo has long fine horns, sometimes six and a half feet long, and it

stands about six feet high at the shoulder. The so-called Musk Deer (11)

has many interesting characters which ally it Avith the antelope. It

has no horns nor antlers, in either sex ; it has tusk-like upper canine

teeth, three inches long, though it is less than two feet high ; its tail

is rudimentary. It is very agile and sure-footed, springing from rock

to rock like a chamois. It takes its name from the powerful per-

fume which is contained in a pouch on the surface of the abdomen,
and which will retain its odour for an almost incredible time. The
Musk lives at elevations

of over 8,000 feet in

Asia from the Himalayas
to Pekin.

Deer of various spe-

cies abound in Asia. AVe

illustrate the Axis Deer
•of India (21), one of the

most beautiful species,

marked with a series of

white spots over the

whole body, so much
like the effect of sunlight

through foliage, that it

is very difficult to re-

cognise the animal in the forest. Its habits are nocturnal, and it

generally passes the day asleep in the shade, in the neighbourhood of

('. KACTItlAX CAMEL.
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a stream,

hiffh.

'jtft?'~.i\.

-_ _5§^

7. JERBOA. 8. MUSK liAT.

The Sambur is another very fine Indian deer, nearly five feet

The Bactrian or two-

hnmped Camel (6) has a

wide range through South-

ern and Central Asia, ex-

tending to Pekin and Lake

Baikal. It is inferior to

the Arabian or African

Camel in endurance. Its

colour varies remarkably,

from black through every

shade of reddish-brown and chestnut to almost white.

The AVild Horses of Tartary probably represent as nearly as any now

existing the primitive stock from which our domestic horses were derived.

They are mouse-coloured, with a stripe along the back. It is only necessary

to mention the Arab horse as the parent of our English racers. The Djig-

getai (5) of Persia and India is one of the handsomest and swiftest of the

wild asses, being extremely agile among rocks. It is hunted for its flesh.

which is excellent.

In studying zoology and botany it becomes evident that the greater

part of the Malay Archipelago forms one province with South-eastern

Asia ; and according!}', many of the species now to be mentioned are

found both in the Malay Islands and in South-eastern Asia. Thus the

Malayan Tapir (32) inhabits Sumatra, Malacca, and South-West China.

The Indian Rliinoceros (29), remarkable for the great folds of its skin, is

represented by a smaller species in Java, and by a two-horned species in

Sumatra. The Indian Elephant (28), with smaller ears than the African

.

\

9. CASHMEKE GOAT 10. YAK.

extends over India, Ceylon, Burmah, Siam, Cochin China, the Malay

Peninsula, and Sumatra. The Hogs of India and China are represented

I
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CrOLDEN EAr.LJ

ill Celebes and Borneo

by tlie ferocious Bab}'-

roussa (33), tlie males

of wliich species liave

tusks of great size, and

tliose of tlie upper jaw

curve upwards and
backwards, so as some-

times to penetrate tlie

skull.

Tlie Orang-outan

(27) is the great ape of

Borneo and Sumatra,

Its long ruddy-brown

liair, and great forward-

projecting jaws, mark it

off decidedly from man, as well as its very long arms, much used in

balancing the creature while walking. The long-armed Gibbons of the

Malay Islands, Malacca, Southern

India, and China, the sacred mon- _ ^ ^^^I^^^^" --=-=='M^^^_

keys of India, the long-nosed and
long-tailed monkeys of Borneo,

the Macaques, which extend into

Tibet, North China, and Japan,

are too numerous to mention. The
Baboons extend from Africa into

Arabia. The Loris are an extra-

ordinary kind of Lemurs (a lower

group of the Primates or Monkey
class), akin to those which abound
in Madagascar, and found in India, Further India, and many of the great

islands of the Malay Archipelago. They are mostly night-prowlers,

with large eyes and no tails ; but one genus, the

little Tarsius, has a long tail, and from its sudden

appearance at dusk and curious

aspect, is termed "the spectre,"

and is believed to have a ma-
levolent influence. '

Bats are abundant in

Southern Asia and the Malay
Islands—the fruit-eating and

^ the insectivorous forms. The
y /i.l^-^2^*5®j^"Xi

gj.Qj^|. Kalong (26) of the Malay
Islands has delicate flesh which

ki4.

iL\iNG DKAGON. IS eatcu by the natives. The

13. SLOTH BEAK.

15. SILKWORM AND MOTH.

L L
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extraordinary Flying Lemur or Galeopitliecus, now generally referred to

the order Insectivora, is peculiar to Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo ; but

most of the Insecti-

vora are well repre-

sented in Asia. The
Desman, or Musk
Shrew (8j, found in

South-western Asia

as well as in Europe,

must be distin-

guished from the

AmericanMusquash

,

a Rodent.

The Tiger (35j

is the great beast of

prey of Southern

Asia, ranging from

the Caspian to the

Sea of Okhotsk, and
southwards to Malacca, but Northern India is its head-quarters. The
Leopard is found in many parts of Southern Asia, and even in Japan and
Corea. Many other large cats occur in the same geographical range.

The Bears are widely distributed in Asia, the Brown Bear in Siberia

and Japan, the Syrian Bear in Palestine and Lebanon, a variety of the
same in the Himalayas, the Himalayan Black or Sun Bear in the Hima-
layas, in Eastern Siberia and China, the Malayan Bear in Malacca and
the great Malay Islands, the Sloth Bear (13) throughout India and Ceylon.

One of the most remarkable of Asiatic mammals is the Gangetic
Dolpliin of the Ganges and Indus, with its very long slender snout,
minute eyes, and very numerous single teeth.

Very many of the Rodents are widely distributed over Asia, especially

16. KWAr.F Z±;i;l , )JKAUiXIN iSl'LL, UK ZEBU.

19. KSCPLENT SWIFTLET. 20. GASTERACANTH

'

the Squirrels, Lemmings, Marmots, and Beave.-^ in the north, the Flying
Squirrels in !?ou':hem and Eastern Asia, the Rats, Mice, and Voles every-
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22. COBRA.

prepare their famous de-

licacy, Bird's nest soup
;

the Weaver Birds (24), re-

markable for their nests of

grasses and reeds, so in-

geniously plaited together

as to form bag -like re-

ceptacles hanging from

the boughs of trees ; the

Peacocks of India (37)

;

the Argus Pheasants of -

Malacca (25) ; the Bankiva
Fowl of the Malay Islands,

Northern India, Assam,
Burmah, etc. (30), the

origin of our domestic

fowls. The Ptarmigan,

Snow Bunting, Raven,

Ger - falcon, and Snowy
Owl extend up to the ex-

treme north of Asia ; and
Magpies and Swallows
reach the northern Siber-

ian forests.

The Cassowary (31),

though widely distributed

in New Guinea and other

Papuan islands, only ex-

tends into Ceram, west of

where. The Jerboas (7) extend over

Southern and Central Asia, and are re-

markable for their long hind legs and tail,

and their complex burrows. Hares and
Rabbits occur all over Asia.

Among the birds of Asia we must
draw attention to the Golden Eagle (12),

which however is by no means restricted

to Asia
;
the Rhinoceros Hornbill (23) of

Malacca and Borneo, which finds flying a

serious matter, having to rest after flying

a mile
; some of the HornbiUs make an

astonishing noise, somewhat between the

bray of a jackass and the scream of a

locomotive ; the Esculent Swiftlet (19),

from whose gelatinous nest the Chinese

RHINOCEROS 24. WEAVER 25. ARGUS 2(3. EDIBLE 27. ORANG-

HORNBILL. ", [_BIRDS. PHEASANT. KALONG. OCTAN.

1
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28. INDIAN ELEPHANT. 2'.). r.HINOCERi

New Guinea. Its wings are merely represented by a number of liorny

black spines.

Reptiles are comparatively rare in tlie northern parts of Asia.

Snakes and Lizards occur as we reacli more temperate climates. Poison-

ous and constricting Snakes abound in tbe hotter climates, especially in

India ; among tliem are tlie Cobra (22), the Python, Vipers, "Whipsnakes,

and freshwater Snakes ; water and land Lizards ; Geckos, which can

run inverted along ceilings
; and Flying Dragons (14), which can sustain

themselves in the air during flying leaps. Crocodiles are found in the

great rivers of the tropics, the Gavial (34) being a special long-snouted

form of the Ganges. The
various Frogs, especially

Tree Frogs (18), and the

Toads are very numerous.

The Silkworm-Moth

(15) representing Insects,

and the Crab Gastera-

cantha (20), are among
the invertebrate mem-
bers of the Asiatic fauna

;

but it is impossible here

to indicate the vast ex-

tent and variety of forms
»V-4^'-**^.' -^^ii/^ -^ which crowd the air,

31. cAfsowAUY. 32. T.vi-iR. earth, and water of and30. BANKIVA FOWL.
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33. BABYllOrSSA.

around Asia. The Locusts and

Mosquitoes, liowever, must be men-
tioned, if only for tlie intense in-

convenience tliey occasion.

Summing up tlie characters of

the zoological districts of Asia, Mr.

Wallace states that the most abun-

dant and conspicuous of the mam-
mals of the Siberian sub-region

(extending down to Tibet and Sik-

kim), are the great herds of Rein-

deer in the north, the Wolves of the

steppes, with the wild Horses, Goats, Sheep, and Antelopes of the plateaux

and mountains. One peculiar animal is a Seal, found in Lake Baikal,

very like a species of the Northern Seas and the Caspian and Aral Seas.

The Yak and the Tibetan Antelopes are specially restricted to this sub-

region. The Japanese and North Chinese sub-region contains numerous
peculiar mammals ; a sub-genus of Monkeys living in the forests of

Moupin, in a very cold climate, and having very thick fur ; a bear-like

animal, intermediate between the bear and cat families ; a curious

racoon-like Dog ; and peculiar forms of Deer and Moles, Western Asia,

including all Persia, is ranked by Mr. Wallace in the Mediterranean

sub-region, but has few of the forms peculiar to the region, the Hyrax, or

Coney, of Syria being the chief.

The Oriental region, including Lidia, Further India, Southern China,

and the Malay Islands, has a very rich tropical fauna, many members of

which we have already spoken of.

34. GAVIAL. 35. TIGEE, 36. XYLGHAU. 37. PEACOCK.



CHAPTEE XXIII.

Sciatic ^Slants;,

As in Northern Europe, Grasses?, Lichens, an 1 Mosses constitute the

greater part of the flora of Northern Siberia. The northern

Trees become stunted and miserable-looking, but the Larch, Birch, Pine,

£0 Perro 30 120 " '^ii IS 31100 HI)

ASIA.
(The numbers on the M;ip indicate the regions in which the plants are cliiefly found.)

and even Cedar extend far north. The north-eastern region of Asia

has a much more luxuriant flora, the climate being tempered by the sea

;

the Poplar and the Birch, the Oak and the Elm, many Conifers, the

Lime, "Walnut, and Maple, and many Grasses and Slirubs, flourish in
518
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the Amur district. In the dry regions of Turkestan the prevaiHng
character of the plants is hard, prickly, hairy, and adapted to resist

1. pyEETHKlM. 2. Af SAFCETIDA PLANT. 3. RHUBARB,

evaporation. The Wild Olive and the Poplar are among the steppe

plants. In the oases, Cereals abonnd^Wheat, Barley, Maize, and Rice

;

Cotton, Hemp, Madder, Flax, Tobacco, and Lucern are also cultivated.

Fruits of temperate climates abound as in Europe. The Mountain Ash
and the Spruce Fir are fine trees in the forests of Thian-shan. In

Caucasia and Trans-Caucasia most of the trees and fruits are the same
as those of Europe, the Laurel, Orange, Vine, and Mulberry flourishing,

with the Pear, Plum, Cherry, and "Walnut. The Azalea of the Caucasus

4. TCHIN-SENG. 5. CEDAR OF LEBANON.

1% a splendid flowering shrub, like the Rhododendron of the Himalayas^
md it is attended by a luxuriant group of trees and flowers.
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In Asia Minor the forest trees of Southern Europe flourish, both

timber and fiuit trees, and also trees furnishing resins, such as Storax

C.I'.ALM- 7. INCENSE- 8. BOX-TREE. 9. MELONS. 10. HIBISCOS.

TREE. TREE.

and Pines. Armenia, on the contrary, has little wood ; while Kurdistan

has forests of Oak, Ash, and Pine. Maize, Wheat, Pulse, Tobacco, and

Cotton also grow well in Kurdistan. The Mesopotamian flora is tropical,

the Date reacliing perhaps its greatest perfection. Syria is much more

richly clothed with vegetation than Palestine. Southern European

fruits and trees abound, as well as the Turpentine or Terebinth-tree.

The Date and the Coffee are at home in Arabia, where the former sup-

plies most valuable food. Arabia too abounds in aromatic and medicinal

11. TEA SHRUE. 12. COTTON. 13. (a) JUTE. {[>) CORCHO. 14, LITCHI.

plants, such as Myrrh, Frankincense, Balsam, Senna, and Gum-Arabic.
The Sycamore, Cassia, and Ash (yielding manna, a sugary secretion) are
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among tlie principal trees of Arabia. Persia, in 'parts, is very bare of

forests and vegetation ; in otlier parts, it is one of tlie richest countries

in existence.

15. EICE-PAPEE PLANT. 16. AILANTHUS. 17. PAPER SIULBERKY-TKEE, 18. GUMLAC-TREE.

Tlie greater part of Southern Asia has a flora very much in common
with the Malay Islands. Rice, Maize, Wheat, Millet, among Cereals

;

Jute, Indigo, the Poppy, the Sugar-cane and Cocoa-nut, among other

useful plants, are characteristic and important ; while Teak, Ebony, various

Pines and Indiarubbers, are notable trees. The cultivation of the Cin-

chona plant, lately introduced, has advanced rapidly in Southern India.

We Avill now proceed to refer to and comment upon our numerous

19. BAMBOO. £0. BANYAN.

illustrations of the Asiatic flora, nearly all of wliich are distributed

throughout the south-eastern countries.
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The Pyiethrum (1), or Insect-powder Plant, belongs to tlie Composite

family. It is indigenous in Persia and the Caucasus, but transplanted

20. («) BANYAN.

(6) SACBED FIG,
21. Tr.UE LOTUS. 22. DEACON v.vsA. 23. GINGER.

and cultivated elsewhere. The powder u; ed lor driving away noxious
insects is obtained from the dried and pulverised blossoms of the plant,

which are gathered in June, dried in the sr.n, and crushed in mills. The
Assafoetida Plant (2) is cultivate 1 in various parts of Persia. The sub-

«SS<^

21. SAOO PALII. 25. TALIPOT lALM. 2r.. AREKA P.UiJI.

1-i I ^s;'?=^?'^s»s;.,'rst^

27. JAK-TREE.

stance called assafoetida is obtained from tie root-stall<s. It has a very pirn- i

gent smell, and is uied in the East, like gai lie, to give a flavour to various \
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dishes. It is also used as a medicine. The well-known Rhubarb (3),

whose root forms a valuable article of the Pharmacopoeia, and whose

28. CAMPHOR-LAUREL. 29. CAMPHOK-TEEE. 30. EAFFLESIA. 31. SAGO-TEEE.

leaf-stalks are cooked and eaten as fruit, is a native of the high

steppes of Central Asia, The Tchin-seng, or Ginseng (4), is looked upon
witL superstitious respect by the Chinese, as a plant of rare'medicinal

vntues, and they like to carry a piece of the root about with them as a

kind of talisman. AVhen the root is found growing in a forked shape^

like the mandrake, it is invested with especial and mystical powers, and

sold for a high price on account of its supposed virtues.

32. TEAK-TREE. 33. (fif, ?<, c) GAMBOGE-TREE, (r/, <?) MANGOSTEENS. 34. GOTTA-PERCHA TREE.

The Cedar of Lebanon (5), a famous tree in ancient times, owed its

elebrity to its stately size and spreading branches, and to its aromatic

k
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oil and gums, wliicli were used in embalming tlie dead. It is now almost

extinct in its original home. Of the various shnibs from which balsams

36. CINNAMON-TREE. 37. NUTMEG-TREE.

and fragant gums are extracted, the best known are the Balm or Balsam-

tree (0) and the Incense-tree (7). The Box (8), celebrated for the hardness

and the close grain of its wood, which is accordingly used for blocks for

wood-engraving, grows to the height of twenty feet, with a stem of

goodly thickness, in Asia. Among the most beautiful of Asiatic flowers

is the Hibiscus (10), various kinds of which have been introduced into

our greenhouses as ornamental plants. The Tea Shrub (11) in appearance

resembles a rose-bush, both as to its leaves and flowers. The cultivation,

formerly confined to China, has widely spread over various parts of the

continent, as in Assam and in Ceylon. The Asiatic Cotton Plant in

many respects resembles that of America, but in this the fiuif}^ contents

of the pods are yellower in colour. The nankeen stufls are prepared

from Indian cotton. Jute (13) is important as a fibre for the preparation

of mats and coarse fabrics. The delicious Leechee or Litchi (1-4) is'

:Mz.

.^V

38. CITRON. 89. MANGO. 40. DURIAN. \

gradually being introduced as a fruit at European tables. From the pitb

of the Aralia (16) is prepared that soft glossy rice-paper on which the
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Chinese paint tlieii' quaint pictures, and wliicli is used as a material for

artificial flowers. Tlie Paper Mulberry-tree (17) is tlie kind from tlie

fibrous bark of wliicli the Chinese prepare a material resembling paper

;

while the Gumlac-tree (18) is valuable as yielding the substance called

gumlac.

It is in Asia that the Bamboo grows to its greatest perfection ; and

in many instances bamboos are used where large beams would be em-
ployed in Europe, in buildings of various kinds. The great bamboos are

also sometimes used as pipes in aqueducts. A tree that has been reckoned

among the wonders of the world is the Banyan (20), which from its

branches sends down vertical shoots towards the earth, where they take

root, forming pillars or supplementary trunks around the principal one,

so that a single tree in time forms a kind of grove with arcades. A

|c ^^

41. PEPPEE. 42. CLOVE-TREE.

sacred character is attributed to this tree by the Hindus. Various kinds

of Palms adorn the tropical regions of Asia ; and here, as elsewhere, these

noble trees are of enormous importance for their varied usefulness. The
Sago Palm (24) is highly esteemed for its starchy pith, the well-known

sago of commerce. The tree grows quickly, and yields a great quantity

of the pith, sometimes as much as 800 lbs. weight. The Talipot Palm
(25) is remarkable for the fact that when it has once come to maturity,

and borne flowers and fruit, its life is over, and it dies off. Its leaves are

of remarkable size, fan-shaped, and sometimes eighteen feet across. They
are so coriaceous in texture that they can readily be written upon, and
all the important Pali (Buddhist) manuscripts of Ceylon are written upon
these leaves. From the Areka Palm (26) are procured the betel-areca or

penang nuts, from which the substance betel, used as a masticatory by
_,many of the nations of the East, is prepared. Long pieces of the nut are

I
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rolled in leaves of the chavica pepper, powdered witli the dust of calcined

shells ; and this mixture is chewed perseveringly by the natives, on the

ground that it decreases or prevents thirst and cleanses the teeth. The
Jak-tree (27j is a kind of artocarpus or breadfruit-tree. Its prickly fruit

grows to a large size, sometimes weighing more than sixty pounds. It is

largely used as food by the Asiatics, but is little rehshed by Europeans?

having a strong and somewhat disagreeable smell, A yellow dye, with

which the Buddhist priests stain their robes, is procured from this tree,

A floral wonder of Malaysia is the gigantic Rafflesia (30j, so named
by its discoverer, Arnold, in honour of Sir Stamford Raffles, Governor of

Sumatra, at the time the flower was first found there. The plant itself

is of a low order of development, in spite of its gigantic size. It is

parasitic, and first appears in the form of a small button on the root

of some liana or twining-plant at the foot of a great tree. Each tin}' bud
(there are sometimes many in a row) swells until it attains the size of a

gigantic cabbage. This opens and expands into a fieshy flower, Hke an

enormous fungus, five or six feet in diameter. The Sago-tree (31; is of an

entirely different family from the Sago Palm. It belongs to the Cycadese,

and flourishes best on the island of Sumatra. The Teak-tree (32; is

celebrated for tlie hardness of its wood, which renders it adapted to ship-

building. From the Gamboge-tree (33j, belonging to the genus Garcinia,

the yellow substance of that name is obtained ; another species furnishes

the delicious fruit known as the mangosteen (Malacca), sometimes called

the finest of all fruits. The Gutta-percha Tree (31; 3'ields a juice similar

to that of the caoutchouc-tree, but without its elastic properties. The
various uses to which the gutta-percha is applied, including its use in the

manufacture of telegraphic cables, render it one of the most valuable

of plants.

The Cinnamon-tree (36) is a native of Ceylon, where its cultivation

was carried on by the Dutch a century and a half before the island came
into the possession of Great Britain. The cinnamon of commerce con

.sists of the bark stripped from the branches of the trees by the cinna

mon-peelers, and dried. The Nutmeg-tree (37) grows to a height of

thirty feet. It bears a fruit the size of a peach, harsh and uneatable

;

but the kernel is the nutmeg, and the fibrous covering round it is the

spice called mace. The Dutch East India Company at one time made
great efforts to preserve the monopoly of the nutmeg market, by
destroying the nutmeg-tree wherever they found it, except in their own
settlements, sending out expeditions for the purpose ; but in time the

English, French, and Portuguese took a large share of the trade. The
Citron, Mango, and Durian (38-40) are other valuable Asiatic fruits.

The Pepper Shrub (41), largely cultivated in Sumatra, and found also in

Borneo and the adjacent islands, fiirnishes in its seed-corns, gathered:

before they are ripe, and dried, one of the most universally diffused oi

the spices. White pepper is obtained by removing the outer husk of the
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black pepper. The Clove-tree (42) furnishes, in its flower-buds, the
aromatic cloves used as spice.

From these specimens it may be seen how rich is the endowment
of wood, flowers, fruits, and seeds with which South-eastern Asia is

furnished. In times past many of them have been dealt with in a most
improvident and unwise manner by the natives ; but in the present day
skilled botanists are at work in India and Ceylon under government
authority, discovering and publishing the best methods of dealing with
the crops, advising the natives and the merchants, and making experi-
ments themselves. The introduction of tea and cinchona planting into
India are among the most remarkable instances of the benefits thus
conferred

;
but they are only samples of much more that has been done

and that will in the future be done by wise scientific plant culture for
the welfare of the vast populations of Asia.

_

It is not generally known how local is the cultivation of certain
grains which are especially associated in our minds with India. Rice is

the special crop of Lower Burmah and of nearly all the delta districts of
India

;
elsewhere it is subordinate. Wheat is most grown in the Punjab

and in the provinces north of the Deccan, and does not thrive where rice
does. Millet is far more extensively grown than either

; the great millet
is known as joav ; spiked millet as hajva in the north and 'kamhii in the
south. Oil seeds are very largely grown as a second crop after rice and
other grains, the chief kinds being mustard, rape, linseed, and castor oil.

Eecently a number of new vegetables have been added to the native
stock, as potatoes, cabbages, and turnips; and potatoes have already
become an important crop in some parts The cultivation of the sugar
cane, of cotton, jute, indigo, and opium have largely increased under
European direction. Indeed, the United States Civil War may be said to
have made cotton-growing a great industry in India

; but the cotton is of
much shorter staple than the American, and is therefore less valuable.
It IS largely grown in the plains of Guzerat and Kattiwar, in which
Surat IS included

; hence it is commercially termed Surat cotton ; it is
also much cultivated in the Deccan, the Central Provinces, and Berar.
lute IS an important crop in north and east Bengal. Indigo has much
declined in value, and is now principally derived from North Behar,
while many parts of Bengal are studded with abandoned and ruined
tactories. Opium is another of the very limited crops, being almost ex-
clusively grown in the Ganges valley round Patna and Benares, and in
:he table-land which formerly was the kingdom of Malwa, and now is
•uled over by native chiefs, of whom Scindia and Holkar are the principal.
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UNLIKE Europe and Asia, Africa can boast

of but two of the great peoples of former

times, the Egyptians and the Carthaginians.

It was the scene of many of the ravages and

some of the ^lories of medieval Mahometanisni

:

^
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I

and it may now be described as tlie theatre of a vast attempt on the part

of Europeans to gain control and exercise influence, in the face of a

determined Mahometan propagandism in the central regions,

Egypt, a fertile valley and a delta, all else desert, must have been

very early inhabited ; but prehistoric remains have not yet been

discovered in great abundance. Such as have been found are of the

neolithic or polished stone type. Undoubtedly the greater part of the

delta has been formed since the civilisation of Egypt had reached con-

siderable development. Whether this civilisation was introduced into

Egypt from abroad, or grew up there, it is impossible to say
; £ajiy

but already in the earliest monuments, and in the time of the civilisation,

ancient empire, the Egyptians were a distinct race, long-headed, short

and thick-set, with reddish-brown complexion, broad forehead, full

nostrils, large mouth, and smooth hair, very unlike negroes or Ai'abs.

Many students place the ancient Egyptians among the Caucasians, others

include them among the Hamitic peoples as a distinct tj^-pe.

It is probable that the Egyptian is the oldest civilisation of which
we have monumental records. How many thousands of years should be

assigned to it is doubtful, but the medium estimate of Mariette dates the

foundation of Memphis as b.c. 5004. After legendary dynasties in which
the gods and demigods were the kings, Menes appears as the

first founder of a united kingdom, who extended his sway from

This, in upper Egypt, northwards, and founded Memphis as his capital,

near the Sphinx, probably built about his time, and at the apex of the

Nile delta, part of which he reclaimed from the Nile by the great dyke

of Kosheish.

With the fourth dynasty begins the great building era of ancient

Egypt. Khufu (Cheops) built the great pyramid near Memphis, and his

successors Khafra (Chephren) and Men-ka-ra, built its two com- •^^^ great

panions. Many other splendid tombs of wealthy and powerful Pyramids,

subjects have been preserved. The kings, wielding the manual labour

of the poor as an implement made for themselves, exercised a compulsion

which has left its relics down to our own day ; but it does not appear

that wars were then frequent or exhaustive. In the fifth dynasty,

assigned by Mariette to b.c. 3951-3703, the very ancient papyrus of

Phah-hotep, son of the king Tat-ka-ra Assa, was written. It is the

most ancient manuscript known to exist, though some inscriptions are

older. The author refers to Osiris as god, but appears to have an idea

of one god. His philosophy is of singular interest as showing how far

the human soul had risen nearly six thousand years ago. The The earliest

following is one passage quoted by Prof. Sayce :
" If thou art Papyrus,

become great after thou hast been lowly, and if thou hast heaped up
riches after poverty, being because of that the chiefest in thy city ; if

thou art known for thy wealth and art become a great lord ;—let not thy

heart be puffed up because of thy riches, for it ig God who has given

IX. M M
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them unto thee. Despise not another who is as thou wast ; be toward;--

him as towards thy equal."

In the sixth dynasty the kings of Egypt became conquerors, attack-

ing the south-eastern Asiatic peoples, and having many negroes in

Egyptian their armies from Ethiopia, which was already subject to the
conquests. Egyptians. The dynasty ended with Queen Nitocris, who

enlarged the third great pyramid, or that of Men-ka-ra. This queen ha&

become the centre of many legends. After this there is a considerable

gap in Egyptian history. The next records which are trustworthy de-

The kings of scribe the eleventh dynasty, about B.C. 3064, seated further
Thebes, south, at Thebes, and apparently signalising the domination

of a different people. The obelisk of Heliopolis, near Cairo, the oldest

known, the fixing of the southern boundary of Egypt at the fortresses of

Semneh and Kmmuch, tliirty-five miles south of the second cataract, the

creation of Lake Moeris west of the Nile Delta for artificial irrigation, are

among the conspicuous works of the twelfth dynasty, whose kings were

principally called Amenenhat and Usertasen. In the sixth year of

Usertasen II. a family of Semites arrived from the East, and begged per-

mission to settle on the Nile. " We may still see them with their black

hair and hooked noses, and Phcenician garments of many colours, like the

one which Joseph wore " (Sayce). A succession of Semitic tribes followed

them, and gradually the whole country came under their control. Their

kings are known as the Hyksos, or Shepherd kings, who ruled
' for 500 years as the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth dynas-

ties. They adopted Egyptian civilisation, and showed skill and power
in their erection of monolithic obelisks. It was probably during the

period of the Shepherd kings that first Abraham and then Joseph came
to Egypt. The Hyksos were finally expelled from the country, and the

eighteenth dynasty, founded by Aahmes, rose on their ruin.

The eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties mark the greatest period

of Egypt. Both from monuments and papyri we have many records which

T show the great progress in conquest and in arts wliich the
Thothmes I. . *^ ^ ^ ^

Egyptians then made. Thothmes I. marched through Pho?nicia

and Syria, and added the Soudan to Egypt. He began the great works
of the temple of Amen-ra at Thebes, whichjiis sister Hatshepu, or Hatasu,

continued, and also set up the great obelisk of Karnak. Thothmes III.,

who reigned fifty-three years, waged prolonged wars in South-eastern

Asia, in the course of which he captured Nineveh. Amenophis III. built

the colossal statues of Memnon and Danaus at Thebes.

Ramses I. founded the nineteenth dynasty about b.c' 14G2. His
son, Seti I., built the great hall of columns at Karnak and the cliief

setii
t6"ipl<^ of Abydos,' overran Palestine, overcame the Hittites,

and conquered the Lib^^ans, who invaded Egypt from the west.

His son, Ramses II. (Sesostris of the Greeks), was the greatest monarch
^^ EgyP^ and reigned for about seventy years. All the neighbouring
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powers ill turn were attacked hy liim witli varying results, on the whole

favoiu"able to E&'vpt. The Israelites built for this kino; the
Ra.tn sftR 11

treasure cities of Pithom and Ramses. Huge statues of him
were set up in several places, and his great buildings were exceedingly

numerous. Even in Nubia, at Abu-Simbel, he set up a huge temple, its

entrance being guarded by four colossal figures. It is impossible to say

with certainty when the Exodus of the Israelites from Egypt Exodus of the

took place, but their oppression under Ramses II. is certain ;
Israelites,

and the weight of evidence favours the belief that the Exodus occurred

towards the close of the nineteenth dynasty, and perhaps under Menep-
tah II., the son and successor of Ramses II. Ramses III. ruled over

Egypt after nearly all its foreign possessions had been lost ; and he had
to meet attacks from Phoenicians, Greeks, Libyans, and negroes. He
revived the fading glories of Egypt, taking much spoil from his enemies,

and restoring the maritime and mining interests of the country. New
temples and palaces also were built.

But Egypt had commenced to decline. The kings of the twenty-

second dynasty, however, endeavoured to regain power in Palestine, and
settled many Semites, negroes, and other foreigners in Egypt

; Decline of

but after a time Assyria defeated Egypt, which relapsed into Egypt,

a number of petty principalities. The twenty-sixth dynasty again re-

vived Egyptian power. Psammetichus was able to restore temples and
build fresh monuments. His son, Necho II., endeavoured to make a canal

between the Red Sea and the Nile. Under his direction Africa appears

to have been circumnavigated by Phoenician mariners in the sixth cen-

tury B.C. He fought against Josiah, king of Judah, and slew conquest by

him ; but his onward progress was stopped by Nebuchadnezzar, *^® Persians,

who afterwards conquered Egypt, though not permanently. Cambyses,
son of Cyrus of Persia, conquered Egypt about b.c. 625, and adopted the

style of an Egyptian monarch, but later vented his anger at certain

reverses upon Egyptian monuments and temples. After an inglorious

revival, about b.c. 340 took place the final fall of the Egyptian monarchy,
and since then no native prince has ruled in Egypt. Alex- Later

ander, the Greek Ptolemies, Rome, the Arab Mahometans, the conquerors.

Saracens, the Mamelukes, and the Turks in succession have dominated

Egypt and made the natives their pawns. Never, till the English, in

1882, established themselves as guardians of order in Egypt, were the

people considered or their interests protected. The recent short-lived

annexation of the Soudan has failed
; but Egypt was not strong in itself,

and had no strength to spare for holding an unwilling population of

[Arabs and negroes in subjection.

The Egyptians of the great time of the Empire and the monuments
rere of a different type from the older people. They had oval physical

faces and were round-headed, not lon^-headed, with small fore- characters

leads, large black eyes, long straight noses, somewhat full lips, Egyptians.
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small cliins, and black, crisp, coarse, long hair. The men had dark-

brown complexions; the women were lighter, ranging from olive to rose-

pink The men wore kilts to the knees, with girdles, and sometimes a

SETI I., KING OF EGYPT.

{Jero^^ a r)io.'o,;.-(ii>?i o/tlic aiiuinut/.)

long garment of fine linen over the kilt. Beards were worn

short and full, am inch long in general, while the king wore las

three inches long and peculiarly plaited. Sandals were sometimes worn,

Dress.
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but men often went barefoot. The lower classes shaved both head and face.
Women were not markedly distinguished by dress from men, the kilt or
skii-t being tighter, and in the lower classes being the only garment.

KAMSES II., CALLED "THE GREAT," THE PHARAOH OF THE HEBREW OPPRESSIOX.
(From a Photogmph of the Miuni.iy.)

The Egyptian religion was a mixture of monotheism, Egyptian
polytheism, and animal worship. Which of these arose first, religion.

It is impossible to say. Many of their deities exhibited animal heads

I
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upon human bodies. Each great city had its own gods, at the head of

whom stood a sun-god, worshipped as Ptah at Memphis, Osiris at This

and Abydos, Amen-ra at Thebes, Ra at Heliopolis, etc. Apis, the bull, is

a type of the animal gods. The comi3lex mythologies which have been

made out cannot be entered into here. But in later times a rationalist

interpretation arose, which regarded all the divinities and spirits as

varied manifestations of one divine essence. As in almost all other

-me religions, the priesthood early became more important than the
priesthood, religion, and gained a leading place in the State. The priests,

setting up the ideal that those who were justified before Osiris by their

conduct on earth gained eternal happiness, assigned this blessing to

every one who could pay for a sculptured record, for incantations and
charms, and elaborate embalming. As to the future state, in the early

empire, judging by the tomb of Ti at Sakkarah, the dead were believed

to live over again their earthly life.

Egyptian architecture probably ranks next to Greek in the ancient

world. Massiveness and durability were its first characteristics ; next

Egyptian Came faitlifulness to nature and idealising power. Their colour
arcMtecture. ig never a prominent feature, and perspective Avas not studied.

The splendid temples of the Middle Empire appear to have been intended

for processions, and their inner walls are covered with fine bas-reliefs and
paintings.

It is a marked tribute to ideas of future existence, that in Egypt
every man, the king above all, sought to make a fine tomb for himself;

Embalming- ^"^^ ^^^e funeral rites were the most elaborate. Embalming
and burial. \\^q body and forming a mummy to last for ages occupied a

long time. Enfolded in covering after covering, the mummy was at last

placed in a stone sarcophagus, and then in a sepulchral chamber, forming
part of a family mausoleum. Customary burial offerings were made
several times a year by the deceased's family.

Much has been learnt about Egyptian funeral ceremonies from their

chief religious book, the Book of the Dead, describing " the adventures

The Book of of the soul after death, and the texts it must quote in order to
the Dead, escape the torments and trials of the lower world." Egyptian

literature is on the whole poor, the historical records being inflated

Language P^^^ST^ics. The Egyptian language, which in its later form
is called Coptic, is Semitic in grammar, and in manj^ of its

roots
; but it is strikingly monosyllabic, and may have some African

elements in it. In Coptic, the language of the Christianised Egyptians,
many Greek words are introduced, and it is written with Greek cha-
racters and six added letters from the later Egyptian.

The Egyptian hieroglyphics, or pictorial writings, were already in

full development in the age of Menes. Each character also stood for one

Hiero- 01" more syllables, and several of them represent single letters.
giyphics. From the hieroglyphics the running-hand, or hieratic writing,

was developed.
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The industrial arts were liighly developed by the Egyptians. In
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particular their linen weaving was first-rate. In glass making, potter^-,

metal work, domestic utensils and furniture, tliey had great skill. Their

Arts and science was quite as remarkable. Astronomy and geometry
sciences, made considerable progress, and the mechanical skill they

showed in the cutting and removal of huge stones is almost inexplic-

able. In the Middle Empire medicine had made great advances, many
'diseases being minutely described, and treatment by draughts, blisters,

powders, etc., being adopted. Later, conservatism came in, and a doctor

recommending new treatment did so at the risk of his life if the patient

died. Many musical instruments were in use, and music and dancing

were much employed in processions and in entertainments.

THE MODERN EGYPTIANS.

" Egypt is the Nile," it has been well said ; and its ancient name,

Kem (the black land), refers to the black colour of the soil wliich has

Importance been produced by the Nile inundations. Receiving the bulk ot

of the NUe. tlie harvest brought down from Equatorial Africa to the north,

and surrounded on either side by deserts and mountains, Egypt has

gained an importance quite out of proportion to its cultivable land.

Scarcely six thousand square miles are actually under cultivation north

of the first cataract, and their produce was the basis on which commerce,

arts and sciences, and wide-reaching dominion arose. In the great era

of Egypt, it must have been much more thickly peopled than now ; and

it continued largely peopled in spite of oppression and destructive wars.

We must attribute its present inferiority of population especially to the

Turks, a people with a genius for extracting almost everything of value

from the peoples they rule. Fortunately they have every day less and

less power to wrong the Egyptians.

Independently of foreigners,—Turks, Syrians, Greeks, Armenians,

Jews, Italians, French, and English,—Egj'pt includes people of two
sharT)lv distinct religions—the Mahometans and the Coptic'

The fellahs. . .

' Christians. The Mahometans constitute seven-eighths of the

population ; and i^^ is astonishing how considerably they resemble the

ancient Egyptians, in spite of the repeated introduction of Arabs and
Semites of other types. And, following the best opinion, we must regard

the mass of the Egyptians as representing the ancient people, with a

dash of negro and a considerable mixture of Arab blood. The true

Egyptians are the fellaheen, or peasants. They are of medium height,

inclining to talhiess, robust and well-made, slim and lithe, capable of

great endurance. They have oval faces, broad brows, brown com-

plexions, and brilliant black eyes, often kept half-closed in the brilliant

sunhght ; a well-formed mouth, with rather full lips and beautiful teeth ;

and a straight nose with rather wide nostrils. The head is usually

.shaved, except a tuft on the top. The moustache and beard, though
unshaven, do not grow long.
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Egyptian women mature early, and many girls are mothers at

fourteen; but they have a correspondingly early decline into ugliness.

Egyptian The complexions of the women are not so dark as those of the

women, men, owing to their less exposure to the sun and the extent to

which they go veiled. " The ej^es," says Mr. Lane ("Modern Egyptians"),

"with very few exceptions are black, large, and of a long almond form,

with long beautiful lashes, and an exquisitely soft bewitching expression

—eyes more beautiful can hardly be conceived." "Few lovelier women,"

says Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole, " can be seen than the Egyptian peasant-

giri of sixteen returning from her usual errand of fetching water from

the river or the village well ; her lithe form suffers no ungainly strain

from the weight of the great Avater-jar she carries on her head,—^balanced

so securely that it scarcely needs the steadying of the shapely brown
arm,—and she walks erect with a

noble carriage." But the picture is

partly spoiled by heavy blue tattoo-

ing and dyeing on chin, hands, and

arms, and between the breasts : and

great rings in ears and nose, bangles,

and other ornaments testif}^ to the

female love for personal adornment,

further manifested by the blacken-

ing of the eyelids with kohl and

other cosmetics.

The usual peasants' dress is a

sort of smock or shirt of cotton or

Peasants' woollen, some only wear-
dress, ii-ig drawers underneath.

The head covering is a red fez,

round which those who can aftbrd

it wind a turban. The peasant

women wear a still shorter gown of similar material, with cotton drawers

or trousers, and a head- veil.

The food of the peasantry consists of millet or maize bread, milk

and cheese, small salt fish, cucumbers and gourds, onions, lentils, beans

and other pulse, and dates. They seldom taste flesh meat.

The women are in great subjection, often not eating with their

husbands, carrying all burdens, and doing all drudger3^ In a number of

respects the peasantry are in a low state of morals and intelligence,

Character ^^^*^"S^^ patient and enduring almost be3'ond belief. Many of

the worst Bedouin customs cling to them. Family and tribal

feuds persist, and blood reveuge is exacted. Unfaithfulness in a wife is

often punished with death. But, as Mr. Stanley Lane-Poole says, many
of his vices are the vices of servitude. "He has been so long trampled down
that he has forgotten how to stand upright ; he has been so systematic-

FELLAHEEN.

Food.
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ally robbed, that he tries a little thieving on his own account ; he is the

victim of such rapacious greed that he has become avaricious himself

;

he has known so much of the lies of his rulers that he has found it useful

to lie to them in return." Fortunately, under English influence, the

exactions to which the fellah had formerly to submit have been much
reduced and made more gentle in their mode of levying; and forced

labour on public works is largely discontinued and on the way to

complete abandonment.

The Copts, or Christian descendants of the ancient Egyptians, are

not more than 150,000. Although in early Christian times they mixed
much with Greeks and Abyssinians, they are wonderfully like

the Egyptians of the monuments, and differ so little in features

from the fellaheen that it is not necessary to describe them separately.

They have their own patriarch, bishops, priests, monks, etc., and a

separate liturgy in the ancient Coptic tongue, now not used in conversa-

tion. In many respects

The Copts.

EGYPTIAN MUSICAL INSTBUUENTS, PIPE, ORNAMENTS, ETC.

the Copts have practices

like those of the ancient

Jews, but in others they

have imitated the Ma-
hometans. They are

strictly forbidden to marry
out of their sect, and this

rule is almost always ob-

served. They are very

bigoted in their religious

views, being as hostile to

other Christians as Ma-
hometans.' Sullenness, too,

is an unfavourable trait

;

and a respectable Copt told Mr. Lane that liis people were generally de-

ceitful, and abandoned to the pursuit of gain and to sensual pleasures,

and that the priests were not better than the people. That they have

intelligence is evident from the fact that they are very generally em-

ployed as scribes and accountants in Egypt ; comparatively few are

tradesmen.

The upper classes of Egypt are becoming continually more Euro-

peanised. The numerous European officials, even the modern Turks, act

as a strong Europeanising element, and the influence of the The upper

numerous European tourists and residents tends in the same classes,

direction. One might say that the red fez, always worn, and the gauze

veils concealing the harem ladies in the boxes of the opera, were the

principal public signs of a former state of things as to the well-to-do

people. But the middle and lower classes amply retain their customs

and their Oriental appearance. The trading quarters are crowded with
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small shops, and are very irregular, as are most of tlie streets except the

modern European ones. The tradesmen occupy themselves in sitting,

smoking, waiting for customers, or bargaining with them in a

formal and slow, though sufficiently exciting style, everything

being conducted with great politeness. Early rising, early ablutions,

prayer at sunrise, are among the virtues of the majority ; but sloth in

other things is an article of practice if not of creed. Coffee and tobacco

are the ever-present comforts. Food is not much longed for or greatly

indulged in in the day-time, the townsfolk's fare being not very greatly

superior to that of the fellah. Supper is the great meal, at which much
bread or unleavened cake, with beans, fish, or meat, lentils, etc., all brought

on the tray or table together, are eaten promiscuously.

The men of the middle and upper classes (when not Europeanised)

wear full drawers of linen or cotton, a shirt with full sleeves, a short

Dress of vest over it in winter, and over this a long vest of striped
°^®°- silk and cotton, called the kaftan, reaching to the ankles. The

sleeves also are capable of completely covering the hands. Round the

kaftan a piece of white muslin or a coloured shawl is wound as a girdle.

In addition, for full dress, a great cloth robe or coat is worn. The
small cotton cap, red fez, and turban form the head-dress. Thick red

morocco shoes cover the feet, without stockings. One of the most
essential accompaniments of dress is a silver signet-ring, with a stone

engraved with the wearer's name and some word signifying worshipper
or servant of God. This is used for sealing documents, signing letters,

etc. The lower classes in the towns wear a simplified set of garments of

coarser materials.

The Egyptian women of the middle and upper classes dress richly

and elegantly. The under-skirt is shorter and fuller than the men's,

Dress oi while the trousers are fuller and longer. The long vest, much
women, lijjg ^j^g kaftan of the men, is tighter, and has longer sleeves

;

it buttons down the front, but leaves a considerable part of the bosom
uncovered. A shawl or kerchief forms a loose girdle. Over this is a
long embroidered robe of cloth, velvet, or silk, or a shorter jacket. The
turban is worn in a high flat shape, very different from that of the men.
Many wear house shoes or slippers of yellow or red morocco. This is the
indoor costume

; but for out-of-doors use a large loose gowTi with ex-
tremely wide sleeves is donned, a long face-veil of wliite muslin con-
cealing the face below the eyes, and reaching to the feet. Over all is

the great silk habarah. Lower-class women wear various degrees of less

elaborate clothing, and many of them never conceal their faces.

It is remarkable in how slovenly a way the children are dressed,

even among the wealthy, \Nrho treat them very indulgently in every way.

Children
^^'^^ ^^^^^ ^ strict obedience and dutifulness to parents are

inculcated. Circumcision is general, the ceremony taking
place at the age of five or six, with much parade. Parents do not give
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their children much training themselves, the elementary teaching of

the Mahometan religion constituting the balk of it. The native school-

master teaches them reading, and to recite parts of the Koran ; but

lately many improved schools have been established in the towns, and

education is beginning to have a chance.

Houses in Cairo vary from one to three storeys in height, with flat

roofs, and windows and balconies latticed round. The lowest floor is

partly raised above the ground. The doors have usually a text

from the Koran upon them, supposed to protect from the evil

eye. They are fastened with a wooden bolt, and an iron ring serves as

a knocker. The houses have inner courts with rooms all round.

The gi'eat hindrance to true moral progress in Egypt is not polygamy^

which is not frequent, but divorce, which is very prevalent for slight

Divorce and causes. Slavery is not yet abolished; and until it is, there will

slavery. \^q much moral evil arising out of it. Yet slaves are not, as a
rule, ill-treated, and frequently rise high in their master's or mistress's

favour.

Mr. Lane gave as the most remarkable characteristic of the modem
Egyptians, their religious pride, leading to much hypocrisy and religious

i

Religious Ostentation. The hundreds of mosques in Cairo may be taken
pride. as a proof of this, or of true religious zeal. The unoccupied

Mussulman will often utter pious ejaculations. The shopkeeper often

recites chapters in the Koran, or his prayers and praises, in the hearing

jof the passers-by. On the most ordinary occasions he prefaces an act by
the words, " In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful," and
after it is over, "Praise be to God." The most sinful things will be
done or related, and the offence is condoned by saying "I beg forgiveness

of God." The most extravagant honour is paid to Mahomet and the

Koran ; and printed books are much objected to, because the ink and
paper, which will print the name of Allah, so often occurring in all their,

books, will almost certainly be impure.

Belief in predestination, and fatalism are almost equally characteristic

of the Egyptian Mahometan. " The men display, in times of distressing

tali
uncertainty, an exemplary patience, and after any afflicting

event, a remarkable degree of resignation and fortitude "
; but

the women, in circumstances of grief, give way to extravagant cries

land shrieks.

Formerly the Egyptians had a good character tor their treatment
of domestic animals

; but now they have degenerated much. Both dogs

and donkeys are savagely maltreated.

The Eg3'ptians are hospitable, and cheerful towards each other as

well as to strangers. Intoxication is extremely rare. Cleanliness is very

Habits and general, in spite of the fact that all water comes from the Nile,
character, j^^d that the services of a multitude of water-carriers are

necessary to provide for the required ablutions. Their love of country

1
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and of home is notable, and one might say this was a form of their

indolence. Their obstinacy and conservatism are great. It must be

allowed too that for sensualism a great proportion of the town Egyptians

cannot easily be surpassed.

But Egypt, like India or China, requires at least a volume to do it

justice. Space fails us to deal with the festivals, the ceremonies, the

amusements, and the various features of interest in the land MisceUaneous

of the Pharaohs. Nor must we recount here the character- peoples.

istics of the Bedouin Arabs, who are to be found in large numbers outside

the settled tracts of Egypt—who breed cattle, sheep, and camels, conduct

caravans, make charcoal and matting. Their numerous tribes are not

infrequently at war with one another. Turks are comparatively few in

Egypt, but exercise a good deal of influence. Levantines (of Grreek,

Syrian, and Italian stock) are much more numerous, and carry on very

profitable trades. The European element is at least 100,000 strong in

Egypt and is likely to increase. Black slaves and servants do not de-

crease in number, though the public traffic in them is stopped. Gipsies

are numerous, and are known by the name of Ghajars. They lay

themselves out for the amusement of the populace, being dancers,

jugglers, fortune-tellers, tattooers, serpent charmers, etc.

A few words must be devoted to the diseases of Egypt, which show
themselves so evidently. Diseases of the eyes, due to heat, dryness of

air, and sand-storms, are painfully frequent ; and the}^ are aggravated by
the great number of flies. There is no country in the world where blind

people are so numerous. Ansemia, due to insufficient food, is very pre-

valent, as also is dysentery. But the almost entire cessation of plague

and cholera, owing to improved sanitarj^ arrangements, has tended greatly

to increase the population ; leprosy and elephantiasis are unfortunately

by no means extinct.

I
FELLAHEEN.
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Products and industries.

UNDER this head we group the in-

habitants of Morocco, Algiers, Tunis,

Tripoli, and the Sahara, who have much
in common. Something has been known
of them for a long period, and both them

native Numidians, Moors, and others.

xuAKEo. and the Phcenician colonists of Cartluii-
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and tlie Mussulman Arabs played a notable part in history. In modern
times, however, they have occupied a comparatively unimportant position

in politics.

Morocco, Algeria, and Tunis were very early inhabited by a race

of dolmen, cromlech, and barrow builders, who buried their dead with

the knees drawn up to the chin. At Imzorah, south-east of Azila, are

some extraordinary megalithic monuments, one group consisting of

a circle of sixty-seven great stones, the largest twenty feet high,

placed round a mound. There is indisputable evidence also of the exist-

ence in Northern Africa of a more ancient people who used rough flint

implements, and of a later people who used polished flint and stone im-

plements. Later came a bronze age. Under the dolmens have been

found skeletons and crania of two types, both long-headed, one taller,

with its highest point behind the middle, the other with its apex

just above the ears.

Morocco and part of Algeria were included in the old Roman pro-

vince Mauretania, the land of the Mauri or Moors, probably the ancestors

of the modern Berbers and Tuaregs. From the time of the „^
, , Mauretania.

Jugurthme war (110-106 B.C.), they were known to the

Romans, who allowed them to remain independent till, in 42 a.d.. they

were formed into two provinces of the Empire, which retained them till

the Vandals conquered them in 429. Although the Eastern empire of

Byzantium recovered Mauretania by the generalship of Belisarius in 533,

it was subdued by the Mussulman Arabs towards the end of the seventh

century, after obstinate resistance on the part of the Berbers. Later, the

country was divided between numerous small States, till, early Mahometan

in the tenth century, the Fatimite caliphs, in alliance with the conquest.

Berbers, gained possession of the country. About the middle of the

eleventh century the dynasty of the Almoravides arose from the enthu-

siasm of an Arab named Abdallah, who combined under his leadership

a large number of Berbers, and conquered a great part of North-west

Africa and Spain, Li the next century the dynasty of the Almohades,
founded by Mohammed-Ibn-Abdallah, succeeded them in power. Since

this time the history of Morocco has presented little but constant tur-

bulance, instability, and bloodshed, combined with continued hostility to

Europeans and to Christianity. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

the Portuguese and Spaniards, after having finally driven the

Moors from Europe, attacked them at home, and took Ceuta, and

Tangiers, and other places. In the seventeenth and eighteenth "^ ^S'^ese.

centuries the Moors regained much of these conquests, and by pirac}^,

slavery, and extortion of ransom, inflicted constant annoyance Moorish

on Europeans. It is worth recalling, that in 1662, the For- P""acy.

tuguese handed over Tangiers to us as part of the dowry of Catherine of

Braganza, queen of Charles II.
; but we let it slip from us in 1684. By

this time the ruler of Morocco had taken the title of Sultan, still retained

IX. N N
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by his successors. The traditional poHcy of Morocco has been kept up
during the present century, for the Moors aided Abd-el-Kader against tli<^

French, and constantly resisted Spanish efforts to recover old rights and

Battle of possessions and gain new ones. The battle of Tetuan (1860 >.

Tetuan. however, in which General O'Donnell and the Spaniards were

victors, secured increased Spanish influence over Morocco, and pre-

pared the way for the admission of Europeans to trade all over the

Empire.

The Massyli and Masssesyli are well known in Roman history, as the

early inhabitants of Algiers, the former of whom under Massinissa, sup-

The ported Rome against Hannibal, the latter, under Syphax, sup-
Numidians. porting Hannibal, On the defeat of Hannibal, the two peoples

were placed under Massinissa, who was then termed the king of

Numidia. This was however but the prelude to the formation of the

province of Mauretania, as already described. For a long time the

history of Algiers was similar to that of Morocco. The Spaniards took

Algiers in 1509, and to expel them, the natives, in 1516, invited the aid

of Barbarossa, a Greek who became a Mussulman and had made himself

Turkisii rule a name as a Turkish piratical leader. He speedily drove out
in Algiers. ^^ Spaniards and made himself master of the country. His

brother, who succeeded him, placed himself under the protection of

Turkey, and thenceforward his family reigned under the title of pasha or

viceroy of Algiers. At the same time a terrible system of piracy was

Algerian established in the Mediterranean ; and by the labour of vast
piracy, numbers of captives the port of Algiers was made both formid-

able and safe against the sea. In spite of continued efforts by the

European powers, pirac}^ continued, many expeditions being defeated or

foiled by the Algerines, In 1710, the Turkish pasha was expelled, and

The Days of the Dey, or leader of the Janissaries, who had long exercised
Algiers, great power, became supreme. Nothing effective was done to

suppress Algerian piracy till 1816, when the British expedition under'

Britisb Lord Exmouth bombarded Algiers and secured the liberation
expedition. q£ 1j20<J Christian slaves, and a promise to suppress pii'acy.

But the promise was soon forgotten, and Algiers rendered more formid-
able than ever. At last France resolved to take effective me?sures. and

French in 1830, Admiral Duperre and General Bourmont accomplished
conquest,

^j^g conquest of Algiers, the Dey retiring to Naples, and the
Turkish troops being expelled from the country.

Unfortunately the French, in consolidating their conquest, did not
respect the religious prejudices of the people. They even destroyed some

Native mosques, appropriated land set apart for religious purposes.
risings.

,^j^^| attempted to enforce European usages. Consequently for

many years they were harassed by constant risings of Arabs and Kabyles,
and the French measures of retaliation were frequently very cruel.

About 1832, the celebrated Arab chief Abd-el-Kader took the field against
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Abd-el-Kader.

the Freneli ; and althongli for a sliort time in. nominal subjection to

them, he maintained throughout many years of warfare an

unconquerable spirit of independence, and many times de-

feated the invaders. Although he was at last captured, in 1847 yet in

subsequent years Arabs and Kabyles frequently rose against the French,

and vast numbers perished on both sides. It was not till 1871 that the

colony was emancipated from military rule and treated as an ordinary

portion of French territory ; since which a great improvement has taken

place. Many colonists from Alsace-Lorraine have settled here, and the

European popu-

lation has large-

Carthage.

ly increased.

The next
portion of North-

ern Africa, to the

east of

.

Algiers,

is now called

after the city of

Tunis, but was

formerly much
more famous
under the rule

of Carthage, the

rival of Rome,
which was
founded in the

Bay of Tunis in

the middle ofthe

ninth century
B.C., by Phoeni-

cian colonists,

who had already

several flourish-

ing settlements

along that coast, including Utica, Tunis, and Hippo. Carthage gradually

acquired predominance over her neighbours, became commercially impor-

tant, and acquired territory from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Great
Syrtis (Gulf of Sidra), in addition to Sardinia, tlie Balearic Islands, and
Malta. Although the Carthaginians subdued the natives of

CQ^Q^ests
Africa in contact with them, they failed to assimilate them, and

and to this their final downfall may be attributed as much as
^^^^ '^^^^^

to the superior power and genius of the Romans. At one period, in the

fifth century B.C., Carthage was unmistakably stronger than Rome, and
could dictate limits to her rival within which trading might be carried

A MOOKlSil HIKOLLING MINSTREL.
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Expulsion
from
SicUy.

Hannibal.

Oil, About 500 B.C., Carthaginian enterprise extended so far as to found

colonies (under Hanno) on the West Coast of Africa, probably down to tlu-

Gambia, and to discover Britain (under Himilco). The protracted en-

deavours of Carthage to subdue Sicily first led to attacks

by the Romans, who, in the First Punic War, drove them from

that island (2^:2 B.C.). The Carthaginians, foiled in Sicil}',

turned their attention to Spain ; and the great Hannibal

attempted to make Spain the stepping-stone for conquering

Rome. Every one knows the unsurpassed skill and courage with wliich

he long maintained the struggle, and the disastrous end of his ambition.

The battle of Zama, in B.C. 202, put an end to Carthage as a military

power ; but it was reserved for Cato

Destruction of to reiterate the ten'ible
Carthage, ^ords, " Delenda est Car-

thago," and to carry them out ruth-

lessly. In 146 B.C., Carthage was
burnt, and its site ploughed over.

Carthage was colonised by Rome
in B.C. 29, and again became notable.

Second rise almost rivalling Alexandi'ia.
and fall rphe Vaudals made it the

capital of their African kingdom in

the fifth century
; but in 706 it was

utterly destroyed by the Mahometans.
Thus perished a city which must

rank only after Athens and Rome.
Unfortunately the Romans were too

bitterly hostile to do it justice, and
too destructive of a hated rival to

leave many remains by wliich we

.

could adequately judge Carthage. AVe

know little beyond the facts that Car-

thage had an aristocratic government,

in wliich the people, however, had
some share

; and that they inherited from the Pliffiiiicians a spirit of

religious devotion. The disinterring of monuments, coins, and inscrip-

tions may do much in the future to enlighten us about Carthage.

Tunis early became Christianised, and gave birth to the fathers

TertuUian, Cyprian, and Augustine ; but was overrun by the Arabs in

Tunis the seventh century a.d., and Christianity became completely
in the past, extinct there. After a time Tunis became an independent

Mahometan State, until, in 1575, it was forced to accept the control

of the Turks. This however was not rigorously exercised, and the Bey
became practically independent, but received investiture from the

Sultan of Turkey. In 1881, the French invaded the countiy, on the

MOOr.ISH WOMAN, TANGIEU.S.

I
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pretext of chastising a border tribe, the Kroumirs, for raids on Algeria
;

and they ended by establishing themselves in Tunis, and taking over

the management of affairs.

Tripoli and Barca, occupying the coast territory between Tunis and

Egypt, represent the ancient Cyrenaica or Pentapolis. The chief city,

Cyrene, was founded, in 631 B.C., by a Greek colony from the Tripoli and

island of Thera, and soon other cities arose; and the name cyrenaica.

PentapoUs was given to the country from its having five principal cities,

Berenice, Barce, Cyrene, Apollonia, and Arsinoe. The Ptolemies exer-

cised control over the country ; the last of them bequeathed it to the

Romans, and it became a Roman province, and prospered greatly in

commerce, Jews settled in it largely, and in Trajan's time raised a

formidable revolt against Rome. On its suppression, after much slaugh-

ter, the prosperity of the country diminished, and the uncivilised native

tribes regained much of their land. In the

seventh century, the Mahometan Arabs

overran it ; and although the Christians,

under Roger II. of Sicily, regained it for a

short time in the twelfth century, the Arabs

again conquered it and held it till 1510,

when the Spaniards took it from them. The
Emperor Charles V. gave it, together with

Malta, in 1530, to the Knights of St. John

;

but, in 1551 it was conquered by the Turks,

who have retained it in more or less nominal

subjection ever since. The districts of the

Sahara, which are naturally connected with

Northern Africa, have no history properly

so called.

The Berbers, a branch of the Hamites,

and probably related to the ancient Egypt-
ians, are the main and original inhabitants of Northern Africa, represent-

ing those whom the Romans called Numidians, and whose
nomad habits they described. From the name Berber was
derived the term Barbary, formerly given to North-west Africa. In
many parts they are much mixed with Arabs, who came as Mahometan
invaders. At least two-thirds of the inhabitants are Berbers, though in

the North they are usually called Kabyles. Probably it may in the future

be proved that the Iberians extended into Northern Africa, and contri-

buted to form the Berber type. These people are divided into a great

many tribes, continually at war with one another, and further distracted

by family feuds. In many parts they can be clearly distin- physical

guished from Arabs by their wider and fuller faces, less regular characters.

features, more arched eyebrows, more sparkling eyes, and somewhat
lighter hair. The nose is rarely aquiline and is often large and short, the

BERBER WOMAN.

The Berbers,
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Mixed origin.

cliin prominent, the mouth rather large and thick-lipped. ' They have

also much more gaiety, dash, and enterprise, and are more frank.

After careful study, it appears that the Berbers themselves are much
mixed, including people of very different height, conformation of Hmbs,

form of skull, and colour of hair and skin. Even fair and red-

skinned people may be found in the North, while the majority

are of a brown complexion and colour. Some have even blue eyes.

Evident descendants of the Romans may be found at Tebesra in Algiers,

calling themselves so, although being Mahometans by religion. On the

whole, we may describe the population of Northern Africa as derived

from Italian, Spanish, Asiatic,

Egyptian, and negro invasions

and intermixtures. But all

speak one or both of two t^^pes

of language, the Berber and the

Arabic. The Berber group of

languages is related to the Se-

mitic, not in vocabulary, but in

grammar and in its guttural

sounds. It has been classified

with the Coptic and Abj'ssinian

languages as Hamitic.

There is a most evident con-

trast between the Berber popula-

Rock tions, according as

dwellings, they are settled in

towns or live a nomad life. In

some parts the wild tribes still

live in rock-dwellings, hollowed

out artificiall}^ so as to form

houses of more than one storey.

At Zenthan in Tripoli there are

from a thousand to twelve hun-

dred of these dwelHngs, in-

habited by about GUOO people, whose chief support is derived from the

cultivation of olives, and who during harvest-time live in tents. Not

Nomad uiifrequently the main support of the nomad tribes has been
tribes, derived from war and plunder, and in these pursuits they

showed very few scruples. Nowadays they find plunder less possible

;

and in the French territories many of them are settling in the towns,

and occupying themselves as porters.

The Berbers have not adopted from their Mahometan conquerors the

Marria e P^^^^^^® ^'^ pob'gamy, ami women hold a higher place among
them than among Arabs. Their women in most parts go

freely unveiled, and the sexes have free conversation with one another.

ARAB GIKL, ALGIERS.
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Clothing.

Marriages are arranged b}'^ parents or relatives, and a price is paid by the

liusband's side, returnable if a divorce follows without the wife being

in fault. Divorce is however frequent, being little interfered with by
Mahometan ideas. In some tribes the women have preserved the ancient

habit of tattooing themselves
;
and some of these tattoo themselves with

a cross, a relic of early Christianity.

Clothing is very simple, yet varies from tribe to tribe. Frequently

the sole garment of both sexes is a sort of woollen or cotton

tunic, fastened round the shoulders. Children are, in Morocco,

habitually carried

hooked round their

mother's hips in a"

fold of the tunic,

and hence a ma-
jority of the people

have legs bent out-

wards.

A large num-
ber of the Berbers

of Morocco live in

stone Berbers

houses, in Morocco.

sometimes grouped

into defensible vil-

lages, and even in

some cases form-

ing true strong-

holds. But many
are nomads living

wholly in tents,

and others live a

great part of the

year in tents,

which are of a
T T . , X TUAKEG.
beehive shape, in

some cases these are covered with black stuff made of camels' hair or

palm-fibre. The support consists of two upright poles, connected by a

cross-piece, and the whole is not more than eight feet high. A partition

may divide these tents into two rooms ; but the furniture is very simple,

including however apparatus for grinding corn, a spinning-wheel, and a

mirror. There are tents or houses set apart for strangers, and hospitality

is carefully observed.

Cakes and fruits are the chief food, flesh being a rare luxury^

"Water is the principal drink, spirits being little known except

in the towns. But where grapes flourish, wine abounds and
Food,
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is freely drunk during vintage-time. Men eat separately from women
and children; and the fingers are the chief implements of eating.

Tobacco and hashish (the dried tops of hempj are largely smoked.

On the whole, the Berbers have largely preserved their independence

of conquerors, as well as their want of cohesion. They are not faithful

Independent to their promises, nor easily induced to do anything that does
character, j^q^ accord with their primitive ideas of freedom. Taxation

they will only submit to on compulsion, often attempting to evade all

law by removing or evacuating their settlements. Often they will treat

with rulers only on condition of the recognition of their equality with

them. In fact, their air of independence is communicated even to their

women, not a few of whom bear arms.

Tlie tribes are governed mainly in a patriarchal manner, the head

of the family or of the tribe being supreme. Assemblies of the family

or of the tribe are held, and their views are considerably
' regarded. Confederations and alliances of tribes do however

exist, but they are on the whole loose and easily broken up. Some
tribes elect a cliief for a year, but it is rarely that he can command
implicit obedience. The Berbers have long ceased to produce leaders of

commanding ability, if they ever did so. Their chief part in history

has been accomplished under Arab leadership.

The Kabyles of Algiers appear to be the most settled of the Berbers.

They live on the higher lands of the eastern x4.tlas, and grow corn, fruits,

The Kabyles ^'^^ potatoes, cultivating their land carefidly and industriousl}',

of Algiers. ^^ ^ygj} g^g learning to work in lead, iron, and copper. They
are very socially inclined, and are described as having a truly democratic

government in their villages and communities. They dislike and keep
aloof from the Arabs,—by no means a bad sign,—and do not show any-

thing like their religious fanaticism. They are largely'' governed by a

set of customs or canons handed down by tradition, many of which
undoubtedly have a Christian origin. The prayers, prostrations, and
fastings of Mahometanism are little adopted by them. They even eat of

the wild boar, forbidden by the Koran. Scarcely a hundred Kabyles
a year make the pilgrimage to Mecca, and these chiefly go as merchants-
Their ceremonies, such as they observe, have a manifest relation to

nature-worship.

The inhabitable oases and borders of the Sahara are chiefly inhabited
b}^ people of Berber tribes, who, as herdsmen, find a good subsistence

Berber tribes
where water is at all plentiful. In the south-west their skins,

of the always uncovered from the waist upwards, are reddish-coloured

;

the women are unveiled, but wear a long flowing robe. They
are very peacefully disposed,, and bear the reputation of being Marabouts,
or Mahometan devotees. Women have a high position among them, being
much less hard-worked than among many other Mahometan people.

Unfortunately, both sexes have an almost invincible dislike to washing.
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The Guanches.

One of the interesting groups of tribes of tlie Western Sahara,

occupying the territory of Tiris, is called Ulecl-Delim, partly traders

with caravans, partly plunderers. Their women have much The

beauty, with delicate feet and hands, and finger-nails stained uied-Deiim.

with henna. They have remarkably large eyes, long eyelashes, and noses

which remind the beholder of Greek women, combined with a slender

figure. Some of the Berbers have village settlements, and are agricul-

tural—growing dates, millet, maize, and other grains
;

others are sea

fishermen, and their nets appear to gain a very rich harvest.

A word may here be given to the original inhabitants of the Canary

Islands, known as Guanches,

who were undoubt-

edly related to the

Berbers; but they had probably

settled there before the Berbers

had heard of Christianit}^ or

Mahometanism ; for when the

Spaniards, in the fourteenth

centmy, subdued them, they had

no metals, and ploughed with

bullocks' horns. They believed

both in a Supreme Being and in

a malignant spirit, and also in

a future state. An interesting-

feature, indicating their relation-

ship to the ancient Egyptians,

was, that they embalmed their

dead— placing the mummies
erect in caverns in the moun-
tain sides ; the mummies of

chiefs had a staff placed in their

hands, and a vessel of milk at

their sides. The Guanches were

finally all exterminated or sold

into slavery by the Spaniards. The islands are now inhabited by Span-

iards, many of whom are mixed with descendants of the old inhabitants:

the population is more than a quarter of a million.

The central regions of the Sahara are occupied by tribes known as

Tuareg, or Tuarik, reaching northward to the borders of Algeria and Tunis,

and in the south touching the central Soudan—a land 1,200,

miles from north to south, and likely long to afford a home to

independent tribes. In these regions again and again expeditions have

perished, or have returned baffled from them. The Arabs gave the

inhabitants of this vast area the name Tuareg, " abandoned by God,''

because they so long resisted conversion to Mahometanism. They call

KOMAD WOMAN OF TUNIS.

The Tuareg.

I
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themselves Imosliagh, as the Berbers of Morocco call themselves Imazigh

—a word signifying tlieii- proud independence. The}' have some Arab
mixture, but retain a type verj' much akin to the ancient Egyptian.

Tlie Tuareg are mostly tall and thin, but powerful, of a bronzed com-
plexion. Their long stride, although grave and slow, has a pecuhar jerk.

Physical Some few have blue eyes, but most are dark-eyed. They are ex-
characters, tremely sober, and feed once a day upon dates and other fruits,

seeds, and a little meat. They suffer much from rheumatism and oph-

thalmia, although their thick eyebrows and long eyelashes greatly pro-

tect the eyes ; and the men habitually veil the face to protect themselves

from the glare of the sun's rays and their reflection from the
Veiling. .

sand. Even at night the men wear the veil, which, in the case

of the richer, is black, while the poorer, often with negro blood in them,

wear white veils. Strange to say, the women do not habituall}'^ veil

themselves. In the north, the men shave their heads, but retain a sort

of crest, from the forehead to the back of the neck, which holds on the

veil. Guns, lances, and swords are inseparable companions of these

people. They use powdered indigo to make hands, arms, and faces blue,

Taste in ^nd the rest of the body is covered with a blouse and panta-
coiour. loons of the same colour ; leather sandals, of course, are essen-

tial. The fashionable colour for women, on the other hand, is yellow,

obtained from 3^ellow ochre. Ablutions, though formally fulfilled by a

little rubbing with sand, are never really performed.

Opposite opinions have been expressed about the Tuareg by different

explorers ; but it is undoubted that they have often been cruel, treacher-

Morai ons, and greedy, while some have shown a noble fidelity and
character, i^^^^

hospitality to Mussulmans, Some are much more savage
and cruel than others, the worst being those who get all their work done
by negro slaves.

Tlie northern Tuareg maintain the rights of the eldest son of the eldest

sister to inherit property gained by force, while other property is shared

Position of equally by the children. At the same time the blood of the
women.

(.\{x\(\ is reckoned to be that of the mother : the son of a male
slave and of a woman of noble birth is noble ; the son of a noble father

and a female slave is a slave. In general, the women are regarded as at

least the equals of men
; the}' give themselves in marriage, not before the

age of twenty, the parents having only a certain veto ; they keep their

fortunes untouched, and are often richer than their husbands; they bring

up the children, and take the lead at feasts, having the choice of what
is best, excepting coifee and tea, which are reserved for the men. They
may even, in some cases, take part in tribal affairs, and attain the rank
of female sheikh. Polygamy is almost unknown, and divorce strictly

limited. These predominant women are described by M. Duveyrier a5

genuine musicians, playing on and singing to several instruments, and
improvising songs

; and even as knowing how to read and write. The
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men are well up in the movements of tlie stars and in local topography,

but this is the extent of their knowledge.

As to religion, the Tuareg show little zeal ; they leave the Marabouts

to pray for them. But they have some ceremonies and signs dating

earlier than Mahometanism ;
the cross is a sacred symbol, and

they call the genii of heaven " angelus," They do not weep

for the dead, for fear of raising them to life again
;
and after a burial,

they change their camp. The Marabouts, however few and little

fanatical, are sloAvly leavening the

Religion.

people with Mahometanism. They
decide points of conduct or law

by the Koran
;
and the Tuareg

very generally wear amulets and

charms on neck, arms, legs, etc.,

containing verses from the Koran.

Coming to the Eastern Sahara,

we meet with more and more of

the true negro type. In Negroes in

Tripoli negroes are very Tripoli.

numerous, largel}^ owing to the

extensive slave-trade still kept up
from Central Africa^across the de-

sert, so terrible in its results that,

as one traveller, Rohlfs, expres-

sively says, " All}'' one who did

not know the way to Boriiu would

only have to follow the bones ot

dead slaves, which lie right and

left of the track." The Arab and

Berber population of Tripoli is

largely infused with negro blood.

The negroes of TripoH live to a

great extent in separate villages

of huts, made of palms and reeds
;

and many of the languages ol

Central Africa may be heard in

prevails.

Passing south by various oases into Fezzan, we find a very barren

country, but with garden-like oases covered with date-trees. Date-palms

supply the food and shelter both of man and beast. Camels'

milk, with a certain amount of grain, supplies almost the only

other food. The inhabitants are a mixture of all peoples of past and

present Northern Africa. Ethiopians, Berbers, Arabs, Italian captives,

negroes of various regions, have all mingled here ; and almost every shade,

from fair to black, may be found. Some of the mixed negroes have long.

Al-.AB WOMAN OF TUNIW.

these villages, although the Houssa

I
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straight hair, while some of the fair people have short, woolly hair.

Miirzuk, the cajjital, in a large oasis, is situated on a marshy and

malarial site ; and in summer has a deadly, pestilential atmosphere. Its

site, however, was dictated by its convenience for the slave trade.

Passing over Ghadames, we come to the land of the negro Tibbu,

—

the " peoj)le of the rocks,"—a great number of them being true troglo-

dytes, living either in natural caverns, or in spaces between
great rocks, roofed in by palm or acacia branches. The land

of the Tibbu is very extensive, occupying nearly all the south-east

Sahara district. For ten months in the year drought prevails ; only

after the summer rains do the camels get grass enough to give abun-

dance of milk. Dates, and the fruits of the doum palm, and cereals

are also eaten by them ; but during the dry months they are often

reduced to eat the bitter-apple. Meat is very seldom in their memi^ and
then comes from the aged or diseased animals ; but it is valued in pro-

portion to the rarity of the dainty. It is carefully dried and pounded, so

that the bones are mingled with it, and the skin is eaten.

Notwithstanding the scantiness of their diet, wdiich makes them
very thin, the people are strong and very active. They seldom rise

Physical beyond the middle height, but are exceedingly well-propor-
character. tioned. In complexion they are among the lightest of the

negro type, and their nostrils are less flattened and their lips less thick.

Tliey have longer and less frizzly hair than the negroes of the Soudan,
and their beard is somewhat more abundant. Their women are by no
means unattractive in youth, being both pleasing in expression and
strong. Both sexes are able to resist extreme hunger for several days

;

and their enforced abstemiousness makes them very free from disease.

Although the Tibbu of Tibesti have a bad reputation for cruelty

and treachery, Dr. Nachtigal was able to return in safety from his

Morals and perilous journey among them, described in his " Sahara and
customs. Soudan." He found them extremely clever and cunning, greedy

and suspicious, supreme at a bargain, cruel, and hard-looking. Laughter
is but little heard among them, and wordy wars are more to their Uking
tlian music and dancing. Many of them wear knife scars on their tem-
ples as a matter of fashion. Like the Tuareg, they have the custom of

veiling themselves. They have also several Arab customs, and have
become strong Mahometans

; but their language is an original negro
one, allied to those of Bornu. Nachtigal says that, wide as is the tract of

country overspread by the Tibbu. they do not number in all more than
28,0C)U. Chiefs, more or less powerful, rule over them ; but custom is

very powerful, and the chiefs have no arni}^ nor taxation. Birth is

greatly vaunted, and women are valued—their usefulness and fidelity

being highly spoken of. In Kawar, west of Tibesti, a so-called sultan
rules over a small number of subjects.

The Arabs of Northern Africa are by no means favourably spoken
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of. They exliibit in intensity the vices of theii' race,—greed, treacherj^,

^ ,
f

and cruelty,—and are undoubtedly degenerate specimens of the

Northern race that spread Mahometanism over so large a portion of the
Africa.

gjQJ^g jj^ some parts, especially in Morocco, they are much
crossed with negroes, and have become almost black. This is the case

even with the family of the Sultans of Morocco. This is rather an

improvement to them than otherwise, for the face becomes wider, not

so long and narrow, the aquiline nose is softened, and the expression is

gentler. But the religious fanaticism of the Arabs, when mixed with

negro blood, does not diminish at all ; it rather increases.

This fanaticism is not the least evil feature in the African Arab ; it

becomes in many cases a merciless hatred towards Christians, justifying

any robbery, cruelty, or outrage. It is this spirit, combined
' with degeneracy of character, that reduces Morocco to misery,

when it has all the elements of prosperity. As Hooker and Ball say (in

"A Tour in Morocco"), "over the provinces wherein they are able to

enforce it, the rule of the Moorish Sultans is little else than an organised

system of extortion, in which unchecked licence is given to the agents of

the central authority. The springs of industry and enterprise are broken

;

no man can dream of improving his own condition or that of his family,

unless by elaborate fraud or concealment he can hoard up wealth, which

he dare not employ in any way useful to the community." The great

need of the country is now, to pass under the control of some European

power , even Spain could not be a worse master than the Arab.

Both Algeria and Morocco have many marabouts, or saints ; entire

tribes consist of so-called descendants of the Prophet. While very many

Physical Arabs of Algeria still live as nomad shepherds, in Morocco the}^

characters, ^^q mostly sedentary and sociable, living in villages and asso-

ciating for meals in the mosque or the tent which replaces it. In Algeria

their long narrow faces display their very evident finesse, though they

try to hide it under the mask of impassiveness. Their features are often

markedly Jewish and Caucasian ; but their tliin muscular bodies, brown
complexion, black fiery eyes, straight black hair, and thin beard give

them sufficiently distinctive characteristics. Their women are rela-

tively short and slightly made.
The Arabs of the towns, mixed to a considerable extent with Berbers

and other foreigners, are known as Moors. They are diminishing, but

Arabs of the still form an important element in the population of Algeria,
towns rpj^g Arabs flourish most as nomads on the highlands, un-

tamable, unteachable. They do not take kindly to agriculture, but love

riding, camping out, hunting, shepherding. Left to themselves, they

are hospitable and magnanimous ; when their hostility is roused, it is

implacable.

Taking Tunis as an example of a North xA.frican city, it ma}' be

described as a large walled town divided into quarters for different classes
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of inhabitants. Its streets are remarkable for tortuosity and irregularity^

Many houses on opposite sides of the streets are connected The city of

b}-' arcades, on which sometimes a couple of storeys are built. Tunis.

Sometimes these connecting links form long galleries. Often the houses

have rich marble columns and walls with Moorish sculptures or designs.

The trade quarter is a labyrinth of streets devoted to special occupations 1

often the merchandise is manufactured on the spot, and cloth-making,

wool-combing, copper-beating, dyeing, and many other processes may be

seen by the passer-by. The Tunisian " upper ten " and the Moors live

in a special quarter, the Bab-es-Souika, and do their best to render

Tunis an African Paris. They dress well, affecting choice colours, pale

blue, pink, cream ; but the ladies are too stout for elegance and are not

so choice in costume as the men, to say nothing of their black veils with

narrow openings. The poor sometimes wear a simple burnouse of grey

wool or brown stuff with white embroidery. Their numbers are increased

by emigration from Algeria and Morocco. The Jews,—nearly one-third

of the population,—have their special quarter ; and the various European
settlers congregate mainly together. But Tunis, though so proud of

being Europeanised, has not reformed its scavenging. The streets are

unlit after sunset, and are likewise unpaved ; and the odours surpass those

of Cologne in the worst days.

For many reasons the sacred city of Kairwan, in the interior of

Tunis, is far more highly esteemed than that of Tunis. It has a very

fine mosque, and formerly neither Jews nor Christians were

allowed to come near it. It is a great resort of pilgrims, who
call it one of the four gates of paradise, and say that seven days of

Kairwan are equal to one day in Mecca, and confer the title of Hadji,

It was not till 1881, when the French took it, that any Christians entered

the mosque.

Jews, though despised, flourish in large numbers in the towns of

Northern Africa. Tetuan is one of their headquarters, and many of the

Jews of Morocco are descended from those who were at dif- phe North

ferent times expelled from Spain and Portugal. They have a African Jews,

large part of the trade of North Africa in their hands. Very often they,

especially the women, display a tendency to corpulence. This is also

notable in the Tunis Jews, who belong to two groups, the Italian, dressing-

like Europeans, and the Spanish, who dress like Moors, excepting the

women, who do not veil, and wear pointed caps embroidered with gold.

The Algerian Jews, mainly Spanish, are becoming largely assimilated to

the French. Strange to say, many of the undoubted Jews of Tunis,

having adopted Mahometanism when subjected to persecution, retain

their faith now they are free. The mass of the Tunis Jews
read the Pentateuch and pray in Hebrew, and retain a singular

relic of ancient feuds in a prayer that God will " pour out his anger upon
Spain, as well as on Ishmael (the Arab), Kedar (all kinds of Mussulmans),

I
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and Edom (Christians)." They are however peaceable, skilful traders and

sharp bargainers. They are increasing rapidly. The gu'ls were formerly^

it is said, specially dieted to make them fat. They were not considered

respectable-looking until their arms and legs were stout enough to wear

very large rings and bracelets. It must be added that the Tunis Jews

are less moral than nearly all their race, and are even worse than their

neighbours in that respect.

As to the products, industries, and commerce of Northern Africa, it

is to be hoped that in another quarter of a century much more may be

Products and said than can be now. Good leather still comes from Morocco,
industries, ^j^j j^g^ retains a large manufacture of red caps and scarves.

Morocco also carries on a considerable caravan trade with the interior

of the Sahara and tropical Africa. In Algeria the growth of esparto

grass and halfa for paper-making, of the eucalyptus, of cotton, of wheat,

and of tobacco, is being largely promoted. Both Morocco and Algeria

have a rich future in store when their mineral wealth is developed. The
fisheries of Tunis, especially tunny-fishing, are valuable, as also is the

coral dredging, producing coral to the value of several hundred thousands

a 3''ear.

j&^ J^^^
te^V*

ORNAMENTS OF KABYLE WOMEN.
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CHAPTER III.
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Ethiopia—Tlie early Abyssiaians—Intercourse witli Jews and Greeks —Kingdom of Axum—Con-
version to Cliristianity— Isolation by Mahometans — Portuguese missions— The Gallas—

King Theodore's career—The English expedition—The Uaua of Nubia-Christian kingdom of

Dongola—The Egyptians in Nubia—The Nubia,n negroes—Physical character—Dress—Moral
character —Houses and trade—The Bisharis—Physical and moral character -The Ababdeh—
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ETHIOPIA " was once the prevalent

name for tlie regions of Africa

inhabited by " black peojDle," so far as

known to the ancients. As
knowledge progressed, the

term became limited, nntil it can

hardly be said now to extend farther

than Abyssinia properly so called, a

name derived from the Arabic name
" Habesch," mixture or confusion, from

the mixed character of the people.

The Abyssinians call themselves " Iti-

opiavian " or Ethiopians.

Cut off though they were in their

mountainous ccuntry by tracts very

difficult to traverse, the Abyssinians
cci o o
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early had communication with Egypt, and were sometimes under the

The early same monarch. It is claimed, too, by the Abyssinians, that

Abyssinians.
^]^g Queen of Sheba who visited Solomon was one of their

queens; and that from her son by him their royal line is descended.

Furthermore, after the dispersion of the Jews by Assyrian conquests,

J
. g many of them settled in Abyssinia, wliich indicates that they

withJews already had considerable- knowledge of and intercourse with
^'
the country. Later, the Greeks reached Abyssinia in the time

of the Ptolemies, and founded colonies, and left various traces of then-

Kingdom of presence. The kingdom of Axum rose to considerable power
Axum. jj^ ^]^Q second century a.d.

;
and the ruins of the city of Axum

still show its former greatness. The ruins of Adulis, once its sea-port on

the Red Sea, are now four miles inland, as the result of the silting up

of the Red Sea.

^ The early Christians knew enough of Abyssinia to seek to conquer

it for their faith ; and Athanasius of Alexandria, about a.d. 330, con-

conversion to secrated Frumentius to be the first bishop foi' Abyssinia. Well
Christianity, prepared by their acquaintance with Judaism, the Abyssin-

ians adopted Christianity ; and in the fifth century a large number of

monks settled in the country, and the monastic S3'stem grew powerful

and still flourishes. In the next century, the Abyssinian king conquered

Yemen in Arabia, at the request of the emperor Justinian ; and the

Abyssinians traded widely to India, Ceylon, and Southern Europe. The

Isolation by Mahometan advance, however, shut them once more within
Mahometans. ^1^^^^ q\^ territory. About 960 a Jewess murdered all the

ro^^al family but an infant ; and she and her descendants reigned over

the country for 300 years, when the old dynasty recovered power.

About the end of the fifteenth century the Portuguese commenced
their celebrated missions to Abyssinia, undertaken with the idea of dis-

Portuguese covering a traditional Christian monarch in the East, known
missions,

^^g p^ester John. The Portuguese were able to give the

'

Abyssinians considerable assistance against the Arabs, when they in-

vaded their country in the sixteenth century ; but they afterwards

(quarrelled with them, on the question of allegiance to Rome among
others, and finally they were expelled in 1633.

During the middle of the sixteenth century, the Gallas from the south

began to encroach on Abyssinia, and finally gained great influence in the

country, practically controlling the •• Negus," as the emperor or

king is styled. In the present century, numerous English mis-

sionaries entered Abyssinia, and were followed by naturalists and politi-

„. cians. King Theodore, whose career has become so well-known
King

. .

Theodore's through the British expedition in 1868, was born in 1818, and
was not of royal but of noble descent ; and by successive stages

of rebellion and fighting, rose from an inferior position to be king in

1855. At this time he is described as a man of education and intelligence,
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a bom riiler, ol majestic bearing, very generous, and by no means greedy
or lustful, but liable to extreme outbursts of anger and pride, witli
ianatical religious zeal. He was also " the best shot, the best spearman

ABYSSINIAN WATEB-GIEL?,

the best runner, and the best horseman in Abyssinia." But unfortunately
he tried to subdue the GaUas, a task beyond his strength

; still he took
their .stronghold of Magdala, which he made his capital, and gained over
many ol their chiefs. He conquered the kingdom of Shoa in the south,
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but by tliis time lieavy taxation and war levies were exhausting tlie

people ; and his second marriage not proving happy, Theodore gave

himself up to drinking and immorality. But English neglect of a letter

which Theodore had sent to Queen A^ictoria in response to a present, is

largely responsible for our subsequent difficulties with him. He kept

several of our envoys prisoners for years, during which his government

grew more oppressive, and numerous portions of his kingdom rebelled.

The English At last the English expedition was sent ; and after a war, in
expedition, ^yhicli Theodore showed much military and engineering skill.

Magdala was taken, and Theodore was found dead by his own hand.

The present king of Abyssinia, Johannes, was formerly governor of Tigre,

and aided the English expedition greatly.

Nubia, although not strictly definable as a country, may be taken to

include the valley of the Nile from Assouan to Khartoum, and the coun-

The Uaua of ^^T ^^^ either side from the Red Sea to the Lib^'-an desert. It
Nubia, -^yrjg included by the early Egyptians in Ethiopia. The

people then inhabiting the country were negroes, called Uaua by the

Egyptians as far back as the sixth dynasty, and down to the time of the

Ptolemies. During the Roman possession of Egypt, the negroes began

to be pressed upon by the ancestors of the present Beja or Bishari tribes
;

and the emperor Diocletian, in withdrawing all Roman troops above the

cataracts, authorised the Nobatse, who were kindred people to the Uaua,
and came from Kordofan, to repel the attacks of these Hamitic invaders.

But the latter were too strong, and the result was an intermingling,

followed in the sixth century by the conversion of the Nubians to

Christianity.

A Christian kingdom of Nubia was founded at Dongola, and from it

were driven the Hamites who refused to be converted ; and this kingdom
long withstood the Ai'ab Mahometans, who gained control of

kingdom of lower Nubia. It was not overthrown till the fourteenth cen-
°"^°

' tnry, when the Ai'abs gained the help of a small armj' of Bos-

nians sent by the Turkish Sultan Selim. These Bosnians settled in

Nubia and mingled with the natives and the Aiabs, giving to many of

their descendants a light complexion. The people became Mahometans,

,j^^
and the Mahdi of recent history was a native of Dongola. The

Egyptians Egyptians under Turkish rule subjugated Nubia in 1822, but
have again lost nearly the whole of it as a consequence of the

ill-advised and evanescent conquest of the regions above the cataracts.

Negroes, Arabs, and Hamites make up the present population of

Nubia. The negroes term themselves Barabra or Berberins, but have

The Nubian scarcely the slightest affinity with the true Berbers of Chapter
negroes. XI. They are in fact among the darkest of African negroes^

Physical sometimes almost black, but with a reddish tint, and have long
character, heads^ very wav}^ or woolly hair, large but well-shaped lips, and

large black eyes. The features are very regular, but the nose is larger
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than in most negroes, although straight and strong-looking, while the
cheek-bones are less prominent. Their teeth are'very white and small.
They usually disfigure themselves with three oblique scars on each cheek

;

and not unfrequently they voluntarily inflict wounds on themselves, a
supposed means of curing diseases.

Their dress is a tunic, and over it a blue cotton robe. Sandals are

^^^\ 'V \ v^-

BENI AMER WAEEIOKS.

r

of course worn, and sometimes a turban. Most of them carry weapons,
concealed if not openly, at least a knife or a dagger. The giids
wear little beyond a girdle or apron decked with pearls, and "''®^^'

sometimes with gold and silver ornaments. They wear nose-rings, and
usually bits of wood in the lobes of their ears, replacing them when mar-

I
ried by gold or silver. The married women dress more completely, en-

I;
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veloping themselves in a loose robe, and dress their hair as elaborately as

is depicted on the Egyptian monuments, with regular curls_stiffened by

fat and ochre, and sometimes covered with thick laj^ers of gum.

The Nubian negroes are hard-working agriculturists, and in many
ways superior to the Egyptians, being more self-dependent and self-de-

jiorai fensive, and honest and cheerful. Many of them have emi-
character. grated to Egypt, and have taken service in Cairo as porters,

domestic servants, artisans, etc. These rising emigrants can usually read

and write Arabic, and are capable of reckoning. It is doubtful whether

Egyptian domination did much for theu^ country, and whether it will not

do better now that it is relieved from the exactions of their late rulers.

The Nubians have few large collections of houses, and their dwellings

are often mere mud-huts, with conical or square roofs, having a court-

Houses and y^rd outside, protected by a wall. Very few things are manu-
trade. factured or exported, but a considerable transit trade goes on,

by which gold, ostrich feathers, ivory, and slaves' are transported from

Central Africa towards Asiatic and European markets. The Dongola

Nubians live chiefly at and near Dongola and on the islands in the river,

and are by far the most commercial. They are also settled in consider-

able numbers at Khartoum, in Kordofan, and in Darfur. Altogether, these

people may number a million and a half.

There are at least three main dialects of the Nubian language from

Assouan to Meroe, though they have in no case become literary. There

is no gender form, all harsh consonants are softened, and the verbs have

a multiplicity of tense and mood forms. Nearly all speak Ai'abic.

The Beja, or Bishari, tribes of Eastern Nubia number perhaps only

200,000. They are of middle height, lean but muscular, and of great

The cunning. They are no doubt representatives of the so-called
Bishaxis. Hamitic people, and are very different from the negroes, though

they have slightly mixed Avith them. Their predominant tint is reddish

rather than black, and in the women the complexion approaches the

Physical
^warthiness of southern Europe. They have strongly aquiline

and moral iioses, very spare cheeks, with skin stretched over the cheek

prominences, high foreheads, and abundance of tangled, not

wavy or frizzly, hair. Tlie}^ do not smoke, and their teeth retain great

whiteness. Their e^^es are brilliant and expressive, but, owing to their

desert hfe, they keep them half-closed. Altogether, they have a fierce

and sinister appearance, and have been described as avaricious and
pitilessly cruel. But they can talk in a lively fashion, and are gay and
inquisitive. They are not very zealous followers of Islam, and have not

a few pagan practices. "With them proper t}^ is common to the family

or the tribe. Duelling is not uncommon, and is conducted by knife-

strokes alternately given by the combatants, so as not to inflict mortal

wounds. Among them are the Hadendowas and Amarars.
The Ababdeh or Habab tribes, probably mixed Semites and Hamites,
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The Base.

are not much more attractive than the Bisharis, though much fewer in

number. Armed with long swords or lances, and enveloped in a The

great sheet of cotton cloth, used as a sleeping covering at night, Ababdeh.

th.ej haunt the Nubian desert from Korosko to Abu Hamed. They do not

live in tents, but have a sort of movable hut of wicker and straw, which
the camels carry when they change their camp. They gain a better

opinion from travellers than the Bisharis for truthfulness and frankness.

The tribes known as Beni-Amer appear to be a mixture of Abyssinians

and Bejas. Various Arab or half-Arab tribes, among whom the Kabbabish
and the Hassanieh are the best known, complete the population of Nubia,

numbering perhaps two or three hundred thousancL

The Abyssinians really include several peoples and tribes of diverse

origin, Hamitic, Semitic, and Negro, and no one description is universally

applicable. The Agau of the west of Abyssinia perhaps repre- The Agau of

sent the fundamental aboriginal ty^e. They still retain cere- Abyssinia,

monies recalling early Egyptian religious practices. They worship the

water of the Blue Nile, and also venerate serpents. It is possible that

they may be related to the Base or Kunama of the Settite river (a tribu-

tar}^ of the Atbara), who hov/ever would seem to have some negro admix-

ture. The Base have very negro-like features, though their

noses are not flattened, nor are their lips very thick. Many of

them wear nothing but a piece of skin round the waist, though some of

them wear a little cotton cloth. One of their peculiarities is a mode of

" standing at ease," by placing the sole of the right foot against the left

knee. The women wear plentiful supplies of beads and cowrie shells,

with nose-rings, and some have anklets of skin. The}^ make a sort of in-

toxicant of dhurra grain, which, as well as water, they carry in baskets

of doum leaves so plaited as to be waterproof. They have cooking pots,

drinking gourds, and rough wooden bedsteads in their beehive huts.

The Base, though living in utterly separate villages, without alliance

among one another, are very for-

midable to and untam- Their

able by the Arabs. No character,

quarter is given by them, and.

as Sir S. W. Baker says ("Nile

Tributaries of Abyssinia"), "the

Base cannot be positively sub-

dued
;
armed with the lance as

their only weapon, but depending

upon extreme agility and the

natural difficulties of their moun-
tain passes, the attack of the Base

is always by stealth ; their spies

are ever prowling about unseen

like the leopard, and their onset abyssiniax.

Ift
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is invariably a surprise." Their country abounds in large animals, whioli

afford plenty of food. They are complained of as treacherous
;
but ISIi-.

F. L. James and party, who visited them in 1881-2 (" Wild Tribes of th.-

i^oudan"), found that it was possible by care and tact to get on well with

them.

The Jews, or Felashas, of Ethiopia are old settlers very much

resembling the Agau in features, both having their eyes a little oblique,

•me Jews, and speaking a similar dialect. Though no longer having their

or Felashas. former influence, they are tolerated and prosperous. Unlike

other Jews, they are not

specially traders, but

rather occupy them-

selves as artisans, and

even as agriculturists

and cattle-breeders.

They keep the Sabbath

strictly, offer frequent

sacrifices, wash fre-

quently, and isolate the

diseased. They only

marry among them-

selves, when of adult

age, and have but one

wife. They have a good

character for morals.

The Bogos tribe, of

the northern Abyssinian

mountains of
The Bogos. ^, . -,

benhit or

Sennaheit, appear to be

another group related to

the Agau. They have

been almost extermin-

ated by attacks from

Abyssinians on the one

hand and Arabs on the

other ; but they arc well worth study, having preserved many ancient

customs. Thus, they are divided into two extremely separate castes—the

elders, or patrons, and the clients ;
the latter possibly the descendants of

captured or subject enemies. The client is a serf, but cannot be sold
;

he goes with the land, and has a right to the protection of his patron.

The youngest son of the aristocrat inherits the ancestral abode, while

the eldest son has the double-edged sword of his father, his lands, his

serfs, and his white kine. Women do not inherit, and are treated as

so much property, without rights and without responsibility, yet their

ABYSSINIAN DEACON AND PRIEST.
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c^v, ^^

'
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Bruce's
travels.

banquets.

Raw beef
banquets.

pictures of Abyssinian life at that time. His stories of their eating raw

beef were at first disbelieved, but have been abundantly

confirmed. He thus describes one of their remarkable
" A long table is set in the middle of a large room, and

benches beside it for a number of guests who are invited. A
cow or bull, one- or more, as the company is numerous, is

brought close to the door, and his feet strongly tied. The skin that

hangs down under his chin and throat is cut only so deep as to arrive at

the fat, and by the separation of a few small bloodvessels, six or seven

drops of blood only fall upon the ground. Having satisfied the Mosaical

law, according to their conception, by pouring these six or seven drops

upon the ground, two or more of them fall to work. On the back of the

beast, and on each side of the spine,^ they cut skin deep ; then putting their

fingers between the flesh and the skin, they begin to strip the hide of the

animal half-way down his ribs, and so on to the buttock, cutting the skin

wherever it hinders them commodiousl}'' to strip

the poor animal bare. All the flesh on the but-

tock is cut off then, and in solid, square pieces,

without bones or much effusion of blood ; and the

prodigious noise the animal makes is a signal for

the company to sit down to table.

" There are then laid before every guest, in-

stead of plates, round cakes, if I may so call them,

about twice as big as a pancake, and something

thicker and tougher. It is unleavened bread of

a sourish taste, far from being disagreeable, and

very easil}^ digested, made of a grain called teft'.

It is of different colours, from black to the colour

of the whitest wheat-bread. Two or three servants

then come, each with a square piece of beef in

their bare hands, laying it upon the cakes of tefif, placed like dishes down
the table, without cloth or anj'-thing else beneath them. By this time all

the guests have knives in their hands, and the men have their large

crooked ones, which they put to all sorts of uses during the time of war.

The companj' are so ranged that one man sits between two Avomen ; the

man with his long knife cuts a thin piece which would be thought a good

beef-steak in England, while you see the motion of the fibres yet perfectly

distinct, and alive in the flesh. No man in Abyssinia, of any fasliion

whatever, feeds himself, or touches his own meat. The women take the

Women ^^^^^ and cut it lengthways like strings, about the thickness

feeding the of 3^our little finger, then crossways into square pieces, some-

thing smaller than dice. This they lay upon a piece of the

teff bread, strongly powdered with black pepper, or Cayenne pepper, anti

fossil-salt, they then wrap it up in the teff bread like a cartridge.

" In the mean time, the man having put up his knife, with each

AnYSSINIAN WOMAN.
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liand resting upon his neighbour's knee, his body stooping, his head low

and forward, and mouth open like an idiot, turns to the one whose cart-

ridge is first ready, who stuffs the whole of it into his mouth, which is so

full that he is in constant danger of feeing choked. This is a mark of

grandeur. The greater a man would seem to be, the larger piece he

takes in his mouth
;
and the more noise he makes in chewing, the more

polite he is thought to be. They have indeed a proverb that says,

' Beggars and thieves only eat small pieces, or without making a noise.'

Having despatched this morsel, which he does very expeditiously, his

next female neighbour holds forth another cartridge, which goes the

same way ; and so on till he is satisfied. He never drinks till he has

finished eating ; and before he begins, in gratitude to the fair ones that

fed him, he makes up two small rolls of the same kind and form
;
each

of his neighbours open their mouths at the same time, while with each

hand he puts their portions into their mouths. He then falls to drink-

ing out of a large handsome horn ; the

ladies eat till they are satisfied, and then

all drink together.''

Marriage, Bruce described as a mere

temporary arrangement in Abyssinia, and

it appears that a priest's aid is
•"• -^

. Marriage.
rarely called in. Once he was
present in a company where there was
pointed out to him a woman of high

rank among them, and seven men who
had been her husbands, none of whom
was the husband at that time. On
separation, they divide the children, the

eldest son falling to the mother, the

eldest daughter to the father. Burial in

churchyards is practised, and funeral masses and feasts follow death.

Religiously, the Abyssinians are Christians by profession, in spite of

the propagandism of Mahometanism in their neighbourhood. Taking
origin at a time when Christianity was still in a somewhat in-

determinate state, the Abyssinian Church preserves a singular

crudity of ideas. They belong specially to the division of Christians

called " monophysite," regarding Christ as possessed only of one nature,

and the Holy Ghost as proceeding from Grod the Father only. But there

is no doubt that, according to their lights, the Abyssinians are a religious

nation. " There is no country in the world," says Bruce, '' where there

are so many churches as in Abyssinia. Though the country is very

mountainous, and consequently the view much obstructed, it is very

seldom you see less than five or six churches, and, if you are Numbers of

on a commanding ground, five times that number. Every chxirches.

great man that dies, thinks he has atoned for all his wickedness if he

ABYSSINIAN.

Religion.

II
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leaves a fund to Luild a cliurcli, or has built one in his hfetime. The
situation of a church is always chosen near running water, for the con-

venience of their purifications and ablutions, in which they observe

strictly the Levitical law." The churches are full of slovenly pictures of

saints, but there are no statues or sculptures.

The chief of the Church is called the Abuna, that is, " Our father,"

and for several centuries has always been a foreigner, a Coptic priest

GROUP OF SHOHOS, WEST OF MASSOWAH.

(with which primitive Church they are in communion) sent by the Pa-

_ ,
triarch of Alexandria. But he has very little power, though he

The Abuna. .... ./ x' 7 o
ordains priests and deacons. These latter, as well as monks,

are in great numbers in Abyssinia. The monks, however, do not live in

convents, but in houses round the churches, and they cultivate land. They
are very much given to ceremonials, too numerous and complex for us

here to describe. Their morals are not too highly spoken of. Circum-
cision is practised, as. among the Jews.

\
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It is a strange custom in Ab^^ssinia for men to leave tlie house wlien
the M'omen are in chiklbirth. After birth the infant is carried to a
window, a man passes a lance in from outside, and the point is put into
the child's mouth. The women then make loud outcries, twelve for a
boy, three for a girl, and then pursue the men, who, when caught, have
to provide presents, generally of food or drink.

It may be due to the neighbourhood and admixture of negro ideas,
that the Abyssinians, in spite of their Christianity, have so many super-
stitions. A demon called Bonda is supposed to haunt black-
smiths, enabling them at will to appear as animals, especially

^^p^'^^*"^^^^-

hyenas, or to transform and enchant other people. The Bonda has an
evil reputation for robbing graves. Another kind of evil spirit they
believe in can only be driven out by music, of the noisiest description
and long protracted. Another strange practice is, for a woman who has
lost two or three children by death, to cut off the tip of her left ear,
^Tap it in bread, and swallow it. This is done in the hope that it will
save the Hfe of another infant just born.

Abyssinian houses are usually circular, though some are square,
with flat roofs. Some have numerous rooms, but there is little separation
between the family and the horses. Tables and seats are used,
and arms and trappings deck the walls.

^ousbs.

The number and power of the district chiefs, called " Eas," are a
great barrier to the power of the king or emperor. Each village, too,
has its separate head or " slium," with very little real respon-
sibility to^the king. There is a book of law called the " Guide

^°^^^^^^^*-

of Eulers," supposed to be Byzantine in origin, a mixture of regulations
drawn partly from the Pentateuch, partly from the code of the Emperor
Justinian, which gives the father absolute rights over his son, and im-
poses heavy penalties on all offences. Mutilations and tortures are
common punishments. There are numerous kinds of capital punish-
ment, and these are carried out immediately after condemnation of the
offenders. The Abyssinians are very litigious, in addition to their well-
known fighting propensities, and their vanity is extraordinary. One
traveller says he believes the chief mental employment of the lowest
fellows m the country, is building castles in the air, and imagining how
they would act and what they would say if they were great men.

Agriculture is in a very low state in this disturbed country. The
ploughshares are little better than sticks or lances. The ground is not
hoed or tended during the growth of the crops. Gum, which Agriculture
might be largely gathered, is almost neglected. The land is and industry

naturally fertile, and in some parts is said to furnish five crops a year

;

but it is ill cultivated. War and plunder being so common, industrial
arts have received little attention, and have been left to the Felashas
and to foreigners. Perhaps the work in which Abyssinians most excel
is the preparation of leather, and its manufacture into shields, saddles,
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amulets, etc. The religious body lias some good cop^dsts and illumi-

nators of manuscripts. Flattering bards are often kept by the chiefs.

The Tigritians speak a language derived from the Geez, the old

Semitic language still in use in the Abyssinian Church, though no

longer understood by the people. The Tigritian language has
Languages. ij? \ • ^ -at-- i

also many words irom abongmai sources m Abyssinia, and

others from the Galla (Hamitic) language. The Amharic, another

language derived from the Geez, is now gaining ground, and is most

used in trade and at court. It has a special alphabet of 33 letters.

each with seven forms, giving 231 forms to be acquired. The language

is written from left to right, unlike Hebrew and Arabic. The British

Museum has a large collection of works in Amharic.

Massowah, the chief port of Northern Abyssinia, has received much
notice through its recent as well as its past history. It is situated upon

a small coral island connected with the land by piers, and was in the

sixteenth century taken by the Turks, who, failmg to conquer Abyssinia,

withdrew. Then the Hababs, mingled with the Turkish Bosnian garri-

son, chose a naib, or governor, who at first received a subsidy from the

Turks, but they were afterwards compelled to acknowledge the sovereig-ntj-

of the Al)yssinians. Not till 1866 was the nominal authority of the

Turks exchanged for that of the Egyptians. They have now given way
to the Italians, who may achieve something considerable in the develop-

ment of the Red Sea trade and of relations with Abyssinia. Massowah
is one of the hottest places in the world, the thermometer frequently'

reaching lOO'^F. in the shade in \\'inter. But a great trade has been

carried on there by the Banyans or Hindu Mahometan merchants ; and

after the interruptions caused by the recent hostile attitude of the

Abyssinians to the Italians have ceased, it will probably increase largely.

It has a number of considerable stone buildings and houses, Arab in style,

while many of the inhabitants live in huts made of leafy branches.
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GALLA BOY.

CHAPTEB IV.

€l)( aalla^, ^omalie^, err.

The GaUas -Physical characters-Dress and weapons-Cattle-hreeding-Religion-The Latookas-The Danakil, or Afer-The Somali-Cattle-breeding-Commerce-Language and morals-
Marriage—Life in a chiefs house—Meals—Burton's journey
to Harar—The Harari—Dress of women-Commerce—Fur-
niture—The Socotrans.

N the eastern liorn of Africa the Gallas and
Somahs are an important group of people
extending considerably into Abyssinia'
and into what was recently the Egyptian
Soudan. They have only become clearl}^

known to Europeans in the last quarter of
a century; but it is now pretty evident
that they are mainly of the Hamitic, allied

to the Semitic stock. To a large extent they are Mahometans.
The Gallas extend into southern Abyssinia, and
largely inhabit the kingdom of Shoa, in the south-

"^^^ ®^"^'-

east of Abyssinia. King Menelik of Shoa has acknowledged
the supremacy of King John of Abyssinia, but has been
'argely extending his svray over the Gallas. The extensive
country south of Abyssinia is still very little known. The
main country of the Gallas is west of the river Juba.

Some authors are inclined to lay most stress on the dark-
ness of complexion and the wavy hair and rather thick lips
of the Gallas, and to regard them as largely negroes. Physical
Others regard them as Semites, or even as Aryans, characters,

whose darkness is due to their place of residence. There is no question
that they are finely formed, with expressive eyes, and broad and high
brows

:
their skulls are long (dolichocephalic). The general set of tl:eir

I
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muscles lias little in common with the negroes. They appear to have

considerable affinity with the Agau of Abyssinia. The men vary from

a reddish to a deep brown, the women are even sometimes fair in com-

Dressand plexion, and are mostly good-looking. Both sexes wear the
weapons. Abyssinian mantle. Only thosewho have earned the distinction

by killing a man, may, in many tribes, wear a special head-dress, and an

ostrich's feather. Lances, shields of skin, and double-edged knives are

the Gralla weapons. Their houses are conical structures, thatched with

grass or reeds, and resting on circles of stones.

Although a warlike and rather exclusive race of nomads, the Gallas

are intelligent and open to new ideas beyond most of their neighbours.

Cattle They are said to show considerable facilitj'' in learning new
breeding, languages. In cattle-breeding they are pre-eminent, seven

or eight beasts being possessed for every human being ; some have large

numbers of horses
; others keep many hives of bees. Being still in a

tribal state, their organisation leads to constant warfare, and a vendetr.i

is maintained with great cruelty and inveteracy. Galla captives have

been known to die of hunger, rather than work for their masters ; but

the children are often sold into slavery by the chiefs. Yet women lla^•''

a comparatively high position among them. One wife is the rule, ami

women may refuse an unacceptable match.

The majority of the Gallas have become Mahometans. A few tribes

hi the North have become Christianised, some by Roman Catholics, others

by Protestants. A large portion of the people remains pagan,

believing, however, in one supreme God, whom they call Waka,
to whom they pray for rain and for victor}^ ; but they sacrifice to other

subordinate deit'es. At the beginning of the rainy season they sacrifice

to the male deity ; at the harvest time to the goddess of fruitfulness.

They venerate every living thing and imposing natural phenomena

;

every family having its protecting tree. In the North there are priests

and sorcerers, who pretend to decide the future, and charm evil spirits

away.

The Latookas, extending almost to the Nile, appear to be related to

the Gallas : Sir Samuel Baker (-'Albert N'yanza ") is enthusiastic about
,

The their fine physique
; like that of the Gallas, the average height

Latookas ^f ^j^g ^^^^^^^ ^xq says, reaching five feet eleven and a half!

inches. Their general behaviour is very cheerful, though they are I

always ready to fight. They have large collections of cattle, which are

Avatched day and night by sentinels on high platforms.

The Latooka men are entirely naked ; their great pride is in th« ir

head-dress, which requires a long time to perfect. The women are plain-

looking, but massive and powerful. They wear a small apron of leath.i

in front, and a long artificial tail, like that of a horse, behind. Th'

hair is worn short, and dressed with red ochre and grease. They haN\

largely lost any religion they may have had, and Sir Samuel Baker says
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tliey have not even a superstition upon which to found a religious feeling.

Although very non-moral and practising pol3^gamy, they are capable of

some industrial arts, being good blacksmiths, though they have to use

stones for hammers and anvils.

The Danakil, or Afer, inhabiting the country directly East of

Abyssinia, extending to the Red Sea, though calling themselves Arabs,
and probably considerably intermixed with them, speak a The Danaku
Hamitic language, and are in many respects like the Grallas ^"^ ^^'^'^

and Somalis, Although nominally Mahometans, they retain many pagan
beliefs and practices.

They are finely formed

people, and the young
women, who are never

veiled, are quite beautiful

;

but later in life their hard

out-of-door work, and the

hot, dry climate, soon de-

prive them of their good

looks. Both sexes wear
a waist cloth of many
coloured cloths, and a sort

of mantle, or an animal's

skin thrown over the

shoulder. The men wear
a porcupine's quill in their

head-dress, and when they

have killed an enemy,
proudly wear an ostrich's

feather. Their numerous
tribes combine or separate

on slight grounds, and
have hereditary chiefs,

known, as in Abyssinia, by
the title of Ras, who ex-

ecute the will of the ma-
jority. Their chief support
is derived from taking toll

mahomed, a danakil.

of caravans, which they protect and guard, but sometimes plunder.
Some of them are fishermen and navigators on the Red Sea, formerly in-
dulging in piracy. It is partly within their territories that the Italians
have m recent years established trading settlements on the Red Sea.

From below the Equator and the mouth of the River Juba, north-
wards, and in the easternmost part of Africa, north and east
of the River Juba, the Somali are the dominant and very

"^^ ^°'^^^''-

numerous people. They are physically a fine race, whom many observers

I
p p
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describe as very handsome, with oval faces, high rounded foreheads, full

lips, strong regular teeth, and bright eyes. Like the Gallas they certainly

have a considerable tincture of negro blood ; they are very dark brown,

and their hair approaches the frizzly type. They often have long hair

plucked into tresses hanging to the shoulders.' Their usual costume is

a mantle thrown over the shoulder.

The Somali are divided into a great number of tribes and clans.

whose names it would be profitless to mention. They are for the most

part warlike and fanatical Mahometans, and carry spears, shields, and
short swords, like the ancient Egyptians, using their weapons readily in

disputes. They lead for the most part a nomad life, though many are

Cattle settled in towns. Many are cattle-breeders, others agriculturists,

breeding-, growing the dhurra grain and collecting frankincense and
myrrh. Berberah and Zeyla, their principal ports on the Red Sea (now
under British protection together with a large tract of the coast of north-

P
eastern Africa), carry on a considerable trade with Egypt,
Arabia, and India, exporting gums, hides, ostrich feathers,

and coffee : most of the trade is in the hands of Hindu traders. The
Issa are a powerful tribe among them, acting as caravan-protectors, or

as carriers by camel. Their wives accompany them everywhere, leading

the camels, carrjdng wood, utensils, and probably a baby on their back.

The language of the Somali is essentially Hamitic, and like that of

the Gallas and Danakil. They are great talkers, quick-tempered, very ,

Language Susceptible to ridicule. Their morals cannot be described as
and morals, elevated. Sir Richard Burton (" First Footsteps in East

Africa") describes the women as veiy prolific, but peculiarly bad mothers,

neither loved nor respected by their children. None will marry cousins.

Marriages and portions are settled b}^ relatives ; a cloth, and a bead neck-

lace, or a varvine; number of sheep, mav be the portion. The
Marriage. , . , , ^ • i • -7.'

"
• •

^ ^ i
bridegroom s first meeting his wife on marriage is celebrated

by giving her a horsewhipping to tame her. Polygamy is very usual, and
daughters are very frequently sold. Divorce is very common. Kissing is

e^itirely unknown. Children run about naked, " eat as much as they can

beg, borrow, or steal, and grow up healthy, strong, and well-proportioned."

Life in a settled village of the Somali is thus described by Burton.

Entering the cottage of the chief, j^ou find a space divided by dwarf

Life in a walls of wattle and dab into three compartments, for the men.
Chiefs women, and cattle. The horses and asses are tethered at night
house .

on the left of the door ; the wives lie on the right, near a large

fireplace of stones and clay, and the males occupy the part opposite to

and farthest from the entrance. " The thatched ceiling shines jetty with

smoke, which when intolerable is allowed to escape by a diminutive

window ; this seldom happens, for smoke, like grease and dirt, keeping

man warm, is enjoyed by savages. Equally simple is the furniture : the

stem of a tree, with branches hacked into pegs, supports the shields ; the
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assegais are planted against the wall ; and divers bits of wood, projecting

from the sides and the central roof-tree of the cottage, are hung with

clothes and other articles that attract white ants. Gourds smoked inside,

and coffee cups of coarse black Harar pottery, with deep wooden platters,

and prettily carved spoons of the same material, compose the household

furniture. Long before dawn, the good wife rises, wakens her hand-

maidens, lights the fire, and prepares for the morning meal. A flat

smooth oval slab, weighing about fifteen pounds, and a stone roller six

inches in diameter, worked with both hand&, and the weight of the body

kneeling ungracefully upon it on all fours, are used to triturate the holcus

grain. At times water must be sprinkled over the meal, until a finely-

powdered paste is ready for the oven : thus several hours' labour is

required to prepare a few pounds of bread. About 6 a.m. there appears

a substantial breakfast of roast beef and mutton, with scones of Jowari

grain, the whole drenched in broth. Of the men, few perform an}^

ablutions, but all use the tooth-stick before sitting down to eat.
meais

After the meal some squat in the sun, others transact business,

and drive their cattle to the bush till 11 a.m., the dinner hour. There is

no variety in the repasts, which are always flesh and holcus ;
these

people despise fowls, and consider vegetables food for cattle. During the

day there is no privacy ; men, women, and children enter in crowds.

Throughout the day, the slave-girls are busied in grinding, cooking, and

quarrelling with dissonant voices
;
the men have httle occupation beyond

chewing tobacco, chatting, and having their wigs frizzled by a professional

coiffeur. In the evening the horses and cattle return home to be milked

and stabled : this operation concluded, all apply themselves to supper

with a will. They sleep but little, and sit deep into the night, trimming

the fire, and conversing merrily over their cups of millet beer."

Burton's journey to Harar, 1851-5, was one among his many adven-

tures characterised by great daring, for no European for centuries had

penetrated thither, though it is little more than 200 miles „ , ,^ '
.

"
. . .

Barton s

from Berberah. It is the ancient capital of Hadiyah, one of journey to

seven States constituting the former Arab empire of Zeyla.

It had frequent conflicts with the Abyssinian kings, and at one tim^, in

the sixteenth century, conquered a large part of their territory. The
modern city of Harar is walled, but mean-looking, with narrow lanes,

huge rubbish heaps, and packs of wretched dogs. The houses are flat-

roofed sheds of two stories, with doors formed of a single plank, and holes

for windows high above the ground. The chief houses have separate

apartments for the women, and stand at the bottom of large courtyards.

The Mahometans have made it a sacred city, and built many plain

mosques and crowded grave^^ards in it ; numerous Ulemas and Sheikhs

teach Moslem learning in the Harari dialect, which includes a good deal

that is Semitic.

The people are very mixed, but the prevailing type is not handsome,

I
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being much disfigured by disease, yellowish brown in complexion, with

short stubbly hair and beard, and large ill-made limbs.

" Costume is very varied ; the better classes wear loin-cloths

under their mantles, and the officials have white calico drawers. Th''

women appear more numerous than the men, with small heads, regular

profiles, straight noses, rather small mouths. They wear blue or brown

cotton shirts with short arms, and sashes. Women of the upper class

Dress of
g^ing out throw a blue sheet over the head, but are rarely

women, veiled. Their hair, parted in the centre, is gathered into two

large bunches below the ears, and covered with dark blue muslin, the

ends meeting under the chin. A black satin ribbon is passed round the

head at the junction of hair and skin. Young girls gather their long

hair into a knot behind, and from this a group of short close plaits falls

to the shoulder. " Silver ornaments are worn only by persons of rank.

The ear is decorated with Somali rings or red coral beads, the neckwith
necklaces of the same material, and the forearms with six or seven of

the broad rings of buffalo and other dark horns prepared in western

India. Finally, stars are tattooed upon the bosom, the eyebrows are

lengthened with dyes, the eyes fringed with kohl, and the hands and

feet stained with henna. The women, who have harsh and screaming

voices, weave cotton thread, carry water, work in the garden, and sit and

sell goods in the street. Most of their time they are chewing tobacco,

and their loose behaviour frequently procures them a public flogging.

Drinking is prevalent among all classes. The Somali in the city are held

almost in serfdom. The Gallas occupy the country almost up to the

city gates."

Harar is essentially a commercial city, taking toll for ever}^ donkey-

load of goods passing through it. It is a great halfway house between
regions, and an emporium of slaves. Its coffee is first-rate,

ConimGrc6i .

and the native tobacco is good. SafHower is largely grown,

for export to Arabia for dying cotton shirts and staining the skin yellow.

Tobes or mantles are largely woven at Harar of fine long-stapled cotton,

and are of extreme durability, and as soft as silk.

" The furniture of a house at Harar is simple—a few skins, and in

rare cases a Persian rug, stools, coarse mats, and Somali pillows, wooden
spoons and porringers shaped with a hatchet, finished with a

knife, stained red, and brightly polished. The gourd is a

conspicuous article, and worked inside and fitted with a cover of the

same material, it serves as cup, bottle, pipe, and water-skin." Meat is

largely eaten, chiefly beef, mutton, poultry, etc. ; holcus is the chief grain.

Socotra, a large island 150 miles east of Cape Guardafui, annexed in

1886 by G-reat Britain, has a small mixed population, largely Arab, with

The African and other elements. They used to be Nestorian Christ-
socotarans.

^^^^ . ^^^ \\qm^ lost much of their faith, though still reverencing
the cross. They also practise the old South Arabian moon worship.
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CHAPTER V.

Cf)e Si^^lagantia aiio ti)f €aotcrn J>outiants;t*

The Waganda —Physical characters—Excess of women— Dress—Occupations— Food—Meals

—

Houses—Industries— Habits and customs— Marriage— Slave traffic — Government— King
Mtesa—King Mwanga and Bishop Hannington—Punishments—Army and navy—Religion-
Amusements—Language—Contrasting characteristics —The Wanyoro—The Akka—Peculiar

gestures— The Monhuttu—King Munza's royal state— Cannibalism—Work and food—Albinos
—The Niam-niam—Mode of hair-dressing—Weapons—Meat-eating—Cannibalism—Scattered
dwellings — Chiefs— Manufactures— Musical tastes— Marriage — Beliefs — Language—The

Bongo—Habits—Dress— Ornaments— Marriage— Dwellings— Smith
work and smelting— Manufactures— Influence of Mahometans

—

Music and singing—Religious ideas—Burial—Treatment of the sick

—Language—The Bari—Value of cattle—The Dinka—Clothing and

ornaments—Food—Dwellings—Regard for animals—The Shillooks

—Hair-dressing—Religious ideas—Darfur—The Fors—Kordofan—
Mixture of people—Marriage—Morals—The Nubas— Dogolowifi

—

Kababish and Baggaras—The Funj—Khartoum,

WE will include in this chapter all the Soudanese

peoples lately subject to Egyptian rule, to-

gether with the Niam-Niam and the Waganda.^ The
latter, dwelling on the north, north-west,^

and west of Lake Victoria Nyanza, form

' The prefixed syllables u, wa, are among the characteristics

of the Bantu languages. Thus, JJ-gayida signifies country of

the Ganda; Wa-ganda, the Ganda people.
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the most convenient starting-point. The Waganda, indeed, through their

late king Mtesa, became the most noted of central Africans. The equator

divides the Uganda territory into two nearly equal portions. In this

fertile land the banana is luxuriant, rain falls during every month, and
the elevation of the country (from five to six thousand feet) makes the

climate comparatively mild and equable. Through this country fine

roads have been made and are well kept, and bridges and causeways

cross the swamps. One of the best accounts of the country and people is

that given by Messrs. Wilson and Felkin in " Uganda and the Egyptian
Soudan."

In this country dwell the Waganda race ; negroes, with short woolly

hair. The men are above middle height, muscular, and well made ; the

Physical women when young are not bad-looking, and have small hands
characters. ^-^^ \qq\j. Among them are scattered the Wahuma, a race of

herdsmen, perhaps descended from the aboriginal Abyssinians or related

to the Gallas. They are tall and handsome, with oval faces, thin lips,

and straight noses. They are very exclusive, and speak a language of

their own. Not a few albinos are to be found in the court, and in the

houses of the great chiefs. Dwarfs, too, are by no means uncommon,
and form a privileged class at court.

Uganda has perhaps five million people ; and Mr. Wilson estimates

that there are three-and-a-half times as many women as men, an excess

Excess of known nowhere else. It is due to polygamy in excess, to the
women, frequent fearful hand-to-hand battles, in which vast numbers

of men are killed, and to the appropriation -of the wives of conquered

tribes, the men being put to death.

The AVaganda are exceptionally strict about dress, clothing them-
selves completely when in public. The national costume is the mbugu,

or bark cloth, worn by men as a loose robe, tied in a knot over
Dress I u 1

the shoulder, the arms being left bare ; the women fasten their

cloth tightly round the body just under the armpits. Many A\'ear turbans
of calico or coloured handkerchiefs, and sandals of buffalo hide. The
chiefs sometimes wear a fine skin robe over the mbugu. Foreign dress,

especially Arab and Turkish, has however been partially introduced, in-

cluding caftans, trousers, stockings, and the red fez.

Fighting being a prime necessity, the AVaganda are well supplied

with arms, having long spears, large light wooden shields, bows and
arrows the former very stiff, the latter much barbed ; and

Occupations. ,

'

•
i i 1 i ^ /. 1 • t

also a considerable number of guns, mostly old-fasmoned.

In agriculture, the regular instrument is a sort of heart-shaped hoe,

fastened to a hook-shaped wooden handle three feet long. Thej' have
two kinds of axes, and long, curved, thin knives, all made from native

ore.

Vegetable food is predominant among these people, the banana
being the staple, and the sweet potato next in importance ; but meat
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is eaten by those who can get it. The Waganda are ingenious cooks,

having a way of cooking their bananas by steaming, water

being poured under a banana leaf laid in the earthen pot they

use, and so boiled. Meat also is baked or boiled tightly wrapped in

banana leaves.

'' The chiefs and upper classes of people generally eat with their

families and head slaves. The meals are served up in a large hut, the

floor in the middle of the room being covered with a layer of

banana leaves ; on these the food is placed, and every one

gathers round in a circle. The hands are first washed, either with
water or with circular napkins, the size of small plates, cut out of the

succulent stem of the banana ; these napkins contain so much sap that

no water is required. Then all fall to with their fingers. . . . The
meal over, the hands are again washed, coffee is handed round, and
pipes are produced. . . . The Waganda never drink during meals,

but at the conclusion take large draughts of water or plantain wine."

Fish are largely caught, with hooks and lines and fish-traps, by the

islanders and shore people.

Uganda houses are - superior to most negro dwellings, some of

them being very large, and surrounded by a fence of tall grass, with

but one gateway. The houses are usually circular or dome-

shaped, and thatched down to the ground. Tiger-grass stems

form the ribs, and plaited grass fills up the interstices. There are no

windows, so the inside is very dark
;

it also gets much blackened by soot.

The chiefs have separate huts for sleeping, living, cooking, etc., the king's

" palace," the most extensive building, being as much as ninety feet long.

The industrial arts of the Waganda are somewhat numerous
; they

make coarse and fine pottery, the latter including^ black drinking bowls

and tobacco pipes, bark-cloth from the bark of a species of fig,

basketwork, mats, metal work, etc. Dandyism is ministered

to by beautiful walking-sticks, carried by all the " upper ten." Skin
dressing is carried to high perfection, both for robes and for sandals.

The Waganda are a strange mixture of civilised and uncivilised.

(Completely clothed, they also wash frequently, and do not anoint them-
selves with oil or fat ; but they drink freely, and eat to excess. Hawts and

All smoke tobacco of good quality. Many have beards ; but, customs,

unlike most negroes, they rarely dress the hair in any special way, and
usually shave it all off. Tattooing is not practised at all ; and mutilations

of the ear, lips, and teeth are even prohibited, and punishable by death.

Wives are bought ; and the marriage bond is a very loose one. The
ordinary price of a wife is either three or four bullocks, six sewing
needles, or a small box of percussion caps. Chiefs are buried

ni wooden coffins. The bodies of dead slaves, of whom they
own great numbers, are thrown into the bush, to be devoured by wild

beasts and birds of prey. Property is divided among a man's sons at his

I
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death, the wives (excepting his own mother) becoming the property of

the eldest son. p . xc •

Slaves, unfortunately, are most important articles of traihc m

Uganda ; lor the Arab traders supply guns, ammunition, beads, cloth,

etc., in exchange for human beings and ivory, the supply of
Slave traffic.

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ decrease. Barter is the only mode of
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sale, money not being in use. Four yards of unbleaclied calico (one

(loti) constitute the standard of value, and two doti will buy a cow.

Cowries, in strings of a hundred, form the small change.

The government of Uganda is a kind of feudal system, the king

being by no means all-powerful, but greatly controlled by a council,

includino- three leadino; chiefs who are practically owners of all

^^ ^ ^Tn T\ .^ .. Government.
the country. When they agree upon any course, the matter

is decided ; but sometimes they disagree, and a council of lesser chiefs

and sycophants gives advice. The three chiefs choose the king out of his

predecessor's children, but always choose a child, thus increasing their

influence. If they disagree about the choice, they go to war about it,

and the victor's candidate becomes king. The brothers of the king are

kept prisoners till he comes of age, and are then burnt, all except two or

tliree, who are left to keep up the succession. The chiefs decide all

matters of law and justice ; but there is no written law, only traditional

" principles."

The kings of Uganda belong properly to the Wahuma tribe ; and

although much mixed with negro blood, Mtesa showed clearly enough

his distinctness of race from his subjects. Mtesa was very

ambitious^ and courted all Europeans out of whom he could

get anything, especially guns and ammunition. " He is a thorough man
of the world," wrote Mr. Wilson, " and when he pleases can be as

courteous and gentlemanly as any of our own aristocracy. He takes an

intelligent interest in a wide range of subjects, and will discuss for hours

abstruse points in theology, political economy, or philosophy. He is

intensely fickle, and never knows his own mind for two days together,

and, like a spoilt child, is always wanting a new toy. He is very super-

stitious; and if he dreams of any of the gods of the country, he takes it as

an omen of ill, and immediately offers human sacrifices, sometimes to the

number of several hundreds, to appease the anger of the offended deity."

Mtesa was at one time inclined to yield to Mahometan influences, at

another time he favoured Christian missions greatly
;
but he was dis-

turbed by the advent of Eoman Catholics after the Protestants had been

known to him some time. But Christianity was making considerable

progress in Uganda ; a printing press had been set up, whence portions

of the New Testament, hymns, prayers, etc., were distributed in the

native language. It became the fashion to learn to read, and lads might

be seen everywhere sitting and sprawling, all reading.

Near the end of 1884, unfortunately, Mtesa died. His death was

not followed by the usual carnival of blood and plunder ; and the new
King Mwanga's brothers were not kiUed. But Mwanga proved ,,.

, . . . .
^

. .
King Mwanga

a weak, vain, and vicious youth, passionate and suspicious, and Bishop

and was roused by the conservative chiefs to attack the
^.nnington.

Christians, from fear that white men were approaching to take away his

kingdom. Numerous converts were burnt, while singing their Christian
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hymns. The story of the martyrdom of Bishop Hanningtou and his

party in 1885, after their successful passage through Masai land, is fresh

in memory.
After such a record, it is not surprising to hear that the Waganda

have a variety of modes of execution, including beheading, strangling.

bleeding to death, etc. Theft is often punished by cutting
Punishments, r^ . ^ . .

'

mi ^^ i i x'
oft the hand, ears, or nose. The stocks are reserved lor

small offences.

The army is the pride of Uganda ; indeed, every male of sufficient

strength is enrolled in it, and an army can be collected sooner than

Army and auytliiiig else. In war only a loin-cloth is worn, faces being
iiavy. whitened with ashes to strike terror into the hearts of the

enemy. Being settled round so great a lake, naval skill has also been
acquired by the Waganda. They have a large fleet of war-canoes, many
of which will hold forty men.

Religiously, the Waganda, independently of Mahometanism and
Christianity, are on a higher level than most African nations. They do

not make or worship idols or images of their gods. They
believe in a supreme Creator (Katonda) whom however they

do not worship, as they consider him too exalted to pay any attention to

mankind. But they pay worship to inferior gods or spirits, such as

Mukusa, the god of the Lake Nyanza, who at times enters into some
person, man or woman, who becomes his oracle and gains supernatural

powers. This personage consequently has great influence. They also

worship gods of war, Chiwuka and Neuda, supposed to inhabit certain

trees, before which, on going to war, the Waganda offer live animals,

which must be black, and are given to the guardians of the trees. Various

natural forces, river gods, and the former kings are worshipped as gods
or demigods. Many superstitions are in vogue ; and a multiplicity ot

charms are manufactured and sold by the "medicine-men" or mandwa,
who profess to foretell events, cure diseases, bring rain and wind, and
recover lost and stolen property.

The Waganda have a variety of games and amusements, including
dancing, singing, and wrestling. The dancing, in which the men and

Amusements
^^^^^^^^ ^*^^P separate, is of two kinds—one a sort of shuffling,

in which every muscle is writhing as in an epileptic lit,

which is exceedingly exhausting; the other resembling European dancing.
They have professional singers, accompanied on a sort of hai'p, and the
singers often extemporise. There are regular bands of music, with
leaders, the instruments being both stringed and wind, with drums.

The Uganda or Luganda language is called by Dr. Bleek a Bantu
language, belonging to the . great South African group. In these lan-

Language ^"''^S'?'^
'^^^ inflexions take place at the beginning of words.

The Kiswahili of the East Coast is also understood by many
of the people.
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It seems difficult to realise that people can at the same time have so

much good and so much bad in them. On the one hand, brave and

warlike, on the other, indolent ; kindly to travellers, and even
QQ^^j.^s|.i^g.

affectionate, and good servants, and at the same time clever character-

liars and thieves, and holding human life at a very low esti-

mate ;
skilful in imitating articles of European manufacture, in learning

a new language ; allowing women to do nearly all their hard work

;

proficients at counting, the first thing they do with a book being to count

the number of pages ; having " all the vices and most of the diseases of

Europeans," we must own that they possess much vitality and ability,

having withstood so long their great losses in war and by the slave

trade. But every one will hope that Uganda, with all its advantages,

may yet become, as Mr. Wilson thinks it is well-fitted to be, the centre

of light and civilisation to the surrounding nations.

The Wanyoro are the next people to the north of the AYaganda, but

are a much less notable people. They are negroes, but not so dark, and

include many light-brown people. Mr. Felkin gives a good

account of their cleanliness and frequent ablutions, although

their dome-shaped huts swarm with vermin. The people are great

thieves and somewhat treacherous. Their dead are simply buried,

without coffins, men on the left, the women on the right of the door

of their huts. Clothing is not so extensively worn as by the Waganda.
Skins clothe the men

;
girls are naked till marriage, and afterwards wear

the bark-cloth. In many respects these people are an inferior copy of the

Waganda. Among them are some shepherd tribes called Longo, perhaps

related to the Wahuma, leading independent lives and speaking a Galla

dialect. The women are handsome, naked as to clothes, but loaded with

ornaments of shell, girdles, bracelets, and rings. Their hair is elaborately

dressed, every tress having variously coloured wool interwoven with it,

and crowned with feathers, shell garlands, and imitations of buffalo

horns.

To the north-west of Lake Albert N^^anza live the curious race

of the Akka, of whom Dr. Schweinfurth, when he was in the Monbuttu
country, saw several, who were kept as

Tlie Akka.
a sort of court buffoons by the Monbuttu
king. He also saw a band of several hundred of

them upon one occasion. They are, as far as can
be gathered (for Schweinfurth did not penetrate to

their country), all of short stature, averaging about
four feet ten inches in height, and some only reach-

ing four feet one. But their peculiarities of phy-
siognomy are more interesting even than their

height. Their face, of a dull brown hue, has an
extreme, almost monkey-like, forward projection

of the jaws. In addition to thick lips, they have AKKA BOY.

I
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the upper jaw specially projecting under the nose, the line of which thus

becomes very retreating. The skull is very round, almost spherical.

Their eyes are large and wide-open, and their ears are very large.

The sharply-defined, gaping mouth is a specially ape-like feature, in

which they are unlike other negroes, but like the bushmen or Bosjes-

Pecuiiar ^^n of South Africa. Their changes of expression, too, are
gestures, very remarkable. " The twitcliing of the eyebrows " (saj's

Schweinfurth), " the rapid gestures with the hands and feet while talk-

ing, the incessant wagging and nodding of the head, all combine to

give a very grotesque appearance to the little people." The arms are

long and lanky, and the shoulders broad and peculiar in shape. Their

hair and beard are but slightly developed, being brown, not black.

They are specially a hunting people, showing much acuteness, dexterit}-.

and cunning. They have only poultry as domestic animals. Several

Akkas have been brought to Italy, and have thriven, learning to read

and write with a facility which shows that they cannot be spoken of as

a degenerate type. They are, rather, a small race which has been out-

stripped by people of larger make and greater physical force. Schwein-

furth believes them to be, with the Bushmen, the Doko of the Upper
Juba river, the Obongo, etc., the scattered remains of an aboriginal

population now becoming extinct. Their language has not been ascer-

tained, but their pronunciation seemed to Schweinfurth very inarticulate.

Professor Flower, of the British Museum (Natural Histoiy), having

measured two skeletons of Akkas, sent to England by Emin Pacha,

concludes that they are the smallest known race, scarcely four feet high,

and refers them to a special branch of the negroes, the Negrillos

;

differing in important respects from the Bushmen.
The Monbuttu inhabit a beautiful country, in which the Welle and

other streams flowing to Lake Chad take their rise. They are a

The comparatively light-coloured race, and noted for cannibalism.
Monbuttu. When Schweinfurth visited them, they had a King Munza,

who kept great state in a fine wooden hall a hundred feet long, forty

King Munza's f^^t high, and fifty broad. " A plumed hat rested on the top
royal state. Qf j^^g chignon, and soared a foot and a half above his head.

This hat was a narrow cylinder of closely-plaited reeds ; it was orna-

mented with three layers of red parrots' feathers, and crowned with
a plume of the same ; there was no brim, but a copper crescent projected

i'rom the front like the vizor of a Norman helmet. The cartilage of

Munza's ears was pierced, and copper bars as thick as the finger inserted

in the cavities." His whole body was smeared with a native unguent of

powdered red cane-wood. His single garment was like that universally

worn in the country, being a large piece of fig-bark dyed with the same
unguent as his skin, and falling in folds about his body. Eound thongs
of buffalo-hide, with heavy copper balls attached to the ends, were
fastened round the waist in a large knot, and held the "coat" like a
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girdle. Around his neck liung a copper ornament, and on his arms were
pendant cylinders, bound with rings. Just below the knee were three
circlets of hippopotamus hide, tipped with copper. As a sign of authority

KING JIUNZA IN FULL DKESS.

IMunza
carried a sickle-shaped weapon of pure copper. His face was in

pome respe ts not very negro-Uke, telling of mixture with Hamitic and

I
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Cannibalism.

perhaps Semitic elements. His jaws were not protruding, but almost

vertically under his forehead ; but his lips were thick and prominent, a

marked contrast to his straight Caucasian nose. His wives were dressed

like other Monbuttu women, in nothing but a pattern painted in black,

showing up markedly upon their bright yellow skins. They wore huge

chignons, and very few ornaments.

The Monbuttu are great cannibals, and Schweinfurth saw many
skulls and portions of skeletons there, belonging to people south of them,

captured in raids. Many had been undoubtedly boiled in

water and scraped with knives.

These people inhabit only a small extent of territory, but probabl37-

number a million. They do very little agriculture, or cattle breeding.

Work and Some of the men are good at smith's work ; but except in war
food, they are exceedingly idle, and women do most of the hard

work—even making pottery. Food is carefully prepared, both human
flesh and wild plantain and manioc. Oil

from oil-palms is mixed with everything,

as well as human fat,

Schweinfurth was astonished to find

a large number of the Monbuttu with light

hair, though it was still frizzled,

and looked much like hemp.

These were to a large extent Albinos, hav-

ing light skins as well. In many ways
they recall the Semitic type, and they

differ from most negroes in having longer

and curved noses, Schweinfurth's narra-

tive gives many other interesting particu-

lars which we cannot further dwell upon.

The Niam-Niam, living to the north

of the Monbuttu, are another race of can-

nibals, their verj^ name signifying " eaters "; they call themselves Zande3\

Tiie Niam- They have round, broad heads, covered with thick frizzly hair
Niam. Qf great length, arranged in long plaits and tufts. Their eyes

are large, almond-shaped, and wide apart, in conformity with the Avidth

of the skull. The eyebrows are thick, and highly arched. The nose is

very flat and broad, and the mouth is scarcely wider than the nostrils.

The cheeks are full and rounded, giving a general circular aspect to

the face. No one, according to Schweinfurth, could fail to identify the

Niam-Niam at the first glance. The colour of their skin is a dull

chocolate, and as marks of nationality they tattoo themselves with three
or four squares of dots on foreheads, temples, or cheeks. On festivals

they cover the body with powdered red wormwood, marked with a black
pattern in gardenia-juice. Their incisor teeth are filed to a point, to

enable them to grip the arm of an enemy. Their height is an average
one, and they are mostly rather fat.

Albinos.

MONBUTTU WOMAN.
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Usually the Niani-Niam dress only in skins, fastened to a girdle

round the loins. The men's hair is arranged 'in a great variety ot

fashions, while the women's is scarcely dressed at all. In one Mode of hair-

style, the men have the hair drawn out into a series of rays, <iressing.

and stretched tightly over a hoop of considerable size, ornamented with

cowries ; and the hoop is fastened to the lower rim of a straw hat by four

MONBOTTU WARRIORS.

wires. The hat (worn only by men) is a cylindrical, brimless one, square

at the top, which is decked with feathers ; it is fastened by large and

variegated hair-pins. Teeth arranged in various patterns, frequently

including human teeth, are among their favourite ornaments.

Their weapons are chiefly lances and " trumbashes," sharp, flat pro-

jectiles of iron, with several pointed prongs and sharp edges. They have
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large shields, with wliich they protect themselves from missiles. The
Monbuttu supply them with most of their weapons. The men
are mostl3^ liunters, being very skilful in preparing traps and

snares ; while the women do all the agricultural work, eleusine, or

" raffi," being the chief cereal. But the ground is exceedingly fertile,

and natural fruits and other products most abundant. The only domes-

tic animals are poultry and dogs; and all kinds are eaten,
' besides many wild animals. Indeed, the propensity of the

Niam-Niam to meat-eating is so great that the ordinary word for eating

signifies meat. All people conquered in war are eaten, as also
Cannibalism. ° ....

are those who die friendless. Outside their houses are stakes

on wliich are placed the skulls of those they have eaten ; and human fat

is universally sold. Altogether, the Niam-Niam are a very voracious

people. There are, however, a certain proportion of them who loathe

cannibals and cannibalism. Some have also attained the refinement

implied in wiping the rim of a drinking vessel before passing it on.

They drink and smoke largely. A kind of beer is made from malted

eleusine
; it has a pleasant bitter taste and a reddish-brown colour.

The Niam-Niam are not collected in towns, or even considerable

villages
;
and their chiefs, of whom there are about thirty-five, have only

Scattered a local authority. Their huts, scattered over the country, are
dwellings, conical roofed, with clay walls. The roof projects outside the

walls, and this part is supported by posts. Separate huts are used for

cooking and sleeping. Some are elevated on clay bases, and have only

one small opening above. These are for the boys to sleep in when they
leave their mothers, and are supposed to be safe from wild beasts. Their

granaries (of which there are usually three to each household) are raised

upon posts ; one of these stores serves to store malt for beer.

The Niam-Niam chiefs are called Beeah, and their chief powers are

those of calling the people to arms, executing those condemned to death,

and determining questions of peace and war. They get the

ivory and half the flesh of every elephant killed; but their chief

support is derived from their farms, worked by slaves or wives. The
chiefs rarely lead the people in person to battle, but wait its course at a

distance, ready to decamp if defeat is declared. Battle has its interludes,

occupied by hurling opprobrious epithets and shouts of defiance at one
another. Schweinfurth says that the defiant imperiousness of some of

the chiefs is equal to that of any potentate on earth. " The dread with
which they inspire their subjects is incredible ; it is said that, for the pur-
pose of exhibiting their power over life and death, they will occasion-

ally feign fits of passion, and singling out a victim from the crowd, they
will throw a rope about his neck, and with their own hands cut his throat
with one stroke of their jagged scimitar." The eldest son of a chief suc-
ceeds to his position, the other sons command portions of his district, but
often endeavour to set up independent authority, thus leading to wars.
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Like most of their neighbours, the Niam-Niam know nothing of

blit make excellent earthenware, elaborate tobacco

Manufactures.

leather dressing

pipes, much
carved and
complex wood- work,
and a variety ofweapons.

They have many instru-

ments of music, and can

stand music from morn-

ing to night. A kind

of mandolin is their fa-

vourite instrument, the

strings being stretched

vertically as
Musical taste.

in a harp,

and there
sounding board

being a

with

two holes, a neck, and
screws for tightening

the strings. The music

is very monotonous and
unmelodious to Europ-

ean ears. There are

professional musicians,

too, who go about
decked in fantastic cos-

tumes, and recite their

adventures at great

length for rings of cop-

per, or beads.

Strange to say,

wives are not bouo-ht

by the Niam-
TVT- 1 ,

Marriage.
JNiam

; but

application for wives is

ordinarily made to the

local chief or prince,

who endeavours to ar-

range a suitable match.
There is unlimited poly-

gamy, but there appears
to be general fidelity

;

mdeed, the unfaithfulness of a wife is punished by death. Schweinfurth
says that the men show a deep and consistent" affection for their wives.
The marriage ceremony is simply a procession of the bride to her new

A NIAM-NIAM MINSTREL.

I
Q Q
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me Bongo.

home, accompanied by musicians, minstrels, and jesters, followed by a

feast. To the wives are assigned, besides preparing meals and cultivat-

ing the land, the important functions of painting the husband's body

and dressing his hair.

The Niam-Niam believe in evil spirits, who are supposed to dwell

in the forest ; they imagine that the rusthng of the leaves is the talk

of the spirits. They have various forms of augury and ordeal

in regard to future events and suspected crime ; but they

cannot be said to have any form of idolatry. Their language is akin

to that of the Nubian or eastern Soudanese negroes ; it has no separate

tense for verbs, and many consonants, giving a nasal tone

even to the vowels "a" and " e." It is very deficient in

words denoting abstract ideas.

To the north-east of the Niam-Niam live the Bongo—a people occu-

pying the country around numerous affluents of a large Nile tributary,

the Ghazal. The country is thinly peopled,'

and the Bongo are evidently de-

clining. They have been greatly

coerced by the Arab traders from Khar-

toum
; and their docility has offered but

too favourable opportunities for oppression

and slave-hunting. The Bongo are red-

dish-brown in complexion, notably like

their soil. They are very round-skulled

(brachycephalic), like the Niam-Niam ; but

their hair is black, not much above half an

inch long, and whiskers and beards are

scarcely ever to be seen.

The Bongo are naturally peaceful

agriculturists, cultivating sorghum very
carefully ; they also rear poultry, dogs, and goats, and do a good deal of

Habits
hunting and fishing. Salt is not found in their country, and
they procure it by soaking the ashes of a shrub. They are

great tobacco growers and smokers, passing their pipes from one to the
other, as well as the lump of bast to intercept the oil, and which the
smoker puts in his mouth. In great contrast to the Niam-Niam, the
Bongo abhor the eating both of human and of dog's flesh, but they will

eat all other flesh, even rats and snakes, scorpions and caterpillars, and
the " higher " the better.

Bongo men wear an apron of skin, or a piece of cloth fastened to their

girdle. The women wear neither, but simply a branch with plenty
of leaves, or a bunch of fine grass. Their heads are often

closely shaven. ' The full-grown women become extremely fat,

their legs attaining the girth of a man's chest. To make up for their lack \

of clothing, the women have a great love of finery, wearing round their

NIAM-NIAM WOMAN.

Dress.
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Ornaments.

necks a quantity of cords and beads, while the men wear necklaces

adorned with bits of peculiar wood, roots, owls' and eagles'

talons, teeth of dogs, crocodiles, and jackals, etc., and often

adorn the rims of their ears with copper rings. They also pierce the

upper lip, and insert a copper nail or plate, or rings. Even the skin of

the body above the waist is pinched up and pierced, a bit of wood being

inserted, and iron rings of varied and elaborate pattern are worn over the

wrist and forearm. The women also wear them on their ankles. The
women's lower lip, after marriage, is pierced and extended by plugs of

wood gradually increased in size, till it projects far beyond the upper,

which is also bored, and a copper ring or plate is inserted, or even a bit of

straw. The sides of the

nose are pierced for

several bits of straw,

and the septum for a

large copper ring. The
ears are perforated for

rings in many places,

and Schweinfurth says

that there are women
in the country whose

bodies are pierced, in

some way or other, in a

hundred places. Tattoo-

ing is abundant on the

upper part of the body

of the women, in the

shape of zigzag or paral-

lel lines, or rows of dots.

Marriage is an affair

of purchase, but it ap-

pears that a
^

. ,. •, T
Marriage,

man is limited

to three wives. The
usual price for a young girl is ten plates of iron, each weighing two
pounds, and twenty lance-tips. Lack of children is an excuse for a

divorce. The infants are carried on the mother's back in a bag of goat
hide. The elder children of a family sleep in a hut by themselves.

Bongo huts are conical, with a circular seat on the top, from which
the country around is viewed. The entrance to the huts is usually so

small that it is necessary to creep through it on all fours. The
door is a hurdle swung on two posts. The floor is of clay

carefully flattened. The people sleep on skins on the floor, with a stripped

log of wood for a pillow. The usual corn store is under the dwelling,
raised on posts as a protection against damp, rats, and white ants.

HEAD-DRESS OF NIAM-NIAM.

Dwellings.
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Tlio Bongo are good smiths, much iron ore being found in their

country. . AVith the rudest apparatus they make things not uuworth}^

of an English smith. " Tlieir smelting apparatus," according

and to Schweinfurth, "is an erection of clay, generally about five
smelting.

£^^^ ^^ height, containing in its interior three distinct com-

partments. These are all of the same size, that in the middle being

filled with alternate layers of fuel and ore. This centre chamber is

separated from the lower, by means of a kind of frame resting on a

circular projection, and it is divided from the chamber above by a narrow

neck of communication. The highest and lowest of the divisions in

used for fuel only. Round the base of the inferior chamber there are foin-

holes, into which the " tewels " or pokers are introduced, and to which

bellows are applied to increase the intensity of combustion ; there is

a fifth hole, which can be stopped with clay as often as may be desired,

and which serves to allow the metal to be raked out after it has trickled

down into the cavity below the frame."

BONGO WOMAN.BOKGO MAN.

The Bongo are sufficiently enterprising manufacturers to cany on

a large trade with tribes lying to the north of them, and along the Upper

Manu- Nile. Spades, spears, and axes are among the commonest
factures. productions, one very rough kind of circular spade being used

as a medium of exchange, and thus answering to coin among the Bongo.

Their chainwork, knives, pincers, etc., are quite remarkable, considering

the simple apparatus at their disposal. Tlieir woodwork is equally I

interesting. Their carved stools for women (the men refusing to sit

on any raised seat), pestles, troughs, meshes, even figure-carvings to

decorate a chiefs grave, exhibit great skill and iitgenuity. But Dr.

Schweinfurth found that the influence of Mahometanism had caused much
degeneration in these respects. " The destructive power >

Islamism," he saj^s, " has manifested itself \tj obliterating, ii;

a comparatively brief space of time, all signs of activity, and

all traces of progress. Wherever it prevails, it annihilates the cliiol

Influence
of

Mahometans
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distinctions of race, it effaces the best vestiges of tlie past, and extends,

as it were, a new desert upon tlie face of the land which it overruns."

We must set this emphatic testimony of a scientific traveller as a

counterpoise to much that has recently been asserted about the beneficial

effects of Mahometanism.

These people make various kinds of musical instruments, flutes,

monochords, drums, great trumpets, bones, etc. At their great festivals

the noise of the multitudinous instruments is described as Music

'•cats' music run wild." Their singing too is extraordinary, "it ^^* singmg.

consists of a babbling recitative, which at one time suggests the yelping

of a dog, and at another, the lowing of a cow, whilst it is broken ever and

BONGO GRAVE.

I

again by the gabbling of a string of words huddled up one into another.

The commencement of a measure will always be with a lively air, and

every one, without distinction of age or sex, will begin yelling, screech-

ing, and bellowing with all their strength
;

gradually the singing of

the voices will tone down, the rapid tune will moderate, and the song

is hushed into a wailing, melancholy strain. Thus it sinks into a very

dirge, such as might be chanted at the grave, and be interpreted as

representative of a leaden and a frowning sky, when all at once,

without note of warning, there bursts forth the whole fury of the negro

throats." Dr. Schweinfurth believes that these orgies are designed to

imitate in their violence the fury of the elements.

The Bongo have no conception of a creator, or of any beneficial ruling

ower or spirit. The3^ have a great fear of ghosts, which are believed to
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Biirial.

hannt every place, and witches,

ReUffious generally old people, who
ideas. consequently have a bad

time of it. " Loma " denotes equally

luck and ill-luck, and they use the

same word for the "Allah," whom
they hear the Mahometans call upou.

They have no idea of immortality, or

the transmigration of souls.

They bury the dead imme-
diately after death, the bodies being

compressed into the smallest compass,

and legs brought up to the chin, etc.,

and then sewn up in a sack made of

skins. The grave is about four feet

deep, and a side excavation is made at

the bottom to receive the sack, so that

there may be no pressure of the earth thrown in upon the body. The
graves close to the huts are marked by long forked branches, carved with

notches, and their points sharpened. The insane are bound hand and

Treatment foot, and immersed in the river as a remedial measure
;
if this

of the sick,
^g unsuccessful, they are confined and cared for by relatives.

The sick are treated with very hot water sprinkled upon them ; wounds
have a number of setons passed through the wounded part, to reduce

inflammation. Certain astringent bitter barks are about the only medicine

they use. They sometimes employ professional magicians from among
the neighbours—the Dinka.

The Bongo language is of a usual negro type, with few words for

abstract ideas, and is very simple in grammar. The words are har-

monious in sound, abounding in the vowels o and a. The word
" mony," originally denoting the grain sorghum, now signifies

any kind of eatable, showing what they regard as " the staff of life."

Passing over some intermediate and smaller tribes, and again striking

the Nile, we find the Bari negroes about Lado, and extending considerably

to the north. Lado is well known as the scene of much of

Dr. Emin's (Emin Bey) heroic efforts to govern and control

the population, since the destruction of Egyptian influence in the

Soudan. The Bari are fine-looking negroes of good bearing. The males
wearing no clothing, although a few wear a string of beads round the

waist, and a few bangles
; a few ostrich feathers on their shaven heads

complete the costume. The women are much more fully clad with rings,

beads, chains, and shells, AVith a fringe in front, and a leather apron
behind

;
but they, hke the men, shave their heads. However, both sexes

wear a gaudy coat of red paint, and tattoo themselves extensively.

Cattle are the great wealth of the Bari, who would rather lose wives

Language.

The Bari.
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or children than cows. The slave-dealers found. this out, and used to

capture the cattle first, and then exchange them for women value of

and children. They are not killed for food, except for funeral cattle.

feasts. They are bled, however, occasionally, and the blood used for

food.

The Dinka, a pastoral people, occupy a large extent of country far-

ther north. They are of good medium height, perhaps slightly exceeding

the average Englishman. They are among the darkest of

races, and make themselves blacker with ashes. Their hair

is very scanty, and generally closely shorn, except for a tuft at the top.

In some cases the hair is specially trained to stand up all over the head,

and dyed red, giving a very fiendish look. The beard is almost non-

existent. There is the usual ear-piercing and lip-boring, which is so

frequent that we shall only notice its absence or any special peculiarity.

According to these people, clothing is very unbecoming to men, and

any man who is at all clothed is despised as a woman. Yet they wear

rather extensive head-dresses. The female sex is conspicuous clothing and

with aprons of skin behind and before, reaching to the ankles, ornaments.

Iron is the rage, copper not yet being of equal value ; and the heavy

rings with which the women load their wrists and ankles, says Schwein-

furth, clink and resound like the fetters of slaves. Their ornaments and

iron tools are chiefly the work of their neighbours, the Dyoor, unless they

are sold to them by the traders from Khartoum. Their favourite weapons

are however clubs and sticks, together with lances ; they have also

peculiar instruments for parrying club-blows.

Unlike so many of their neighbours, the Dinka are both cleanly in

person and in their cookery. They prepare and granulate their

meals in a very perfect way ; they do not eat at the same time

out of the same dish, but in succession. In the case of cooked meal,

each pours his milk only on the portion he

eats, and so a real measure of refinement is

observed. As to animal food, the Dinka are

very particular. Many of them would rather

die of hunger than eat dog's flesh ; but the

hare and wild cat are among their dainties.

Crocodile, frogs, lizards, mice, etc., they

loathe ; while they have a great regard for

snakes, whose slaughter they look upon as a

crime. Their dwellings are very
Dw6lliii&rs.

clean, being large conical huts,

sometimes forty feet in diameter ; in the

middle, a tree trunk, with its spreading

branches, supports the roof, made of layers

of cut straw, supported at the edges in

branches of acacia and other hard woods.

Food.

I
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Oxen, sheep, goats, and dogs are plentiful, but poultry are never

seen. The cattle are zebu-like, with humps, and mostly white. The

Regard for Dinka vocabulary lor cattle-breeding is remarkably copious,

animals. ^-^^^ ^j^py gj^Q^y them the greatest regard, never killing them. '
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1

I

The proprietor will not even eat his dead cow, -thougli his neighbours

will readily enough. All their animals are of degenerate breeds, and give

little milk, poor in butter. Their animals are kept in great parks, and

tethered to pegs at night. So numerous are the cattle, that there are

probably three for every human being.

Although cattle-breeders, the Dinka are sufficiently warlike to be

formidable, and their independence has not been broken through. They
are unrelenting to enemies, though very kind to each other.

The Shillooks inhabit the left, or western bank of the White Nile,

for two hundred miles, occupying a district of ten miles wide, as

far as the Bahr-el-ghazal, or Gazelle river. They are densely
TI16 Sliilloolcs

packed all along the river
;
agriculture, fishing, cattle-breeding,

hunting, are all easy and profitable ; and thus the Shillooks supply a

constant stream of emigrants, pushing in a south-westerly direction.

They are very dark negroes, made more repulsive by the constant

plastering of the body with ashes, by their lean boniness of limb, and their

breaking off of the lower central incisors. " The movements of their lean

bony limbs are so languid," says Schweinfurth, " and their repose so

perfect, as not rarely to give the Shillooks the resemblance of mummies
;

and whoever comes as a novice amongst them can hardly resist the

impression that in gazing at those ash-grey forms, he is looking upon
mouldering corpses, rather than upon living beings." Yet their skulls

indicate a rather high level of the negro type, with narrower jaws and

less prominent noses.

These people devote much attention to their hair, the men plucking

out the beard, but plastering the head with clay, gum, or dung, and

arranging the hair like a comb, helmet, or fan. The women Hair

have short cropped hair. In many other respects, however, dressing,

their habits are like those of the Dinkas. They appear to have no very

complex religious ideas, but reverence an imagined Father of Reugious

their people, who brought them to their country. When ^'^^^^•

famine comes, or rain is wanted, they call upon him by name. They
suppose that the dead still linger among the living.

Darfur is the most westerly territory into which the' late Egyptian

dominion extended. On the west is the kingdom of the Wadai ; on the

north, the south-eastern Sahara and the Libyan desert. The ^ _^' "^ Darfur.
word means the land of the Furs or Fors, a negro people

now largely driven by the Arabs into the western tracts. But all profess

Mahometanism. The country, previous to the Egyptian annexation,

had been under a line of absolute rulers or sultans, for at least foiir

hundred years. Its conquest by Zebehr Pasha in 1874, with the death

of the sultan Brahim, is well known ; but Zebehr was too much a

" king of the slave-dealers," and too grasping, and his subsequent down-

fall and expulsion from Egypt were fully justified. AVhat the present

overnment of Darfur is, it would be difficult to say.
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Kordofan.

According to Mr. Felkin, the natives (Fors) are great hunters, and

clean and industrious. The children clean and spin cotton, which the

men weave into a cloth of which their clothing is made.

The women not only attend to the household, but also

cultivate the ground and weave mats. The men wear long shirts with

wide sleeves ; the women a large sheet bound round the waist, and one

corner thrown over the left shoulder ; their arms and necks being

adorned with iron and brass ornaments. The people are very hospitable,

and but for the Arab slave-hunts, which keep them in continual fear,

would live in comfort. In some parts there are large numbers of camels

and hump-backed cattle. Camel-hair cloth is made in the camel

districts. Their horses are ver^^ fine, though small, and can do any

amount of work.

Kordofan, the country between Darfur and the White Nile, extend-

ing almost to Khartoum, is largely desert like, and its population is but

a few hundred thousands. Little is culti-

vated except the penicillaria or

dokn, which is the staple food.

Gum, hides, and ostrich feathers are the

chief exports. Water is scanty, and is

stored in the large hollow trunks of the

baobab tree, often thirty or forty feet round,

and capable of containing twenty thousand

gallons. Here the late Mahdi's power cen-

tred ; but it is doubtful if he has left any
permanent impress on the people. Near

Mixture of Obeid, the capital, a red brick city
people. Qf 3 500 people, the population is

dense and very mixed, including Arabs,

Nubians, Egyptians, and various negroes.

Mr. Felkin describes them as above the average height, rather slender

in figure, with well-shaped heads and dark brown skins. Their oval

faces and straight noses, and well-formed chins give them a decidedly

handsome appaarance. About ten years old, girls begin to wear a little

girdle ; men only wear one piece of cloth and sandals, and shave the

head with the exception of a pigtail ; women are almost as little covered,

but plait their hair in long locks, arranged like a thatched roof. The
women also wear ivory and silver arm and ankle rings, earrings, nose-

rings, etc., and nearly every one has numerous charms, from traffic in

which the Mahometan fakirs drive a good trade.

The marriage arrangements are curious in Kordofan. Before a girl

marries, says Mr, Felkin, a contract is made as to how many free nights

a week she shall have, the usual agreement being that every

fourth night shall be at her own disposal. In one section of

the people, no girl is allowed to marry until she has borne a child, which
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she must give to lier brother to be his slave. .Among others, a girl's

husband is chosen at a young men's flogging match, held in presence

of the elder people and of the girl. The youth who can stand the most

stripes is the husband selected. If two men claim a girl, she may sit

between them, having a knife securely fixed to each forearm, and project-

ing behind the elbow, and slowly pierce their thighs with it. Three

village elders sit by and judge which of the would-be husbands endures

this ordeal with most fortitude, and he is the chosen bridegroom.

It is not surprising to learn that the moral character of the people

is bad. "Murder is very common, thieving is an ordinary occupation,

they are untruthful, lazy, and unchaste, and can never

be induced to work more than is absolutely necessary for

bare existence. They never go about unarmed, and seem capable of

making very little progress towards civilisation." Mahometanism does

not seem to have done them much good. The Nubas of Kordofan are

the origin of the Nubians proper, but are now feebler and

fewer than their relatives. They are largely driven into the

mountains, hunted by slave-dealers. They dress like Arabs, but are very

distinguishable by their dark skins and prominent jaws. They are not

very intelligent, but are honest as far as they go. Among the Arabs they

profess Mahometanism, but among themselves they retain their witch-

doctors and rain-makers. Their dialect differs considerably from that

of the Nubians.

The Dogola or Dogolowis live in mountains of that name, near the

Nubas, but their language and gestures are very different. Their jaws

are not so prominent. Their features are more regular, and

their nose is not so flat. They are much more intelligent

than the Nubas. They have a very independent spirit, and resisted

the Egyptians valiantl3^ They are very skilful smiths, and import iron

to make their own weapons and implements.

A number of nomad tribes,—divided into Kababish, or camel- and goat-

herds, and Baggara, or cattle-herds,—occupy the desert and less settled

parts of Kordofan. The Baggara call themselves Arabs, and ^
^^ ^^ ^

speak Arabic with a peculiar pronunciation. They are and

elephant-hunters as well as cattle-keepers. Their skin is
*S&*^*^-

reddish, like the American Indians, and their form is athletic and
elegant. The women wear still an ancient Egyptian sort of head-dress-

They were among the most zealous of the Mahdi's followers.

The mountains of Senaar, the " Mesopotamia of the two Niles,"are the

home of the tribes known as Funj, formerly much more widely spread.

They maintained a kingdom of Senaar till the beginning of _
, "^

^
.

^ ^
. The Funj.

the present century ; but Mahomet Ali conquered them m
1821. They have now lost their old language, and in adopting Mahomet-
anism many of them are greatly mingled with Arabs and other races; and
it is said that people of all colours, white, red, yellow, blue, green, and

I
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black are to be met with in Senaar, The Fiinj are of a type intermediate

between Nubians, negroes proper, and Gallas, They have long heads,

vertical jaws, regular features, and good figures ; and they are pleasant

and hospitable. The women are said to keep their youthful appearance a

long time—a rare thing in Africa. Friction of the body, fumigation with

aromatics, and anointing with fat, are much in vogue among them.

Senaar people are even noted as skilful surgeons.

The junction of the two Niles is the seat of the populous town of

Khartoum, long an important place, where Turks, Egyptians, Arabs,

Nubians, negroes, and Gallas met and trafficked. Soldiers,

merchants, and slaves crowded its streets
;
grain, cotton, gums,

ivory, ebony, and ostrich feathers were exchanged for European goods.

It- has very considerably the appearance of an Egyptian city, with its

minarets and mosques and white-washed houses. Its disorganised and

degenerate state since the calamitous fate of Gordon, contrasted with its

improvement when under his control, is sufficient proof of the great loss

the Soudan experienced when he was killed.

Khartoum.
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CHAPTEE VI.

Cl)e Central ^outiaiifsir.

African empires—The kingdom of Bornu—Mahomet El-Kanemi—Kuka—Difficulties of barter
The Bornuese or Kanuri—Slavery—Government—Signs of distinction— The Shuwa Arabs—
The Marghi—Adamawa—Baghirmi—Description of people—Currency—Negroes of Southern
Baghirmi—Marriage customs—Religion—Kingdom of Wadai—The Mabas- Government of
Wadai—Fulahs or Fellatahs—Gando and Sokoto— Earth's description of Kano—The Haussas—
Feudalism—Moassina—Former Songhay kingdom—Timbuktu.

npHE vast and thickly-peopled domains of
-L tlie central Soudanese rulers liave been
largely made known to ns in modern times
by the celebrated German travel- African

lers Barth, Eohlfs, and Nachtigal. empires.

By their accounts of Bornu, Baghirmi, and
AVadai, and of the Fulah empires further
west, they have done much to transform our
ideas as to the powers of organisation, and
even of civilisation, of the negro races.

They have shown us that far from Europe
and Asia, with its various Aryan, Semitic
and Mongoloid types of civilisation, exhaust-
ing the possibilities of civil politj^, there is a
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complex attempt at government, and even a kind of culture, in Africa, ot

which we had little conception.

Approacliing Bornu and Lake Chad from the Sahara, a striking

change comes over the scene. The country becomes as fertile and

prolific as it was previously barren. Mimosa forests and grassy tracts

occupy the border-lands. The hippopotamus and crocodile are to be

found in the lake, and an archipelago in it is inhabited by the Yedina, or

race of negro pirates, independent of Bornu.

The kingdom of Bornu has annals dating back at least to the middle

of the sixteenth century, and purporting to go back to the seventh or

The kingdomi^inth centuries. Mahometanism has been established there for

of BorniL eight hundred years, and a succession of dynasties have held

absolute power. At the beginning of this century the kingdom began to

be harassed by the Fulbe or Fellatah, who had conquered the Haussa

Mahomet territories, and now destroyed the capital of Bornu. A fakir,

Ei-Kanemi. Mahomet El-Kanemi, saved the country, however, and

founded a new capital, securing for himself substantial power under the

title of sheikh, while the nearest heir of the former rulers was installed

as sultan. El-Kanemi ruled, at the new city of Kuka, with great severity,

and obtained a great reputation for sanctity, partly by punishing trivial

things (such as women walking out unveiled or talking too loudly) most

severely. His son. Sheikh Omar, succeeded to power in 1835, and

deposed the nominal sultan. It does not appear that the promise of a

strong power being maintained in Bornu is being fulfilled, although its

commercial importance is very great.

Kuka, the present capital, is a crowded market for all sorts of African

produce. Strangely enough, it is in two separate parts, large oblongs,

separated by nearly a mile, in one of which (the eastern) the

sultan with his troops and slaves resides. The houses are of

the conical African form, of reeds and straw; some few, however, being

built of clay. It is the slave-trade on which the prosperity of Bornu is

based, although a multiplicity of other merchandise is here disposed of.

A slight specimen of the mode of doing business at Kuka will show

that marketing has its difficulties. Barth says that a great many diifi-

Difflciuties of culties arise from the absence of a common standard of value
barter, among the various people who resort to the market. " A small

farmer who brings his corn to the Monday market, will on no account

take his payment in shells, and will rarely accept of a dollar. The person

therefore who wishes to buy corn, if he has only dollars, must first

exchange a dollar for shells, or rather buy shells ; then with the shells

he must buy a shirt ; and after a good deal of bartering, he may thus

succeed in buying the corn." Tlie fatigue to be undergone in the

market is such that Barth's servants very often returned in the utmost

exhaustion ; but most things can be obtained very cheaply. Camels sell

at from eight to twenty dollars.
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Although a great mixture of people may be encountered in Bornu,

the bulk of the inhabitants are a mixed negro race, known as Bornuese, or

Kanuri, with high foreheads, broad noses, thick lips, and large xhe Bomuese

mouths. The women are the worse looking, having short, or Kanuri.

square figures, and very large nostrils, disfigured by a red bead or piece

of coral stuck in the left side of it. The usual dress is one or more indigo

blue skirts, the better class wearing a blue cap, while the sultan and his

officials wear the red fez. The women wear their hair in several thick

rolls, one over each ear, and another over the middle of the head, the

three being united on the forehead. They are extensively tattooed, and
stain their faces with indigo. Their incisor teeth are dyed black, and
their canine teeth red, giving them a horrible appearance. Polygamy
prevails, and the marriage ceremonies—which are complex, and which
include much feasting—last a week.

Mahometanism is the State religion of Bornu, and is held with

fanaticism by its devotees. Thus all who do not practise it are liable to

be carried off and sold as slaves. Notwithstanding this, many
of the people subject to Bornu retain Paganism. The sultan

or sheikh is a despotic ruler, though observing numerous forms of con-

stitutionalism. The number of tributary peoples and rulers is
• T T , , . . , •

-J.! -n Government,
so considerable as to give rise to a comparison with Ji/uropean

feudalism ; each chief has his own body of soldiers, and the total military

force is very considerable, many of the soldiers being armed with guns.

The sultan's bodyguard is a troop of horsemen clad in armour, partly

manufactured in Bornu. He even possesses a number of cannon cast in

Kuka.

One feature very essential to a chief is to have a large " corporation,"

and if he is unable to secure this by luxurious feeding, he pads signs of dis-

up to the required dimensions. Another sign adopted to show tinction.

distinction is tO' wear as many garments as possible. A large number of

turbans are also worn.

Among the Bornuese, as in other kingdoms around, are many en-

campments of Arab tribes, who are known as Shuwa, some having fixed

villages. iUthough long resident in Bornu, they preserve their

race type very completely, being middle-sized, rather slender,

with dark olive complexions, and generally pleasing features. Their

Arabic language, however, is rather degenerate, for a Shuwa is not able

to say three words without inserting his favourite " kuch, kuch," which
signifies " thorough," or " berkelek," " your worship."

The Marghi tribe, south of Bornu, are heathen negroes, who go

entirely naked except for a strip of leather, and are unusually good-

looking for negroes. Their faces are not disfigured by in-

cisions, and their complexion varies from black to light yellow.

Both sexes are tall, and the w^omen, especially when red-coloured, become
repulsive with their long, hanging breasts, and the metal plates worn in

I
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Adamawa.

their under lips. One of tlieii- peculiar customs is to mourn for the death

of a young man, and make merry at the death of an old one.

The large province of Adamawa, south of Boniu, is another strong-

hold of Mahometanism, established by a Fulah, Fulbe, or Pullo chief,

Adama, by the overthrow of the former Pagan kingdom of

Fumbina. The Fulalis have largely immigrated into it, have

occupied many of the best positions, and in some parts extirpated or

driven out the natives. It is one of the finest countries of Central Africa,

being well irrigated by tributaries of the Chadda or Benue, the great

affluent of the Niger, Among the negro tribes of the country, the Batta,

the Fali, the Mbum, etc, are important.

The kingdom of Bornu now

Baghirmi.

extends round the greater part of

the circumference of Lake

Chad, except at the south-

east, where the kingdom of Bag-

hirmi has a share of the lake coast.

Baghirmi, in its turn, was reduced

in 1871 by the Sultan Ali of "NYadai,

but a short account of Baghirmi

may be given separately, Ma-

hometanism entered it some time

later than Wadai, The country is

well watered by the Shari, and its

tributaries, flowing to Lake Chad,

and is very fertile, growing millet

and other grains (not wheat), rice

growing wild.

The Baghirmi people are for

the most part better looking than

Description those of Bornu,—the men
of people, "being bigger, stronger, and

more courageous ;
while the women

are also taller and well-proportioned,

^\itll regular features and a pleasing expression. Their nostrils are not

nearly so broad as those of Bornu women. They bestow considerable

care upon their hair, raising it like the crest of a helmet. Their dress is

simply a black mantle fastened across the breast.

The currency in Baghirmi consists chiefly of strips of cotton ;
large

articles are bought with shirts. Shells are not currency, but
currency.

^^^ ^^y^^^'^ as articles of merchandise to export into Pagan

countries. The people have made considerable progress in dyeing and

weaving. Their chief weapon is the spear ;
there are very few shields

or coats of mail.

In the southern parts of Baghirmi Pagan tribes are still in the

KAKUEI WOMAN, 130RXU,
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ascendant. They are mostly allied to the Songliay, a race whose empire

formerly stretched north as far as Morocco. They are short
jfggj.ogsof

and nnpleasing in looks, and their dress is merely a narrow southern

band of skin round the loins. Their hair is dressed most ^^
^^^

elaborately. Both sexes have one incisor knocked out. They have

many horses, which they manage well, without saddle or stirrups. Their

weapons are chiefly spears and knives, and they protect themselves with

shields of buffalo hide.

CENTRAL AFRICAN HOUSES, WEAPONS, IMPLEMENTS, ETC.

A.—1. Shield of buflfalo hide. 2. Helmet of negroes' hair, with cowrie shells and ostrich feathers. 3. Dwell-

ing of clay and grass. 4. Bow for parrying blows with clubs. 5. Water-jug of clay. 6. Iron lance-point. 7-

Big drum for beating the alarm. 8. Iron lance of one piece, a weapon of parade.

B.—1. Axe for splitting wood. 2. Horn spoon. 3. Bellows, made of two vessels of clay opening into a
third. 4. Arm ornaments, made of iron rings. 5. Tattooing on women's arms. 6. Comb of bamboo. 7.

Fire-striking apparatus of anona-wood. 8. Iron lance-point with hook.

C—1. Tobacco-pipe of clay. 2. Pipe of ceremony, with wooden stem and clay bowl. 3. Hurling-irons.
4. Inner side of a wooden shield. 5. Stool and dining-table out of one blocB. 6. Bedstead of thick stems
stripped of the bark. 7. Corn magazine with movable roof.

D.—1. Sickle-formed, iron, double-edged cutting weapon ; the handle of wood wound round with iron.

. Iron hatchet, with wooden handle. 3. Bow, with guard for the arm. 4. Quiver of plaited reed, with ar-

rows. 5. Palace hut of palm-trunks, grass, and banana-leaves.

These people are industrious agriculturists, growing millet and

[durra, which they exchange for tobacco, cowrie shells, and pearls. They
[live in straw houses, but store their corn in conical mud huts. They are

[also considerably pastoral, having horses, sheep, goats.

X.

and dogs,

R E.

the
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latter being mucli liked for eating. Neitlier cats nor oxen are found

among them.

They have a very peculiar marriage custom. A childless wife may
be sold as a slave ; but when three children have been born, the wife

Marriage ^^y, if she cliooses, go back to her parents, as the husband
customs, jnay then be supposed to have received an equivalent for his

marriage payment. The dead are buried in circular graves, in which

various provisions for the deceased are also placed, and cowrie shells

as money. Some tribes are said to bury a boy and a girl alive with a

deceased person, ostensibly to keep off flies.

These negroes believe in a supreme being, whose voice is heard in

the thunder, and whose symbol is a tree trunk, with the bark removed in

rings, set up near their houses in a little sanctuary, from which

women and children are excluded. Naturally witchcraft and

sorcery are believed in by this people, who make elaborate inquiries for

its detection.

East of Baghirmi and Lake Chad, extending north and east as far

as Darfur, and bordering on the Niam-niam in the south, is the large

Kingdom kingdom of Wadai. It derived its Mahometanism from the
ofwadai. east, from Arab invaders. It is on the whole flat, with

numerous dry and sterile tracts, interspersed with many streams, wliicli

only in the wet season reach Lake Chad. It also includes the upper

Shari basin. It is peopled by a heterogeneous mixture of tribes—Arab,

Negroes, Fulahs, etc. The Negroes include the Mabas, the
' most numerous people, and although they are Mahometans,

Arabs do not appear to be in high favour ; up to a recent period they

could not venture into Abeshr, the capital. The people are much below

those of Bornu in all social qualities, although some of the negro tribes

have vigorous bodily frames and great courage. Few of their to^^"ns or

villages are of any great extent ; and, as usual in Central Africa, the

houses are bell-shaped and built of reed, except in the case of the sultan

and some of his principal officers and chiefs, which are built of clay.

The Arabs, however, use portable huts of mats made of palm leaves.

There are no considerable markets
; barter is much in vogue, and trade

is largely carried on b}'- travelling merchants from the Nile valle3^ The
chief traffic is in slaves, ivory, and ostrich feathers.

In character the natives of Wadai are violent, quarrelsome, and cruel,

and very much given to drinking durra beer. They have also a great

antagonism to all foreigners, which has very largely prevented the

country from being accessible. Both meat and grain are plentiful,

cattle, sheep, and goats being very numerous ; dokn (penisetum) is the

chief grain, being ground between stones instead of in the large wooden
mortar so much used in Central Africa. They have quite a large variety

of dishes, and undoubtedly fare well on the whole.

The Sultan (A.li) of Wadai is a powerful and despotic ruler, sup-
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ported by fanatical Mahometans learned in the Koran. The government
is very vigorous, dealing greatly in death sentences, and in Government
cutting off noses and ears

; it puts down cheating of all kinds of wadai.

relentlessly. The sultan's tribute is exacted by various local governors
or agents. .

South of Wadai are numerous tribes not yet much known and
termed Banda tribes

; some of whom are cannibals.

Passing now to the westward, and approaching the Niger, we come
to the domains conquered by the Mahometan Fulahs, or Fellatahs, who,
becoming converted in the middle of the eighteenth century, ^ne Fulahs

'

carried a warlike propagandism through the Western Soudan, "^ FeUatahs.

and succeeded in establishing their supremacy very widely. Some term

WKDDING CEREMONY, EQUATOBIAL AFRICA.

them the most intelligent of all the African tribes. They are of a much
lighter complexion than the true negroes, often being ruddy-coloured.
Many are tall and slender, and have regular features, long black hair,
not frizzled, and are by some thought to be a distinctly Caucasian type

;

others, probably on the best grounds, identify them with the Hamites.
Undoubtedly they present varying characters in different localities, from
their having intermixed with various peoples. Thus we might perhaps
best regard them as a new type evolved in recent times, and including
the most intelligent and active people to be found in Central and
Western Soudan. Their language has most affinities with negro types.

It was only in 1802 that the Sheikh Othman, a religious enthusiast,
living under the ruler of Gober, a northern district of Sokoto, raised the

I
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standard of revolt, and after being often de-

Gando and feated, established a large empire at
sokoto. Gando. His son, Mohammed Bello,

received the eastern portion of the dominion,

Sokoto ; while his brother, Abd-Allahi, gained

the northern part, known as Gando.
The Fulahs are certainly not so numerous

as the negro people among whom they live

Earth's
^^^ whom they rule. They hve in

description large towns, some of which are great

centres of commerce, protected by
good walls of mud and dry moats, Kano, one

of the chief of these, deserves some description,

derived from Earth's graphic narrative :
" It

includes a great variety of clay houses, huts,

sheds, green open places affording pasture, deep hollows containing ponds,

beautiful trees and plants, the papau, the date palm, the silk cotton tree
;

people, in all varieties of costume, from the naked slave to the most gaudily

dressed Arab. Here a row of shops, filled with articles of native and

foreign produce, with buyers and sellers in every variety of figure, com-

plexion, and dress, yet all intent upon their little gain, endeavouring to

cheat each other ; there a large shed, like a hurdle, full of half-naked, half-

starved slaves, anxiously watching into whose hands it should be their

destiny to fall. In another part were to be seen all the necessaries of

life
;
the wealthy buying the most palatable things for liis table ;

the

poor stopping and looking greedily upon a handful of grain ; here a rich

governor, dressed in silk and gaudy clothes, mounted upon a spirited and

richly caparisoned horse, and followed by a host of idle, insolent slaves

;

there a poor blind man groping his way through the multitude, and
fearing at every step to be trodden down

;
here

a yard neatly fenced with mats of reed, and
provided with all the comforts which the coun-
try affords—a clean, snug-looking cottage, the

clay walls nicely polished, a shutter of reeds

placed against the low, well-rounded door, a
cool shed for the daily household work—a fine

spreading tree afibrding a pleasant shade dur-
ing the hottest hours of the day

; the matron
in a clean black cotton gown, wound round her
waist, her hair neatly dressed in chokoli or

bejaji, busy preparing the meal for her absent
husband, or spinning cotton, and at the same
time urging the female slaves to pound the
com ; the children, naked and merry, playing
about in the sand ; earthenware pots and fulb (fellata

fl
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wooden bowls, all cleanly washed and standing in order. . . . Now a

busy marina, an open terrace of clay, with a number of dyeing pots,

and people busily employed in various processes of the handicraft ; here

a man stirring the juice, and mixing with the indigo some colouring

wood in order to give it the desired tint ; there another, drawing a shirt

from the dye-pot, or hanging it up on a rope fastened to the trees
; there

two men beating a well-dyed shirt, singing the while, and keeping good

time ; further on, a blacksmith busy with his rude tools in making a

dagger (which will surprise by the sharpness of its blade those who feel

disposed to laugh at the workman's instruments), a formidable barbed

spear, or the more estimable and useful implements of husbandry
;
in

another place, men and women making use of an ill-frequented thorough-

fare to hang up along the fences their cotton thread for weaving ; close by,

a group of indolent loiterers, lying in the sun and idling away their hours.

WOMAN OF MASSINA. WOMAN OF SONINKE. KHASSONKE GIKL.

I

Here a caravan from Gonja arriving with the desired kola-nut, chased by

all who have ten kurdi to spare from their necessary wants, or a caravan

laden with natron, starting for Nupe, or a troop of Asbenawa going off

with their salt for the neighbouring towns, or some Arabs, leading their

camels, heavily laden with the luxuries of the north and east, to the

quarter of the Ghadamsiye ;
there a troop of gaudy, warlike-looking horse-

men, galloping towards the palace of the governor to bring him the news
of a new inroad of Serki Ibram. Everywhere human life in its varied

forms, the most cheerful and the most gloomy, seemed closely mixed
together

; every variety of national form and complexion : the olive-

coloured Arab ; the dark Kanuri, with his wide nostrils ; the small-

featured, light and slender Ba-Fellanchi ; the broad-faced Mandingo
;

the stout, large-boned and masculine-looking Nupe female, the well-pro-

portioned and comely Ba-Hanshe woman.''
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The Haussa negroes form tlie mass of the population, and have long

adopted Mahometanism. They are said, by those who know them well,

to be distinguished for their vivacity, intelligence, friendliness,
The Haussas . . .

' industry, and social qualities. The Haussa tongue is described

as the noblest, the most harmonious, the richest, and the most ani-

mated in all negroland, and it is understood very widely in Central

Africa.

It would be fruitless to attempt to describe the many loosely-knit

States that make up the large empire of Sokoto, The Fulah sultan has

something like a feudal system under him, and the governors

of some of the chief provinces are hereditary tributaries,

Gando, east of Sokoto, is still less definite than Sokoto, and has

recently come under British protection. It includes the territory of the

Nupe negroes, with numerous large towns, and the seat of a native

African bishop of the English Church.

Moassina, or Massina, occupying both sides of the Niger from Bam-
barra to Kabara, the port of Timbuktu, is also a considerable kingdom

;

and its chief town, Jenne, does a large trade in salt and gold.
llIO£lSSlX13^

In this kingdom are to be found scattered remnants of the

Sonrhays, or Songhays, a people formerly dominant in Western Africa,

but now distinguished for inhospitality and suUenness, wearing nothing

but leather aprons where they are independent, but adopting the indigo

dyed shirt where the Fulahs have the upper hand.

The Songhay kings embraced Mahometanism in the eleventh cen-

tury, A.D., and had received their civilisation from Egypt. About 1488

they conquered Timbuktu from the Tuareo- and laid the found-
Former . „ } . T . _, . , .

*?'

Songhay ation of its importance by inducing the rich caravan merchants
ing cm.

£j,Qj^ ^j^g north to settle there, and make it the great emporium
of trade between Western and Northern Africa. It is probable these

kings who afford us the highest example of sovereign capabilities in

the negro race. Their conquests were extended from 12° north to the

south of Morocco, and from the centre of the Haussa states to the borders

of the Atlantic, and it is testified of them that they governed their

subjects with justice, and greatly improved their well-being and comfort.

Timbuktu itself never played more than a secondary part, except

in trade
;
and its importance is not in its productions, but in its being

m.- ^ ,. a convenient market at the convergence of several routes.
Timbuktu. ^. r, , , , , . ^ _ . „ ,

It was tormerl}^ much larger than it is now. It is unwalled,

with about a thousand clay houses, and a couple of hundred conical

huts of matting
;

there are three large mosques. Salt and gold are the

chief articles of traffic, cloth manufactured in Kano being very much
employed as a means of barter. The kola nut is also an important
article of merchandise.
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CHAPTER YII.

Cf)e aSHfsftent ^friran^, from tf)e ^enecral to tf)e (J^goluay*

Ttie French in Senegambia—The Joloffs and Mandingoes—Cape Verd Islanders—British settlements

—Sierra Leone—Liberia—The Kru-men—The Gold Coast—The Fantis—Dress and ornaments

—Moral character— Government— Fetishism— Burial— The Ashantis—The king's palace

—

Houses—Treasures and grandeur— Government— Human victims—Punishment of crime

—

The Ffons of Dahomey—The Amazons- Mode of fighting

—The Customs—Fetishism—The Yorubas and Egbas—
Physical characters—Mode of salute— Superstitions—

The Oil Coast— Cruel practices—Mumbo Jumbo—The
people of Abo—Marriage—A slave market—The Camer-

oons—The Gaboon country—French possessions.

THE native negro races enjoy almost a

monopoly of tliis great tract of country,

owinec to its nnhealthiness for „^ „*=> The French
Europeans, and even for negroes in

who have been born in more tern-
^^^^^^

perate climes. The French have settled

at St. Louis, Dakar (Cape Verd), and Goree,

and since 1854, when General Faidherbe

became governor, have gained control of

the southern bank of the Senegal river and

the adjacent territory, and the coast nearly
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to the river Gambia, as well as some isolated settlements south of this

towards Sierra Leone. They are moreover establishing a connection,

across the Sahara, with their Algerian possessions, and have brought
under their control the King of Sego, on the Niger, who rules over the
Bambarras, a branch of the Mandingoes.

A good part of the maritime and plain country between the Senegal
and the Gambia is inhabited by the Joloffs, who have a dark, grey-bronze
complexion, with little hair, and very prominent jaws and under-lips.

They are remarkable for

™«- T , - the number of
The Joloffs

and amulets, rings,
Mandingoes. • ,* coins, etc.,

they wear on neck,

hands, and legs. Fur-

ther up the hills the

Mandingoes and Bam-
barras prevail, occupy-

ing the large territory

known as Futa-Jallon,

from which most of the

tribes of this coast take

their rise. Into this

have penetrated large

numbers of Fulahs, or

Fellatahs, Fokumba
has been made a holy

city by the Mahometans

;

Timbo is the principal

town. The Mandingoes
are a fine negro type,

—being tall, with long,

frizzly hair, and of very

dark complexion. Pro-

bably they number in all

six to eight millions. To
a large extent they are

outwardly Mahometans.
We may here break off to mention the Cape Verd Islands, about

350 miles -west of Cape Verd, and belonging to Portugal. The population

Cape Verd includes a number of pure negroes, but the majority are
Islanders. European and African half-breeds, mostly ignorant and un-

cleanly. They all profess Roman Catholicism, but retain many heathen-
ish practices and superstitions. Agriculture is industriously carried on,
together with weaving, and oil and sugar refining. But the entu-e
population does not reach one hundred thousand.

WOMEN OF SENEGAMBIA.
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From the Gambia to the Liberian repubUc the British settlements

are numerous, and their influence extends over a wide tract of the

interior. Bathurst, Sierra Leone, Sherboro' Island are among British

the chief settlements, having fine houses for the very few settlements.

Europeans, and a crowded population of half-clad negroes, Mandingoes,

Joloffs, etc., who live in simple huts of bamboos and palm leaves. Sierra

Leone has gone through many vicissitudes since its settlement in 1787.

It was long the seat of the disastrous efforts to build up a community

of the slaves captured from slave-traders, and set free by our
^^^^ ^^^^^

naval forces ; and their descendants form the bulk of the

population, and act as though they were the lords of creation. For

a time the government was very largely given into their hands, and they

took advantage of it to bring in verdicts

invariably against whites and in favour

of themselves, and to display feelings of

great hostility to Europeans. Their excess

of " rights " has been again withdrawn. A
recent visitor, Adolphe Burdo, a Belgian,

writes thus :
" Abundantly attired in clothes

of European cut, with an umbrella in their

hands to protect their black crops of hair,

the freed-men go about nonchalantly seated

in wheel chairs, drawn by one or two negroes,

their brothers, whom they regard with dis-

dain, and whom they treat, not like slaves,

but like beasts of burden." The natives of

the surrounding country, he says, are intel-

lectually and morally superior to these freed

negroes. Still, it must be owned that the

Sierra Leonese, when they have come under

the influence of Christianity, have apparently

profited greatly, and many of them have be-

come clergymen and evangelists. There are also natives who understand
trade accounts exceedingly well, and who will have much influence in

the opening up of Africa to European traffic. Sir R. F. Burton, in his

last visit to Sierra Leone, found the state of things greatly improved.

The Republic of Liberia is the result of an American philanthropic

enterprise, originating in "Washington in 1816, which endeavoured to

make a settlement of negroes freed in America, in their native

land, and promote its civilisation and culture by all available

modes. In 1822 a territory was acquired for this purpose, on that part

of the coast of Gruinea known as the Grain or Pepper Coast, and it

was named Liberia, with high hopes that it would lead to a vast

elevation of the Africans. But it has never justified these hopes, and
to a large extent it has belied them, having been unable to control the

MANUINGO TKADEK.

Liberia.

I
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The Enimen.

uncivilised negroes within its torders, and having been sometimes

defeated by them. It is described as being in a low moral condition,

oppressed by heavy taxes, with inhabitants lazy and indolent.

The Kroos, or Krumen, as they are usually called, are a native race

centring in a part of Liberia, but distributed far and wide in tropical

Africa, owing to their superiority as labourers. They supply

gangs of labourers for sliips, which are glad to engage their

services notwithstanding their thieving propensities. They are known by
peculiar names, such as " Tom Pepper and Bottle of Brandy," " Bottled

Beer," ''Prince of Wales," "I'm Bestman," " ShiUing," "Sea-breeze,"

"Black Jack," "Full Steam"; and they look very odd at times in the

peculiar travesty of European garments thej^ adopt.

The Gold Coast, bej^ond Sierra Leone, is

a great depository of gold, till lately most

The Gold inefficiently worked by the natives.
Coast. Now, however, the deposits in the

valley of the Ancobra River are being well

and profitably worked by British companies.

Axirn, the chief gold port, is a growing
place, well protected, though not yet very

healthy. The natives, who live in mere
sheds of split bamboo fronds, are Apollonians,

exhibiting, according to Burton, the usual

curious compound of credulity and distrust,

hope and fatalism, energy and inaction.

" They are civil enough, baring the shoul-

ders, like taking off the hat, when the}'"

meet their rulers." They are cleanly, and
feed well on an abundant meat diet, includ-

ing beef, mutton, pork, and poultr3^ The
women are ugly and plump, wdth hair

trained into tufts, bunches, and horns. The
people are much given to nicknames : children take their first name
after the day of their birth, strangers after the day on which they land.

The children are lively, pugnacious, and voracious.

The negroes of the coast and interior, near Cape Coast Castle, are

usually spoken of as two different peoples, the Fantis and the Ashantis.

.• This is chiefly because of their mortal hostility to one another,

but they are not greatly different, except in so far as the

Fantis live near and upon the coast, and have been much more influenced

for good or bad by intercourse with Europeans. In some respects they

have decidedly progressed •; but on the whole they are not of a higher

type, and are certainly not industrious. They are of a dark chocolate

hue, muscular in body, with round heads, thick lips, prominent jaws,

and scanty beards on the male. The women are fairly good-looking in

TOM PEPPER AND BOTTLE OF BRANDY.
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3'outh, but repulsive in middle age ; they are credited with more in-

telligence than the men, and have considerable manipulative skill.

Both sexes wear calico garments of glaring blue, yellow, or red. All

wear large waist-garments, and many cover their shoulders. The married

women, in addition, wear a cushion sticking up behind, as a Dress and

support for carrying a child. Grirdles or strings of beads for ornaments,

the waist are very generally worn, and also earrings and necklaces of

various forms. The hair is usually combed out long, carefully trained,

and greased, and raised in a ridge, or oVer cushions, or tAvisted into one or

two long horns.

Morality is of a very low type, chiefly consisting in selfishness and

sensuality, among the Fantis. Even in those parts where missionary

enterprise has been most abundant, and many converts have Moral

been made, the amount of moral elevation achieved is dubious, character.

Many of the people, fervent and

zealous in their religious exercises,

have little notion of carrying their

religion into their daily life. Un-
fortunately the cost of living is so

trifling that the Fanti easily lives

in idleness on his wife's labour, and
too frequently does so. Even when
persuaded to work a little, it is done

in the most leisurely fashion. Any-
tliing that can be carried on the

head they will take in that way
;

and there is a story that when
wheelbarrows were introduced by
a builder, who wanted some stones

carried, the Fantis placed one stone

in each barrow, and then lifted

barrow and stone on to their heads, and so carried both. If any Fanti

energy is to be seen, it is in dancing in peculiarly violent fashion, ac-

companied by loud cries. ^ Palm-wine and rum are their favourite drinks.

The usual tropical grains, fruit, and vegetables are abundant, needing

scarcely any cultivation ; but a good deal of fish is caught and eaten, and

even monkeys' and crocodiles' flesh is relished.

Polygamy and slavery are by no means extinct in the Fanti country,

though discouraged and more or less forbidden in parts under British

influence, which has in recent years been considerably extended. The
old tribal divisions are still kept up, distinguished by some animal emblem.

The tribal chiefs are hereditary, but the confederations elect their "king."

Government is mainly despotic and of an ignorant tyP®; Qoygnungnt
criminals being examined by ordeal. Before long, no doubt,

British government will have put down the grosser injustices which pre-
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Fetishism.

vail among them. Although the Fantis

would now repel with indignation the

suspicion of cannibalism, it is not a century

ago that it was practised, though now
retained only in Ashanti and Dahomey.

Fetishism prevails very largely among
the Fantis. Every person has his personal

fetish, which may be any ordinary

or extraordinary thing, an idol of

any or no form, a rag, a bunch of grass, a

feather, etc. Various spirits, chiefly male-

volent, are "worshipped," if such a term

can be appli^ed to their sacrifices of animal

victims and the regular orgies which ac-

company them. The fetish festivals are kept every week, often on differ-

ent days by different clans or tribes. The great annual performance is

driving out the devil, which is done by a screaming and howling proces-

sion, beating drums and blowing horns, walking through every lane and

valley, entering every house and banging walls and roofs, with much
drinking and dancing. Witch doctors and fetish priests in abundance

make their profit out of the fetish superstition, and sell charms and

talismans, many of which consist simply of the teeth or claws of animals.

Much new light is thrown upon Fanti religious ideas by Major Elhs in his

" Tshi-speaking Peoples of the Gold Coast of West Africa," 1887.

Funerals are occasions of great noise and ceremony when the

deceased has left any property. The friends assemble before his house

CIVILISED AFEICAN.

Burial.
and yell and sing, smoke and drink, also firing guns, and

sacrificing a dog and a sheep, the latter for the funeral feast.

Often a good deal of personal property, even money and gold, will be

buried with the body, thus affording temptation to distui'b it after death,

which not unfrequently happens.

The Ashantis became somewhat better

known to us after our expedition to their

The capital in 1873 ; but their hos-
Ashantis. tility, both to other negroes and

to foreigners, is so great that we do not

know very much more about them than

was described by Bowdich in 1817. The
capital, Kumasi, or Coomassie, da-tes only

from about 1700, and it is supposed that

both the Ashantis and the Fantis came
originally from a district further north. It

was built on a rocky slope almost sur-

rounded by marshes and streams, and was
an oblong about four miles round, with

<
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wide streets and open squares. Tlie streets

were all named and in charge of a superior

officer ; and here and there were raised stone

platforms, whence the king and his officers

could survey assemblies. Markets on an ex-

tensive scale were held, at which meat and
vegetables of varied kinds, with palm wine

and rum, were for sale, together with beads,

looking-glasses, powder, and thread, and the

various manufactured articles in which ne-

groes delight.

The king's palace was an extensive

building, quite grand for Africa, The king's

ASHANTi. with a two-storeyed square front, paiace.

flat roof and parapet, and something like

a tower. In front were a variety of courtj^ards, each secured by pad-

locks, the number of which formed part of the royal state. It is said

to have been designed and built by Fanti masons. The king's furniture

included a heterogeneous collection of African, Indian, and European
treasures, including pictures and engravings, Persian rugs, red leather

saddles, fine state umbrellas, and even books in many languages. All

this palace and town was destroyed by the British army in Februarj'-,

1874; but since then a new capital has sprung up nearly on the old site,

though we have as yet no guide-book or excursions thither, travelling

being somewhat unsafe in Ashanti, notwithstanding " British influence."

As in the case of the royal palace, the dwellings of the people are

superior to those of most African peoples. They are made of plastered

clay, the walls being: constructed in a sort of framework of
. Houses

stakes. The "upper ten" have their roofs supported by
^ piUars, and also have verandahs similarly supported ; some have an upper

storey. Their windows are made of open woodwork, carved in fanciful

patterns, and painted red. These houses even have something like the

conveniences of civilisation, and every morn-

ing the rubbish and offal thrown out from

the houses are burnt at the back of the street.

Bowdich gave a glowing account of the

riches, grandeur, and state he found in Coo-

massie
;
and there is no doubt that Treasures and

gold is abundant and easily ob- grandeur,

tained in the land. But when our army
visited it, scarcely any treasures were visible

or obtainable, probably because they had
been buried or safely concealed. All the

gold in the land belongs to the king, and a
royal licence is necessary for any one to wear a caboceee.
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gold ornaments. Noisy bands of music, and the swaying and unfolding

of great umbrellas of most showy cloth and fantastically ornamented
and fringed, form a great part of the state of the Ashanti monarch.

Indeed, he seemed in Bowdich's time to have constituted himself the

central figure of all the fine things ever sent to or made in Africa.

Various animals' heads, covered with gold, were suspended from the

gold-handled swords of his attendants. " Large drums, supported on
the head of one man, and beaten by two others, were braced around
with the thigh-bones of their enemies, and ornamented with their skulls.

The kettle-drums, resting on the ground, were scraped with wet fingers

and covered with leopards' skins. The wrists of the drummers were
hung with bells and curiously-shaped pieces of iron, which jingled loudly

as they were beating. The smaller drums were suspended from the

neck by scarves of red cloth
; the horns (the teeth of young elephants),

were ornamented at the mouthpiece with gold

and the jaw-bones of human victims. The
war-caps of eagles' feathers nodded in the

rear, and the large fans of the wing feathers of

the ostrich played around the dignitaries. Im-
mediately behind their chairs (which were of

a black wood, almost covered by inlays of ivory

and gold embossment), stood their handsomest
youths, with corselets of leopards' skins, covered

with gold cockle-shells, and stuck full of small

knives, sheathed in gold and silver, and the

handles of blue agate ; cartouche-boxes of ele-

phant's hide hung below, ornamented in the

same manner ; a large gold-handled sword was
fixed behind the left shoulder, and silk scarves

and horse-tails (generally white) streamed from

the arms and waist-cloth ; their long muskets

had rims of gold at small distances, and the

stocks were ornamented with shells. Finely-grown girls stood behind

the chairs of some, with silver basins. Their stools (of the most laborious

carved work, and generally with two large bells attached to them) Avere

conspicuously placed on the heads of favourites ; and crowds of small

boys were seated around, flourishing elephants' tails curiously mounted."
The king of Ashanti rules almost despotically, but the succession

descends to a brother or a nephew. His power is somewhat restricted

by his captains, known as Caboceers, whom he consults on
Government. ,, ,• p t , . • i ^ •

all questions oi war and peace, and intercourse with loreigners.

Among his great officials are the executioners, who wear great gold-

hilted knives. One of them carries the death-drum, adorned with
human bones, hair, and skin, and the death-block, on which some of

every victim's blood is sprinkled. Human life is considered of very little

DAHOMEY WARRIOR.
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consequence here, as in Dahomey. The death of a king and that of his

mother are marked by the sacrifice of thousands of lives
; Human

and the same is the case with every person of rank. The "'Victims,

chief captains of the army have their bloody rites repeated for week
after week. The bulk of the victims are women, slaves and criminals.

Nothing can give us a darker or more terrible view of the religious state

of the negro, than the realisation that this barbaric slaughter is supposed

to be a necessity, in order that the dead man may be properly attended

and have a suitable household. It is the exaggeration of the same feel-

ing that is manifested in placing food for the dead to eat, and ornaments,

utensils, etc., in their graves. There is so much bloodshed that there is

no room for many executions for mere crime, which is lightly though
strictly punished. There is no penalty for killing slaves; and the murder
of wife or children is atoned by paying a fine to the wife's

punisiimeiit

relatives. But a man who kills one of his own rank is con- of crime,

demned to kill himself. Theft is punished by a heavy fine in addition

to restoration of the stolen property. No one is allowed to be out at

night in Kumasi except by the king's permission. The king takes upon
himself another office, that of chief fireman

; at any rate it is quite the

custom for him to be present at every fire.

The Ashantis are much more courageous than the Fantis, and every

adult is practically a warrior, the army being elaborately organised.

The common dress is a tunic of coloured calico ; and the face is coated

with a variety of extraordinary patterns in green and white paint. The
people manufacture much of their own cloth, especially of the more
gorgeous sort, using looms. They are also skilful in carpentry, leather-

dressing, and iron-working.

The fetishism of the Ashanti is as elaborate and wide-reaching as

their sacrifices are bloody ; we must not here dilate upon the subject.

Superstition is nowhere of a much lower type than among this people.

Dahomey, east of Ashanti, outdoes it in sanguinary rites. The
Ffons are the negro inhabitants, ruled over by a despotic king. They
are rather smaller than the Ashantis, but very muscular, -me Ffons

The upper class are of a lighter coffee-colour than the bulk of °f ^^^°™®y-

the people. They are particularly agile in dancing and climbing trees.

In character they are at once arrogant and servile, liars and boasters,

cheats and thieves, bloodthirsty and vindictive, and show scarcely the

semblance of affection. The women are of a stronger type than the

men, though very ill-looking after their first youth ; and the long pendent
3reasts by no means increase their beauty. Both sexes are marked with
hree vertical cuts on the temple. Hair is very variously dressed ; and the

3ody is kept well oiled as a protection against the heat of the sun.

The men wear a waistband, with a sort of short petticoat above it,

mless very poor. A long mantle is worn by all who can afford it,

)rought over the left shoulder. The women wear a similar mantle,
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simply wound round their bodies. Beads, rings, and other ornaments

are lavishly worn, one of the strangest adornments to our ideas being

a piece of candle stuck through the lobe of the ear.

The staple food is " kankey," a native bread, carefully boiled or

roasted in plantain leaves. Meat is freely eaten by the well-to-do, the

men being waited on by their wives on their knees. Excessive drinking

is very prevalent, water being very bad and dear.

In this land all the soil is held to be the king's property, and to him
rent has to be paid. The soil is very fertile, and mostly cultivated by

women. The houses are inferior to those of Ashanti.

One of the most remarkable institutions of Dahomey is the famous

corps of Amazons, or female soldiers. It may be that they originated

\VlVi£S OF KING OF DAH )MET.

in the diminution of the number of men in the country by war and

The executions. They are said to date from 1728, but the power-
Amazons, fnl king Gezo (1818-58) boasted that he was the first to

organise the Amazons
; and certainly since the early part of his reign

they have formed a prominent part of the army of the king, who seleri

them personally from all his female subjects. A few become the king-

concubines, others are married to officers, while the majority are kepi

in strict celibacy, on pain of death. They wear a sleeveless cotton tuni<

of native manufacture, striped blue and white, and short trousers.

The Amazons, as a rule, are of much finer phj^sique than the men, ful!

of activity, of extreme courage, bold and free, and swaggering in theii

manner, and very formidable enemies. According to some reports, the}

are expert shots, loading and firing with remarkable activit}^ ; others sa\

this is not the case. The captains carrj^ enemies' skulls in their girdl*
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They are of great importance to the king's palace in performing the

simple duty of fetching that^'^^a^e~^ecessai^y~w^ They do this insmgle file, and strike a bell whenever any on; is seen appro'lching tha'

s s
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the road may be kept clear ; for in case of any accident happening to

one of these women, the man who is nearest is supposed to be the cause,

and loses his head or his liberty.

There is of course a considerable army of men, armed, like the

Amazons, with guns and swords. Their fighting is " a system of

Mode of strategy, cunning, and surprise
;
their object being to arrive

fighting,
g^^ ^-j^g intended point without being heard or seen. Should

they succeed, so much the better for themselves ; if not, they fight for

an hour or two in a desultory sort of manner, without order and without

discipline ; after which, if they cannot carry their point, the whole army
runs away, and makes the best of its way back to the capital " (Wilmot).

In pursuit, the heads of enemies are chopped off without mercj''. The
ill-advised expedition of the Dahomans against Abeokuta in 1874 was a

great failure, and greatly diminished their power.

We must not attempt to fully describe the " customs " of Dahomey,
which are attended with sickening barbarity and destruction of human
life. Suffice it to say, that it is alleged by the king that the victims are

killed to testify his greatness in spirit-land, to send messengers to dead
kings and beg their advice, and that they are criminals or captives who

The are put to death. There is no doubt, however, that in
customs,

(^[efault of these, any subject of the king may be made to

suffer a horrible death. Human skulls decorate the walls of the royal

abodes ; and it is even said that a sleeping room is paved with the skulls

of enemies. Conquered chiefs are triumphed over by the use of their

skulls as driuking-cups. The great annual customs are supposed to

commemorate the king's delivery from his enemies, and they further

serve the purpose of being accompanied by the payment of taxes by the

subjects. The reign of terror is continually kept up by the sight of

victims' heads, in various stages of decay, stuck on spikes on the earthen

wall enclosing the large group of houses belonging to the king. The
grand customs at a king's death are celebrated in order that the king
may enter the spirit world with royal state, accompanied by numerous
wives and attendants of all kinds

; in these there is no pretence that

criminals and enemies are put to death, unless as additions to the

pomp.

Fetishism is nowhere in greater force than in Dahomey. The Ffon
name for the deity in general, is Mau or Je-whe, far above man, and

Fetishis
i^^i^her feared nor loved ; but fetishes, able to protect human
beings, or to intercede with the spirit world, are believed to

reside in a great variety of objects. A certain python, Danhgbwe, not

poisonous, is reputed to be the most powerful fetish, and has a common-
place temple for his worship. Mr. Skertchly saw twenty-two pythons in

the snake-house at 'Whydah (the port of Dahomey) ; they must not be
slain, on penalty of death. There are a large number of fetish snake-
priests and snake-wives. Lofty and beautiful trees are further prayed
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to and presented with offerings in times of sickness. The ocean is
another subject of worship, and his fetish-priest' at Whydah is very
important, praying to the ocean-god not to be boisterous, and throwino-
into It nee and corn, oil and beans and cowries. The thunder-god i*s

another great fetish. The influence of the fetish-priests is very great •

and the women they collect about them are, as usual, '' married to the
fetish," and frequently display exciting spectacles of dancing and leaping
before the people. ^ ^

Fortunately Dahomey is declining in power and numbers, and it is
to be hoped that a better influence will take the place of the fetish-
priests. The progress of Dahomey has been long resisted and The Yorubas
barred by the people of Abeokuta, the Yorubas, further east ^^^^ ^^toas.

and the Egbas near the coast. The town of Lagos, on a lagoon islandmade a British colony in 1861, has much intercourse with them and is
a great centre of trade, inhabited by a motley population, 'in the
ioruba country, too. Christian missionaries have had considerable
success

:
yet the mass of people is so great that only a small portion

are yet affected by reformation.

The Egbas are ugly in countenance, the women in figure also while
the bodies of the men are not wanting in grace. As with other adjacent
tribes, the hair is dressed in fantastic patterns, and the skin physical
tattooed with strange devices, some representing animals c^^aracters.

characterising the tribe. Coral jeweUery is worn in abundance, in
bangles, anklets, necklaces, and finger rings; beads of course are not
forgotten.

Salutation has been developed into a fine art by this people They
have many different forms, adapted to different persons, as to a stranger
to one in the house, a traveller, a person sitting, one standing, ^odesof

'

etc., and a kind of prostration is very general. Burton de- salute,

scribes the most general way thus : after laying down whatever burdenmay be carried and clapping hands once, twice, or thrice, to go on all
foiu's, touch the ground with the belly and breast, the forehead and both
sides of the face successively, then kiss the earth, half rise, then pass
the left oyer the right forearm, and vice versa, and finally, after again
saluting the earth stand up. With all this ceremony, one may not be
surprised to learn that the sexes eat separately.

The northern part of Yoruba has been conquered by the Fulahs
and added to the empire of Gando. Illori, a large town with much
commerce, has a sultan, and Mahom'etanism is of course now
the state religion. Whether human sacrifices are yet totally

^''^®'''*"''"''-

3xtmct m southern Yoruba is doubtful; but fetishism is by no means
3xtnict, and ancestor worship is also rife. There are also several secret
societies or orders performing certain rites and overawing and often
tyrannising over the people. Two principal modes of influencing the
mperstitious are the rites of Egugun, literaUy "bones," supposed to be
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The Oil

Coast.

a dead man risen from the grave, and Oro, a teiTific being supposed to

haunt the woods, at sound of whom women must fly within doors.

We cannot particularise the multitudinous " monarchs " of the Oil

Coast, the Niger delta, through which palm-oil in abundance now passes

out I'rom the interior, and from which vast numbers of negroes

were formerly exported as slaves. The negroes of these

coasts do not differ very greatly from one another. The king of Bonny
has been a subject of jest for more than a generation, and in a few j^ears

will probably be forgotten. The palm-oil coast has many rivers, known
through West African trade, such as Old Calabar, New Calabar, Bonn}"-,

Brass, Benin, etc. That part of the people's character which is not

Cruel si^^y ^^^ childish is in a large measure cruel and savage,
practices. Thus, Bonny had till lately a custom of burying twins im-

mediately after birth. In several other districts this is the practice ; and
also all children are killed

whose upper incisors ap-

pear before the lower.

As late as 1859, in the

marketplace of Duke
Town on the Old Cala-

bar, human flesh was ex-

posed for sale ; and in

neighbouring States it is

the regular practice to

eat all captives in war.

Ju-ju is the favourite

name here for the fetish

;

and every village had

its great ju-ju house

with skulls and fetishes. Mumbo Jumbo is a common object of terror

Mumbo 9,nd discipline, parallel to Egugun and Oro, who appears as a
Jiunbo. figure in fantastic and horrible garb, and who at various

festivals seizes on some woman or other person who has offended public
|

opinion, and administers a severe thrashing.

The tribes of the Lower Niger are very hostile to Europeans, tli

chiefs asserting their right to levy heavy toll on all merchandise passin.

The people into or out of the country, and preventing direct intercoursi
of Abo.

jj^ order to make a greater profit. Abo is one of the mo>

populous centres ; but the people are very treacherous, although for tli

most part poor. They really subsist largely upon piracy. Chiefs ai

elected by fierce contests, and the victor puts his rivals to death.

The Abo men are easily recognised, says Burdo, by their being

tattooed with three parallel incisions on the temples from the eye to the

ear lobe, and three others horizontally above the nose and between the

eyes. The women have a greater number of incisions. All are loaded

GROUP OF AFRICAN PIPES.
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with lieavy rings of ivory or copper on arms and legs
;
and the women

wear their anklets after marriage as a sort of' wedding ring, never

removed. Many of them are copper-coloured, fine men, well-grown and

having blue eyes. They talk a great deal, and are very ferocious in

argument, and easily pass to extremes. A cannibal race among them is

very much darker, lean, bony, and miserable-looking.

Marriage among these people is a mere commercial transaction, with

little or no ceremonv. The women have no notion of modesty „ .
•^

. , 11 1-1 Marriage,
or of coquetry. Every wile a man has becomes his slave.

They do a great deal of work, and are even sent about the country to

collect palm-oil and ivory. They
do not carry their infants on their

backs or on their hips, but in their

arms. Children only stay with

their parents so long as they can-

not provide for themselves ; the

moment they can do this they

take flight, except in the case of

a chief's or rich man's family.

There is a class of agriculturists

among them who have good plan-

tations of yams, bananas, and

maize, and are active, industrious,

and intelligent.

The slave market at Igbebe,

just south of the junction of the

Niger and the Benue, a slave

says M. Burdo, is the ^^^^e*-

saddest sight in the world. " Just

like beasts of burden, men, women,
p^nd children are publicly exposed

quite naked, to be sold to the

highest bidder. The slave-dealer

does his best to show off their
PEETARING A FERNANDO PO BRIDEGROOM.

good qualities, and the buyer, in his turn, subjects them to a minute

and critical examination. Among other things, he looks into their

mouths to see the state of their teeth ; and this examination is submitted

to without the least recoil. The price of men varies not only with

strength, looks, and age, but also with the district from which they come,

according as the people have a peaceable or spiteful and vindictive

reputation.

In these essentially negro lands, as among so many other races, the

priest and the king rule savagely by force and by terror, and ignorance

and superstition hang over the land. Yet elements of progress are dis-
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diminishing, the Mahometan governments which have spread over such

large tracts are certainly less evil than those which they have replaced,

and in some parts Christian missionaries have exerted an influence which
not all the drunkenness and vice promoted by traders or immoral
travellers have outweighed. Still, Europeans, if by them the problem

is to be solved, have very much yet to do before their methods become
properly adapted to redeem the African from barbarism and make him a

decent member of civilised society.

We must briefly refer to the Islands of the Gulf of Guinea, of

which Fernando Po, belonging to Spain, is the chief. It is used by

The Boobies ^P^^^^ ^^ ^ place of exile for political offenders ; but is also

of inhabited by tribes of negroes derived from the mainland,

who call themselves Boubi, or, as English sailors will have it,

" Boobies," signifying however simply " The Men." They speak at least

five different Bantu dialects. They are shorter and less muscular than

the continental negroes, and are comparatively timid and gentle. They
are deeply gashed in various parts of the body, and coat themselves with

red clay and palm oil. Rubbing chins is a favourite mode of salutation

among them. Usually they wear little but a straw hat, and are very

unwilling to adopt civilised habits or to mix freely with Eiu-opeans or

strangers. They worship a great spirit whom no one can see, but who is

revealed by a dazzling light and by a voice issuing from the ground.

His priest is established in a cave, and transmits prayers to the spirit,

Annobon, another small Spanish island, has 3000 negro inhabitants who
profess Roman Catholicism. Saint Thomas, a Portuguese island just

north of the Equator, is inhabited chiefly by Angola negroes, who grow
coffee and cocoa in large quantities. Numerous colonists from Brazil

have also settled there.

The Portuguese gave the name " Camaraos," meaning " shrimps," to

the many-branched estuary in the north-east of the Bight of Biafra,

Tiie south-east of the great volcanic mass now known as the
cameroons. Cameroon Mountains, close to the coast. The name Cameroons

is now applied to the German territory which includes this mountain
mass ; it has great importance, as including extensive possible habitats

for Europeans. The southern limit of the German possessions on the

coast is the River Campo. So far as known, nearly all the inhabitants

speak Bantu languages, and they are described as civilised. They are

divided into a great number of small disunited tribes, the best known ot

whicli are the Bakuiri, the Bakundu, the Dualla, and the Bakoko, The
former are remarkable for the small size of the women, while the men
are above the average height of the neighbouring tribes. They are a

very intelligent and active people, good hunters and soldiers, living

around the German settlements at Victoria and Bimbia, They are

notable for their popular assemblies, in wliich thej'- show great oratorical

skill ; they also sing and recite, and have a good deal of sentiment.
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There is a considerable tribal es])rit de corps among them. Sorcery and
the tyranny of fetish-priests have full sway, and there is a good deal

of ancestor-worship.

The Bakundu are a very industrious people, living on the north side

of the Cameroons, having stone houses, frequently painted with repre-

sentations of animals and men. They have a large assembly-

house, which also serves as a slaughter-house. Tanning, mat,

basket, and net making, are among the pursuits in which they are

skilful. They are in constant communication with the peoples to the

north, and are acquainted with the Fulahs and the Arabs. Slaves are

abundant among them, bought from the North, and living in separate

communities.

The Dualla have some features of resemTalance to Europeans and

The
Bakundu.

WOMEN OF THE GABOON RIVER.

Semites, but they are as dark-coloured as their neighbours. The calves

of their legs are more developed than in most African races.
»,j^ j, „

Children mature early, and boys marry and set up as traders

at nine or ten. "Women are simply regarded as chattels, and are often

brought up by rich men and chiefs for use or sale. The Dualla and

several neighbouring peoples have invented a system of telegraphing by

means of their drums, every mode and succession of drum-strokes repre-

senting a distinct sound, or a syllable. These messages, when heard by

the initiated, are at once repeated by them, and thus in a very short time

news is transmitted through the country. Slaves are not allowed to

learn this sign-language. Cannibalism was practised till recent times

amongst them, and each seizure of power was preceded by a murder.

The chiefs are very wealth}^, taking toll of all merchandise entering,
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leaving, or passing through their domains. Palm-oil, palm-nuts, and

ivory are the chief articles of export.

From 1470 onwards, the Portuguese visited Africa south of the

Equator, and many capes, rivers, etc., still bear Portuguese names ; hut

The Gaboon exploration in the Gaboon country onfy began in 1842, when
andOgoway. i^^ French acquired a small territory on the north side of the

Gaboon estuary. Subsequently the expeditions of M. Du Chaillu (1856,

1866) and his marvellous stories of gorilla-land made the locality famous.

Still more recently the large river Ogoway was explored by travellers of

several nations. From 1875 onwards, M. de Brazza, with numerous

assistants, has been engaged in opening up the whole district from the

Gaboon to the Congo. All the people sj)eak Bantu languages.

The Mpongwe are the most civilised and numerous inhabitants.

The language is remarkable for its extent and precision ; and, owing to

The Mpon- this, it has been possible to translate the Gospels into it with-
^^^- out using a single foreign word. The people appear to

have accommodated themselves to Christianity with considerable ease,

and have adopted Sabbath observance with great enthusiasm, decking

themselves in absurd finery on that day. One great sign of importance

among them is the possession of a large bunch of keys, suspended from

the neck, supposed to indicate the number of chests of valuables which
they possess. In many ways they imitate European customs, although

they by no means diminish the number of their wives. In the inland

region of Galoa, some distance up the Ogoway, these people are found

in full vigour and intelligence, with handsome women who have their

secret societies, by means of which they gain considerable power.

Although Mahometanism has not penetrated so far, circumcision is

practised among several tribes.

The Bakalais are a tribe inhabiting the forests of the interior, chiefly

south of the Ogoway. Like the Mpongwe they are diminishing, especially

under the attacks of the Fans. They are very prone to migrate,
' having a great fear of death ; when two persons die within a few

days, they believe the settlement is bewitched, and hurriedly abandon it.

Like many other tribes in the Gaboon country, the young men marry out of

their own village, and if possible out of their tribe. On a man's death,

his son succeeds to his wives, with the exception of his own mother.

Their food is largely derived from the manioc, dressed with vegetable

oil. Very few fish are caught, and they have no domestic animals.

Moreover, such animals as might supply food are tabooed, elephant to

one, monkey to another, crocodile to another ; but the craving for animal
food becomes uncontrollable at times, and accounts for much cannibalism.

In late years these people have had the wit to adapt themselves to cir-

cumstances, and become merchants and can'iers for their European
superiors.

The Fans are in every way a more powerful people, living just north
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and south of the Equator, east of the Graboon, and north of the Ogoway.

They have progressed steadily from the East, and are crushing
^^^ ^^^^

the feebler people between them and the coast. They are

rapidly increasing, their women being very fertile, which is attributed to

their marrying later than the women of the coast tribes. Their language

is a Bantu one, though with numerous peculiarities. They have been

said to belong to the same stock physically as the Niam-Niam, having

also several of the same customs, including cannibalism. The men

FAN BARGAINING FOR A BRIDE.

are soldiers and hunters, muscular and lean, proud and self-confident.

Their lips are comparatively thin, and the jaws are not as prominent as

in most negroes. The women perform all drudgery and household work,

and are very ugly after youth. In both sexes the forehead is very

rounded above the eyebrows. Personal ornament is much valued. Tattoo-

ing, painting, necklaces, feathers, cowry-shells, are greatly in vogue.

Copper rings round the calves remind one of East African tribes. Some
women are so heavily loaded with ornaments that they cannot walk.

I
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Cannibalism, universal among the Fans

when first known, is diminishing in all those

who have come near European influence.

Prisoners of war and sorcerers are still eaten

in the interior ; and in some cases the cannibal

feasts have a religious character. As they have

come in contact with trade and people from the

coast, they have begun to settle down as agri-

culturists, boatmen, and merchants. Their

ashieaTbelle, soD^iT^i^ general intelligence is shown by the variety of
oGowAT. occupations they take up. They include skil-

ful blacksmiths, ebony bow-makers, potters, and gardeners.

The gorillas which inhabit the Fan country are feared by the Fans,

though they hunt and kill them. A gorilla skull is kept, among others,

in the fetish-house of each village, and treated as a sacred object.

South of the Ogoway, the Ashira are among the notable tribes, being
renowned for the good looks of their women. This is in fact leading to

their decrease, for the Bakalai and other tribes buy or steal

them. Smallpox also has played a destructive part in dimin-
ishing the people. Ashira women enjoy a considerable status, may own
property, and are consequently Well-treated. These people remove the

two middle upper incisors and file the other teeth. Their hair is dressed

in extraordinary forms. They have very decent villages, with paths be-

tween them, and many patches of cultivated ground. They are very
fond of palm wine, and of smoking a species of Indian hemp. Fetishism
flourishes among them, but they have the habit of choosing their doctors

from other tribes than their own. Du Chaillu gives an account of one
of their ordeals which we may quote. A man accused of injuring another
man's canoe, v/as subjected to the ordeal of the ring boiled in oil. " The
Ashira doctor," he says, " set three little billets of bar wood in the

ground with their ends together, then piled some smaller pieces between
them. A native pot, half-filled with palm oil, was set upon the wood,
and the oil was set on fire. When it burned up brightly, a brass ring from
the doctor's hand was cast into the pot. The doctor stood by with a

little vase full of grass, soaked in water, of which he threw in now and
then some bits. This made the oil blaze up afresh. At last all was
burnt out, and now came the trial. The accuser, a little boy, was
required to take the ring out of the pot ; he hesitated, but was puslied on

by his father. The people cried out, ' Let us see if he lied or told th-?

truth.' Finally, he put his hand in, seized the red-hot ring, but quickly

dropped it, having severely burnt his fingers. At this there was a shout,
' He lied, he lied !

' and the man accused was declared innocent."

Another singular custom is exposing the dead in the open air. At
the obsequies of a chief, at which Du Chaillu was present, the corpse

was placed on the ground in a sittuig posture, enveloped in a large
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European coat, and with an umbrella by his side (both given him by the

explorer); by his side was a chest containing various presents and

favourite possessions, also a plate of victuals, which was renewed daily

for some time ; and a fire was kept burning near by. All around were

the bones of previous chiefs in various stages of decay.

The Obongo are a dwarf race, dwelling in the forests south of the

Ogoway, sheltered in huts of leafy branches, often hidden in depressions

of the ground, or among rocks. They are a timid people,
^j^^ obongo.

living on berries, and such game as they can catch in pit-falls.

They are yellowish-brown in complexion, and have low retreating fore-

heads, high cheek-bones, and short tufted hair. Their legs are short

relatively to the body, which is rarely more than four feet seven in height.

They rarely have any clothing, and their huts are full of vermin, and

have an intolerable stench. Their little comnKinities, of about a dozen,

marry exclusively within their own limits. They dispose of the dead at

once by throwing them into a river bed or the trunk of a tree. They
excite no hostility among the neighbouring tribes, who, on the contrary,

whenever they see them, are very kind to them and make them presents.

"Whether they are related to the Akka described in a former chapter,

cannot yet be settled, but it seems quite possible.

Here, between the French and the Portuguese possessions, we must
draw the boundary line of our chapter. South of this region the great

Congo district begins, and we are launched into Southern Africa.
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ALTHOUGH it was discovered by the Portu-

guese navigator, Bartholomew Diaz, in 1486,

and first named by him Cape of Storms, and

History of afterwards Cape of Good Hope by the

Cape Colony, 'king of Portugal, from its affording a

good hope of a sea route to the Indies, the Por-

tuguese failed to make permanent settlements

at the Cape. The Dutch settled there in 1652,

and gave the name of Hottentots to the natives.

Cape Town was founded by Dutch and German
farmers, to whom many Huguenot refugees were

added after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

The Dutch gradually extended their territory,

driving the Hottentots further afield, and enslav-

ing many of them. The Dutch colonial government was so pedantic and

tyrannical that it caused many of the settlers to remove further and fur-

ther into the interior, thus introducing that system of " trekking " wliich

exists to the present day, and which is combined with resistance to au-
C36
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thority and sharp practice in dealing with the natives. In 1795, the Cape

colonists declared themselves an independent republic
;
but the British

came to the rescue, and kept the colony under for the Dutch at first,

and after 1806 for themselves. Up to this time negro slaves had been

regularly imported from other parts of Africa, as well as Malays from

the East ; but in 1807 the import trade was stopped, and in 1834 all

negroes were emancipated. Meanwhile many acts of injustice by the

Boers, as the descendants of the Dutch farmers were called, had led to

struggles with the Kaffirs, and eventually to British wars with them

in various tracts, all resulting disasti'ously for the natives, who have

been steadily driven out or hemmed in. At the same time the Boers

were dissatisfied with British rule, and began to remove and establish

independent communities beyond the British borders. Thus were

founded the Orange River Free State, the Transvaal Republic, Natal,

Griqualand West, and Griqualand East. In 1842, the British took

possession of Natal ; and in- recent years all Griqualand has been
similarly appropriated. The attempt, made in 1877, to annex the

Transvaal to the British possessions failed to content the Boers ; and
after determined and often successful defence of their positions against

British troops in 1881, they again obtained the recognition of their

internal independence on condition of giving up foreign relations to the

Queen as Suzerain. But judging by past history, it appears inevitable

that small independent States in South Africa should be absorbed in

a stronger power.

Cape Colony, which received a representative constitution in 1853,

has a population of which only about one-fifth are of European descent,

chiefly British and Dutch, many of the latter speaking Dutch
J: o Rivalry of

as well as English. The greatest difficulties of the colony Dutch and

arise, and have arisen, from jealousies between the Dutch and ^°§^^^^-

the English, largely due to the fact that the latter succeeded to control

of the colony after nearly two centuries of Dutch rule, and that they

have imposed restrictions on Dutch treatment of natives. The idea that

thrashing and even killing a native was a crime, was most unpalatable

to the former generation of Dutchmen, and its enforcement has led to

a very bitter feehng against the English. The losses associated with
the abolition of slavery have increased this. Moreover, the self-assertion

and bounce of a large proportion of English settlers was very offensive

to the phlegmatic but still resentful Dutch. Thus there has been com-
paratively little of that intermarriage between the two groups which
might have smoothed matters, and a great deal of intermixture with
natives which has really lowered the latter, and has developed a type of

idle hanger-on to the settler, by no means morally reputable. Still, as

Mr. Stanley Little says in his " South Africa," " English capital and
English brains have supplied South Africa with its railways, its harbours,

its public buildings, and all its industries, with the exception of sheep-

I
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farming and wine-producing. England has protected the colonies from

savages within and without their boundaries ; English ships convey

African produce to profitable markets." But it is absurd and wrong for

the Englishman to sneer at his Dutch rival of African birth by calling

him an Africander, too often with improper epithets. Too many who
have gone to the Cape with the idea of winning money and diamonds

easily, have expected to find every man their servant, even those of

European descent. It is to be hoped that in a few years this race

antagonism will be mitigated, otherwise fresh troubles will arise.

Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Graham's Town, Graaf Reinet, and

Kimberley are the largest towns—the latter a mushroom growth of

a few years. The first two are of considerable size, and have

ostrich many handsome buildings. Their population is very mixed,
farming. ^^ ][)ntch being in largest numbers in Cape Town. But the

great bulk of the colony is but sparsely peopled by either Europeans or

natives. The sheep and- ostrich farms are of great extent, and the

colony produces a vast amount of wool and ostrich feathers. The
ostriches are carefully nurtured, and their feathers are regularly clipped

off not plucked, as they reach maturity. The eggs even are artificially

hatched. Wine-making is now steadily developing. Copper mining is

an extensive industry on the western side of the colony, in Little

Namaqua Land. But the most remarkable development in recent years

has been that of the diamond fields in Griqualand West, extending over

The diamond an area almost as large as Switzerland. The first diamond
fields, ^g^g found only in 1867 ; but in a few years a large population

was collected in the " dry " and river diggings. The usual phenomena

of rushes to new places, sudden fortunes, sudden ruin, wild drinking and

gambling, set in ; but Kimberley has now become a permanent town,

with stone buildings, churches, hotels, etc.

To give here a general idea of the South African natives, they may
be broadly divided into Hottentots and Bushmen, and members of the

Bantu family, of whom the Kaffirs are a leading type. The
former appear to have been the earlier inhabitants, and to

have been driven further and further south by the latter, who now
extend from Lake Victoria Nyanza and the Congo right down to Natal

and Caffraria. Both these types are markedly distinct from the

Equatorial Negro. We must note, however, the presence of about ten

thousand Malays (originally Dutch slaves from Borneo and
*^^" Sumatra) in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, who supply a

large proportion of the artisans, bricklayers, carpenters, tailors, coach-

men, etc., and even skilful fishermen, while their wives are washer-

women. They are Mahometans, having been converted while in

Africa by missionaries from Mecca, and have good mosques where the

festivals are well kept. They bear a very good character in general,

are happy, social, sober, and respectful. The men wear large quaint
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hats of straw, resembling the top of a pagoda. The women usually

wear bright garments and are not veiled.

These are not all the imported natives of the Cape, for the British

have introduced more than ten thousand coolies from India,

to do the farm and other labour, especially in Natal, which

the Kaffirs could not be got to do. They are intelligent and civil, yet

often dishonest and cunning.

The Hottentots (in their own tongue Quge-quse or Khoi-khoin—that

is, " men ") luow number about ninety thousand (though many of these

show intermixture with European and other races), divided The

into three main groups, the Namaquas, Korannas, and Glriquas. Hottentots.

They are of medium height, and have a yellowish-brown complexion,

and very frizzly hair, growing more or less in tufts. Their narrow

foreheads and small chins, combined with wide cheek-bones, give their

face a somewhat lozenge-shaped appearance. They have thick everted

lips, and broad fiat nostrils.

It is difficult now to find Hottentots who have not been more or

less influenced by Europeans. It is consequently best to describe them
in the main according to the account of Peter Kolbe, who lived at the

Cape in the early part of the last century. Naturally they are rather

good-looking, but soon lose their looks and become coarse and wrinkled.

The women, after having borne children, have very pendulous breasts,

and they early acquke a striking development of fat in the sitting

I
quarter, which is expansive enough to enable children to stand upon it

and be carried in that posture. The men, though now-a-days they have

adopted European fashions, formerly wore little but sheep, wild cat, or

tiger skins round their shoulders and loins, according to their rank,

which they wore winter and summer, day and night. Hanging from
their necks were pouches containing knives, pipes, tobacco, etc., and on
their arms were ivory rings. The women, in addition to garments of

skins, wore aprons from which ornaments hung down. Victuals were

carried in a bag hung round the neck. Both body and head were

plentifully besmeared with grease, often mixed with a reddish iron

paint.

Hottentot villages, or kraals, were situated on pasture land, the bee-

hive huts being arranged in circles. The entire village was readily and
frequently removed to another site. The women did all the

DwGllin&Ts
household work, and ate apart from the men. The huts were
very simply furnished with a few earthen vessels, tortoise-shell spoons and

dishes, and calabashes and skins for holding milk and butter. A hole in

the middle held the fire ; slight excavations on either side of the hearth

formed beds. Cows' and ewes' milk, buffalo and other meat, wild roots

and fruits were the chief foods.

The adult youth was marked by incisions on his body by his elders,

and received additional cuts when he killed an elephant, hippopotamus, or

I
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Mannera and rhinoceros. Marriage was arranged by a suitor with the bride's

customs, parents ; and the accepted suitor, with his kindred, drove several

fat oxen to their home, and killed them for the wedding feast. The

priest afterwards ratified the marriage by sprinkling the pair. Polj'gamy

and divorce were more or less prevalent. Sons used to take the mother's

family name, and daughters that of the father. Parents treated their
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Government.

children kindly, and the latter were respectful to their parents ; but old

people were not unfrequently exposed and left to die ;
some say this was

onl}^ when food was scarce. But, on the whole, they were characterised by

mutual affection and gentleness, with great hospitality. They were and

are indolent, and inactive in every way except in hunting and looking

after their cattle. Hunting, as well as war, was pursued with the

assegais, bows and poisoned arrows, and sticks with large knobs at one

end. Feasting, smoking, dancing, and singing formed their principal

amusements, to which may now be added in not a few cases, drinking

" Cape smoke," a fiery spirit. They had a few peculiar musical instru-

ments, partly stringed, partly wind. Their dances are kept up with

great endurance, sometimes through a whole night, with clapping of

hands and various odd contortions of body. Sometimes any recent occur-

rence is described, with appropriate actions, at great length, and with

much freedom of language.

This simple people had a patriarchal form of

government, now almost completely superseded

bv British rule. There was a chief of

each tribe and a captain of each kraal,

and these met in council on important matters.

Apart of every animal taken in hunting was given

to the chief, who was treated with considerable

reverence. The captains of each kraal settled

disputes and dealt with crime, with the co-opera-

tion of the men of his kraal. Murder and theft,

especially cattle stealing, were severely punished.

A large number of nature and spirit deities

were held in regard, but a kind of

ancestor-worship was actively main-

tained. The chief deified hero, Heitsi-Ibib, was believed to have been a

great warrior, once the ruler of the Hottentots, who came from the East.

By this fact the Namaquas accounted for their huts opening towards the

east, and their graves being placed east and west, -with the deceased's

face looking towards the east. Ghosts were driven away by various
ceremonies, and charms were much believed in, together with witch-
doctors.

Stolid, not very sensitive to pain, very impatient of restraint and
continuous work, the Hottentots cannot be said to have in them the
makings of a nation. Although not a few of them have shown themselves
capable of elevation by Christianity, the majority remain but moderately
advanced in civilisation and intelligence. Many of them are described

as lazy, untruthful, without a thought beyond the present, and capable

of any crime for the sake of fire-water.

The Hottentot language, which has several dialects, is remarkable
for its "cHck" sounds, almost unpronounceable by Europeans, being

XI. T T

Religion. HOTTENTOT 'WOMAN.
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chiefly uttered in drawing in the breath, and comparable to the sound

The Hottentot ^sed to urge on horses, the crack of a whip, and the popping
language, of a cork. It is said that three-fourths of their syllables

begin with these clicks, which are produced by the tongue applied to

the gums or roof of the mouth, and suddenly withdrawn. Europeans

cannot readily follow these clicks immediately with another syllable, as

do the Hottentots. There are also several hard and deep guttural and

nasal sounds in this language. It has a regular grammatical structure,

with pronoun suffixes of a complex type, and in some features even

suggesting a resemblance to the Hamitic languages, as if they had been

originally one, but separated at a later period by the intervening Negro

and Bantu peoples.

There has been considerable controversy as to the Bushmen, a poor

and dwindling race of outcasts, who live a miserable life among rocks

and in caves in the mountains of the Cape Colony and deserts

further north. Their name is derived from the Dutch
" Bosjesmans," men of the woods, whom they treated as almost brutes,

without mercy or kindness. Although some features suggest their

distinctness from the Hottentots, we are compelled to admit that there

is no anatomical or physiognomical reason for separating them. They
are simply a smaller and more infantile type of the same race. They
average between four feet six to eight inches in height ; and the skull,

though exceeding in cranial capacity that of the Andamanese and the

Veddas, is small and moderately long-headed. It is oblong-shaped with

straight sides, vertical forehead, and largely developed occipital region.

The cheek-bones project considerably,but there are no marked superorbital

ridges. The noses are very flat and nostrils wide
; in fact, they have the

flattest and widest nostrils of any race. They are by no means markedly

prognathous, or forward-jawed. In this and in some other characters,

Prof. Flower regards them as recalling the infantine condition of the true

To whom Negro. Many of the disputes about Bushmen no doubt arise
related ? f^om their varying condition in different localities, and from

the fact that outcast nomads have originated from various tribes. But
there are some distinctions still unexplained, and it may be that some of

them have blended with Kaffir and Hottentot tribes, and so have become
modified. Their language differs considerably from the Hottentot,

having no fewer than six click sounds, while the Hottentots have but

four, and the Kaffirs three. The theory has been advanced, that the

Bushmen were an aboriginal race in« South Africa, whom first the Hot-

tentots, and later the Kaffirs, drove into retreat. In any case, however,

the anatomical resemblance to Hottentots proves that they cannot be

other than nearly related to them.

The blackened grease with which the Bushmen smear themselves

renders their apparent colour much darker than it really is. They are

of a yellowish colour, not unlike Mongoloids
; but the hair, like that of the
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Hottentots, is apt to assume a tufted appearance. Their protruding

stomachs, hollowed-out back, prominent posteriors, and small Physical

limbs, together with the cunning and distrustful eyes and mov- characters.

able eyebrows, nostrils, corners of mouth, and ears, render these outcasts

very repulsive. Altogether, they are of a very degraded type and habits.

One of them is thus described by Lichtenstein :
" When a piece of meat

was given him, he snatched it hastily, and stuck it immediately into the

fire, peering around with his little keen eyes, as if fearing lest some one

should take it away again ; all this was done with such looks and gestures

that any one must have been ready to swear he had taken example of

them entirely from an ape. He soon took the meat from the embers,

wiped it hastily with his right hand upon his left arm, and tore out

half-raw bits with his teeth."

In dress the Bushmen essentially resemble the Hottentots. Their

dwellings are sometimes reed huts, but frequently mere holes in the

ground or shelters arranged among the rocks by hanging mats ,^ ^ ^,.^"
.

^
.

*="
.

"^ ^ ^ . Mode of life,

on the windward side. Neither agriculture nor cattle-rearing

are found among them, hunting being their chief resource. In this

pursuit they display qualities which suggest to us very strikingly an

early condition of mankind. With senses sharpened by living at war

with the animal creation, eyes keen as a hawk's, ears of extraordinary

acuteness, scent like that of a dog, they protect themselves against and

even kill the Hon and leopard, striking them with their small arrows

poisoned with a mixture of vegetable and snake or other animal poisons

carefully prepared. Thus equipped, the Bushmen can master the larger

wild animals
; but the ostrich is more difficult to stalk, being so com-

pletely on the alert in his open desert haunts. Yet the art of the Bush-

man is adequate, for he decks himself with an ostrich's skin, and other-

wise gets himself up so as to deceive the animal, and come unperceived

within range. These various hunting arts have rendered the Bushman
also a clever cattle-thief; and consequently the Kaffirs, Hottentots, and
Boers hold him in detestation, the latter never hesitating to kill him
•when within reach ; but to hunt him has proved the destruction of many
a man who could not vie in acuteness of senses and fertility of stratagem

and ambush with the wild native, whose poisoned arrows frequently did

their deadly work.

Another characteristic of Bushmen affords a suggestive theme.

They are very fond of carving their rocky abodes with drawings of men,
women, and cliildren, or of animals in illustrative attitudes, Rockcarvings

thus reminding one of the cave men of early European times. ^°*^ drawings.

They are chiefly upon sandstone, in ochre of various colours, and the out-

lines cut with triangular pieces of flint. There are also rings, crosses,

and representations of the heavenly bodies drawn in blue pigment on
some of the rocks

; and in various respects these remind us of primitive

Egyptian signs. Another peculiarity of the Bushmen is the use of a rude

I
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digginf^-stick, a sharpened piece of hard wood, over which a heavj' per-

The dig-ging- foi'ated stoiie is passed, and fixed by a wedge. These are
stick. used in digging for succulent tuberous roots of desert plants,

the weight of the stone being of service in driving the point of the stick

into the ground, and also as a fulcrum in digging out the tuber. Similar

bored stones have been found far and wide in South Africa, indicating

the former area of the race which used them.

It is impossible not to compassionate the forlorn condition of the

Bushmen. With scarcely an amusement or a comfort, Avith few ideas

Forlorn ^^'^ those of vengeance and eating, with no regular govern-
condition. j^ent, with the most rudimentary kind of marriage—it being

stated that they have no word to express the difference between a

married and an unmarried woman—with but little even of superstition,

still less of religion, these people have been like the children of Ishmael,

and are among those races whom we must regard as sad comments upon
the inexorable law of the struggle for existence.

Before dealing with the remaining South African peoples in detail,

we will describe some of the common characteristics of the larger

The Bantu portion of them, known now as Bantu, within which the
peoples. Kaffirs, Zulus, Bechuanas, Damaras, and most of the Congo

and Zambesi tribes are included. They have a cranial capacity much
above that of the average Negro and the Hottentot. The form of the
nostrils and the projection of the nose are those characteristic of tjie

Negro race ; the skull is long and high, but their jaws do not project
forward to the same extent, being intermediate between the Negro and
the European, and the teeth being comparatively small. Thus
physically, while truly Negroes, they are a distinct subdivision. More-
over, they have languages as peculiar as any group of peoples, but so

Bantu alike among themselves that they must all have sprung from
languages.

^^^^ common stock. The Hottentot " clicks " are partially

used in only the Kaffir groups ; but the Bantu languages are remarkable
for their system of inflexions being prefixed to words, at the same time
that a number of these inflexions may be added together at the begin-*

ning. Thus the prefix U to a tribe-name indicates a country, Wa the

people of the country, M an individual, and Ki the language. Abantu
is the term, signiiying men, by which the Kaffirs designate themselvl
(Kaffir, meaning heathen, being the name originally applied b}- Persiaj

to the non-Mahometan inhabitants of " Kaffiristan," and adopted
Portuguese, Dutch, and English successively, from hearing it used
the east coast of Africa) ; and it has been simpHfied to Bantu and takfl

to indicate the entire group of peoples allied to the Kaffirs. The Baiij

languages have something like two hundred and fifty different for]

for the verb, expressing every variety of relation. Altogether, they ar<'

among the most highly complex forms of speech, yet are regular and

harmonious in structure, and with a sort of alliterative concordance run-
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ning tlirough eacli sentence, thus constituting, as Mr. Keane says, " one

[of the most astonishing phenomena in the history of human culture

Encyclopsedia Britannica," 9th ed., vol xiii., p. 821).
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The Bantu as a rule are dark brown, witli an infusion of red. Their

hair is not so frizzly as that of the equatorial negro. In mental character

Bantu they are much in advance of their darker brethren
;
and their

divisions, body' corresponds, being robust and vigorous. The Eastern

Bantu may be divided into the Kafar, the Zambesi and Nyassa, and the

Swahih or Zanzibar groups. The first of these is the most important,

including as it does the Zulus, the

Khosa, the Pondos, the Fingoes, the

Tembu, Matabele, etc. It Avill be best

to deal with these in a general way,

for, in fact, their tribes and nations

are but temporary groupings brought

about by the predominance of some

chief or dynasty. Thus Ama-Kliosa

means Khosa's people, dating from a

chief named Khosa, who Uved perhaps

about three hundred years ago. The

The Zulu Zulus are the people of Zulu's

Kaffirs, land, and believe them-

selves to have been founded by Zulu.

Chaka, the celebrated chief of the

Zulus, supposed to be seventh in de-

scent from Zulu, distinguished himself

early in the present century by his

valour and daring, and excited his

father's jealousy so greatly, that the

youth fled from him. Coming into

contact with Europeans, he was greatly

interested in hearing from them about

the formation of soldiers into regiments,

and the discipline of armies. On his

Rise of father's death, in 181 3, he be-

ciiaka. came chief of his tribe, put

to death those hostile to liim, and began

to extend his dominion. His people he

made a nation of soldiers, by persever-

ing and cruel discipHne ; and before he

died he conquered,or forced into alliance

with himself, the whole south-eastern

region of Africa, from the river Limpopo to Cape Colony. But this rule

was attended with terrible massacres, not only of conquered people, but

of his own subjects ; among the most terrible of these was that which

took place at the funeral of Cbaka's mother, Avhen seven thousand fell,

and ten of the best-looking girls Avere buried alive with her. In 1838

Chaka was murdered, and was succeeded by his brother, Dingaan, who

KAFFIR YOUNG MAN WITH KNOBKERRIES.
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was not less bloody nor less tyrannical. Dingaan having treacherously
killed a number of Dutch Boers who had come'" trekking " from Cape
Colony, and whom he had invited to settle in his land, the Foundation
Dutch leader Pretorius was able to defeat and depose him, and of Natal,

to set up his brother Panda as chief. These Boers founded the colony
of Natal

; but in 1843 they were subdued by British troops, who made
Natal a British colony.

In 1856, during Panda's Hfe, a great battle was fought between his

rival sons, Cetewayo (Ketchwayo), and Umbulazi, in which the latter

was defeated. In 1872 Cetewayo succeeded his father, and
at first he maintained a friendly attitude to the British. The

*^®*®^*^°-

history of his later hostility and of the Zulu war is well known, as well
as the downfall of his power at

the battle of Ulundi, in 1879,

when he was made prisoner. It

cannot be said that conspicuous

wisdom has been displayed in

the subsequent treatment either

of the king (since dead) or of his

people. Zululand has been an-

nexed by G-reat Britain, except

a portion forming the " New Re-
public," established by Boers in

Western Zululand.

Chaka's success and dis-

cipline had wide-reaching con-

sequences. Various offshoots of

captains of his armies t^e Zulus,

grew ambitious, and set up for

themselves, forming considerable

kingdoms which absorbed many
tribes. Thus Umselekatse oc-

cupied the present Transvaal
territory, driving out the feebler Bechuanas, and being in turn driven out
by the Boers, and setthng further north and forming the Matabele king-
dom between the Limpopo and the Zambesi. His successor, Lo Benguela,
began his reign in 1870. Another of Chaka's generals, Manikoos, after

failing to expel the Portuguese from Delagoa Bay, subjugated
Matabele

the tribes between the Limpopo and the Lower Zambesi, and and other

founded the kingdom of Gasa. Chaka's influence extended
^^*^°°'^-

beyond his own kingdom, inducing Sebituane, chief of the Makololo
(Basutos), to adopt his military system ; his kingdom, near the source of
the Vaal, passed northwards to the Zambesi and the east of the Kala-
hari desert, but after attaining considerable power, was destroyed by the
subjugated tribes of the Barotse. The Maviti, whose conquests about

KAFFIR WOMAN AND CHILD.
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Lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika have been described by Livingstone,

appearf to be another branch of Chaka's Zulus. Among all these peoples
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military despotism is the prevailing plienomeiion, " Matabele society,"

says Mr. Mackenzie, " may be said to exist for tlie chief. His claims are

supreme and unquestioned. To him belongs every person and every-

thing in the country." Amatongaland is another of these Zulu king-

doms north of Zululand, and extending to Delagoa Bay. It has a queen

and many subordinate chiefs. Swaziland is yet another adjacent Zulu

kingdom.

Devoting a short space now to the habits and customs of some of the

several types of Kaffirs, we must note the kraal as the typical village,

with its cattle pen in the centre, surrounded by a rampart of The Kaffir

bushes, and its several rows of conical dwellings, made of poles ^raai.

with interlaced wickerwork, plastered with clay or cowdung, and thatched

with straw. They do not exceed seven feet high, and vary from about

ten to twenty feet in diameter, in which it may be that thirty persons are

accommodated. Rush mats form the usual bedding.

The Kaffirs who have not endeavoured to adopt European style,

wear only the kaross of ox or antelope hide, thrown over the shoulders,

and hanging down to the calves. The women also wear an

apron decked with beads, or a short petticoat, and many cover

the bosom with a piece of dressed skin. The men wear a girdle to which
they attach a bag containing their small valuables, a tobacco pouch, etc.

Both sexes wear as many beads, necklaces, bracelets, etc., as they can

obtain, with anklets and armlets of brass and ivory. Teeth of wild

animals furnish necklaces to the chiefs. Not unfrequently they shave their

hair, all but a tuft on the top of the head. Large strings of beads may
be worn through the ear lobe, or a porcupine or bird quill;

while sometimes the perforation is stretched till it will receive

something enormous. The men usually wear no head-dress, but sometimes

have a leather band on the forehead and a copper frontlet with strings of

variously coloured beads. Women in some cases wrap a strip of antelope's

skin round their head in turban fashion, decked with bead tassels and

metal rings. Tattooing is not infrequent, in the form of lines or rows of

dots. Oil or grease of some kind is plentifully used to besmear the body,

and this is often mixed with ochre to adorn the women's face. Boys and

girls wear nothing in youth.

The Kaffirs usually feed on a vegetable diet, such as sorghum and
maize cakes, and sour milk. The killing of an ox is a rare

. . . p Food.
event, celebrated by a feast. Wild honey is an article of

diet ; but salt is disliked. Hospitality is very general, an ox for a feast

being usually given to visitors.

The essentially pastoral occupation of the Kaffirs would scarcely be

imagined from their warlike achievements ; but they have vast herds of

cattle, with which they wander from place to place as pasturage Herding and

varies ; and the men for the most part look after the herds and i^^t^^s-

the dairy work, women being excluded. Indeed, the Kaffirs have attained
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high skill in their herding, driving their cattle by means of trained

leaders, and using peculiar clubs, called knob-kerries, to keep them in

order. The swiftest oxen are trained for riding. The milk of the cows

is put into a common bag of skin, and left till it is sour and curdled,

before it is served out at meals. Pastoral work, however, does not prevent

the Kaffirs from keen enjoyment of hunting, and they have a large choice

of game. Long spears, which they can throw with great precision, are

their principal weapons. Ambushes, circular driving to a centre, snares,

and pitfalls are largely employed.

The Kaffir women are for the most part menial drudges ; and it is a

general subject of complaint, that in Natal and elsewhere the man lives

Condition ill idleness on the profits or produce of his wives' labour. It is

of women, remarkable, however, with what a light heart they appear to

endure their subjection
;
yet there are unending jealousies between different

wives, becoming more bitter as the position of the family is higher. They

ICAFFIR BENGUERA CUSTOM.

Marriage.

are open to flattery, and coquetry is quite in their line ; but in man}'- tribes

their conduct is modest and sensible. Wives are bought for so many
head of cattle, the price sometimes being assessed by the

general assembly. There is often a good deal of examination

and criticism of intended brides by the bridegroom's relatives, a practice

not quite unknown in civilised countries. The bride's dancing,—while

the bridegroom sits idly by,—is not unfrequently a great feature of the

pre-nuptial ceremonies, which are unaccompanied by religious rites.

Divorces are rare, but punishment for unfaithfulness is severe ; a fine of

cattle from a male offender will atone for seduction.

New-born children are rubbed over with powdered shell-lime mixed
with water. Children are suckled two years at least, and are treated

ChUdren.
^^®^^' ^®"^S carried over the shoulder or on the back of the

mother. The breasts are usually so lengthened that they can
either be passed under the arm or over the shoulder, and so suckled.
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Circumcision is generally performed when boys are full grown, at which
time a series of arduous exercises, including severe beatings, is undergone
by the youths. This is called the hengiiera. They are then painted with
several layers of white clay mixed with blood and water, and invested

with the kaross and manly weapons. There is much feasting, dancing,

and singing at these times.

Tribes in a pastoral and hunting state, and much occupied with war,

have seldom made much progress in industrial arts. Till lately they

manufactured their own rude tools and weapons ; but even this Manufac-

art will be lost with the advent of foreign traders. They tures.

neither spin nor weave. The women make good mats and baskets of

grass and rushes. Their rude pottery is sun-dried ; but they make very

large pots and pans in this way. Calf and sheep skins are sewn together

for milk-bags
; but the milk is first received into pails. Hides are dressed

by the men, the skin being stretched,

scraped, rubbed with aloe-leaves, and
greased with fat, of course with vari-

ous intervals of exposure to the sun.

Their snuff-boxes are very ingeniously

made on small models of animals,

which are afterwards broken up
through a hole, which afterwards

serves as the opening of the box, and

is closed by a carved stopper. Wooden
spoons and bowls are also among their

manufactures, as well as pipes with

polished and carved bowls.

The Kaffirs have more aptitude

for trade than for manufacture. Their

cattle serve as the principal articles of

barter, but beads and metal of various kinds circulate largely ; of course,

coins are superseding primitive modes of exchange.

As to morals, very varied opinions are given of the Kaffirs. Some
find them all that is evil ; others pronounce them good-hearted, indepen-

dent, hospitable, and sociable, with a keen sense of justice. No Morals and

doubt they are vain, and easily become arrogant when pros- "^teUect.

perous. Flattery is meat and drink to the chiefs ;
insults are like poison

to them ; and it is not always easy to discover what will be regarded as

an insult. They are, however, very revengeful, and capable of great

cruelty
;
yet among themselves they have been known to be very helpful,

sympathetic, and considerate. But it must be confessed that m most

respects they are intellectually children. Few of them, before the advent

of Europeans, had any notion of number beyond ten ; nor was their

reckoning of time much more advanced ; and it is difficult to get from

them an idea of the lapse of past time or their own age. However, they

CEXEWAYO.
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were acquainted with some useful medicines, using several roots as

stimulants, euphorbia juices for blistering, and aloes for various purposes.

Singing and dancing are their great amusements, often carried on

through the night with great boisterousness and wild gestures, some-

times so violent as to produce complete exhaustion. The
Amusements. . • • o , i i t

accompanying music is oi a very monotonous and unmeloclious

description, with ceaseless repetitions of the same words. A sort of Jew's

harp is their chief instrument.

Government by the chiefs and " kings" is usually despotic, but there

is considerable deference to old-established custom. Succession is nomi-

nally hereditary in males, biit usually the son of the chief wife
Government. . '^i ,

, , t it. i „
is selected to succeed ; or even hereditary succession may be

disregarded if general opinion or some powerful reason suggests one out-

side the ruling family. The people pay an annual tax of cattle
;
and the

chief may claim portions of every animal, all elephants' tusks, panthers'

skins, and other desirable objects. When it is added that the subjects'

labour is understood to be absolutely at the chiefs' disposal, it is evident

that the ruler has an enviable supremacy. The chief is assisted by sub-

ordinate chiefs, or a council of elders, in deciding important cases. The

death penalty is frequent, although, when it is more convenient, a fine in

cattle is taken. Witchcraft, desertion of the tribe, and murder of a chief

or a parent, are visited by the death-penalty.

The Kaffirs cannot be described as having in their uncivilised state

any truly religious ideas, for they did not believe in a Supreme Being,

nor had they any form of worship ;
but they had a great

upers
1 ^o^^-j^^^j^i^gj, q£ superstitious observances. All kinds of diseases or

calamities were attributed to witchcraft or to certain evil agencies. Par-

taking of firstfruits, rain-making, various feats of magic, etc., are among

their important functions, in which the chief usually takes the lead, but

in which a special body,—who may be entitled sorcerers rather than

priests,—are engaged. These people also practise medicine, and counteract

the evil spirits or powers who are supposed to cause diseases. The most

extraordinary feats are supposed to be performed by these sorcerers, such

as the extraction of a snake, a turtle, or a lizard from the bodies of the

sufferers. It is always easy for the sorcerer, if unsuccessful, to allege that

the evil spirit was too powerful. At times a sorceress is the acting agent,

and sometimes pretends to discover the source of evil in some unlucky

man, who is forthwith tortured to death and his property confiscated.

The Gaikas and Galeikas are the most prominent members of the

Amakhosa Kaffirs, occupying plains bounded on the north by the Winter-

The ^'erg Mountains, affording plenty of pasture and game. They
Amakhosa. ^re tall and well-developed, of light chocolate complexion, with

woolly hair, full lips, and white teeth, and graceful in movements. Their

moral character is not quite so good as their figure ;
and cruelty and

plunder are frequent among them. They are unkind to the sick and
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infirm, and exceedingly superstitious. Still they are very hospitable
Tliey do a good deal of agriculture, in which the women have the
greatest share, growing sorghum, maize, tobacco, and pumpkins.

The Basutos are a Kaffir people south-east of the Transvaal, but
whose original location was north of the Blue Mountains. They are now

KAFFIRS TRADING.

under British protection. They are not very different from £lie Bechuanas
of Central South Africa, several tribes or nations of whom»^^„„„ .„
,

' Tne Basutos.
nave recently been placed under British rule or protection. The

The tribes take their name for the most part from notable ^ ^^-^s.

animals, as elephants, crocodiles, fish, monkeys, etc. As they are not
essentially different from the rest of the Kaffirs, we may select some of
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Superstitions.

their more remarkable superstitions and practices for notice. "While

their beliefs can hardly be dignified with the name of religion, they

invoke the souls of their renowned chiefs (barimo) when anj'" distress or

famine overtakes the tribe. They have in these circumstances been

known to cut themselves with small knives, lie down in ashes, and cry

aloud most bitterly. Groans and lugubrious songs, with solemn dances,

vary the ceremonies, which may be continued day and night. Then
they go through their hunting haunts once more to*examine

'their traps and snares. Some of them consider that things

have grown of themselves ; but while not regarding any powerful

benevolent being, they attribute evils and calamities to an evil agency

which they name mole'mo^ whose action can be antagonised by charms

and by their sorcerers. To secure a good harvest, they burn certain

plants and certain parts of animals.

Some tribes in past times have burnt

human victims for this purpose.

The name of linydka is applied

to the professional rain-makers, sor-

The cerers, and medicine men.
linyakas. ^ g^£^ ^f ^j^ q^ SecureS

admission tq the profession, followed

by initiation, called " teaching to dig,"

because the sources of medicines and
charms are pointed out in the forests.

They wear a baboon skin, and in their

huts they sit on a hyena skin. "Many
of them," says Dr. Holub, " wear

round their necks whole strings of the

bones of different mammals, birds, and

reptiles, and all, without exception,

are provided with four little pegs,

—

generally made of ivory but sometimes of horn, and branded over with

figures,—which are thrown like dice," being used in their pretended in-

vestigations. These pegs are called dolos ; and, in addition to amulets of all

kinds of bones and pieces of skin, these dolos play an important part, being

brought into play " to find out the whereabouts of stolen goods or the

retreat of a fugitive, as well as to exorcise obnoxious men and beasts

;

they are considered capable of charming away an enemy and of averting

mischief, certain formulae generally being recited whenever they are

employed." Some of these linyakas, however, are hated, and

termed " moloi," having been known to act from revenge, or

with an unfavourable effect. All kinds of impossible evils and powers

are attributed to them ; they are said to dig up corpses and kill new-born

infants, to use parts of their bodies in their incantations. But it may be

considered that these moloi are the instruments or the cloak for private

ZULU KAFFIRS.
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revenge. Tliey also claim tlie power of warding.off rain and thwarting

the efforts of the regular rain-makers.

Many of these superstitions are gradually dying under the influence

of the missionaries, but some of them die hard ; some of the Bechuana
kings, after their conversion, have attempted to carry on their influence of

old rain-making practices. Some successful schools have been *^^"^^^^^^*'y-

estabhshed among them, and not a few of the population are now able to

read translations of the Bible into their own languages ;
and native

teachers and preachers of tried integrity have been trained among them.

Altogether, it may be expected that in time these South African natives

ma}^ become to Europeans something like the native races of India be-

came -to the Aryan invaders, without so many of the caste differences

which the Aryans made into a religion in India, and which Future of

have been too much in fashion in South Africa. They have *^® natives,

not to fear extinction, if they become useful to the superior races ;
and it

will be great folly if the white races do not adopt regulations for protect-

ing and preserving a useful population of workers, rather than consign

them to the fate which is overtaking the red man in America and the

Maori of New Zealand.

I
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ward from the Cape
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The ^ succession of
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to the Kaffirs, others to

the Equatorial negroes.

The Damaras andOvam-DAMAKA HUTS.
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pos were both made known largely by Mr. Francis Galton (" Narrative

of an Explorer in Tropical South Africa," 1853).' The Damaras of the

Plain are true Bantu, while the Plill Damaras are Hottentots, who have
been dispossessed of the plains by the former. The Plain Damaras, who
call themselves Ovaherero, are tall, handsome and well-proportioned

;

and the women when young are good-looking, with small hands and feet,

but as they grow older they become ugly and repulsive, physical

Various species of mimosa, with palms, are the chief vegeta- *yP®-

tion ; and the vast desert country is often devastated by sand-storms. The
conical huts of the Damaras, which in several respects resemble those of

the Kaffirs, are often covered with ox-hides. Beds are made of leafy

mimosa branches covered with skins. In dress the Damaras have a

general resemblance to the Kaffirs. They knock out the two lower

incisors, and file a triangular space between the two uj)per front teeth.

They possess an immense number of cattle and sheep, which they guard
by means of dogs.

The Damaras are not very advanced intellectually or morally, and
are correspondingly suspicious and addicted to plunder and begging.

They can count but little, and do not know their own ages. It

is said that they believed the sun which rises in the morning-

is quite different from that which set on the previous evening. Poly-

gamy flourishes among them, and divorce is frequent and unceremonious

;

the wives, according to Mr.Gralton, have rather the upper hand, being very

useful to the men, doing most of the household work, and even building

and plastering the hut, and carrying the baggage Avhen a removal takes

place. Brotherly kindness does not flourish greatly among them, for it is

said very few Damaras die a natural death. A sick person, says Mr.

Galton, meets with no compassion ; he is pushed out of his Treatment
hut into the cold; his relatives do all they can to hasten his of sick and

death, and when he appears to be dying, they suffocate

him by heaping ox-liides over him. After death the body is sewn
up in an old ox-hide in a sitting posture, and buried in a hole dug
for it, the face being turned towards the north. The relatives, or those

who are present, jump backwards and forwards over the grave to

prevent disease from rising out of it. A person of importance, cr a

chief, is however mourned for and buried with lamentation and various

ceremonies.

The superstitions of the Damaras are very numerous. Some eat no
mutton, others will eat no beef from cattle with particular kinds of spots.

Hyena dung is regarded as a great " medicine," and is used
to rub the mouth and forehead of a patient. Greasing with
the fat of some particular animal is believed to be of much virtue. Fire

is maintained by the care of the chiefs daughter ; and should it by
chance be extinguished, a great ceremony and much sacrificing of cattle

are necessary when it is rekindled. They have no definite religious ideas;

XI. u u
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and it is even doubtful if they think of evil agencies in nature. They
have a story of the origin of all living things from a tree.

The Ovampos are of a very different type. Mr. Galton at once per-

ceived the contrast on seeing them for the first time. They are fine, ugly

The bony men with stronglj^-marked features, very dark in com-
Ovampos. plexion and with woolly hair, sometimes completely shaved.

They have no towns, dwelling in distant farm-homesteads, which are

very complex structures, especially those of the chiefs, being really a col-

lection of houses wherein families of several generations, together with
slaves, are accommodated ; but all the buildings are of small height,

although the outer close palisading is as high as they can make it.

Individual houses are absurdly small : only about five and a half feet

across and three feet high, with a conical thatched roof ; the door is but

two feet high and one and a half broad ; each hut is occupied by an
entire family. Sorghum and millet with milk are the staple foods, oxen

being only killed on festival oc-

casions ; but they eat the flesh

of almost every animal. Tliej''

drink a beer fermented from

sorghum.

The Ovampos wear less

clothing than the Kaffirs ; aprons

of dressed skin before and behind

being the principal garments.

Ear-rings of beads or shells, por-

tions of ostrich egg-shell, bead

necklaces, etc., are worn. The

middle lower incisors are chipped

or filed. In many respects the

Ovampos resemble the Kaffirs,

and it is probable that they must be classed among the Bantu.

The Bantu tribes of East Africa include probably the relatives of

the Southern Bantu, North of the Zambesi and East of Lake Nj^assa,

other Bantu lience very similar customs are found among them. Then*
tribes. moral state is very rudimentary, and they are fickle, venal,

and idle, gay and cunning. Many of them have cuts or tattoo marks on

the body, some being high continuous ridges. Like so many of the

Kaffir tribes, they use no salt, or only use it on rare occasions. Their

agriculture is varied, including man}'' forms of pulse, sweet potatoes, and

manioc, as well as cereals. Tobacco and cotton are among their crops.

They have few domestic cattle, but kill many wild animals. The}' are

said to have learnt from the Portuguese who hold the Mozambique coast-
j

to smelt iron ore and, make agricultural implements. They

can also weave reed mats, and make bamboo baskets so skil-

fully that they are watertight. They make thread out of bark fibre, and

SOUTH ATBICAN HEADDRESSES.
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make fishing-nets of it, and can even spin cotton into yarn and make a

coarse kind of cloth. They cross their rivers in canoes of bark sewn

too'ether with cords.

Polygamy is customary among them ; and women are regularly sold

by their parents, or even offered to strangers by their husbands. The

women do all the work that can be got out of them
;
only the Burial ->

men build the huts. The burial of chiefs is a time of great customs.

feasting and licence. The corpse is kept enveloped in cloth and allowed

to putrefy, and several months elapse before burial. One of the strange

customs supposed to show reverence to the dead, is indiscriminate rob-

bing and beating of people. The usual loud lamentations and beatings of

drums attend the funeral. His

favourite weapons are buried

with the chief, and a great

quantity'" of palm wine is poured

out. Not so long ago it was the

custom to bury the chief's wives

with him. Many offerings of

food and drink are made dur-

ing the prolonged ceremonies,

which last eight days. The
Makuas or Makoas, North-east

of the Shire, bury their dead

near their houses, placing the

body upright and naked in a

grave. Their shrieking is of a

horrible description, and they

cut off their hair in token of

mourning.

The chiefs hold their posi-

tion mainly by virtue of war-

like prowess, and are warlike

continually involved character,

in strife, in which they use

poisoned arrows, spears,

hatchets, and knives. They show great courage, attacking their enemies
in a body without organisation, and with wild war-cries. The Makuas
are especially obstinate in their warfare, fighting to the death, and
sacrificing their prisoners, whose flesh they eat raw. They are re-

cognised by having a crescent tattooed on their foreheads. They all

wear a lip-ring and file their teeth sharp. Some miissionary efforts

among them appear to give promise of good results.

The Manganjas are a numerous people inhabiting the uplands

around the Valley of the Shire. The women almost universally wear
the jjeZeZe, a shell or ring extending the upper lip enormously forward.

WOMAN OF ZAMBESI.
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On the Rovuma river it is worn even by the men. As is so usual among

African tribes, they are great believers in the poison ordeal.

The shores of Lake Nyassa are thickly peopled, all the people being

tattooed from head to foot with figures which specially mark the tribe.

The Matumboka, who live to the west of the lake, produce little wart-

like elevations on the face, giving a very repulsive appearance to the

women.
It is scarcely as yet possible to take a general view of the people of

this vast region, except to say that they are for the most part more allied

in race, and far more in language, to the Kaffirs, than to the Soudanese

HEAD MEN IN THE ROVUMA DISTRICT, EAST AFRICA. THE MAN ON THE RIGHT IS A MAVIA.

(Fr<)?ii a Phofograpli lent h)^ D\\ Beddoe, F.E.S.)

Negroes. "We must content ourselves for the most part with following

The fli6 descriptions of the more notable explorers. Cameron
UnyamuesL ("Across Africa") thus describes the natives of Unyamuesi,

north-east of Ugogo. Their distinguishing tribal marks are '' a tattooed

line down the centre of the forehead and on each temple ; the two tipper

front teeth are chipped so as to show a chevron-shaped gap ; and a small

triangular piece of hippopotamus ivory or of shell, ground down white and

polished, is hung round the neck. ^ Their ornaments consist principally of

beads and brass and iron wire. Chiefs and headmen wear enormous

cylindrical bracelets of ivory, extending from wrist to elbow, which
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are used also as signals in warfare. The noise • occasioned by striking

them together is heard at a long distance, and is used by the chiefs

as a call for their men to rally round them. The men usually shave

the crown of the head, and wear their hair twisted into innumerable

small strings."

Of the Manyema, north-west of Lake Tanganyika, Stanley says

(" Through the Dark Continent ") :
" Their arms are a short sword,

scabbarded with wood, to which are hung small brass and The

iron bells, and a light, beautifully balanced spear. Their Manyema.

shields were veritable wooden doors. Their dress consisted of a narrow

apron of antelope skin or finely made grass-cloth. They wore knobs,

coues, and patches of mud attached to their beards, back hair, and

behind the ears. At Kizambala, the natives had horns and cones of mud
on the tops of their heads. Others, more ambitious, covered the entire

head with a crown of mud. The women, blessed

with an abundance of hair, manufactured Natives of

it with a stiffening of light cane into a^^^ ambaia.

bonnet-shaped head-dress, allowing the back hair

to flow down to the waist in masses of ringlets.

They seemed to do all the work of life, for at all

hours they might be seen, with their large wicker

baskets behind them, setting out for the rivers or

creeks to catch fish, or returning with their fuel

baskets strapped on across their foreheads. Their

villages consist of one or more broad streets from

100 to 150 feet wide, flanked by low, square huts

arranged in tolerably straight lines, and generally

situated on swells of land, to secure rapid drainage.

At the end of one of these streets is the council

and gossip-house, overlooking the length of the

avenue. In the centre is a platform, of tamped
clay, with a heavy tree-trunk sunk into it, and in the

been scooped out a number of troughs, so that several

pound grain at once. The houses are separated into two or more apart

ments ; and on account of the compact nature of the clay and tamped
floor are easily kept clean. The roofs are shiny with the reek of

smoke, as though they had been painted with coal-tar. The household

chattels or furniture are limited to food-baskets, earthenware pots, an
assortment of wicker-work dishes, the family shield, spears, knives,

swords, and tools, and the fish-baskets lying outside. They are tolerably

hospitable, and permit strangers the free use of their dwellings. The
bananas and plantains are very luxuriant, while the Guinea palms supply

the people with oil and wine
; the forests give them fuel, the rivers fish,

and the gardens cassava, ground-nuts, and Indian corn. The chiefs

enact strict laws, and though possessed of but little actual power, either

MANYEMA GIRL.

wood have

women may
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of wealth or retinue, exact the utmost deference, and are exceedingly

ceremonious, being always followed by a drummer, who taps his drum

with masterly skill."

At Rubunga, about the most northerly point reached by the Congo,

the natives dress their hair in tufts on the back of the head, fastened

Natives of with iron hair-pins. " Tattooing is carried to excess, every
Rubunga portion of the skin bearing punctured marks, from the roots of

the hair down to the knees. Their breasts are like hieroglyphic parch-

ment charts, marked with raised figures, ledges, squares, circles, wavy
lines, tuberose knots, rosettes, and every conceivable design. No colour-

ing substance had been introduced into these incisions and punctures
;

the cuticle had simply been tortured and irritated by the injection

of some irritants or air. Indeed, some of the glossy tubercles, which

contained air, were as large as hens' eggs. As many as six thin ledges

marked the foreheads from temple to temple, as many ran down each

ADULT AND TOUTH OF EAST MANVEMA.

cheek, while from lower eyelid to base of septum curved wavy lines,

the chin showed rosettes, the neck seemed goitrous with the large vesi-

cular protuberances, while the front parts of their bodies afforded broad

fields upon which the native artist had displayed the exuberant fertility

of his genius." Consequently these people appear hideously deformed.

Their necklaces consist of human, gorilla, and crocodile teeth, so numerous
as to almost cover the neck. Many of these Central Africans cement
friendship by performing the rite of blood-brotherhood, before or after an
exchange of gifts. The Rubunga people were so eager and vigorous

about it that Mr. Stanley thought the proceeding very cannibalistic.

After an incision was made in each arm, the two " brothers " bent their

heads, and the native sucked with the greatest fervour and gusto.

At Chumbiri, a good way further to the south-west, the (Wayanzi)
women wore large brass collars, from two to three inches in diameter.

d
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some weighing thirty pounds, soldered permanent!}^ round tlie

neck, in addition to several pounds of brass wire for arm and
'^'^^^^^*°^^'

leg ornaments. The warriors and young men wore their hair in four
separate plaits, two of which overhung the forehead. Two lines are
very generally tattooed on the forehead. The Babwende, still lower

I
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down, have a curious habit. While visiting Stanley with gifts, and
having seated themselves for a chat, they suddenly began grinding

their teeth, as though in a mad rage.

We must reluctantly restrict our accounts of the African tribes, and
not even mention many tribes described by various explorers. They are,

however, as yet but little known scientifically. When they are more
thoroughly compared together, they wall be found to fall into a few
important groups, whose customs can be classified and compared. Till

then, it is wearisome and bewildering to read of the vast numbers of

savage tribes already made known, unless in the pages of some great

explorer like Livingstone or Stanley.

We must briefly refer to the people of the Zanzibar district, where

the Mahometans are once more found

People of in full force. The islands
Zanzibar. q£ Zanzibar, Pemba, and

Mafia, with a portion of adjacent

coast, are pretty well all that is now
left to the Sultan of Zanzibar, who
formerly swayed the w^hole Suaheli

coast. But this itself was only a

modern arrangement, for not a quarter

of a century ago this tract belonged

to the Imam of Muscat (South-east

Arabia). On the death of a recent

imam, however, his territory was
divided between his two sons. Se}'-

yid Bayash, a Wahabee, became
Sultan of Zanzibar in 1870; his

brother, Seyyid Khalifah, succeeded

Mixture of lii^i early in 1888. Here
races.

^j^^ population has become
a somewhat distinct type, owing t3

the large intermixture of Arabs for many generations with the Bantu
Suaheli ; indeed, so strong is the influence of the Arab blood, that

the people in general call themselves Arabs, and are zealous, sometimes

fanatical, Mahometans. The town of Zanzibar has a very mixed and
crowded population, including, besides Arabs and Suaheli, many Mala-

gasy, Hindus, Lascars, and Negro slaves. The town is a fine one, with

houses of white stone. The Hindus are of many tribes and castes, and
carry on the greater part of the trade, both import and retail ; but few
of them settle permanently; they nearly all return home Avhen they have

made enough money. Thc'slave trade, though nominally suppressed in

The slave ^dl these regions, still continues only too actively, though in a
trade, niore secret fashion than formerly. It will require some

generations at least before it can be extinguished, for the spirit of slavery

SON OF A CHIEF, CHUMBIEI.
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is deeply ingrained in the Africans themselves. So many tribes are

eager to enslave others, or to sell their own relatives for money or valned

articles, that the great demand from Persia, Arabia, etc., will long create

a supply. The horrors of the slave capture and the slave march are,

however, far worse than those of actual slavery, and yearly destroy very

many thousands of victims. Nothing but the most determined efforts of

civilised powers will, however, suffice to put a stop to African slavery

;

and it is to be feared that vast numbers of Africans will do no work at

all, unless under compulsion.

THE LATE SDLTAN OF ZANZIBAR.

The Suaheli are usually ^robust and well-formed, of a chocolate-

brown complexion, with short, woolly, crisp hair and scanty beard. They
have prominent lips and jaws, and somewhat flat noses. The ^he

Arab style of dress is, by those well-to-do, generally adopted, suaheii.

Long white tunics, covering a coloured vest, turbans, and sandals are

worn. The women usually wear a short-sleeved silk or cotton gown, and
the face is veiled, often with black silk ; a blue or black skirt is worn

li over the gown. Their eyebrows are blackened with soot, and their

finger nails reddened with henna. The poorer men have a simple short

kilt, the women wrap a cotton cloth round their body below the
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shoulders. While hospitable and friendly to strangers, they are often

extremely cunning, selfish, and mendacious. They are often very adept

in concealing their thoughts, and have much assurance and self-esteem.

They are very conservative, and not easily moved out of customary
paths, often drink to excess, and have little or no regard to chastity.

Still they make strong attachments, and can be made into faithful

servants by those possessed of the right genius. Agriculture is largely

followed, and domestic cattle are numerous. The Suaheli language is

one of the Bantu languages, and has spread very widely on the coast,

and in the interior of Eastern Africa.

The "VVanyika are a people further inland, between 3'' and b south.

They are an impudent warlike people—some, however, being very

Tjig
cowardly ; but their character in general is painted in very

wanyika. ^lark colours. They are still very primitive, wearing round

their waist only a dressed skin or a piece

of native cotton or bark-cloth ; on their

legs they wear pieces of hairy ox hide.

They shave the hair off their forehead,

and the rest is trained and stiffened

with fat into screw-like tufts, into which
an ostrich or other feather is stuck.

They are very fluent talkers, and very

fond of pleasure, having many riotous

festivals. The women do nearh^ all the

work, and the men have man}^ wives,

Avho are bought. The son of a Wanjdka
chief is not recognised as adult until he

has killed a man, no matter whom. The
dead are buried in deep graves, with the

head turned towards the south-west.

The ghosts of the dead are believed to

haunt the neighbourhood of the chief town of the tribe, where huts -are

built for them, and offerings made to them. They are very superstitious,

and believe in beings called inulungn^ who are both good and evil, and
may represent the powers of nature. All diseases are believed to be
caused by them, and consequently a medicine-man is called in to exorcise

the evil spirit. Rain-makers are devoutly believed in.

The Masai and the Wakwafi of the Kilima-njaro region are said to

show relationship to the Hamitic peoples, but this can hardly be settled

The Masai y^^' "^^^J li^ve projecting jaws and high cheek-bones, but

w^kw fi

*^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ straight. They are of a very ferocious type, and
are continually at war with one another ; but all foreigners

are hateful to them. They show great courage, but defer much to their

seniors. They have no settled abodes, but camp in suitable places for

a longer or shorter time, forming regular towns with tent-like huts
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covered with hides and grass. The whole town is surrounded by a

thorn-Hke hedge and a ditch, and sentinels are always on guard. They

are largely pastoral, having heads of cattle, sheep, and goats. Their diet

is chiefly animal, and they make butter and eat honey.

Women are in a very subordinate position among these people.

They are sometimes tortured or mutilated
;
girls are fattened for marriage.

Polygamy is common, wives being bought for a certain number of

cattle.

The Masai claim exclusive ownership of the surrounding plains and

wilderness, and are very difficult to deal with, owing to their warhke

organisation. Their armies number several thousand men. Military

and they usually try to completely surround their enemy. ^'^^^'^^^^^^"^

They maintain a very severe discipline, a coward being cut to pieces

before the eyes of the rest. They often make predatory expeditions,

and lay waste the whole country, not taking prisoners, but killing men
and women in cold blood. They have thick clubs which they can throw

a hundred feet with great precision, often dashing out the brains of an

enemy. They have an idea of the sky, or rain (called Eugai), as a

great power, which they suppose dwells on Kilima-njaro; but they in-

voke an ancestral hero to intercede with Eugai. The medicine-man

and sorcerer are as powerful among them as among most other African

tribes.

It would be fruitless to attempt as yet to define precisely the

possessions of various European powers in the regions we have been

describing. Vast tracts have been claimed by or assigned to
^^^ recent

the various powers by agreement among themselves, and too scramble for

often without taking much account of the natives ;
but these

so-called protectorates, or " spheres of influence," are in many cases very

unreal at present, and amount to little but the occupation of portions of

coast line and of river bank, and the assertion of a certain amount of

authority over the natives when they threaten to become troublesome

to traders. Colonisation in the true sense scarcely exists, and it is

doubtful whether it can ever be thoroughly carried out. French

France has almost all the West Coast, from Campo river possessions.

(2' 20' N.) down to the Loango river, about 5° S., including the Gaboon

and the Ogoway rivers, and a large part of the north-west bank of

the Congo. Germany has the coast north of this French
ggj^m^n

territory, including the Cameroons district, and south of the sphere of

Portuguese territory, from Cape Frio to the Orange River

(excepting the small British settlement of Walfisch Bay), and claims

some influence as far as 20' east latitude, thus including Damaraland
and Great Namaqualand. Germany has also obtained from the Sultan

of Zanzibar, and by agreement with England, the large region between
Mount Kilima-njaro and the river Rovuma, opposite the middle of Lake
Nyassa.
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The Congo Free State, under tlie auspices of the King of the

Belgians, and of Mr. H. M. Stanley, possesses a tract on the north bank

The Congo ^^ *^^® Congo from its mouth to Manyanga, where the French
Free State, come in, and claim this bank as far as the mouth of the

Likona. Thence the Congo State claims rights as far as 4"^ N. and 30'' E.,

and south to Lake Bangweolo ('12' S.), and west to 24' E., reaching north-

ward to 6" S. and westwards to the south bank of the Congo at Nokki.

The estimated area is over a million square miles, which Mr. Stanley

imagines to contain twenty-seven millions of people.

The Portuguese colonies in South Africa are extensive, partl}^ of

long standing, partly of recent

Portuguese acquisition. They
territory, include, on the "West

Coast, in the former class, sta-

tions north of the Congo (Ca-

benda and Loango), the south-

ern mouth of that river up to

Nokki, with all the intervening

territory to Anibriz ;
while

Angola, Benguela, and Mossa-

medes, extending down to the

German line at Cape Frio, are

old settlements. On the East

Coast, Portugal has held Mo-
zambique and Sofala since the

end of the fifteenth century,

and is now allowed to rule

from near Cape Delgado to

Delagoa Bay ; only a small

part of this immense territory

is really held. Portugal, how-

ever, now claims a belt of land

extending right across Africa

between her eastern and west-

ern colonies.

In addition to Bechuanaland, British influence has lately been

asserted over the territory north of the German cession from Zanzibar,

British extending across the equatorial region, and to Lake Victoria
power,

jq^yanza. Thus the scramble for Africa has left Great Britain

in possession of the most fertile and habitable portions of South Africa,

with by far the most advanced settlements, and considerably more than

one-third of the total external trade of the continent. France has

about one quarter of the external trade. It is to be hoped that, with- ii

out further quarrelling, all parties will set to work to make the best

possible use of their •' spheres of influence," and realise that the course

MASAI MARRIED WOMAN.
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which is best for the interests and welfare of the natives will in the lone
run be best for European traders. •

*

ON THE WAR PATH IN MASAI IiANl>.

In the territory recognised as Portuguese, the coast kingdoms of
Loango, Kabenda, and Kakongo, north of the Congo, were formerly sub-

I
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ject to the king of the native state of Congo, Here the fetish priests

are still supreme, really electing the kings, and keeping them
Kabenda, under strict control by the rites they enforce and the very
a ongo.

j^^-^jj^gj,Qyg things they forbid them to do or see. In some cases

these restrictions are so irksome that no native can for years be induced

to accept the throne ; then the coffin of the dead king is kept unburied,

and the fetish priests rule meanwhile. Their tyrannical influence over

the people is almost unbounded. The natives are rather undersized and

not so muscular as many negroes, but have considerable skill in the arts,

some being excellent weavers and making silk-like fabrics out of little

but bast and straw.

Immediately south of the Congo the tribes are in a more primitive

EAK STKETCHER AND EAK ORNAMENTS, MASAI LAND.

condition than in Angola proper ; but the men wear a waistcloth fastened

The Bunda with a bit of red baize, and the women are still more cov-
tribes. ered. The Mussurongo are a piratical tribe near the mouth

of the river on both sides, who shave their heads, or cut the hair short,

or into pecuHar patterns. They belong to a division of Bantu known
as the Bunda group, also including the people of Loando. All these re-

tain some of the education and Christian ideas spread among them by
Portuguese missionaries two centuries ago ; bvit some of the tribes under

Portuguese rule are among the most degraded of Africans, very ugly,

wild, savage, and suspicious.

Mr. Monteiro, in his " Angola and the River Congo," gives a very

unfavourable picture of the negroes in that region. He regards the de-
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velopment of tlie miasma-proof negro as coincident with an arrest of de-

velopment of the intellect. He has never in many years seen nv, t f

a negro show the least tenderness towards a negress, or kiss or Angoiese

caress one. Their passions are pnrely of an animal description,
"

and jealonsy scarcely exists, unfaithfulness in a wife being punishable

by fining the paramour. Mothers are rarely seen fondling or playing

with their babies. They all delight in witnessing an animal tortured
;

and a negro may be thrashed to within an inch of his life and show no
malice or vindictiveness afterwards. Similarly, no benefit is a subject of

gratitude, though he may express pleasure at obtaining something with-

out effort. Even among those who have accepted the white man's idea of

a Creator, there remains the belief that the white man's God is different

from that of the black man. The fetish system is still fully in force.

There are few great chiefs among these people, every town having its

own chief and council, usually ten or twelve of the elders, termed Macotas.

The office of chief or king descends from uncle to nephew or niece, by
the sister's side. " Every king has a stick of office

; this is in form like

a straight, thick, smooth walking-stick, generally made of ebony, or of

other wood dyed black. These sticks are always sent with a messenger

from the king, and serve to authenticate the message. The principal

insignia of the king's office is the cap, which is hereditary. It resembles

a short nightcap, and is made of fine fibre, generally that of the wild

pineapple leaf, and some are beautifully woven with raised patterns.

The king never wears it in the usual way, but on any occasion of cere-

mony it is carried on the head doubled in four.

" The appearance of some of the kings dressed in their fine clothes

is very ridiculous. A red or blue baize cloak thrown over the shoulders

is considered the correct thing, particularly over an old uni- Amusing
form of any kind, the more gold lace on it the better. The "y*^ ^^®ss-

old king of Quirillo, on the road to Bembe, was as amusing a figure as

any I have seen. He always used to appear in a woman's brightly-

coloured chintz gown, with a short red cloak over his shoulders, and a

great brass cavalry helmet over his head, his black wrinkled face in a

broad grin of satisfaction."

As a specimen of African manners, few occasions are more typical

than the reception of travellers by native kings ; and these are often

similar over a wide tract of country. The king dresses in his a state

best, and the meeting takes place in front of the king's abode reception,

or under a great baobab tree. The servants of the traveller on the one

side and almost the whole of the inhabitants on the other, squat or stand

about. In the Angola region the traveller's retinue first " clap hands,"

to the king and macotas. The king in return extends his left hand
horizontally in front of him with the palm upwards, placing the back of

the right hand flat on the left palm, and waving the projecting fingers

quickly in succession. The king then addresses one of the macotas,

I
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delivering his welcome to the traveller, who puts forward one of his

attendants as interpreter, and the macota delivers to him the king's

speech ; through him too the traveller returns his compliments, and
makes the king suitable presents, including of course a bottle of wine or

rum, which the king and his macotas drink
;
and the king makes the

traveller a small present in return. It is most essential to employ inter-

preters in this procedure, however well the parties may understand one

another's language.

Slavery seems to have been a natural product of negro life in Angola

and Benguela ; and although the Portuguese till lately maintained it, and

Slavery and recognised it, it does not appear to have been of a very harsh
trade. description, slaves living in the utmost amity with their mas-

ters, and mistresses and slaves working together in the fields. Formerlj-

there were great exportations of slaves from Portuguese West Africa to

Brazil, concurrent with the ivory trade, for which slaves were needful

as carriers. Many kinds of agriculture and trade

have sprung up in late 3^ears. The ground-nut

is largely exported for its oil ; cotton is increas-

ingly grown
; baobab bark fibre, indiarubber,

copal gum, etc., are also important products.

But for the most part the bad government of

Portugal has failed egregiously to develop the

resources of the country.

Loanda, or St. Paul de Loanda, is a develop-

ing town, with considerable public buildings.

Market scene good shops and stores, and w^de roads

. „ . . >^ , .
at Loanda. ^-^^ streets. The open market is a

//' ;
'•

"y-y'jf
'

' scene of great excitement and noise. The ven-
'

dors are mostly women, wearing straw hats with
CONGO NEGBO. 1 • 1 j. 1 1 11 TTbnms almost as large as umbrellas. Here may

be seen, according to Monteiro, all kinds of dishes attractive to negroes

:

wooden dishes full of small pieces of pork
;
pots of cooked beans and

palm oil, retailed in large spoonfuls eaten on the spot ; terrible looking

messes of fish, cakes, and pastry, thickly covered with large files, jars

of Indian-corn beer, live fowls, ducks, white tomatoes, bananas, and all

kinds of fruits. The women squat oh their heels, with their wares in

I'ront; and their babies roll about in the sand and rubbish, with a swarhi

of mongrel dogs and lean, long-snouted pigs quarrelling for stray morsels.

Fish is abundant on this coast.

The usual negro dress in Angola is a waistcloth reaching to the

knees or ankles, and another thrown over the shoulders ; but an ap-

proach to European costume is often made, the chimney-pot

hat being a great object of ambition. The women wear an

indigo-black cotton cloth, tightly folded round the body from armpits to

feet ; and another long piece covers the head, and is crossed over the

Costume.
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chest, or hangs loosely clown over the shoulders. Beneath this they

usually have a coloured print, and this alone is worn by the poorer

classes. Both men and women talk aloud to themselves while walking.

Benguela, Mossamedes, and Ambriz are other considerable towns in

Portuguese territory. There are some tribes distinctly differing from

the prevailing Bunda type, such as the Libollo and the Quissama, which
tribes are hereditary enemies. These have hitherto maintained almost

complete independence of the Portuguese. They are short, very dark,

and extremely dirty in their habits. There are numerous other timid

and small-sized tribes, which appear to be remains of primitive peoples

fast disappearing, some living in caves and fissures in the hills, and

fleeing before visitors.

This great country is inhabited by but a handful of Europeans, most

of whom only look for a return home when they have made a fortune
;

and few indeed are the instances of anything like complete European

acclimatisation. In Mossamedes alone, in the south of the residents.

Portuguese territory, do the families of Europeans flourish
;
and nearly

to this point the Boers have extended their " trekking " from Southern

Africa, Brazilian immigrants, too, partly of Portuguese blood, are

settling here. There are also some Canarese half-breeds from Goa, who
occupy positions as priests, teachers, and accountants. Such is the feeble

contribution which the European races have made to a country which
they have despoiled in three centuries of at least a million of slaves,

whose capture and transport probably represents the destruction of three

or four millions.

The so-called kingdom of Congo abuts on the Portuguese possessions

on the north-east ; it has now but a shadow of its former influence.

Three hundred years ago, when the Jesuits " converted " it, the Kingdom of

king ruled over a large number of subordinate chiefs and terri- Congo.

tories, and could assemble a large army. The king's power was kept up
by his control of the slave and ivory trade, and his receipt of most of the

proceeds. His state ceremonial, and the customs of the country, have

been elaborately described by the missionaries, but they are too lengthy

for us to recount. In the past there was much cruel human sacrifice and

cannibalism among these people, Recentl}', fresh Catholic and other

missions have gone to San Salvador, as the Portuguese call the Congo

capital, Ambassi. Don Pedro, the present negro king, has become the

vassal of Portugal ; and French, Portuguese, and Dutch factories have

been founded near the royal abode.

But the capacity of the Bantu peoples in this region for organisa-

tion is shown by various other tribes. In the region of the great river

Kassai, a tributary of the Congo, the Walunda have an im- other Bantu

portant kingdom (TJlunda), the king of which is officially i^i^gdoms.

termed Muatu-Yamvo. Another large kingdom near the sources of the

Luapula, is that of Muata Kazembe. South of the Lualaba, or Congo, at

XI. X X
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Nyangwe, is the extensive kingdom of Urua, ruled by Kasongo, who
appoints a large number of tribal chiefs, and maintains both a sort of

feudal and a caste system. This kingdom is, in its turn, being cut down
by the enterprise of the Kioko, a notable hunting race, including many
capable smiths, who are gradually pushing northwards.

It is evident that the Bantu peoples of South Africa have an organ-

ising power formerly little dreamt of; and, like the Mahometan kingdoms

of the Soudan, they give a very different impression of African character

from that formerly derived from West African tribes and negro slaves in

America.

It is very doubtful whether Europeans will do any good to the

Africans by destroying those organisations among them which appear

natural and suited to the people. To aid a natural development rather

than to destroy it ; to take advantage of such roots of sound growth as

appear to exist, to supply means of civilisation in such directions as the

Africans can appreciate ; and to gradually introduce the elements of

morality without asperity, and by means of example as well as precept,

would seem to be the wisest methods. And it does not follow that

Mahometanism should be regarded as entirely hateful or objectionable in

Africa, if it will bind together peoples, teach behef in one Grod, and
restrain the growth of intemperance, which is one of the worst contribu-

tions of Europe to Africa.

I>AM.\PA CHIEF S TOMB.



SAKALAVA CHIEFS, MADAGASCAR.

CHAPTEE X.

Early inliabitants—European invaders—Radama I.—Ranavalona I.—Rev. W. Ellis—Radama II.—

Rasoherina—Ranavalona II.—The Frencli treaty—Tlie Sakalavas—Primitive mode of burial

—Religion—The Eastern coast tribes—The Sihanaka—A Bara warrior—The Hovas—Character
—The Betsileo—Treatment of old and young—Houses—Handicrafts—Grades of rank—Laws
—Religion and education—Former religious ideas—Mauritius and Reunion.

AT what period the great island of Ma-
dagascar became known in Northern

Africa or in Asia is doubtful, but it is

probable that Arab traders Early

long ago voyaged thither. It "iiiabitants.

was Marco Polo who made it first known
in Europe, in the thirteenth century.

AVho were the original inhabitants of

the island is quite unknown, but there

are reports of former people allied to

the Bushmen of South Africa ; and con-

siderable remains of early inhabitants

who built cairns and tumuli and stone

circles are yet to be seen. The vast pro-

portion of the present inhabitants are

undoubtedly descendants of invaders

and settlers. Some of these are negroes from Africa, others are Arabs,

others again are Hindus ; but the bulk are of the Malay race, and all

speak a Malay language.

I
G75
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Voyagers from Portugal discovered Madagascar in 1506, and named
it St. Lawrence's island : in 1540 they attempted to settle there, but

European were promptly massacred by the natives, only a few escaping.
invaders. Successive attempts of the Dutch and English failed ; and in

1642, the French Societe de I'Orient, under Richelieu's patronage, at-

tempted to found a colony in the South-East ; but the colonists endured

many hardships and had little success for long, the chief result of their

labours being the conferring of the name " lie Dauphine " upon the

island in 1665. Finally the French were driven out by the natives in

1672 ; but they never ceased to regard Madagascar as part of their

dominions. In the eighteenth century repeated expeditions were sent

thither from France, and a great deal of scientific exploration was done

by French naturalists.

Probably the entire island has never been under one sovereign ; but

the Hovas have long been an important race and held extensive swaj^ in

the central parts. Long lists of their rulers exist. In the last

quarter of the last century a chief succeeded, named Andrian-

impoina, who, after adding several provinces to his territories, which
still remained tributary to the Sakalava chiefs of Menabe, on the western

side of the island, left his power to his son Radama I. (1810), who changed
the face of Malagasy history. English soldiers were at once taken into

his service to drill his army ; treaties were" made with the British ; the

Sakalavas were subdued ; European missionaries were admitted and pro-

tected
; the foreign slave-trade was suppressed ; schools were established :

printing was introduced ; a,nd the French were opposed and attacked

whenever they appeared. In 1828, Radama died and was succeeded by

, one of his queens, Ranavalona, in consequence of a court
Ranavalona I. .

-^ ' '
, .

conspiracy
; and as her party were idol-worshippers, a reaction

towards heathendom took place. At first missionaries were tolerated,

but after a time they and all converts were persecuted, a large number
being put to death ; at the same time anarchy prevailed in many parts.

For many years little intelligence about the Hovas reached the outer

world, and it is only known that wars of a disastrous character were con-

tinually going on. The Hovas continually attacked the Sakalava chiefs

of the North-west coast, and the latter at last sought the help of the

French (1839-40), who again made settlements. For some years the only

European resident at the Hova capital was a Frenchman named Laborde,
who was in high favour at court, and used all his influence in favour of

the French.

In 1853, the Rev. W. Ellis, of the London Missionary Society, landed
at Tamatave, and succeeded in reopening Madagascar to British influence.

T, TO- T.„.
Meanwhile the crown prince Rakoto, son of Ranavalona,

Rev. W. Ellis, n ,

,

, -y-,
'

formally sought a French protectorate. After some daring

attempts had been made by the Frenchman Lambert to effect a revolution
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in favour of the French, E,anavalona died in 1861, and her son (Rakoto)

Radama 11. became king. He at once proclaimed religious

freedom, invited traders from Mauritius and Reunion, abolished

duties on exports and imports, restored to their former owners lands

which had been confiscated owing to their profession of Christianity, and
in many ways showed a reforming spirit. He proceeded, however, too

rapidly and offended too many prejudices, and he was put to death in

1863. His successor, Queen Rasoherina, was proclaimed ; but the prime

minister announced that " for the future the word of the sove-
' reign alone was not to be law, but the sovereign, the nobles,

and the heads of the people were to unite in making the laws." Religion

remained free, and friendship with foreigners was to be maintained ; but

the first article of the constitution was rather a startling one, " The
sovereign shall not drink spirituous liquors." This reign was attended

by continued sanguinary contests with the Sakalavas. Queen Rasoherina

died in 1868, and the government proclaimed her cousin Ranavalona II.

queen.

Her accession was marked by the non-bringing-forth of idols at her

first public appearance, or at the funeral of the late queen. Christianity

Ranava- was at once seen to have a stronger hold upon the country,
lona II. ^^ ^]^Q queen's coronation a copy of the Scriptures in Malagasy

was placed by her side. The queen soon married her prime minister,

Rainilaiarivony. This was followed by the abolition of the privileges of

the idol-keepers, and by the burning of the royal idols, an example which
was imitated very largely throughout the country. Since then a general

development of Malagasy power has taken place. In 1877, all the

Mozambique (negro) slaves in the island were emancipated. In 1879, a

responsible ministry was formed. In 1883, Ranavalona II. died, and was
succeeded by the third queen of that name. We cannot give details of

the recent conflict of France with Madagascar. Although the French
may consider that they have gained something by their expedition and

The French negotiations, their path was by no means easy, and the Hovas
treaty. demonstrated that no power could readily overcome the diffi-

culties of conquering them. The treaty of peace which the two powers
signed towards the end of 1885, did not formally recognise the sovereignty

of the Queen of Madagascar over the whole island ; but her administra-

tion of the whole island is definitely mentioned. Even the French pro-

tectorate of the island, which was so vigorously claimed, is not granted,

although the French are to take charge of foreign relations, through a

resident at Antananarivo
; they received, however, a considerable indem-

nity from the Hovas.

The Malagasy may be divided into, (1), the lowland or coast tribes,

the Sakalava on the West, and the Betsimisaraka on the East
; (2), the

The forest tribes, the Sihanaka, the Tanala, and Tankay
; (3), the

Sakalavas. higlilanders, the Hovas aijd Betsileo. The Sakalavas were
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until about two hundred years ago divided into very many tribes, but

became consolidated into a southern (Menabe) and a northern kingdom

(Iboina), having been united by the chiefs of a small tribe of superior

energy, the Sakalavas. Until the rise of the Hovas in the present century,

they were the most powerful people in the island, having European arms

and ammunition, and apparently some European blood in the veins of

their chiefs. They, are as yet comparatively little known by foreigners,

and missionaries have made little headway with them, as they are very

superstitious. They are chiefly a pastoral people, and feed largely upon
maize and other roots.

All the coast people are darker than the highlanders ; but the

southern Sakalava approach a negro complexion, and are of a strong

constitution and fine physique. Mr. "Walen, a Norwegian missionary,

says :
" They have long curly

hair, high and broad foreheads,

large and deep-set eyes, and wide

nostrils, with supercilious airs

and bold appearance, having

good mental power and easily

excited passions, making them
rude, wild, and often raging in

their conduct. On the whole,

the Sakalava are a sly, perfidi-

ous, brutal, and arrogant people,

given to stealing, drinking, fight-

ing, and plundering at every

place where they make their

appearance." An European is

never safe among them. They
live in perpetual fear and sus-

picion of each other. Nobody is

sure that his nearest relations are not plotting to kill him for his pro-

perty, or to sell him into slavery. Fighting is a daily habit with them
;

but fewer are killed than might be expected, as they are not truly

courageous. The coast people are largely fishermen, those a little way
inland are husbandmen, the latter supplying rice to the former in ex-

change for salt and fish. The coast people have become considerably

intermixed with foreign blood, Arab and negro. The southern Sakalava
are very hostile to the Hovas.

The Northern tribe of the Antankarana, numbering not more than
20,000, retain many primitive beliefs and customs. The Western mem-
bers of the tribe have embraced Mahometanism ; but it has not p . . .

a very great hold on them. However, they shave the head mode of

and wear the long flowing dress of the Arabs. Their funeral '^^^^^

ceremonies are old survivals. The corpse is sewn up in an ox-hide,
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and bound tight with cords. Then great quantities of beef and rum
are consumed by the mourners. The cords are drawn tighter every day
until only the bones remain. These are then laid in one of their long

narrow canoes, with its two ends cut off square, and covered in, and the

whole conveyed to the family cemetery on the east coast, amid con-

tinuous musket-firing. A cup and a plate are placed beside the coffin,

and at intervals the friends go in large numbers and hold a feast of rice

and rum in their cemeteries, where they are supposed to be joined by the

spirits of their dead ancestors.

The eastern Antankarana retain their primitive paganism, but

acknowledge one supreme God, whose presence is especially associated

with tall trees, high hills, and striking natural objects ; and

these are held sacred by them. Ghosts are believed to work
all evil ; and they have to be appeased, especially at places where any
misfortune or accident has happened. They have a few priests,—a close

caste, bitterly opposed to Christianity,—who are supposed to perform

miracles, and bless or curse people.

The eastern coast tribes, of whom the Betsimisaraka are the lightest,

with the straightest hair, are on the whole much more gentle and docile

The eastern than tliose on the West, and have submitted more readily
coast tribes. ^Q ^j^g Hovas. The more southern people are darker, and
many of these have frizzly hair. They are not elevated in morals, and
very idle, but are cleaner in their dress and dwellings than other tribes.

The Sihanaka live in the northern lake country, and are not very

different from the Hovas, but much more primitive. They have many
The cattle, grow much rice, and catch fish. The men fish for eels,

Sihanaka. ^^^ women catcli small fish in a sieve-like basket, and the

little children have their tiny canoes, from which they fish with bait.

Some of these people are greatly addicted to astrology, observing lucky

and unlucky days. If a stranger comes to them in an unlucky month,

or day, or part of a day, they will not allow him to enter their village.

Their houses are made chiefly of a plant named Zozoro (a tall sedge), the

floor and walls being lined with fine matting. There are no partitions
;

the hearth is at the south-west, the bedstead (fixed) is at the south-east

corner, with the head to the north, and between the hearth and the

bedstead the master of the house has his seat. These positions are the

contrary of those obtaining among the Hovas. Shelving is arranged all

round the house, furnished with covered baskets and earthern dishes,

made by the mistress and her female slaves. The men wear a cloth

round the loins, and the end is thrown over the shoulders ; the women
wear a kind of skirt, which consists of a piece of cloth sewn up, into

which they get like getting into a bag.

The Tankay, or Bezanozano, live in a very wooded country, with
little open space for rice-growing. Both men and women plait their hair

into very numerous long, narrow plaits, which hang loose about the head
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like a fringe. The Tanala inhabit a long stretch of forest region only a

lew miles wide, to the east of the central plateau and south of the

Tankay. Some of their settlements, perched on lofty hills in the midst

of forests, have never been conquered by the Hovas. The Bara, occupy-

ing an extensive country still farther south, are in a very uncivilised

condition, divided into a number of petty States, constantly at war with

each other. They are described as distrustful, suspicious, churlish and

inhospitable, and very superstitious and immoral, being also very rough

and filthy in speech and manners. The Rev. J. Richardson a Bara

thus describes a Bara warrior :
" His hair is done up into knobs warrior,

of fat, wax, and whitening, numbering from ten to one hundred and

twenty
;
and on the crown is a chignon of the same materials, about the

size of, or larger than, a cricket ball ; each knob is impacted against the

other, and all have the ring of a

hard wax ball. On his forehead

or temples he carries his large

charm, or round shell, about the

size of a crown-piece. Round his

neck he carries a number of

beads of various sizes, and a few

small wooden charms. In his

ears he will have rings or pieces

of wood, sometimes sticking in

the lobe of the ear, and some-

times hanging down like ear-

drops. Hanging round his neck,

and resting on his breast, he

carries a circular charm, about

six inches long, covered with

innumerable small beads, with
two or more long ones at the end.

The stock of his gun,—a flint-lock obtained from the traders on the coast,

—is covered with brass-headed nails. His spear-heads are very bright

and well-tempered. His belt, which is sometimes six inches broad, his

powder-horn, his cartridge-box and tinder-flask, are decorated with brass-

headed nails, to the number of 120, and each one the size of a shilling, or

even a florin. Hanging from the shoulder and resting on his right side,

he carries his scarf of charms. Round his loins he wears a few yards of

cloth, coloured or plain. Slung on his gun are a pair of sandals."

The Hovas of the highest stamp are comparatively few, and it has

been conjectured that they are late immigrants from Java. They are of

a light olive colour, although many of the people living with

them are very dark, and are also called Hovas. They are

mostly below middle height and well-proportioned ; their features are

ather flat ; their lips are sometimes thin, sometimes rather thick ; their

HOVA WOMAN.

I
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hair is soft, black, and mostly straight. Their eyes are usually hazel. In

all their movements they are graceful and agile. Their language is un-

mistakably derived from the Malay, like that of most of the other tribes.

Altogether, the Hovas are marked by much greater ability for

governing, organising, and united action than the other tribes. Yet
there was a time, not so long ago, when they were despised

and proscribed. No doubt they have cruel traits in their

character, and have not unfrequently proved treacherous ; but the

influence of Christianity upon them seems to have been remarkably

beneficial.

The Betsileo are a taller race than the Hovas, and several degrees

darker ; they evidently show traces of mixture with Negro blood.

Morally Mr. Shaw described them as being; in advance of the
TI16 CslfSilso

' Hovas ; but lying and cheating were not thought wrong. They
are naturally a most quarrelsome and plundering people, and have very

many slaves. They also spend much time in lawsuits, often, it is said,

beggaring their families for the sake of a rice-field worth not more than

eighteenpence. Drunkenness is very rife among them, rum being largely

made. Their chief possessions consist of cattle ; their wants are simple,

and their habits indolent.

The clannish feeling is very strong among the Betsileo, the various

tribes keeping themselves strictly apart. Family feeling is at the same

Treatment
^^^® vigorous ; the young and old are well cared for. Mr.

of old Shaw describes the love of the parents to their children as
young.

jj^^Q^gg^ ji^ being by no means uncommon to see the son carry-

ing the aged parent on his back. They are really very hospitable, and
owing to this have not unfrequently been imposed upon by strangers,

who have stolen their children for slaves. They are fond of spending

freely at funeral feasts and in providing large tombs for the dead.

The Betsileo appear to be scarcely, if at all, inferior in intellect to

the Hovas, though they have not progressed so far. The children learn

readily, and take eagerly to calculation. Many superstitions

remain among them, but Christianity is gaining ground.

Their small wooden or bamboo houses are so plastered as to prevent

ventilation, and the one door and one window are each not more than

about thirty inches high and a corresponding distance from the ground.

The bedstead, reaching from the ceiling to the floor, is panelled and
closed all round, except a small opening. There is no exit for the smoke,
except by the window or door, and all cooking is done within the house.

The Malagasy are very skilful in handicrafts. They have long been
expert at the manufacture of cotton, cloth, linen, and silk. Good cloth is

H di ft
^^^® from banana fibre, the rofia palm, etc. ; but these are mostly

* now superseded by foreign manufactured articles. Mats and
baskets are very successfully made. A number of industries connected
with the hides and carcases of cattle have lately been introduced. Pot-
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tery is largely manufactured, but without ornament. A simple mode of

smelting iron is practised, and a good many articles of iron are made.

Turtle-catcliing, for the shells, is largely practised by the Sakalavas.

The Hovas cannot be said to have invented a very high order of archi-

tecture. In 1861, Antananarivo was crowded with wooden buildings with

high-pitched roofs and projecting horns ; the roofs were rush-thatched.

There is seldom any ornamental carving in these houses. In recent

years, many brick and stone houses have been built, and many artisan

trades have developed on the European model. Progress is still retarded

by inferior means of communication, roads and wheeled vehicles being

rare, and most commodities having to be conveyed along rough and

often hilly tracks on the shoulders of bearers.

The Hovas have several important grades of rank, and attach great

importance to etiquette. After the actual royal family, rank the des-

cendants of the eldest and second sons of Ralambo, the ancient Grades of

head of the dynasty, who form two considerable clans. The ^^^•

nobles, ranking next, act as judges, and deliver royal messages to the

people in their general assembly, or Kabary. Marriages are only legal

between members of the same caste. Most of the laws are somewhat

peculiar, according to European ideas. Thus, " any person having five

houses and upwards destroyed by fire in the town, shall pay

three bullocks and three dollars to the sovereign ; no excuse

can be admitted, and the three bullocks shall be killed for the people in

the town. . . . Any person found guilty of stealing fowls, shall

receive forty stripes and have his or her hair cut off." But on the whole

they are praiseworthy, and exhibit a distinct originality. Many of the

ministers and government officials of the present day have been trained

in the native Baptist colleges.

In some respects the Christian Church of Madagascar is peculiar, not

specially following any English model. The pastors and officers are

chosen by the people, and there is a mixture of Presbyterian- Religion and

ism and Independency. A system of national education has education,

been established, extending over the central provinces, and already

achieving considerable results. Compulsory education has also been

proclaimed in the Betsileo country. The total population of Madagascar

is estimated at from four to five millions.

The religious ideas of the Malagasy, when the Europeans first visited

them, much resembled those of certain Melanesian peoples. Believing in

a vague superior impersonal power, they held it to be a sort of

helper to be invoked. The good and the evil genius in nature religious

impersonated, thunder and lightning and earthquake were
venerated, as also were deceased sovereigns. The ghosts of ancestors

were also honoured and prayed to as guardians of their surviving friends.

Amulets and charms were trusted in by each person and family. Croco-

diles' teeth were most potent charms. Many kinds of images were
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treated as gods, supposed to be active for good and evil. The powerful

idols were kept in houses, where they were questioned, their votaries

supplying the answers, giving cures and charms, and revealing the

future. These idols were kept in great seclusion, although not at all

extraordinary, usually human figures not more than a foot long ; but they

were always carefully wraj^ped in scarlet cloth or velvet. They were

appealed to when taking the oath of allegiance to the king, or when
taking the ordeal of the tangena pc>ison. On some occasions they were
carried about to expel diseases, to give courage in war, to protect against

lightning, etc. The keepers of the national idols were much honoured,

being regarded as nobles, and invested with the power of life and death.

Mauritius, 550 miles east of Madagascar, discovered by the Portu-

guese in 1507, was uninhabited, and its present population is entirely due

Mauritius to immigration since then. The Dutch, who took it in 1598,
and Reunion, ^^med it after their Prince Maurice ; but they abandoned it

in 1710, and the French took possession in 1715, and called it " He de

France." One of the ablest governors, Labourdonnais, introduced the

culture of the sugar-cane, and promoted cotton and indigo growing
;

other French governors introduced other important plants, and Mauritius

became a valuable colony. In 1810 the English captured it, and retained

it after the treaty of Paris
; but it is still largely a French colony in

language and in feeling, retaining many of the old French laws. There
is a considerable mixed English, French, and half-caste population, and a

much larger and very mixed Oriental one, Hindu coolies numbering two-

thirds of the whole. There are also many African Negroes, Malagasy,

Singalese, Chinamen, Malays. They have not always been well-treated

by the planters, and much discontent has consequently arisen. Reunion,

or Bourbon, 115 miles south-west, belonging to France, has a population

composed of much the same elements.



CHAPTER XL
'

IBisitnbution of aifncan l\i\tt^.

THE peoples of Africa are not so diversified as those of Asia and

Europe, The principal regions inhabited by various races are

indicated on the adjoining map of Africa. The figures indicate the races

as follows:—!. JolofFs, Mandingoes, etc.; 2. Dahomans ; 3, Berbers;

4. Fellaheen; 5. Bari ; 6. Haussa ; 7. Furs; 8. Fulbs or Fulahs ; 9.

OFerro

3oJ L, I Hamites.
I<fel^?:i Ethiopians.

Fulbs.

iaH Negroes.

l-w-^?:! Bantu.

I
''': ',! Hottentots
{''\ HOVAS.

— I \

40 20 CO iO

AFRICA.
(The numbers on the Map show the regions inhabited by the various nations and tribes.)

Tuareg; 10. Nubians; 11. Abyssinians ; 12. Gallas ; 13. Somalis (the

last four are sometimes termed collectively Ethiopians ; 14. Ashantis

15. Kanuri ; 16. Monbuttu ; 17. Niam-Niam ; 18. Obongo ; 19. Akka
20. Dinka; 21. Bongo; 22. Zulus; 23. Congoese tribes; 24. Suaheli

25. Fans; 26. Hottentots; 27. Bushmen; 28. Hovas.

Any estimate of the population of Africa must at present be

conjectural, as a census has only been taken in a very small part of the

continent.
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CAUCASIANS.
ARYANS.

British:— Cape, Natal, Guinea Coast, Egypt, etc.

Dutch :—Cape, Transvaal, etc

Germans :—Angi'a Pequena, Cape, East and West Coast
French :—Algeria, Tunis, etc

Portuguese :— Senegambia, Mozambique, Angola, Benguela
Greeks :—Northern Africa

500,000
300,000

600,000

5,000

Total 1,405,000
•SEMITES. ===

Arars :—Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt, Nubia, Central and
Eastern Africa, including some mixed Semites and Karaites 30,000,000

Abyssinians of Arab descent (Himyarites) 3,000,000

Total 33,000,000
HAMITES.

~~ —
These are only provisionally placed separately from the Semites.

They are much darker, and no doubt have intermixed with the Negi'oes

;

but they resemble Semites in several respects. They represent people
who have long occupied Egypt and the Soudan.

Copts 300,000
Fellaheen:— (Egypt). Mixed Semites and Hamites 4,500,000
Berbers, Kabyles and Tuareg :—Including the Moors and wild tribes of

Algeria, Morocco, Tunis, the Sahara, etc. . . . 5,000,000

These probably include mixed descendants of people allied

to the ancient Iberians.

Abyssinians :—(Part)

Gallas and Somalis, including Dauakil, of East Africa
. 2,000,000
. 10,000,000

Total 21,800,000

Probably some other Central African peoples may be here-
after placed with this type.

NEGROIDS.
Nubians and Eulahs of the Soudan :—Much mixed with Arabs and Hamites 18,000,000
Mahometan Negroes op the Soudan :

—

Darfur

.

Sokoto

.

Gando .

Haussas
Bornu .

Baghirmi
Wadai .

Northern Tropical Negroes (Non-Mahometan)
Southern Tropical Negroes :—Chiefly Bantu
Southern Bantu:—

Kaffirs

Zulus .....
Bechuanas . . '. .

Damaras, etc.

Hottentots :— South Africa; much lighter in complexion thai

> 35,000,000

35,000,000

30,000,000

10,000,000

n most Negroes
Bushmen :—South Africa ; diminutive in size and of low intelligence
Negrillos (Akkas, Obongos, Batwas etc.)

100,000
5,000

100,000

Total 128,205,000

MONGOLOIDS.
Malays :—Madagascar, Hovas, etc 2,500,000
Turks :—Egypt, 'etc 100,000

Total African jpopulation about 187,000,000



CHAPTEE XII.

rriHE animal life of Africa is more uniform than that of any other con--L tinent, probably owing to the fact that nearly the whole of it is
comprised within the tropics. Here, as if in correspondence with the
human population, we find a large proportion of the most savage, the

orerro

AFRICA.
(The numbers on the Map show some of the regions frequented by the various animals.)

most powerful, and the most ugly forms of animal life. Large tracts of it,

however, because of their desert character, have but few animals
; some

regions are but imperfectly known as yet.
Among the great group of Primates (apes, monkeys, and lemurs) we

find ni Africa the most man-like and fierce, and the most repulsive. The
G-orilla (17) and Chimpanzee (18), of equatorial Africa, had long been

687
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dimly known from travellers' tales and negro superstitions
; but only in

recent years have skeletons been procured and individuals brought to

Europe and kept

alive for short

periods. It was
formerly believed

by some negroes

that they were
human beings
degenerated

; by
others, that they

were the spirits

of deceased men
embodied. We
now know that

they are extreme

forms of the same
group as apes and

monkeys. The
Gorilla is above man's stature, and can readily assume the erect posture.

His diet is mixed, but largely vegetable ; some, however, still assert his

great ferocity and his man-hating character, without, it would seem,

sufficient proof. The region of the Claboon River, West Africa, is that

where the Gorilla is best known. The Chimpanzee is known through a

wider territory, from the Gambia to the Congo, and appears to be less a

lover of man's neighbourhood than the Gorilla. One of his favourite

1. dromedahy. 2. BABOON.

^r&$(1.

41

.7

3. WnALE-UEADED STOUK. 4. CROCODILE. 5. GREEN MONKEY. 6. IBIS. 7. GAZELLE.

attitudes is very unlike a man's, namely, clinging to a tree-branch by the

hands, with the whole body hanging down. As in the Gorilla, prominent
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jaws, retreating forehead, marked brow ridges, and other signs of muscu-

lar force, heaviness of the whole body, great length of the upper limbs

and much opposa-

bility of the first

or inner toes, are

among the prin-

cipal marks of dis-

tinction between

these creatures
and man, together

with considerably

smaller brains.

Several other
members of this

group are found in

diiferent parts of

Africa.

. EGYPTIAN
VULTURE.

9. HORNED
VIPER.

10. SECRETARY
BIRD.

11. MARABOUT.Monkeys of

the genus Colobus.

called thumbless from the very limited size of their thumbs, are to be

found in Abyssinia, and from the river Grambia to Angola on the west.

They are tree-cHmbers and jumpers, with handsome variegated skins.

The Gruenons (or genus Cercopithecus), to which the Green Monkey (5)

belongs, have longer hind limbs, long tails, and considerable cheek-

pouches. They are the commonest and best-known of small monkeys,
often seen in menageries or with organ-grinders. There are many species

of them in tropical

Africa. They are es-

sentially tree-dwellers

and many of them
have very pretty skins.

The very short-tailed ^I^^BHH^^^^y'''*-'*' "^ ^ '^

G-ibraltar or Barbary
"

^tiJ^^̂ ^M^^ .^, \ y^&K l-^^ { !M
Ape represents the rr^^^^^^^^Y'^ . ^S^;!^W 1 '''iT
Macaque group in

North Africa. The
Baboons (2), or dog-

headed monkeys, are

all African except one

species. Their tails are

comparatively small,

and they are not spe-

cially forest-dwelling,

preferring rocks and plains. Most of the Baboons are gregarious
;
and

sometimes they are met in groups of hundreds, with leaders and scouts.

XI. Y Y

WILD ASS.

fe
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They are chiefly vegetarians, but many are fond of insects. They are

15. AFRICAN ELEPHANT.

astonishingly daring in their thefts, and keep strict guard while

approaching human haunts, insisting on silence being kept by the young
and careless. There are several species of sacred and common baboons

in Egypt and North-east Africa. The Mandril, a ferocious and highly-

coloured baboon, lives in Central Africa and on the Gold Coast ; the

IG. HIPPOPOTAMUS

Anubis Baboon is West African, the Chacma South African.

ll
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The Lemurs,—that strange lower group of tlie monkey order,—are

very abundant m Madagascar,

includmg the Ring-tailed Le-

mur (40), with its fur composed

of alternate bands of black

and white. Their face is very

fox-like, their ears are long, and

eyes large. The West African

Galagos, some of which are

about the size of a cat, range

over both western and eastern

Africa, some reaching to the

Nile and lake Nyassa, others

inhabiting Senegal. One of

them has been described as

having " the tail of a squirrel,

the facial outline of a fox, the

membranous ears of the bat,

the eyes and somewhat the

manners of the owl, in its cool

odd way of peering at objects,

the long slender fingers of a

lean old man, and all the

mirthfulness and agility of a

diminutive monkey." There are other African Lemurs which reverse

this picture, being very slow and dull ; such as the Potto of the Gold
Coast and Guinea. The Aye-aye is a very peculiar Lemuroid animal
of Madagascar, having a pair of great gnawing teeth in the front of both
jaws, growing as they become worn

;
peculiar skeleton-like fingers, highly

adapted for tap-

ping the bark and

extracting nests of

grubs ; and the

power of drinking

by the action of one

finger directing a

continual stream

into the mouth.

TheCarnivora

include many of

the most striking

animals of Africa,

including the Lion

(24), the Leopard

18. CHIMPANZEE. 19. ROCK SNAKE.

20. EARTH HOG. 21. ICHNEUMON. 22. GUINEA FOWL.

or Panther (14), the Hyena (27), and the Ichneumon (21). The Lion,
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which ill Africa is as supreme as the Tiger in India, exhibits well-marked
varieties, such as the Barbary Lion, noi th of the Sahara, the Senegal

Lion, in West Africa, the Cape
Lion in the whole of South
Africa. We need not enlarge

here on the pecuHarities of so

well-known an animal as the

Lion, but remark that he is an-

nually being driven within a

more limited range. The Leo-
\\k\.T iiuo.

pard, though also an Asiatic

Animal, ranges over Africa more abundantly ;
it has not nearly the pluck

of the Lion or Tiger. One of its peculiarities is its fondness for eating

dogs. The Serval, or African Tiger-Cat, living on antelopes, etc., the

Caracal, a kind of Lynx, and the maneless Cheetah of South Africa,

represent other formidable Cats of Africa, while the Hyenas, with

their additional strong conical teeth, powerful muscles of the head, and
non-retractile claws, form a distinct enough family. The Spotted

Hyena, of Southern and Equatorial Africa, and the Striped Hyena of

Northern Africa, are well known for their remarkable power of cracking

marrow-bones with their teeth. They are great at profiting by what
their more powerful or more courageous relatives have killed

; their

laughing noise is one of the most impudent and unpleasant that can be

heard. The Ichneumons of North, East, and South Africa (21) le^ong

to the civet family, with long jaws and long bodies, and short legs
;

they seek out and feed upon the eggs of the crocodile, and are of great

use in houses, like cats, for destroying vermin, especially snakes.

24. LION. 25. CAPE BCFFALO. 2(i. SOCIABLE VULTDBE. 27. SPOTTED HYENA.

Dogs have long been abundant in Egypt, and are a nuisance there

to this day. The ancient Egyptians had several bi'eeds, some for hunt-
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28. CENTIPEDE. 29. TERMITE. 30. TSETSE-FLY.

ing, some for companionship, some chosen for ugliness : all venerated.
Now-a-days, the Dog and the Jackal are very' wide-spread in Africa.
In Egypt, the outcast dogs

are numerous and master- \^
ful, living on carcases of -^^^^
dead animals, and are very

wild. The Jackal hunts

in packs, makes night

hideous with its howling,

is excessively cunning, and
is ver}'- fond of carrion. Among other Doglike animals of this continent,

we may mention the little Fennec, which prefers dates and sweet fruit

to meat, though they will eat eggs
; the Long-eared Fox, of South

Africa, and the Hyena-dog, or Cape Hunting Dog, found over the greater

part of Africa south of the Sahara. They hunt in large organised

packs of ten to sixty, and have extraordinary powers of endurance, being

able to run down the swiftest antelopes.

Coming next to the Ungulate or Hoofed Quadrupeds, upon whom
the Carnivora so largely prey, we find in Africa among the Ruminants
various forms of oxen and buffaloes, the latter with shorter, rounder

faces than the ox. The Cape Buffalo (25) extends northwards to

Abyssinia, and is a fierce, tough-hided, and cunning animal, very difficult

to shoot. The Domestic Sheep of South Africa are enormously numerous.

The Wild Sheep of Barbary is a large, handsome species, with very long

hair on the lower part of the neck and the front of the knees, and a

tufted tail. The Ante-

lopes are very largely

represented in Africa,

having mostly very

slender graceful
bodies, formed for

speed. Among them
the Koodoo (36), the

Hartebeest (32), and
the Eland are some
of the handsomest

and finest. The Ga-
zelles (7) are simply

a smaller group of an-

telopes in North-east

Africa, as well as in

Asia.

The Gnu (34) of

South Africa is a fierce maned creature of a strange appearance, with a

buffalo-like head and agile body, and very fond of kicking and prancing.

HARTE-BEEST.
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The Griraffe (35) of Central and Soutliem Africa is one of the most

graceful of all Ruminants, feeding on the lower branches of trees, whose
leaves they gather

33. RHINOCEEOS.

with their flexible

tongues. Their
horns are distin-

guished from that

of any other group,

by being perman-

ently covered with

soft skin. Notwith-

standing the enor-

mous length of the

neck, it only in-

cludes seven verte-

brae. The Giraffe,

notwithstanding its

great size, has very

little power of self-

protection, except by running ; and it is very timid and peaceable. The
Camel (1), as in South-east Asia, is the great ship of the Desert, and is

the most useful of all means of transport in North Africa. Its peculiar

adaptation for the Desert is well

known.
There is nothing special about

the African Horses, which are

mainly derived from the Arab
form. The Barb is simply the

variety widely

spread by the

Moors in the

North of Af-

rica. The
Abyssinian
Wild Ass (13)

is probably the

rigin of our

i^ u r o p e a n
I'reeds ; but in

its native
country it is a

fine animal,

speedy and
strong. The

Zebra (31) of South Africa is the most handsome as well as the most

34. GNU. 36. K001>C0 AKTELOPK.
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untamable of tlie Ass family. There are three species, the black-and-

white, dwelling on the moun-
tains, Burchell's, black-and-

yellow, on the plains, and the

Quagga. The first-named is

remarkable for its broad verti-

cal stripes on the body, and

horizontal ones on the legs.

Burchell's Zebra is singularly

fond of the company of the

Grnu.

Africa shares with Asia

and the great Malay islands

the possession of species of

Rhinoceros. Africa south of

the Sahara has four species.

The Black Rhinoceros (33) is

one of the two-horned species; it inhabits chiefly thorn thickets, feeding

on thorn leaves and branches. Its skin does not hang in thick folds like

the Asiatic species. It is not really black, but rather flesh-coloured. The
horns are not bony, but long agglutinated horny masses of hairs de-

veloped from the skin covering the frontal and nasal bones.

The Pigs are not abundant in Africa, the

true Hog only being met with north of the ^^^
Sahara. South of the Sahara and in Madagas- ^.^ 4/

car, the Bush Hog occurs ; while the Wart Hog
(23), of which there are two species, ranges over

tropical Africa, from Abyssinia to Kaflraria.

Notice the large tusks and the large wart or

excrescence under each eye. They have very

peculiar teeth at the back of their jaws. AVhen
the animal is fully grown, these teeth are often left alone by the dropping

out of all the rest. Each is formed of about twenty-five distinct columns

of dentine, arranged in three rows, each coated with enamel as if it were

an independent tooth, and the whole bound into one great tooth by
dentine or tooth-bone.

The Hippopotamus (16) is the largest animal which is exclusively

restricted to Africa. Its gregarious habits in

the great African rivers, and its rapid progress

on land as well as in the water, are well

known. Hunting the Hippopotamus is a

favourite occupation of the African natives,

requiring much skill. The harpoon is the

best weapon, gunshot being of little avail if

the animal can reach the water, as it sinks to the bottom of it and cannot

RINGTAILED LEMUR.

41. ELEPHANT TORTOISE.
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be drawn out. The huge creature feeds on grass alone, its enormous lips

forming a path of short-cropped grass as it feeds.

The African Elephant (15) is distinguished from the Asiatic species

by its huge ear-flaps, and by having fewer transverse ridges in its teeth,

never exceeding ten. It is widely spread in central and tropical Africa,

but is becoming rarer, owing to the persistence with which it is hunted

for its tusks. Formerly the Elephant abounded in North Africa, and was

used by the Carthaginians in the Punic wars ; and large numbers were

afterwards brought to Rome, to fight in the public theatrical spectacles.

Africa has a large proportion of species of Ant-eater, included with

the Sloths in the class Edentata. The Aard-vark (20) is a large, hairy Ant-

eater of South Africa, with a long and slender head and very bushy tail.

Though toothless, they are very capable of preying on ants. They
burrow into the large ant-hills with which the country abounds, and in-

serting their long slender tongue, covered with adhesive mucus, they

draw them out crowded with ants. The Scaly Ant-eaters are a different

group of the same order, having the body covered with over-lapping scales.

The Bii'ds of Prey are well represented in Africa. Numerous species

of Vultures, including the Black and the Griffon, the Egyptian (8), and

the Eared or Sociable (26), abound, and readily discern carrion. It

appears that they search the earth's surface in something like regular

beats, and watch each others' movements ; so that if one has found some-

thing, the others fly towards the same quarter, and thus is produced the

marvellously quick congregation of carrion-feeders. The Secretary Bird

(10) is truly a bu-d of prey, though partly web-footed. He is a great

enemy of venomous snakes, and his long legs have remarkable striking

power. He also destroys and eats rats, lizards, and even tortoises. From
the stomach of one bird there have been taken at one time three snakes,

eleven lizards, and twenty-one small tortoises. The clump of feathers

standing out from the head, recalling the idea of pens carried behind the

ear, has given rise to the name. Many of the Eagles Range over Africa.

The common Grey Parrot is a native of Africa.

The Guinea Fowls (22) are all natives of Africa and Madagascar,
occurring chiefly in rocky places. The wading birds are well represented

in the African rivers and lakes, especially by the Cranes and Storks. We
figure the Sacred Ibis (6), the Marabout (11), the Crowned Crane (37),

and the Whale-headed Stork (3). The latter, also called the Shoe-billed

Stork, is a large bird of extraordinar}^ appearance, one of the most charac-

teristic birds of the Upper Nile. It feeds on fish and carrion, the upper
jaw having a strong hook, with which the prey is torn. The Marabout
supplies the beautiful feathers known by that name, taken from the

under part of the tail. The Sacred Ibis has a verj^ long curved beak,

and was worshipped by the ancient Egyptians, on whose monuments it is

often depicted. The Great Heron (39) is found in South Africa. The
Darter (38), with its long snake-like neck, swims with only its neck
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above the water of rivers, and is an excellent fislier, like the Cormorants

and Pelicans, which are also among the African fauna.

The Ostrich (12) is one of the most charactsristic and important

animals of Africa, both North and South, though seldom now found in

Egypt and Nubia, and not occurring in many parts of the East and West
Coasts. Hunting the Ostrich has long been a favourite amusement in

Africa. The Bushman clothes himself in the skin of an Ostrich when
hunting him. In Morocco he is hunted on horseback, the horses being

specially trained for endurance. Pitfalls and lassoes are other means of

'capture. Ostrich farms are interesting modern developments which have

added much to the wealth of the Cape and of Algeria.

Among the Reptiles the first place is of course taken by the Crocodile

(4), which is especially associated with the Nile, and was worshipped,

depicted, and mummified by the ancient Egyptians ; their priests caught

them young, and hung gold rings and jewels in their ear membrane, and
decked them with bracelets for the people to adore. The same species is

found in the rivers nearly as far south as the Cape, and in Senegal.

There is a slender-snouted crocodile in Western and Central Africa
; and

a black species with a broad short muzzle, more like an Alligator, occurs

on the West Coast. There is also a species peculiar to Madagascar.

Poisonous Snakes of the Cobra kind are sufficiently numerous in

Africa. The Egyptian Cobra, or Aspic, is represented on many old

temples, being imaged as a protecting goddess. Like the Indian Cobra,

it can stretch out some of the fore ribs and the neck skin, so as to appear

like a large hood ; and this is always done when the creature is about to

bite. The Horned Viper, or Sand Snake, of Egypt (9) has a horn above

each eye. There are six kinds of Vipers in South Africa. The great

non-poisonous Pythons (19) are abundant in several parts of Africa.

There are two species in the West. The Natal Python has been known
to reach twenty-five feet in length. Lizards and Chamseleons are also

numerous in Africa. Among the Reptiles we must notice the huge
Elephant Tortoise (41) of Aldabra island, closely allied to those lately

extinct in Mauritius and Rodriguez, and to the Galapagos Tortoises.

Among Insects, it is doubtful whether the Tsetse (30), the White Ant
or Termite (29), or the Locust may claim pre-eminence as a plague. The
Tsetse is a formidable fly in Tropical Africa, biting cattle so severely as to

cause them serious injury and irritation, and often causing their death.

Certain districts are rendered practically impassable by their abundance.

The Termites, belonging to the same group as the Cockroaches, Locusts,

and Earwigs, are well known for their elaborate organisation, the huge
dwellings they build, and the destruction they can effect, attacking wood-
work and furniture, and making their way through incredible obstacles.

The devastation often caused by locusts in Egypt is notorious. The
Centipedes (28) of South Africa attain a length of seven or eight inches,

and are ferocicus and voracious. Large species of Millepedes also occur.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE flora of Africa is more uniform in its character than that of

other continents, because far the greater portion of it Ues within

the tropics, only comparatively small regions north and south belonging

to the temperate zone, and that the warmer portion. Africa north of the

Ferro. U

SO ta20 30 fi

AFRICA.
(The numbers on the Map indicate some of the habitats of the various plants.)

Sahara really belongs to the Mediterranean or Southern European region,

and is characterised by similar plants—the Olive, Orange, Laurel, Fig,

Myrtle, Aloe, Oleander. Yet there is a decided infusion of tropical vege-

tation
; and especially in the oases of the Sahara tropical plants pre-
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dominate. In Algeria the growth of Haifa and Esparto Grasses for

making paper, and of the Dwarf Palm, are important sources of revenue.

The Australian

Eucalyptus
Globulus has
been introduced

and acclimatis-

ed with great

success. There

are large forests

of Oak, Cedar,

and Pine in

Algeria.

The oppo-

site extremity

of Africa is no-

table especially

for its Heaths

(39), of which
several hundred
species are
known. In
many parts
they form exensive woods, some reaching over 12 feet in height, and

being covered with beautiful flowers during a large part of the year. The

Lilies, Amaryllises, Orchids, and Pelargoniums (41) of the Cape are also

well known, and carpet the ground with showy flowers in September

and October. Wheat is largely produced in Cape Colony; the Vine,

introduced two centuries ago, yields beautiful grapes from which good

wine is made, in the south-

west ; and sub-tropical and
European fruits flourish.

In the deserts north of the

Cape, plants of a dry type

with succulent stems and
leathery skins, protected

by strong hooks and
prickles, abound. The
Aloes (34, 35), Euphorbias

(36), and Acacias (31), in-

clude some of these. Me-
sembryanthemums, with
their variously coloured

flowers, are abundant at the Cape ; the Ice-Plant (38), naturalised in the

Mediterranean region, is remarkable for being covered with shining

1. DATE PALM. 2. DOUM PALM.

3. TAMAKIND. 4. DHURBA. 5. RICE.
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vesicles containing a gummy principle insoluble in water. An interesting

affinity of the Cape vegetation to that of Australia is shown by the

number of members of the

order Proteacese (37) found

in both regions. The flowers

are notable for their beauty.

Most extraordinary of all

the Southern desert plants,

but extending even up to

near the Congo region, is

theWelwitschia (32), which,

being allied to the Coni-

ferous plants, has a trunk

only two feet high, with a

long woody root, and ending

6. SYCAMORE.
above in an irregular mass

four or five feet in diameter.

From a groove beneath the edge of this mass arise two broad leathery

leaves, about six feet long, and split into numerous bands at the end.

These are the only leaves besides the first cotyledons, and they may
last a hundred years. The inflorescence is borne on cones on branches

arising from the edge of the disk.

The tropical vegetation of Africa is extremely rich and varied, and

produces food and other requisites of life without the need of much
exertion on the part of the people. The Date Palm (1), in the southern

Sahara, in Egypt, and part of the Soudan, is a predominant tree, espe-

cially on sandy soil near springs. The Arabs make a great variety of

dishes which include dates. Very many people subsist almost entirely

on dates. The date stones are

largely pounded to feed camels.

The leaves furnish baskets, fly-

flaps, and brushes. The boughs

form fences, the trunk is split

for beams or for fire-wood ; the

fibrous cortex is made into

ropes. The Doum Palm (2),

with its forked branches, is

abundant in Egypt ; and its

fruit, leaves, and wood are use-

ful. In the Soudan and most

of tropical Africa, the giant Bao-

bab (29) or Monkey Breadfruit

tree (Adansonia) is widespread;

Some trunks are 80 to 100 feet in circumference, but their height is not

in correspondence, for it does not exceed about eighty feet. We hear of

8. I'APYnus, S). SESAME.

I
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10. SUGAR-CANE. 11. INDIGO.

cases in which the natives have made a hall of assembly in the soft

mterior of the tree ; in other cases they have constructed burial chambers

in it. Both the fruit and

powdered leaves are used

for food. Huge Cotton-

trees, Oil Palms (20), and

Sago Palms abound, the

Oil Palm especially near

the sea. The Wine Palm

(18) yields abundant

juice, from which wine
is readily made. Numer-
ous other Palms yield a

juice from which an in-

toxicating drink known
as toddy is made.

The Banana (27), even more than its ally the Plantain, is the main
food of vast
numbers of
people. Their

large clusters of

long, finger-like

fruit contain
much starch in

the unripe and
sugar in the

ripe state ; and

in some regions

the natives feed

on scarcely any-

or ripe, or dried ;
and

13. DRAGON TREE. BLOSSOMS OF DRAGON TREE.

I

thing else. The Banana fruit is eaten raw, unripe,

in the latter condition

is often converted into

meal from which a kind

of bread is made. It is

said that a square space

having a side of about

thirty feet, which would
yield four hundred-
weight of potatoes,

would produce If tons

of bananas. The leaves

are used for thatching

huts ; when split up,

they are plaited for many purposes

14. ORCHIL. 15. EARTH NDT. 16. ACACIA OF THE NILE.
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17. IIANGEOVE.

It is evident, therefore, that the cereal grains, so predominant in

Europe and Asia, are less important in Africa. Nevertheless, in certain

regions they are largely

grown. Wheat has long

been grown in Egypt ; but

Rice (5), Maize, and forms

of Millet,—Dhurra or Sorg-

hum (4),—are largely grown
in Eg3^pt and the Soudan.

The Sugar-cane (10)

flourishes in many parts of

Africa, though whether it

is indigenous there is doubt-

ful. The Egyptian Papy-

rus (8) is a tall sedge with

a spongy pith, from which

the ancient Egyptians manufactured a kind of paper, made by cutting

the pith into laminse, which were laid upon one another and pressed, then

dried in the sun.

The Coffee Tree (25) takes its name from Kafifa, a large country south

of Abyssinia, in which it is indigenous, and in which the seeds (produced

in a succulent berry) have been used for producing a stimulant beverage

from time immemorial. Sesame (9) is extensively cultivated in Egypt,

as well as in Syria,

Asia Minor, and In-

dia. The seeds yield

an oil resembhng
olive oil, which is a

very agreeable sub-

stitute for butter.

The Manioc (22) is

largely cultivated

in Tropical Africa,

as also in South

America. A very

pure starch is ob-

tained by powder-

ing and washing its

roots, and this is

made into manioc

or cassava bread.

The washing is

necessary to remove a narcotic poisonous matter. Of similar value is the

Yam (23), whose tubers contain abundance of starch. Among medicinal

plants of Africa we may note Senna (12;, the Tamarind (3), Kino, etc.

;

BOUASSUS I'ALM. 20. OIL PALM.
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21. HENNA 22. MANIOC. 23. YAM.

while Indigo (11), now so widely dispersed, has several African species.

The seeds of the Ground-nut (15) supply a valuable oil. Henna (21)

furnishes the dye so

largely used in Asia

and Africa. The
Mangrove (17),

—

with its seeds ger-

minating in the fruit

while still on the

tree, and sending

down roots into the

mud which form new
trunks,—is a striking

inhabitant of the

deadly estuary
swamps of .African

rivers. It often sends out arching adventitious roots which strike and

become new trunks. The Acacia of the Nile (16), and other species of

Acacia in Nubia and West Africa, yield valuable gums. The sacred

Egyptian Lotus (7) has almost if not quite vanished from Egypt. The
Dragon-tree (13) of Teneriffe is one of a genus of liliaceous plants widely

spread in the tropics ; in Socotra it is abundant, as well as the Screw
Palm or Pandanus (44), also flourishing in Mauritius. It has remarkable

aerial roots rising high above the ground ; after a while the original

decays away, and the plant is supported as on so many props. The
Sea Cocoa-palm of the Seychelles (42), peculiar for its so-called double

cocoanuts
;
two or even three of the seeds coalescing as the3^ ripen. The

Travellers'
Tree (43) of

Madagascar
is a plant
allied to the

Banana, and
has an edible

seed ; but it

derives its

name from
its leaf-
stalks (six

or eight feet

long) yield-GURO FRUIT. 25. COFFEE 2G. ZAM

ing, when
!

pierced at the base, a copious supply of drinking-water, even in the

driest weather.

The floras of the African islands are of great interest, having a
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large number of peculiar species, and comparatively few African ones.

But the smaller islands have had their flora greatly altered since Euro-

27. BANANA. 28. CASTOR-OIL PLANT. BLOSSOM AND FRUIT OF MONKEY
BREADFRUIT.

pean cultivators entered them, and introduced plants of economic value,

including many European roots and vegetables. In Mauritius, besides

21). MONKKY UUKAJJiUUIT-TIiEE.

these, Maize, Millet, Yams, Manioc, and many kinds of spices are grown,
as well as Cotton, Indigo, Turmeric, and the Camphor-tree.
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Among the fruits now grown in Mauritius are the Tamarind, Guava,

Mango, Banana, Litclii, Pine-apple, Custard-apple, Shaddock, and Fig.

30. GIRAFFE ACACIA. 31. THORNI ACACIA. 32. W3LWITSCHIA.

The Cocoa-nut Palm has also been introduced, and is very flourishing,

Ebony \i the principal timber-tree.

<S3. IXIA. 34. COMMON ALOE. 3.5. FOREST OF WILD ALOES. 36. TREE EOPHORBIA.

The native flora of St. Helena is now almost extinct, having been

destroyed, or displaced by introduced vegetation.

37. PROTEACEOUS PLANTS. 38. ICE PLANT. 39. HEATH PLANTS.

Madeira presents a great contrast to the major part of Africa,

XII. z z
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41. PELARGONIUMS.

liaving many plants wMoh belong to Southern Europe, such as the Rose,

Myrtle, and Laurel.

The Sugar-cane is

largely grown, as ^\'^ell

as Coffee and the

Banana.

The Azores are still

more like Southern

Europe in their vege-

table productions. In

most of them the Vine

and sub-tropical fruits

flourish. St. iVIichael's

supplies the well-
known St. Michael
Orange.

Thus it is evident how richly Africa is endowed with plants and
trees affording the essentials of human comfort, food, shade and pro-

tection, and clothing. Nowhere can a richer supply of food be more
easily obtained

; nowhere is shade more abundant in the fertile localities,

though nowhere are there more shadeless deserts. The huge leaves and

the fibres of

stems yield ma-
terial for fabrics,

for thatch and
for clothing. De-

licious fruits,

prolific cereals,

and nutritious

roots abound.

Yet there has

been room for

the introduction

of not a few

plants from
other countries

and different

climates ; «,nd

no doubt in an-

other centmy
a considerable

change will

have taken]

Already the Cape Colony grows wheat and

42. SEA COCOA-PALJI. 43. traveller's tree. 44. pandaxus.

place in African vegetation.

makes wine of high quality.
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TDRIEF as is the history of America,
-*—^ compared with the long centuries

of historical records of which the Old
"World can boast, it has

ancient monuments and
dead civilisations whose interest is

vivid, even when compared with the
early Oriental records. In Mexico, in

Peru, and elsewhere, there formerly

existed peoples who had developed to

a high degree in several respects, if

they were wanting in the breadth of

culture and the elevation of intellect

of Egypt and Greece, In the North,

however, to which we must first at-

tend, few such signs of advancement
could be discerned

; and the landing

of John and Sebastian Cabot on the
707
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coast of Labrador, in 1497, was the first approach of civilisation to the

shores of Canada, though there seems little doubt that Eric the Norseman
touched some part of the continent, about the end of the tenth centur3^

The English did not follow up their discovery; and in 1524, Verazzano,

a Florentine, exploring under the French flag, sailed along the American
coast trom Florida to Cape Breton, and annexed it as ' La Nouvelle

France.' In 1535, Jacques Cartier, sailing from St. Malo, explored the

coasts of Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and took pos-

session of them for France, which for two centuries and a quarter ruled

over the provinces of Acadie and Canada. Many French colonists settled

there, and constant fighting took place between them and the British

settlers in New England. At last, in 1759, they became permanently

British provinces. For many years, however, they were governed

rather despotically. In the American revolutionary war, Canada re-

mained loyal, and many thousand loyalists from New England settled in

Canada and Nova Scotia. At various times separate provinces were con-

stituted ; and in 1867, Canada, divided into Upper and Lower provinces,

was flanked on the East by the provinces of Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

wick, Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland
;

while to the North

and "West were the vast territories slightly controlled by the Hudson's

Bay Company.
In 1837, Ontario and Quebec (as the two provinces of Canada are

now called). New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia were united into the

Dominion of Canada, with Ottawa as capital. In 1870,

Dominion of Rupert's Land and Manitoba, in 1871 British Columbia, in
Canada,

-^g^g pj-^j^^jg Edward Island, and in 1880 all the British

possessions in North America, except Newfoundland, were incorporated

in the Dominion. Rupert's Land and the North-West, with the excep-

tion of Manitoba, now form a separate government, including the

districts of Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Athabasca. The
whole country is now practically a federation under constitutional

government, with a Governor-General appointed by the British Govern-
ment. Each State has legislative power in certain defined matters, all

others being reserved for the Dominion Government. Judges are

appointed by the Governor-General, in almost all courts throughout the

Dominion. A power of dissent from bills passed in Canada is reserved

to the British Sovereign ; but this constitutes almost the only control

exercised by the mother country, except in foreign aftairs.

This vast territory of about 3,500,000 square miles, is but sparsely I

populated in its northern and western regions, the latter probably
j

not having lOO.OCK) inhabitants. Of the settled provinces,
Population. r\ •

iOntario and Quebec have \)y far the largest population, ap-

proaching 4,000,000 at present.^ Neither New Brunswick nor Novaj
Scotia have 500,000 people ; and altogether the Dominion contains about!

5,000,000 people, mostly British and French immigrants and theirj



I
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descendants, with not more than 85,000 Indians. In one remarkable
respect the Canadians diverge from British policy

; they maintain a

system of high protective import duties, and have certainly thereby

promoted numerous industries, though at the expense of the mass of

the population.

Nova Scotia has important gold, coal, and iron mines. New Bruns-
wick is largely agricultural, while Prince Edward Island has also

The Eastern important fisheries. All these States preserve much of an old-
states, world aspect, even in social customs and habits of thought

;

and many of the inhabitants remember that they are the descendants

of loyalists who migrated or were ejected from the United States.

Halifax, with its great naval harbour, has much the aspect of an English
city. These Atlantic States have been brought into far closer connection

with Canada, by the construction of the Intercolonial Railway from
Halifax to Quebec.

Quebec has historic claims on the regard of Englishmen. It is one
of the oldest cities in America, having been founded by Champlain in

Oueb
1608

;
but Wolfe's famous victory over the French, and his

simultaneous death, give it its great attraction. It is the

head-quarters of the French Canadians, who in this State largely retain

their old language and habits. In literature and the arts the French
show their derivation by taking a leading place, and the professions are

largely recruited from them. Many representatives of the noblest families

in France still keep up in Canada their old traditions and much polish of

manner.

Montreal, first settled by the French in 1G42, the largest city of

the Dominion, though still ranking as only third-rate compared with

The French the great cities of England or the States, is most attractively
Canadians, situated on the island of that name, at the confluence of the

St, Lawrence and Ottawa rivers, and overhung by Mount Royal (the

same as Montreal), laid out as a park. In commerce and manufactures
its people take the lead in Canada. The French are the more numerous,
but the English and Scotch are the more wealthy. Education and
religious institutions flourish in the shape of colleges and churches ; and
many of the buildings have a Norman-French aspect. In fact, both in

Quebec and Montreal, the visitor is continually reminded of old France.
The great Victoria Tubular Bridge over the St. Lawrence, St. Peter's

Cathedral,—a smaller reproduction of St. Peter's at Rome,—the Windsor
Hotel, the parish church of Notre Dame, often containing ten thousand
people at mass, and having a bell weighing over 13 tons, Christchurch
Protestant Cathedral, and the McGill University are but a few of the
buildings wdiich show what marked claims to distinction Montreal has.

There are many interesting features in French Canadian life ; and
their French, if rather broad in pronunciation, is still pretty good. '' You
never forget for a moment the French descent of these people," says

i
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Kolil, in liis " Travels in Canada." " Tlieir features, their manners, their

taste in dress, remind you continually of it. The lively, saucy boy, and

the naive and amiable little coquette of a girl were genuinely French
;

and all these qualities were mingled in one tone of bonhomie and hospi-

tality. The cottage was in the most exquisite order, and its inhabitants

were quite dazzling in the cleanliness of their snow-white linen." They

are frugal and saving like their ancestors, and the father can generally

set up his sons with farms farther West, early in life.

Although Ottawa, in Ontario, is the capital of the Dominion, Toronto,

on the western shore of Lake Ontario, is by far its largest city. Agri-

culture is the predominant in-

nOntario.
dustry, grain and

cattle being very

important products of the pro-

vince
;

while timber is still

largely exported. The popu-

lation of the province presents

a great contrast to that of

Quebec, one-third of the in-

habitants being of Irish ex-

traction, a somewhat smaller

number English, and a very

considerable contingent being

Scotch ; the Germans rank

fourth in numbers and the

French fifth, reaching over

100,000; the Dutch are the

only other European people

considerably represented ;
but

there were in 1881 over 15,000

Indians and 12,000 African

negroes. The province is dis-

tinguished for its excellent

system of public education,

and is making rapid progress. The University of Toronto is a notable

seat of learning, and has a fine building.

The foresting, or, as it is usually called, " lumbering," business of

Canada is very considerable, and develops a noteworthy kind of life.

In many cases licences have been granted to merchants to cut

down trees in remote districts, known as the timber limits,

and they have collected large numbers of labourers, horses, oxen, etc.,

on their lots, housing them in log-shanties, smTounded on three sides

by sleeping berths, with light and air supplied from a central hole in

the roof, beneath which a large wood fire is kept up. "The shanty

cook," says Professor Daniel Wilson, "is an important member of the

A MANITOBAN FARM.

Lumbering.
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little community. Salt pork and beef, pease-soup, wheaten bread and

tea, with potatoes, white beans, and onions, are the staple of the lumber

shanty fare. As a rule, intoxicating liquors are absolutely excluded

;

and thus provisioned the foreman selects the proper trees, and lumbering

operations proceed throughout the winter. Many thousands of men
are busy throughout the whole winter, felling the trees, cutting them

into logs, or hewing them into squared timber, and transporting them

over the snow to suitable points for floating them down the rivers to the

mills, or directly to the place of export .... On the breaking up

of the frost in the spring, the produce of the winter's lumbering is floated

down the rivers." At suitable points, large mills are erected for sawing

the trees into logs
;

and great rafts are

formed and floated

down to Quebec.
" Few sights are

more striking than

one of these float-

ing villages, con-

sisting often of

150,000 cubic feet

of timber, bound
together into one

great raft, with its

shanties, its blaz-

ing fires, securely

kindled on an
earthen hearth,

and its banners

streaming in gala

fashion as it ghdes

along. Much skill

is required in

piloting these rafts down the great rivers." At every considerable rapid,

the raft has to be broken up into its component parts, and again made
up on reaching smooth water.

The vast North-West is still in process of being opened up, the work
having been greatly facilitated and accelerated by the opening of the

The North- Canadian Pacific Railway, connecting the Quebec and Mon-
west. treal Lines, through Manitoba, across the Rocky Mountains

to Port Moody on Burrard Inlet, opposite the southern end of Vancouver
Island. By this means the rich corn-producing districts of Lake Winni-
peg, the Red River, and the Saskatchewan are made accessible, and
farms of remarkable size are being cultivated, and managed very much
on the factory system, strange as it may appear. As a centre of

IN MANITOBA.
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government and traffic in tliis region, tlie city of Winnipeg has sprung

up with surprising rapidity. Solid stone buildings of impos-

ing size, wide streets, a University with several colleges, and

important manufactures, testify to the strength of this rising place ;
but

there are features in the social life which make many settlers regret their

old homes.

The Hudson's Bay Company still have a large interest in the North-

West, though they resigned their old monopoly and exclusive

jurisdiction in 1869, in return for £300,000, and one-twentieth Hudson's

of the unappropriated land they formerly controlled. There ^^^ company.

seems to be no doubt that their dealings in the past with the Indians

were humane and ex-

emplary ; and well were

they repaid in cash

profits for their enter-

prise in securing the

furry coats of the wild

animals of the country.

West of the Rocky
Mountains lies the ex-

tensive pro- British

Vince of Columbia.

British Columbia, which

was first made a crown

colony in 1858, owing

to the large immigra-

tion of gold diggers.

The coast line is re-

markably indented, hke

that of Norway ; and

opposite to its southern

part is the large island

of Vancouver, and fur-
A WELCOME ABRIVAL IN THE BACKWOODS.

Fishingther north the considerable group of Queen Charlotte's Islands

and farming are major occupations here, and wood is plentiful, the fine

Douglas fir being the prevailing tree. Victori,^, the capital of Vancouver,

and Esquimault, a great harbour near it, are destined to have a notable

future. The heterogeneous population attracted to the gold-diggings

included Califomians, Texans, Mexicans, Spaniards, Australians, and
Chinese, and has had a corresponding influence on Columbian life, which
is rougher and more go-a-head than further east. The coal mines of

Vancouver Island have become largely developed in consequence of the

traffic thus created. The favourable climate, soil, and mineral wealth
must make this in time as wealthy as any portion of the Canadian
Dominion.
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Altogether, the European settlers in Canada and theh' descendants

have no reason to find fault with their location. It is fairly certain that

the strength, health, and good looks of the Canadians surpass those of

natives of the United States. " The Canadian," says a good

physical authority, " whether English, Irish, or Scotch, is well-pro-
^^^®" portioned and vigorous, often tall, with broad shoulders, sinewy

frame, and great capacity of endurance. He is quick of resource, enter-

prising, sober-minded, persistent, and trustworthy." The dry bracing

air is very strengthening to the lungs, and ague is unknown in most

parts. Increase of families goes on at an enormous rate, French Cana-

dians having often as many as twenty children—a great contrast to the

United States.

But what of the original inhabitants ? "What is their history, their

present state,

theu" future ?

It is satis-

factory to be

The '^
b 1 ^

American tO say,
Indians. . , '

that
in Canada they

appear still to

number as
many as ever

;

and they will

probably long

continue to pre-

sent interesting

problems to the

student. In
order to form

a proper conception of the American Indians, it will be advisable first

to review them generally, afterwards describing the tribes or groups

according to our space in their proper association, in each large ter-

ritory. At present there is no hope of tracing satisfactorily how or

from whence their ancestors first appeared in America. As Bancroft

says :
" One discovers in them Phoenician merchants ; another, the

ten lost tribes of Israel. They are tracked with equal certaint}^ from

Scandinavia, from Ireland, from Iceland, from Greenland, across Behring

Straits, across the Northern Pacific, the Southern Pacific, from the

Polynesian Islands, from Australia, from Africa." That the}'' have been

there many thousand years is most probable. That the}'' are a well-

marked type of mankind is agreed ; and many regard them as including

two types, the long and the short headed ; but it is almost impossible to

divide them satisfactor-ily, and the two types are curiouslj^ intermixed.

TINNEH AND VANCOUVER INDIANS.
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This may arise in part from tlie extensive use of the practice of- skull-

flattening, in several forms. There is simple frontal flattening skuii-

(Peruvians, Caribbeans), simple occipital flattening (Peruvians), fattening,

fronto-occipital or double-flattening, sometimes with unsymmetrical

bulging at one side (Columbians, Vancouver Islanders), and peculiar

elongation by lateral as well as other pressure (Aymara Indians, Peru,

and some Vancouver Islanders). It is very remarkable that such long-

continued pressure during infancy and childhood does not appear to

injure the brain ; and that in cases where the families of the chiefs

alone maintain the practice, they are able to keep their supremacy over

their subjects whose heads are not deformed. Of course, as intercourse

with European settlers has increased, this practice has largely fallen into

disuse.

Whether it be true

or not that two races, a

long and a short Forms of

headed one, ^^^^^•

have succeeded one an-

other in America, as in so

many parts of the Old

"World, there is no doubt

that they have both left

remains of high antiquity,

some close to one another,

all over America. Now-
a-days a mixed or medium
type of skull predomin-

ates
; whether the types,

originally distinct, have

mingled, or whether from

one they have diverged so

as to produce the two extremes, cannot be settled.

Apart from the skull, the hair is the most distinctive character.

It is always black, or very dark brown, and straight and lank. It is

round in section, in this respect approaching the Mongoloid Hair and

types. Usually coarse, it is sometimes silky ; it is often very complexion,

long, that of many North-American Indians even reaching the ground,

and traihng upon it when they stand upright. The beard is very sHght,

always straight. The complexion has been very generally termed " red "

or copper-coloured ; but it varies considerably, is often olive yellow, and
may be deep brown, or very fair, and this without regard to locality.

Thus the fair tribes may be found in Canada (Blackfeet), in Missouri

(Mandans), in Guiana (some of the Arawaks), and in Chili. Stature

varies equally, from the small Fuegians and Peruvians to the tall Pata-

gonians.

BLACKFOOT AND OJIBBEVVAY INDIANS.
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As to features, the forehead is usually retreating ; the eheeks are

wide, and the cheek-bones prominent, while the face narrows towards the

chin. The eyebrows are prominent, much arched, and black;

and brain and the black eyes are rather small and sleepy-looking. It
capac ty.

^^ rarely that any tribe has the eyes oblique. The nose is

long, narrow, and somewhat arched, though sometimes straight, some-

times broad and flat. The jaws are large, and the mouth is wide,

but the lips are thin
;
the position of the jaw is intermediate between

the vertical European and the forward-projecting negro types. The
cranial capacity of ancient Peruvian skulls averages little over 75 cubic

inches, almost as low as any ; but various wild tribes of North and South

America have a capacity of 84 cubic inches, and some of the Chinooks

(Columbia River mouth) have a capacity of 97 inches, almost the highest

known. Thus it is evident that cranial capacity is no guide to the

extent of civilisation at-

tained
; for the ancient

Peruvians had a high

degree of civilisation.

As to the comparison

of the American skull

with that of
Comparison
withother Other races,

types. p^q£ Flower

says that it has no af-

finity with any of the

negroid or Australoid

peoples. " With the
Mongolian cranium it

presents many affinities,

especially in the form of

the orbit, the narrowness
DRESP OF NATIVES OF NOOTKA SOUND.

of the nose, and the great size and forward projection of the malar bones.

It is by the latter character especially that it diflers from the European
cranium. The prominence of the nasal bones is sometimes the only

distinction to be found between American and North-Asiatic skulls.

Although Mongolian in the general type of face, it never presents such

an extreme exaggeration of that type as is to be seen in the Eskimo."
The same authority states that it is difficult to frame any natural

divisions among the Americans. The Mongolian resemblance is greatest

in the north-west, but the same forms reappear at widely distant parts

of the continent.

As showing the immense antiquity of the Americans, it may be
mentioned that, on the discovery of America, the natives had neither

rice nor any old world cereals, only maize ; they had no iron, but
only copper, bronze, lead, gold and silver, in some localities. The
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domestic horse, ox, sheep, pig, and dog were equally absent. The potato

was the chief root. It is not conceivable that these should have been

lost or forgotten, if once introduced or brought by immigrants ; and

the fact that the Indians were, when discovered, mostly living in the

stone age, shows that they must have been long almost completely iso-

lated from the rest of the world.

The peculiarities of the New World languages are not more striking

than their similarity of type ; while their number is something pro-

digious. About seven hundred and fifty languages are known, variety of

belonging to a very large number of distinct stocks. But all la^'^s^a'Ses

are characterised by being polysynthetic (" much putting together "),

that is, they unite syllables and roots, in a most complex way to form

words with a very full significance. Thus they differ from the Chinese

and Mongoloid, and of course from the inflexional or Aryan and Semitic

types. They show some affinity however with the Basque, although

going much farther

in the same direction.

But with this unity

there is great diver-

sity in tone, in vo-

cabulary, in syntax,

and in modes of com-

bination. Some lan-

guages are among
the harshest and most

guttural known, as

those of the Apaches

and Thlinkeets in

North America, the

Quichua and Ayma-
ras of South America ; while many Amazonian tribes have the softest

and most musical languages. Some have a great abundance of suffixes,

others of prefixes ; some have little distinction between verb and noun
;

some have an extreme of combination, a long word of fifteen syllables

including a sentenceful of meaning. Many of these languages have
not a single root or word in common ; and hence \ye may see how unsafe

it is to take agreement or diversity of language as a test of race, rather

than physical structure and appearance. It is impossible adequately to

classify the Indian tribes, and therefore it is best to describe them
according to our general plan, in association with the large States of

the present day and the other inhabitants of the same. For similar

reasons no attempt will be made to give a general account of habits,

customs, beliefs, etc., for they differ so largely among themselves. The
reader must gather general resemblances from the particular accounts

we give, but must beware of forming positive conclusions without

NATIVES OF NOOTKA SOUND.
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a study of much more copious details than we are able to find room
for.

In the dominion of Canada are found, on the west coast, the

Thlinkeet tribes, from Mount St. Elias to the Simpson river ; the Coium-

Canadian ^^^^ tribes, Haidahs, etc. The Tinneh, very widely spread

;

tritoes. including the Chippewyans or Athabascans, between Hudson's

Bay and the Rocky Mountains ; the Tacullies of the north-west ; the

Kutchins, on the Upper Yukon and extending to the Mackenzie, and the

Kenai ; the Algonquins of Canada, which belong to the same group as

those of the United States, including the well-known Six Nations, with

the Chippewas or Ojibways, Crees, Ottawas, Blackfeet, and many others
;

also members of the Sioux or Dakota family.

The Thlinkeets are a fine race, but daub both head and body with

paint, wear copper wire collars, and grotesque wooden masks. They scar

The their limbs, and wear bones, shells, pieces of copper, nails, sticks,

Thlinkeets. gf^g^ through holes in ears and nose, and often wear hea"V'y

pendants, greatly distorting the ears. The lower lip ornament of the

women is a triumph of successful distortion, at last reaching a size of

five or six inches long by three or four broad, in which a polished and
grooved block of wood, like a pulley, is inserted. These people have
both winter and summer houses, the former being made of stout logs, the

latter very portable, covered with bark and branches. Twenty or thirty

may live in one hut. They eat fish largely, and even seaweed. They use

wooden boats, each made from a single trunk, war-canoes reaching fifty

to seventy feet long. They are said to bend them to the proper shape

by filling the boat with water which they heat with hot stones, thus

softening the wood and then gradually bending it. They make ropes

from seaweed, and water-tight buckets from reeds and grass ; necklaces,

bracelets, blankets, pipes, bowls, etc. ; and they carve and paint the

fronts of their dwellings with human and animal figures. They are

clever traders. Formerly they had a considerable number of slaves, both

captives and slaves purchased from the Flatheads of Oregon. They have

chiefs, a sort of superior class from which the chiefs are chosen, and two
great castes or clans, the "Wolf and the Raven, each havmg
sub-clans with animals' names. Tribes of the same clan may

not marry nor war with each other. War is or has been considerably

practised by them. Besides flint and stone hatchets, they have great

lances, double-ended daggers, or great knives with a handle in the

middle, and a strange protective armour—a breastplate of wood, an

arrow-proof coat of thin flexible strips bound together with sinews, and
helmets carved with strange painted representations. "War is rendered

more hideous by red-painted faces and red-powdered hair ; and white

eagle feathers crown the head.

Women are highly regarded, and are said to be more modest and

faithful than in many tribes. Young girls are secluded for a lengthened
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period, during which only the mother approaches her daughter, to put

food within her reach. "Women at the time of childbirth are Position of

compelled to withdraw into the forest or field. Marriage is very women,

simple as to ceremony ; the newly-married couple fast for two days, then

eat a little food, then fast again, and four weeks are consumed before the

marriage is complete. Children often have a name from the father and
another from the mother's side ; and when a son becomes more famous
than his father, the latter drops his own name, and is known only as the

father of his son. Children are early bathed daily in the sea, and this

is kept up through life
;

yet their bodies are habitually in a filthy

state. The people generally are described as bold, brave, intelligent,

industrious, yet extremely cruel to their enemies, thievish, lying, and

inveterate gamblers. The dead are burned, excepting sha- Treatment

mans or slaves. The former are placed in furs in a wooden °f *^^ ^^ad.

coffin ; the latter are thrown into the sea or anywhere. The ashes of

the dead are collected in boxes covered with symbolic figures, and placed

on posts. Funeral feasts and annual memorial feasts are among their

most special ceremonies.

They have no idols, worship, or proper priesthood. Their "raven"
and "wolf" have acquired a mythological greatness, sometimes imagined
to have creative power. Their sorcerers, or shamans, have
much power, and carry on a profitable business in charms.

Shamanism is hereditary ; and each hands to his successor an extensive

apparatus of masks, dresses, and images. Their reputation depends upon
the number of spirits supposed to be at their command. Some are the

spirits of brave men fallen in battle
;
others appear in the form of land

and marine animals. The grand feat of the " medicine-man " is to

throw one of his spirits into the body of a person who refuses to believe

in his power. He is forthwith seized with swooning and fits.

The Tinneh are essentially inland tribes occupying a great extent of

the Canadian Dominion. The name Chippewyan, given to some of them,

means pointed coat, in allusion to their skin coat always cut ^he Tinneh
to a point before and behind. They are numerous about Lake tribes.

Athabasca. They have a tall, slim figure, and are darker than the coast

tribes. The women are much in subjection, and are divorced at pleasure.

A temporary interchange of wives is not unknown ;
and all kinds of for-

bidden relationships exist. Fish and reindeer are their chief cMppe-
food

; and they habitually conceal any surplus in " caches,"—as wyans.

the French trappers called them,—which are holes in the earth artfully

covered over, caves, or the hollows of logs. The spoils of the chase are

shared by custom with all present. Bows and arrows, and stone and
bone axes are their weapons. Burial is not practised, the dead being left

where they fall. Their religious instincts lead them to invoke and sing

to various birds and beasts and imaginary beings. They care little for

the sick and aged. Medicine-men do not form a special profession
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among them ; any one may take up the office. The shaman will compel

spirits to appear and do his behest by shutting himself in his tent and
abstaining from food for days, till his earthly grossness is gone. When
called in by the sick, he will blow on the invalid, leap aboiit him or upon
him, shriek, sing, groan, gesticulate, and foam at the mouth, with other

details of hocus-pocus, varying indefinitely with tribe and locality. " The
existence of a soul is for the most part denied, and the spirits with whom
dealings are had are not spirits that were ever in or of men ; neither are

they regarded with any sentiment of love or kindly respect ; fear and

self-interest are the bonds that link the Tinneh with powers supernal or

infernal," The Chippewyans derive their origin from a dog, and in

consequence used to abstain from using dogs to draw their sledges, and

MODE OF COOKING, NOOTKA SOUND.

the work fell on the women. These people are frequently at war with

the Eskimo and the southern Indians.

The Dog-ribs, north of Great Bear Lake, are much debased in their

neighbours' eyes because the men do the hard work and the women stay

at home and do needlework. They are very improvident, and
are said to resort to cannibalism when in want. The Hare and

Sheep Indians, further west, treat their women quite as inferior beings,

being nothing but drudges. They are said not to cut the finger-nails of

female children till four years old, that tliej^ may not prove lazj^ ; and
new-born infants have to fast four days, that they may be accustomed to

fasting in the other world.

The name of the TacuUies of New Caledonia, or the district opposite
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Queen Charlotte's Islands, is explained by tliem to mean " men wlio go

upon water," for they mostly travel from one village to another

in their canoes. They are also generally known as "Carriers."

The men are finer specimens than the women, who are short and thick-

set, and slovenly. They live largely on salmon and other fish ; and catch

beavers and small game in nets and traps. Being easily able to get food,

they are indolent, and are great gamblers, spending days and nights in

the winter over their games. The men do much household work, and are

very proud and jealous of their wives ; though unmarried girls have

every liberty. They have many slaves, and treat them inhumanly.

These people make cooking vessels of bark and of roots and fibres of

trees, so woven as to hold water ; heated stones are placed in them to

heat water and cook food.

When a Tacully is sick, and sends for the medicine-man, he is ex-

pected to confess all his secret crimes before he can expect a cure.

SLEEPING BENCHES OF NOOTKA SOUND.

Murder, except of a member of the same village, is, however, not con-

sidered a heinous crime. The medicine-man receives his fee before

commencing operations, but is expected to refund it if unsuccessful. He
sings in a melancholy fashion over the sick man, to mitigate pain and

restore health ; and this is believed to be very successful, no doubt by
" faith-healing."

The Rocky Mountain Indians of this group burn with a dead man all

his goods, and sometimes those of his nearest relatives, that nothing may
be left which will bring the dead to remembrance. Thus aRockyMoui-

family may be reduced to starvation in the depth of -winter. *^"^ ^^*^^^^-

In one tribe the women cut off one joint of a finger when a near relative

dies. The men shave their heads and cut their flesh with flints. When
the father of a household or a chief dies, the entire family or tribe must
assemble, and the wife has to ascend the funeral pile before it is lighted,

and cannot descend till half-suffocated ; or she may stand at the head or

foot of the body, resting her head upon the deceased's breast, striking

kXII.
3 A
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the body in frenzy, and remaining near till her hair is burnt off. Finally,

the ashes of the dead are collected into a sack which the wife, clothed in

rags, and unmarried, must carry about for two years. So painful is this

state, that the wretched woman sometimes commits suicide.

The Kutchins, who border upon the Eskimo on the Yukon river,

include several fine tribes, bolder and franker, and of lighter complexions.

They make clay pots and cups, and decorate them with crosses,

dots, and lines. For boats, instead of the sealskins of the Eskimo,

they use bark to cover the wooden frame. The women carry their babies

on their backs in a sort of bark chair. The whole of the people are divided

into three castes ; every man must marry out of his caste. The mother's

caste determines that of the children, so that a man and his son never be-

long to the same. "Whymper gives them a capital character for honesty.

Very different accounts of Tinneh tribes have been given by different

travellers, partly due to the varying circumstances and behaviour of the

travellers, and also to the varying character of individual tribes. Thus
they are often called inhospitable, covetous, thieving, lying, insolent ; and

sometimes are praised as hospitable, mild, humane, timid, and inoffensive.

The Columbian tribes,—-the name being used without implying anj'-

thing but a local designation,—were formerly numerous and varied, but

Columbian have been much thinned and reduced since their contact with
tribes. white races. The Haidah group of tribes occupy Queen Char-

lotte's Islands and the adjacent mainland. They are tall, well-formed,

and light. Huge lip and ear ornaments are worn. The body is

thickly painted, and for feasts, is decorated with figures of birds

and beasts, and a covering of fine down. They used to make blankets of

dog's hair for cold weather, shearing their long-haired dogs each year.

They often live in rocky fastnesses, making temporary dwellings in

summer excursions. Some of their houses are raised high on posts, but are

without windows or chimneys. They are chiefly fishing tribes, using both

nets and hooks. For war they use spears and arrows, but delight in night

attacks, surprises, etc. Their implements are skilfully constructed ; and

they are noted for their sculptures in stone and ivory, and will imitate accu-

rately objects of a very varied description. Formerly sea-otter skins formed

a large part of the wealth of the Queen Charlotte Islanders ; but now they

grow potatoes to supply the tribes on the mainland. The chief used to

trade for the whole tribe, who made in common extensive embankments
and weirs, under the chief's control. Slavery was universal, the traffic

generally going from south to north and from the coast inland. Poly

gamy is largely practised, the number of wives being limited only bj

means
;
and chastity is very little regarded, while infanticide is not uii'

common. Many families' may be found living together in one house

with a crowd of filthy dogs, all sleeping together round a fire upon mats

Gambling is very much in vogue. The introduction of whisky by th(

whites has done much harm.
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The so-called Nootka tribes occupy Vancouver Island and the main-
land coast from 52° to 49°, living mostly on fish ;

they are fast decreasing.

They are smaller than the Haidahs, and their legs are often
.

70 Nootkas
deformed, with large feet and ankles, owing to their sitting so

much on their hands and knees. Their hair is worn as long as possible.

In various tribes the head is flattened in front, and in some it is pressed

into a sugar-loaf shape, pointed at top. The body is decked with reddish

earth and oil ; but is blackened for mourning. The men often went
naked, but the usual dress was a blanket, worn rather close to the body
by the women.

The Nootka tribes lived in perpetual warfare among themselves, for-

merly using lances and arrows tipped with shell, stone, or bone, and clubs

and daggers of wood
and bone ; but more
recently they used fire-

arms, metal weapons,

and tomahawks. They
appeared only to ac-

cumulate property
that they might give

it away in presents

on feast days. Canoes

and blankets were

often destroyed, with

an idea of showing

indifference to wealth.

This was regularly

done to obtain rank as

a medicine-man ; and

it was also the thing

to tear up blankets

and shirts on being

insulted or suffering affliction. But an element of gain entered into their

presents, which were expected to be fully returned ; and trade was
sln:ewdly carried on.

The Nootka tribes have considerable arithmetical power, counting

being by tens. The year is divided into months, partly by the seasons,

partly by the moon. The span is their unit of measure, the Mental

fingers' breadth rej^resenting subdivision. Both in sculpture po'^er.

and painting these tribes are by no means backward, their house-posts,

weapons, implements, and masks being all carved and decorated. Animal
figures are used as family crests. Courtship includes present-giving by
the youth to the girl's father, attended with long speeches by friends of

both parties ; but betrothals are often made while both are children.

Women have among these people a considerable position, slaves, who«^

WOODEN CAEVED FIGURES, NOOTKA SOUND.
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hair is cut short, doing most of the hard work. The women have but

two or three children, and cease bearing about the age of twenty-five.

Children are suckled till three or four years old. Divorces are easily

arranged, involving, however, a strict division of property and return ot

betrothal presents. The winter is mostly passed in public and private

festivities, singing, joking, boasting, dancing, and treating the women,
swimming, trials of strength, gambling, etc. Smoking is not so largely

indulged in as among Eastern Indians.

The Nootka medicine-men and sorcerers are very much to the fore,

and practise most ridiculous ceremonies and tricks, often under the cloak of

Medicine- excitement. Live dogs and dead human bodies are sometimes
^^^' seized and torn by their teeth, with frightful yells. They are

believed to have more power over bad than good spirits. Some of their

rites in the past would appear to have included the sacrifice and eating of

slaves. No doubt the medicine-men have some useful medical know-
ledge ; they have spe-

cifics for many diseases.

They attribute maladies

to the absence or irre-

gular behaviour of the

soul, or the influence

of evil spirits ; and the

medicine-man seeks to

recall the soul or make
it behave better, or to

appease the evil spirits.

When a big fee is in

prospect, the medicine-

man exerts himself most

energetically with his incantations, for he gets nothing if he is unsuccess-

ful. But some of these tribes abandon the old and helpless without corn-

Death and pnnction. Dead bodies are promptly got rid of, slaves being
burial, thrown into the water ;

others, in a crouching position, in a

deep box or in a canoe, are either suspended from a tree (the more

honourable form) or placed on the ground and covered with sticks and

stones. The chiefs have blankets and other valuables burned with them,

hung above the grave, or buried. The women howl for days after a

death, sometimes keeping this up at intervals for months. As all kinds

of faults and virtues are attributed to the^n, it is best to regard them as i

no worse and no better than their kin.

All these coast tribes of Columbia have little that can be called

worship. The Haidahs believe the great solar spirit to be the creator

and supreme ruler. The Nootkas regard a great personage

called Quahootze as inhabiting the sky ;
and they call upon

him with chants and drumbeating when there is a great storm. They '

DECORATION OF NOOTKA SODND INDIANS.

Worship.
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fast before hunting and feast in his honour after success in sport. They
beheve in numberless spirits of various kinds ; and • the medicine-man is

able to influence or control them.

There are several inlarid tribes in the Columbian region, forming
the Shushwap division, including the Okanagans and Kootenais ; but
they will be best described with the similar tribes in the ad- r , ^ ^

TT • n • • 1
Inland ana

jacent Umted States territories. The same is the case with Eastern

the members of the great Algonquin and other families found
in Canada, such as the Chippewas or Ojibways, the Ottawas, the Crees,

the Blackfeet, etc., and members of the famous " six nations." Most of

the tribes that once occupied New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Lower
Canada are extinct ; but in other parts the Indians remain in full force

and numbers, either christianised and settled, or still keeping up their

hunting habits. It is much to the credit of Canada and the Hudson's
Bay Company that there has never been a serious war with the Indian

tribes in British territory, that faith has been kept with them, and that

tribes irreconcilably hostile to the United States authorities live in

amity with the British. Let us hope that this will still continue when
the Canadian white population presses more closely on the Red Men, who
now number over 100,000.

The British colony of Newfoundland has persistently refused to be
included in the Dominion of Canada. Discovered by John Cabot in 1497,

the island was not formally taken possession of by England till Newfound-

1583. During the next two centuries it was frequented, but not la-n^ers.

largely settled, by English fishermen. The French long divided the pro-

duce of the fisheries, and frequent contests with them kept down the pros-

perity of the island. In 1728 the first British governor was appointed, and
at the end of the century the fisheries rose enormously in value, owing to

the monopoly of European markets (except France) which the English

possessed. By 1814 the population numbered 80,000. It now approaches

200,000, chiefly in the south-eastern peninsula of Avalon, which contains

the capital St. John's. The inhabitants are mostly descendants of English

and Irish immigrants, the Church of Rome claiming more than one-third

of the population. Education is conducted denominationally. There is

now a representative system, and the Government is responsible to the

House of Assembly. The Atlantic coast of Labrador has been under the

government of Newfoundland since 1765. There is much mineral wealth

in Newfoundland, and a large portion of the land is suitable for agricul-

ture, but neither of these sources of wealth is at all adequately developed,

owing to the preponderance and fruitfulness of the fisheries, which are

principally for cod and seal. The small islands of St. Pierre and Mique-

lon, off the southern coast of Newfoundland, still belong to France ; they

are of much value as a basis for fishing and as coaling stations.
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WE treat of these interesting

people after the Canadians,

because it will in that way be

more clearly seen that the Ca-

nadian Indians and the Eski-

mo are closely related. It is to

Dr. Rink's Dr. Eink, the Danish
works, ethnologist, who has

studied them for forty j-ears,

spending twenty-two summers
and sixteen winters in G-reen-

land, that we owe our best in-

formation about the Green-ESKIMO INTEKIOK.
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landers. His books, " Danish Greenland," " Tales and Traditions of the

Eskimo," and " The Eskimo Tribes," all of which ^re published in Eng-

lish, afford a graphic and in all respects excellent account of a people

who may possibly be among the future losses to living ethnology. " Esqui-

maux " is the French form, " Eskimo " the Danish form of terms used by

the Canadian Indians, " Eskimatsic " or " Askimeg," meaning " eaters of

raw flesh ;
" but the people call themselves " Innuit," or " the people."

It is fairly due to the Danes, who have on the whole done their duty

nobly by them, and to Dr. Eink, whose study of them has been so suc-

cessful and so prolonged, that their spelling, Eskimo, should be adopted.

With the exception of a few European settlers, the Eskimo are the

only inhabitants of the Arctic coasts of North America and Greenland,

and they also occupy about four hundred miles on the Asiatic coast of

Behring Straits, if the Tchukchi be accepted as a branch of the Eskimo.

They extend down to Labrador and a portion of the coast of Hudson's

Bay on the east, and to about 60° on the western coast of America ;
and

the inhabitants of the Aleutian Islands plainly belong to the same stock.

They seldom penetrate more than twenty or thirty miles from the coast,

and are quite distinct in appearance and vary considerably in customs

from the Indians. Thus the extreme distance between the scattered

Eskimo is 3,200 miles
; but isolation and mutual hostility re- Divisions of

strict them very mu.ch. Dr. Rink divides them into the east, Eskimo.

west, and northern Greenlanders, the Labrador Eskimo, the middle

Eskimo, Baffin Bay, and Hudson's Bay to Mackenzie river, the western

and the Asiatic Eskimo, or Tchukchi. These people, however, greatly

resemble each other in habits and customs.

It is probable that Europeans, emigrants from Iceland, reachel

Greenland several hundred years before the discovery of America by
Columbus

; but of their experiences we know nothing except what is told

in Icelandic sagas and by their remains in Greenland, such as the

Kakostok church and some ruins of stone houses, unhke those of the

natives, which are found at about a hundred places. The name ^ariy Norse

Greenland occurs in these old sagas as being given to the settlements,

new country by Red Eric, the first adventurer, about a.d. 986. Some of

his followers seem to have discovered but not settled on Newfoundland

and Nova Scotia. The church remains found in Greenland are said to

be due to the conversion of Eric's son, Leif, to Christianity at the court

of King Olaf of Norway. A bishop was said to have been sent to Green-

land by the Pope in 1126. In the succeeding century, about 1261, a later

bishop induced the Greenlanders to submit themselves to the king of

Norway. Although this connection did not tend to increase the pros-

perity of the colony, some years afterwards courageous explorations were

made towards the north ; and it appears that these early voyagers must

have passed through Lanca.ster Sound aiid reached a latitude of 75° 46

,

a surprising achievement. The Norwegians subsequently neglected their
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far-off possession, and the Eskimo pressed upon the colonists. After the

Decline of close of the fourteenth century little was heard of Greenland.
the colony, rpj^g Pope, in 1448, writing to a bishop in Norway, speaks of

the pitiful condition of the inhabitants of Greenland, caused by the in-

vasion of a hostile fleet, possibly some expedition from England ; but no

remedy was applied ; and by the middle of the fifteenth centuiy com-

munication ceased, and the route to Greenland was quite forgotten.

How the final destruction of the Norse inhabitants took place, is un-

Rediscovery known ; but when John Davis, in 1585, rediscovered Greenland,
of Greenland, none but Eskimos were found. They have, however, pre-

served in folk-tales remembrance of the Europeans who once lived there.

Rink supposes that some of them intermingled with the Eskimo, and

believes that individuals representing their descendants are or were to be

seen, whose complexion and physique favoured this view.

Davis's discoveries excited the interest and cupidity of the Danes,

who had already fruitlessly tried to rediscover Greenland ;
and in 1605

Christian IV. sent out an expedition under the command of two English-

men and a Dane, Lindenow, who brought home a large quantity of skins,

walrus tusks, whalebone, etc., and a few Eskimo. Little but disappoint-

ment succeeded this expedition
;
and the English, French, and Dutch

whalers were for another century the principal means of communication

Missionary with the Eskimo, In 1721 the Norwegian missionary Hans
;
settlements, ^gede went out, chiefly to find descendants of the old Norse

settlers. Not finding them, he set to work to christianise the natives
;

, and the Danish Government followed up his efforts by estab-
' lishing a colony ; and since then the Danish settlements have

extended around a great part of the coast of Greenland. Moravian mis-

sionaries arrived in Greenland in 1738, and have effected much good.

The Eskimo vary in height between five feet four and five feet ten

inches, the women being smaller. Both sexes are muscular, and well

Ph sicai
supplied with fat. The face is flat and broadly oval in outline.

characters The forehead is rather retreating and low
; the eyes are small

and black, and somewhat oblique ; the nose is flat ; the teeth

are good, but in old age become worn down. The skull is of medium
shape, neither round nor long, but rather high. The hair is coarse and
black, and the men cut it short in front and let it hang loose and long

behind ; whiskers and beard are very slight. The women collect their

hair in a top-knot ; formerly they tattooed the cheeks, chin, hands, knees,

and feet. By several of these characters it is evident that there is a

great similarity between the Eskimo and the Mongoloid type, and also

with the Canadian Indians. But intercourse with Europeans has produced
a considerable proportion of half-breeds in Greenland, sometimes having
light hair, and light or dark European features, but completely Eskimo
in language and habits.

Small hands and feet are very characteristic of the pure Eskimo.
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The men are, on the whole, better looking than the women, who age

early, jDecome bandy-legged by their mode of sitting, lose most of their

hair, and are extremely wrinkled. The predominant complexion is light

brown, but little is seen of it ordinarily, for both sexes are so averse to

washing, that grease and dirt form a cake of varying thickness over the

skin. The children are remarkably plump and round-faced. In infancy

they are cradled in a bag of feathers, and carried about in the large fur-

lined hood of the mother's jacket.

The dress of the Eskimo is naturally chiefly of skins and fur, and

both sexes dress almost alike, a jacket and short trousers being the princi-

pal garments. The jacket is drawn over the head, being close-fitting Kke

all their clothes. The hood is made to cover the head completely,
^^^^^

except the face. The trousers are tucked into long sealskin

boots. Different suits of clothes are worn, some with hair outside, and

some inside. Sinew-threads

are used for sewing, and bone

needles, if others are want-

ing. Some modification in a

European direction has re-

cently taken place, and cotton

coverings to the jackets, often

coloured, modify the attire,

especially of the female sex.

Their icy habitat renders

it necessary that the Eskimo
should feed almost exclu-

sively on animal food, and

hence they are all hunters

and fishermen, the sea yield-

ing them most subsistence.

Seals, reindeer, whales, and
dolphins supply their chief food ;

their skins supply clothes ; their oil gives

light and fuel. The indispensable fishing-boat is the kayak, or

skin-canoe, of hairless sealskin stretched on a wooden frame

or on whale ribs, more than eighteen feet long, pointed at both ends, and

over two feet wide in the middle. It is so light that it can be carried in

one hand, and it will carry a load of two hundred pounds in addition to

the single occupant. It is propelled by a double-bladed paddle. There

is a special dress for canoeing, completely waterproof, and so fastened to

the kayak hole in which the man is seated, that no water can get in, if

the boat is upset. The mode of hunting is essentially that of

harpooning ; but the harpoon point is capable of being detached

when it has struck the animal attacked, so that when the latter gives a

pull sideways it catches in its body instead of being pulled out. Others of

their weapons are equally ingenious ; and they are very successful in their

ESKIMO BY THEIR WINTER HUT.

Kayaks.

Hunting.

I
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Houses.

hunting, either in their kayaks, or from the shore, or on the ice. Seals

are often caught at their blowholes, for they must come to the surface at

intervals to breathe ; they can usually be caught only by long, silent

waiting, for a noise effectually scares the animal. Rifles are now being

increasingly used in their capture.

The winter houses of the Greenlanders are built half underground, of

earth and stones. The walls are formed of alternate layers of stone and
sod, and are quite air-tight. The windows are made of seal

membrane, but are practically useless during the long winter.

The entrance to these houses is by a long narrow tunnel, only accessible

on all fours ; and formerly this afforded the only ventilation to the house,

while warmth, light, and cooking were supplied by a large oil lamp hung
from the roof. It may be imagined that the interior atmosphere is almost

suffocating to a new-comer, especially as the floor is kept in a filthy

condition, remnants of food and animals,

etc., lying about on the floor. A bench

or ledge at one side serves as the com-

mon sofa and sleeping-place ; but it may
be divided by low screens. Skins line

the walls, and flat stones make a com-

paratively level floor. The condition of

the interior is now sometimes mitigated

by having an opening in the roof, and

by having a larger sized tunnel ; but

the neighbourhood of the hut becomes

overpoweringly disgusting when a thaw
occurs, and the inhabitants themselves

are glad enough to take to tents for the

summer. The roofs of the houses, made
of turf spread over driftwood, are taken

off in the summer, to air and wash these

unsavoury abodes.

During the summer the tents and household necessaries are carried

about according to the movements of the game. Their removals are

Umiaks and usually performed by means of the so-called women's boats or
sledges, umiaks, twenty-five to forty feet long, five feet broad, and

flat bottomed
;
these are also made of skin covering a wooden or whale-

rib framework, and require great skill to prevent the skin from being

pierced. The women row these, with all the family possessions on board

;

the largest can carry three tons. Their sledges are also important, being

founded upon a long pair of wooden bars bound together by thongs of

hide, and drawn by a team of savage Eskimo dogs. These creatures can
travel as fast as sixteen miles in an hour upon smooth ice. In summer
and winter these dogs sleep in the t)pen air, though often found in the

tunnel passages. They live upon offal, and run best fasting, being fed

ESJilMO WOMAN.
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Food.

at the end of the day's journey. When infuriated, they are extremely

savage and dangerous.

The Eskimo are enormous eaters of flesh and fat ; not unfrequently

flesh is eaten raw, and tallow is esteemed a dainty. On the average, each
individual has two pounds of flesh with blubber, and one and a

half pounds of fish daily, but this is verj'- unequallj^ distributed,

storing being very little practised except in the south. It is not uncom-
mon for a man to eat ten pounds of meat and fat per day for weeks
together. A dozen walrus will be eaten in a fortnight at one station.

European luxuries too are appreciated where they can be obtained, coffee,

biscuits, peas, etc., being highly relished. Tobacco in various forms is in

considerable use, while spirits are only consumed to a limited extent. It

is to their credit that no one attempts to make gain out of variations

of the stock of animal food
;
public opinion is strongly against it ; when

any one is in want, the available stock must be shared. Altogether

there is little attempt at accumulation by the

Eskimo ; if a man gets a little forward in the

world, a sort of socialist custom requires him
to help or keep his kinsfolk or neighbours.

The Eskimo are characterised by con-

siderable intelligence and a by no means low

state of morality. They have often
mtguiggnce

been spoken of as inveterate thieves ; and

but allowance must be made for the

extreme attractiveness of the rare articles

possessed by European visitors. Among
themselves they observe the rights of pro-

perty strictly, but a certain amount of part-

nership is assumed in their communities. In

offering goods for sale, they let the buyer fix

the price, a very distinct sign of trustfulness,

chaste ; and indeed the openness

Their women are not very

of their life in the one-roomed huts

causes many unpleasing traits to pervade their Hfe, Few men have more

than one wife, though divorce, polygamy, and exchange of wives were

approved in the past. Marriages were made by parents, by .

go-betweens, or by capture. Very little ceremony was needed

to constitute a marriage, and dowry was little considered. It is remark-

able how few family festivals of any kind the Greenlanders have. Sons,

on marrying, usually continue to live with their parents, and thus con-

siderable communities are formed. There is no tribal organisation, and

no chieftainship among the Eskimo ; and war, or even personal conflict

with each other, is almost unknown. Offence is shown by silence, rather

than by angry words. Public opinion is strong and sticks to definite

customs as to personal rights and sharing of food.

"What Dr. Rink terms the public meetings, or parties, have a great
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influence on Eskimo life ;
they supply the place of entertainments and

public assemblies combined, and are mostly held in mid-winter.

" Playing at ball," says Rink, " was the favourite game, and

managed in two different ways, either by throwing the ball from one

person to the other among the same partners, while the opposite party

was trying to get hold of it ; or each of the sides had its mark, at a

distance of three hundred or four hundred paces, which they tried to hit

with the ball, kicking it along with the foot from either side. The

athletic exercises or matches consisted in wrestling with arms and

fingers, different exercises on lines stretched beneath the roof, kayak

races, boxing on level ground, and several other games. The songs and

declamations were at times performed in the open air, but generally at

the feast, immediately after the meal, and by the men alternately. The
singer stood forth on the floor with his di'um,—a ring one and a half feet

in diameter with a skin stretched on it—beating it with a stick in ac-

companiment to his song, adding gesticulations, and dancing at intervals.

The satirical or nith-songs were of a peculiar kind, used for

settling all kinds of quarrels, and punishing any sort of crime,

or breach of any public order or custom, with the exception of those

which could only be expiated by death in the shape of the blood revenge.

If a person had a complaint against another, he forthwith composed a

song about it, and invited his opponent to meet him, announcing the time

and place where he would sing against him. Generally, and always in

cases of importance, both sides had their assistants, who, having prepared

themselves for this task, could act their parts if their principals happened

to be exhausted. These songs were also accompanied by drum-playing

and dancing. The cheering or dissent of the assembly at once represented

the judgment as well as the punishment."

The Eskimo speak essentially the same language throughout Northern

America, with dialectic differences. It is an extremely agglutinative

type, one compound word sometimes standing for a long

sentence of English ;
but the syllables added to the main word

have no meaning by themselves. These additions can be varied in a

great many ways, altering the sense. The conjugation of verbs is

elaborate, and includes pronouns both as subject and object if required.

There is a certain amount of literary talent among the Eskimo, especially

in the shape of folk-tales, which Dr. Rink has collected.

The Eskimo, in former times,—and also at present, except where they

have become christianised,—believed that the world belonged to a number
of supernatural powers or inuas, each having sway within

certain limits ; any object or individual might have an inua.

The world was believed to rept on pillars, and these on an under world
;

while the sky was the floor of an upper world. After death the soul

went either to the upper or the under world, the latter being preferred,

as being warm and well supplied with food. There was no definite belief
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in a supreme ruler of the world: but the inuas could be communi-

cated with or obtained as helpers by the intervention of the angakoks,

(answering to priests), inspired by a ruling spirit or tornarsuk, who could

control the inuas. The sea, their great source of food, they imagined to

be ruled by a female deity, whom the angakoks also could influence.

Witchcraft was also believed in, and though proscribed by the angakoks,

was always handed down and practised. The inuas were capable of

appearing as bright lights, and their appearance foretold death or calamity.

Dead men could reappear thus as ghosts.

Prayer and invocation were generally practised, the latter having

special forms and tunes attached to them. Amulets were largely used.

There was an art of making artificial animals and sending them forth

against enemies ; and many super-

stitious customs were ob- •^^^^

served : but sacrifices angakoks.

were scarcely known. The anga-

koks, male or female, began pre-

paration in childhood, followed by

fasting and solitude ; a guardian

spirit was supposed to be given

them, and proof of this had to

be given by some manifestation

of the spirit. They then became

acknowledged teachers and judges

on all questions concerning re-

ligious belief and social life, and

the helpers of men to gain super-

natural assistance. They used

ordinary medical arts, and much
imposture. They either summoned
their spirits or tornaks and asked

counsel of them, or started on a

spirit flight themselves. " The art of torninek," says Rink, " ordinarily

had to be performed before a company of auditors in a house, this being

made completely dark, while the angakok was tied with the hands behind

his back, and his head between his legs, and thus placed on the floor

beside a drum and a suspended skin, the rattling of which was to accom-

pany the playing of the drum. The auditors then began a song, which

being finished, the angakok proceeded to invoke the tornak, accompany-

ing his voice by the skin and the drum. The arrival of the tornak was

known by a peculiar sound and the appearance of a light or fire. If

only information or counsel was required, the question was heard, as well

as the answering voice from without, the latter generally being somewhat

ambiguous. If, on the other hand, the angakok had to make a flight, he

started through an opening which appeared of itself in the roof. . . .

FOX ISLANDER.
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Not until the ceremony was finished was the house lighted as before,

on which the angakok showed himself released from his bands," The
analogy of these practices and beliefs with Shamanism is evident.

The majority of the Greenlanders now profess Christianity, though

they retain some of their old beliefs. The missionaries had many con-

The tests with the angakoks, whose powers they upset, not always
missionariea. -^i^ji advantage, for they included the cleverest, most in-

tellectual, and most courageous natives. Many of the customs which the

missionaries destroyed might with advantage have been retained. Now-
a-days some of them have been revived, and Greenland presents a curious

mixture of European and primitive life. The natives of pure descent

were declining in numbers, at any rate up to a recent date,

of the Dr. Rink, having drawn attention to the striking skill and
'endurance displayed by the Eskimo in adapting themselves to

the rigours and the various conditions of their climate, remarks, that " in

Greenland only is the peculiarity met with, that the intruders merely

consist of temporary residents in the country, and that should the natives

die out it will become uninhabited."

Education is very considerably spread. The majority can read the

Bible and religious books in the Eskimo language ; and schoolmasters are

found in all the more populous places. Attendance at religious

services is one of the most popular observances, especially now
„ .

that the old festive assemblies are fewer. These people all
Music, -

. .

J- JT

have a taste for music ; very many play on the fiddle by ear,

and there are numerous native melodies.

The Western Eskimo tattoo themselves extensively, and each tribe

has its peculiar mode. The men on the northern coast pierce the lower

The Western l^P ^^ One or both corners of the mouth, inserting a large
Eskimo, double button or a dumb-bell shaped piece of bone, ivory, shell,

etc., the size of the hole, and the object inserted being gradually increased.

Snow-huts are built during their seal-hunting expeditions on the ice, the

snow being cut into slabs and built up in courses, carried up to a dome-
shaped roof, the arch being completed by a keystone. Loose snow is

used as a mortar, quickly congealing and closing the crevices. Even
seats, tables, and couches are made of snow, and covered with skin. A
thin piece of ice serves for a window ; a snow block supports the lamp,

which is the only fire. Strange to say, these houses are very comfortable,

and remain frozen till well on in the season, provided the walls are not

too thick, so as to make the interior too warm. One of their chief

difficulties is to obtain water ; for the most part it is obtained by melting

snow over the lamps, for snow or ice, from their blistering qualities, can-

not take the place of liquid.'

The bows of the Eskimo are most skilfully constructed, so as to give

Bows and ^^^^ greatest possible strength ; and Richardson saj^s, that they
arrows, can be made to propel an arrow with sufficient force to break
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the leg of a reindeer. Their arrows are tipped with iron, flint, or bone.

The wooden snow-shoes used in Alaska may reach' six feet in length, some
oval and turned up in front, others flat and pointed at both ends. In
Hudson's Bay they are only two and a half feet long.

The Eskimo on the American side of Behring's Strait are enter-

prising enough to cross to Asia to barter their skins with the Tchukchi
and other Asiatic tribes, who sell them tobacco, iron, etc. The
Eskimo are very sharp at bargains, and regard thieving as

praiseworthy, if it be from a stranger.

Polygamy is common among the Western Eskimo, the only limit

being the ability to maintain the wives. Children are sometimes be-

Barter.

INTEKIOR OF A HUT, FOX ISLANDS.

trothed at birth : a man, after gaining the consent of a mother, gives a suit

of clothes to his betrothed, who, on dressing herself in them,
becomes his wife. The public dancing entertainments are

held in a big room or town house, called the Kashim, also used as a public

workshop. The dancers, partly stripped, often go through burlesque

imitations of birds and beasts, being sometimes dressed in animals' skins
;

at other times pantomimic representations of love, jealousy, hatred,

friendship, etc., are given. Salutations are specially made b}'- rubbing-

noses together.

As a measure of the intellect of these Eskimos, they are said to

divide the year very well into months, seasons, and years, and to reckon
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time accurately by the stars
;
they can also count several hundreds and

draw maps. Their rude drawings on bone show much variety; they re-

present deer-hunting, various animals, dances, and most of their other

pursuits. They do not usually bury the dead, but double the body up

and place it on its side in a plank box, raised on posts, and decorated

with figures of animals. Upon it are placed the arms, clothing, etc., of

the deceased. In some parts the bodies lie exposed, with their heads

towards the north.

The Koniagas, often termed southern Eskimo, inhabit the western

and southern coast of Alaska, and some of the neighbouring islands.

„ . They have in recent times carried off wives from southern
TheKomagas, -^

i i i i i

or southern tribes and are somewhat modified, being a shade darker than
^°' the northern Eskimo. They pierce the septum of the nose

and the under lip, and wear shell, amber, and other ornaments. The
women may wear as many as six of these in the under lip. Both men
and women wear the hair long, and on special occasions it is saturated

with train oil, powdered with red clay, and covered with white feathers

Many beads are worn round the neck, wrists, and ankles, and in the ears

;

but no European trinket comes amiss. In dress, dwelhngs. and food, they

resemble the Eskimo, but their feet and legs are commonly bare in the

southern latitudes. Bancroft records that " when a whaler dies, the body

is cut into small pieces and distributed among his fellow-craftsmen, each

of whom, after rubbing the point of his lance upon it, dries and preserves

his piece as a sort of talisman. Or the body is placed in a distant cave,

where, before setting out upon a chase, the whalers all congregate, take

it out, carry it to a stream, immerse it, and then drink of the water."

The Koniagas are excellent carvers of bone and stone, making stone

adzes and flint knives, stone lamps, hammers, wedges, etc. Slavery

existed till lately ; for they went to war and took captives, usuallj^ killing

males and keeping women and children. Both as regards dirt and morals

the Koniagas are much below the Eskimo, having almost incredible

practices. They are very fond of a hot vapour-bath, steam being generated

by throwing water upon heated stones ; after this the bather rushes into

the nearest stream.

Shamanism is predominant among these people, the shaman being

the spiritual and temporal doctor, and having assistants both male and

female. Exorcism of the evil spirits of disease is one of their
' great functions ; and they superintend all festivals. The dead

lie in state in the kashim, and are then buried and the grave covered

with blocks of wood and large stones. On the whole the Koniagas are

peaceable and industrious.

The Aleuts, as the inhabitants of the Aleutian islands are called, are

now much fewer than when they were discovered. Russian cruelty has

been partly the cause of their diminution ; but their own wars

among themselves have destroyed very many. They do not

I
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now number more than 1,500. They resemble the Eskimo, with a partial

mixture of Asiatic tribes and of Russian settlers. Then* legs are frequently

bowed from sitting so long in their boats ; and their figure is awkward
and uncouth. They wear extraordinary helmet-shaped hats, of wood or

leather, with very long brims in front, to protect the eyes from the sun's

glare upon water and snow. Down the back hang beards of sea lions,

and the whole is ornamented with carved bone. Men often wear bird-

skin clothing. In the Fox Islands the people live in large underground
dwelhngs from one to three hundred feet long, and from twenty to thirty

wide, covered with poles and earthed over, with several openings at the

top through which the interior is reached by ladders. Three hundred
people have been known to occupy one of these in common, but the space

is partitioned off by stakes. Chiefs exist more definitely among these

islanders than among other Eskimo; they are exempt from work, and
their chief function is to decide differences. The Russians formerly

treated them barbarously, taking advantage of their obsequiousness to

strangers ; it is related that the hunters used not unfrequently to place

the men close together, and try through how many one bullet of their

muskets would pass.

From what we have said, it certainly appears more probable that the

Eskimo spread from west to east than from east to west ; and there is a

close resemblance between them all in features, habits, arms, origin of

and language. Whether they came direct from Asia into *^® Eskimo.

America, or whether they are an arctic offshoot of the American Indians

after they were already fully acclimatised throughout America, may be

doubtful ; but Rink inclines to the latter view. The agreements between
the practices and traditions of the Eskimo and those of the Indians are

considerable, when we remember the length of time during which the

former have been isolated in the north, and the differences of habits and
associations due to climate ; for there is just that distinctness between
the western and eastern Eskimo which might be expected in the progress

of gradual evolution with separation.

XII. 3 B
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CI)e Ifiiftaliitantg of tin BniUXi ^tatrg.

Discovery and settlement—War of Independence—Increase of population—Religious and political

principles—Unrest and westward movement—Immigration of Europeans—New types—The
great Civil War—Abolition of slavery—The Negro question—Varied elements—Aristocracy

—

Position of women—Education—Universities—Harvard and Yale—Cornell—Literature-
Science — Great cities— Religion — The Indians— Past treatment— Reservations— Modem
progress—Theprincipaltribes—Prehistoricremains—The Chinooks—Medicine-men—Religious
ideas—Inland Columbian tribes—Character—Women—Medicine-men—The unseen powers

—

The Californian Indians—The Apaches and Comanches—The Pueblos and Moquis—Indian
character generally.

THE inhabitants of the greatest State

ill the new world are given to call-

ing themselves Americans, although no

other people arrogates to itself the ap-

pellation belonging to the inhabitants

of a continent collectively. And this

typifies the attitude of the citizens of

the United States in many things.

Feeling strong in their youthful vigour,

in their rapid increase, in their ap-

parently limitless possibilities, they look

upon themselves as the Americans, and
upon their supremacy in America as

assured. It may be that in this feature
738
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they are "^^nly exaggerating a characteristic of their Teutonic, and es-
pecially their English ancestors, who have been but too apt in the past

A NEW YOKK BEADTY.

to regard any and every territory as theirs, if they could get it in anv
mode, and keep it by force.

"^

The Spaniards, who discovered America, turned in preference to the
central and southern regions, rich in gold and silver, although they con-
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quered and settled in Florida ; tlie French sought cod-fish for Lent and

Discovery and fast-days off Newfoundland and Cape Breton; the English,
settlement, tinder Sir Walter Raleigh, first colonised the United States in

1585, landing in Chesapeake Bay. Sir Walter named his colony Virginia,

in honour of his maiden queen ; but it did not flourish till the next reign.

Lord De la Warr in 1607 founded Jamestown in Virginia ; he was followed

by the Dutch, whose settlement on the site of New York was called New
Amsterdam (1614), and became English under the Duke of York in 1664.

In the same year the settlement of New England (founded in 1607) was

so named by Captain Smith ; and on Christmas Day, 1620, a band of 102

Puritans, who had left England in Elizabeth's reign for Amsterdam with

John Robinson, their minister, and now sought liberty and a future in

the New AVorld, landed from the Mayflower at a spot in New England,

to which they gave the name of Plymouth, the last English port at which

they had touched. In 1627, Delaware was settled by the Swedes and

Dutch ; in 1628 the colony of Massachusetts was founded, and from it

New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, and Rhode Island were settled,

and in 1643 formed the first American confederation for mutual defence.

Maryland was founded by Lord Baltimore in 1633. New Jersey was
settled by the Dutch in 1620, and the Swedes in 1627, and later became
English. South Carolina was settled in 1669 by the English

;
Pennsyl-

vania by William Penn, in 1682, the same year that Louisiana was founded

by the French. Georgia was not settled till 1732, by General Oglethorpe
;

and Kentucky in 1754, by Colonel Boon.

It is unnecessary to recount here the story of the War of Indepen-

dence, consequent on successive attempts of the governments of George

War of III- to tax the American colonies, without according them
Independence.

j^Qpj^Qggj-^j^g^^^Qj^ j^ Parliament. The struggle, at first peaceful,

lasted from 1764 to 1783, being marked especially by the Declaration of

Independence on July 4, 1776. Thirteen States were the first signatories,

which number has since been largely increased. The new government
was fully organised as a federation of States, independently self-governing

for certain purposes, and collectively governed by a president elected

every four j^ears, and appointing the whole federal administration, and
by a senate and a house of representatives elected by the States. Lousiana
was bought from France in 1803, Florida was ceded by Spain in 1820.

At the time of the Declaration, the population of the States was reckoned

Increase of at 2,000,000 ; in 1810 it had grown to seven millions and a
population, qnarter, including more than a million slaves, who had been
imported into the southern States from Africa

; in 1860 the population
had increased to 31^ millions, including about four million slaves ; and in

1880 there were fifty million people, including seven millions of African
descent, now free.

At first the religious element in the various colonies had the greatest
sway, in accordance with the principles predominant in each colonising
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party
;
and at the same time an uncompromising intolerance

of any other form, or of laxity in moral and religious observ- and pSmcai
ances was maintained, especially in the New England colonies.

P^^^^^Pies.

With these stern principles were combined remarkably strong doctrines
of political liberty and democratic government. And these doctrines
have influenced the United States very greatly in their expansion,
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although increase of wealth and the growth of systems of corruption

and wire-pulling, of professional politicians and inventive and sensational

newsmongers, have considerably modified the old Puritan aspect of many
parts.

A peculiar unresi, has affected American life, owing to the never-

ceasing expansion westwards and south-westwards. For a long time life

was affected by one incessant movement westwards. Nearly

westward every youth sought a home of his own, which he could most
movement,

^.g^^jjiy procure on unoccupied territory, troubled only by

possible incursions of Indians, who for the most part received scant

BACKWOODS AUCTION.

consideration from the settlers ; and who regarded the latter as the robbers

of their proper hunting-grounds. Thus war of a guerilla nature was
long kept up ; and possibly this developed a lawless and adventm"0us

spirit in many of the border settlements. But sudden accessions of

wealth owing to many causes, notably the development of the gold

mines of California and the silver mines of Nevada, followed by more

rapid squandering oi the same in dissipation and extravagance, and the

reckless gambling fostered by such a life, have probably done much to

produce a peculiar roughness of type in many of the later settled

regions.

Probably, too, the continued incursions of strangers from the British
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Isles, from Germany, Scandinavia, and other countries, had much influ-
ence in unsettling the population in many regions. A large, unsettlecl,

THE ELEVATED RAILWAY : BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

unassimilated popiUation tends to be excitable, ever ready for immigration
a new venture, while the settled farmers are spread over the ^^ ^"^ope^s.
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country and are not much in evidence. Thus the American type has

become characterised as go-ahead above everything. " Cuteness," sharp-

ness, and enterprise are well known and sometimes excessive features of

our American cousins, and have even been reflected in their physical

aspect. The long narrow type of face, short scraggy beard, bright,

keen, mobile eyes, and a general aspect of self-reliance, energy, and not

a little " cockiness," are among these.

On the other hand, the United States may claim to have introduced

some new types which have much to recommend them. The frank, free,

unconventional woman, gracious and cultured, handsome and
self-reliant, independent of male help and incapable of femi-

nine pettiness
; the shrewd inventor of new machinery, new appHances,

or new combinations in business ; the deviser of colossal schemes,

whether of university education or of collection and distribution or

manufacture of goods, flourish in America, and show their appreciation

of Europe and European culture by visiting their " effete civilisations
"

as often as possible and buying up the best of their art products at

enormous prices. But the glory of the United States is the fact, of

which every man is conscious, that the way to success and power is

really and not nominally open to every man capable of it. Herein is the

strength of the Eepublic of the United States, backed for the present \,j

almost virgin treasures of soil and mines.

Yet this country, so rich and so free, has had its Civil War (1861-5;
of so bitter and disastrous a nature that more blood was shed in it than

The great in any other war ; a war perhaps inevitable from the nature of
Civil War.

^1-^Q growth of the country, and the differences of climate and
settlement which it included. It could hardly be regarded as certain,

until tested, that States which had freely united would not be allowed

as freely to separate. The Confederate States of the South might with
justice say that the Union was to last only so long as it was voluntarj-,

and that it was a denial of liberty for the stronger States to compel them
to remain in connexion with each other when their policy diverged.

But in truth the original system or principle on wliich the Union was
founded broke down at this point ; and a nation was found to be a greater

thing, a nobler ideal to fight for than the right to separate voluntarily.

Either there could only be one people of the United States, or there

might be fifty ; and union was seen to be strength ; separation was
weakness. Thus the stronger conquered

;
and inasmuch as the weaker

Abolition of were the slaveholders, and slaveholding has been abolished
slavery.

^^-^ consequence of the war, the cause of freedom and civilisa-

tion must be held on the whole to have gained by the war, although the

freedom of self-governing States was largely curtailed.

Notwithstanding the abolition-of slavery, the negro question is still

Tbe negro one of the difficulties of the United States. Throughout the
question. States, but more especiall}^ in the old slave States, the negro
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is at a discount, whatever liis degree of education, or skill, or refinement,

which are often considerable. There are'nnmerous universities, coUeo-es,
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and grammar schools for tlie negro people, and these also educate large

numbers of tlie poorer whites. The racial caste system is largely upheld

by the descendants of the old English aristocratic planters. It undoubt-

edly constitutes a serious danger, by tending to make government in the

States depend upon a pure white or a sohd negTO vote. Another gross

injustice is the extension of the social ban to every one having the

slightest trace of negro blood, even one sixteenth or one thirty-second.

In justice to the negroes it must be said that they do not show any
tendency to violent methods, nor to set up a negro rule where they get

the power. The British races may certainly point to Mexico, San
Domingo, and South America as illustrations of the evil resulting from

indiscriminate mixture of European and negro races ; but it is vice, not

freedom, which has mixed and

debased these to such an extent.

A further element of weak-

ness in the United States is the

Varied want of homogeneity of
elements, -^j^q white population,*

and the growing differences of

type between the populations of

different localities. A population

which includes, besides negroes,

English, Scotch, "Welsh, and Irish

;

Germans, Dutch, and Scandina-

vians ; and French and Spaniards

in noticeable proportions, requires

a long period of mingling, without

much continuous immigration, to

become amalgamated. But such

complete amalgamation can never

take place, because of the differ-

ences of climate and surroundings,
SHAKER WOMAN. IP ,

• i j i iand 01 occupation, and the great

distances separating different sections. Thus the United States present us

with one of the most tremendous racial experiments ever tried, whether
divergent peoples can be retained under one government when freedom
and self-government exist. The lean, tough, and wiry Puritans of the

north-east; the restless and violent "Western people; the finely-developed,

high-bred, immobile Southerners ; the phlegmatic Germans and other

Teutons of the central and mid-northern States ; the uneducated, reck-

less, superstitious Irish, who form a large class in the Atlantic States ; all

these constitute so many clashing groups, and tend to make politics a

game and a profession characterised by little nobility and much meanness
and corruption. The dreaded immigration of Chinese, already largely

established in California, has been checked by recent legislation. The
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Californians object to the Chinese, strange to say, partly because of the

very quahties which have made them useful. They are undoubtedly
quiet, much-enduring, quick to imitate, very industrious and frugal,

willing to do the meanest or dirtiest work ; but they are also for the

most part very dirty, and usually have no notion of honesty, or fidelity,

or truthfulness. This of course shows that the Chinese who have come
to California are not fair specimens of their countrymen. The Chinese

too have shown no desire to conform to or understand the United States

system or to become citizens of the country, or even to establish their

domestic Hfe there. Perhaps, after all, the United States jealousy of the

NEGRO LADIES, XEW YORK.

Chinese is largely due to their astonishingly cheap workmanship, and its

tendency to cut down prices.

Our space is all too scanty to deal with the various aspects of life in

the United States. One thing is clear, that a country wliich resolves to

have no aristocracy proceeds straightway to develop one by
^^gtogyacy

infallible process of evolution. In different parts of the States

the criterion of aristocracy may differ—wealth, brains, or descent from old

European families or early settlers, being supreme according to locality

;

but the division between higher and lower exists as certainly in the

RepubHc of the United States as ever in European States.
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The status of women is undoubtedly higher and freer in the United
States than in Europe : not that women wield more social influence, for

Position of that is impossible ; but that their brains are more cultivated^
women.

ixiQXQ free, and more respected in their exercise. Women have
consequently a much larger share of higher occupations, in law, medicine,

and Church work, than in England. On the whole, too, domestic life and

home feelings do not suffer. Children, however, early become self-depen-

dent, and enjoy a greater freedom of intercourse than in Europe. The
chaperone is not an institution among them ; and it is claimed that the

open and frank style of friendship among the young produces a less arti-

ficial and more satisfactory state of society. Marriages are scarcely CA^er

arranged by parents, almost always by the young people themselves.

The educational system of the United States has many remarkable

features. In the first place, every township (a much larger area than our

parish) has about twelve square miles set apart for the school

fund. In addition, there is a large voluntary education rate.

The -schools are free to all, and very much more attention is given ta

scientific subjects than in England; and this bears fruit in the astonishing

fertility of the States in new mechanical inventions. Education of boys
and girls in common is verv a^eneral. Even in some Univer-

Universities. •,• •
-i . '^ ^ , ._,^ ^^ .

sities a similar system is pursued. The Universities are tar

more numerous, but less select and with a less elevated standard, than in

Europe. There are conspicuous exceptions, however. Yale and Harvard
and Cornell Universities may be briefiy referred to. Harvard, at Cam-
bridge, near Boston, is the oldest, dating from the death of John Harvard
in 1638, who had been a scholar of Emmanuel College, in the old Cam-
bridge, and who bequeathed his library and £800 to the school already

founded at Cambridge. Originally, a strict religious foundation, it is-

Harvard and ^^ow secular, and complete in its faculties. Thus Harvard has-

Yale. already celebrated a 250th anniversary, and its age, no less than

its notable alumni, gives it distinction. Yale, at Newhaven in Connecticut,

was named in 1718 in honour of Elihu Yale, a native of the town and great

benefactor to the college. It is specially the University of the New England
Congregationalists, but it is one of the most liberal and complete in the-

States. Cornell, near Ithaca, New York State, is a new type of University,

entirely unsectarian, and free to both sexes, founded b}^ Ezra Cornell, and

with chairs endowed bv men of all sects. Those students who-

have not sufficient private resources, provide for themselves

by manual labour on the college land, producing food of all kinds. The-

University adds to the usual branches of education, agriculture and the

mechanical arts, and includes both military tactics and theology. There

are many other colleges less .liberal than these, in which sectarian fetters

diminish the benefits conferred.

^., ^ In literature it is natural that imitation of British models
Literature.

should as yet predominate
; and while it cannot be doubted
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that no Transatlantic genius has yet arisen equal to the greate st names

of Europe, the land which has produced Washington, Franklin, Jeiier-
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Science.

son, the Adamses, "Webster, among statesmen ; Prescott, Bancroft, Motley,,

among historians ;
Longfellow, Bryant, Holmes, and Lowell, among poets :

Emerson, among essayists ;
and Hawthorne, among novelists, lacks few of

the elements of greatness. There is a tendency now-a-days to a wilder

and robuster type of literature, represented by Bret Harte and others,

alongside of a more refined and subtle, perhaps over-refined type, repre-

sented by Henry James.

In science, beginning with Franklin, and continuing to Edison, the

United States has done much for practical life, but not so much striking

original investigation. Agassiz was an adopted biologist

:

and many other scientists have been drawn from Great Britain :

but Dana, Leidy, Cope, Marsh, and Hayden take high rank as native

biologists and geologists.

The cities and manufactures of the United States are among the most

surprising growths of the present cen-

tury ; New York, with its
Great cities.

''
, , ., .p

enormous docks, its magnifi-

cent Broadway and avenues, and its-

squaUd tenement buildings ; Boston,

with its memorials of the past, its

" Cradle of Liberty," Faneuil Hall, its

great bookstores and public library^

and greater literary circles ; Pliila-

delphia, with its marvellous City Hall

of marble, its vast avenues, its great

manufactures
;
Washington, the capi-

tal, with its commanding Capitol, its

State offices, its magnificent distances,

and its population of officials and

office-seekers ; Chicago, with its enor-

mous grain and pro\dsion trades ;
San

Francisco, the most beautiful city in the Union, and one which appears

more suited to Englishmen than most of the Eastern cities. The mixed

population of the latter is very noticeable ; Mexicans abound, with

Frenchmen and Italians ; South Americans, Polj^nesians, and Australians

are numerous. As to manufacturing industries, thej^ may now be said to

include all things needed in the States, and CA^en a bare enumeration of

their seats and striking phenomena is impossible.

In religion the United States is as varied as in climate or in race.

Many an old-world movement has here sought a refuge ; many a new one

has arisen from the clash of previous^ separate races, or through

the conditions of a new life. All the Protestant sects are repre-

sented— Episcopalians, Baptists, Methodists, Presbj^terians, etc. ; while

the Unitarians and Swedenborgians are significant groups. A peculiar

SHOSHONE.

aspect is given to religious life in the United States by the absence of
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State control, or patronage or support of any one religious sect. Thus.

Roman CathoUcs and Episcopalian and other Protestants stand on an

equality side by side. It cannot be said that religion is less, probably it

is more flourishing than in any other country
; witness the large numbers,

of churches and theological colleges, the numerous philanthropic and
missionary societies, and the extensive religious literature.

Public attention is however frequently directed most definitely upon
small communities or sections of religionists, with peculiar tenets or

practices ; such as the Mormons of Utah, with their assumed new revela-

tion, their polygamy, and their agricultural success ; and the Shakers,

with their celibacy and community of goods, their non-resistance prin-

ciples, and their spasmodic fits of religious excitement.

Altogether, the United States must rank as one of the half-dozen

lEOQUOIS. DAKOTA (SIOUXj. COMANCHE.

The Indians.

supremely interesting nations. In intellect, in material prosperit}^, and
possibly in moral stamina, no nation can be named as superior to the great

land of the Teutons across the water.

"While the history of the Indians since the invasion of the whiter
has been generally peaceful in Canada, it has been the reverse in the

United States. It must of course ever remain doubtful what
their numbers formerly were, but there is good testimony that

many tribes have considerably decreased
;
still, at present there are three-

hundred thousand Indians in the United States ; and some of the tribes,,

having accommodated themselves to their altered condition, and settled

down to agriculture, have fuUy kept up their numbers. In any case,

although wars with Europeans have cost the life of many Indians, it is.

probable that more lives were formerly lost in internecine warfare, and
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there are many compensations

for the losses which the In-

dians have sustained.

It cannot be denied, how-

ever, that the Europeans when

Past t.hey first landed in
treatment. America, and for

long afterwards, showed a dis-

position to regard the natives

as no better than animals.

Every particular in which
they differed from the white

man was looked upon as evil

and degraded
;
and no attempt

THE GRASS-HUTS, ETC., OF THE KAIVAVAS (CALIFOKXIA). ^aS madc tO Study thcm, eX-

cept to overreach or outwit them. Again and again, treaties were made
with the natives, defining the European limits, or securing native rights;

and again and again were the treaties broken—the Indians, by reason ot

their guerilla warfare and their unconquerable attachment to their former

hunting grounds, or by theft and other delinquencies, generally, though

not always, giving some excuse for this breach of covenant. Unfortu-

nately there has been no sufficient permanence in the staff appointed by
the United States for administering Indian questions. The largely pre-

valent habit of changing officials with a change of president or

governor, combined with the political nature of nearly all appointments,

has often conduced to the employment of the most unfit, or to the

frequent change of the type of administrators
; and consequently the

Indians have been, and many still are, much more hostile to the United

States than their kin are to Canada.

The policy permanently adopted b}'' the United States towards the

Indians is to

Indian re- place
servations.

^J-^pjjj

upon reserva-

tions, where
they must re-

main, and in

which wliites

majT' not settle.

The interest of

money allotted

to them in

payment for

lands taken

PAWNEE (NEHltASKA) IN WAK DltESS ; SMOKING (HIT OF THE TOMAHAWK. irOm them, IS
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BDEIING-PLACE, HUTS, AND BUFFALO DANCE OF THE MANDANS.

paid to them in the shape

of food, clothing, etc.
;

and inasmuch as they

are thus kept from abso-

hite want, they are to a

great extent placed in an

artificial condition, and

the normal stimulus of

the struggle for existence

is taken away. For good

or ill, this policy has been

adopted, so that in vast

tracts formerly roamed

over by the Indian hunt-

er, not one is now to be

found. A large number
of tribes have been congregated in a special Indian territory of about

70,000 square miles, chiefly between the Red and Arkansas rivers, be-

tween the States of Texas, Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas. Many small

tribes are located here ; but the most numerous are the Cherokees, the

Creeks, and the Choctaws, while the Chickasaws, Seminoles, Cheyennes,

Comanches, and Osages are all in considerable numbers. The total

population is about 80,000. Of these tribes the first five have Modem
made considerable progress in civilisation. They wear ordinary Progress.

American clothing, have farms, or follow trades, and live in ordinary

houses. They have schools, which are flourishing. There are no large

towns among them. Their internal affairs are settled by their own
principal and subordinate chiefs with a council. They have framed
simple codes of law, and have courts to administer them. An agent of

the United States Government resides with each tribe or group of tribes.

It would be of little

advantage to enumerate

the other The principal

tribes of the t"^^^-

United States ; and we
will only mention the

principal. The Iroquois

tribes formerly occupied

much of New York State.

Their league originally

included five tribes, the

Mohawks, Oneidas, Onon-

dagas, Senecas, and Ca-

yugas ;
afterwards the

Tuscaroras joined them,

XII. 3 c
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and then the united tribes numbered over 11,000. They were long

the allies of the English, and consequently suffered much in the War of

Independence. They are now scattered on various reservations, but have

increased in number to 13,000, The Chippewas, or Ojibways, formerly

a large tribe of the Algonquin family, inhabited Michigan, "Wisconsin,

and Minnesota, and now occupy numerous reservations, and have in-

creased in number to above 20,000. The Dakotas, or Sioux, are the

most powerful, courageous, and warlike of the North American Indians.

They number about 35,000, and occupy large reservations in Dakota,

Wyoming, and Mon-
toma. They have been

nearly always at war
with their neighbours,

and large bodies of

United States troops

had to be kept on their

borders. In 1875 and

1876, their chief. Sitting

Bull, was able to main-

tain a successful resist-

ance against all the

troops that could be

brought against him,

and he finally escaped

into the Canadian Do-

minion with all his fol-

lowers. The Crows are

a branch of the Dakotas

in Southern Montana, a

noted tribe of maraud-

ers and horse-stealers,

who cannot be said to be

really subject, though

they avoid open war
with the whites. The
Snakes, or Shoshones, in

Wyoming, Idaho, and northern Nevada, are of a more peaceful type, and
are progressing, but have had to bear the attacks of the Crows, Black-

feet, and other tribes. The Apaches are an offshoot of the Tinneh family,

long at war with the whites in Arizona and New Mexico. Besides these,

there are a number of Pacific Coast tribes, generally of a lower type

than the eastern tribes.

Among the pre-historic remains of the United States, we must men-

Pre-Mstoric fion til© considerable ruins of mounds and other earth-works
remains, throughout a great part of the Mississippi valley, and in other

DAKOTA CHIEF.
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tracts. Some mounds appear to have been altars and barrows, some

imitative of the forms of animals, others arranged in mathematical figures.

Along the coasts are found old shell-heaps, as in various European

countries, and spear and arrow-heads are found frequently in the course

of ploughing. There are evidences of old workings of copper mines in

the Lake Superior district ; the native copper has been found, hammered
into arm and wrist bands, chisels and axes, etc., in the great Creek and

other mounds. In some cases complete ancient human ossuaries have

been found, in which the bones of entire villages have besn deposited

after the decay of the

bodies above ground. The
old mounds have yielded

well-formed bone needles,

shuttles, porphyry discs,

axes, chert knives, etc.

There are no coins ; but

there is evidence that

shells or shell-beads have

long been used for this

purpose on the North At-

lantic. One kind, known
as purple wampum, was
derived from the shell of

Venus mercatorius, and
the white wampum from

the columns of the peri-

winkle. It appears pro-

i bable that these people

j

were settled and civilised

1 to a considerable extent,

and were extinguished by

I
the onslaughts of barbar-

!j
ous tribes.

In south-west Color-
:1

i ado, and in north-west
' New Mexico, and in parts

of Utah and Arizona, remains of buildings of stone and mortar,

aggregated in large towns have been found. Some were built in the

open by an agricultural people, others in high rocky situations with

defence towers
; while others are cave-dwellings in niches of the canons.

Vast quantities of pottery are found in their neighbourhood, together

with wicker work, and arrow and spear heads. Probably these were
built by the ancestors of the Pueblo and Moqui Indians, or by tribes

related to the Aztecs of Mexico.

Inasmuch as most of the Indians in the Eastern and Central States

PRAIRIE INDIAN WOMAN.
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The Chinooks..

are now living more or less civilised lives, and present but pale reflections

of their ancestors, a much better idea of what they were is to

'be gained bj' studying the western tribes. Beginning with

the Paget's Sound and Chinook Indians, on and near the Pacific coast, we

find robust bodies with bowed legs owing to their sitting in canoes. The

Chinooks have several strongly Mongoloid features—flat faces and noses,

oblique eyes, large nostrils, thick lips. They may be called the, arch

head-flatteners, the flattening being done in wooden cradles, with a piece

of wood, bark, or leather tied over the forehead with strings which are

tightened on successive da^'s. Usu-

ally the child does not leave its

position till the flattening is com-

plete. Pads are inserted to prevent

the pressure from being too un-

comfortable ; but the infant in this

torture-bed, with the eyes partly

protruding from the sockets, pre-

sents a horrible spectacle. The
girls are more especially' subjected

to it than the boys. Slavery was
common among them till recentl}'',

and slaves Avere never buried, or

cared for when ill. Weddings are

simply celebrated by interchange

of presents, except among " mission

Indians," or converts, and marriages

are not very prolific, perhaps owing
to the general laxity of morals.

Feasts, at which all eat as much as

possible, are common. These were

followed by wild dances, yelling

and singing. Gambling is very

])revalent, the Chinooks readily

risking all their joroperty, their

wives and children, and sometimes

their own freedom, in a game which
consists in passing two small sticks rapidly from hand to hand, one

stick being marked, and the opposite player guessing wliich hand con-

tains the marked stick. Another game is played with beaver teeth with

figured sides, which are thrown like dice, the game depending on the

combinations of figures turned up. Successful gamblers make as much
noise as possible, to confuse their opponents.

The medicine-men among these people have less influence than

„ ^. .
farther north, except in their quality of physicians. Many

Medicinemen. .. pt-i -i i tit
varieties oi burial are found ; some tribes place the dead man

TKCUMSEH, AN IROQUOIS CHIEF.
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in liis best canoe, covered by an inverted canoe, and raise it on a plank

platform, or hang it from tlie branches of trees. Among other tribes the

dead are placed in a sort of shallow vaults, and covered with a roof of

planks or poles. Many of these tribes believe in a principal good deity,

and an evil spirit. The Chinooks, in addition to the Creator of Religious

the universe, Ikanam, believe in Italapas, the Coyote, who ^'^®^^-

created men imperfect, and taught them various arts. They also beheve

in a fire spirit, an evil spirit, and a body of familiar spirits. Each person

has one special spirit, selected by himself early in life, sometimes after

fasting, sometimes by adopting the first object he sees on visiting the

woods. These guardian spirits

are supposed to give secret di-

rections, which must be fol-

lowed, under heavy penalties.

Altogether the Chinooks have a

bad character. In some fsAv

instances honesty has been de-

tected among them ; but the}^

are largely thieves and liars,

though they treat children and
old people kindly.

The inland Columbians,

who may be generally described

as Salisli and Sahap-
inland

tins, include the Flat- Columbian

heads and Nez Perces

as the chief tribes. They are

taller than the coast tribes, and
their legs are not deformed.

The face is also better, the eyes

rarely oblique, the lips thin

;

the general aspect is stern and
rather melancholy, but not re-

pulsive. Head flattening is ex-

tensively practised ; tattooing is

not general, though painting of the face is ; but a number of tribes pierce

or cut away the septum of the nose. The special inland garb is of

dressed skins of deer and other animals made into a rude shirt with loose

sleeves, and leggings reaching halfway up the thigh. The women's dress

reaches nearly to the ankles. Buffalo or elk robes are worn over this.

Their garments are copiously decorated with leather fringes, feathers,

shells, and porcupine quills. The clothing is worn unchanged till it is

disgustingly dirty. Their dwellings are easily and often removed, and

consist of a tent-like frame of poles covered with rush matting or with

skins, and with an opening at the top for the escape of smoke. These

AN INDIAN SQUAW AND BABY.
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dwellings are so large as to accommodate many families, each having its

own fireplace and allotted space, withoiit the use of partitions. Fish,

game, roots, and fruits constitute the varied diet ; and hunting is often

done on horseback, the bow and arrow formerly being the only weapon.

All adults were brave warriors on occasion. Horses are their most valued

property. They hold annual summer gatherings and fairs on the rivers.

They have few arts, their carving being very rude ; but they can count

up to a few hundreds. Years are reckoned by winters and sub-divided

by moons or months, which they name according to some periodical

employment or the ripening of some plant.

In character and morals, as in physique, the inland nations are

superior to those of the coast. Their active hunting habits render them
more vigorous, and give them less leisure. " Honest, just, and

charitable," says Bancroft, "ordinarily cold and reserved, but on
occasions social and almost gay

;
quick-tempered and revengeful under

what they consider injustice, but readily appeased by kind treatment; cruel

only to captive enemies, stoical in the endurance of torture ; devotedly

attached to home and famil}^ ; these natives probably come as near as it

is permitted to flesh and blood savages to the traditional noble red-man
of the forest, sometimes met in romance." Many have become converts

of Jesuit or Protestant missionaries, and appear to have improved in

numerous respects.

Among many tribes wives are bought from their parents by presents

of horses
;
and to give a man a wife without payment is a disgrace. This is

the chief formality, though smoking and feasting usually follow.

Among the Flatheads there are more complex ceremonies, such
as baths, change of clothing, torchhght processions, long lectures to the

couple, and dances. In some tribes the man who marries the eldest

daughter of a family is entitled to all the rest ; and the husband joins the

wife's tribe, and to her all the household property belongs. They are very
faithful wives and affectionate mothers ; children are long suckled, and
are exposed with but slight clothing to all extremes of weather. Some-
times in periods of distress both children and old people are abandoned.
Riding on horseback is universal, and women ride astride. Medicine-men
have much the same influence as among other Indians. Hot and cold

baths, herbs, bark, etc., are administered in cases of sickness ;
but in

Medicine- serious illness the medicine-man is called in, and made respon-
^^'°" sible for his patient's recovery. It is said that the death of a

medicine-man from natural causes used to be exceedingly rare. " The
methods by which the medicine-man practises his art are very uniform,"

says Bancroft. " The patient is stretched on his back in the centre of a

large lodge, and his friendSj few or many, sit about him in a circle, each
provided with sticks wherewith to drum. The sorcerer, often grotesquely

painted, enters the ring, chants a song, and proceeds to force the evil

spirit from the sick man by pressing both clenched fists with all his might
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in the pit of his stomach, kneading and pounding also other parts of the

body, blowing occasionally through his own fingers, and sucking blood

from the part supposed to be affected. The spectators pound with their

sticks
; and all, including the doctor, and often the patient in spite of him-

self, keep up a continual song or yell. There is, however, some method
in this madness ; and when the routine is completed it is again begun, and

thus repeated several hours each day until the case is decided. In many
nations the doctor finally extracts the spirit, in the form of a small bone or

other object, from the patient's body or mouth by some trick of legerde-

main; and this once secured, he assures the surrounding friends that, the

tormentor having been thus removed, recovery must soon follow." The
unseen powers are credited with much influence, supposed to xhe unseen

be exercised through the " medicine-animal " of each person, powers.

Thus, in one tribe, each youth, on approaching manhood, is sent by his

father to a high mountain, where he dreams of some animal, whose claw,

tooth, or feather he ever after wears as a charm or " medicine." Most of

these tribes have no regular form of worship, but believe in a good and a

bad spirit ; and some of them, on engaging in any important business,

offer a short prayer to the good spirit for assistance.

As a rule, the Californian Indians are of a lower and more degraded

type than the Columbians. They wear comparatively little clothing,

have no houses worth calling such, do not cultivate the soil, The Caiifor-

possess no boats, and do not even hunt to any great extent ; in ^^^'^ Indians.

fact, they scarcely possess any morals or religion, and are among the lowest

types of Indians. They fish and trap game in an imperfect lazy sort of

way. Polygamy is very general. Underground sweat-houses, in which

a fire is kept up throughout the winter, and a sort of Turkish bath can be

taken, followed by immersion in the river, are a great institution among
them. Some tribes have the custom of the husband going to bed and

pretending illness when a child is born to his wife.

The Apaches, Comanches, etc., of New Mexico are a savage set of

tribes. The former are small, wrinkled,and hideously ugly, approaching the

Mongol type; the latter are tall and well built, with extra-
^^^^ ^j^^^

ordinary powers of vision, and the men wearing beards. All and
Comanclies

commonly plaster the head and body with mud. Both the

Apaches and the Comanches live by hunting and plunder, and eat their

meat half-raw and ravenously. The Apaches are particularly prone to

plunder, fighting chiefly by ambush and assassination. They can conceal

their bodies in grass, among brown shrubs or grey rocks, with such skill

as almost to defy detection at three or four yards' distance. Sometimes

they clothe themselves in a grey blanket and sprinkle themselves with

earth, so as to precisely resemble a granite boulder. Prisoners are cruelly

treated, usually by scalping and burning. The Comanches are much
more satisfactory enemies. The war-dance invariably precedes starting

on the war-path, and they fight on horseback, with bows and arrows,
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BANNACKS (east SHOSHONES).

spears and shields. They attack in column,

impetuously, and when close on the enemy
subdivide, so as to attack both flanks ;

they

keep their horses in constant motion, at the

same time hanging over the side so as to

expose their bodies as little as possible. In

this attitude they can with great skill dis-

charge their arrows over the animal's back

or under his neck. They only take a few

scalps, to use at the war-dance of victory

;

but male prisoners are usually killed, while

the women become the wives or slaves of

the conquerors, and children are adopted

into the tribe. Peace is made at a council,

in which the pipe of peace is passed round,

after presents have been interchanged.

The Navajos tribe are distinguished for their skilful manufacture of

blankets, for which purpose they keep large flocks of sheep. They use

very primitive looms, but manage to produce regular patterns of geo-

metrical figures in different colours. The wild tribes in general paint and
carve rude figures of men and animals on rocks or in caverns. The
Apaches can count up to ten thousand

;
while the Comanches cannot

make the simplest calculation without the aid of their fingers or some
actual object. Their government is chiefly by tribal councils and dis-

cussion, the chief having only nominal authority and being easily deposed.

Custom and tradition have great influence. AVomen occupy a very low

position, being often ill-treated, and readily repudiated as wives. Chil-

dren are fastened to a small board immediately after birth, by means of

bandages, and carried for several months on the mother's back. Feasts,

dances, gambling, and horse-

racing are prominent amuse-

ments of these savage tribes.

The Comanches alone abstain

from intoxicants.

The Pueblos and Moquis ot

New Mexico and Arizona are

Pueblos and markedly distinct, be-
Moquis.

^j-^g semi-civilised, and

dwellers in towns (called pueb-

los). When the Spaniards first

conquered Mexico, these people

were found with stone, brick,

and mud houses, usually several

storeys high, each smaller than
pahutes: painted giivl, ^^oMAN, \nd child. the preceding, SO that there is a
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terrace outside each. Each pueblo consists of one or more large squares,

enclosed by a range of extensive buildings from two to seven storeys

high, each building being often itself a square. There is no internal

communication between the different storeys; the only access is by ex-

ternal ladders, which can be drawn up. The outer walls of one or more
lower storeys are quite solid, the only access to these being on the inner
side of the court. Each floor of the building is itself subdivided into a

large number of separate compartments, and allotted to the respective
families of the tribe. The mode of forming floors and ceilings shows an
interesting stage of development. The ceilings are supported on trans-

verse wooden beams, over

which is laid brushwood, fol-

lowed by bark or thin slabs

of stone, over which a thick

covering of mud is closely

spread, so as to render the

floor water-tight. Even win-

dows were not beyond the in-

ventive skill of these people

;

they fitted them with thin

flakes of natural selenite in-

stead of glass. The arrange-

ment of such of the rooms as

were for common use is very

well devised. The sweat-

houses of these people are in-

teresting and important. Each
town has several of these half-

subterranean rooms, said to

answer the purpose of bath,

council chamber, and church.

They paint the wall of these

houses with plants and animals

and hieroglyphic groups.

The Pueblos are agricul-

tural tribes, using irrigation, and having made considerable advances in

methods of cultivation. They are remarkable for personal cleanliness as

well as for the neatness of their houses. They may well have dreaded

the onsets of their wild neighbours the Navajos and Apaches, and sought

to entrench themselves against them ; and they state that their towns

have always successfully resisted assault. A system of government was
developed by this people, a governor and council being elected annually

by each town, and all affairs being decided by discussion and vote in the

bath-house. Among the Moquis the office of chief governor was hereditary,

but in other respects the government resembled that of the Pueblos.

PRAUtlE INDIAN HUT.
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Marriage among these people is arranged by the girls, who select

their mates and afterwards consult their own fathers. The father of the

bridegroom has to pay a compensation to the girl's father. Intermarriage

is frequent in the villages. The morals of young people are carefully

looked after by a sort of secret police. No one is permitted to marry or

to sell goods out of his native town without permission of the elders.

Women do all the household and much of the out-door work ; but their

treatment of their children is very kind and sensible.

The Pueblos are among the most rehgious of the Indians, and hold

in much reverence an ancestral or mythological personage known as

Montezuma. They perpetually watch the fire of the sweat-house, and

daily look out for the rising sun. The medicine-man here as elsewhere

has full sway.

Altogether, it may be said that in various ways the Indian showed con-

siderable capacity for elevation, which many have retained. He has many
valuable qualities, including great powers of endurance of pain, fatigue,

and exposure, much skill and cunning, great perseverance and animal

courage, and remarkable skill in horsemanship. But his method of warfare

can never be accounted civilised or endurable ; his habit of treating his

squaws like slaves is barbarous, and his way of scalping his enemies,—even

if not intended to torture the victims,—is peculiarly repugnant to civilised

people. Lord Dunraven, in his book " The Great Divide," represents

the wild Indian of to-day as only anxious to appear formidable to liis

enemies and attractive to the women. " If he can scare his foes by the

hideousness of his war paint and the ferocity of his appearance, he is

delighted, because he may, perhaps, without risk to himself, shoot one of

them in the back while running away ; and having done so, he and his

friends would scalp the body, and kick it, and dance around it, and stamp

upon it, and abuse it, and stick it full of knives and arrows, and then go

home and be afraid of the dead man's ghost."

^^1^ IjMfe. 1
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CHAPTER IV.

€\)t iWtntans antj Central ^mcn'rans;,

Indians and Europeans—The Aztecs of Mexico—History—Physical characters—Government and
laws—Religlon^Castes—Spanish conquest of Mexico—Modem history—Mexican towns—Mix-
ture of types—Mexican dishes—Children and women—Political insecurity—Plantations of

Yucatan—Ruins—Natives—Balize—The Central Americans —Guatemala and Honduras—Sal-
vador—Nicaragua—Costa Rica—Central Mexican Indians—Central American Indians—The
Mosquito and Honduras Indians—The Caribs—Costa Rica Indians.

THE Central American volcanic tract, with

its lofty mountains and table-lands, is

inhabited by people of a very different stamp

from those of the United States. Indians and

The Indians include some of high Europeans,

civilisation with others mnch lower ; while

the people of European descent, mostly Span-

ish, present the least favourable aspect of

their race, but are outdone by the very nu-

merous half-castes. This may be the reason

why the Indians are still in considerable pre-

ponderance
;
but there is no doubt that they

are far better adapted to the climate than the

descendants of Spaniards.

763
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History.

The Aztecs of Mexico, belonging to the Nahua group, were the

people whose civilisation, picture-writings, buildings, and sculpture caused

The Aztecs such astonishment to the Spanish discoverers. Fortunately
of Mexico. ^ fairly intelligible and trustworthy account of their history

for at least three centuries could be made out from their picture-records,

whose development was in several respects parallel to that of the

Egyptian hieroglyphics. They relate the successive immigrations from

regions further north of the Aztec nations, beginning with the Toltecs at

least a thousand years before, to whom they ascribe their great building

skill, their gold and silver work, the introduction of maize and cotton,

and even their writing and calendar. For a long period the immigrant

nations had to fight with the natives. Mexico (Tenochtitlan) was founded

about 1325 ; and about 1430 the

Acolhua, Aztec, and Te-

panec kings (all Nahuas)
made an alliance, and the Aztecs

became predominant under their

king Moteuczoma, or, as the Span-

iards rendered it, Montezuma. They
ravaged and kept in subjection all

Central America, taking crowds of

prisoners, whose hearts their priests

tore out to propitiate their gods. It

is even related that the allies agreed

to fight against each other for want
of other enemies, in order to keep

up the supply of victims. Early in

the sixteenth century came Cortes,

and the Aztec power was doomed.

The Aztecs of former times, like

their present descendants, were a

small muscular race, not

averaging above five feet

Their skull was of a medium type, neither long

ow forehead, liigh cheek-bones, long black eyes,

MEXICAN L.U)Y.
Physical

characters.

three inches in height,

nor round ; and the 1

black hair, thick lips, and general coarse physiognomy coincides with that

of many other American tribes. Maize was their chief food ; aloe juice

fermented (called pulque by the Spaniards) was their chief intoxicant;

and tobacco was in vogue. They made their cotton cloth skilfully by the

aid of simple looms. Ears, nose, and lips were pierced for ornaments of

gold, silver, and precious stones. A metal currency had developed, and

much trade was carried on. • Sculpture and ornamented woodwork of

considerable excellence existed ; and besides instrumental music of a

noisy description there was singing, and recitation of ballads and other

jpoems. Dancing was much practised; and one form,—in which the per-
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formers, dressed as birds, were suspended by ropes fastened to tlie top of a

liigli pole, and whirled themselves about in circles far above ground,—was

especially noteworthy. They had a ball game called tlachtli, in which a

ball of indiarubber was driven against the walls of the court by the

unaided knee, elbow, shoulder, and other parts of the body.

Government had attained a considerable development among them.

The confederate kings of Mexico, Tezcuco, and Tlacopan had a Government

league for war and other matters, though absolute in their own ^^<^ ^^^^•

dominions. The Aztec

king was succeeded by
a chosen brother or

nephew, the other kings

by their eldest son by
the principal wife. The
Aztec king had a large

low palace of hundreds

of rooms around three

large squares ;
and al-

most as large a palace

was found at Tezcuco.

There were many large

works, such as aqueducts

and statues, which in-

dicated much advance

;

and menageries, aviar-

ies, and gardens showed

great interest in natural

history. Numerous tri-

bute-rolls indicated the

extent and variety of

the tribute received

from nobles and mer-

chants, but the pea-

santry were ground
down, while there were

many slaves. Law
courts existed in the

royal palace, and there were subsidiary courts with judges in the cities.

Both laws and court records were written down in picture writing, sen-

tence of death being signified by a line drawn with an arrow across the

prisoner's portrait. Oaths were sworn by the witness touching the ground

with his finger and putting it to his lips. The whole code of laws was

very severe. War was the most important pursuit, and entered into with

great elaboration and with so many so-called civilised formalities.

There are considerable traces of belief in a superior deity among the

MEXICAN PEASANT.
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Religion.

Cortes.

Mexicans
;
but they certainly believed also in an evil deity and in a large

number of minor gods and nature spirits. The temples were
large buildings not a little resembling those of ancient Babylon,

being pyramidal in shape and rising in a succession of terraces communi-
cating by corner flights of steps, to a small platform. That of the great
war-god was of enormous size ; and his rites were celebrated chiefly by
human sacrifices, cannibalism following them. In addition to this, the
prayers, processions, dances, fasts, penances, etc., were abundantly per-

formed. The young were dedicated with appropriate prayers to the gods,

and were carefully taught in extensive schools. Marriages were largely

determined by horoscopes, old women being employed as go-betweens.
The priest performed the ceremony by tying the garments of the young
couple together in a knot. Cremation was practised, and a king had a
ghostly retinue of servants provided for him, with garments, provisions,

and various other means of passing safely to the next world.

This must serve as a specimen of Cen-

tral American peoples of a comparatively

high civilisation, among whom
the Mayas of Yucatan and the

Quiches of Guatemala are prominent,

though perhaps not so notable as the

Aztecs. We must pass on to the modern
history, associated with the name of Her-

nando Cortes, a Spaniard who accompanied

Velasquez to Cuba in 1511, and in 1519

undertook the conquest of Mexico with six

or seven hundred Spaniards. Their artil-

lery, ships, and horses convinced the Mexi-

cans that their visitors were gods ; and,

yielding to this idea, the king, Montezuma,
admitted them to the city of Mexico, where Cortes gained possession of the

king's person, and had a Mexican general and his oflEicers, who had at-

spanish
^^^ked him, burnt alive. After tumults, in which Montezuma

conquest of perished, and a pitched battle in 1520, Cortes remained
Mexico.

conqueror, but, failing to conciliate the conquered, treated

them with great cruelty. It is with satisfaction that we read that Cortes

died in solitude and neglect, though, as he said proudly, he had given
Charles V. more provinces than his ancestors had left him cities.

Mexico was a Spanish possession for three hundred years, and Spain
worked it specially as a source of wealth to the crown. The natives

were compelled to work in strict subjection on plantations and
in mines ; and in the process a very considerable intermix-

ture of the Spaniards and their subjects took place. The result is, that
half the population of ten and a half millions is pure-blooded Indian,

three millions are half-castes, and about a million and a half are pura

MEXICAN AGRICULTDEAL LABOUKEK.
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history.
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Creoles of Spanish descent. Early in the present century the Creoles

were discontented with the governors sent out from Spain; and in 1810

they revolted. After partial failures, Mexican independence was pro-

claimed in 1821, under Iturbide, who was proclaimed emperor, and at

once had to face a republican revolt under Santa Anna. After this

period it is almost an endless task to trace the three hundred revolutions

and disturbances of Mexican peace, from which a large Indian population

hold aloof, preying on both contending parties alike. For various periods,

shorter and longer, Santa Anna was dictator or president ; but during his

sway, New Mexico, California, and Texas were ceded to the United

States, after wars. In 1857, the present constitution, a federal republic,

with representative government, was proclaimed under Juarez, and

further celebrated in 1861 by the confiscation of Church property and

that of many foreign subjects. In 1862-4, the Emperor Napoleon III. of

France, at first with the co-operation of England and Spain, intervened,

and ultimately set up as Mexican emperor the Archduke Maximilian of

Austria ; but in 1867, the new emperor, left to himself, was captured and

shot by Mexicans, and the republic re-established, since which time a

modicum of peace has been preserved.

The majority of Mexican towns are situated on the upland plains,

and have mostly flat-roofed houses of one storey, arranged in broad,

straight streets, the only important buildings being the Mexican

cathedrals or churches, often with domes ; for Spain of course towns,

introduced and left behind her the Roman Catholic religion. They
usually have handsome public gardens, adorned with rich tropical vege-

tation. The city of Mexico has a very mixed population, Indians,

Mestizoes, and Creoles predominating ; but Europeans do most of the

business, for the natives are much given to idleness and pleasure. Yel-

low and brown complexions predominate. " Mexican belles "
Mixture of

certainly have large black eyes, very white and regular teeth, types,

and abundant black hair ; but their small, weak-looking physique,

prominent cheek-bones, large mouths, and other defects prevent them
from attaining the highest beauty. Dress is comparatively slight in the

country districts, women often having little but a brightly coloured skirt.

However, they" go deeply veiled to church. But wherever " society "

can be said to exist, a more or less slavish imitation of European fashions

is kept up.

Mexico has some special dishes, in many of which lard figures pro-

minently. Tortillas are insipid thin cakes of ground maize
; frijoles are

a small black bean, eaten with tortillas rolled up as a spoon. Mexican

Tomales has a basis of stewed turkey, highly seasoned and Wishes,

mixed with maize-flour and rolled in maize-leaves, and steamed. Choco-

late, flavoured with cinnamon, is largely drunk.

The children of European blood are not well cared for, being nursed

by Indian girls with no education. They are of very delicate constitu-
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tioiis, and are very precocious. Consequently their play is of a very quiet

cnudren and description, and it is not surprising that the mortality among
women.

^\^^ children of the well-to-do classes is great. Women are
scarcely educated at all, and spend their time in pleasure ; and it can

scarcely be said that men are much better. Their religion is of a
very superstitious kind, and

' attaches much importance to ceremonial
observances.

The result of political insecurity and extensive brigandage is to be
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seen in the general idleness of tlie people, who let most of their trade be

conducted by foreigners. Even a large part of the mining political

work is done by foreigners. Good roads and railways are still insecurity,

greatly wanting. Family life partakes largely of the wrangling and

jealousy which characterise politics ; and the demoralisation is assisted

bj' the public lottery system. These lotteries, or monte^ are pursued with

frenzied excitement by all classes. Many public and religious functions

are carried on for the most part by the produce of the lotteries.

The peninsula of Yucatan has a largely agricultural population, the

land being parcelled out into great farms under Creole owners, who keep

large gangs of half-caste Indians to work them. Although plantations

slavery is not permitted, the system by which the planters of Yucatan,

supply their hands with goods keeps them constantly bound to their

service ; and the whip is not spared to ensure their obedience. The
towns, with their Spanish aspect and pleasure-seeking population, con-

trast strangely with outlying districts, where plundering Indians make
everything insecure.

Yucatan is also specially interesting because of the ruins left by the

Maya and Cocomes nations—temples, palaces, and artificial mounds of

imposing dimensions and remarkable construction remaining

to indicate the importance of the old civilisation. Their

present descendants, of smaller and stouter make than the northern

Indians, have small hands and feet and are pleasing looking. In tem-

perament they are reserved and passive. Some of the tribes
. . Natives

wear only a loin cloth
; in others the men wear drawers and "

.

jackets ; the women wear coloured skirts and chemisettes with short

sleeves ; children go naked. The hair is worn long, or looped up.

Maize, rice, the sugar-cane, and tobacco are largely cultivated by them,

and their manufactures of cotton stuffs have attained much excellence.

As among almost all Indians, singing and dancing are favourite amuse-
ments. They have an instrument composed of pieces of hard wood of

different lengths stretched across a hollowed-out canoe-shaped case,

played upon by two short sticks. Their besetting vice is intemperance.

We need not say much about the small population of Balize, or British

Honduras, many of whom are engaged in mahogany-cutting. They are

a mixed group of Negroes and Indians, some being Caribs

transported from the West Indian Islands, and mixed with
Negroes. They are ex<;ellent woodmen. The colony has had a complex
history, being originally a mere settlement allowed by the Spaniards,

which developed into a limited colony, and was in 1850 specially excepted
from the convention between the United States and Great Britain, hj
which both countries bound themselves not to fortify or colonise an}'

part of Central America.

With Guatemala we reach Central America proper. When Mexico
shook off the Spanish yoke, Guatemala followed suit ; and in 182-1 a

xiii. 3 D
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Salvador.

Central American Confederation was formed on a democratic basis,

The Central slavery being abolished. In 1839, Guatemala, under Carrera, a
Americans, low-class Indian, became independent, and Carrera afterwards

became president for life ; he died in 1865. In 1876, Barrios, a sub-

sequent president, endeavoured to re-unite Central America,

and but failed, and Guatemala remains separate. The republic of

Honduras, east of Guatemala, is of interest as including the

spot of American soil on which ' Columbus first landed, on the 4th of

August, 1502, at Cabo de Honduras. Sailing to the west, after under-

going much danger, he discovered the prominent cape which he named
Gracias a Dios ("Thanks to God"). Since 1839, when the Central

American Confederation was dissolved, Honduras has repeatedly attempted

to unite the other States to itself, often by war. In 1865, a new Consti-

tution was framed, providing for a presidential election every four years
;

but there have been no regular elec-

tions of presidents in recent years,

and none have served the full term of

office. The little republic

of Salvador, which flanks

Honduras on the Pacific coast, was,

till 1853, united with Honduras and

Nicaragua. It has the usual pre-

sident elected for four years, and has

had the usual Central American '* pro-

nunciamientos " and military nomi-

nations. But it is thickly peopled,

and has managed to make progress

both with education and commerce,

Kotwithstanding its numerous earth-

quakes and violent volcanoes, its

people are active agriculturists, growing the finest indigo, caoutchouc,
coffee, tobacco, etc.

Nicaragua derived its name from a chief of the Cholutec tribe, who
ruled over this land when the Spaniards first penetrated it. It had an

Nicaragua,
"^^^fortunate history under the Spaniards, and has been scarcely

less unfortunate since. First joining the Central American
Confederation, it has since then been distinguished for military and
popular revolts, in which the resources of the country have been wasted
and its population debased.

Costa Rica, meaning "rich coast," is by no means a true name;
but signified Spanish hopes. In 1823 however the gold mines of Agucate

Costa Rica
^®^® Opened, followed by others ; and Costa Eica has become
the richest of the Central States, having fortunately sufiered

less from internal turmoil or foreign war than the rest. The soil is

also extremely fertile ; coffee yields a good return ; the land is par-

MEXICAN IX1>L\X.
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celled out in small freeliolcls, and the working classes live in remarkable

comfort. It is still scantily peopled, except in. some districts
;
but it is

notable for containing by far tbe largest proportion of people of Spanish

descent in the Central republics ; and they have undergone very little

mixture with the Indians. Here the natural Spanish covetousness has

had a good chance of displaying itself. The great difficulty is, to get

sufficient useful labour. It must be confessed that the long cessation of

payment of interest on the public debt (dating from 1872), and the

general state of public morality, present by no means a flattering picture.

A composition has been made with foreign creditors, to take effect from

RACE TiPES IN YUCATAN.

January 1, 1888 ; and this may introduce some improvement. But the

facts that one-fourth of the children are illegitimate, and that statistics

of crime are kept back as being too discreditable, do not speak well for

the State of Costa Rica.

Turning now to note a few points about the wild tribes of Mexican

Indians we find the Central Mexicans termed '' thick-skinned, thought-

ful, and reserved," making it extremely difficult to ascertain
central

by their expression what their real thoughts are. Bancroft Mexican

describes them as " peaceable, gentle, and submissive to their

superiors, grave even to melancholy, and yet fond of striking exhibitions
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and noisy revelry ; improvident but charitable, sincerely pious, but

wallowing in ignorance and superstitions
;

quick of perception, and
possessed of great facility for acquiring knowledge, especiall}^ of the arts,

very imitative, but with little originality, unambitious, unwilling to

learn, and indifferent to the comforts of life." When excited by drink

or other cause, they pass suddenly to extreme cruelty and fierceness.

Courageous in danger, they tremble at a Avliite man's frown. Though
indolent, they do much inefficient work in mining and agriculture.

In many parts of Central America, tribal distinctions are still kept

up, and a sullen indifference marks the Indians. The highlanders are

Central
^^ lighter complexions and better features than the lowland

American tribes. Except by the former, the hair is now cut short. The
women wear a waist-cloth when at home, but when out of

doors they put on an upper garment of striped cotton, covering them to

the waist, with a central hole for the head. This garment they usually

dye, embroider, or otherwise decorate in very tasteful patterns. The
Quiches of Guatemala have a red tiu-ban-like head-dress of ribbons inter-

woven with their hair. Tattooing and painting, with piercing of the ears-

and lips, are now chiefly practised in the hi! I districts. Their villages are

built of simple posts and rafters, with a thatched roof of straw or palm-

leaves, cane, bamboo, or rush filling up the walls. The houses have

usually but one room ; and they contain only a hammock, some mats, and

a few pots and pans of native make. Some villages, however, have houses

built of sun-dried clay covering a wooden frame, and having two or three

rooms. Meat is kept jerked (salted and dried in long strips, then smoked
and rolled up in bundles) ; it is only eaten on feast days.

The Guatemalans show considerable aptitude for art, their calabashes

being carved with leaves and varied ornaments in relief. They also

make small earthen figures, painted to depict their trades and occupa-

tions. They even decorate the altar-pieces of Roman Catholic churches.

Many tribes still elect chiefs, who are the descendants of their

ancient leaders : and these exercise much authority, together with councils

of elders. Marriage takes place very early, and is generally arranged hy
the parents at the age of nine, after which the girl is taken to the house of

her future father-in-law, and assists in household duties till the time comes

for setting up the J'oung couple in a house of their own, when the girl

has reached her fourteenth year. Women lead a life of drudgery, while

their husbands usually take things easily. Babies are suckled till the

third year, being carried on their mother's back in a cloth. Great respect

for parents is enforced. Amusements, singing, dancing, and relation of

tales, with abundant drink, are frequent. Sometimes the dancers dress

in the skins of various animals, and assume their character. Superstition

still prevails extensively ; and the medicine-men, or sorcerers, predict the

future, exorcise evil spirits, etc. ; but thej'" no longer have anj" public

idolatrous worship, all having more or less fully adopted Roman
Catholicism.

\
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A'different type is seen among the Mosquito and Honduras natives,

owing not only to tlie mixture of Caribs from tlie West Indies, but also

to negro intermixture. The so-called Caribs (none of whom
Mosquito

are of pure race) appear to be superseding the natives. In and Honduras

some parts the pure Indian type is still to be met with, some

being very fair, others copper-coloured, with cheek-bones not very promi-

nent ; some being much darker. The Caribs, according to „^ „ .^^
. .

-, ^ .
' „ ^ The Cantos,

the extent of negro admixture, are divided into yellow and

black Caribs, the darker being the taller, hardier, and longer lived

:

the hair is wavy, but the face is coarse. Polygamy abounds, some

IN'DIAN HOUSE IX CENTRAL AMERICA.

having six wives, and the chief more. Marriage takes place early, but is

not very binding. Extensive festivals celebrate the first marriage, but

afterwards there is little ceremony. In some places a cow is the price of

a wife. A separate house and field are provided for each wife, and she

keeps herself and her children, and also her husband while he stays

with her. She even has to pay him wages if he does any work for her
;

and in this state of things the women are jealous enough to compete

with one another which shall provide best for the husband. The men
on their side, at their debauches, often fight to determine who is most

worthy of the fair sex. One mode is for each rival to stand in turn with
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bent back towards the other, who strikes him as hard as possible with

his fist. Frequently death results. " The favourite entertainment of the

Sambos (or Mosquitos proper), is to put on a head-dress of thin strips of

wood painted in various colours to represent the beak of a sword-fish,

fasten a collar of wood round the neck, from which a number of palm-

leaves are suspended, and to daub the face red, black, and yellow. Two
men thus adorned advance towards one another and bend the fish-head

in salute, keeping time with a rattle and singing, ' Shovel-nosed shark's

grandmother,' after which they slide off crab-like, making the most

ludicrous gestures imaginable. This fun exhausted, fresh men appear,

introducing new movements, and then the spectators join in a walk
round, flourishing white sticks in their hands, and repeating the above-

mentioned refrain in a peculiar buzzing

tone produced by placing in the mouth
a small tube covered with the membrane
of a nut."

The Mosquitos acknowledge a good

spirit, to whom however they give no

name and offer no prayer; and they have

neither temples nor idols. They believe,

however, in an evil spirit or spirits, the

cause of all misfortunes. The}^ are in-

terceded with by their sorceresses, who
exercise great power and fill the place

of medicine-men. The Caribs believe

greatly in dreams and omens. At death

it is supposed that an evil spirit seeks

to obtain the body : and musicians are

engaged to lull it to sleep, while others

rush off with the corpse and bury it in

the two halves of a canoe. Food and

drink are placed for the deceased ; and

many fantastic forms of mourning are observed. (See Squier's works.)

The activity and energy of the Caribs are a great contrast to the

dulness, gentleness, and melancholy of the pure Indian natives ; but thej^

are more vain than the}^ are superior. The more negro admixture there

is, the more vigorous and voluble is the race
;
and this goes with consider-

able bravery and love of freedom.

The native tribes inhabiting parts of Costa Rica occupy cliiefly the

uplands, woods, and swamps, and are hardy, and hostile to Europeans.

They are of medium bronze colour, and distinguished b}^ the

*^inmans°^ flatness of their noses. They pull the hair out of every part

except the head, where they allow it to grow as long as pos-

sible. Many live in small huts of plaited rushes. They live chiefly by

hunting and fishing, but man}' also cultivate maize, beans, and bananas.

INDIAN WOMAN, GUATEMALA.
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CHAPTER V.

The aboriginal West Indians—Conquest of Cuba by Spain—Tbe Cubans and Spaniards—Havana
—Women in Havana—Slaves and planters—The Haytians—Porto Rico—Jamaica—The whites

and negroes-The Maroons—The Bahamas—The Leeward Islands—St. Thomas—St. Martin

—

Saba—St. Kitts—Antigua—Dominica—Martinique—A street scene—Barbados—Trinidad—
The coolies.

r
I
IHE original West Indians are now

-L little but a tradition, having disap-

peared before tbe conquering European,

and having left few traces ^j^^

behind them. They were of aboriginal
.,, . West Indians,

two mam types, still recognis-

able among Indians of the mainland
;
the

one peaceful, submissive, and trustful,

having been found in Cuba and the

Greater Antilles, known as Cibaneys, in

the former ; and the other vigorous and

warlike, the Caribs, in the smaller islands

further south and west, whose name is

775
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perpetuated in that of the Caribbean Sea. Now-a-days an entirely new
population holds the land ;

the pure descendants of Europeans forming

about one-sixth ; the African negroes, whom they introduced as slaves,

forming considerably more than one-half; and the rest being half-breeds,

with Hindu and Chinese coolies. Hence we shall not need to particularise

here the features or many of the characters of these people, whose true

home is elsewhere,

Cuba, termed by Columbus the most beautiful land that eyes ever

saw, was dis(JOvered by that navigator on his first voyage, on October

^ ^ 28th, 1492. In 1511-12 it was settled by Velasquez; and the
Conquest of . . ...

Cuba Si)aniards continued to " settle " the Indian aborigines to such
y pain.

^^^ extent that by the end of the sixteenth century not one of

the reputed million of natives whom they found there survived. They
proceeded to colonise it, and to introduce African negroes as slaves. Up
to 1772 the white and black population only numbered 370,000; but

after the negroes of Hayti revolted, nearly all Europeans took refuge

thence in Cuba, and this greatly aided in bringing about the increased

prosperity of that island. But Spain did not treat Cuba more tenderly

than her other possessions ; rather, after the revolt of the South and
Central American States, Cuba was held with a more iron grasp. More
than once since 1848 revolutionary movements, partly organised in the

United States, have arisen, and seemed to threaten seriously the main-

tenance of Spanish dominion ; but it still survives, though much hated

by most of the Cubans born. Probably it may go the way of the other

American possessions of Spain ; but the European will do his utmost to

keep the " Pearl of the Antilles."

At present Cuba has about a million and a half people, 150,000

being Spanish born, and four times as many Creoles of Spanish descent.

n,T, o V-
There are also numerous half-caste Mexicans from Yucatan, and

The Cubans
n\^ •

and many Chinese coolies ; but the bulk of the remainder are negroes
paniar s.

^^^ mulattoes. Even Avith so large a population, only a small

proportion of the island is reclaimed or cultivated. Sugar is the staple

crop, as in most of the "West Indian Islands, while tobacco takes the

second place. It shares, however, with Virginia the affections of lovers

of the weed, for it was there that the natives invented cigars, which they

called tabacos, and there the best are still made.
Havana, the capital of Cuba, is a remarkably fine city, but in many

ways European, although its church towers do not conform to old-world

architectural ideas. Its boulevards, theatres, cafes, gardens,

and fine houses are the result of its many sugar warehouses
and cigar factories. The massive houses are rarely of two stories ; and
the tropical influence is felt so much, that instead of glass, the great

windows are filled with gaily-coloured iron gratings. The brightness is

confined to the better quarters, for a great part of the city is overloaded

with filth in the streets, and the harbour is pestiferous when the wind is

from the south.
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Street noises are exceptionally vigorous in Havana. Mr, Gallenga^

in " The Pearl of the Antilles," says, " Where you have not the railway^

you have the ferries, and trams, and steamers, and mail-boats starting

at every hour. Blending with the racket of the traffic you have the

never-ending peal of church bells—morning bells, evening bells, mid-

night bells. Add to this the rolling of the 6,000 victorias, the tramway

cars, the omnibuses, the heavy waggons of every description, the clatter

of the cafes and billiard rooms, making night hideous, the jabber, the Babel

of voices, the twang of guitars, the squeak of fiddles, the morning gun from

the guardship at daybreak, the slmll trumpets of the volunteers at drill,

and, to crown all, the thumping at your door by some stupid waiter."

Women are very scarce in Havana, among the whites at least, there

being something like three males to one female ; few but negresses are

Women in to be seen. Respectable women are rarely met unattended in

Havana,
^.j^g street. Altogether, there is a male society whose moral

condition does not bear scrutiny. The women of respectable position are

left to mope at home, pacing the flat roofs of their houses, or watching

the passers-by through their window gratings.

So long as slavery existed, the condition of the slaves and the state

of the island were very unsatisfactory. The planters, with their large

Slaves and hereditary and indivisible estates, depending entirely on negro
planters, labour, believed that abolition would abolish their profits. But

slavery was abolished in 1886, and bankruptcy has by no means over-

taken the island. It is however yet too early to speculate on the results

of the new order of things. It is complicated in every way bj^ the-

antagonism between Cubans and Spaniards, each wishing to quell the

other.

The Haytians are the " awful example " of the West Indies, pointing

the perpetual lesson, that negroes and mulattoes cannot yet make a

The civilised State. Discovered by Columbus in 1492, and named
Haytians. Hispaniola, it had then a large population of Indians ; but they

were enslaved, and slaughtered or starved out in little more than thirty

years. The African negroes, whom the Spaniards introduced as slaves,

to take their place, throve and multiplied, and, with a small proportion

of mulattoes, have long almost exclusively occupied the island. In the

seventeenth century the French gained the western portion of the island^

and in the next century it became very prosperous ; but at the period of

the French Revolution the mulattoes demanded that its benefits should

be extended to them, and a destructive civil war arose. In 1793 slavery

was abolished in the colony, and in 1795 France obtained from Spain the

title to the whole island, which was named " Saint Domingue." A
negro, Toussaint I'Ouverture, however, was quickly successful in assert-

ing the independence of the negroes ; but his power collapsed in 1805.

A confused period of war and turbulence followed, and indeed can

hardly be said to have ceased. The island became divided into a negro-
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kingdom of Hayti in the west, and a mulatto republic in tlie east, much
the larger in size, but with a very much smaller population. In 1846 a

negro, Soulouque, became president of Hayti, and in 184:9 declared himself

emperor. He reigned till 1858, after which a republic was proclaimed.

But it is an endless task to follow the revolutions and wars in this

land of the African negro. There is little to choose between the Hay-
tians and the Africans of the Niger ; Roman Catholicism has with them
sunk to a low grade of superstition ; and fetishism, serpent worship, and

cannibalism are by no means unknown. In Hayti, whites may not hold

land, vote, or hold any ofifi.ce. In the Dominican republic, on the con-

trary, they are admitted almost to an equal position with the mulattoes

and negroes. Perhaps this is because in the latter three-fourths of the

people are mulattoes, and cannot help feeling some kinship with Euro-

peans
;
while in Hayti only one-eighth are mulattoes.

Porto Rico is the most satisfactory of Spanish colonies, much more

thickly peopled and thoroughly cultivated than Cuba, having flourishing

sugar and tobacco plantations, and exporting large quantities

of sugar, molasses, tobacco, coffee, and rum. Fewer than one

half of the people are negroes ; and slavery was abolished in 1873. A
recent traveller, however, describes the negroes as very idle, and living

in a very primitive condition, yet being zealous Catholics. Here, as.

elsewhere in the tropics, the strenuous activity of Britons and Germans is

out of place and is laughed at ; but the natives who obey the law of the

climate can scarcely be blamed for so doing. The prodigality of nature

and the heat of the climate combine to teach them idleness.

Jamaica (Xaimaca of the native Indians) was discovered by Columbus
in 1494, and called by him St. Jago. The Spaniards held it till 1655

when Cromwell's admirals, Penn and Venables, took it for

England. From that time the prosperity of the European
settlers grew under the slave system, and large fortunes were made by
sugar-planters. In 1807 the slave-trade was forbidden ; 86,000 slaves,

having been imported during the preceding eight years. In 1833 the

abolition of slavery checked the prosperity of Jamaica, or, from another

point of view, diminished the large profits which the planters had made
out of slave labour. A rising of negroes in 1865, was put down with

somewhat excessive severity by Governor Eyre ; but it was felt that the

Constitution, which included a representative assembly, did not give the

whites a fair chance, seeing how largely their capital was at stake in the

colony. A new Constitution was therefore framed, placing power in the

hands of a governor and a legislative council, of which half the members
are appointed by the Crown and half by popular election, the governor

being authorised to act on his own responsibility whenever he finds it

desirable. Thus, after having tried a more popular government in

Jamaica, England has reverted to a less popular one ; but the results are

not wholly satisfactory. The small proportion of whites (only about
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fourteen thousand) to 110,000 mulattoes and 450,000 negroes, together

with twelve thousand or more East Indian coolies, makes a satisfactory

system difficult; and there are not wanting those who say that the

multiplication of the negroes and Hindus in Jamaica and other East

Indian islands will at some future time practically thrust Europeans out.

The whites have not readily accommodated themselves to the transition

from absolute mastery over the negroes, enforced by the lash, to meeting

The whites them On a common level of freedom ; and the superiority which
and negroes,

j^j-^ey could not help feeling, has produced a strongly marked
i-aste system which refuses to grant any social status to a negro, however
well educated and well mannered, or even to a person with the very

faintest tinge of negro blood. No race has behaved more haughtily than

the British, it is to be feared, towards the offspring of its own system or

its own unlegalised unions with a subject race. In Jamaica prosperity

has certainly increased since the new Constitution came into force. The
negroes in many cases have considerable property, and almost all main-

tain themselves in comfort ; but in regard to hiring themselves out to the

planters, they maintain an independence and carelessness which some may
think the fitting nemesis for the tyranny of slave-times. To quote Mr,

'Grallenger again, a regeneration is needed among whites as well as negroes.
•• There is nothing more genial, more amiable and hospitable, than a

Jamaica planter of the old school ; but he has too long been a demigod
to his negro thrall to consider himself a mere mortal and to conceive that

work is as much his duty as the duty of his dusky attendant. Indolent

by long-contracted habit, he has too readily laid the blame of his lack of

energy and enterprise on the climate, though he has before him signal

instances of men of his own complexion, immigrants and Creoles, capable

of as great physical and mental exertion as may be exhibited in any
earthly latitude." Thei'e is still plenty of scope for new energy in

Jamaica, for not more than one quarter of the cultivable land is yet

cultivated. In the Blue mountains there still survive descendants of the

Maroons, that is runaway Spanish slaves (before the British

obtained the island), who were long hostile and independent,

but have now acquiesced in British rule, and maintain themselves by
hunting and fishing.

The coral archipelago of the Bahamas is a kind of appendage of

•Cuba to the north-east. They were the first islands discovered by

-r^ T> I,
Columbus, October 12, 1-192. They were cinnexed by the

The Bahamas. ..' ' 'J
,

"^

Jiinglish m 10^8, but the Spaniards gamed possession of them
in 1G41, and kept them till 1G97, since which time, with short intervals,

they have belonged to England. Between five and six thousand whites
und 33,000 negroes and mulattoes inhabit the islands, which produce
ship-building timber, sugar, maize, cotton, pineapples, and oranges in

considerable quantity. There are also extensive fisheries ; and pearls and
sponges are largely exported.
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Tlie Lesser Antilles are divided into tlie Leeward Isles, between Porto

Rico and Martinique, and the Windward Isles, between Martinique and

South America. The Leeward Islands, after many fluctuations, The Leeward

are divided among several European powers, as follows :
islands.

England : Antigua. Montserrat, St. Kitts, Nevis, Dominica, and part of

the Virgin Islands : France : Guadeloupe, Martinique, St. Bartholomew,

and part of St. Martin ; Holland : St. Eustatius, Saba, and part of St.

Martin ;
Denmark : St. John, St. Thomas, and Santa Cruz (part of Virgin

Islands). The Windward Islands are entirely British, including St.

Lucia, St. Vincent. Grenada, Barbados, Tobago, and Trinidad. The
British Leeward Islands form one federal colony, as do the Windward
Islands, except Barbados and Trinidad, which constitute distinct govern-

ments. All these English colonies

have representative government, in

which the negroes are on a theo-

retical equality, though practicallj*

much of the same caste barrier

exists between them and the whites

as in Jamaica.

St. Thomas is one of the most
important West India islands, on

account of its situation

and its recent develop-

ment into a commercial centre of

traffic between the Greater and
Lesser Antilles, South America, and
Europe ; it is now a central point

of call of the European steamship

lines. The island itself is little

cultivated since the emancipation

of the slaves in 1848. St. Martin,

since 1638 divided be-

tween the Dutch and
French, has five thousand of the latter to three thousand five hundred of

the former ; and French and Dutch names of places are peculiarly inter-

mingled. This is a singular example of a small island peaceably shared

b}' tAvo very different peoples. The Dutch people of Saba,

a small mountainous island, have their chief village in the

crater of an extinct volcano, in which they build fishing boats, which
have to be lowered over steep precipices to reach the sea. Without
native timber, without a beach or a harbour, these sturd}^ Dutch make
boat-building profitable.

St. Kitts is a remarkably fertile island, settled first b}^ the English in

1618, afterwards in 1625 by the French, and for manj^ years

St. Thomas.

HAYTIAN NEGKESS.

Saba.

was a bone of contention between the two, till the peace of
St. Kitts.
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Utrecht. Basseterre, its capital, has seven tliousand inhabitants, but is

chiefly composed of wretched wooden shanties. Many ruined windmills

are to be seen, displaced bj^ modern steam power. Antigua is still a great

sugar-growing island ; and here we may quote a description of a scene

from Mr. W. A. Paton's delightful recent book, '' Down the Islands."

" I was much interested in watching the darkies at their work.
An igua.

^j^^ X2.^% that hung in tatters on powerful forms scarcely served

to conceal the muscular forms of the men, who exerted their great

strength awkwardly, but with right good will. The women bore their

part right manfully, if I may be permitted the expression, in all the hard

work. ... In such a climate rags lose their pathos, they tell no

miserable story of chiU penury, of pinching cold
; the tatters, once as

gaudy as cheap dyes could make them, now faded and beyond all power

of needle and thread to mend them, lent a variety of blended colouring

to a picture full of sunlight. To and fro across the yard girls and women
hurried, with great tubs of molasses or rum poised upon their heads,"

all coated with a sugary glaze. Here at least all were working so

energetically as to arouse doubts as to the negro's laziness or incapacity

for hard work.

Dominica, the scene of former sanguinary wars and massacres of the

Oaribs, has still some hundreds who boast their Carib descent, though

some deny their pureness of blood. A great part of the island

is still uncultivated, covered with impenetrable forests and rich

in beautiful scenery. The Caribs have a reservation, and receive payments

from the Grovernment. They grow a few yams and other vegetables and

fruits, and live in huts with a framework of poles and thatched Avith long

grass. A few years ago the last Carib who could speak the aboriginal

language died ; the survivors speak a mixed jargon, largely of English

origin.

The French islands have quite a distinct style, and may be termed
^' France in the Tropics," with the inevitable modifications and travesties

occasioned by a predominantly negro population. All are
Martuuque. . "^ ^

.

, . .
°

.
^ ^

. , .

populous m proportion to their size, it is astonishing to notice

how essentially the negro population have adopted French manners and

•customs ; the women have even acquired considerable French grace,

gesture, and style of dress. Probably this is due to the extent to which
the French have intermingled with the negroes ; it is said that the half-

breeds predominate in Martinique, and that two-thirds of the children

born are illegitimate, which shows how low a moral state may exist with

superficial grace and sparkle. St. Pierre, the capital of Martinique, is a

thriving and attractive town, and it is kept in a way which shames towns

in the English West Indies. Anthony TroUope attributes this to the

French having made themselves really at home, instead of, like the

British planter, regarding the colony as a temporary lodging-place.

Describing a crowd going to vespers in St. Pierre, Mr. Paton writes

:

1
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A street
scene.

" It was a good-natured, talkative, laughing, gossiping crowd, composed

for the greater part of coloured women, all of them gay and

radiant in the gaudiest of calicoes and coloured cotton stuffs

;

there were but few meanly-clad persons, and fewer beggars than we had

•elsewhere seen. The men were

more stalwart, more active and

agile in their movements than

are our southern blacks or the

negroes of St. Kitts or Antigua.

The women were more shapely

and well-favoured, their figures

lissome and by no means gross,

or lacking in beauty of contour

or comeHness. The costumes of

the women were neat and agree-

ably clean ; their gowns, of cheap-

est prints or coarsest coloured

stuffs, were arranged with taste

and carefully draped. The gar-

ment of prevailing fashion was

a single loose wrapper of coloured

oalico or flowered muslin, belted

at the waist with artful but

perfectly excusable care. The
young women leave one arm and

shoulder bare, which, thrown

into strong relief by well washed
cambric, make a pleasing study

in black and white," Immense
bead necklaces, enormous ear-

rings and brooches, bracelets,

armlets, finger rings, etc., are

worn by the women with lavish

profusion. All wear gorgeous

bandanna handkerchiefs coiled

upon their heads. French is the

language of negroes and whites

alike, though somewhat of a

patois with the former.

Barbados is the most densely

populous of the AVindward Is-

lands (now estimated at 180,000), and is a renowned sugar-growing colony,

very little land being out of cultivation. It has had an unusually „ . .

settled history, for it has never changed masters since it was
first settled by the English in 1625 ; and its trade is very large, and its

A COOLIE BELLE, TFJXIDAD.
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ships of all nations ride in Bridgeton harbour. The energy of its planters

is tireless ; every improvement, every new variety of cane, every new kind

of fertiliser being promptly adopted. Industry is the rule among the

negroes ; and the education and morals of many of them are excellent.

Recent falls and fluctuations in the price of sugar have somewhat lowered

the prosperity of the colony, and the proportion of whites is steadily

diminishing. Education is well provided for ; and Codrington College,

founded early in last century, is affiliated to the University of Durham.
England. The government of the island is separated from that of the

other "West Indian Islands since 1885 : there is a representative assembly,

but the English Government appoints and controls the public officers. A
railway twenty-five miles long, unique in the Lesser Antilles, is to be

found in this island.

Trinidad is second only to Barbados in importance among the Wind-
ward Islands, and is more than ten times its size. Its famous pitch lake

, is of considerable value, and about one-tenth only of the soil
Tl'lIlluB.d

is yet cultivated, chiefly for sugar, cocoa, and coffee. The
island is remarkable for its large number ofimporfced Indian coolies,

the arrangements being under government control. Port-of-Spain, the

capital, is a busy town, with good churches and other buildings. A
strange sight is the crowd ofvultures in the gutters and streets, practically

tame, acting as scavengers.

The coolies, who supplement to a valuable extent the labours of such

negroes as will work for employers, have a large town almost to them-

selves, called San Fernando. They contract to work six days
' a week, seven hours and a half a da}', and are indentured to

particular plantations for terms of five years, the government retaining

the right to remove labourers from any plantation where they are badly

treated. In addition to a payment of about thirteen cents a day, tlie^^

are provided with food, clothing, lodging, and medical attendance. After

ten years of service they can claim a free passage back to India. They
create around them a veritable aspect of Orientalism, with their turbans,

thin faces and bodies, jackets, and white cotton trousers. Many Hindu
crafts have been introduced, especiall}^ silver and metal work. The
negro inhabitants appear very coarse and ungainly by the side of the

graceful Hindus
; but there are not a few of fine figure, good build, well

educated and shrewd, fit to take their place among any civilised people.

In face of the steady diminution of Europeans in the West Indies,

and the increase of negroes and Hindus, it becomes more and more im-

portant that education should be improved among the many. Un-
d(»ubtedly at some not distant time they will demand a larger share in

the government ; and unless caste restrictions are somewhat mitigated,

the Europeans will find themselves persecuted or ousted. The mass of

the people, notwithstanding missions and schools, are still on a very low

level, very superstitious, ignorant, and unambitious.



M.\IIKETING IN CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA.

CHAPTER YI.
Cf)e Mestern ^outf) amen'ran^,

Spaniards and Portugese in South America—Mutual hostility—New Granada—Simon Bolivar

—

Venezuela—Colombia—Ecuador—Agriculture—Peru—War with Chili—Lima—Character of

the Peruvians—Government and education—Bolivia—Valparaiso—Chilian history—Chilian
character—Government—Religion—Education—Products—Santiago—German colonies.

SOUTH AMERICA will be treated in tliree

chapters, the first two dealing with its

colonisation by Europeans, the political divi-

sions which have resulted therefrom, and the

civilised people of European or partly European

descent now living there ; the third, with the

South American Indians.

Tliis great continent, unlike North Amer-

ica, is still inhabited by a larger proportion

of aboriginal people than of new Spaniards

comers from Europe. It is practi-
^ j.t^|J^ggg

cally shared between the Spaniards m south

and Portuguese, though the States

of South America have for the greater part of

this century been independent of Spain and

Portugal. The dominating influence through-

out the Continent is, however, no less distinctly

cuzco'LADY. European than in the case of North America

;

XIII, 785 3 ^
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but the distinctive tone is largely influenced by the great number of

the mixed descendants of Europeans and natives. For a long time this

influence has been injurious to the sound development of the South

American States, for sensuality and indolence were remarkably combined
in the mixed people. But marked improvement seems to have set in,

and there is much hope of progress at the present time. But we must
not judge South Americans like North Americans. The latter have

mainly had to continue the state of development acquired in Europe

;

the former are chiefly a new, half-breed people, with special difficulty in

establishing a new polity.

The Spanish and Portuguese elements in South America are as

distinct and as hostile as in Europe ; but both agree in disliking their

Mutual European relatives, and this is very explicable when one con-
hostiiity. aiders the tyrannical and cruel misgovernment of the old

countries in times past. It is interesting too to notice the difference

between the imperialism of Portuguese Brazil, and the democratic

principles prevailing in the Spanish area. The former, as the only

monarchy in South America, and the best ordered and in some respects

the most progressive State, is a pleasing contrast to the disorder which
frequently prevails in the republics.

The North and North-west of South America is now divided into

the three republics of Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador, but was

New formerly united under Spain as the viceroyalty of New Granada.
Granada. ^^ insurrection arose in 1810, and war was incessant till 182-1.

The chief hero of this war, as also of that by which Peru and Bolivia

Simon secured their independence, was Simon Bolivar (1783-1830),
Bolivar, "born at Caracas in Venezuela, and descended from noble

Spanish families. He spent his youth in Europe, saw some scenes of the

French Eevolution, and visited the United States. On the outbreak of

the revolution in Caracas he received a colonel's commission and soon

displayed remarkable abilities. Under his leadership, after numerous
fluctuations, the Spaniards were driven from North-western South
America ; and in 1819 the republics of Venezuela and New Granada were
united into one republic of Colombia, under Bolivar's presidency.
Ecuador was liberated in 1822, Peru in 1834, and Upper Peru in 1825.

The latter was formed into a separate State named Bolivia after the
liberator, who was declared perpetual protector. Till his death, in 1830,
Bolivar was supreme in Colombia. It was said of him that " he expended
nine-tenths of a splendid patrimony in the service of his country ; and
although he had for a considerable period unlimited control over the
revenues of three countries, he died without a shilling of the public
money in his possession. He conquered the independence of three States,

and called forth a spirit in the southern portion of the New World which
€an never be extinguished. He purified the administration of justice

;

he encouraged the arts and sciences ; he fostered national interests ; and
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he induced other countries to recognise that independence which was in

a great measure the fruit of his own exertions." In 1830 Venezuela

withdrew, and in 1832 Ecuador did the same. We cannot follow the

disturbed history of the States since their establishment. It has been

in many respects like that of the Central American republics. Excellent

constitutions have continually been overridden by military leaders or by

popular revolutions ; and stability can hardly yet be described as assured.

The financial troubles of all have been considerable, and self-seeking

among officials has been largely the cause of this.

Agriculture is the chief occupation in Venezuela, coffee, cotton,

cocoa, indigo, sugar, and tobacco being staple crops, as in the neighbour-

ing republics. The territory bordering on British Gruiana has

rich gold-fields, and this has led to disputes recently as to the

boundaries of the two States. Manufactures are comparatively few
;

some good highways, of which the country is much in want, have been

made into the mountain districts ; railways are but slightly developed.

The capital, Caracas, well placed in a mountain valley, twelve miles from

the port of La Guayra, has good houses, mostly one storey high, broad,

well-paved streets, a fine Congress-hall, and a growing university. As

in most of the South American States, worship is free to all religions ; but

the Roman Catholic predominates, and its bishops are appointed by the

State. National schools, supported by the municipalities, are numerous.

The provinces have considerably more independence than in the United

States. The president is elected for only two years.

The Republic of Colombia has undergone numerous permutations

since the break-up of Bolivar's Republic. Slavery was abolished in 1852.

The nine States are now simple provinces of a sovereign re-
QQiQ^^^^g^

public," with a president elected for six years, and a congress

and house of representatives. The finances of the republic are in a very

unsatisfactory state. The country is chiefly interesting to Europe as

including the State and isthmus of Panama, where M. de Lesseps is now
constructing an inter-oceanic canal of enormous difficulty. The transit

trade across the isthmus by land and rail, between Aspinwall and

Panama, is already so great as to exceed the general commerce of the

country. Savanilla has lately been turned into a flourishing seaport by

a German company
;
while Cartagena, so famous during the Spanish

rule, is now of little importance. Much inland traffic comes down the

river Magdalena. Highways are still in a backward condition, and much
traffic has to travel over rugged mountain paths. A great deal of car-

riers' work is done by women, who carry heavy loads on their backs.

A further sign of the backward condition of the country is, that all pro-

fessions are open to anyone, no system of licence being required ; we
learn also that imprisonment for debt is unknown, but not because debt

is unknown. The expenditure of the State itself regularly exceeds the

receipts by a considerable amount ; and the interest of the debt, due
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Ecuador.

chiefly to English creditors, is several years in arrear. Hence there are

several disadvantages in having anything to do with this Republic.

The Republic of Ecuador is named from its being intersected by the

equator, just north of its capital, Quito. It is also notable for its being, of

all South American countries, most entirely under the influence

of the Roman Catholic Church, which alone is authorised, and

is supported by the State, Guayaquil, the chief port, at which Pizarro

landed, has houses built entirely of bamboo, clay suitable for bricks

being unobtainable, and_^ the frequency of earthquakes making stronger

houses undesirable. The streets are paved and lighted. Even the

churches are built of bamboo and wood, with pagoda-Uke towers. Cuenca
and Quito, inland, and many
thousand feet above the sea-

level, present a complete con-

trast, having always a temperate

climate. Quito is remarkable for

its churches and convents, wliich

are stated to cover one-fourth o±

its area. The houses are very

imperfect and tumble-down, and
the inhabitants as a whole are

deficient in' energy. Some un-

usual occupations flourish here,

such as the manufacture of re-

ligious paintings at so much per

foot, and the preparation of dried

bird-skins, especially humming-
birds.

The cocoa of Ecuador is ot

excellent quality, only second to

that of Caracas, and it
Agriculture. . . , i,- , i

IS largely cultivated.

In many of the higher valleys

wheat, barley, maize, clover, and
beans are grown, instead of the tropical plants of the lowlands. Peruvian
bark and root are largely and Avastefully supplied for the production ol'

quinine.

Peru, the most famous ot all American countries for the achieve-

ments of the great native people, the Incas, had its power rudely

shattered by Francesco Pizarro, the Spaniard, who first landed

in Peru in 1526, and began its conquest in 1532. The Inca
emperor, Atahualpa, was murdered in 1533 ; but Pizarro, though in

power, allowed the rightful heir to the thrOne (Manco) to be crowned in

1534. Almagro, Pizarro's coadjutor and subsequent rival, was defeated

and executed in 1638, but his adherents assassinated Pizarro in his turn.

VENEZUELAN PEASANT.

Peru.

I
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in 1541. Thenceforward the Spanish government of Peru was a system
of tyranny, even towards the Spanish immigrants. The last of the
Incas was beheaded in 1571 ;

but it was found necessary to use their

system to some extent, and to allow the natives to be governed by their

own chiefs. But the forced labour exacted from them in farms, mines,
and manufactories was very onerous. Officials were rapacious and un-
scrupulous. The country became depopulated, and an air of sadness and
desolation overspread the land. Monopolies were set up, and heavy
duties for the benefit of the Spanish crown were levied. The Inquisition

was allowed full sway, and its victims were frequently burnt at Lima
;

but religiously the natives were far more tenderly treated than the
Spaniards. A descendant of the

Incas rebelled in 1780-3 ; his

defeat was followed by cruel

executions ; but from that time

Spanish power in South America
was shaken, and numerous un-

successful insurrections led the

way to Peruvian independence.

This was partly wrought out

by Lord Cochrane's fleet and
General San Martin's Argentine

troops, in 1820-2, and was com-
pleted by Bolivar in 1823-4.

For a long period, however, civil

wars and contentions prevailed.

In 1844 an era of peace and pros-

perity commenced with the pre-

sidency of Ramon Castilla, and
lasted, with short intervals, till

1879. Slavery was abolished in

1856-60, and also the Indian

tribute. In 1868 the presidency

of Jose Balta introduced extra-

vagant expenditure on public works, which increased the national debt

to ii49.000,000, and led to the assignment of the vast guano and nitrate

deposits to the creditors. From 1860 to 1872 an extensive Chinese

immigration (about 50,000) took place into the coast valleys, and was
regulated by the excellent president, Manuel Pardo.

In 1879, Chili commenced a war with Peru, as she coveted the rich

province of Tarapaca, with its guano and nitrate deposits ; and after

both naval and military defeats, Peru had to yield in 1883, -war with

and the Peruvian bondholders were despoiled of their valuable ^^^
security, for which loss no remedy has yet been afforded. Peru has suffered

terribly through the war, and her recovery will be a work of much time.

ECUAUOK FAKII-HOUSE.
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Lima.

Of the nearly three miUion inhabitants of Peru, about 57 per cent,

are Indians, and 23 per cent, are mixed
;
nearly 20 per cent, are pure

Spanish Creoles. Lima, the capital, magnificently placed,

seven miles inland from Callao, its port, has about one hundred

thousand inhabitants. It is squarely laid out, and has somewhat of an

Oriental aspect, owing to its flat roofs, which have little square erections

on them., allowing both ventilation and the access of light. Yet Lima is

most unhealthy. Fine dust, half sea-sand, half volcanic ashes, is all-

pervading and ankle-deep. Huge churches and convents cover a large

A LAY BitOXHEIi OF I'EIIAS TRANSACTING BU81NESi^

space, and their domes and steeples form conspicuous features in the

view. The other buildings are showy, but flimsy ; although the long-

lines of colonnades or porticoes in front of the shops in squares, and the

courts of the better houses, laid out somewhat in Moorish fashion, give

Character of some picturesqueness to the place. As to the people, says Mr.
the Peruvians. Qallenga, " in religion, in politics, in social habits"and moral

principles, the Peruvians are the most faithful copy of the Spanish

original. Like the Spaniards, they are a brave people,—born to bear the

fatigues of heav^' marches, and to give or receive death with equal

indifference
; but, with the exception of war, fit for no trade, or only for
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politics, whicli is with tliem a kind of warfare, and in which murder and
phmder play as active a part as in war." Consequently most of the

business is done by foreigners, chiefly Italians, Frenchmen, and
Spaniards

; and a good deal of hard labour, as well as useful handicraft,

is performed by fifty thousand Chinese and other Asiatics. Although
the Roman Catholic religion is alone

authorised by the State, there is some
tolerance for other forms of worshi]).

and there are at Callao and Lima
Anglican churches and Jewish s^'na-

gogues.

The productions of Peru are far

below what they might be. Since the

war with Chili, the Peruvian exports

of guano have fallen off largely, but

have since partial^ recovered. There
is also a large export of nitre. Sugar,

cotton, cocoa, rice, and maize are

largely produced, and their cultivation

might be greatly extended. Many
other products might be made of com-

mercial importance. The importance

of the silver mines is growing yearly,

mainly under European management.
The government of Peru, though

nominally very democratic, is prac-

ticaUy always that of one Government
man, who may be the pre- and

• 1 '

,

T „ education,
sident or some member oi

his cabinet who controls him. Two of

the best recent presidents, Balta and
Pardo, were assassinated. Education
in Peru has always been conducted
by the priesthood. The University of
St. Mark, in Lima, dates from 1551,

when the emperor Charles V. decreed
its foundation ; thus it is the oldest

in America. There are smaller uni-

versities at Cuzco and Arequipa, and
some good schools. Elementary edu-
cation is nominally compulsory for

both sexes, but it cannot yet be said to have produced an educated
nation. Some valuable works in Spanish have been produced by Peru-
vians. The scientific account of Peru by Raimondo, a native of Milan,
and an able geographer and naturalist, is most valuable.

PEKUVXAN WOMAN.
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We have already referred to the establishment of Upper Peru as a

republic by the title of Bolivia, and it cannot be added that the new
government conferred uninterrupted peace and progress on the

country. The Constitution has been again and again modified,

and rival leaders have contended for power. Peru and Chili have waged
destructive wars against the country, the last (when Bolivia was in

alliance with Peru) having resulted in the gain by Chili of all the Bolivian

coast territory, leaving her mountains and plains shut out from the sea.

Since then the condition of Bolivia is very unsettled. The old capital was
La Paz on the borders of Peru, which still has the largest population,

chiefly Aymara Indians, The seat of government is at Chuquisaca or Sucre

(named after General Sucre, a hero of the war of independence), with

only 12,000 people. A large part of the mountainous country is extremely

fertile, and its river systems are connected with the great Madeira tribu-

tary of the Amazon, and with the Paraguay ; and so the natural outlet of

trade, when proper means of communication are completed, is towards

the east. Besides much gold, silver, and copper (the world-famed silver-

mines of Potosi being situated in Bolivia), vicuna and alpaca wool, guano
and nitrate, coffee, cocoa, india-rubber, and cinchona bark are largely

produced
; but most of the industries are in a very backward state, owing

to the low condition of the natives, and the inferiority of the half-breeds.

The whites have occupied but a fraction of the country, and compara-
tively few people of European birth live in it. It is doubtful whether
Bolivia will have a full chance of development till it is more connected

with Brazil and the Argentine. At present, however, the bulk of the

export trade goes across the Andes through Peru,

Certainly the most notable of the South American republics is Chili,

which now extends west of the Andes from Peru to Cape Horn through

more than 30°, and has shown powers of organisation and
Valpaxaiso, , ..., t^t- ••

determination m the recent war with Peru and Bolivia, raismg
her to a considerable height among nations, Valparaiso, or the " Vale of

Paradise," through which most people begin their acquaintance with
Chili, is essentially a European city set at the foot of a mountain ridge

broken up by many dells. Two parallel streets run along the coast

for some miles, well paved, and supplied with tramways and vehicles
;

while the houses of the business men are situated in the overhanging
hills, having charming views. The air is so pure and clear that on a

fine day the highest parts of the Cordilleras can be seen a hundred miles

o£P. All through the best parts the cleanliness and order remind one

of many an old-world city. Much of the business is in the hands
of Germans, Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Italians, Thus the brown or

"red" complexions are far less numerous in Valparaiso than in many
other South American cities ; the mixture of races has never proceeded
so far here.

Originally inhabited by Araucanians and other Indian tribes, the
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Peruvian Incas extended their dominion over a considerable part of Chili
in the fifteenth centnry (abont 1433). The fall of 'Atahnalpa, cuman
in 1533, terminated this rule ; but the Spanish invaders under iiistory.

CHILIAN LADY.

Almagro were so vigorously resisted by the Araucanians that they retired.

A later expedition, under Don Pedro de Valdivia, was more successful.

Valdivia founded Santiago, the present capital, and Valdivia further south.
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For a long time, however, the Araucanians continued inveterately hostile,

and only in 1722 did they consent to a treaty with Spain, fixing the

liver Biobio as their boundary. All through the Spanish domination the

country was regarded merely as a milch cow for the personal profit of

the governors. At last in 1810, the Chilian Creoles and half-breeds deposed

the Spanish governor, and entrusted the executive to a committee of

seven. In 1811, the government was placed in the hands of a trium-

virate, and Juan Jose Carrera was appointed general. In 1813, however,

the Spanish power was re-established. In 1817, a force largely recruited

and helped from La Plata defeated the Spaniards and nominated San
Martin head of the new Republic. This was followed by the six years'

war which so powerfully aided Peru in achieving independence. For

many years afterwards Chili was distracted by dissensions, and it was not

till 1833 that the Constitution was definitely voted ; since that time the

country has enjoyed comparative stability, and has prospered beyond

most other South American States. The later war with Peru (1879-83)

resulted in the complete victory of Chili, which gained a great accession

of territory to the north, including rich guano and nitrate deposits. Chili

used to claim all Patagonia ; but by a treaty with the Argentine Republic

in 1881, the Chilian tract has been reduced to the small strip west of the

Andes, and the western islands, including part of Tierra del Fuego.

The population of Chili, which is more than two and a half millions,

is comparatively little made up of pure Indian races, the Araucanians

ChUian and Patagonians, the vast majority being of mixed Indian
character. ^^^ Spanish and other European descent. But the European

element has asserted itself markedly, and in most parts of CliiH European

manners and customs prevail. Not a few creoleS maintain their pure Euro-

pean blood with as much jealousy as the planters of Trinidad. Very man}'

visit Europe or have been educated there ; and theh manners are such as

to do credit to their relationship. Beauty is no rare quality among them,

especially among the ladies ; and the grace, dignity, and ease of the San-

tiago belle cannot readily be surpassed. Hospitality is freely exercised.

"With all their European traits, the Chilian of the upper class has a true

love for his country. The more mixed people imitate their leaders as far

as they can, and show a remarkable vivacity. The lower in the scale we
descend the less pleasing are the features

;
yet there is often beauty to be

found among the dark people with thick, long, black hair, combined with

a good deal of indolence and sluggishness. The labouring classes are

very poorly off, being very much in the hands of the large proprietors,

who own nearly all the land. They have often emigrated in large

numbers to other South American States. The half-breed, who is a Httle

better off, enjoys nothing so .much as riding vigorously about the open

country, looking after the immense herds of cattle and horses in their

grazing grounds, attended by fine wolf-dogs. On the whole, Spanish

liabits rule. Sundaj^, after some devotion to religion, is kept as a hoHday^

with concerts, plays, balls, etc.
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The President of the Eepublic is chosen by a chamber of delegates

elected by ballot, and holds oface for five years.- The government is

lara-elv in the hands of the landed wealthy classes, and is on
^ '^ ,, -, ^ , p j^T i. it, Goverament.

the whole so well ordered as to earn tor the country the

reputation of being the model republic of South America. Finance is

well managed, with strict regard to obligations. The Church of Rome,

though predominant, and paid by the State, is not allowed
^^^^.^.^^

to persecute, nor are other denominations excluded. There is,

however, a good deal of superstition mingled with the religion of the lower

HUNTING THE GUANACO, SOUTH AJiElilCA.

classes, especially the miners. The University of Santiago has a good

staff of professors and a large number of students ; and the education

given there is free to all who have the necessary elementary° ... ,, • T 1 j:- 1
Education.

education. Popular education is also well provided lor, a large

number of public schools and training institutions for teachers being in

operation
; but education is still very imperfectly diffused among the

lower classes. The recent development of the railway system has greatly

tended to the benefit of trade.

Gold, silver, copper, and many other metals are found in Chili, but

the mines are still only imperfectly developed. Coal is mined in increasing
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quantities in Southern Chili. As to agriculture, wheat, barley, maize,

beans, and potatoes are largely grown ; a great quantity of

wheat is exported. Wine of fair quality is made, together

with much inferior brandy and other intoxicants. Altogether, the culti-

vated land of Chili is not more than one-fifth. The great forests will in

time afford much wealth. The Chilian cedar furnishes a large supply

of boards ; and there are many other valuable vegetable products.

Manufactures are still rather unimportant.

Santiago, the capital, finely situated 115 miles in the interior,

covers a very large extent of ground, and has many fine buildings

and large private houses, nearly all the landed proprietors

having residences there. It has broad, straight streets, good

stone pavements, numerous squares with groves and fountains. Most

of the houses are only one story high, for fear of earthquakes. The

President's palace and seat of government, the " Meneda," is a very fine

building
; the Grand Hotel, the University, the Opera House, the arcades,

etc., are very Parisian in character ;
while the cathedrals and churches,

and monuments are showy, but commonplace, causing regret that such

cleanliness and brightness should set off nothing more noble. The fine

hill of Santa Lucia has been ornamented with " a jumble of little terraces,

crooked paths, and steps leading nowhere, and laid out in little plots for

petty chapels, cafes, wine shops, and wooden, sheds, called observatories,

little platforms with statues, miniature turrets with battlements, with

.swimming baths and gymnastic poles and wliirligigs." The people are

extravagant but somewhat dull, and everything civilised sells at extor-

tionate prices. Even here drowsiness affects everything—the refined-

looking women and the quiet, well-mannered men. Not improbably a

day will come when the democracy will insist on having more rights and

a more equal share of the wealth now concentrated in too few hands.

The extreme length and mountainous character of Chili,—over 2,000

miles from north to south,—produce extremes of climate, but on the whole

the climate is healthy. In some districts rain is rare, in others it is

•excessive. But it is the indolence of many, the poverty of the masses,

and unsanitary conditions that cause the Chilians to be by no means long

lived
; and the mortahty of children is very great. Those who reach

manhood are among the most robust of people. Still immigration

flourishes, especially at Valdivia, Osorno, etc., in the rainy districts, where

German numerous German colonies have sprung up ; and the trombone,
colonies, i^^ bassoon, the big drum, and German beer glasses are

wielded Avith German energy. The progress they have made has led

the Chilians to discourage them and to keep them out of political

privileges—by no means a wise policy.

The island of Juan Fernandez, 360 miles west of Valparaiso, on which
Alexander Selkirk was shipwrecked, was in 1868 purchased by a German
engineer who has established a flourishing colony of his countrymen there.
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THE Argentine Republic, formerly known as tlie

United States of La Plata, is the second State

in South America, with a government very much
on the plan of that of the more famous

^^^
United States. The River Plate—more Argentine

properly the estuary of La Plata—was

first visited by Spaniards (who were killed and

eaten by the natives) in 1516, quickly followed by

Magelhaens in 1519, who, however, did not land,

but continued his voyage to the strait named after

him. Sebastian Cabot, under the colours of Charles

V. of Spain, landed on the site of Buenos Ayres,

ascended the Parana, and founded a settlement at

Santa Fe, and explored the Paraguay. Pedro de

Mendoza founded Buenos Ayres in 1535, and one
797
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of his companions founded Asuncion, in Paraguay, which became for

two centuries the Spanish headquarters in the South. Many parts now
inckided in the Argentine territory were opened up, governed, and
Christianised from Peru. Buenos Ayres prospered, and soon began to

export large quantities of wheat. The Treaty of Utrecht (1713) gave
the British the exclusive right to import African slaves into the River
Plate for thirty years ; thus originated the flourishing British colony

and trade in Buenos Ayres. In 1806 the British occupied Buenos Ayres,

but soon had to surrender it. In 1810 Buenos Ayres rebelled against

Spanish rule, and appointed a Provisional Committee, The victory of

Tucuman, 1812, and the capture of General Tristan's army in 1813, led

to the establishment of the Argentine Republic in 1816. In succeeding

years, Argentine troops, under General San Martin, aided greatly in

securing the independence of Chili and Peru. War with Brazil followed,

in 1823, in favour of Banda Oriental, which finally constituted itself a -

republic in 1830. Unfortunately there followed in the Argentine a period

of disastrous civil war, the country being at one time divided into five

States. General Rosas for a long time tyrannised over the country,

practically from 1830 to 1852 ; but his overthrow by no means concluded

the civil wars of Buenos Ayres. In 1865-70 a war with Paraguay made
matters additionally miserable ; but since then great progress has been
made, and the definite selection of Buenos Ayres as the capital in 1881

has settled a long-contested point.

The towns in the Argentine Republic are remarkable for the large

proportion of Europeans they contain. Buenos Ayres, in particular, has

Buenos a large number of English, French, Italian, and Spanish in-
Ayres. habitants, who are much more prolific than the old Creoles and

half-breeds. As a city, while laid out on the monotonous rectangular

plan of most New World towns, it has decidedly more life, wealth, and
style than any South American capital, except perhaps Rio Janeiro.

Unfortunately, though well placed for interior commerce, it has suffered

greatly as a harbour by silting up, owing to the great mass of solid

material deposited in the estuary. Except for very expensive works, it

would already be closed to the sea. It is the residence of most of the

great estancieros, or landholders
; and although the streets are not wide,

the footways very rough and slippery, the drainage bad, and the general

appearance unpicturesque, owing to the flatness of the land, the public

buildings, such as the cathedral and government buildings, are some-
what imposing ; and many of the private houses are palatial, with lofty

towers and flne terraces, reminding one of some Spanish and Moorish
towns in the Old World.

The native-born Argentines have a generally dark-complexioned,

European aspect and a sufficiently strong individuality, which is con-

The tinually absorbing into itself the new elements introduced from
Argentines, abroad. Even the hard-working Italians, who come from all
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parts of Italy, soon adopt Spanish, althongli they hold to their own
societies and still profess themselves Italians at' heart. A very large

number of Basques have settled in the Argentine, and not a few Germans
and Swiss. With all this European element, it is not surprising that life

in Buenos Ayres should present very much of European style. Indeed

this South American capital has often competed successfully with Europe

for the most famous opera singer or actor ; and the fashions are the latest

English or Parisian. In 1887 the foreigners in the republic included

230,<W0 Italians, 150,000 French, 100,000 Spaniards, 40,000 English, and

20,000 Germans.

On the great estancias life is very different, being an affair of over-

seers and herdsmen, of mixed breed, tending vast herds of cattle, sheep,

and horses over grassy plains of enormous extent. Not many Life on the

miles from the towns the country is almost as solitary as in a estancias.

wilderness, except for the half-breed gauchos, who ride with reckless

agility on their half-tamed horses, and have not unfrequently joined in

horse, sheep, and cattle stealing. Often the country proprietor has be-

come semi-barbarous, lacking in all refinements, indeed, little more than

a breeder of cattle
;
he has no common associations with his kind, and is

both ignorant and superstitious. Gaming, throwing the lasso, and riding

are his chief amusements, and beef is his chief food.

A vast export trade in preserved beef, wool, tallow, hides, bones, and

horns is done with Europe. This may be expected largely to increase as

immigration progresses and railways are opened up ; these are already

extensi-ve. The stability of the government and the small relative

amount of public debt make the financial position of the country very

satisfactory. The Roman Catholic is the national religion, but all others

are tolerated. There are two universities (at Buenos Ayres and Cordova),

several colleges, and a large number of good schools. Cattle shows and

horse racing have been introduced from Europe. Not a few journals and

societies look after progress, especially aerricultural. Immigra-

,

^ .^
>.

"^
. . p Immigration,

tion continues extensive, one of the most interesting features

being the number of distinct colonies from particular countries which

have settled in various provinces, either under public or private auspices.

Even in Patagonia a "Welsh colony has been established at the mouth of

the river Chubut.

Emphatically, as Mr. Gallenga says, " this is the land of plenty, for

the landowner as well as for his dependent, plenty for all people. There

is no sight of pauperism or distress, no mendicancy, no dread

of starvation for high or low. The peon or gaucho in an estancia

may not always have bread, but he has meat and vegetables at discretion,

and is never without wine, beer, or other strong drink ; never without

the solace of his pipe or paper cigar. He may live in a mud hut and

wear tattered clothes ; but it is a matter of choice with him, not of

necessity ; he is always rich enough to ride like a gentleman, often with

silver on his saddle, his bridle, and his stirrups."
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Uruguay, formerly known as Banda Oriental, that is, " Eastern

Bank " of tlie Uruguay, is a small but rich State, which was at first con-

nected with Buenos Ayres, whence Monte Video, the capital,
"^^*^'

-was founded in 1724. Liberated from Spain by the Argentine

Confederation in 1814, Uruguay set up for itself in 1815, was annexed to

Brazil in 1821, and was again freed (1825-30) by Argentine aid. Since

that time frequent civil wars and disturbances of government have

retarded prosperity, which nevertheless has continued to increase.

Monte Video, the capital, is a large, well-built, and healthy town,

most of it built on a hill, from whence the white houses and tall cathedral

FKUIT SBLLEli, lUO JANKIRO,

are conspicuously seen. The flat-roofed houses, with their tall watch-

towers and balconies, are made more picturesque by the steep-

ness of the streets. Many of them are profusely decorated with

Italian marbles. Everything appears flourishing—harbour, trade, uni-

versity, and State. It includes, indeed, more than one-sixth of the total

population of the country, which is now about 600,000, with very much
the same variety of races as the Argentine Republic,

J|The products of immense herds of cattle and sheep form the staple

export of Uruguay ; the extract of meat trade has become extensive

Cattle "^ l^f-© years. At Fray Bentos, the headquarters of this

slaughtering, industry, cattle are killed and cut up with remarkable

speed, 1,000 and 1,200 oxen a day being sometimes disposed of. Suddenly

I
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killed, the animals are almost as quickly cut up, tlie meat being salted

while still fresli and warm.
Paraguay is in many respects peculiar among the South American

States. It is the most unfortunate, the most secluded, the most tyrannised

over, and perhaps naturally the best favoured of all. Asuncion,

its capital, was one of the earliest founded of Spanish cities in

America, and the seat of a Spanish governor. Early in the seventeenth

century the Jesuits established themselves in the country, and were

allowed a free hand Avith the natives. They "baptized the Indian tribes,

Paraguay.

DANCE OF THli BAYEXTE BY THE YAUUAS, BEAZIL.

built towns, founded missions, gave the tamed savages- pacific, indus-

trious, and passively obedient habits
; married them by wholesale, bidding

the youths of the two sexes stand up in opposite rows, and saving them
the trouble of a choice by pointing out to every Jack his Jenny ;

drilled

and marshalled them to their daily tasks in processions and at the sound
of the church bells, headed by holy images

;
and in their leisure hours

amused them with church ceremonies and any amount of music and
dancing and merry-making " (Gallenga). Their control became almost

absolute over the Spanish immigrants and government, till, in 1767, they
departed, when their sway had become unendurable. Paraguay declared

XIII, 3 F
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itself a republic in 1811 ; after which a certain Gaspar Rodriguez/known

n,T, ^ x X as Dr. Francia, half priest, half lawyer, and a Brazilian lialf-
The Dictators .

' •'^ ' "^ '

Francia and breed, gamed supreme power, and was dictator from 1814 to
opez.

1840. After a period of anarchj' , his nephew, Antonio Lopez,

became autocratic President, and held power from 1844 till his'death in

1862, His son succeeded him, and destroyed the prosperity which, in spite

of tyranny, his predecessors had developed, by engaging in war with
Brazil and the Plate Republics combined, which lasted from 1865 till 1870.

Lopez was killed in battle in 1870, and by that time the vast majority

, ,. of the male population of Paraguay had been slaughtered.
Depopulation. to- i

Instead of a population aj)proaching a million m 1857, it was
estimated in 1873 that the people numbered only 10,000 males and
60,000 females. Since the war some recoveiy has taken place, and it

is supposed that the males have increased to 60,000 and the females to

120,000 ; the census of 1887 (not perfectly reliable) gave the popula-

tion as 239,774. This is but an extreme instance of the state of things
in many of the Spanish republics. The mass of the mixed races are

quite unfit by education and temperament to govern themselves. Thus
they are at the mercy of any bold, unscrupulous man who can organise

them
;

everywhere a strong man holds sway till a stronger than he
arises. Meanwhile the people complacently think their republic is per-

fection, or is certainly on the high road to that desirable goal.

We need say little more about Paraguaj^ than that its great natural

resources are practically undeveloped—mate, or Paraguay tea, being the

only important product. This is formed by the dried and powdered
leaves of a species of ilex which grows wild, and the infusion of which
is largely drunk in South America, being a mild and very sustaining

stimulant. The great part of the population are still pure-blooded Guarani
Indians, and few speak Spanish. Wholesale plunder exists in the govern-
ment departments, and the countiy is sunk in indebtedness to foreign

States, which will probably never be paid.

Asuncion, the capital, is an extensive town, somewhat ruined in

aspect owing to the large unfinished buildings left by the second Lopez,

Asuncion
^^^~^^) hoping to largely extend his countiy, laid out corresj)ond-

inglj' fine buildings, a palace, a theatre, a mausoleum, an arsenal,

a railway station, all of splendid proportions, and built by pressed labour
and terror of executions. It appears like a city of the dead, the people—
the so-called ujDper classes—for the most part spending their time in

smoking, eating, drinking mate, and sleeping—the squares wildernesses,
the streets unpaved and in a wretched condition,

Brazil, discovered in 1499 by Pingoii, a companion of Columbus, and
next 3^ear by a Portuguese commander, was now a subject of dispute

Brazilian between Spain and Portugal, and again a possession of the
history, united Iberian monarchy. The Portuguese graduallj^ colonised

it, and traded thither for Brazil-wood and other products ;
and the coast
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countr}^ was governed by hereditary captains in assigned districts. In

the middle of the sixteenth centnry these captains were placed under a

governor-general, the first of whom founded Bahia in 1549. Rio de

Janeiro was first occupied by French settlers in 1558 ; but in 1567 the

Portuguese established themselves there.

Between 1578 and 1640 the Spanish monarchy ruled in Brazil. For
some time previous to the restoration of the independence of Portugal, the

provinces north of the Amazons had fallen under the control of the Dutch.

After years of struggle they were expelled, in 1654 ; and thenceforth the

Portuguese dominion in Brazil continued almost undisturbed, although

a considerable spirit of independence of European control grew up among
the Brazilian Creoles and half-castes. Sugar and other agricultural indus-

tries throve, at first by native Indian forced

labour, later by the importation of African slaves

from Angola. The Jesuits, who had acquired

great influence over the native Indians, were ex-

pelled fi'om Brazil in 1760 by Carvalho, Marquis

of Pombal, the most energetic of Portuguese

governors. He admitted the natives to equal

legal privileges with Europeans, and reorganised

the land s^'-stem, diminishing greatly the power

of the hereditary captains. His government

lasted till 1777. Under stress of Napoleon's in-

vasion of Portugal, the Queen Donna Maria I.

and the Regent, afterwards Dom John VI., took

refuge in Brazil in 1807, with all their great

officers and a large party of nobility. They
proceeded to organise a government on as ex-

tensive and expensive a scale as in Em^ope. In

1815 Brazil was declared a kingdom, having

practically become the head of the mother coun-

try ; but the government being still in the hands
of Portuguese, much discontent arose, especially as the Grovernment

debased the money standard and imposed heav}^ taxes. There were
considerable risings in favour of a republican government ; and when a

constitutional government was proclaimed in Portugal, with a tendency
to reduce Brazil once more to a subordinate position, the Brazilians-

adopted as their leader Dom Pedro, the son of the king, who
had become very popular among them ; and in 1822 declared

him constitutional emperor of Brazil. Later, he lost his popularity, in a

great measure by relying on the Portuguese, and setting his will against

that of the Brazilians. In 1826, on his succession to his father, Pedro
abdicated the crown of Portugal in favour of his daughter Maria II. But
in 1831, owing to an attempt to set up absolutism, which was strongly

resisted, he abdicated in favour of his young son, Pedro II., only five years

AMAZON MESTIZA.

Pedro I.
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old, and went to Europe. During tlie emperor's minority a sort o£ re-

publican government existed, the separate provinces gaining

representative assemblies, and tlie regent being elected like a

United States presiden^. In more recent years Brazil has been on the

whole peaceful, though the war with Paraguay (1865-70) seriously tried

its strength, and is supposed to have cost fifty millions sterling. In 1853

the importation of African slaves at last ceased. In 1871 it was enacted

that every child born of slave parents was thenceforth free ; and in 1888

the absolute enfranchisement of every Brazilian slave was carried out.

The emperor is a man of singular mental endowments and activity, both

of body and mind. His desire to see for himself has been manifested in

many visits to Europe, where he has displayed a most intelligent spirit

of inquiry, a marvellous power of acquiring languages, and a desire to

introduce everything beneficial to his subjects. Thus he has shown some

of the best features of monarchy to his subjects.

Brazil, with an enormous tropical territory, much of it extremely

fertile and well watered ; with multitudes of wild cattle and horses ; with

timber, fruits, and spices of great variety ; with crops of coffee, sugar,

cotton, india-rubber, and tobacco, which supply a large surplus for export

;

with vast mineral wealth in gold, diamonds, quicksilver, and copper

;

and above all, with a settled government, has a strength which gives it

Character something of the position of the United States in the northern
of people, portion of the continent. The population is of a different

character from that of the other South American states, partly owing to

differences between the Portuguese and Spaniards, partly owing to the

large amount of negro blood. The pure descendants of old Portuguese

settlers are comparatively few, and even these are considerably modified

from the European stock, being short and slight, and dark or sallow in

complexion, weaker for physical labour, but on the whole with stable and

sensible mental characteristics. The Portuguese have continued to immi-

grate, considerably from the Azores. The upper class Brazilian is, as a

rule, intelligent and educated, and is losing the old Iberian habit of

secluding women from society. Hospitality and sociabihty are marked
among them ; but it is not from them that hard manual labour is to be

looked for ;
and to a considerable extent this is the case with the mixed

races. As we descend in the social scale in Brazil, there is a progressive

darkening of the skin, and since much intermixture has taken place

with negroes as well as Indians, and between the various cross-breeds,

Brazil is perhaps the country where the greatest variety of shades of

colour can be observed. A few of these may be named, but more than

a score'^have received names. These vary in different localities, however,

the term mestizo, in Spanish America largely applied to descendants of

Complex whites and Indians, being in Brazil mainly given to the off-

mixture, spring of Indians and negroes, who are also called Cafiiss when
of a dark hue, while in Spanish America such people are chiefly termed-
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zambos. Tlie term mamaluco, originally opprobrious, is now very gener-

ally applied in Brazil to cliilclren of whites and In'dians. Tlie result of

all tills intermixture, usuall}'- unsanctioned by the rites of the Church,

has been to produce a population almost as Httle inclined as the Indians

to respect moral laws ; sensuality and indolence are too much the rule,

although there are numerous exceptions, chiefly traders.*

No small proportion of the agricultural products of Brazil are de-

chning, or, at any rate, have not progressed as they should have done,

mainly owing to the want of adequate labour. The freed negroes and

their offspring do less work, very many of them having removed from
the plantations to the towns, and having entered domestic service or

trade. The great hope of the country is immigration, which of late

years has been considerable—largely Italians, Spaniards, and Portuguese,
but also including a good number of Germans. It is said that the
German colonists in Southern Brazil now number 200,000, German
having formed complete settlements of their own ; but they colonists,

have in many cases by no means the best land, and the still very

* Fuller information about Brazil is given in Mr. Bates's valuable volume on
" Central and South America," in Stanford's Geographical Series.
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deficient means of communication renders progress slow and difficult.

Some of the immigrants, too, have not been of the best quality, being

picked up by emigration agents in Germany out of those people who
could get notliing promising anywhere else. However, it is to be

said in their favour, that they do not intermingle with the natives and

half-breeds like the Southern Europeans, and thus may avoid degenera-

tion. On the whole, perhaps, the best course for the Brazilians in pos-

session to adopt, is to set to work, themselves, and develop their property

as well as they can with their own labour
;
good results in this way are

the most likely bait to attract suitable immigrants.

All the principal cities of Brazil are seaports, and several of them,

especially Bahia and Rio de Janeiro, are magnificently situated ; and they

BaMa and
^'^'^'^ ^ g^i^ty of their own, owing to the great variety of ship-

Rio- ping and sailors constantly found there. Both are laid out in

the inferior South American style, with a large number of uninteresting

churches and pubHc buildings ; but their suburbs are surpassingly beauti-

ful. There is a university both at Rio and at Bahia, doing good work,

and there are numerous good gratuitous schools
; but to really educate the

large and scattered population will be a very long task. Not a few works

of importance in Portuguese literature have been produced by Brazihans.

The Roman Catholic reHgion is maintained by the State, but all others

are tolerated. The government is carried out by an executive, nominated

by the emperor, and there are a Senate and Congress which make laws,

and an independent judicature, aided by a jury in criminal cases. The
franchise is enjoyed by all natives or naturalised citizens having a yearly

income of £20 ; but freed slaves, naturalised persons, and non-CathoHcs

cannot become deputies.

A few quotations from Mr. Wells's attractive " Three Thousand Miles

in Brazil " will serve to close our account of this great country. In the

streets of Rio Janeiro are seen, " no matter how hot the day, Brazilian

gentlemen in ' chimney-pots,' black frock-coats, and tall white collars,

white trousers, black, well-opened vests, and immaculate boots, covering

their usually dainty feet ; their figures are thin and fragile-looking as a

rule, and their complexions are often decidedly biliary. The foreigners

are distinguished by their more free-and-easy costume and healtliier

appearance. There may also be a fat buxom Mina negress, with broad,

burly, bare shoulders, glistening like polished ebony, or rather, dark

walnut ; a turban covers her round, jovial head, an embroidered chemise

her ample bust ; bare are her massive arms, and voluminous is the balloon-

like skirt of striped cotton ; a shawl carelessly thrown over one shoulder

gives her withal a picturesque appearance. Now pass us brokers of all

nationalities, the only people . to be seen in a hurry ;
merchants, clerks,

or tradesmen form chatting groups on and block the narrow side-walk,

labourers on foot, or wheeling hand-carts, pass onwards with their loads,

or loaf about waiting for a job. Tilbury cabs rattle by, or add to the tail

r
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of blocked veliicles. Amongst the people we pass, is a preponderance of

coloured gentry, black and brown ; but wlierever we look, we notice an

absence of any tattered, poverty-stricken individuals. On any festive

occasion, an inebriated reveller, or a miserably clad man or woman will

nowhere be seen." In the suburbs there is a universal jangling of pianos;

but the Brazilian women appear to have an unlimited amount of time to

spare for^looking out of windows ; every passer-by is the object of audible

criticism in great detail. Too often, the interior of the house is bare of

true home comforts, with a formal array of " cane-seated sofas and stiff-

backed chairs, gaudy strips of carpets, cheap and gaudy vases, tinselly

ornaments, marble-topped tables ; a rocking-chair may be the only ap-

proach to comfort amidst many evidences of unthrifty slatternliness."

Even in the best houses a stiff and formal style prevails ; but the true

beauty of the country houses is in their magnificent gardens.

The villages and inns in the interior of the country are, as a rule,

dismal abodes of dirt, decay, and poverty. Wooden floors, thick with

mud, dusters and door-mats unknown, cobwebs everywhere,

open unglazed windows, food ill-cooked, if at all procurable, villages

iron-handled knives, ceremony none, eating a time-race destitute ^"^ ^°°^*

of all refinement ; all the village surrounding any visitor and plying him
with the minutest personal questions while he eats ; these are among the

delights of travel in Brazil, to say nothing of insects, whose variety and
vigour are the reverse of charming, but are little heeded by the natives.

A favourite rural amusement is the batuque, or fandango, usually

danced by two couples, sometimes more, who face each other. Two tink-

ling, wire-stringed guitars commence, then, when the dancers
jj^g ijatuque

are arranged, three or four voices, begin a loud, high-pitched, dance,

impromptu song, referring to local events, the visitors, and to the loveli-

ness of ideal girls. " With rhythmic songs, accompanied by clapping

of hands and shuffiing of feet, the dance commences, at first a slow

measure, that is maintained for some time, then gradually it increases in

rapidity, the dancers advance and retreat, the women swaying their

bodies and waving their arms, the men clapping time with their hands
at every chorus. The measured tones rise and fall, then again increase

in time, the songs and shuffiing steps become fast and furious, hand and
feet and voices all keep time, and there is much pantomimic action be-

tween the couples. The master of ceremonies and conductor of the

orchestra stimulated the dancers by word and action, and joined in the

songs. The surroundings were a bright fire, that burr? "I and flickered on
the earth floor, a single-wick castor-oil lamp was I.i:r;g to a post, the

forms of men and women, lightened by the upward glow of the fire,

figured prominently against the dark obscurity of the interior of the
barn." These dances are based upon old Portuguese fashions, mixed
with Indian customs, and influenced by the monotonous measured music
of the negroes.
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Originally applied to the entire district between the Orinoco and the

Amazon, three-fourths of which is now included in Venezuela and Brazil,

the term Guiana is at present restricted to the English, French,
Guidiiia

o ; 7

and Dutch colonies. Vasco Nunez landed on the coast of

Guiana in 1504, and it soon became regarded as a storehouse of gold.

Sir Walter Raleigh conducted his famous expedition thither in 1595, in

search of El Dorado, the "gilded" city. Although some gold is to be

found in the far interior, Guiana is chiefly wealthy by reason of its fertility

and abounding tropical productions. What is now British and French

Guiana was formerly entirely a Dutch settlement. British Guiana was

finally acquired in 1803, and in the main consists of three colonies,

—

Demerara, Essequibo, and Berbice,—situated on three principal rivers, and

consolidated into one colony in 1831. The population is extraordinarily

mixed. The aboriginal Indians are now reduced to about twenty thou-

sand. There are no fewer than 95,000 East Indians and over 3,000

Varied Chinese ; over 150,000 negroes and half-breeds of African de-
population, gcent ; and over 10,000 Portuguese. There are •comparativelj^

few English people in Guiana, the climate being very trying. Sugar and

rum are the principal products for export; and the name Demerara for a

certain description of sugar crystals, is in world-wide use.

Dutch Guiana (Surinam), east of British Guiana, is much less explored

and settled, the principal cultivated area being in the lower valley of the

river Surinam. Paramaribo is the capital. Up to 1863 slavery

existed in this colony, and there were over 30,000 of them.

Many East Indians and Chinese have since been imported. There are

many thousands of bush-negroes, the descendants of runaway slaves,

who have reverted to paganism. There are but a few hundreds of

Europeans in Surinam.

French Guiana is principally known through its capital, Cayenne,

a great French penal settlement, whose climate is very deadly to

Europeans. Another settlement, on the Maroni river, is much
Cayenne. ^

.

'

n i imore healthy ; and here convicts are allowed to marry and

to occupy themselves in agriculture, A large tract of land has thus

been brought under cultivation ; and it is said that extremely good results

have followed the lenient system here in force.
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THE Indian tribes in many parts

of South America are best

grouped by tlieir relation to the

great river systems; but
^^^^ Caribs.

there may be found in-

termixed, on each of these river

systems, members of more than one

branch of the American race. The

number of tribes and distinct lan-

guages is so great that it is im-

possible to refer to more than a few
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of the principal. In the North we shall chiefly describe the Caribs of

Guiana, under the guidance of Mr. E, F. im Thurn, whose valuable

work " Among the Indians of Guiana," is the best account of this

American race. The Caribs appear to be comparatively modern im-

migrants into Guiana, and are relatives of the tribes which formerly

occupied the West Indian Islands, and perhaps also some part of the

Mississippi valley. Consequently marked dislike to them is exhibited by
the Warraus, Arawaks, and Wapianas of Guiana. The Caribs are darker,

coarser, somewhat taller, and much stronger than their neighbours. All

the Caribs are warlike
;
they are also great makers of pottery. Mr. im

Thurn describes the Indians known to him as markedly Mongoloid in

features, the hair of the head as thick, long, very straight, and very black,

cut to an even edge all round the neck. Their expression is on the whole

timid and gentle, and very changeless and monotonous. Physically, they

are weak compared with Europeans ; but they can continue some forms of

Physical moderate exertion, such as paddling, for lorng periods. They
characters.

2ccQ, mostly cleanly in personal habits, bathing regularly and
swimming splendidly. Skull-flattening still prevails in one tribe, and

was formerly practised by all the Caribs. Among the true Caribs the

leg below the knee and at the ankle is constricted by a broad belt of

cotton, causing the calf to swell disproportionately. All wear a string or

band of cotton or beads round their arms just below the shoulder. The
lower lips of female Caribs are pierced by one or more holes, through

which they pass a pin or sharp piece of wood, point outwards. The men
fasten a string through a similar hole, and suspend from it a bell-shaped

ornament ; and a half moon is suspended from the septum of the nose.

The ordinary garb of the Guiana Indians is a strip of cloth or fibre

round the loins
; women wear a little apron. Sandals are worn on stony

ground, cut fresh from the leaf-stalk of a palm. Ornaments are
Dress. o ; ^

far more worn by the men than by women. Necklaces of

bush-hogs' teeth, killed by themselves, long strings of seeds or beads,

crowns of beautiful feathers, ruffs, trailing decorations of bright-coloured

birds' skins, and paint in varied patterns, belong to the Indian stock of

ornament. " A man, when he wants to dress well, perhaps entirely coats

both his feet up to the ankles with a crust of red ; his whole trunk he
sometimes stains uniformly with blue-black, more rarely with red, or

he covers it with an intricate pattern of lines of either colour ; he puts a

streak of red along the bridge of his nose ; where his eyebrows were till

he puUed them out, he puts two red lines ; at the top of the arch of his

forehead he puts a big lump of red paint, and probably he scatters other

spots and lines somewhere on his face.

The forest Indians, including the true Caribs, build wall-less houses

in clearings. They are usually square, the four posts and crossbeams

Houses
supporting a sloping thatch of palm-leaves, which on two
opposite sides nearly touches the ground. The furniture of the
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house includes a huge vessel to hold paiwari—a fermented hquor made
from cassava bread,—clay pots and vessels, gourds, baskets, and stools

;

bundles of arrows, a bow, and perhaps a blowpipe, are hung up, and many-

red cotton hammocks are slung from the beams. In the open savannahs

the Macusis and Arecunas, who are Caribs, and the Wapianas, build round

or oval houses, with thick walls of wattle plastered with mud, and with a

high conical roof of palm-leaves. Often there is a separate ruder house

for the women. There are no windows, and the very narrow doorway is

much blocked up. The floor is of mud trodden hard, " The smoke from

DOMESTIC SCENE IN GUIANA.

many fires has dyed the roof a deep, highly-polished black. Like the

forest houses, the place is crowded with hammocks. Under each of these

are^fhe ashes of a fire ; for all Indians, whether at home or travelling,

sleep][with a fire so directly under their hammocks, that the flames seem

to lick the naked skins of the sleepers." When on a hunting or fishing

expedition, the Indians build a temporary shelter of palm-leaves of more

or less complex form.

There is no formal system of government among these Indians. The

father is the authority in his family ; and he is only controlled to a certain
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extent by fear of the " peaiman," or medicine-man of the village, and the

headman,—who is usually the most successful hunter,—who settles disputes

and gives orders and receives a larger share than the average of the

proceeds of any expedition, Mr. im Thurn gives a decidedly favourable

opinion of the moral state of these tribes when untainted by civilisation,

being gentle, just, grateful, and, although ready to take offence, easily

pacified. Order is largely kept by the influence of the system of retalia-

tion for every injur}^, from the highest evil of bloodshed to the low level

of an accidental scratch or touch. The women do all household work
and nearly all manufacture, while often the men seem to spend much
time idling ; but they require prolonged rest after the considerable

exertions of their fishing and hunting expeditions. At night, when in

their hammocks, " the men tell endless stories, sometimes droning them
out in a sort of monotonous chant, sometimes delivering them with a

startling amount of emphasis and gesti-

culation." The boys and youths march
about blowing horns or playing on

flutes. At last the men drop to sleep

in the middle of their stories.

At the birth of children, the father

has a sort of lying-in, abstaining from

all but weak gruel, and even

from smoking and washing

himself, and is nursed by all the women.
Children are not weaned till the third

or fourth year. Both parents show
considerable regard for their child.

Boys early run wild, and play at fishing

and hunting
;
girls soon begin to help

the women. Personal names are given

by parents or the medicine-man ;
but

they are only rarely used or mentioned, and the ordinary terms of re-

lationship or of friendship are most employed. In marriage the youths

Children.

WAl'lSIANA, GUIANA.

Marriage.
choose their own wives, make presents to them, and prove their

fitness by undergoing various tests, such as the cutting of

wounds in their flesh. At times, no doubt, wives are purchased. There
is little ceremony connected with the transaction. The medicine-men in

particular have a large number of wives. Few Indians live to old age,

and there is seldom much show of mourning at their death. Burial takes

l^lace in a grave dug within the house of the deceased, often

in a sitting or other cramped position. The dead man's ham-
mock is wound round his body, and various personal possessions are

buried with him. A fire is made over the grave, a feast follows, and
then the house is deserted.

Hunting, the most important occupation of the Indians, is followed in

Bxirlal.
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groups, or large parties. Fisli are caught by poisoning a creek, by
shooting the fish with harpoon arrows, by netting, by traps,

or by hook and line. Turtles and iguanas are also shot with

arrows ; and the former, when caught, are often kept alive in a pen near

the house. Guns are now in very general use among the Indians, and

the larger the barrel is, the better they are liked
; for they

usually get close to the prey, and make as big a hole as possible ^^ ^^'

in its body. They make their own spear-headed arrows, filing the

heads out of the iron hoops of barrels, or any other old metal. Arrows
poisoned with ourali (also spelt curare, urari, woorali) are largely used

by the Savannah tribes ; the poison is a compound, native-made, which
always contains the juice of one or more species of strychnos. Such
arrows are used for shooting with bows, and with the blowpipe or blow-

gun, their most famous instrument. This is a straight piece of a gigantic

species of reed, from eight to fourteen feet long, cut between two
successive nodes, thoroughly dried and kept straight by insertion in the

slender stem of a kind of palm. There are other details essential to its

perfection, and the necessary accompaniment is the quiver of darts,

about eight inches long, being merely spHnters of the woody midrib of

a certain palm leaf, sharp as needles, and dipped in ourali poison. They
are all arranged in palisade fashion, tied with parallel plaits of string,

and then rolled up in a bundle. AVhen a dart is withdrawn for use, its

unpoisoned end is surrounded by enough fibre to fill up the end of the

blowpipe, the poisoned end is lightly broken, so that the point may
break off in the body of the prey, and so the dart may be used again

;

and the dart placed in the blowpipe is blown with accurate aim forty

or fifty feet. It is usually employed to kill a large number of birds at

a time, when feeding together on a tree. The Indian is so stealthy that

he can approach without disturbing them, and shoot noiselessly so that

bird after bird falls without alarming the rest. He can also mimic the

birds' cries so well that they are attracted to their destruction.

Cassava clearings are made by the men, but planted by the women.
The plants take about ten months to come to maturity ; the clearings are

replanted for three or four years and then deserted. Some-
times, through improvidence, the quantity planted is insufficient,

or is exhausted too soon
;
and the Indians' substitute is to go and quarter

themselves on a neighbouring settlement which has some food left, and re-

main there till all is eaten. Meat or fish is kept either dried, salted, or

smoked till all is consumed. All kinds of meal are made into

a thick soup or stew with a quantity of pepper, capsicums,

etc., and always kept ready
; this dish is called pepper-pot. " AVhenever

the men feel hungry, the women bring the pepper-pot, with some cassava,

to the side of the hammock. The men often do not trouble themselves
to get out of their hammocks, but simply lean over the sides to eat ; at

other times they get up and sit on one of the low wooden stools, or
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on one of the turtle shells which lie about the floor ; or the}' squat before

their food with their knees drawn up almost to their heads, in the in-

variable sitting posture of an Indian. The bread having been dipped

into the mess in the pot, the sodden piece is bitten off. Very little is

eaten at a time ; and when the meal is over, the men roll back into their

hammocks, and the women fetch away the remains of their food. The

women never eat with the men."

We have not space to describe the various manufactures of these

Indians, and the system of division of labour between the tribes, by

Manu- which Various products are interchanged by traders, even
factures. when belonging to hostile tribes. "Weapons, canoes, hammocks,

graters for cassava, pottery, and baskets are among the important and

ingenious manufactures. Many of them are dying out because of the

introduction of European manufactures, and thus many an interesting

process is perishing without a suitable and useful mode of occupation

taking its place. The men are admirable workers in wood ; a house,

a canoe, or a stool being completely made with only an axe, a cutlass, and

a knife. Ornamental manufactures are not so elaborate, and show but

little art, for they are chiefly made of feathers, teeth, or seeds tied to-

gether in various ways, sometimes on frameworks of cotton and sticks.

The gorgeous feathers give a great variety of colour. Necklaces are

largely made of the upper canine teeth of the peccar}'-, a necklace often

denoting the slaughter of fifty of these creatures. Several kinds of

musical instruments are made—drums, bone flutes, pan-pipes, ^olian

harps, etc.

There appears to be no doubt that the Caribs were former^ canni-

bals, but this is not the case now, nor is slavery any longer maintained

anions:; them. Their festivals are not often witnessed by
Festivals

Europeans, if indeed they are ever full}^ shown to strangers

;

the}^ are usually accompanied by much drinking of paiwari, of which

enormous quantities are made. Long formal receptions of invited guests

are held, followed by feasting in full paint and decorations
;
weapons and

instruments are carried, rattled, and played on, and processions march

round ;
and large quantities of paiwari are drunk, and almost at once

returned through the mouth. Dances of varied kinds follow ; and when
a dispute arises—a very exceptional thing among these Indians—they

strike each other with the palm of the hand, often falling at the first

blow, through paiwari intoxication. An obstreperous member is taken

and sewn up in a hammock, where he can do nothing but shout.

The spirit ideas of the Indians, best designated as " animism," have

been carefully studied by Mr. im Tliurn, and his account is deserving of

most thouQ-htful attention. All obiects are regarded by the

Indian as having a spirit separable from the bod}^ or substance.

Men's spirits are separable by death or in sleep ; but certain people,

known as kenaimas, have the power of voluntarily leaving their bodies..
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to exercise vengeance. Tliey cause almost all evils, especially deaths.

Some kenaimas are real retaliators for just cause, -and follow the ordinarj^

vendetta methods, others are quite imaginary. The commonest forms

of death among them being consumption, dysentery, and other wast-

ing diseases, the Indian believes that death takes place by the spirit

of the kenaima administering poison. The medicine-man, or peaiman,

is the Indian's refuge against these calamities ; and, as in

other localities, he is both doctor and priest, and has skill

to tell where game is abundant. Formerly the office was hereditary
;

but in any case the would-be peaiman has to undergo long fasts and

wanderings, to learn ventriloquial arts, and by various methods to work

himself into excited ravings. His performances are mostly carried on in

the dark ; for hours uninterruptedly these men will make noises imitating

the voices of supposed kenaimas, human and animal, which he has

summoned, and whom

Peaimen.

he compels to promise

not to molest the vic-

tim. Often, at the

end, some object is

produced, which is

alleged to be the ke-

naima which has
caused the mischief.

There is a peaiman
in each considerable

village and district

;

and the office is very

well paid, both di-

rectly and indirectl}"

;

no Indian dares to

refuse him anything.

A remarkable thing about these people is the extent to which they

believe their dreams to be real. Mr. im Thurn gives numerous interest-

ing facts which prove this
; and waking visions are believed to Religious

be equally real. The spirit of a man may pass into the body ^'^®^^-

of a tiger or other animal ; and diseases are almost, if not quite, personi-

fied. Beyond belief in the existence of these innumerable spirits of

animate or inanimate objects, and in the continued existence of the spirits

of the dead, it can scarcely be said that the Guiana Indians (apart from

European influence) have any religious beliefs. The dead are believed

to remain disembodied on earth in the places they previously inhabited.

Sometimes Indians hope, when dead, to become white men, a touching

instance of the impression given to them by the superior powers and

attainments of Europeans. They have some idea of a country bej^ond the

sky, but have no distinct idea of a heaven. There are names in use

QUICHUA.
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among tliein, signifying the Great Father, the Maker, and one who
lived long ago ; and apparently these refer to dead ancestors, and to

traditional founders of the tribes ; but some of these names, through

missionary influence, are now connected with the idea of a God. It is

astonishing that the Indian is so sensitive to the injurious powers of

spirits, while not thinking that the action of harmless or beneficent

spirits can matter to him ;

" all the good that befalls him," says Mr, im
Thurn, " the Indian accepts, either without inquiry as to its cause, or as

the result of his own exertions." Their religious observances, indepen-

dent of the work of the peaiman, seem restricted to avoiding any thing

or action which may attract to them the notice of malignant spirits.

They do this often by rubbing their eyes with red peppers, by avoiding

eating certain animals, especially introduced species, and by not mention-

ing the dreaded object.

The Warraus are of shorter stature and weaker frame, with short

and thick necks and flat, broad

feet, adapted to the soft,
The Warraus. ' ^ ., i • imuddy soil on which
they live. Their faces are strik-

ingly dull and gloomy in expres-

sion, and their complexion appears

relatively dark because of the dirt

which incrusts them. They live

in pile houses on swampy ground

or even above water, and build

canoes for the surrounding tribes

near the coast, as the Wapianas
do in the interior. Schomburgh
describes their miserable huts,

seven or eight feet long, as raised

on a platform of interlaced stems

of a palm, supported by tree-trunks five or six feet high. The low roof

is thatched with palm-leaves, and a notched tree-trunk serves as a ladder

;

and to it, when the water is high, the canoe is tied.

The Wapianas of the Savannahs are unusually tall for Indians, and
fine featured. They are very averse to ordinary intercourse with other

The tribes, but are the chief traders and middlemen ;
they are also

Wapianas. j^^ great canoe-makers of the interior. They largely eat

cassava in the form of the rough meal known as farina among the

Brazilians.

The Arawaks have better proportioned though short bodies, and are

lighter coloured and more cleanly than the Warraus. Their protuberant

KAl'O IN]>IA\S.

The Arawaks.
stomachs and sleekness of body make them decidedl}^ ^igly-

They are much more influenced by civilisation, can nearly all

speak English, and wear European clothes. Like the other tribes, they
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were formerly divided into a great number of distinct families, between
.and not within whicli marriage was allowed. These distinctions are now
fading away. The family names are evidently derived from natural

objects of importance to them, from which they fabled that they were

descended. Descent in these families was reckoned only in the mother's

line, and no intermarriage on the mother's side was permitted. When
he married, an Arawak went to live in his father-in-law's house, and
worked for him. Their houses at present have an approach to civilised

•comfort, and are very clean.

Various ancient remains have been discovered in Guiana in modern
times, including rock-sculptures, shell mounds, and stone im- ^^ .

plements, but their dates cannot be assigned, and it would be remains in

very unsafe to assign them to a remote antiquity. Some of

the shallow sculptures represent a

Guiana.

rectangular figure crowned with a

semicircle marked by radii ; the

deeply graven sculptures represent

very varied and rough drawings of

men and animals, like an English

child of five years old might draw :

some few are more complex. They
^re usually found where there is

•some striking natural object, often

near waterfalls.

At the time of the Spanish con-

quest the Chibchas were an im-

portant people in the
^^^ ^^^.^^^^^^

district of Bogota, and

had attained a considerable degree

•of civilisation, having superior and

.subordinate chiefs and priests. They

.are now represented by a mere rem-

nant. Another important civilised tribe at the conquest was that of the

Tayronas, who had well-made roads and gold ornaments. The uncivilised

tribes of Colombia are still very numerous and unsettled.

The Napo and other great river valleys at the head of the Amazon
.system in Ecuador, are the home of Napo, Jivaro, and other Indian tribes.

The Jivaros have several peculiarities. They are regular

workers, not passing days together in idleness. They have

A remarkable method of scalping, according to Mr. Simson, by which the

skin of the victim's head is gradually shrunk to the si2;e of a moderately

large orange. The entire skin of the head is removed in one piece, and

is gradually dried by means of hot stones placed inside it. They also plait

their slain enemies' hair in long plaits, and wear them round their waist.

They have a system of telegraphy by means of strokes on a drum, which

XIII. 3 G

CONIBO WOMAN, BRAZIL.

The Jivaros.
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INDIAN ^OMAN OF CUZCO.

can be heard and repeated from house to house,

and readily rally the tribe to arms. One of

their great feast-days is connected with the

initiation of children into smoking, at the age

of three or four. The family being assembled,

the head makes a speech, exalting the valour

and good example of the child's ancestors and

relatives, and of course expressing great hopes

about the child. The pipe is then handed to

the child, who takes a few whiffs, and then the

feast commences, much chiclia being drunk, a

liquor in the main similar to the Gruianians'

paiwari, though more substantial. They have

a peculiar habit of ejecting from the mouth in

the morning (by the aid of a feather) any food

that may remain in the stomach. In the coti-

vade^ or the father taking to bed when a child

is born to him, and in many other respects

they resemble the Guianians. All the tribes

in this district give a very expressive " cluck " of satisfaction when
pleased or astonished : the same sound is also used in bracing the body
together for special exertion.

The Canelos Indians, on the left bank of the Bobenaza, are a mixed
tribe, chiefly of Jivaro origin, but speaking a Quichua language. The

men are lazy, curious, and dandyfied, and lacking many good

qualities of the Jivaros, The women occupy a very low posi-

tion. When the husband is drunk, which is frequently, his wife has to

follow him by day and precede him by night with a firebrand to light

him, and ready to raise him up whenever he falls down. In bringing

provisions to a traveller, the man always stalks first, lance in hand and
feathers on head, while the wife follows, heavily laden, and often carry- ,

ing a child on her hip. The blow-gun is a very prevalent weapon among
these and many other Indian tribes. A number of these tribes are semi-

Christianised, eat salt, and are comparatively peaceable ; but there still

live on the upper Napo, many tribes known as " Infidels." The former
are known as Indians, and are descended from a people once forming
part of the Inca nation.

These people wear short cotton drav/ers (men) or cotton cloth

wrapped round from the loins to the knee, with a short jacket or shirt

(women), with many ornaments. Their blow-guns are made differently

from those of the Guiana Indians, in two similar halves, of a hard species

of palm, and joined lengthwise with wax and fibre. Their bore is almost

as true and perfect as that of a gun-barrel. Burial takes place in the

houses
;
and the men are usually buried in their own canoes, or a sufficient

length cut from them, dressed in their best, and with supplies of food.
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UMAHUAS, BRAZIL.

It is only witli great difficulty that

these Indians have been persuaded to

settle in permanent villages, and many
of them readily take to roaming again,

or have resorts and sheds in the woods.

Regular voyages are undertaken down
the river Napo, and up the Amazon, to

the salt mines of Chasuta on the river

Huallaga, and to the upper Amazon for

poison. These journeys are extremely

fatiguing, lasting several months, and
being largely made against strong cur-

rents.

Of the so-called Infidels, who do not

eat salt, and have very many different

languages, many are httle*=."' Ill n ^*^® Zaparos.
known. The Zaparos (the name meanmg a covered basket of

wickerwork in two layers with waterproof leaves between) are some of

the most expert spearmen and hunters known, detecting the slightest

sounds and footmarks, recognising with great precision the number of

animals which may have passed, and how long since they passed, moving

with cat-like silence, and keeping unsightly but clever dogs to aid them.

They eat much more animal food than many tribes. Tobacco in various

forms is a great remedy among them, large quantities of water being

drunk, in which tobacco has been steeped. They are very wild and fear-

less when provoked, though shy and retiring otherwise : great tact is

necessary in managing them, and at all

times they are changeable and unreli-

able. They always exhibit pleasure in

the destruction of life, animal or human,
Thej^ are very disunited and given to

roaming ; and when they quarrel with

other tribes kill many men and keep

the women and children, selling most

of the latter. In their relations with

women almost any arrangement may be

found, and women have great liberty.

One mode of courtship mentioned by
Mr. Simson, is for a youth to go hunt-

ing and on returning throw his game
at the feet of the woman he seeks,

followed by sufficient firewood to cook

it. If the woman gets up and begins

cooking the game, she is considered to

have accepted his offer
;
but marriage ouaeaxi wo^r\^•.
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by force or capture frequently takes place. The medicine-man (here

called shimano) has much the same power as among Eastern Indians

;

he seems to believe in his own practices to a considerable extent. Those
who suffer from chronic diseases are not unfrequently put an end to when
they become a burden. They have more than one intoxicating liquor,

one which is similar in properties to the well-known coca. Most of them
are almost naked, their faces being hideously painted, quite unsym-
metrically, in bright red, bluish-black, etc. They have no number

A fHKISTMAS CEKEMONY IN BRAZIL.

beyond five, simply calling any excess " many, many." A point worth

noting is, that none of the Indians hitherto described in this chapter,

except those on the coast of Guiana, have horses or even know anything

of them.

Turning now for a brief space to the past, we must refer to the

ancient Inca civilisation in Peru. This represented the highest develop-

ment of the American Indian ; and in some respects it was not

unworthy to be compared with that of the Egyptians. Grant-

ing that their religion was not of a very elevated type, the entire system
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of Inca civilisation was well worth preserving
; and nothing can excnse

the barbarous treatment meted out to the natives by Pizarro and his

successors in the Spanish government. Historical evidence left by the

Incas shows that their empire was founded about the eleventh century

by consolidation of numerous distinct tribes and peoples, occupying the

central mountain region of Peru. These included the Quichuas Quiciiuas and

and Aymaras, whose languages are still widely spoken in Aymaras.

Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and northern Chili, having extinguished many
less copious and intellectual languages.

There is reason to believe that the Inca kingdom was not the first

great dominion in this region, for in various places, near Lake Titicaca, at

Cuzco, and elsewhere, there are ruins of vast buildings, possiblyThe American

never completed. At Tiahuanuco,—the American Baalbec as it
^aaibec.

has been called,—is a very ancient temple, defined by lines of large erect

stones (of red sandstone) partly

cut, and including an inner sanc-

tum. Another building is named
the Palace, defined by great

blocks of trachyte admirably cut.

Portions of walls, composed of

large stones, still remain ; also

some gateways composed of huge
monoliths, with unique orna-

ments. Thus in the New^World
do we find repeated structures

which in the Old World still defy

explanation. One thing is cer-

tain, they could only have been

built by a powerful and skilful

people, with human labour at

command. It is suggested that these were an Aymara people,

later gave way to the Incas.

At Truxillo and in its neighbourhood are the ruins left by the

Chimu people, long lines of massive walls, great chambered pyramids,

remains of palaces, aqueducts, granaries, furnaces, foundries, Remains of

tombs, etc., extending for many miles.' Many treasures of *^® cmmus.

ornament, many human remains, and unique architectural features have

been found here. These people were contemporary with the Incas for a

considerable period, and were finally subdued by them ;
in language and

race they were distinct from their conquerors. The Chimu artificers

were equal to those of the Incas, and they had peculiar ornaments and

designs, such as huge lances, lizards, serpents, and fishes. Their remark-

able metal-work in bronze was surpassed by their pottery, in which

^ See Mr. E. G. Squiei-'y " Peru " for a r-apital account of the ruins in the Land of

the Incas.

BOTOCUDO WOMAN.

who
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tliey outdid the lucas in variety of forms, freedom of execution, and
fineness of material. The representations of the human head give

many illustrations of ancient features, modes of hair-dressing, etc., very

inuch like what may be found at the present day. Mr. Squier infers

from the religious symbols that the Chimus worshipped the powers of

nature and typical objects, and that they had also household divinities,

many in the form of animals ; with this probably there was a worship of

a supreme spirit.

The Incas traced their origin from Manco-capac and his wife and

sister, children of the Sun, supposed to have started from the island of

Titicaca in the lake of that name, to subdue and instruct the savage

tribes around. He tra-

cuzco, the veiled north-
Inca capital ^yards to the

valley of the Vilcanota

('one of the head streams

of the Amazon) reaching

the site of Cuzco, where
he fixed the seat of his

empire. On this island

there are still the remains

of a temple of the Sun, a

palace, and other Inca

relics. At Cuzco,—most

admirably situated at

over 11,000 feet above

the sea level, and con-

structed on a rectangular

arrangement of roads and

squares, organised so as

to repi"esent the several

provinces of the empire,

—are remains of numerous palaces, temples, and public buildings. The

Cyclopean niassivB cyclopean walls, the inclination of the walls inwards,
walls. ^Q courtyards with no (Tuter windows, and the serpent carv-

ings, are all strikingly characteristic. No cement was used, but the

stones were fitted in regular courses with the utmost precision of jointing,

so that in some buildings it is impossible to insert the thinnest knife-blade

Temple of the 01' even a needle between them. The Temple of the Sun was
^"°- the most remarkable building of all America. It occupied one

side of a great court, and was richly decorated with solid gold ; at its east-

cm end was a great plate of gold representing the sun, while beneath it

were the dried bodies of the Inca kings, each on a golden chair. The
other sides of the court had buildings dedicated to the moon, Venus,
thunder and lightning, the rainbow, etc.

PARAGUAYANS
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The convent of the priests and the palace of the virgins of the

sun were also notable buildings. There are the remains of fourteen

Inca palaces, each ruler having built a new one. We cannot
^^^^ paiaces-

give further details of these buildings, but enough has been

said to indicate how great a people the Incas were. Their system of

government was complex and orderly, their empire being divided into

five o-overnments, each with a viceroy, subordinate officers, and numer-

ous inspectors. The state worship was elaborate, with an imposing

ritual and many festivals. Excellent roads, with regular post-houses

(not, however, adapted for wheeled vehicles, which they did not possess),

a good system of land tenure and of colonisation, all showed a people

of thought, of admi-

nistrative skill, and of

a good disposition in

many ways. Pizarro

testified that there

were no such roads in

Christendom
;

yet in

many cases the Span-

iards destroyed them

for the sake of the

paving stones. It is

lamentable, that be-

cause they were less

skilled in destruction

and treachery than the

Spaniards, their em-

pire should have been

destroyed, and a long

period of degeneration

should have fallen on

the land.

Cuzco is inhabited

almost entirely by pure Indians ; and there are still some of the descend-

ants of old native families. In the village of San Sebastian, Modem

not far distant, are many descendants of the Incas, having a iiiiiabitants.

marked haughtiness of bearing. The recreations of Cuzco, says Mr. Squier,

are religious processions and cock-fighting. The town is most filthy.

The Inca tribes of the Andes are, on the whole, slenderly made, but

muscular. Their complexion is olive-coloured, with a smooth soft skin

;

the noses, like those of Inca sculptures, are aquiline. The Aymaras are

more thick-set. The women wear extraordinary hats, which Mr. Squier

compares to a cofSn with a kind of black valance suspended round a

stiff body of pasteboard, covered with red cloth and tinsel. Their

. houses are all built of plastered clay on wattles, and thatched with grass.

AF.AUCANIAN WOMEN'.
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They seldom have more than one room, with a low narrow door, and the

walls of all incline inward. The ilncas are described as good agricul-

turists and shej)herds, being very kind to their animals
;
they are brave,

home-loving, and affectionate to their children. The Aymaras are said

to be more sullen and cruel.

Mr. Squier describes a remarkable festival, coincident with the

harvesting of a species of potato, and with the Catholic festival of

Modem sun Corpus Christi, at Tiahuanuco. In the square assembled four
festival, groups of dancers, wearing variously' coloured handkerchiefs

over their shoulders. The men wore head-dresses of various coloured

feathers, lengthened out by slips of cane, rising five or six feet from a

head-band round their heads, and extending outwards like an inverted

umbrella. " Under the left arm each man held a rude drum, large in

circumference but shallow.

wliich he beat with a stick

grasped in his right hand,

while in his left he held

to his mouth a Pan's pipe,

differing in size and tone

from that of his neigh-

bour." The women, dressed

in blue, wore hats of stiff

paper with large flat round

brims ribbed to represent

the sun's rays, while from

the middle rose a crown of

three semicircular pieces

placed triangularly, and

adorned with rays, while

little mirrors occupied the

centre. The shrill music

vied with the extravagance of the men's dancing ; the women's move-
ments were slow and stately. " All night and all daj^, still the festival

went on, growing wilder and noisier, and only culminating when the feast

of the Church commenced. It was an extraordinary spectacle, that ot

the symbols of Christianit}^ and the figures of our Saviour and the Sainty.

carried by a reeling priest and staggering Indians through the streets

of Tiahuanuco, while the Chimo revellers danced and drummed around
them." Altogether the impression produced was, that the festival retained

many features of the old Sun worship. It is perhaps necessary to add

.

that most of these priests are either pure Indians or half-castes, and that

they include many of the mo$t worldly, ill-educated, and immoral mem-
bers to be found in any priesthood.

The Indians of the Amazon valleys, while superior to those of

Southern Brazil, are not so skilful or intelliaent as those further north.

AKAUCANIANS.
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There are veiy many tribes and languages, and it is not possible to settle-

how far they include distinct races. Up to about 2,500 miles Indians of

from the mouth of the great river the Tupi language in a corrupt *^® Amazons,

form and a patois Portuguese are very generally spoken. Further up,

in the Andes districts, Quichua is spoken. Mr. A. R. Wallace describes the

Tupi Indians as having a varying coppery complexion, jet-black straight

hair, black eyes, and little or no beard. Some have the whole

face wide and rather flattened, and many have most regular

features. The cheek-bones are not prominent in most, nor the eyes at

all oblique. Their figures are often superb, with splendid chest develop-

ment. The varieties of customs and manners would fill volumes.

Among the Uaupe Indians are tribes in which the women wear absolutely

no dress at all
;

paint supplies its place, and is regarded as ch^ess. As
among many of the South American Indians, ornaments are almost

exclusively worn by the

The Tupis.

men. Sometimes the

men wear long quill

feathers horizontally

stuck through their

lower lips ; at others,

both sexes are most

elaborately tattooed in

geometrical patterns

(Mundurucus). The
girls in some tribes, on

approaching maturity,

have to undergo an or-

deal resembling that of

the benguera among the

Kaffirs, to test their en-

durance. The beating-

is sometimes so severe as to cause fainting and even death. The
medicine-man is universally found. They have no definite idea of a

good spirit, but are much more persuaded of bad ones. In some tribes

large dwellings are constructed in which many families live together ;
in

others, the dwellings are the merest shelters, or they have no houses at all.

The Mundurucus, on the river Tapajos, are the most numerous and

formidable tribe surviving in the Southern Amazons. They are now
settled agriculturists, and are faithful to their treaties with the The

Brazilian government, but they not infrequently make expe- ^^"^"™°"^-

ditions against other Indian tribes. They formerly used to cut off the

heads of their slain enemies, take out the brain and remove the flesh,

soak the skulls in vegetable oil, and then smoke-dry them, and preserve

them as trophies in their huts. These people are the most clever feather

workers in South America.

PATAGONIANS.
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An observation by Mr. Bates (in " The Naturalist on the River

Amazon ") is of much interest in regard to our speculations on the origin

of the Indians. He noted how greatly the Indians of the Upper Amazons
disliked the heat, how little they perspire, and how often they bathe

;

they are very subject to diseases of the liver, dysentery, etc., and suffer

more from fever than even whites, while the negro is at home in these

climates. " The impression gradually forced itself on my mind," he says,
'"' that the red Indian lives as a stranger or immigrant in these hot regions,

and that his constitution was not originally adapted, and has not since

become perfectly adapted to the climate."

Throughout Southern Brazil, the Guarani races are the most numerous,

and they extend into Paraguaj^^ and Uruguay, where they form the bulk

of the people, and then" language dominates. The Tupi indeed are but a

branch of the great Guarani family.

The
Guaranis.

I'ATAGONIANS.

according to several good

authorities. Diffused

through the same regions, and

mainly hostile to these, are many
other tribes, little known. Among
these may be mentioned the Gez,

who are probably the strongest

and tallest of Brazilian tribes, and

are in a perpetual state of inter-

necine warfare, but are said to be

not low morally ; the Charruas of

Uruguay, an almost black tribe.

The Guaranis of Paraguay became

good and fearless soldiers under

Lopez, and they have shown con-

siderable mechanical skill. The
women are hard-working and cheerful, wearing white gowns with girdles

and short sleeves. Many are well-developed and good-looking, though

with prominent cheek-bones and somewhat oblique eyes. All the popu-

lation smoke tobacco, the women and even little children being commonly
seen with big cigars in their mouths, being taught to smoke almost from
their earliest infancy.

The Botocudos of the coast range of Brazil belong to a very distinct

stock from the Guarani, much more degraded, savage, and repulsive.

They are very ugly, though not dark, being rather yeUow in complexion,

and deck themselves with pieces of wood, stuck through their ears and
under lips. They were in former times treated with great cruelty by the

Portuguese
;
and one of their governors boasted that he had either killed

with his own hand, or had^ ordered to be butchered or poisoned, many
hundreds of these Indians.

The Gran Chaco or Great Desert Indians, north and south of the
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Pilcomayo river, include tribes wliicli are among, the dirtiest and most

degraded of their race. The ears and lower lips are pierced by
^j^^

holes which are gradually enlarged to an enormous size, some- Gran chaco

times having pieces of wood of two and a half inches diameter

inserted. The young girls tattoo themselves elaborately on reaching a

marriageable age. Neither Spaniards nor Portuguese have really subdued

them. The Moxos and Chiquitos, further north, are nominally Christian

and semi-civilised ; but some horrible stories are told of their cannibal

and other customs when the Jesuits first visited them. The Antis tribes

of the Bolivian mountain valleys are another group of a low type, which

we must pass over.

Finally, we come to the southern groups of this great continent, the

Araucanians
Oi The

the Araucanians.

Chilian and

Patagonian
Cordilleras,

the Pampas
Indians, or

Puelches, the

Patagonians,

and the Fue-

gians. The
Araucanians
are a very
homogeneous
people, still

very indepen-

dent, wild,

and warlike,

having a large

stock of horses

and cattle, cultivating maize, weaving coarse woollen fabrics, having

several useful manufactures, and living in barbaric comfort under their

chiefs. They are usually hideously decorated with red and black paint.

Both men and women are fine riders, and ride in the same fashion. Their

houses are crowded and uncomfortable, made of wickerwork plastered

with clay. Polygamy, etiquette, and oratory flourish among them
;
but

they have no developed religion nor priests. They acknowledge a creator

god, and minor divinities of war and good and evil, and sometimes sacrifice

an animal to them. Like the Pampas Indians of the Argentine, also called

Puelches, the Araucanians are wonderfully expert in the use of the bolas,

—a ball of metal or stone, attached to a hide rope and swung with terrific

force at their game or their human enemies,-—the lasso, and the long lance.

rATAUOMAXS CHANGING THEIR HUNTING GROUND.
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Marriage takes place by a sort of capture, after purchase from the

girl's father. They bury their dead with their knees tied up to the chest,

a horse being sacrificed, and weapons being placed in a man's grave,

cooking utensils in a woman's. Their language is distinct from any other

stock.

The southern Pampas Indians had a very distinct language from the

Araucanians, but it is now dying out in favour of Spanish and Arau-

canian. Many of them have been driven south, over the river Negro, or

east into the Andes, and are very hostile to civilisation, except for the

plunder it affords their marauding parties.

The Patagonians, or Tehuelches (southern people), the tall race oi

whom so much has been fabled, are really the tallest race, though their

Xhe height has been much exaggerated. The men average five

Tehuelches. fgg^ eleven inches to six feet in height, but they not un-

frequently reach six feet four inches, while the women are but of moderate

height. Their features are very regular and not unpleasing, and the men
have an extreme development of chest and muscle, great power of walk-

ing, and endurance of privation. Their long coarse black hair is parted

in the middle ; hair on the face is carefully eradicated ; the women plait

their hair in two queues behind. The men wear high leather boots (of

horse or puma skins), drawers, and a cloak of guanaco skin, with hau' inside

and the outside painted gaudily ; while the women have sack-hke cotton

garments, with a cloak fastened at the neck by a silver pin. Many of

both sexes paint their faces, mostly red. It is said that there are not now
as many as a thousand of these people, who live by hunting guanacoes

and ostriches, but are very indolent. Their dwellings are a rude kind of

tent called toldo, composed of guanaco skins fastened together, smeared

over with grease and red ochre, and fixed on rows of posts ; separate

sleeping-places are formed by hide curtains between successive rows of

posts. They have little furniture but cloaks, which serve as seats, beds,

and are used as saddles by the women. The men occupy themselves,

when not hunting, chiefly in smoking, horse-racing, gambling and sing-

ing. The women do far more work than the men, pitching and striking

the tents, and preparing the guanaco skins.

In one important respect the Patagonians show to advantage

:

marriages depend on the mutual liking of the parties ; and the offer of

marriage, with presents, etc., is not made to the girl's parents till her

consent has been gained. The bride's parents make gifts to the bride-

groom of equal value ; and the wedding ceremony is accompanied by the

slaughter and eating of mares, portions being taken to the top of a hill

as a propitiatory offering to the evil spirit. Polygamy is permitted ;
but

most Patagonians have but one wife. Death is followed by burial in a

sitting posture, the body being sewn up in a mantle, and a heap of

stones being raised over the grave. All the horses, dogs, etc., of the

deceased are killed, the horse meat being distributed among the relatives

;
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all personal possessions are burnt. The widow, liaving painted herself

with black j^aint and cut her front hair short, returns to her relations.

The Patagonians believe in a good spirit, their creator, and in many-

evil spirits, the principal of whom is called the Gualichu. They have

no idols or regular religious festivals. The medicine-man does not differ

essentially from his brethren further north. If he fails as a prophet, his

fate may be death ; faith in his power is by no means unbounded. Lieut.

Musters, who thoroughly studied the Patagonians in his expedition of

1869-70, says, they are not ferocious savages, but kindly, good-tempered,

and impulsive ; distrustful of Spaniards, but confiding in other Europeans,

and keeping faith with those who fulfil their own promises.

In the dreary archipelago of Tierra del Fuego are to be found several

wretched tribes of Indians speaking distinct dialects or languages, and

best termed Fuegians ; they are still but imperfectly known. The

The tribes on the eastern islands are taller and better developed fuegians.

than those on the west ; both have broad faces, prominent cheek-bones,

and low foreheads, with abundant black hair, which the men do not cut,

while the women wear two long plaits. Like so many Indians, the

Fuegians have no beards. Darwin relates that the Fuegians who were

taken on board the " Beagle " were mistaken by some Brazilians for

Botocudos. All are alike dirty in persons and habits. They cover them-

selves partially with a mantle of guanaco or seal skin, with the hair out-

side. One man described by Darwin had two broad transverse bars

painted across his face ; one, painted bright red, reached from ear to ear

;and included the upper lip
; the other, white like chalk, extended above

and parallel to the first. Some wear sealskin boots ; but hats are not

worn, except by those who are semi-civilised. They are excellent mimics

of voice, gesture, or any action, and some have acquired many civilised

habits. Their sight is very keen, and many are skilful shngers. They
:also use bows with arrows, formerly tipped with obsidian, now with bits

of broken glass, and spears made of wood and tipped with bone or stone.

They hunt guanacoes, seals, cormorants, wild geese, and catch fish ; they

also eat shellfish. Their fox-like dogs are trained to dive for fish, or to

drive shoals of fish into the shallows. The Fuegians are very careful to

carry fire with them, which they produce when necessary from flints and
iron pyrites

;
yet they often eat flesh raw. Their dwellings are mere

shelters of boughs covered with grass, with an opening on the lee side.

They have no religion, not even of evil spirits. Burial is performed in

caves, or in the forests. Marriage is a kind of captm^e, with the consent

•of relatives. Missionaries have in modern times produced very beneficial

results on some of the Fuegians.

The Falkland Islands, east of Patagonia, after a chequered history,

finally became an English possession in 1833. Its inhabitants, about
1600, are chiefly English and Scotch, with a few Guachos from Buenos
Ayres. The colony produces chiefly tallow, wool, and sheep.



CHAPTEE IX.

IBisitnljution of !Imniran lAaresj.

THE following map indicates the principal races of Americans, and

their distribution. The unshaded regions indicate where Euro-

pean peoples or half-breeds had become predominant in the earlj' partof

i6 GreoW,

I 1 Europeans.
Eskimo.

^^a Indians.

12l» " 100 SO

AMERICA.
Shewing distribution of Races.

M. OzeemTi

this century. The numerals signify the following peoples or tribes :

—

1. Eskimo ; 2. Bannacks (East Shoshones) ; 3. Mandans : 4. Kaivavas

(California) ; 5. Pahutes ; 6. Tanana (Kutchin) ; 7. Vancouver ; 8. Sho-
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slione; 9. Blackfoot ; 10. Ojibbeway ; 11. Iroquois; 12. Dakota (Sioux)

;

13. Comanclie : 14. Apache; 15. Pawnee; 16. Moqui; 17. Mexican:
18. Wapisiana ; 19. Quicliua ; 20. Aymara

; 21. Napo ; 22. Bolivian :

23. Botocudo
;
24. Mataco

;
25. Cliibclias

; 26. Graucho ; 27. Araucanians
;

28. Patagonians ; 29. Umahuas (Amazon).

The racial distribution of North and South Americans is indicated

separately in the following table :

—

NORTH AND CENTRAL AMERICANS AND WEST INDIANS.

CAveASIANS.
ARYANS.

Americaxs of Anglo-Saxon Desckxt
., German
,, Scandinavian
., CELTIf
„ Italian

„ French :—Canada, Louisiaua, etc.

„ Spanish and mixed :—Mexico, Texas, Florida
Hindus :—-Chiefly in West Indies. Numbers uncertain.

and California

43.500,000

7,500,000

500,000

7,000,000

500,000

1,500,000
G.500,00(t

ISTeGROES of AFRIf:AN DESCENT

NEGROIDS.
-Chiefly in the United States ".500.000

MONGOLOIDS.
American Indians:—The majority (over 5,000,000) are in Mexico and

Central America 5.700.000

Eskimo :—Greenland, etc., and northern coast of Canadian Dominion and
Alaska 25,000

Chinese :—Chiefly in California 100,000

Approximate populations of North and Central American States and

West Indies :

—

Canadian Dominion and Newfoundland
United States
Mexico

West Indies :

—

British
Spanish
Porto Kico .

Hayti .

San Domingo
French

Central America :

—

Guatemala .

Honduras .

San Salvador
Nicaragua .

Costa Rica .

Panama

5,000.000

. 58.000,000

. 10,500,000

Total 73,500,000

1,200,000

1,400,000

750.000
570.000

300,000
355,000

1,300.000

450,000
(350,000

400,000
225,000
225,000

Total 7,825,000
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SOUTH AMERICANS.

CAUGASIAN&.
ARYANS.

Creoles, .Sj'amsh :—Mostly ])ui-e, or nearly pure, descendants of Spaniards
in VV'cstern and Southern South America . . 4,500,00(3

Portuguese :—Pure, or nearly pure, descendants of Portuguese
in Brazil ........ 8

Teutons, Biutisu:—Mostly in Guiana and in the Argentine Republic
Germans .

Mulattoes, and mixed races :—Mixture of all the preceding with native
Indians and Negi'oes, placed here because the
Aryan influence is predoininant. though much
modified by the mixture of Ijlood . . . 14.500.000

800,000

400,000

MONGOLOIDS.
Native Indians
'Chinese :—West Indies and South America

6,600,000

75,000

NEGROIDS.
Negroes :—Of African descent (Brazil and West Indies) 2,800,000

Approximate populations of principal South American States :-

South America :

—

Bi-azil . . . . .

Peru
Colombia . . . .

Argentine (with Patagonia
Cliili .

Bolivia

Venezuela .

Ecuador
Uruguay
(Guiana

Paragvuiy .

13,000,000

3,000,000

3,900,000
3,400.000

2.500.< H »<

»

2,300.000

2,200.000

1,150.000

600,000
350,000
250,000

Total 32,650,000
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NORTH AMERICA.
(The figures on the Map refer to some of the regions inhabited bj- the various Animals.)

CHAPTEE X.
?lmcn'can ^nimal^*

NORTH AMERICA can scarcely be said to have as interesting a

group of animals as South America; but the inhabitants of the sea

and ice make up to some extent for the deficiency. The AYalrus (2) -is a

XIV. ^^^ 3 H
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1. rULMAE PETREL. 2. WALEUS.

creature of noble dimensions, one of the finest aquatic Caniivora,

inhabiting many parts of the Arctic Circle, approaching a ton in weight,

and thirteen feet in

length. Its tough skin

is with difficulty pene-

trable by bullets or har-

poons ; but it is on the

whole a quiet creature,

except at the season of

pairing. The great ca-

nine tusks of the upper

jaw may reach two feet

in length, and weigh ten

or fifteen pounds.

The Northern Seas

are inhabited by many
Seals, of both eared and earless groups. The PribylofF Islands, off the

west of Alaska, are the resort of countless fur Seals, now fortunately pre-

served against excessive butchery. Indeed, there is a far worse butchery

by the male animals, in their competition for the females. The strongest

males surround themselves with a harem of from twelve to fifteen females.

The Greenland Seal (8), has a wide range along the North American coast

to Davis' Straits, and throughout the Arctic Circle. The Sea Otter (7), a

carnivore of another group, is much larger than the common otter, and

has very beautiful fur. The females can sleep in the water on their backs,

carrying the young between their forepaws. They are found on the coasts

of Alaska, and even down to California, as well as in the North Pacific.

Among the "Whalebone Whales, the Greenland or Right AVhale (4)

has a supreme importance.

Around America it occu-

pies the Arctic Circle, and

the Northern Pacific and

Atlantic Oceans. Its vast

fringe of whalebone in the

mouth is but a growth

from ridges in the skin of

the roof, corresponding in

fact to nails. The inner

lower ends of these plates

fray out and constitute a

gigantic strainer in which

minute food is caught

from the water, incessantly

From fifty to seventy feet is the length attained

The Narwhal (6), often called the Sea Unicorn,

3. Ml SK 0\

taken in and passed out.

by these great creatures.

I
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is most peculiar in that the male has a huge canine tooth, growing
straight out and tapering, extending from five to seven feet in length.

4. GBEENLAND WHALE 5. NAKWHAL.

There is another similar tooth, usually rudimentary, but sometimes grow-
ing to full size. This great creature is really a kind of Dolphin. There
are numerous other Dolphins and Cetaceans around the North American
shores.

The most widely spread large Carnivore in North America is the

Puma (27), which, though ranging widely through South America, has

also been found as far north as the Canadian boundary. It is a repre-

sentative of the lion, but smaller, not much over three feet long to the

end of the tail. It does not roar, but spits and swears like a cat. The
Jaguar, too, extends
through central America ^^^~-r^--- _~ ^

~

.^^fl

and Mexico, but does not

reach the United States.

The Ocelot (28) ranges

both north and south,

extending from Mexico

and Texas to Northern

Brazil. It is a voracious

bloodsucker, killing many
animals for their blood.

There are several other

American cats. The Ca-

nadian Lynx (10) is grey

coloured, with black spots, and has thick powerful legs.

ears give it a peculiar aspect.

(3. KAZOilillLL. <. SEA 0X1 EK.

Its pointed
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Dogs have long been highly regarded in America, and were wor-

shipped by the ancient Mexicans. Many Eskimos and Indians believe

they have sprung from

r '•: •
"

:~ Dogs. The Eskimo Dogs

(9) greatly resemble the
^^J^-^" ^^-'

' __j North American Wolf, and
^"^ are savage animals, while

the Hare Indian Dog is

very like the Prairie "Wolf,

or Coyote (21). There are

several other North Ameri-

can Wolves. The Arctic

Fox is a well-known
northern species, in two
varieties, blue and white.

In addition to the

Polar Bear of Greenland,

North America has two
very notable Bears, the Grizzly Bear (29), of the Rocky Mountains, and
the Black Bear (30). The Grizzly is the most savage of all Bears, and
the most carnivorous. Its tail is so small as to be scarcely visible. The
Black Bear is comparatively peaceable, and feeds chiefly on vegetable

food and honey, though it will, if hungry, feed on animal food. Its

flesh is excellent eating. The Racoon (11) is widely spread and has

valuable fur. When hunted with dogs, it will turn to bay and fight

bravely for its life. It lives on fruit and vegetables, also on shellfish

and small animals. Its specific name " lotor," or the washer, refers to its

habit of washing or soaking nearly all its food in water. In addition to

8. SEAL. 9. ESKIMO DOG.

10. CANADIAN L\N\. 11 E\COON 12 OPObbl M.

the Wolverene or Glutton, the Otter, the Sable and Skunk, Northern
America has the Weasel, the Ermine, and the Mink (15) among fur-
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producing animals. Tlie latter is especially aquatic, feeding on fish,

frogs, cray-fish, and small molluscs, but also killing many rats.

13. BEAVER.

America is not ricli in Ruminants, and is now mucli poorer tlian

formerly. When America was discovered, the Bison (20) ranged in

enormous numbers through the forests of the North
; but owing to per-

sistent hunting and the encroachments of settled areas, it is now nearly
extinct. It used to serve as the principal food of the Indians. The
Musk Ox (3) of Arctic America is a very different creature, with long
hairy coat, curved horns, and short legs, feeding on the same food as

Reindeer. Its flesh has a strong musky odour. The Elk, also an Old
World animal, is

the finest of the

American Deer

;

the Reindeer is

abundant in the

North. The Vir-

ginian Deer (33)

is an excellent

leaper and swim-
mer. The Prong-

horned Antelope

(35) is very jje-

culiar in having

branched horns.

It sheds its horns

every year, and
they are replaced

by others which
are already forward in growth when the old ones are shed.

The Rodents of North America are numerous and important. Ther

18. CANADIAN
PORCUPINE.

19. PASSENGER
PIGEONS.
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are about eighteen species of Squirrels, mostly larger than the European.

The Black (16) and the Grey Squirrels are abundant in the Eastern

20. BISON. 21. PEAIEIE WOLF.

States. There are several Chipmunks, or Grround Squirrels, living in

burrows, and feeding on nuts, acorns, and seeds, of which they lay up
stores for winter. The Prairie Dogs (22) which much resemble Marmots,

have a voice like the bark of a small dog. They are peculiar to North

America, especially the prairies of the United States, where they live in

great companies in burrows, and feed on buffalo-grass and roots. The
Burrowing-Owl and the Rattlesnake often live

in their empty burrows, the latter having first

devoured the occupants.

The Beaver (13) is one of the largest Eo-

dents, living on or near the rivers of British

North America and the western territories, as

well as over a large extent of Siberia, and in

many parts constructing remarkable " lodges

"

over the water, to which access is gained by
subterranean channels. Eats and mice are of

course universally distributed, and Voles are nu-

merous. The Musquash or Musk-rat (14) is a

thickset little animal, nearly related to the Yoles,

but formerly supposed to be akin to the Beavers,

from- its habit of living by the water side, in a

23. COCK OF THE PLAiKs. hurrow wltli two or three entrances. A large part

of its food is derived from the roots of water lilies and other water plants.

The American Jumpiug Mouse is a remarkable hopping rodent, related

"22. PBAIIUE DOG.
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to tlie Jerboas of the Old AVorld ;
very sociable and active, leaping be-

tween one and two yards at a leap, and hybernating in winter within a

little clay ball which

it makes. The Cana- -"
'"BK^^^gEr-^ ^Af^

the United States, is a ^^^^^^
heavy-looking animal j^^m&K^^^'-J^

tail, but a good climb- ,^
'"^'^

^
er, spending most of 5^ ^''^i -'-'

.

^
its time on trees. It /^r^^^^ '

^ ^'^-J—,
- "

- -^ ^ ^r^

shorter woolly hair, t-^^^^^^^^^^f^f^^'^^^^^^^A. , ^I'T

long brown han^ and ---*.-- ^
1 ., . -j^l j_1 24. SALMON. 25. WHITE-HEADED SEA-EAGLE. 26. CODFISH.

white spines with the

points dusky or brown. The Hares and Rabbits are well represented in

North America.

The Marsupial order is represented in America by the Opossum

family (12), of which the chief North American member is the Virginian

species. It is long-haired, and has a bare, scaly, prehensile tail, by which

it can suspend itself monkey-like from a tree-branch. It is very voracious,

eating both animal and vegetable food.

We have not space to figure many of the Birds of North America.

The White-headed Sea-Eagle (25) is a very fine species, and is by no

means the only bird of prey. The Mocking-birds (38) are exclusively

American, ranging over the whole continent. They may be said to

represent the Thrushes and Nightingales of the Old AVorld. Their

imitative powers are simply marvellous; an animal can scarcely be found

around them whose voice _

able even among pigeons for " - ---*>* -^ -^ ^ ^. -^ ..^^ ,i>.
—

their rapid and long-sus- " ^"^^"^*

tained flights. The wild Turkey (17) was formerly abundant in New
England, and still exists from South Carolina to Texas. The Cock of the
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Plains (23) is a handsome bird, allied to the Capercailzie, building its nest

on the ground. There are numerous American Partridges and Quails.

The Fulmar Petrel (1) is the most conspicuous North

American Petrel, being

.
,

much larger than the

Stormy Petrel , or Mother

Carey's Chicken. Their

great powers of flight

are well known, and are

due to their long pointed

wings. The Razorbill

(6) represents the very

different group of the

Divers, with short and

pointed wings, and feet

far back, causing the

birds to assume an erect

posture when standing.

North America has its full share of poisonous and
dangerous reptiles. The Rattlesnakes (34) alone have been responsible

for thousands of deaths and still more frights. Their tail has a number
of flat scales which can strike together when shaken ; and it is never

shaken but when the rattlesnake, coiled up in rage, is preparing to strike.

Although so deadly, it never strikes unless provoked or disturbed, or for

food. The Mississippi Alligator (37), like the other species, has a com-

paratively short and

28. OCELOT.

broad head, grow-

ing to a length of

fourteen or fifteen

feet, and living

chiefly on fish.

They formerly'' ex-

tended much fur-

ther than at pre-

sent. The Caimans

are allied species in

tropical America.

The Land Chelon-

ians are represented

in North America

by the Gophers of

the Southern States,

which feed by night

and live in dry sandy places. The American Box Tortoise, or Terrapin,

is an inhabitant of dry, hot, pine forests, and eats beetles and grubs. The

LLA.CK LL\1{.
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33. VIRGINIAN DEER. 34. RATTLESNAKE. 35. PRONG-HORNED ANTELOPE.

Cliicken Tortoise of Carolina, Georgia, and Florida lives in ponds and

stagnant water. The Snapping Turtle (36), also called the Alligator

Terrapin, is a

strong swim-
mer, and very

destructive of

fish and other

reptiles. When
caught they are

very ferocious,

biting at every-

thing ; they are

very good food,

and are found

in many parts

of the United

States, often
reaching a

weight of
twenty pounds. Soft Tortoises, too, and Edible Turtles are numerous in

and on the coasts of various parts of America.

Besides numerous Frogs and Toads, North America has several

peculiar Amphibia. The Mexican Axolotl (32) is one of these, and lives

in the Lake of Mexico. It is peculiar in being able to reproduce itself

when still furnished with gills, and this was thought to be the final state
;

but in 1865 it was discovered that it sometimes changes very much,

and loses its gills, changing into Amblystoma, a genus previously known
and not supposed to be closely related. Other peculiar North American

forms are the Siren of South Carolina, with only two small limbs, the

Menobranchus, Am-
phiuma, Menopoma,
etc.

We need only
barely mention the

Salmon (24), so abun-

dant in many Ameri-

can rivers and coasts,

and especially of Ore-

gon, Columbia, and

Labrador, and the

Cod (26), the greatest

single source of food

derived from the sea.

The Cochineal Insect (31) belongs to a peculiar group of the Hemipterous

order, with an interesting form of metamorphosis. It infests the Cactus

36. SNAPPING TURTLE MOCKING-BIRD.
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in Mexico ; and the female insect furnishes a most valuable and abundant

red colouring matter.

South America has a still larger number of peculiar kinds of animals.

The Monkeys of America, though quite peculiar, having flat noses, with

eo iO 43 30 20 lOFerro

SOUTH AMERICA.
(The figures on the Map indicate SQme of the regions inhabited by the various animals.)

the nostrils widely separated and opening sideways, are not of such varied

structure as those of the Old World. The Howling Monkeys (16) are the

largest, and certainly succeed in making themselves prominent by their
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loud and discordant noises, prolonged for hours night and morning in the

Brazilian forests. The Spider Monkeys are among the most active of the

group, using _
their long r'

tails with re-

markable
skill as a kind

of fifth hand.

The Squirrel

Monkeys, the

Capuchins,
and the
Monks, are

but a few of

the extraordi-

nary-looking

Monkeys of

America. The Marmosets (20) are distinguished by not having prehensile

tails ; their tameness and liveliness make them favourite pets. South

America also has some of the most peculiar Bats, known as Vampires (19),

which are restricted to the warm parts of America. Mr. Darwin, when in

South America, saw the process of blood-sucking from a horse by one of

these bats, wounds being made and the blood sucked from the capillaries.

Sometimes men are thus attacked, and the wound is very difficult to heal.

The Jaguar (26) is well known as the most formidable beast of

prey in America. It is rather larger than the Leopard, and one of the

handsomest of animals. Many men have been killed by Jaguars in

South America ; and they commit great ravages upon horses and cattle.

The Puma
also ranges

through-
out South

America,
and there are

num erous
other fierce

Cats. The
Coatimondi

(12) and the

Kinkajou(14)

are interest-

ing members
of the Ra-

BOA CONSTEICTOB.3. SKUNK. 4. AGOUTI.

coon family : the former is nocturnal, living chiefly on young birds and

eggs ; the latter feeds on fruit, honey, insects, and small birds, has a
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prehensile tail, and lives in trees. The Sknnk (3), which has species in

both North and South America, is remarkable for its extraordinarily

disgusting

secretion,

which can

be ejected

to a dis-

tance of 12

or 14 feet,

and the

smell of

wliich can-

not be got

rid of for

months.

Here we
may note

the Mana-
tee (24),

that singu-

lar inhabi-

tant of the coast and river mouths of West Africa and East South America.

It browses on aquatic vegetation, and is evidently an ally of the Eumi-

nants. The Camel tribe includes several of the most peculiar South

Am eric an

6. ALPACA. 7. LLAMA.

:jrh^^

8. PECCARY 9. ANT-EATEE. lU. GUINEA-PIG

head and more slender legs than the Vicuna ; both are essentially moun-

tain dwellers. Both Oxen and Horses are well known to have run wild in

species,
namely the

Llama (7),

the Alpaca

(6), the Gu-
anaco (31),

and the Vi-

cuna (^2). It

is probable

that the two

former are

merely do-

mesticated
varieties of

the two lat-

ter. The
G u a n a c

has a longer
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South America since the advent of Europeans, and to exist in countless

numbers. The American Tapir (27) is a large nocturnal animal, found in

almost all

parts of
SoutliAmer-

ica, a vege-

table feeder,

but some-
times at-

tacking
man when
brought to

bay. The
Peccary (8),

though
smaller, is

more fero-

cious, herd-

ing together

in consider-

able num-
bers, and
capable of

11. SLOTH, 12. COATIMONDI 14. K.1NKAJ0U.infl icting

severe wounds with its sharp tusks.

South America has a more liberal share even than North America of

peculi ar
Rodents. ifil /// '/.{^^'Xi^^^-^'

The Por-

c u p i n e

group is

strong-
there, in-

c 1 u d i n g
the rat-

like forms

without
spines,
such as

the Degu
of Chili,

and the
Tukotuko
of Brazil, the Spiny Rat, the Coypu, and several Tree Porcupines. The
Chinchillas of the Andes, remarkable for their beautifully-marked fur,

15. HARPY EAGLE. IG. HOWLING MONKEY.
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include the coarser Biscacha (40) of the plains of La Plata. This last

drags objects of every kind to the mouth of its burrow ; and Mr. Darwin

was told

that "a
g e n tie-

man, rid-

ing on a

d a r k

n i g h t,

dropped
his watch;

he return-

ed in the

ELECTRIC EEL.

morning,

and by 19. VAMPIBE BAT. 20. MAKMOSEX.

searching in the neighbourhood of every Biscacha hole on the line

of road, he soon found it." The Agouti (4), very unlike the typical

Rodent, has been compared in some respects to the Musk Deer ; it is able

to spring like an Antelope. The name of the Guinea-pig (10) is a mis-

nomer ; it should rather be Guiana-pig ; but it is not certain that this

species is descended from the Restless Cavy so abundant in a large part

of South America, The Patagonian Cavy (41) is a much larger animal of

the same group, reaching between thirty and forty pounds weight, and

somewh a t

Hare-like in

appearance.

TheCapyba-
ra, or River-

hog (21), is

the largest

Rodent, and

frequents
the banks of

SouthAmer-
ican rivers

and lakes.

It has extra-

ordinarily
long and
complex
back molar

teeth, look-

ing as if

compounded of several teeth, with numerous transverse folds of enamel.

The chief home of the Sloths and Armadillos is in South America. The

21 CVl\UUiV ^2. D0\1DILL. 23. JABIRU 24 MANATEE.
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I

Three-toed Sloth (11) has three digits on its fore limb, while the Two-toed
Sloth has only two. The Sloths have no incisors or canine teeth, and
very simple

back teeth.

Their habits

have become
generally
known : they

are capable

of very suf-

ficient ac-

tivity upon
occasion. The
Great Ant-
eater (9) has

a very long

head, neck,

and body.
After tearing-

down an ant-

hill with its

strong claws,

it thrusts out

with great
rapidity its

long, narrow tongue, covered with glutinous secretion, and withdraws it

covered with Ants. The very long and bushy tail is used to protect the

body while sleeping in the sun. There are other South American Ant-

eaters. The Hairy Armadillo (43) is one of a numerous group of singularly

protected animals, having bony shields and bands moved by special skin-

muscles, and enabling some species to coil themselves into a ball, and be

almost imper-

vious to attack.

They are all

great diggers
and burrowers,

and eat carrion,

insects, roots,

and other vege-

table sub-
stances. The
Opossum must
be remembered
as having several South American as well as North American species.

The Birds of South America include many of the most striking and

28. AMAZON PAEROT.
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31. GUANACO.

beautiful types. The New World Vultures constitute a special family,

including the magnificent Condor (1), the male of which has a large comb
on its head. Its home is along

the whole range of the Andes,

and its flight is wonderfully

strong. Its great power as a

bird of prey is in its beak ; its

feet cannot grasp or carry away
prey of any size. The Harpy
Eagle (15) is really a Buzzard

;

but its size, daring, and ferocitj'-

make it as destructive as almost

any bird of prey. Sea Eagles

are absent from South America.

The Parrots (28) and Ma-
caws (29) of the Amazons are

famous for their plumage ; in

talking powers only those known
as Amazons come near the Af-

rican forms. The Toucans (17)

have enormous beaks, which are not heavy, as might appear, but light and

cellular in structure. When resting, this species turns its head round so

that the beak, eight inches long, rests under the wing. Mr. Bates kept

one, which was almost as knowing and clever as a Parrot. The Trogons

are another fine group of birds, largely represented in Tropical America.

The male of one species has a tail three feet long. The Humming Birds

(39), among the most beautiful of birds, abound in South America. The
American Chatterers include many interesting species, such as the Cock

of the Rock (37), with its peculiar fan-like crest, the Umbrella Bird, with

its extraordinary curved crest and equally strange throat-lappet. The

=-^=--=_^ Curassows
^ ~ " =

(13) belong

to the Gal-

linaceous

g r o n p,
which is

well repre-

sented in

South
A m eric a.

The Horned
S cr eamer

33. KING PENGUIN.
^25) has a

little horn on its head, strong spurred feet, and a harsh loud voice. The
Black-necked Swan (36) of Patagonia is one of the handsomest Swans.

FURRO^\LD TORlOIbb.
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The Boat-bill (22) is a Heron, with a strangely formed beak. The Jabiru

(23) is a Stork. The King Penguins (33), with small hard wings, useless

SS. .MVGALE.

36. BLACK-NECKED SWAN. 87. COCK OF THE ROCK. 3'J. UUMMIN(i-BIED.

for flying, and bodies specially adapted for swimming, frequent the coasts

of Patagonia and Antarctic lands in large numbers. The Tinamous (4:2),

much like game-birds outwardly, resemble Ostriches in many points, though

they have a keeled breastbone. The South American Ostrich (32) differs

from the African in having three toes, and feathers not nearly so handsome.

In South America Rattlesnakes are the leading poisonous snakes,

while the Boa Constrictors (5) and the Anaconda, or Great Water Snake,

represent the Python group. The almost extinct Tortoises of the Gala-

pagos Islands represent huge animals which formerly abounded in South

America. The Furrowed Tortoise (35) is very abundant in rivers. The
Iguana (30) is a large tree-lizard, which can swim with ease. The
Basilisk (34), another lizard, has an extraordinary crest on its head, and

a long one extending along the middle of the back and tail.

Among the Fishes of South America we only figure the Electric Eel

40. BISCACHA. 41. PATAGONIAN CAVY. 42. TINAMOU. 43. ARMADILLO.

(18). The great Spider of Brazilian forests (Mygale) (38) catches birds in

its strong rope-like webs ; but insects constitute its main food.

XTV. 3 I

I
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CHAPTEE XI.

Slmentan plantd*

AMERICA, stretching from the Arctic to the Antarctic regions, of

course includes an infinite variety of plant life, and much of it is

peculiar. Our space being limited, we can do little more than pass in

so 60 ^OOrcoiw.

AMERICA.
(The numbers on the Map sho^y the regions where the various plants are found.)

review the various trees and plants figured in the text. The magnificent

Magnoha order, with its beautiful foliage and striking flowers, is repre-

sented by the Tulip-tree (1), as well as various species of Magnolia (3) in

North America. The North American Sugar-Maple {2) is notable for
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1

the abundance of its sugary sap. The Red or Virginian Cedar (4), and

the Mammoth Fir (6) or Wellingtonia, are giant Conifers, The former
,

1. TULIP-TBEE 2. SUGAR MAPLE. 3. MAGNOLUS.

in reality a Juniper, furnishes the wood for cedar pencils ; some of the

latter, in California, approach 400 feet in height, and are believed to be

nearly 4,000 years old. The Swamp Cypress (6) is a characteristic tree

of the swamps in the Southern United States. The Hickory and Pecanut

trees (7a, 6), relatives of the Walnut, have tough elastic wood, and the

nut is highly valued. The various species of Sumach (8) have a juice

which is acrid, and in some cases poisonous ; some are valuable in tan-

ning. The Canadian Waterpest (9) is the small-leaved plant which has in

4. RED CEDAR. 5. MAMMOTH FIR.

modern times spread so rapidly in European waters, and choked up many
streams and ponds. The Ephedra (10) is a small tree of the Coniferous

I
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group, having merely minute scale-like leaves, while the stem itself is

green, and discharges the ordinary functions of leaves. The Caoutchouc-

4, 5, (SHOOTb). G. SWAMP CYPRESS. la. nicKOKY. h. pecanut. 8. sumach.

tree of Brazil (11) belongs to the Spurge order, and yields the well-known

Bottle Indiarubber. The West Indian Locust-tree (12) is a near relative

of the Old "World Locust-tree, which produces the Carobs or Algarobs of.

Southern Europe. A kind of beer is made from its fruit,

Sarsaparilla (13) is a liliaceous plant with useful tonic properties

;

and the creeping underground stems of many species are used in South

America and the West Indies, The Sunflower (14), now so largely culti-

vated for its showy flowers, is a native of Mexico
; and the Jerusalem

(i.e. Gu-asole) Artichoke (64), with its esculent tubers, is South American.

9, WATEEPEST. 10. EPHEDKA. 11. CAOUTCHOUC-TKEE, 12. LOCUST-TREE.

The Madia (63), an allied plant, has been imported from Chili, and grown
in Europe for the sake of its oily seeds. The Tobacco plant (16) is native
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ill all the warmer parts of America, and is a relative of the poisonous

Nightshade, Henbane, and Stramonium, the edible Potato, and the pungent

Capsicum. Mexico is the

great home of the Cactus

family (16-21), with succu-

lent stems, a green rind, and

usually rudimentary spiny

leaves. Many of them afford

a welcome supply of juice

to cattle and other anim'aTs'

when water is unobtainable.

The giant Cereus (16) of

South California, forms stems

forty feet high. The Coch-

ineal Cactus (20) affords food

and a home to the Cochineal

insect.

The Cotton-plant (24), of

several species, flourishes in

the warmer parts of America, the hairs growing on its seeds constituting

the well-known cotton " staple." Ipecacuanha (25) belongs to a valuable

order of plants, the Madder or Cinchona order. Ipecacuanha is derived

from the underground stem or rootstock. Peruvian bark is derived from

several species of trees (69) growing on the slopes of the Andes ; the best

bark yields a large percentage of quinine. The Mahogany-tree (26),

with its handsome wood, and the Logwood-tree (27), noted for its dyeing

13. SARSAPAKILLA. 14. SUNFLOWER, lu. TOBACCO.

lG-19. PILLAR CACTI. 20. COCHINEAL CACTUS. 21. MELOCACTUS. 22. GIANT AGAVE. 23. JIAGNEY AGAVE.

properties, and the Bixa (28) or Anatto plant, yielding the colouring

matter anatto, all belong to different natural orders.
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The Palms, and their allies the Pandans, are well represented in

America, among them the King Palm (29) ; the Panama Pandan (30) ; the

Vegetable Ivory Pandan (31), with its

ivory-like seeds; the Cabbage Palm

^s

24. COTTON PLANT. 25. IPECACUANHA. 26. MAHOGANY-TREE. 27. LOGWOOD-TREE. 28. BIXA.

(48), whose buds are eaten boiled like cabbages, the Mauritia Palm (47),

yielding delicious juice from its unopened flower sheath ; the Wax Palm
(62), which yields an exudation of wax from its trunk and leaves. The
Milk or Cow-tree (32) of Demerara and the Andes, yields a thick milky

29. KING PALM. 31. IVORY PANDAN. 32. MILK-TREE, OR COW-TREE.

30. PANAMA PANDAN. 33. CALABASH-TREE.

34. MELON-TREE.

juice from its trunk, which when fresh drunk is most nutritious. The

balabash-tree (33) is most useful on account of its gourd-like fruit, the

I
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palp of which is edible, and the shell hard and exceedingly useful as a

drinking vessel. The Bignonia order, to which it belongs, furnishes the

35. CINNAMON APPLE. 36. SOUR SOP. 37. CHERIMOYA. 41. AVOCADO PEAK. 42. MARMALADE. 43. SAPODILLA.

38. OX-HEART. 39. MOMBIN PLUM. 40. MAMMEA. 44. CASHEW-NUT. 45. GUAVA.

Lianas (59) which festoon the forests of Brazil with their climbing stems

and trumpet-like flowers. The Papaw, or Melon-tree (34), has a large

succulent fruit which is edible when cooked. The Custard Apple order

affords many delicious fruits in the West Indies and South America, such

as the Cinnamon Apple (35),

the Sour Sop (36), the Cheri-

moya (37), the Ox-heart (38),

and the Cashew-nut (44).

The Hog Plum, or Mombin
(39), of the Mango order

;

the Mammea, or Wild Apri-

cot of South America (40),

belonging to the Gamboge
order; the Persea, or West
India Avocado Pear (41)

;

the Marmalade (42) and Sa-

podilla Plums (43) ; and the

Guava (45) are other highly

valued American fruits.

The Pine-apple (54),

probably a native of Brazil,

afterwards naturalised in

the West Indies, received

its name from the external resemblance of its fruit to pine-cones. The
entire mass of the inflorescence, together with the stem, becomes blended

466. FRUIT OF
COCOA-TREE.

46rt. COCOA-TREE 48. CABBAGE PALM.
47. MAURITIA PALM.
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WOOL-TREE 50. VICTORIA KEJLi. 51. VAXILLA.

ill this favourite fruit. The Batata, or Sweet Potato (65), is an American
convolvulus, in the root-stock of which starch accumulates.

The Cacao or Co-

coa tree (46), termed

by Linnaeus " Theo-

broma " (food for the

gods), is one of the

most valuable produc-

tions of Mexico, the

West Indies, and
Northern South Amer-
ica. The fruit-pods are

borne at all seasons of

the 3^ear, and each con-

tains from twenty to

forty seeds or cocoa-

beans. This must be

distinguished from Co-

ca i^^)^ the leaves of

which are used so

largely as a masticatory in South America, being a powerful nerve-

stimulant and preventer of muscular fatigue. The alkaloid, cocaine,

which it contains is coming into use in medicine. Paraguay Tea, or Mate

(67), is yet another of the interesting plants which yield nerve-stimulants

resembling tea in their properties. In South America many drink the

infusion at every meal and at

all hours of the day. Vanilla

(51), a native of Mexico, is a

climbing orchid ; its seeds j^ield

the valued flavouring, largely

used in making chocolate, ices,

etc. The Orchid order (58), i'ur-

nishes some of the most extra-

ordinary members of the Central

and South American flora, often

as epiphytes, growing on trees,

and presenting in their flowers

the most extraordinary imita-

tions of insects of all kinds and

manj^ other animals. With these

we may mention the Passion-

flower order (60),which furnishes

many beautiful clinging plants.

The Wool-tree (Bombaxj (49) belongs to the same alliance of trees as

the Cotton plant ; another of the same order is the so-called Root-tree]

TREE LILY. 53. ROOT-TREE. 55. SCALY AltAl CARIA.

54. PINE-APPLE.
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(53), whose trunk is swollen into an oval shape. The Victoria Regia (50)

is the famous Amazon waterlily, noted for its enormous circular leaves

and the beaut}^ of its flowers.

5G. TREE-FEKNS. 58. ORCHIDS. 60. CLINGING PLANTS. 61a. BKAZIL-NUT TREE.

57. AROIDS. 59. LIANAS.

Among South American trees we have yet to notice the great Andes
or Chilian Pine, frequently reaching the sno^^'-line. Its seeds are eaten,

fresh, boiled, or
roasted, by the In-

dians. The Scaly
Araucaria (65), forms

large forests in Brazil.

An Evergreen Beech
(72) is also a notable

South American tree.

The Brazil-nut tree

(Gl), is a large forest

tree in Brazil, the fruit

of which consists of a

large rounded woody
case as large as a

child's head, contain-

ing a great many of

the hard, triangular

seeds erroneously 62. wax palm. 63. m.\dl\. 6J. jerus.\lem artichoke.

called nuts in this
^^' ^^'^^'^^- ^^- coca shrub. 67. m.\te-shrub.

country. When these fruits are ripe, it is dangerous to walk under the
trees. Sapucaia nuts are the seeds of an allied species. The Tree Lily

\j;k>=«v. fw^r^.
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61/>. I3RAZIL-NUX i'BUIT. ANDES PINE.

(52) is not really a lily, but is allied to the Pine-apple order. The stem
branches in a forked fashion, and the grass-like stiff leaves are collected

at the top of the

stem and branches.

The Aroids (57) in-

clude many plants of

tropical America, the

corms, or solid un-

derground stems of

which contain much
starch, the poisonous

or acid matter asso-

ciated with it being

dispelled by heat.

Among these are the

Colocasias (" Cocoes,"

and"Eddoes")ofthe
West Indies. One
West Indian species

is known as Dumb-cane, because when chewed it produces an inflamma-

tion of the tongue and throat, making it impossible to speak. A North

American member of this order is called " Skunk-cabbage " from its

fcetid smell.

In addition to the Sugar Cane, which is not native, but was intro-

duced into America by Europeans, the grass order suppUes Maize and Rice

as great American
food plants, Wheat

i£?:^<^^^'^^^^^^^^^ being now also largely

grown in the United

States and Canada.
/ vtf'/f. miii. -fi'^?mf^^!mgr,^^,^Bss^m..^KULmmis. gome of the hay

grasses of Brazil grow
six or seven feet high.

The Pampas - grass

(70) of the temperate

regions of South
America, is now one

of our favourite orna-

mental grasses, while

the Tussock-grass (71)

of the Falkland Is-

G9. PEBUVIAN
BARK-TREE.

71. TU.SSOCK

GRASS.

EVERGREEN
BEECH.

lands is a very for-

bidding type of the

order. Tree-ferns (56) are found in tropical America ; the hairs of some
ferns furnish a valued styptic in the Antilles.
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BOOK V.
THE INHABITANTS OF OCEANIA.

CHAPTEE I.

Early explorers—Tasman—Captain Cook—Foundation of the colonies— The interior explored -

The gold fever—Government—Large cities—Products—Railways—Religion—Lack of labour
—Chinese immigration—Polynesian contract labour-Australian strength and character—
Australian society—Tasmania—The Australian aborigines—Physical characters—Expression
and faculties—Treatment of women—Diet—Weapons—The boomerang—Clubs and spears—
Shields—Strangling an enemy—The weet-weet— Stone implements—Canoes— Dress—The
corroborree—Dwellings—Welcoming friends—Government— Laws and customs—War—Tribal
organisation and marriage—Capture—Children—Death and burial—Languages—Doctors
and sorcerers—The Tasmanians.

WE come now to the last division of our

subject, and shall find it as full of in-

terest as any other. "We have here no great

organisations, and few remarkable remains
of former times. We look backwards in the

past, and contemplate the slow diffusion of

humanity among multitudinous islands
; and

we find that it is in the tropical islands that

man has developed most in numbers, while

in the largest territory, Australia, an inferior

race of men has long dwelt, with inferior

types of animals, and now seems certain to

die out. In variety of types, in phj^sical

beauty, in extremes of savagery and of good
nature, the inhabitants of Oceania compare
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with those of any of the continents. And in regard to the action of

immigrant races in modern times, no land shows brighter results for

those races themselves, or more mingled shades for the old inhabitants.

Australia was first made known in Europe by French explorers

earl}^ in the sixteenth century, for it is represented on a French map of

Early 1542, and may have been discovered by a Provencal pilot
explorers, j-ianied Guillaume le Testu. It is . first clearly referred to by

Cornelius Wytfliet, in a book printed at Louvain in 1598, in these terms :

" The Australis Terra is the most southern of all lands, and is separated

from New Guinea by a narrow strait. Its shores are hitherto but little

known, since after one voyage and another, that route has been deserted:

and seldom is the country visited, except when sailors are driven there

by storms. The Australis Terra begins at one or two degrees from the

Equator, and is ascertained by some to be of so great an extent, that

if it were thoroughly explored it would be regarded as a fifth part of

the world." In 1606 Torres, a Spaniard, first sailed through the straits

which bear his name
;
and in the same and immediately succeeding years

various Dutch navigators sailed along considerable tracts of Australian

coast, Arnhem Land and Carpentaria being named, the one after a

Dutch vessel, the other after the governor of the Dutch East India

Company, Peter Carpenter. In 1642 Abel Tasmaii discovered

the island which he called Van Diemen's Land, after the

Dutch governor of Batavia, but to which a later generation has affixed

his own name. All these discoveries, however, led to no permanent
settlement, for both country and natives appeared most uninviting in

character.

"William Dampier, the buccaneer, was the first Englishman who
visited Australia, in 1688 and 1699 ; but yet there was left an abundant

harvest of discovery to be reaped by Captain Cook in 1769-

1777, giving the first connected idea of the great continental

island. Bass's Straits, between the mainland and Tasmania, were sailed

through by Surgeon Bass in 1798 ; and from that time there has been
a progressive enlargement of our geographical knowledge of the countiy.

The first British settlement, a penal one, was founded in 1788 at Port

F d f
Jackson, a few miles north of Botany Bay, which became its

of the popular name. Tasmania became a second penal settlement

in 1803, and was made a separate province in 1825. The
settlement of Port Phillip, founded in 1835, was the nucleus of the

colony of Victoria, established in 1851. West Australia was first settled

in 1827, and became a separate colony in 1829. South Australia dates

from 1834, while Queensland, originally a settlement at Moreton Ba}'

from New South Wales, did not attain a separate existence till 1859.

We cannot here trace the history of Australian inland discover}',

which has been a very remarkable one, for the difficulties encountered

by explorers, their heroic perseverance, their patient sufferings, and the
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strange results of their expeditions. It must suffice to mention here the

The Interior names of Hume, Sturt, Mitchell, Eyre, Leichhardt, Stuart,
explored. Burke, and Wills, several of whom lost their lives. Messrs.

Giles, Warburton, and Forrest are among the most notable recent

explorers. After half a century of exploration, the western part of

Australia has been traversed again and again, in several nearly parallel

and intersecting lines ; and the result seems to prove that a great part

of the country is quite uninhabitable.

I

i

AUSTRALIAN STOCKMEN ON THE MARCH.

Meanwhile the coast regions have been largely occupied by Euro-

peans, chiefly British, who have established powerful new nations rather

than dependencies in New South Wales and Victoria. Little more than

fifty years ago, the entire European population was under 80,000. By
1851 it had increased to about 350,000 ; but the greatest expansion

The gold followed the discovery and opening up of the gold fields in
fever. 1851. Victoria was founded, it may be said, on the gold fields.

" Settlers left their farms, merchants their desks, professional men
their offices. Workshops were left without workmen, ships without
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crews, and the whole country was drunk with gold. The influx of men
of all classes from the mother country, and of almost all the races of the

world, together with numbers of released or escaped convicts from the

neighbouring colonies, led to a struggle for existence, in which the most

hardy, the most energetic, the most patient, or the most far-seeing, could

alone succeed. Thus, amid much trouble, much degradation, and much
crime, the seething mass of humanity drawn together by the love of gold,

has worked itself into something like order ; and the result is a popu-

lation of almost unexampled energy, which is now steadily engaged in

developing all the resources of a fertile and beautiful country " (Wallace).

This gold however is by no means all gain, for it has been estimated that

every pound's worth of gold obtained from the mines represents as much
skill and labour expended in fruitless and successful search combined
as any other product. If gold has largely brought about the expansion

of Australia, it is certain that wool has done more to strengthen and

I

render substantial the position of the Australian peoples.

As regards all internal affairs, each colony except Western Australia

is practically independent of the British Government ; but Queensland

and New South Wales are still kept to a considerable extent in

leading strings, by means of a Legislative Council of Crown
nominees. The other colonies have constitutions modelled very much
after the type of the mother country, with some considerable improve-

ments. The spirit of protection has a strong hold on the Victorians, being

supposed to foster Australian industries by keeping out the competition

of their wealthy and skilful English fellow-countrymen and others. But
New South Wales in 1866 entered upon a path of practical free trade,

which may be expected in time to teach the lesson to the other colonies.

With this exception, enlightened institutions rule in Australia, though it

must not be supposed that there is as yet any large number of great cities

or large towns; and consequently there is much isolated life in

,

n
i. xj

_ Large cities,

the bush farms, where rougher manners prevail. Melbourne

and Sydney, both having between 300,000 and 400,000 inhabitants in

city and suburbs, are two of the finest and most progressive cities in the

world. Education is well cared for in the Australian capitals by liberally

supported universities and colleges, and elsewhere by good schools
;
but

agriculture and stock-raising have hitherto grown faster than
Products

education. Sheep-farming, for the production of wool, of

course affords the predominant occupation. Wheat and cereals are the

most important crops. Sugar and cotton are grown to a considerable

extent in Queensland ; and the cultivation of the vine is extending in

suitable districts. Coal is abundant in New South Wales, copper in

^ South Australia, and tin is largely produced in several of the colonies.

I^P In the matter of railway and electric communication great progress

has been made, far outstripping the construction of good roads.

In many material conveniences Australia ranks with the best

I
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Religion.

English and American districts ; but it cannot be said that this applies

to the country districts or the bush farms. The churches are

free, being all supported by the State in New South AVales, and

elsewhere quite self-supporting. Under these conditions Methodist and

other Churches, besides the Episcopal, flourish largely, in some colonies

predominating.

There is a peculiar difficulty in the path of Australian progress.

The immigrant English and other Europeans, having the gold fields and

THE SYDNEY HOOSE OF ASSEMBLY.

cheap land very accessible, do not take readily to working for emplo3'ers,

Lack of or continue subordinates only till they see a way to something
labour. q£ ^j^gij. own. Thus there is a constant deficiency of manual

labour ; and the available European hands obtain high wages, and at the

same time discourage immigration and any reduction of wages. Also

the second generation of Australians are far less inclined to hard labour

Chinese than the immigrants. In this perplexity, it has been a natural
immigration,

^j-^jj^g ^|^^|. d^i^ese and Japanese should make their w^ay to a

country where their peculiar services would seem sure of appreciation.

But unfortunately racial antagonism is again thwarting natural remedies.
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In fear of being swamped by Celestials and of having wages cut doAvn
toolowfor existence, the colonists have passed arbitrary and repressive
legislation, directed towards hindering Chinese immigration, and tending
to make life a burden to those who are already established there The
people of Queensland have in addition tried the importation
of Polynesian and Melanesian labourers under the contract ""Sracf
system

;
but suspicions of cruel or insanitary treatment have ^^^°''''-

arisen, and to some extent have been substantiated, and the traffic is

I

THE EXCHANGE, MELBOUKNE.

now largely regulated. The ill-favour shown to the Chinese in Australia
threatens to produce serious political difaculties.

No doubt it is in muscular prowess,—in rowing, cricketing, etc.,—that
Australians have hitherto succeeded in equalhng the mother country A
certain robustness and force of character may also be con-
ceded to them

;
but they will best make good their claim to stfenJt^Sd

be a nation on a level with their British original, by realising '^^^cter.

that m spite of their remarkable progress, they have yet a good way to
travel and a good deal to learn.

Children in AustraUa are certainly less carefully brought up, and more
3 K
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free mannered tlian among tlie middle classes at home. Both sexes are

Australian permitted too much independence even of their school teachers,
society. Q;\x\^ early act for themselves ; and being secure of mari'iage

when they like, there is a general tendency to make the most of early

girlhood. Those native born have good looks, plump figures, but inferior

complexions
; the majority are brunettes. In frankness and good-fellow-

ship the Australian girl is very attractive, and if very unreserved, she

is also unaffected. The young man is too much inclined to sporting,

drinking, and gambling. Professions are still largely in the hands of

English-born colonists, and of later years a rapid improvement in their

status and culture has gone on. This leads to a mention of grades of

society
; and it may not be surprising that, everything being on a smaller

scale, and the colonists being largely recruited from the least satisfactory

or successful classes in the old country, there exists an amount of ex-

CHINESE DETECTIVE, MELBOURNE. CHINESE GAMBLER, MELBOURNE.

clusiveness among wealthy, educated, and well-born people which vies

with that of London. But the predominant life is that which in England

would be termed middle-class, the rich man frequently living really a

middle-class life, with far less of intellectual resource and occupation

than in the corresponding class at home. In fact, the great tendency of

Australian life, except perhaps at Adelaide, is democratic and levelling.

Sabbatarianism is declining, and it is not certain that morals are im-

proving. The freedom claimed by servants has something dangerous

to morals in it ; and the limited position occupied by married women,
immersed in household cares by the scarcity and inferiority of servants,

keeps the tone of the home circle below what it should be. Girls and

women of the industrial classes (in shops, factories, etc.) di-ess well and are

more refined and much better paid than in England, Men dress much
more carelessly and untidily, though quite as expensively as at home.
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But the well-to-do look, the content, the progr.ess, and the go-a-head
energy of the Australian are his practical demonstration of success as a
new branch of the British people, far less diverse from the old stock than
is the American.

Tasmania, originally a penal settlement, may be briefly mentioned
before we pass to speak of the Australian aborigines. The convicts had
to struggle as best they could with the natives, and developed
a great hostility to them, so that ultimately the natives all

'^*^"^^*-

perished. The convict system was abohshed in 1853, and since then
Tasmania has prospered as a wool-growing and agricultural colony, a
considerable amount of minerals being also raised, and vast stores being
still undeveloped. It is a valuable health resort and an attractive island

ENTRANCE 10 CHINESE EATING HOUSE, MELBOURNE.

to travellers. The country has a peculiarly English aspect ; the rich

pastures with briar or hawthorn hedges, the abundant cattle, sheep, pigs,

and poultry, the walled fruit-gardens, fine shrubberies, and parks con-

tributing to this aspect. The colony could supply all Australia with

jams, but this is hindered by protective tariffs
;
yet the export is very

large. Many good roads exist ; and Tasmania may boast of being one

of the best governed, educated, and enlightened of the dependencies of

Great Britain.

AVhen we consider the Australian aborigines, we are confronted with

problems hitherto insoluble. Whence the Australians came,
^^^

and how, and to what other races of men they are most closel}^ Australian

related, will probably be subjects of discussion for generations
aborigines.

I
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to come. At present we know a good deal of what they are, though

much still remains unexplained. They are certainly a very homogeneous

people, excepting in the neighbourhood of Torres Strait, where there has

been some intermixture with Eapuans of New Guinea. In Physical

colour the Australians are chocolate-brown, with almost black characters,

eyes ; the hair is deep brown and jet-black, very abundant and wavy,

and hangs in large curls. The skull is long and narrow, sometimes

rising very high in the middle. Combined with this are the very strong

and prominent eyebrows and bony ridges under them, liigh cheek-

bones, short nose, wide below, prominent jaws, large and high temporal

cavity and muscle, and retreating foreheads. The brain-cavity is more

than one-fifth smaller than that of the average European ; the teeth are

large and good. Altogether, there is an ungainliness and coarseness

about the outlines of the skull, which strongly suggests the animal re-

lationship of the human race. In height and weight they vary much
with their condition ; their average height is nearly that of the Euro-

peans, but the muscular development is much less, the calves being

almost absent. Their great strength is in their arms and shoulders ; bat

they have small hands and are soon fatigued. Although little inclined

to continuous labour, they are good walkers, can run fast and jump high

and ride well. They use their toes with great skill to drag their spears

and to pick up even the smallest objects. The women, who do all the

domestic work, have extremely thin arms and legs, and very pendent

breasts. They get a scant supply of food for the most part, and suckle

their children to the age of three or four.

As to expression, the Australian usually looks sullen and unpleasing

;

but under the excitement of curiosity, his aspect is bright and interested,

and he can exhibit all the broad human emotions. In mental
j^jpygggjoQ

powers he is inferior to most savage races, though considerable and.

differences of capacity exist. His senses of sight and hearing

are extremely keen, and he possesses a wonderful power of tracking

game
; and his manufacture and use of implements and weapons shows

considerable ability in a limited field. His " message sticks," with

notches conveying information, are chiefly reminders to the messenger

of the message he has to deliver. Qualities allied to morality are very

defective among the Australians. Prudence and self-control are little

known among them
;
provision is rarely made for the future ;

selfishness

is the dominant principle, although tribal interests and personal affection

for offspring and comrades may be found at times flourishing Treatment

among them. But old men and women are frequently deserted **^ women,

when ill, and the treatment of women is often revolting to us. Women
are regarded solely as chattels, and cruelly beaten or ill-treated when the

husband has been unsuccessful in hunting, being sometimes knocked on

the head with a heavy club, speared through the legs and arms, or cut

and bruised in other parts of the body. Many observers agree that
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Diet.

the Australians are to a large extent in the mental position of children,

and that their only notion of morality is connected with personal pro-

perty.

The Australians are perhaps the most omnivorous of mankind, there

being scarcely any animal or non-poisonous plant accessible to them which

they will not eat. They can make an exhilarating if not in-

toxicating drink, and chew or smoke a narcotic plant serving

as tobacco. But they have some interesting customs as to forbidden foods,

there being special prohibitions affecting women, young married women,

and children, and numerous ceremonial regulations
;
the sanction of these

rules is the belief that their infringement

would be followed by sickness and death.

Many regulations appear to have been

enforced by their sorcerers, doctors, and

old men for their own benefit ; for the pro-

hibitions usually do not extend to them.

"Water-yielding roots, invaluable in a

country so liable to suffer from droughts,

are well known to the natives, and by
their use they are often saved from death

by thirst, which they endeavour to delay

by covering their stomachs with earth.

They not unfrequently suffer from severe

hunger, which they counteract by tight-

ening their belts. Altogether, in spite ot

the large number of foods from which he

may choose, the Australian is in no en-

viable position, especially as he has not

the wit to provide against winters and

times of scarcity. There is no doubt that

at former times many of the Australians

were cannibals on occasion.

Kangaroos, and indeed all the mar-

supial animals, are eaten ; but the Kangaroo demands special skill in

hunting (except in parts where civilisation has resulted in their

large increase). The chief hunting weapons are sharp spears

and clubs, throw-sticks, and boomerangs. The latter extraordinary

WOMAN AND CHILD, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

Weapons.

instrument is a flat curved blade, for which various kinds of wood are

used, and made in several shapes, all similar in having a peculiar flatness,

The concavity, and twist. Every particular in its shape is most
boomerang, carefully attended to ; and when skilfully thrown it can be

made to reach a distance of one hundred to one hundred and fifty yards

from the thrower, following a curved course, and ultimately if it does not

strike anything in its course, returning to the thrower. The weight
may vary from four to ten and a half ounces in the case of those used
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simply for showing skill. It can even be made to hit objects behind the

thrower. The most extraordinary achievements are related l^y trust-

worthy authorities, of skilful boomerang throwers, who study minutely

the peculiarities of their implements^ examine all objects in the neigh-

bourhood, study the direction of the wind, and finally throw the boomer-

ang with all their force at a chosen angle, so that the missile, which
leaves the thrower's hand nearly perpendicular to the earth, soon turns

its flat face to it, and afterwards gyrates on its axis. " It is dangerous

to stand near the thrower," says Mr. Brough Smyth, " if the observer

have not self-possession. "When the instrument returns, it is necessary to

look at it attentively, and not to move unless it comes too nigh ; any
hurried movement, due to alarm, for the purpose of avoiding it, might
result in its striking the affrighted person and inflicting a serious

wound."

The Australian.club, or waddy, is often pear-shaped, but varies greatly

in dilferent tribes. Spears are double-

barbed, barbed on one side, ciubs and

or plain, for various purposes ;

spears.

not infrequently they are stone-pointecl.

Throw-sticks of various shapes are used

either to throw the spear with great pre-

cision from a notch in the stick, or as

independent weapons. For the former

purpose, the spear and the throw-stick

are both held in the right hand, the

spear being between the thumb and in-

dex finger ; the two are held parallel,

and the spear rests against the notch in

the stick, as seen in our illustration, p.

877. Variously shaped shields are used

for defence, both broad and narrow. Besides these weapons the Austra

Hans manufacture several kinds of bags, baskets, wooden vessels

for holding water, and tools. Their baskets and bags are of

plaited reeds, fibre, or hair net. Many tribes use a human skull as a

drinking-cup, taking for this purpose the skulls of their nearest relatives.

The mussel-shell was formerly much used as a scraper. Shields were

ornamented and carved by means of the lower jaw of an opossum fixed

by twine to a wooden handle, the work being done with the front tooth.
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The
weet-weet.

quickly over it, and instantly draws it tight : he then cames oif the body
and in solitude takes out the essential kidney-fat.

Another interesting instrument the natives make is called the weet-

weet, being a double cone not unlike a spindle, prolonged on one side

into a slender handle about 21 inches long. This is thrown by
the end of the handle after a sudden backward run and wheel

round, with extraordinary force, and may reach 220 yards. It is a favourite

plaything, but inflicts severe injury if any one is hit by it. It may strike

the ground more than once, imitating the long leaps of a kangaroo rat.

Many interesting stone implements are used by the Australians,

including hatchets, knives, adzes, pounding-stones, etc. The hatchets are

of notable excel-

stone lence.
implements.

]\![ a (J e

usually of por-

phj^ry, diorite,

and granite,
fastened secure-

ly to wooden
handles, this im-

plement is all-im-

portant in some
districts. In the

Eastern parts the

hatchet and other

implements are

ground and
polished, in the

West they are

fashioned by suc-

cessive blows.
These weapons are abundant on and in the soil of Victoria, not more than

a few inches deep; but no remains of them of early prehistoric date

appear to have been found. The natives often get their stones from a

beach or the bed of a stream ; those who get their stones from quarries

strike off flakes with old hatchets, then form a cutting edge and polished

surface by grinding on a piece of hard sandstone. One of the important

uses of the stone hatchet is to cut notches for tree-climbing, for cutting

open tree-trunks, to get at opossums, honey, etc, and for cutting up animals

or trees
; but it is not usually a weapon of offence. Nets and fish-hooks

of wood, shell, or bone are also skilfully made.
Canoes are made mostly of the bark of a large tree, a suitable piece

being detached whole and in a form needing little manipulation. They
often have outriggers and floats of light wood attached. The
imperfection of their boats, contrasted with those of the Poly-

AUSTEALIAN THROWING THE BOOMERANG.

Canoes.
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nesians, suggests to some that the idea of boats has been introduced from

abroad.

Dress is of Kttle moment to the 4«strahans ; in a state of nature they

are unclad, and have no idea of shame. The kangaroo or opossum rug

is worn in cold weather. Scarcely any ornaments are worn
^^^^^

by either sex, a bone or piece of reed through the septum of

the nose being the most general. A
band of sinews round the forehead

may contain a feather, or hold the

hatchet. Reed necklaces are often

worn, hanging in many folds, and

aprons of feathers or skins are met
with. The hunger-belt, of dingo's

skin, shows how necessity has pressed

upon the Australian and probably re-

tarded the development of ornament.

The women when dancing usually wear

bands or aprons of emu's feathers.

It is chiefly in preparing for the

dance of the corroborree that the Aus-

tralians deck themselves. The

A man will wear round his corroborree.

head a piece of opossum skin with a

feather stuck in it, reed necklaces

and armlets, opossum skin round the

loins, and small boughs round the

ankles. The body will be painted

wath white clay, in horizontal and

longitudinal stripes, and round the

eyes, etc. The men form groups about

a large fire, with a leader, and all carry

special sticks which are struck together

as they dance, in time with the beat-

ing of opossum skins by the women,
held stretched across their knees. In

concert and with great exactitude

they go through very many kinds of

motion, advancing, retreating, extend-

ing their limbs, etc. "After posturing

for some time, and getting heated with their exertions, the chief performers

become violent ; they hasten their movements in obedience to the more

rapid beating of the leader's sticks; they shake themselves, and jump to an

incredible height, and at last, each taking a deep inspiration and inflating

his lungs, utters a loud shrill noise." The varied singing of the women
adds to the excitement, and the spectators show signs of the greatest

AUSXllALUN AKMS.
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cleliglit. There are many variations, furnishing examples of tragedy,

tragi-comedy, comedy, and farce, often imitating animals' habits, hunts,

or battles. Several kinds of games are found among them, and narra-

tives of exploits or wonders and gossiping in abundance diversify the day.

The dwellings of the Australians are mostly of the slightest descrip-

tion, and are known as " miams ;
" they are built of bark and boughs,

sometimes of one alone, sometimes of both ; they are easily

built and often changed. Bags and rugs, implements and
weapons are alone carried from place to place. They travel mostly in

companies, tribes, or groups of tribes, the encampments being arranged

so that each hut has its own fire, and the youths have strictly separate

huts. In some few localities the Australians dwell in caves. Fire is

usually kept up by the women, or

carried from camp to camp by them
;

but if it has been extinguished, it is

Dwellings.

obtained by twirling, rapidly and with

pressure, a long stick in a slight de-

pression in a flat piece of wood held

firm. Smoke and fire soon arise in the

hole ; and the sparks are skilfully di-

rected on to some dry powdered leaves

of eucalyptus, which readily ignite. Or

a knife-like piece of wood is rapidly

drawn across a slit in a larger piece of

wood, the slit having been filled with

powdered gum-leaves or grass ; and
sometimes other processes are adopted

;

all which are very different from

simply rubbing two sticks together till

one of them bursts into flame.

' Few races have more interesting

or peculiar customs than the Austra-

lians ; we can only refer to a few. They
have peculiar ways of welcoming their friends after a long absence.

Welcoming The women usually cry with joy, and the men howl till the
friends, j^g^ comers actually appear. Visitors have various means of

making known their approach. Sometimes they raise a singular cry.

When this is heard by those in the camp, they begin to shout, continu-

ing till the visitor is seen. Strangers sit down far off from the camp
and wait till they are noticed. Sometimes the natives strike the visitors'

chest and their own, at the same time making a sort of whine. Great
respect is paid to old persons ;' the oldest walks first, the younger follow

in paying a visit. The old men exercise great authority, even over the

fighting men
;
the old women, too, not unfrequently attempt noisily to

enforce their views.

NEINMAIi, AN AUSTRALIAN.
MDGES, WITH CLAY INTRODUCED BENEATH.
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Government.

Each family is under the control of its head ; but the tribes have no
definite chiefs, being governed collectively by the old men, the sorcerers

and doctors, and the fighting men: 'Government is by no
means loose, but follows customs which are very generally

obeyed. Private property is carefully respected, and the tribes stick to

their allotted territories unless by agreement between tribes concerned.

Personal rights over certain tracts of land, certain trees, etc.. Laws and

are recognised more or less vaguely. The invasion of personal customs,

rights is usually punished by thrusting a spear through some part of the

EXPERT ACSTEALIAN THIEVES.

body of the guilty person. In Western Australia some tribes punish the

abduction of another man's wife by compelling the offender to allow every
male to thrust his spear through his leg

; but women are subjected to

much severer punishments, often to death or maiming by their husbands.

Simple lying is not punished by them ; a lie told to hurt another would
be punished. Many offences and charges reckoned criminal are settled

by a fight between the parties, unless the head of the family chastises

the guilty one.

Fighting, indeed, is a normal condition of life among the Australian
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tribes. Messages are continually passing between them, often leading

^ to ill-will and war. Ambassadors, who are always well-treated,

are sent between the tribes. The causes of war are the sick-

ness or death of chief men, alleged to have been brought about by the

devices of enemies, also personal quarrels, unsanctioned killing of game,
misconduct of women, or even trivial occurrences. The fights are often

very formal, with much spear-throwing from a distance, rarely hurting

any one mortally
;
women take part, and often suffer most. In this kind

of fighting, individual and tribal emulation has full play, and unfair ad-

vantage is seldom taken. Sometimes the fight ends with a dance and
full reconciliation of the contending tribes; and the wounded are carefully

attended to.

Occasionally there is more excitement and passion, heads of enemies

may be cut oflP, and the kidney-fat extracted to anoint the victor's body
with, thereby gaining the dead man's strength and courage. Connected

with this practice is the belief that the spirit of an enemy can take awaj''

a man's kidney-fat, and so cause his death ; but that a wizard can re-

store it by his incantations, etc., which are very similar in essence to

those found among other peoples.

The tribal organisation of the Australians is remarkably interwoven

with their marriage customs, which have been carefully investigated

Tribal orsran ^^ many observers, especially by Messrs. L. Fison and A. W.
isationand Howitt, who resided many years among them. "Whether this

system is, as Sir John Lubbock believes, a development from

early communal marriage, or from a condition when everj'' man in one

class had an equal right to every woman in another class, as Mr. Fison

believes, or points to a primal state when the idea of kinship had not yet

arisen, as Mr. McLennan held, or to a revolt from the primitive system

of communal marriage, as Mr. Curr suggests, the study of it is equall}''

interesting to the anthropologist, who regrets that contact with Euro-

peans and diminution of numbers has caused old customs to die out to

a great extent before they were adequately studied. Li some tribes, at

any rate, groups of males are found united to groups of females ; a

woman is found one day living with one man, and the next day with
another man of the same group. In fact, this is a sort of communal
marriage, but it is regulated by a peculiar system of descents. Every
tribe includes at least two, often four, of these classes, and no man may
marry in his own class. The children of a marriage between persons in

the first and second classes belong to the third or fourth, and the con-

verse. At any rate formerly, if a warrior took to himself a captive who
belonged to a forbidden class, he would be hunted down like a wild

beast.

Many of the tribal divisions are distinguished by tokens answering
to heraldic crests, generally the names of animals. Nowadaj^s everj^ wild

Australian takes as many wives of the permitted class as he can get.
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We cannot go into full details, but everything points to the group as the

social unit, not the individual or the family. As to ceremonies, they
practically do not exist. The males dispose of their female relations.

No man could formerly obtain a wife unless he could promise to give a

sister or other relative in exchange. The girl usually rebelled, and had
to be beaten by mother and father, and even dragged to her new home.
The process among the Kurnai tribe in Gippsland, Victoria, has advanced

a stage further. The young Kurnai, says Mr. Howitt, must run away
with his wife. Two young men may arrange to run off with

each other's sister
; or a girl may even send a message to the

3^oung man of her fancy, " Will you find me some food? " which has the

eifect of a proposal. But the bride's parents must know nothing about

this
; and the

run

pur-

her

caught

r=» wife, when
off with, is

sued by
father, brothers,

and kindred, and
both parties are ill-

treated. Her father perhaps spears

her through the leg, or both feet,

and her mother and brothers may
severely beat her. The husband
has to fight the male relatives.

Finally, the mother may say, " Oh,
it's all right, better let him have
her." Yet the mother-in-law will

never afterwards speak to or look

at her son-in-law, and vice versa.

A good-looking girl is much ad-

mired, and is frequently abducted,

or bought and sold ; and thus her
life " is generally one continued

series of captivities to different masters, of ghastly wounds, of wanderings
in strange famihes, of rapid flights, of bad treatment from other females
among whom she is brought, a stranger, \>y her captor."

Children are born with extreme ease among the Australian natives
;

and too often they have been abandoned almost as soon as born. If kept
they are treated indulgently. They very early learn to swim,
and are taught the use of weapons or the domestic drudgery.

There are various initiatory rites on approaching adult age, which we
cannot particularise. They usually include the boring of the septum of
the nose, the making of various incisions in the body, sometimes filled

up with clay and thus made prominent, and the knocking out of one or

two front teeth.

AUSTRALIAN THROWING SPEAR.

Children.
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The Australian women show great grief at the death of a favourite

child. They keep the body and carry it about in a box ; only when the

Death and odour has become almost unendurable are the remains buried,
burial, qj. Jjid^den in the hollow of a tree, or burnt. Any person of

note dying has the hands cut off and carried about as sacred by his

nearest relatives. The modes of disposing of the dead vary considerably

from tribe to tribe, including burning on a funeral pile, throwing into a

stream, across the branch of a tree, into a cave, or on an artificial platform

of sticks and branches
;
some buried the body, others placed it in one of

their refuse heaps. Burial is most usual ; and sometimes a circular grave

four or five feet deep is made, and the body is placed in it with the face

towards the East. "Women often receive no burial ; but their laments

are loud at the funerals of the men, and their visits to the graves frequent

after their death. Often they cut off their hair and bedaub themselves with
pipe-clay, of which they frequently make a complete cap for their heads.

The Australian languages, though exhibiting some differences, give

evidence of unity of origin ; but they appear to be independent of any
other existing type. They are polysyllabic and agglutinating,

' mostly without sibilants, relatives, articles, or gender signs,

having dual forms, and complex inflexions, the meaning of some of which
cannot be expressed in English. The accent is usually on the last syllable

but one. There are no words for abstract ideas, and none for any number
beyond five ; but they are provided with words expressing sensuous ideas,

those derived from nature and animal life. Their songs, tales, and myths
are of very elementary structure, though fairly abundant.

The Australian doctors or sorcerers are supposed to be made b}^ the

spirits of deceased doctors, who subsequently visit and help them to effect

Doctors and cures, tell them when the kidney-fat of any man_has been taken
sorcerers, away, and who has done it, and give them instruction how to

kill a man of a hostile tribe, or in other ways afflict him. Some remedies

of the strangest kinds are prescribed
; and the doctors gain much influence

by self praise and much talking. Witchcraft is always believed to be

the cause of sickness or death from disease. The doctors pretend to be

unlike other men, and eat at different times, pretend to make long

journeys when the rest are asleep, and have many ways of imposing on,

and profiting by, the fears of their fellows. Except in connection with

them, and a fear of evil s]3irits, the Australians cannot be said to have

any distinct religious belief or form of worship. They have an idea of a

Creator, but do not think he is all powerful. They imagine a future

existence of happiness, dependent upon the rites of burial being properly

performed. In modern times the belief has become widespread that the

white men are the spirits of natives who have come to life again, and that

it is their own future destiny to become white men.
The native Tasmanians Avere a distinct race of people, who have

gradually diminished or been killed off by the settlers ; and the last of the
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race died in 1876. It is unfortunately true tliat their decline was greatly

aided by nnwise measures of British Government officials.^ The

Their skulls were broader in the middle-^±Bn those of the Aus- Tasmanians.

tralians, and their hair was woolly. They were also shorter and stouter,

with flatter noses. They differed greatly from them in having neither the

boomerang, the throw-stick, nor shields : their only weapons being a spear

and a club. The}' were naked, and had no boats, pottery, or implements of

agriculture. In several respects they were beneath the Australians
; but

they appear to have treated women much better, and not to have been can-

nibals. Some of them in later times, when they were cared for and taught

on Bass's islands, showed very considerable capacities for civilisation, being

THE LAST OF THE TASMANIANS.

{^"Pvom a photograph lent by Dr. Beddoe, F.B.S.)

industrious, cleanly, and anxious to learn ; the men made roads, and learned

games, the women became good seamstresses and made good progress.

But whether we contemplate the Australians who survive or the Tas-

manians who are extinct, we are impressed by the kinship of mankind
to animals, the slowness of their elevation, the bitterness of the strife

that has arisen between the aborigines and the lower members of

European races, and the inexorable operation of the laws of natural

selection and survival of the fittest to cope with circumstances, that is,

the best equipped and strongest in one way or another.

^ The melancholy story of the extinction of the Tasmanians is well told bj- Mr.
James Bonwick, in his "Lost Tasmaniau Race." His " Daily Life of the Tasmanians "

gives an account of their manners and customs.
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Cf)e $nf)abttant<5 of iiflalaysiia*

The Malay Archipelago— European invasion— Hindu civilisation— The Dutch in Java and
Sumatra— The Javanese—Government—The culture system—Physical characters—Mechanical
skill— Malay character— Running amok—Religion—Language—Javanese houses— Malay
dress— Ceremonial manners— Marriage— Burial— Sumatra—Sumatran tribes—Villages—
Labour—The balai—The Battaks—Banca and Billiton—Bali—Lombok—The Dutch in Borneo
—Sir James Brooke in Sarawak—Labuan—British North Borneo—Brunei—Dyak houses-
Character and ornaments— War costume and weapons— Head-hunting— Superstitions

—

Celebes—The Bugis and Macassars—The Moluccas—The Sulus—The Philippine Islands—The
Tagals, Bisayans, etc.—The Aetas.

"N respect of natural products, tlie Malay
Archipelago is certainly unsurpassed

by any of tlie most favoured regions of

The Malay ^^ world. Nor can it be said
Archipelago, to be altogether ill-favoured as

to its human population ; although it in-

cludes many savage tribes, many deceitful

and murderous people, it has been and is

the seat of considerable civiUsations ; and

the most advanced Malays compare not

unfavourably even with the Hindus.

Their true relationship, however, is with
MALAY. the Chinese and other Mongoloid peoples,

jMr. Wallace having sometimes found it impossible to distinguish between
Chinese and Malays when dressed alike.
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1

A rich archipelago like this was certain to be pounced upon by
European traders, who soon developed_iiito colonists and conquerors.

Thus we find Malaysia parcelled out among the Dutch, Spa- European
niards, Portuguese, and English. The Dutch possess the ma- invasion.

jority of the islands from Sumatra to the Aru islands, adjacent to New
Guinea, and have in past times derived from them that wealth which
rendered the Netherlanders far richer than they could be by merely
cultivating their own country. The civilisation which the Hindu
Dutch found, both in Sumatra and in Java, was of Hindu civilisation,

origin, probably dating back more than a thousand years. In both
islands there are considerable remains of splendid Hindu temples and
royal palaces, astonishing for their solid masonry and fine sculptures

;

and the three great religions—Buddhism, Hinduism, and Mahometanism,
have been successively propagated from the Indian peninsula. Despotic

governments of greater or less extent abounded. Mahometanism entered

Sumatra in the thirteenth century, but did not gain much influence in

Java till the fifteenth. In the sixteenth century it became the pre-

dominant religion of this island also.

The Dutch first arrived in Java in 1595. The Dutch East India

Company was formed in 1602, and in 1610 built a fort on the site of

Batavia. The English made a settlement at Bantam in 1602,

but withdrew in 1683. Having gradually enlarged their trade, in Java and

the Dutch gained the Preanger regency by treaty with the
^"™^*^*-

"emperor of Java," whose capital was Mataram. Up to 1830 five con-

siderable wars had been waged with various Javan powers, ending in the

practical conquest of the entire island by the Dutch. Albuquerque, the
Portuguese explorer, visited Sumatra in 1510; and his agents visited

Java, Amboyna, and other islands. The English first visited Achin, in

Sumatra, in 1602. The second expedition of the Dutch East India
Company established relations with the princes of Sumatra, and in 1606
Malacca was taken from the Portuguese, to be exchanged in 1825 for the

British settlement of Bencoolen ; and the Dutch gradually acquired a
predominant influence nearly all round the Sumatran coast.

Java, or Jawa, perhaps the name of the original inhabitants of the
eastern part of the island, who afterwards spread over almost the whole
island, is by far the most important and populous island of xhe
Malaysia. The native people number something like 20,000,000, Javanese,

while there are about 200,000 Chinese, and over 30,000 Europeans. The
governor-general of the Dutch East Indies has his seat at Batavia, and
has under him a large number of residents, who are local governors
and judges, with a series of assistants and controllers, who act as advisers

of the native regents. There are numbers of the old ruUng families,

salaried by the Dutch, keeping up an Oriental court, and
exercising extensive authority, always within the limits p^e-

®°^®™™®'^**

scribed by the real rulers. This government through native chiefs has in

XIV. 3 L
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many ways conduced to make the Dutch rule easy ; and the repression

of war has permitted an enormous increase of the population, comparable

to that in certain parts of British India, The production of coffee and

The culture sugar, and other crops valuable in Euroj)e, is enforced. Viewed
system, from the outside, the Javanese are over-regulationed. They are

for the most part required to render " culture-service," the kind of plant

and its mode of cultivation being prescribed, and a small proportion of the

value of the crop being given as pay. "If a native wishes to fix his habi-

tation outside his village, the village chief may prevent him. If he has

a dwelling of his own, the administration decides for him wliat sort of

materials he must use for the roof. If he has a hanging night-lamp

in his bamboo hut, he must not hang it against the wall." No doubt

many of the regulations, though arbitrary, are salutary. Mr. "Wallace

testifies that Dutch rule in Java has been very successful. " Good roads

traverse it in every direction," he says; "life and property are as safe as

in any part of Eurojje; and the inhabitants are as happy and contented

as any people are likely to be under the rule of an alien race." It is in

contemplation to do away with the forced cultivation system and to

substitute money taxes, but it is questionable whether the people will be

better off.

The Javanese are typical Malaj^s, a Mongoloid people, of short

stature, the men only averaging five feet three inches in height, with

Physical Iblack hair, straight and coarse ; brown complexion ; face not
characters, much longer than broad ; high and prominent cheek-bones

;

black eyes, seldom oblique ; short small nose, with nostrils dilated ; large

mouths, and thick lips. The beard is very scanty, and is usually plucked

out, so that it is often difficult to distinguish between the sexes. Both
sexes file and blacken the front teeth, but not so much as other Malays.

The Javanese are divided into three main peoples—the Javanese
proper, in Central and Eastern Java ; the Sundanese in the west,

shorter and stouter than the Javanese, and on whom the Hindus have
had less influence ; and the Madnrese, on the island of Madura and
in its neighbourhood. There is, however, little real physical difference

between the three. The women are not so well made as the men, and,

after early life, soon become ugly. Originally, no doubt, these people may
have been as warlike and ferocious as some other Malays ; but at present,

under the influence of peace, they are rather unwarlike, and docile,

industrious, and sober; and they rank among the most truthfiU and
straightforward of Asiatic people. Hence we find niiich skill in agri-

culture developed by them. Terracing of the mountain sides is accom-
panied by skilful irrigation, which compels the streams to leave most ot

their valuable suspended contents on the soil. Rice is the great cro]3

which the natives grow for themselves. Small horses, buffaloes, and
cattle, of mixed zebu and other races, are their principal animals.

In many mechanical arts the Javanese have made great progress ; in
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smith's and carpenter's work of all kinds they excel. Their A;?'is, or native

dagger, is of fine workmanship and elaborately 'ornamented
; Mechanical

every native wears one or more. Tlie^omen weave cotton ^^*^-

cloth of varied and permanent colours and excellent quality. Their

houses, however, are seldom much more than bamboo or timber houses,

tastefully decorated. The Javanese look upon the remains of ancient

stone buildings with astonishment as the work of supernatural power,

the Mahometans having destroyed all the old temples they could. They
construct musical instruments of considerable variety, including gongs,

metal and bamboo strijDs arranged in frames, a one-stringed violin, etc.

Among their favourite entertainments is a kind of historical puppet-

play, in which grotesque figures are moved by one performer, who recites

all the speeches in varied tones.

We will here give a general account of the Malays which will apply

in many parts of Malaysia, important differences being noted when
different islands are dealt with. Perhaps nothing is so remark- Malay

able as their undemonstrativeness and taciturnit3^ Any subject c^^aJ^acter.

about which they must talk is introduced in a very roundabout manner.

Very chary of offending one another, they will scarcely even claim their

lawful rights ; and their reserve towards others is equalled by their resent-

ment of any violation of their personal freedom. Practical joking is not in

their line at all, and they seem not to have any sense of humour. Gam-
bling and betting on cockfights are their great amusements

;
and eating

rather than drinking is their prime refreshment, while opium-smoking
has a large number of votaries. Careless of human life, they can at

times exhibit extreme recklessness in pursuit of vengeance.

Connected with this is the custom of " running amok," Avhich how-
ever is rare in Java. " A man thinks himself wronged by society—he is

in debt and cannot pay—he is taken for a slave, or has gambled Running

away his wife or child into slavery—he sees no way of recover- amok,

ing what he has lost, and becomes desperate. He grasps his kris handle,

and the next moment draws out the weapon and stabs a man to the heart.

He runs on, with bloody kris in his hand, stabbing at every one he meets.
' Amok ! amok !

' then resounds through the streets. Spears, krises,

knives, and guns are brought out against him. He rushes madly forward,

kills all he can,—men, women, and children,—and dies overwhelmed by
numbers amid all the excitement of a battle." Mr. Wallace saj^s, that at

Macassar, in Celebes, there are one or two a month of these fearful occur-

rences, in which five, ten, or twenty people may be killed or wounded.
So a man who has been offended or insulted has a ready revenge, if he is

willing to pay the cost. He can run amok, attacking and killing his

enemy first of all.

Theft, poisoning, and kidnapping are readily indulged in by Malays,

while falsity and treachery are frequent. The men are exceedingly

jealous of their wives, who may not accept any attention from a stranger
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without risk of death. Mahometanism has so far influenced them that

very few Malays except chiefs have more than one wife. Cir-

cumcision is practised, the fast of the Ramadan is observed,

intoxicating liquors are little drunk, and in other respects they follow

Moslem injunctions, yet without being fanatics. Many traces of Hindu

influence and of early animism or spirit worship are still to be met with

in Java ; but the lack of the progressive spirit of old Hindu times is very

evident, in contrast with the self-repressive system of the Moslems. The
number of spirits worshipped is limitless ; every village has its patron

spirit, and many of their religious observances are complex and very unlike

Mahometanism. In some parts the Dutch Christian missionaries have

had some success.

There are a very large number of distinct Malay languages and

dialects ; but there is a Low Malay language which is spoken everywhere

where Europeans go, soft and musical, with no harsh or

guttural sounds. The languages of two adjacent islands will

often be very diverse. The High Malay, spoken by the partially civilised

people of Sumatra, Borneo, etc., is written with an Arabic character.

Javanese is the predominant language of Java, but it has three forms,

one f6r vulgar use, another for ceremonial occasions, and whenever an

inferior speaks to a superior, and a third or intermediate form for equals.

Words for the same things may be entirely different in these, or only

different in termination, or prefix, or vowel. There is also an older form
of language, the Kawi, in which the considerable literature of Java is

written. The court speech contains many Sanscrit words, and was evi-

dently introduced bj'- the Hindus ; in modern times many words have

been adopted from the Dutch.

All the people of Java live in villages or towns, and each village is a

community with a chief and a priest, who are elected by the land culti-

Javanese vators. The bamboo cottages, thatched with grass, cost very
houses, little to build and are but slightly furnished. The door is the

only opening
;
and most of the operations of life are performed out of

doors. The beds, but slightly raised above the ground, are mere mats

furnished with a number of pillows and having variously coloured cloths

over the head, like a canopy. Neither tables* nor chairs are used in the

provinces, the meals being served on brass or wooden waiters. The cross-

legged attitude is adopted for sitting, the right hand only being used for

taking food, which is raised or rather thrown into the mouth with finger

and thumb. Of course in parts where Europeans are numerous, the

chiefs and richer people adopt European fashions.

Dress is well attended to by the Javanese, who are by no means
slovenly or tasteless. In the moist and elevated parts of the island warm

clothing is necessary, and everywhere the sarong, a sort of

double folded petticoat of tartan, which may also be worn
over the shoulders. Men wear at least drawers and a sarong, and usually
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a short-sleeved jacket, white or blue-striped. A handkerchief folded

MALAY LADY.

round the head more or less turban fashion, with a large leaf or plaited

bamboo hat for outdoor wear, a handkerchief and a bag at the waist, and
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the universal kris, complete tlie dress of the Javan who wishes to be

thought respectable. The women wear, in addition to the sarong, a

cloth round the chest under the armpits, and a loose long-sleeved blue

gown reaching to the knees. Instead of a handkerchief round the head,

they wear their hair in a knot, and large ear appendages of buffalo horn

or brass. The richer of course wear proportionately more expensive

clothing. None cut their hair ; often it is allowed to flow in curls.

Much more elaborate war and court dresses have been described by Sir

Stamford Raffles and by Professor Veth,

Throughout Malaysia the utmost deference is shown by inferiors to

a superior ;
and court ceremonies are very elaborate and scrupulously ob-

ceremoniai served. Even the heir of a sovereign or chief may not stand
manners,

jj^ ]-^jg presence, still less an inferior ; and this is carried out

through various degrees of rank. Instead of an assembly rising on the

entrance of a great man, the people sink to the ground and remain

squatting during his presence. On festival days it is usual for the

inferior chiefs to kiss the knee, instep, or sole of the foot of the superior,

according to their relative rank. These customs are now less observed

in the Dutch towns, but are in full force in less europeanised parts.

A great number of ceremonies like old Hindu rites precede and
follow childbirth. Marriages, which take place at from ten to fifteen

years old, are arranged by parents or relations. Presents are

made by the bridegroom to the bride before marriage, which
becomes legal on ratification before the " priest " of the mosque. On the

wedding day the bridegroom rides in state with his friends to the

dwelling of the bride, who comes out to meet him. Various remnants of

Hindu ceremonies follow. Divorces are frequent and easily granted, the

wife being allowed to ask a divorce on payment of a certain sum.

Burial takes place according to Mahometan form, but with great pomp,

carrying of umbrellas, and other signs of respect. The burial grounds

are mostly on beautiful eminences, and are well kept, the tombs
being sometimes ornamented with sculptui'es and inscriptions.

The relatives of the deceased visit them several times a year and strew

the graves with special sweet-scented flowers.

The greater part of Sumatra is claimed as being a Dutch possession
;

but in many parts their authority is not actual much beyond the coast,

the mountains and forests being still inhabited by uncivilised

and unsubdued tribes. The west coast government is seated

at Padang, which has numerous European merchants and many Ai'ab

and Chinese inhabitants Bencoolen, further down the west coast, was
once an important British settlement, but was exchanged for Malacca in

1825. Palembang, fifty miles, up the river Musi, is a town of 50,000

inhabitants, the capital of the south-eastern government of Palembang.

It contains many river dwellings on huge bamboo rafts ; and besides

natives has many Javanese and Chinese inhabitants, the latter of whom

I
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make the lacquered Avooden boxes in wliicli tlie natives keep tlieiv

favourite areca nut and betel mixture. The east coast residency of

Siak was only formed in 1873, out of the^Jbrmer kingdom of Siak ; and
that of Achin (at the northern extremity) in 1878, after the conquest of

that kingdom.

Sumatra is far less thickly peopled than Java, having about four

and a half millions of inhabitants, the great majority of whom are

Malays. In the coast districts there are a considerable number sumatran
of Javanese, Chinese, Hindus, and Arabs, but very few tribes.

Europeans. The island includes the extremes of civilised and uncivilised

Malays, some living still in a completely savage state, as the Kubus and
the Abung of the southern and the western mountains, who by their

slightly frizzled hair appear to have some Negrito relationship.

The Sumatran Malays are much like other Malays
; they scrupu-

lously refrain from pronouncing their own name, and are always
addressed in the third person, always using some title of respect.

They have one kind of marriage which has many interesting circum-

stances
;
it practically amounts to the wife purchasing the husband, from

an inferior family, who renounce him
; he thenceforth lives in his father-

in-law's family, as much a debtor as a son, having no property of his own,

and liable to divorce at pleasure. This kind of marriage is very preva-

lent when a man's only child is a daughter. In the ordinary marriage

the youth pays a price for his wife, although contrary to Government
enactment. The heaviness of this payment has done not a little to dis-

courage marriage and keep down the population.

According to "Wallace's description, Sumatran villages preserve a

very picturesque aspect. A high fence encloses each, within which many
houses are irregularly scattered, cocoanut trees growing abund-

antly between them, as if indicating a time when they all

lived by the sea or river on pile dwellings. " The houses are raised about

six feet on posts, the best being entirely built of planks, others of bamboo.

The former are always more or less ornamented with carving, and have

high-pitched roofs and overhanging eaves. The gable ends and all the

chief posts and beams are sometimes covered with exceedingly tasteful

carved work. The floor is made of split bamboo, and is rather shaky

;

and there is no sign of anything we should call furniture. There are no

benches, or chairs, or stools, but merely the level floor covered with mats,

on which the inmates sit or lie."

The Sumatrans are on the whole very lazy, and leave nearly every-

thing to the women, who keep the rice-fields in order, working knee-deep

in mud, prepare it when ripe, and sell the surplus at market.

The province of Padang supplies a great part of the island

with rice, the natives elsewhere being much less industrious than the

Javanese. Coffee is cultivated as a Government monopoly, the natives

being compelled to do something towards its cultivation.
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The balai.

Mr. H. 0. Forbes lias carefully described the balai, the most charac-

teristic institution of the Lampong of South-west Sumatra. It is a large

and lofty bamboo or wooden building, raised on large tree-

trunks, as a sort of village town-hall. It is at once the busi-

ness and the pleasure resort, the place for wedding ceremonies, the rest-

ing-place of travellers, the place for feasting and dances. At festive

meetings therein the youths and maidens assemble in their best attire,

the latter laden with gold and silver ornaments, gold bracelets, gold

plates on the chest, gold and silver belts, rings, etc., in profusion. The

walls of this building are covered everywhere with rich and intricate

carvings in wood, often inlaid with mother-of-pearl.

The Battaks, or Battas, of Sumatra live south-east of Achin, but

formerly spread much farther. They are of low stature, the men
averag-ina- about five feet four inches, the women only four

TI16 Batta.ks
00 ' "

' feet eight inches. In colour they vary from yellow to dark

brown, and the skull is oval. The eyes depart from the Malay type, be-

ing large and

JAVAN PALANQUIN.

elongated.
They have a

bad reputa-

tion for can-

nib alism,
displayed
especially as

a c o n s e-

quence of

hostility or

revenge.
The Dutch

have of course put a stop to it among the tribes under their sway, who
now manifest many good qualities. They have hitherto steadfastly

rejected Mahometanism, and retain a sort of pagan faith, believing in evil

spirits, sorcerers, and omens. They have an alphabet and writing of

their own, upon palm leaves and bamboo strips, and every one is said to

be able to read the writing. They have a number of arts, such as iron

smelting and forging, cotton weaving and dyeing, and a rather advanced

agriculture. Their numbers are estimated at over 300,000. AVe need

not give further particulars about the natives of the numerous consider-

able islands around Sumatra, other than that they are all Malays of more

Banca and 01' l^ss Uncivilised types, excepting in the rich tin islands of
BiUiton. B^uca and Billiton, where many thousand Chinese have proved

themselves the most apt miners, the mining being only a simple affair ot

digging, washing, and smelting the alluvial deposits.

We complete the account of the southern Malay islands by referring

to Bali, Lombok, and Sumbawa, large islands in reality, though aj)pear-

I
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ing so small in our maps. The two former are remarkable as the only

Malay islands in which the old Hindu religion remains active.

In Bali, the people, undistinguishable -fi-om the Javanese, are

still divided into the four Hindu castes of priests, warriors, merchants,

and labourers. Under the Datch resident in eastern Java, the island is

still ruled by eight independent rajahs, who exercise despotic power.

Widows and slaves are still burned on the funeral pile of notables. The

people are skilled artisans, and with simple tools make even guns with

flint locks. Agriculture is successfully carried on. A prince of Karang-

Asam in Bali, about a century ago, conquered the Mahometan Malays

(Sassaks), of Lombok, and his descendants still rule the island.

The Hindu religion was introduced by them, together with a

number of Balinese, who live chiefly in the capital, Mataram, and keep

the Sassaks

under by se-

vere laws.

Women do
most of the

trading ; and

in the market

of Ampanam,
the native
emporium,
may be seen

specimens of

many races.

In Sumbawa
the

Sumbawa.
in-

habitants are

allied to the

Bugis of Celebes, some civilised Mahometans, others savage, resembling

the Dyaks of Borneo. The island is divided among four native States
;

but the Dutch have a resident.

A Portuguese, Lorenzo de Gomez, was the first European who touched

Borneo, in 1518, on his way to China. The Dutch landed in Borneo in

1598, and for a long time merely traded there for diamonds, The Dutch

precious metals, and pepper. In 1785 they gained possession "^ Borneo.

of some territory in the south around Banjarmassing, and since that date

have greatly increased their possessions, and now claim supreme authority

over the greater part of the island, though their government is only

actual in the coast districts of the South and West. The island, how-

ever, is occupied by a large number of independent and semi-independent

kingdoms and tribes, who may be roughly divided into land Dyaks and

coast Dyaks, a Malay race peculiar in certain customs, but not essentially

JAVAN WOMEN.
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different from other Malays, while there are many Malay, Bugis, Sulus,

and Chinese settlers on the coast. Many on the coast are Mahometans,
and the Malay Sultans of Brunei represent conquering invasions of Malays
who subdued the Dyaks, and have long exercised a widespread rule,

claiming much that the Dutch also claim.

British interest has of late years at various recent periods been

prominently directed to Borneo, in consequence, first, of the achievements

Sir James
'^^ Rajah Sir James Brooke in Sarawak, of the colonisation of

Brooke in Labuan, and, last of all, of British North Borneo. Brooke's
gppo wolf

,

settlement and rule in Sarawak is one of the most interesting

achievements of any Englishman
;
and shows that it is possible to rule

even Malays and Dyaks by free-will and conciliation, if it be evident that

the ruler is not attempting at the same time to enrich himself at the

natives' expense. In 1839 Brooke arrived in Sarawak, and aided the

Rajah Muda Hassim, uncle

of the Sultan of Brunei, to

reduce it from chronic in-

surrection to order, and

was soon appointed Rajah

of Sarawak and set to work

to introduce a system of

justice and law, td develop

commerce, and suppress

piracy. The misery to

which the Dyaks had been

reduced by the Malays was

in time alleviated ; at the

same time the Malay chiefs

were controlled and utilised

in governing. Dignified,

skilled in the native lan-
KYAJi. MAL.AY. JNKUUITO,

.

guages and especially the

Malay court tongue, careful not to offend native prejudice, bold and

courageous, and skilful in founding his precepts for the Mahometans on

the Koran, he triumphed remarkably. Justice was rendered cheap, real,

and quick in operation. Consequently, when the Chinese settlers raised

an insurrection in 1857, the Malays and Dyaks suppressed it ; and the

Sultan of Brunei extended the territory of Sarawak to a length of three

hundred miles. In 1863 Brooke retired (he died in England in 1868),

and was succeeded by his nephew, Charles Johnson Brooke, who con-

tinues the successful government of his uncle. In the words of Sir

Alexander Arbuthnot, " trade has expanded, agriculture is advancing,

piracy and head-hunting have been rooted out, education is in demand
;

and as a result of the efforts of Christian missionaries, Sarawak now
numbers nearly three thousand native Christians." The country has

I
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been recognised as an independent power by Great Britain
; but it is not

improbable that it may be placed under British protection.

The island of Labuan, on the nortji^ovest coast of Borneo, was ceded

to this country by the Sultan of Brunei, in 1846, and there were great

expectations of its prosperity in consequence of its rich deposits

of coal ; but these have not hitherto been realised. Having an

excellent port, it has become a large market for the produce of the neigh-

bouring islands. The inhabitants are chiefly Malays and Chinese.

In 1877 and 1878 the Sultans of Brunei and Sulu ceded a portion of

North Borneo to Mr. Alfred Dent, who formed the British North Borneo

Company, which is now, under the protection of the Home British North

Government, developing the resources of the still larger tract Borneo.

since ceded. The greater part of the country is covered with jungle, but

is well adapted for the growth of tropical produce. The natives are

chiefly nomadic Dyaks,

many of whom live only

by hunting and plunder.

It is on the Malay and
Chinese immigrants that

most reliance is placed for

the future development of

the colony.

In modern times the

Sultan of Brunei (practi-

cally the same
Avord as Borneo)

has been shorn of a large

proportion of his authority

by the Dutch and Eng-
lish, and is now exclu-

sively under the influence

of the latter. Brunei, the capital, is built on a lake-like expansion

of the river of that name, full of islands ; it is a sort of Venice com-

posed of hovels of wood and thatch. " Rickety huts with slippery steps

leading up to their dilapidated entrances, canoes of all shapes and sizes,

stretches of fishing-stakes, Chinese stores, little brown urchins gambolling

and splashing in the water, and a multiplicity of intolerable stenches

—

these are the most striking features of the city," as described by Dr.

Guillemard. The market is an extraordinary scene :
" each stall is

a canoe ; and it would puzzle an onlooker to form any estimate of their

numbers, for the water is covered with craft of all sizes in incessant

motion. At one moment there is a dense pack around some Chinaman
or other trader, and each vociferates the price of the produce on sale. At
another, there is a rush in the opposite direction, and the former is deserted.

The occupants of the canoes are almost without exception women, and for

Brunei.

NEGKITO.
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tlie most part old and ugly. Each wears a palm-leaf hat of enormous

size."

Dyak houses are all raised on posts, and often two or three hundred
feet long by forty or fifty wide. The floor is formed of strips of bamboo,

^ , ^ covered with matting. The hill Dyaks make paths from
Dyak houses. ... .

"
. .

Village to village, and cross gullies and rivers by excellent

bamboo bridges. Bamboo rind and strips are used for making baskets,

fish-traps, water-vessels, cooking utensils, boxes, pipes, and many other

articles.

Mr. Wallace reckons the Dyaks above the Malays both mentally and
morally

; but their simplicity and honesty make them an easy prey to

Dyak Chinese and Malay traders. They are altogether more lively
character. ^^^ pleasanter company than the Malays ; and their boys have

both outdoor and indoor games. They are temperate both in food and
drink, and gross sensuality is almost unknown among them. They are

somewhat apathetic and very dilatory, but very truthful. They seem
to be decreasing in numbers, although they produce far more food than
they consume, exchanging the surplus for gongs, brass cannon, and gold

and silver ornaments. One great reason for their decrease appears to be
the heavy labour the women undergo. " A Dyak woman," says Mr.

Wallace, " generally spends the whole day in the field, and carries home
ever}'- night a heavy load of vegetables and firewood, often for several miles

over rough and hilly paths, and not unfrequently has to climb up a rocky

mountain by ladders and over slippery stepping-stones, to an elevation

of a thousand feet. Besides this, she has an hour's work every evening to

pound the rice with a heavy wooden stamper, which violently strains

every part of the body. She begins this kind of labour when nine or ten

years old, and it never ceases but with the extreme decrepitude of age."

Both male and female Dyaks wear a profusion of ornaments. The
ear lobes are subjected to perhaps the most astonishing distension found

Dyak anywhere, elongating them in some cases to seven inches, in
ornaments, others loading them with tin or brass rings, sometimes to the

number of sixteen, weighing from three to four ounces each. The ears

are also pierced in other places, through which ribbon is tied, or buttons,

pieces of wood, or feathers are inserted. The women are also loaded

with necklets, bracelets, and anklets of various kinds. In many districts

the body is tattooed on some or many parts, often with most intricate

and artistic patterns. This takes place on reaching manhood, or on
being about to be married.

The war costume of the Dyaks, as described by Mr. Bock, is very
elaborate ; a plaited conical helmet with feathers stuck in it, and a

War t
gaudily coloured clqth jacket or animal's skin, decked with

and feathers, beads, or shells, are only a part of his equipment.

The principal weapon is the mandaii. literally head-hunter,

eyery man having from four to six. The blade, twenty-one inches long, is
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concave on one side, convex on the other, one edge only being sharp

;

many are beautifully inlaid with brass or scroll patterns. The handle is

made of deer horn, highly ornamentedT-often with figures of animals, all

executed with a rough knife. On the under side of the sheath is a small

bark case carrying a small knife. The wooden shield is elaborate, and

often ornamented, like the mandau, with human hair. A blow-pipe of

ironwood is used to shoot poisoned arrows.

Head-hunting plays a great part in the uncivilised Dyak's life ; and

among many tribes it is above all necessary that every young man who
desires to marry should kill an enemy and possess himself of Head-

his skull ; and in the higher ranks a larger number of skulls iii"it"ig'-

is necessary. Large head-hunting expeditions are very commonly or-

ganised ; and when a successful expedition returns, the young leader

ceremonially delivers the skulls to his proposed bride, and they dance

together, holding the skulls by the hair, with extraordinary gestures.

There are many curious incidents connected both with these expeditions,

and with Dyak marriages, which we cannot go into. There are nume-
rous other occasions when heads must be procured ; as when a rajah

is dead, when a child is born to him, etc. It is a strong evidence of the

force of custom and inheritance from times of incessant hostility, that

such barbarous practices are maintained among a people in other res-

pects humane and not cruel.

Magic rites and superstitions abound among the Dyaks. Their

priests are much like the medicine-men of the American Indians. Those

Dyaks who are not Mahometans seem to have little notion
/ T . IP /. 1 • A i

Superstitions.
01 any supreme being, and no lorm 01 worship. Ancestor-

worship prevails among some, and demons are feared by others. None
of the native Borneo tribes have developed writing.

There are numerous settlements of Sulus and Bugis in Borneo, and

some hundreds of thousands of Chinese immigrants, many of whom
have Dyak wives. Celebes, the native island of the Bueis,o I

Celebes
only became known to Europeans in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, through Spanish travellers. The Dutch traded there

early, from 1607, and established themselves at Macassar in 1660. They
now hold about half the island. Macassar, a large trading town, is their

southern capital. The northern portion has become, under Dutch ad-

ministration, a prosperous garden-like countrj'-, coffee being the great

product.

The Bugis are a branch of the Malays, who long ago gained

supremacy over the aborigines. The Macassars of the south were the

first natives to adopt Mahometanism ; the Bugis have now a __ „ .

. . . P . . Tlie Bugis
number of Moslem States. No primitive aborigines now exist, and

and all the tribes are Malayan. The Bugis, Mandars, and Ma- ''^^^^^^^^•

cassars all speak different languages. We have not space to give their

distinctions or special characters, but the state of the uncivilised tribes
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is very like that of the Dyaks, while the advanced Mohametan tribes are

on a level with the most advanced Malays.

In the Moluccas, of which Gilolo, Ceram, and Bourn are the chief,

we find an admixture of Papuans and Polynesians with Malays. The

The small island of Ternate is the seat of the Dutch government

Moluccas. Qf t,lie Northern Moluccas ; but there is a Malay sultan both

of this island

and of Tidore,

and these sul-

tans divide be-

tween them the

great island of

Gilolo ;
Batch-

ian has also a

sultan, under a

Dutch resident.

Ternate has a

large trade and

a very mixed

population. The
island of Ceram
has only Malays

on the coast, the

interior being-

inhabited by
Papuans ; and

the same is the

case withBouru.

The native
languages of

these islands

differ consider-

ably from those

spoken in west-

ern Malaysia.

These islands

also include

many descend-

ants of the Por-

tuguese, who

settled here before the Dutch ; they have become Protestants. The large

number of Papuan slaves, Chinese and Arab natives, and mixed de-

scendants of Europeans add to the confusion of races.

Eeturning northward, the Sulu archipelago is a group of many

islands, north-east of Borneo. The inhabitants are all Mahometan Malays

SULU MAN AND WOMAN.

(Fi-oui a j'Jiofojrap?! /andly I«ii! by Dr. Beddoe, F.E.S.)
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of considerable civilisation. Their sultan has little real authority, the

native Malay chiefs having most power, and too many of the

islands being still in the hands of pirates^. The Spaniards also

claim their allegiance, and enforce the claim to some extent. They
produce many useful and valuable Eastern products, such as pearls,

edible birds' nests, tortoise shell, etc.; but are more noted as marts

for slaves. Dr. Guillemard, in his " Voyage of the MarclieHa^'' has

given a most interesting account of these islands, as well as of Celebes

and the Moluccas.

The Philippine Is-

lands, numbering some
hundreds, in- The pump

-

elude two is- P^^® islands,

lands, Luzon and Min-

danao, larger than Ire-

land, and seven others of

considerable size. Here

only in Malaysia (ex-

cepting in the peninsula

of Malacca) do we find

Negrito tribes. These

islands were discovered

by Magellan in 1521
;

and during that century

the Spaniards subdued
considerable portions of

them, and in 1571 fixed

the capital at Manilla in

Luzon. There was for-

tunately less bloodshed

and cruelty in the con-

quest than in that of

South America; and the

Philippines present per-

haps the most favour-

able specimen of S23anish

colonisation. The Span-

ish governor-general and the archbishop of Manilla have each an extensive

staff. There are not more than 8,000 or 9,000 Europeans in the islands
;

but there are more half-breeds. Chinese settlers do a large part of the trade

and work in the towns, and there are man}^ thousand half-breed descend-

ants of these foreigners. Rice is largely cultivated, but the most imi3ortant

commercial crops are tobacco (a Government monopoly from 1781 to 1882
1,

the sugar-cane, coftee, cocoa, and manilla-hemp. Trade has not increased

as it might have done, owing to the stringent Spanish restrictions.

TAGAL WOilEN OF MAXILLA.
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The great bulk of the inhabitants of the Phihppines are of Malay-

race, but are distinguishable from the other Malays. Their complexion

TheTagais, is for the most part olive, with thick lips and broad noses.
Bisayans, etc. Ygj-y many are now civilised and christianised, others are

Mahometans, while many still remain pagans. There are many distinct

peoples and languages, of which £he chief are the Tagal, the Bisayan,

and the Ilocanos. The Tagals live chiefly in Luzon and Mindoro,

and are estimated at a million and a quarter. The Bisayans occupy

all the islands between Luzon and Mindanao, and part of the latter,

numbering altogether two millions. The Ilocanos of N. "W. Luzon

are about a million. On the whole, the civilised tribes are well spoken

of, though they are indolent, credulous, superstitious, and excitable.

The Jesuits have found them very tractable subjects, good-natured and

hospitable ; and education having spread amongst them, they are now
at least the equals of the Javanese. European fabrics are largely used

for dress, and the women weave cotton and silk textiles of high quality.

The men wear trousers and a shirt ; the women's dress is shown in our

engraving. Some of the tribes are still wild and unsubdued, living by
hunting wild pigs and game, and on yams and sweet potatoes.

The Negrito tribes of the Philippines are the Aetas, found in many
islands, but not now numbering more than 25,000. In many respects

they resemble negroes, having frizzly hair and small flattened

noses ; but they are a much smaller race, the men not averag-

ing more than four feet eight inches in height. They are very nomadic,

and eat game and wild vegetable food ; but they possess dogs as domestic

animals. The bow and poisoned arrows are their chief weapons. Their

legs are thin, with scarcely any calf, and their toes have great prehensile

power. They are believed to be related to the Andaman Islanders and

the Negrito tribes of the Malay peninsula.
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CHAPTEE III.

The Papuan race —New Guinea—Papuan dress and ornaments—Food and dwellings—Hunting—
Iron-working—Prahus—Marriage—Burial—Dances—Pipes—Government—War—Languages

—

Religious ideas—The Western Papuans—The Timorese—A mixture of races—Dwellings

—

Marriage customs—Burial—War and head-hunting—The lull house—Timor-laut—Ke and
Aru islanders—Louisiade and Admiralty Islands—New Britain and New Ireland—Solomon

islanders—New Hebrides—New Caledonia—The Fijians

—Former cannibal horrors—Religious ideas—Manufac-

tures—Dress—Ceremony.

N tlie great series of islands from Timor,

the Moluccas, and Ceram to the Fiji ar-

chipelago, and including New The Papuan

Guinea, the Solomon Islands, ^^'^®-

the New Hebrides, New Caledonia, New
Britain, etc., we find a distinct race, the

Papuan (meaning woolly-haired), taller

than the Malay, with prominent brows,

rough, curly, frizzly hair and beard, and a

considerable growth of hair on the body. The complexion,

a deep brown, often approaching a sooty black
;
the long

face, the large nose with broad nostrils and prolonged

curved tip ; the large mouth and thick lips, the large hands

and feet, and the long thin legs, make up a very character-

istic type, which, though presenting features of resemblance, is

distinct from Australian, true Negro, and Negrito. Unlike the

Malay, the Papuan is voluble, and prodigal of signs, cries, and

gestures, and far removed from stolid indifferent calm.

The Portuguese and Spaniards touched at New Guinea in the sixteenth

century ; and the latter first gave the name, from the resemblance of the

FIJIAN TEMPLE.

XV. fc97 3 M
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natives to the negroes of Guinea. The Dntcli and British followed them
;

„ . hut no settlement was made, largely owing: to the slaua;hter
New Guinea, p -i , ,

.

. , .' ^ -^ ° , °,
01 sailors by natives, and their consequent bad repute, blave

hunts by Malays, ruthless slaughter by invading expeditions, and care-

less infringement of native rights, combined to make the Papuans very
hostile to intruders. It was only in 1873 that the coast of the south-east

of the island was surve^^ed and maj^ped. Very slight explorations had
been attemj)ted until, in 1858, Mr, A. R. Wallace lived at Dorey, on the

north coast, for over three months ; and in 1861 his assistant, Mr. C. AUen,
penetrated twenty miles inland and stayed a month. In 1871, Miklucho-

Macleay, a Russian naturalist, lived at Astrolabe Bay, on the north-east,

for fifteen months, and since then, Beccari, D'Albertis, Meyer, and others

have made considerable explorations, and added greatly to our knowledge
of this great island

; but much remains unknown. The Dutch claim the

western half, while the eastern half is divided between the Germans,

—

who take the north, with New Britain and New Ireland,—and the British,

who have the southern portion. The Dutch actually exercise jurisdiction

over those portions oi the coast which are tributary to the Malay sultan

of Tidore, The British commissioner, who has as yet little actual rule,

has his seat at Port Moresby.

The Papuans are either naked, or wear merely bark girdles or plaited

rushes. They also wear necklaces and armlets of cord, beads, brass wire,

Papuan teeth, shells, seeds, etc., and also shell anklets, ear-rings of

dress and bone or beads, bones or sticks put through the nostrils, etc.

The men's hair is often specially dressed, and ornamented with

feathers, bones, etc., while the women mostly cut the hair short. The
skin of the face and body is tattooed or scarred, some daubing their faces

with red and white cla3^ some burning-in variously coloured patterns and
figures with glowing coals, others making raised ridges on the bodj^ by
rubbing-in clay. Some inland tribes file their front teeth to a point.

The tribes about Dorey are more eivihsed than the rest, and the chiefs

have adopted drawers and loose coats, while the women wear short skirts,

and do not perforate the nose or make raised scars on the body.

The Paj)uans feed on the usual tropical vegetables, with fish near

the coast, domesticated pigs, and dogs, and fowls, also kangaroos.

Food and hzards, and large insects. Cultivation of their favourite vege-
dweumgs. tables is largely practised. Scarcely anywhere is a fermented

liquor made. Their dwellings are very frequently extensive bamboo
buildings raised upon posts, sometimes seventy to a hundred feet long,

and thatched with palm leaves or rushes, and occupied sometimes \)j

twenty families. They are by no means without furniture, having orna-

mented boxes, pots, sleeping mats, and wooden pillows, besides hunting

weapons and fishing gear. Little is as yet known of the

dwellings of the people in the interior. Hunting is practised

with great skill and silence
; sometimes a circular plan of beating an area
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by the aid of women and children is used
;
pitfalls, nets, and trained dogs

are also among their hunting resources. Their, weapons are bows and
arrows,—not poisoned, but tipped with hard wood, or iron points,—spears,

darts, chopping knives of obsidian, and finely ground stone axes. They

NATIVES OF NEW GUINEA.

now use iron axes, having learned from the Malaj^s to forge iron. In

their forgres they make use of very peculiar bellows, as shown
Iron-worKlii&r

in our illustration (p. 001), setting up two large bamboo
tubes, and producing a draught by means of pistons, while the draught

is communicated to the fire by smaller tubes below.
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Frahus.

The
Papuans
of the
coast
make
canoes or

p r a h u s

from
thirty to

sixty feet

long, from a single tree-trunk, often elaborately carved,

and with a plank as a figure-head, bearing bunches of

feathers and sometimes skulls as trophies. Sometimes cabins are erected

in the middle, and mat sails fixed on movable masts. A large

boat may have as many as thirty rowers, who stand upright,

using long hollowed paddles. Outriggers diminish the danger of up-

setting. There are also many light canoes, and all the coast and river

Papuans are expert swimmers. They have developed very little trading

faculty, and such trade as is done is in the hands of Malays and Chinese.

They buy birds and birds' nests, tortoise shells, and mother-of-pearl shells,

giving in exchange various kinds of cloth, brass wire, chopping knives,

and arrack, a calamitous drink to the natives. Slavery by war and

kidnapping exists to a considerable extent among these people, as well

as a regular slave trade.

Marriage is a matter of contract, the price of a girl being often paid

in slaves
;
polygamy is practised by those who can afford it, except among
the Dorah tribes. Among these the bride and bridegroom are

joined with some ceremony, fol-

lowed by a night's carouse, in which the
newly married are silent spectators. Among
the Wukas of the mountain regions the young
people arrange an elopement, followed by a
pursuit and negotiations for purchase. The
Dorahs bury their dead wrapped in white

calico, the interment being followed

by a funeral feast. In the case of

a chief, the ancestral image is carried to the
funeral and reproached for its misdoings.
The bones of the dead are dug up after a few
years, and hung in baskets round the outside
of the dwelling. The dried head of a grown-

Marriage.

Burial

up youth is preserved after death, fed with
all the dishes of the funeral feast, decked with
wooden ears and nose, and with seeds for

eyes, and regarded as a guardian of the
WEAPONS, ETC., OF THE

PAPUAI^S.
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houseliold. The Wukas place their dead on a scaffolding, cover them
with leaves, and keep up a fire beneath it for many days, until the body
is completely dried, when it is first carried to a lofty platform, and after-

wards laid in a mountain cave. Among most of the tribes the body is

disinterred a year after burial, and the anniversary of the funeral is cele-

brated by feasting. The Papuans appear to believe in the survival of a

spirit after the death of the body, and that the spirits live below or above
the sea, having those enjoyments which they liked when on earth.

Papuan amusements are limited in variety, chiefly consisting of ex-

travagant dances, the dancers being fantastically dressed or disfigured by
heads of animals or headlike semblances, accompanied by mono-
tonous singmg and beating of drums, made by covering one end
of a bamboo or piece of hollow tree trunk with skin. They have few musical

instruments. Tobacco is

smoked with great avid-

ity out of bamboo pipes.

One of these is thus de-

scribed by Mr. 0. C. Stone

("A Few Months in New
Guinea "). " It is usu-

ally from two to three

feet long and three inches

wide, having a small hole

in the side, in which a

leaf twisted up
and filled with

tobacco is placed. The
tobacco is then lighted,

and the bamboo filled

with smoke by sucking

at the other end, which
is quite open. It is then passed round, each person taking a few puffs

P.VPUANS OF NEW GUINEA.

Government

from the smaller hole, while he stops up the larger with his hand, first re-

moving the leaf, and then replacing it when the smoke is exhausted."

There is very little regular government among the Papuans. Local

chiefs are recognised, and some receive investment from the Sultan of

Tidore, and pay him an annual tribute. The authority of the

elders is however more real ; and nothing important is done

without consultation among them. Custom sanctions blood revenge,

unless a large payment is made by the murderer. Slavery or the for-

feiture of a slave is largely exacted for various crimes. The Dorahs use

the ordeal by hot water. A suspected person must dip his hand into

boiling water, and if no blisters are formed he is innocent.

Papuan war-expeditions seem to be chiefly made for the purpose of

capturing prisoners to be sold as slaves, unless ransomed. A whole village
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of women and children may be thus carried off, the men being killed, and
their heads taken as trophies. In some cases, no doubt, can-

nibalism has been or is still practised in New Guinea. The
Dorahs always act by surprise, covering themselves behind trees. Their

parties work in couples, one man marching first with lance and shield,

the second carrying a bow and arrows.

The Papuan languages, which show great diversity from one

another, are all polysyllabic and agglutinating, but use prefixes and
suffixes equally for expressing grammatical relations. Their

numerals do not extend beyond five or six, in some cases three.

Of their religious ideas it is difficult to speak, but they are not very

Religious definite. Some coast Papuans are nominally Mahometans, but
ideas. ^^-^ j-^q prayers and have no mosques. The rest appear to

have a sort of ancestor-worship, and a fear of various malevolent spirits

resident in the woods, in the clouds, and in the rocks by the sea. Against

these they endeavour to protect themselves by karwars, which are

images of deceased persons, a foot or more in height, and carved with

very interesting designs. The head is disproportionately large, the

males being sometimes represented with spear and shield. These are

held to be mediums by which the living communicate with the deceased.

They are appealed to on all important occasions, and the disapproval

of the departed one is signified by the arm of the person holding the

image shaking violently. An incorrect answer is punished by a blow.

Various talismans and charms are in use. Auguries are deduced from

the flight of birds and from various other signs. Some so-called idol-

houses have been found in the north-east, built on piles carved into

large figures, and having the roof and other parts carved with human
and animal figures ; but it is very doubtful if these are objects of wor-

ship. There is consequently no regular priesthood, but magicians and

sorcerers are not unknown.
The eastern tribes have a strange mode of salutation, consisting of

simultaneously squeezing the nose and the stomach. Both in the east

and the north friendship is cemented by the killing of a dog. In other

parts green branches are waved, and water is poured over the head.

The Papuans of Ceram and Bourn are completely uncivilised and

savage ; the former still practising head-hunting. Some few on the

The Western coast are nominal Christians or Mahometans. In Bouru are
Papuans. ^igQ many enterprising people of Malay type. From Floris

and Sumba to the Aru islands the predominant race is Papuan, some
being of superior civilisation, and advanced in agriculture.

The large island of Timor is inhabited by Papuans of a type distinct

from that of New Guinea, of .a somewhat lighter colour, and with less

Xhe frizzled hair. The western half of the island is controlled on
Timorese, ^he Dutch system from Cupang, the capital ; while the Portu-

guese have the eastern portion, with a governor at Dilly, which is a fine
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hnnting-gronnd for mixed races. As Mr. H. 0. Forbes says, " Tall, erect

indigenes mingle witli negroes from the Portuguese African possessions,

mostly soldiers or condemned criminals-; tall, lithe East Indians from

Goa and its neighbourhood ; Chinese and Bugis of Macassar, with Arabs

and Malays and natives from Savu, Koti, and Flores ; besides a crowd in

whose veins the degree of comminglement of blood of all ^ mixture

these races would defy the acutest computation." Mr. Forbes °^ ^^^®^-

contrasts the bearing of these races towards each other in a most inter-

esting way. '' The Hindu, with a stately bearing, carried himself with

a natural yet not offensive air of superiority ; the non-dominating, pro-

vident, industrious, unobtrusive Mongolian wended his way, obtaining

rather than asserting the next place, and was looked on with respect and

good-neighbourly consideration ; the sturdy Africans rollicked about,

noisy, generally drunk, careless, improvident, hated and feared by the

indigenes, who, fraternising with none of the interlopers in their land,

and keeping themselves quite to themselves, sat about in small companies

under the trees or on the shore, or moved about in their erect, haughty,

somewhat sullen and suspicious way, but not at all shunning the town
like the West Timor people. The Arab led his secluded life among his

own race, energetic, taking many hard rebuffs with few words, while

the Malaj'-s, semi-Malays, and trading peoples fraternised pretty freely

with each other on the shore, and over the sides of their prahus."

The Timorese do not live in regular villages, but in clusters of family

residences, or in isolated houses, surrounded by an enclosure of high

palings, bamboos, and growing shrubs, within which are pools

and stalls for animals, while the highly-valued pigs live under

the house pillars. Granaries are made at the tops of high trees where

the branches fork. Indian corn, sweet potatoes, rice, beans, and bread-

fruit are prominent foods.

Some of the marriage customs in Timor recall those of the Austra-

lians. Two neighbouring States or clans may marry recriprocally, the

women of the one obtaining husbands from the other, on con- Marriage

dition that the husband comes to live in his wife's home, customs.

There is no purchase-money. In one State " a man of Saluki may marry

a woman of Bidauk, and take her back with him to Saluki; but he

must purchase her, and it is not in his option to remain in Bidauk with

his wife's relatives instead of paying for her. On the other hand, the

men of Bidauk can marry with the women of Saluki, but the man must

go to Saluki and live in the house of the woman, and he has not the

option of paying for her at all. The children of the union belong to

her, and on her death inherit all her property; while the husband returns

to his own kingdom, leaving the children behind him, except in the case

of their being more than two, when he is entitled to claim at least one."

But these restrictions do not hold good for marriages effected with

people outside these curiously related districts. Monogamy is the rule
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in Timor. The people choose their queen's husband, in case a daughter
succeeds.

On a death taking place, every surviving member of the family has

to give a gift to the corpse, and fire off as many gun-shots as he can
afford. The funeral feast is very expensive

;
and sometimes a

funeral is delayed months or years till the expense can be

afforded. After a few days the corpse is folded double, and hung up
in a mat under curious huts in trees, till the feast can be provided ; and
often a number of corpses accumulate in this way. Finally the feast is

arranged, and the body is laid

Burial

in full ornaments and finer}^

in a short wooden coffin, and
buried amid gun-firing and
wailing of women. The feast

is a savage and drunken orgy.

The Timorese appear not

to understand how any one

should die unless he is killed,

and attribute death by disease

to some evil being, who eats

up the spirit of the dead per-

son. Some living person is

supposed to become the abode

of the evil spirit ; and this per-

son being fixed upon, he and

his whole family used (before

the Portuguese forbade it) to

be impaled or buried alive,

and their property confiscated

for the deceased's relatives.

Head-hunting is still prac-

tised in Timor, but only in

War and war, which is be-
head-hunting. ^^^^ ^fter many
discussions ; it is carried on

by much pillaging, attacking

the defenceless, and beheading every man, woman, and child possible.

For every head a warrior receives a present from his chief; and the

captured heads are carefully preserved till some sort of agreement is

arrived at between the peoples, when a great parley is held between
them, and the heads are restored to the deceased persons' relatives, amid
much howling and the giving of small gifts. All this ends with a noisy

feast, with much drinking and wild dancing. The recovered heads are

placed with the unburied corpses, which are then buried.

A sort of religious institution in Timor is connected with a house

PAPUAN BLACKSMITHS.
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TORRES STRAITS PAPUANS.

called the Uma-
1 11 1 i

, The luii-

found ^o"^«-

in each group

of family resi-

dences. There

is certainly a

strong taboo
(here called
'' pomali ") in

connection with

it ; and in it

are various ob-

jects of venera-

tion, such as a

buffalo's skull, a spear, a shield, a chopper, a gun, etc., and a stone

on which offerings are laid for an invisible deity. Offerings are made
when sickness or other evils threaten, and the priest sacrifices them
and consults the deity, and gives assurance that a favourable turn will

come in the suppliant's affairs. On the eve of a war, every man brings

an offering to the Luli-house, and the spirits of dead forefathers and the

deity of the heavens are invoked, and auguries taken according to the

behaviour of the animals offered. " During war," says Mr. Forbes,

" the dato (or priest) never quits the Uma-luli
;
his food is brought to

him or cooked inside. Day and night he must keep the fire burning; for

should he permit it to die, disaster will happen to those in the field.

He must besides drink only hot water during the time the army is

absent, for every draught of cold water would damp the spirits of the

people, so that they could not prevail. On their return from the war
the dato goes out to welcome them at the head of all those who remained

behind—the women beating musical instruments, and shouting

Oswai !

' to the men who are returning laden with heads."

The inhabit-

the Te-

Oswai

!

Timor-laut.

ants of

nimber

Islands

further east, also

known as Timor-

laut, are a mixed

race of Malays,

Papuans, and
Polynesians, not

yet well known.

They vary con-

siderably in phy- ORNAMEKTS OF PAPUAN WOMEN.
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sical cliaracters. They are tattooed and scarred, having considerable taste

in ornamentation. Many of them are pirates, and their prahns have finely

carved figure-heads. Indeed everything they nse is extremely carved

Government by the will of the majority in assembly prevails among
them, as in more enlightened communities, and women have a share

in the deliberations. These people are sensual, selfish, inquisitive, and

covetous ; but both parents are very kind and affectionate to their

children, who are profusely adorned with beads, necklets, and shell

armlets.

The Ke and Aru islands, near the south-west coast of New Gruinea,

are inhabited mainly by Papuans, but with some European and Malay

Ke and Aru admixture. The Ke people are skilful boat-builders, but have
islanders,

j^q money. Knives, cloth, and arrack being the only medium

TOKiiES HTKAITS (JANoE.

of exchange. The Aru people are noisy and cheerful, expert archers,

killing kangaroos and all kinds of birds, and being very healthy and well-

made. The women soon age with their hard work ; they wear only a

mat of plaited strips of palm leaves tightly fastened round the hips and

thighs. The only ornaments of their houses are trophies of the chase.

The Louisiade Archipelago, south-west of New Guinea, is occupied

by Papuans ; but soine of the adjacent islands have inhabitants of a

, . . ^ lighter colour, a mixture of the Polynesian and Papuan races.
Louisiade . .

and Admi- The Admiralty Islands contain Papuans of a somewhat low
ra yis an s.

^ypg^ having no rnetals, and still using tools of stone and shell.

Their weapons are merely lances, for they have no bows, slings, throwing-

sticks, spears etc., but they are skilful wood-carvers.

The large islands of New Britain and New Ireland, discovered by
Dampier in 1699, include mostly typical Papuans, with some lighter
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coloured people. These islands are now under the protection of Germany.

It is stated that the whole population is divided' into groups,
j^ew Britain

and marriages within the group are lorbidden ; a m.an must and New

not speak to his mother-in-law, nor cross her path. Wives

do all the hard work. A curious custom is, that girls are shut up from

the age of eight till they are marriageable, in conical cages of pandan

leaves, only leaving them once a day to wash. These cages are in an

enclosure surrounded by a reed fence. The people are scantily clad.

Many of them are cannibals, the victims being obtained by inter-tribal

warfare. The chiefs have little real authority. There is no developed

religion, except a kind of ancestor-worship, and belief in sorcery and

•>C^f^%S^^

DARNLEY ISLANDERS' MASK DANCE.

witchcraft. In New Ireland, however, images of hero-gods are wor-

shipped, Kaumua being the chief, and images very like the karwars of

New Guinea are highly regarded.

The great group of the Solomon Islands, the western of which are

now under German protection, while the remainder are under British

influence, has a somewhat mixed and dwarfish population, soiomon

their features being not so prominent as in most Papuans, islanders,

and showing less than the average intelligence of the race. In most

respects they are like other maritime Papuans, head-hunting being

very prevalent. Polygamy is frequent. The chiefs have more power
than in many other islands.
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The New Hebrides Islands, New Caledonia, and the Loyalty Islands,

south-east of the last-mentioned groups, and north-east of Australia,

Ne-w ^-i"© largely or wholly under French influence, though there are

Hetorides. many English interests in the New Hebrides, and the en-

croachments of the French have occasioned much jealousy. Most of the

inhabitants are of distinct Melanesian race, closely allied to the Papuan,

and described as uniting the features of the Tasmanian or Australian

with the frizzly hair of New Guinea. Many are of a very low type,

with few comforts, the houses being mere shelters. The natives have

much reason to complain of their treatment both by French and English

labour agents. Cannibalism still prevails largely ; and bows, clubs, and

spears, and in recent years guns, are skilfully used. In a number of the.

GILBERT ISLANDER. NEW CALEDONIAN.

islands, especially Anaiteum, Christianity has greatly improved the people,

who are becoming educated, but are decreasing fast. Some of the islands

are inhabited by pure Polynesians. The distinct languages in use in

New this large group of islands are very numerous. The New Cale-
Caiedoma. ^onians have much better houses than the rest, circular in

shape, with high conical roofs. They are prosperous agriculturists, and
excellent irrigators. They are however cruel, and kill each other in inter-

necine wars, being still cannibals. The French have held the island

since 1853, and send many convicts there.

The Fiji or Viti islanders, British subjects since 1874, are of great

interest owing to their almost entire conversion to Christianity, and to their

having voluntarily sought annexation by this country. They are Melan-
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esians much resembling the true Papuans, tall, regular in features, and
well proportioned, but showing traces of intermixture with
the Polynesians. It is difficult to speak in too dark terms ^ ^^^^^'

of the character of the Fijians when first known to Europeans, " No-
where in the world," says Mr, Wallace, " has human life been so reck-

lessly destroyed, or cannibalism been reduced to such a system," No-
where in the world, it may be added, has Christianity won more
conspicuous triumphs, through the agency of Weslej^an missionaries.

PREPARATION OF KAVA, FIJI.

Cannibalism formerly was practised, not merely upon enemies or slaves

;

but even sometimes wives, children, or friends became the victims.

Cannibal feasts used to be held " in connection with the building of a

temple or canoe
; or on launching a large canoe

;
or on taking

YortSi^-c

down the mast of one which has brought some chief on a visit ; cannibal

or for the feasting of such as take tribute to a principal place.

A chief has been known to kill several men for rollers, to facilitate the

launching of his canoe, the " rollers " being afterwards cooked and eaten.
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Formerly a cliief would kill a man or men on laying down a keel for a new
canoe, and try to add one for each fresh plank. These were always eaten

as " food for the carpenters." As many as fifty bodies are known to have

been cooked at one time. As a specimen of humanity in one of its most

horrible aspects, necessary to be known if we are to realise man's need of

evangelistic labours, we quote part of Mr. Williams' account of Fijian

cannibalism ("Fiji and the Fijians," 1858). "When the bodies, of

enemies are procured for the oven, the event is published by a peculiar

beating of the drum. Soon after hearing it, I saw two canoes steering

for the island, while some one on board struck the water, at intervals,

with a long pole, to denote that they had killed some one. When
sufficiently near, they began their fiendish war-dance, which was
answered by the indecent dance of the women. On the boxed end of

one of the canoes was a human corpse, which was cut adrift and tumbled

into the water soon after the canoe touched land, when it was tossed to

and fro by the rising and falling waves until the men had reported their

exploit, when it was dragged ashore by a vine tied to the left hand. A
crowd, chiefly females, surrounded the dead man, who was above the

ordinary size, and expressed most unfeelingly their surprise and delight.

The warriors, having rested, put a vine round the other wrist of the

dead body, and two of them dragged it, face downwards, to the town, the

rest going before and performing the war-dance, which consists in jump-

ing and brandishing of weapons, and two or three, in advance of the main

body, running towards the town, throwing their clubs aloft, or firing

muskets, while they assure those within of their capability to defend

them. The following song was uttered in a wild monotone, finished with

shrill yells :
" Drag me gently, drag me gently, for I am the champion of

thy land. Give thanks, etc." On reaching the middle of the town, the

body was thrown down before the chief, who directed the priest to offer

it in due form to the war-god. Fire had been placed in the great oven,

and the smoke rose above the old temple, as the body was again drawn

to the shore to be cut up. The carver, a young man, used a piece of slit

bamboo, with which he cut off the several members, joint by joint."

Some of the most horrible tortures conceivable were often inflicted on the

victims while still living. The death of a chief was followed by the

burial alive of a host of his wives and slaves. The building of a chiefs

house demanded a slave to be buried under each post. The old and

infirm were often buried ahve or hung, after a feast in which the victim

took part. Infanticide was common. Sick persons with no friends were

left to perish.

The Fijians had a kind of belief in several superior and inferior

divinities, mostly deified ancestors ; but they were not formally wor-

Reiigious shipped. They reverenced certain stones as shrines of the
Ideas. gods, and held some clubs in superstitious respect. Nearly

every village had one or more "temples; " but they served as council room
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and strangers' hotel, and were more used for these purposes than for

votive offerings, there being nothing like regular -worship. The heredi-

tary priests acted as intermediaries witlt-4he gods, and received liberal

offerings for their intervention. Their power was kept up by such arts

as medicine-men use, and especially by the " taboo." The hereditary

chiefs exercised despotic power ; and a cliief of the small island of Mbau
early in this century enlarged his power at the expense of the others,

which was increased by his successors, till Thakombau, who succeeded
his father in 1852, having long been actual ruler, finally gained very
wide dominion in the islands, and assumed the title of King of Fiji. In
1854 he professed Christianity.

Fijian houses vary in form and material so largely that we must
not attempt to describe them. The food supply, both vegetable and
animal, is ample and varied. The women manufacture a

most useful cloth known as massi fiom the inner bark of the

paper mulberry. They colour this elaborately in patterns ; they also

make excellent long mats, used for sails, bedding, dress, etc. Pottery of

great variety and excellent quality is made by the women. Some of

their cooking pots are as large as a hogshead. Their Fijian canoes, too,

are of admirable build, especially considering that before Europeans
visited them they had no iron tools.

Fijians wear as their most general garment a voluminous loin

cloth of massi, varying from three to a hundred yards in length, wound
round in many folds. A sort of turban of the same is worn
by many men ; but often the hair is displayed quite uncovered,

and dressed in a great variety of the most fantastic methods. The
women wear a loin cloth of braided bark-fibre, varying in depth according

to age. Both sexes used to be often most elaborately painted in several

colours, and some of the women were tattooed. Ornaments of the Papuan
type are abundant.

The Fijians are distinguished for gravity of demeanour and cere-

moniousness. Their forms of salutation are very peculiar and varied.

In offering a present, they may say, " I have notliing fit to

offer you, but this gift is an expression of my love for your
^"™

children
;

" or, " Here is something of little importance, but it is given
to help to fatten your hogs." Chiefs are treated with elaborate for-

malities.

Fiji is now a Crown colony of Great Britain
; and while it is governed

paternally, much influence is left to the chiefs and the native councils.

The prosperity of the colony has greatly increased ; many European
colonists have settled in the islands, and newspapers are numerous ; but
unfortunately the natives are diminishing in numbers. The slow adapta-

tions of centuries cannot be suddenly interfered with without producing
distractions and weaknesses, physical and mental, which are fatal to

races when competition with higher races comes into play.
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CHAPTER IV.

Tlie Pacific islands—The Polynesian race—Tattooing—Dress—A chiefs meal- Marriage—The *

areoi—Burial customs—The morai—Religion—Human sacrifices—The taboo—Chiefs—Political

value of Polynesia—Annexations in the Pacific—The Tongans—The Samoans—The Savage,

EUice, and Wallis islanders—Hervey islanders—The Tahitians—The Marquesans—The Sand-

wich islanders—The Ladrone and Caroline islanders —Pitcaim and Easter Islands.

WIDESPREAD in the great Pacific

Ocean are a multitude of islands

grouped for tlie most part in arcliipelagoes,

The Pacific ^ large number being of coral
islands, formation, others volcanic. In-

asmuch as the majority of the inhabitants

resemble one another markedly in features,

customs, and mode of life and thought, we
shall first describe their general character-

istics, afterwards giving such details about

the various groups as we have space for.

The Polynesian, or Mahori as they have

recently been termed, are brachycephalic

The Poly- or round-headed, tall, and well-
nesian race, pi'oportioned and often handsome,

912
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usually tlieir complexion is a light brown, sometimes inclining to yellow.

The foreheads are tolerably high but rather narrow, noses well-formed

but not small. The lips, as a rule, are ratlier thick and prominent, the
eyes black ; and while the hair may vary considerably in colour, it is long

and straight or but moderately wavy. Sometimes the jaws are rather

prominent, but in other cases, as among the Sandwich islanders, the facial

outline may be as vertical as in the European
; but this may indicate

admixture with more northern and straight-faced peoples. Not unfre-

quently the men reach a height of six feet. Some of them are extremely

active and lithe, especially the Marquesans ; and altogether the Polynesians

include some of the most pleasing specimens of "the human form divine."

Tattooing was formerly practised by the Polynesians as extensively

as by any people, and was supposed to have been handed down to them
by the gods. The Marquesans were the most elaborate and
artistic tattooers. A mixture of charcoal and oil is the chief

colouring matter used, and the punctures are made with a bone needle.

Although a painful operation, and sometimes prolonged for years, until a

vast array of natural objects are figured on the skin, it is considered

beneath their dignity to show signs of pain. Often a cocoanut tree will

be fully tattooed upon the leg. On the chest " every variety of figure is

to be seen," says Mr. Ellis, " cocoanut and breadfruit trees, with con-

volvulus wreaths hanging around them, boys gathering fruit, men
engaged in battle, in manual exercise, triumphing over a fallen foe,

carrying a human sacrifice to the temple. Every kind of animal,—goats,

dogs, fowls, and fish,—may at times be seen on this part of the body

;

muskets, swords, pistols, clubs, spears, and other weapons of war are also

stamped upon the arms and chest." "Women were tattooed more sparingl}^

than men, and seldom tattooed tlieir faces, being content with foot and

hand and wrist decorations.

Polynesian dress, if limited in extent, was varied and graceful in form

;

and there is no doubt that European fashions, as adopted by mission

converts, have not added to their gracefulness. Almost univer-
Dress

sally a bark cloth was made by them, and several folds were

worn wrapped round the loins, while in many islands the men wore a sort

of long poncho reaching to the knees, with a hole cut in the centre for the

head to pass through, while the women wore a light sort of shawl. This

native cloth was made laboriously by women, by hammering out the bark

of certain trees with wooden mallets, and dyed in attractive patterns.

Many women adorn their hair and other parts of their person with

beautiful wreaths of flowers and cocoanut leaves. The Samoans wore

less dress than many others, except on special occasions, being anxious

not to conceal their elaborate tattooing. Perhaps in emulation of the

Papuans, they often frizz out their hair most fantastically, decking it with

great plumes of feathers ; while the women wear it short, and colour it as

nearly red as they can, with burnt coral lime.

XV. • 3 N
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Dwellings.

Polynesian houses vary greatly in form, often enclosed by a fence.

The Samoan house we figure looks like a huge mushroom, the centre

supported on a few poles, the circumference protected by
matting or wickerwork. The large space is partitioned off for

sleeping. Sometimes the houses are four-sided, with rounded ends, and

accommodate many families. The roofs are thatched with palm-leaves,

and the floor covered for some inches with soft grass, on which mats are

laid. Wooden blocks hollowed out were used for pillows, and there was
scarcely any other furniture when the Europeans landed, the huts being

indeed chiefly used for sleeping, every other operation of life taking place

in the open air. The v/omen of Polynesia on the whole occupied a

comparatively high place in the social scale, though performing all

domestic work and making cloth. Yet they were subject to many
disabili-

ties, being

rigidly ex-

c 1 u d e d

frommany
religious

functions,

being sub-

j e c t to
many ta-

boos, being

forbidden

to eat with

the men, or

ofthesame
food, or of food

cooked at the

same fire. Their

food consists of

the usual tropical vegetables, often cooked, with fish of many kinds, a few

hogs, dogs, and poultry. Captain Cook thus described a meal of a Tahitian

A chiefs chief. " He sits down under the shade of the next tree, and
°^®^^ a large quantity of leaves are spread before him. A basket is

set by him containing provisions, which, if fish or flesh, is read}^ dressed

and wrapped up in leaves, and two cocoanut shells, one full of salt water,

the other of fresh. His attendants seat themselves round him, and when

all is ready he begins by washing his hands and his mouth thoroughly

with the fresh water, and this he repeats throughout the whole meal.

He then takes part of his provisions out of the basket, which generally

consists of a small fish or twO, two or three bread-fruits, and fourteen or

fifteen ripe bananas. He first takea half a bread-fruit, peels off the rind,

and takes out the core with his nails ; of this he puts as much into liis

SAMOAN HOUSE.

r
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mouth as it can hold, and while he chews it, takes the fish out of the
leaves, and breaks one of them into the salt water! Then he takes up a
small piece of fish with all the fingers of-one hand, and sucks it into his
mouth, so as to get with it as much of the salt water as possible. In the
same manner he takes the rest, and between each takes a small cup of
salt water."

Marriage took place very early in life in all the islands
; and together

Avith this there existed an amount of licence scarcely conceivable. Wives
were not purchased, but the chiefs' daughters were formally
betrothed when very young, and in that case were carefully

^^''"*^®-

protected and specially tended. The marriage ceremonies were consider-
able in these cases, ancestors' relics being displayed, and the gods invoked,
In some cases the chiefs were polygamous, but it was habitual to have
but one wife. There was, however, a great variety of marriage pre-
liminaries and

The areoi.

ceremonies among
such a vast num-
ber of islands.

We can but men-
tion briefly the

extraor-

dinary
" areoi " organisa-

tion, formerly in

full force in the

Society Islands.

They were a sort

of strolling actors,

entertainers, and

(to the Tahitians)

sacred body, who,

Mr. EUis says, " appear to have placed their inventions on the rack to

discover the worst pollutions of which it was possible for a man to

be guilty, and to have striven to outdo each other in the most revolting
practices. Free from labour or care, they rowed from island to island,

supported by the chiefs and the priests." With tliis institution was con-
nected a great deal of infanticide

;
but this practice was very general and

perhaps reached its greatest height among the Sandwich islanders. In
spite of other good qualities, it is probable that war, Hcentiousness, and
infanticide would have almost exterminated the Polynesians, even with-
out the introduction of European vices or civilised habits, a fact which is

too often forgotten when speaking of the evils wrought by civilisation.

Elaborate burial customs existed, though they were principally con-
nected with the death of chiefs or superior persons, who Burial

were often embalmed and deposited above ground in raised customs.

SAMOANS.
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Religion.

sheds. Great grief was exhibited on these occasions by the women, who
often cut themselves with sharks' teeth, etc., tore their hair and their gar-

ments, and cried and lamented with horrible noise. Mom'ning ceremonies
sometimes lasted for weeks. Finally the body was buried in a sacred

enclosure, or morai. The skull may in some cases be scraped and cleaned,

and separately deposited in a coffer in the morai, or else kept in a rela-

tive's house.

The morai was at once a burial-place and a place of worship. A
multitude of spirits, often deified ancestors, powers of nature, or evil

spirits, were held in reverence. The
subordinate deities were of

The moral.
two sexes, the male wor-

shipped by the men, the female by the

women, each having their own morals

into which the other sex might not

enter. They believe the spnit exists

after death, and goes to a higher or

lower state, not determined by actions

on earth, but by station. The priests

were hereditary, included many of the

more intelligent people, and

preserved their mythology

and opinions as to the origin of tilings.

Images or " idols " representing the gods

were made of wood roughly carved,

wrapped up in cloths and variously or-

namented
;
into these the spirits of the

gods were believed periodically to enter.

The priests held an important place in

the fulfilment of religious duties, avert-

ing the anger of the gods, determining

the taboo, and in many cases super-

intending human sacrifices. In many
cases not only were enemies offered up,

but families of the same tribe became
devoted to sacrifice. Too often there followed cannibal feasts ; and the

Human commonness of human bones as articles of furniture, and
sacrifices. Jiuman hair as ornamentation for weapons of war, testifies to

the same disregard for human life, so long as it did not belong to a

friend. But we need not go into details, as these practices are to so large

an extent done away with now. "We cannot regard the Polynesian^ as

other than a religious people, considering how they prayed before build-

ing houses, planting gardens, beginning a journey or voyage, eating food,

etc., and offered thanksgivings in connection with manj' events. That

TATTOOED MABQUESAN CHIEF.

thej^ believed in sorcery and witchcraft, and were relentless and savage

I
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The taboo.

PELEW ISLANDERS.

in war, is also true, and lias

been seen to be wonder-

fully widespread in our

review of other peoples.

They must be credited

with the high development

of the taboo,

which Ellis de-

fines as " separating what-

ever it was applied to

from common use. The
idols, temples, persons and

names ot the kings and members of the reigning family, the persons

of the priests, canoes belonging to the god, and the heads of men who
were devotees of any particular idol, were alwaj'S tahii. The flesh of

hogs, turtle, and several kinds of fish, cocoanuts, and almost everything

offered in sacrifice, was tabu to the use of the gods and the men," Par-

ticular places, fruits, etc., were tahii for a longer or shorter period,

sometimes for years. The taboo became developed as a chief engine of

the despotic powers of the kings and priests.

The chiefs held absolute power, the kingship being hereditary, and

hedged about with great ceremony, their persons and everj^thing con-

nected with them being held in the utmost reverence and
treated with the most abject servility. We have not space to

describe many other of their peculiarities of amusements, weapons,

canoes, etc. With much sensuality, vanity, self-esteem, revengefulness,

and covetousness, the Polynesians are intelligent, courteous, cheerful,

even humorous, and affectionate to their relatives and children, and
must rank considerably above many Africans.

It has been estimated that the total area of all the Polynesian

Islands is not more than 45,CK30 square miles, and that the total popu-

lation does not exceed 800,000. It has appeared surprising to some that

there should have been latterly such

a keen scramble for these
political

small areas, scattered at value of

great distances through a °
y^®^^*-

vast ocean. But there are several

reasons besides their trade produc-

tion, and their interest as fields of

missionary enterprise, which make
these islands of importance, and
which intensify the competition be-

tween Great Britain, France, Ger-

many, and the United States for

influence and power over them.

Chiefs.

CAROLINE ISLANDER. SANDWICH ISLANDER.
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Among them are several of the most important trade routes in the world,

second only to the Suez Canal and the North Atlantic routes between
Europe and the United States. The protection of trade routes is of the

first importance to civilised nations ; and the possession of naval, coaling,

and supply stations on these routes may determine the results of a war,

or perhaps prevent one from arising. The probable completion of the

Panama Canal will greatly increase the importance of these routes. Add
to these things the rivalry between France and Germany for colonial

possessions, and the jealousy of both at the predominance of Great Britain,

the keen competition of traders of rival countries, and the demand for

Polynesian labour in Australia and elsewhere, and we have a key to much
that is still determining the European powers to fresh annexations.

Taking the possessions of each power in order, omitting the Papuan

NATIVES OF THE CAROLINE ISLANDS.

and Malay Islands, till recent years Great Britain had no government in

Annexations '^^ Pacific proper, though asserting a protectorate over many
in the Pacific, islands. Only in 1877 was a Western Pacific High Com-
missioner appointed to protect the islanders not under the protection of

any civilised power, and to provide a court for the settlement of disputes.

His jurisdiction extends over the Louisiade, Southern Solomon, and New
Hebrides islands, in addition to the Tonga or Friendly and the Samoan
groups. We have also recently declared the annexation of Caroline,

Flint, Starbuck, Maiden, Farming, and Penrhyn Islands, all a few degrees

north and south of the equator, south of the Sandwich Islands. The
French control the Society, Marquesas, Tuamotu or Low, Austral, and

Wallis groups, Tahiti being the chief centre of their power. The Germans
have recently asserted themselves in Samoa ; and in addition to their

Papuan possessions they have the Marshall Islands in Micronesia. Spain
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has the Carolines, and the Ladrdnes or Marianne and the Pelew Islands

;

while the United States is practically supreme in the Sandwich Islands.

The Tonga and the Cook or Hervey Islands, with Savage Island, are now
practically British, while the EUice and Gilbert islands seem tending to

fall into German hands.

The Tonga or Friendly Islands, of which Tongatabu is chief, are in-

habited by the most advanced of the Polynesian race, gentle, amiable

and hospitable when first discovered. In the pi'esent centmy
^j^^ ^

they have mostly been converted to Christianity, and have

advanced still farther in the arts. They have a hereditary king and a

written code of law. The king governs by the aid of a council of state.

SURF SWIMMING, HAWAII.

Spirits are heavily taxed, and drilled police keep order. The govern-

ment is largely in the hands of Europeans. The natives have diminished

greatly in numbers; formerly nearly 50,000 they do not now exceed

10,000. The people have in modern times exercised much influence on

the eastern Fijians, and there has been a considerable amount of mi-

gration between the groups. The Tongans build fine canoes, and sail

widely over the adjacent seas.

The Samoa or Navigator's Islands are another lovely and productive

group, inhabited by some of the fairest and most
^^^'^^^'^^^^XheSamoans

Polynesians, over 30,000 in number. Formerly given up to in-

ternecine war, with some cannibalism, they have in half a century been
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utterly changed by missionary effort, Protestant and Catholic. German
traders have gained a predominant influence among them, and by their

means the recognised king, Malietoa, was not long ago deposed. The
natives have however risen against his rival, Tamasese, and it is doubtful

what will be the result of the struggle. Apia, the chief town, in the

island of Upolu, has become an important seaport and mart for the

products of many of the Pacific Islands. Pango-pango is also an import-

ant harbour, having regular steam communication with San Francisco

and Australia. Owing to deficiency of labour, there is a considerable

immigration of contract labourers from the Caroline and Marshall groups,

who serve for a fixed term of years. The cocoanut palm is largely cul-

tivated for export. There are now many schools, training colleges, and

The Savage, churches in the islands. Savage Island, now annexed to this

waiiis'^ country, has about 5,000 or 6,000 inhabitants, of mixed Sa-
isianders. moan and Melanesian race. Christianised, intelligent, and

interesting. The Ellice islanders are of Samoan stock, and all Christians.

The Wallis Islands, now annexed by France, halfway between Samoa
and Fiji, have a prosperous population of over 4,000, mostly Roman
Catholics. Unea, the largest island, is only seven miles long.

The Hervey or Cook's islands, 700 miles south-east of Samoa, are again

an example of a group with a population of mixed origin, Melanesian and

Hervey Polynesian. In Mangaia, made so well known by the Rev.
islanders. "Wyatt Gill's charming narratives, the dark-brown type pre-

dominates, and the people have wavy or frizzly hair, prominent features,

and strong beards. Not fifty years since they were cannibals, now they

are very civilised, have stone houses, and dress in European style
;
but

sad to say, they are rapidly diminishing in numbers.

The Society Islands are the most important in Eastern Polynesia, and
are divided into two groups, of which one, north-western, includes four

The independent islands, Huahine, Raiatea, Tahaa, and Borabora
;

Tahitians. ^-^^ ^]^q other, south-eastern, includes Tahiti, far the largest

and most notable, with more than half the inhabitants of the group,

about 20,000. The charms of the latter island have been.often celebrated.

The people were the most beautiful of Polynesians ; but they have much
degenerated and are rapidly decreasing in numbers. The introduction

of European manners, dress, and habits has been by no means an un-

mixed benefit to them. The drink obtained from the orange is an in-

toxicant they indulge in to excess. At present, though a queen nomin-

ally exercises authority, the French have more than once imprisoned

her, and there is no doubt that the French really govern. The capital of

Tahiti, Papeete, now affords an amusing travesty of Paris, mixed with

a Chinese quarter
;
and its small population represents many nationalities.

A large farm, established by an English company and worked by Chinese

labourers, produces much cotton, coffee, and sugar. A large trade is done

at Papeete with the eastern islands; and cocoanuts, cotton, and oranges are

I
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the cliief exports. We need not say more of the inhabitants of the Austral

and Low or Pearl Archipelagoes than that they are typical Pol3aiesians,

expert pearl divers, and mostly now Christians.

The Marquesas, all volcanic, but less fertile than the Society Islands,

have produced perhaps the most handsome of all the Polynesians, of

The Mar- pleasing yellow complexion with fresh ruddy cheeks, of very
quesans. symmetrical and regular features, hair varying from black to

auburn, muscular and tall, and the men much tattooed. From the first

very hospitable to strangers, although cannibals, and much given to

war among themselves, they were open to new impressions ; and their

animated natures found congenial spirits in the French. They have
diminished rapidly since they made acquaintance with Europeans, and
now number only 5,000. In recent times the majority have yielded to

Roman Catholic missionaries. Penrhyn's Island, 700 miles west of the

Marquesas, has a small population of true Papuan or Melanesian tj^e.

The Sandwich Islands, about 2,000 miles north of the Society

Islands, are the most notable Polynesian group north of the Equator,

The Sand- having about 60,000 inhabitants. It is a sort of terrestrial

wich Islands, paradise, and the people are light-hearted and gay, ver}^ fond

of galloping about or swimming in the surf. The beautiful scenery and

the abundance of vegetable food are in strong contrast to the dreadful

volcanic eruptions which in past times have laid part of the islands waste.

The natives, called Kanakas, have become very civilised, and in fact

Americanised ; but too severe a change of habits has caused a rapid

decrease of population. Many thousands of Chinese, Polynesian, and
even Portuguese labourers have been imported. These islands have since

1811: had a constitutional monarchy, and since 1864 a parhament and a

responsible ministry. The capital, Honolulu, has 20,000 inhabitants.

The countless small islands north of the Equator are collectively

known as Micronesia. The Gilbert and the Marshall groups, east of the

. Carolines, have an industrious population, a large part of
Micronesia. .

' jr jr 7 o x-

whose food is obtained by fishing. The Gilbert Islands are

really crowded with people, who show a partial mixture of Polynesian

with darker races. In many respects their inhabitants are most interest-

ing. The Caroline Islands have 30,000 brown Polynesian inhabitants,

with long curling hair and tall robust frames. The Pelew Islanders are

darker and shorter, probably from Papuan and Malay admixture ; they

have many good points, and an aristocratic organisation, with much
etiquette. The Ladrones are now inhabited by immigrants from the

Philippines and Carolines, the Spaniards having exterminated the former

inhabitants. Ruins of much interest are found in some of these islands,

as well as in Pitcairn and Easter Islands, far to the east. The story of

the Pitcairn islanders is well known. Easter Island, now inhabited by
fair Polynesians, has colossal remains of stone houses, images, etc., show-

ing the work of an unknown race.



CHAPTEB V.

Discovery and settlement of New Zealand—Government—Process and enterprise—Maori wars—
Physical characters of Maoris—Origin—Dress—Tattooing—Hair-dressing—Dwellings—Mar-
riage—Burial—Cannibalism and war—Religion—Language—Lament over a chief.

NEW ZEALAND is anotlier group of large

islands occupied by a progressive British and

a dimiiiisliing native stock. Tasman discovered

but did not land in New Zealand, which
jjigcoverv

was first explored to any extent by and

Captain Cook in 1769. On his second

voyage he introduced among the natives several

European animals and plants, such as pigs, fowls,

potatoes, turnips, and cabbages. He took formal

possession of the islands for George III. ; but they

were for many years little visited, owing to the

hostility and the cannibalism of the natives.

In 181-1 Christian missionaries settled in New
Zealand, and in the course of thirty' years they
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converted nearly the whole population. In 1839 the first party of British

emigrants, under the auspices of the New Zealand Land Company, were
sent out, and founded Wellington on the northern shores of Cook's Strait.

In February, 1840, an assembly of native chiefs signed a treaty, ac-

knowledging the sovereignty of Queen Victoria and accepting the position

of British subjects, with certain guaranteed rights ; and on the whole a

spirit of fairness has characterised the subsequent treatment of the

natives, although many mistakes have, no doubt, been made. The pro-

gress of the colony by English and Scotch colonisation has been rapid

;

and many of the settlements were made in considerable groups from
special localities, or belonging to particular denominations, as the Scotch

Free Church in Otago, and the Church of England in Canterbury.

Between 1852 and 1876 the islands were

governed by six provincial councils, under

one colonial legislature. The provincial as-

semblies were abolished in 1876

;

Government. ^ ,

,

. i • i ,
•

and now there is a legislative

council, consisting of life members appointed

by the British governor, and a house of re-

presentatives elected by manhood suffrage,

and including at least four Maoris. The seat

of government is at "Wellington, a city with

30,000 inhabitants, the houses built entirely

of wood, owing to the prevalence of earth-

quakes. Auckland, the largest city, has

about 70,000 inhabitants. Dunedin and

Christchurch are the other principal cities.

Education is well provided for by schools

and universities. Religion is free and volun-

tary, the Church of England and the Pres-

byterians having the largest number of

adherents. The railroad system is well de-

veloped ; and a general spirit of enterprise animates the colonial ad-

Progress and ministration. Large grain crops, abundant wool, sheep
enterprise, supplying an increasing food supply to England, and all the

best products of temperate climates make New Zealand rich, even

without the gold which since 1860 has been largely produced, and the

other rich mineral deposits which are at present but imperfectly de-

veloped. Altogether, the New Zealanders have manifested many of the

best features of the British nation. Their early mistakes in dealing with

the Maoris Avere more the fault of the British Government than of the

colonists ; and the disastrous Maori wars of 1860-70, in which very many
were killed, were especially due to the policy of the Home Government in

dealing with waste lands. Much has since been done to pacify

MAORI WOMAN.

Maori wars.
them, especially by giving them seats in the colonial House of

I
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Representatives ; but it is said that, with their abandonment of heathen

practices, they have lost much of their old elasticity of spirit and hearty

enjoyment of life
; and their rapid diminution in numbers shows that com-

paratively few have really become adapted to European civilisation.

The Maoris are a distinct sub-division of the Polynesian race, being

the most advanced in mental capacity and force of character. Physically

they are above the middle height, some reaching six feet and „. .

In complexion they range from light to dark brown, charactersmore.
of Maoris.

with black hair, straight or curly. The mouth is large, and
the lips are well develoiDed, the eyes dark and vivacious, the teeth regular,

white, and lasting to old age. The expression is usually one of quiet

composure
;
and in the chiefs it is dignified and powerful. The women

are not so good-looking as the men, soon ageing.

The tradition of the Maoris is, that

they came about six hundred years ago
from an island called Hawaiki,

in the North Pacific. There is

an island called Savaii in the Samoan
Islands, and the resemblance to Hawaii
in the Sandwich Islands is evident ; and
we may safely conclude that the Maoris

emigrated from one of these two. There

is no reason why they should not have

been able to make so long a voyage ;
their

double canoes with outriggers are quite

capable of it, and the south-east trade

winds would help to bring them. They
also state that they found a darker people

on the islands when they arrived
; and as

Melanesian features are not infrequent

among them, this tradition also is to be

accepted as probable.

Maori dress was comparatively simple

;

both sexes wrapped round their loins a large mat woven of New Zealand

flax, reaching as low as the knees or ankles. A second large

waterproof mat was thrown round the shoulders and descended

to the knees. There were finer mantles for special days ;
but the favourite

national mode of decoration was tattooing, which was effected

with a bone lancet, or with a toothed instrument. The colouring

matter was obtained by charring the resin of the Kauri pine. A com-

plete tattooing took at least three months, and it might be added to at

intervals. Women and low-class people were but little, if at all, tattooed.

The men usually plucked out their beard. The hair was
gathered up on the head, tied, and fastened with a comb, and

decorated with black and white plumes. Young girls kept their hair

CIVILISED MAOKI WOMAN.

Dress.

Tattooing.

Hair dressing.
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Dwellings.

Marriage.

rather short ; that of married women hung loosely, decorated with shells,

sharks' teeth, etc. The ear-lobes were pierced and decked with a great

variety of objects,—stones, bones, feathers, flowers, etc.

New Zealand villages on the average presented little improvement
on the Polynesian type, the huts being low and little furnished. The

chiefs had much larger and loftier dwellings, with central

carved pillars. Many of the villages formed strongly fortified

" pahs " on steep hills, and capable of protecting one or two thousand

persons. Surrounded by triple dense pali-

sadings of strong stakes, and by a ditch,

they were very difficult to capture. The
arrangement of the interior, with maga-
zines, public stores, etc., was complex and

ingenious.

Marriage took place very early, girls

marr^dng at ten or eleven years old. There

was no purchase of wives, but

the consent of the parents had

to be obtained. Polygamy was common,
and led to evil results ;

infanticide was fre-

quent, and slavery prevailed, though of a

comparatively mild type; slaves were little

valued, and did not receive burial. Burial

was attended with many of the rites found

among the Polynesians. The body of a

chief was decked in his finest dress in a

carved tomb in the centre of

the village, and surrounded by
carved figures of ancestors. All the per-

sonal property of the deceased was placed

by his side or near the tomb. Finally,

some of his wives and slaves were killed

and eaten, that they might serve the dead

man in another land. After remaining

long enough for decay, the bones of the

chief were cleaned and collected ; and no

widow might re-marry till she had per-

formed this office.

Cannibalism was considerably practised when the Europeans first

landed ; and it was believed that thereby the prowess of the victim was

Cannibalism acquired by the eater. Intertribal war was chronic among
and war. them, for revenge of insults or capture of slaves. Their tactics

were a mixture of skirmishing, feints and ambuscades, surprises and

sieges.

Burial.

HAMINA TIMAKAKi, A TAUKANGA CHIEF.

The Maoris reverenced spirits of many kinds, including natural
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Religion.

JIAOKI WOMAN.

objects and forces, and ancestors, though

they had no real conception of a

Supreme Behig. Every mystery

was an «^a or etua^ or was inhabited by
one. For the most part they were supposed

to be hostile to men, and to require propiti-

ating by charms, spells, and offerings. The
priests were hereditary, and were always

consulted, and in every respect answered to

those of the Polynesians. The taboo was

in full force among them. There was no

special place of worship, the sacred grove

being the chiefs' burial place; still it was

in them that offerings were presented to

the gods.

The Maori language is represented by fourteen letters
;
and no two

consonants can come together, except at the end of a word. It resembles

the Tahitian and Hawaiian languages, and is very harmonious
^ ^

and pleasing, but wanting in words for abstract ideas. Many
Maoris are great orators, have good memories, and make skilful use of

their traditions, songs, proverbs, and fables. The older men had a fine

choice of natural images, an impassioned appeal, and much graceful action.

One feature showing the intellectual elevation the Maoris had attained

is, that they had given distinctive names to every plant, bird, and insect

of their country. They had named all the months (thirteen), the four

seasons, and the principal constellations and stars. They had invented

not a few games, such as kite-flying, cats' cradle, hide-and-seek, etc., and

practised numerous gymnastic feats.

The Maori chiefs had by no means full power over their people

;

according to the Rev. J. Buller, they " could not declare peace

or war, alienate territory, or do anything affecting the whole

people, without the sanction of the clan ;
and great as the chief might be,

he had no power of enforcing his will upon any
but his slaves, if they were inclined to resist

it." In the administration of justice, every one

gave his opinion in the general council ; and
its principle was, to secure the due revenge for

injuries. The people were singularly democratic

in their social relations, but yet had great pride

in birth. The eldest son succeeded to his fa-

ther's property, title, and rank. Divisions and
sub-divisions of property were strictly main-

tained. Not a foot of ground but had its

claimant, and disputes concerning boundaries

were frequently the cause of bloodshed. TATTOOED MAORI.
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The following specimen, quoted from the Rev. J. Buller, of a Maori

lament, for a chief wlio was overwhelmed with sixty of his people by an

avalanche of boiling mud, at Taupo, will fitly close our account of this

vanishing people.

" The morning breaks, it looks forth

By the side and through the peaks of Tauhara.

Perhaps my friend comes back to me.

Alas ! I swim alone.

He is gone, thou hast taken him !

Go then, thou great one : go, thou terrible !

Go, thou that wert like a Rata,

And gave shelter to many.

Who is the god that hath cast you.

In his anger, to the jaws of death?

Sleep on, my father, in that much-dreaded house.

The cord of Kaukau shall no more grace thy arm.

It was the delight of thy ancestor, of Ngohere
Which he left, a sign of chieftainship.

Turn this way thy great and noble frame,

Let me see it once again.

Like the blue waters is thy face,

Marked with a hundred lines.

Thy people now ai-e chieftainless,

And have no courage left.

They stand alone, they look dismaj-ed,

Like the stars of heaven forsaken :

—

Atutahi is gone, and Rehua, the man-eater

;

The great star that stood over the milky-way is gone.

And thou too, Tongariro. standest alone.

The prows of the arawa float in the water.

Women from the West shall weep,
Because thou art gone.

Come back from the West, come Ijack from the sea,

With thy tattooed body looking as beautiful as that of thy tupuna of

Rongomai.
The darkness of the Po has enshrouded thee,

Sou of Rangi ! but cease to sleep

—

Arise, stand forth ! take again thy mere,
And talk o'er thy deeds of valour,

How thou didst tread them down by hosts.

Thou wert a rock by ocean shore !

But thy death was sudden
;

By the side of Pepeke thou didst fall.

Thou wert laid in the earth.

But thy fame shall travel while the heavens remain.''

So touchingl}^ sang the Maori mourner ; and we may not inaptly

transfer much of his lament to his vanishing people, and read it as a

mournful comment on the death which has so often overtaken the races

which have come in contact with stronger or higher types of mankind.

XV. 3 o



OCEANIA.
(The numbers on the Mxp indicate the habitat of the various Plants and of the Peoples.)

CHAPTEE YI.

JBistnbution of (J^aanic Jxares.

THE accompanying map indicates tlie broad features of the distri-

bution of Oceanic races, as well as that of the plants figured in

Chapter VIII.

The italic letters refer to special peoples, as follows :— «, Caroline

Islanders ; 6, Samoans ; c, Pelew Islanders ;
c/. Sandwich Islanders ; e,

Tahitians; /", Australians; ^, Papuans; A, New Caledonians; i, Fijians;

A;, Maoris; Z, North Australians; r», Tasmanians,

The roman numerals refer to plants.

The following tables give the approximate number of the various

races of Oceania.

CAUCASIANS.
ARYANS.

British :—Australia, IsTew Zealand, etc. .... .3,000,000

Spanish :—Philippines, etc. . .
10,000

Dutch :—Java, etc 30,000

Germans :—New Guinea, etc. ...".. 10,000

French :—New Caledonia, Tahiti, etc 10,000

930

3,060,000
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AUSTRALOIDS.
Brought forivard 3,060,000

Australians :—Dark bro\yn complexion, broad nose, high cheok-ljones,

large teeth, abundant non-frizzly hair, thin
calves 35,000

MONGOLOIDS.
Chinese :—Australia, Malay Islands, Philippines, etc. .

Malays :—The darkest Mongoloids
Java
Philippines .

Sumatra
Borneo .

Other Islands

Polynesians:—Light or olive-bi-owu people, with brown or

black hair, not frizzly.

PaciBc
Maories (New Zealand)

NEGROIDS.
Negritos :

— Short, dark aborigines, with frizzly hair.

Aetas—Philippines . . . . ,

Andamanese

600,000

Papuans, OR Melanesians :—With black frizzly hair, pro-

jecting lower jaws, thick lips,

sooty brown skin.

New Guinea ......
New Britain, New Caledonia, etc.

Fiji

20,000,000

6,000,000

4,000,000

2,000,000

3,000.000

500,000
45.000

25,000

10,000

2,500,000
450,000
125,000

35,000,000

545,000

35,000

3,075,000

Total 42,350,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED POPULATION OF THE GLOBE.

AusTRALOiDS (including Dravidians and Kolarians)

Negroids (including Papuans) ......
Mongoloids (including Malays, Chinese, Japanese, Turks, Poly

nesians, etc. .....
Caucasians (including Aryans, 426,000,000, Hindus and Afghans

194,000,000, Semites, 51-,000,000, Hamites,
21,000,000)

about 57,000,000

141,000,000

560,000,000

715,000,000

Total 1,473,000,000



CHAPTEE VII.

THE Australasian province is remarkable in many ways for its

animals, especially its mammals, whicli, except those introduced

by man, are almost confined to two orders, only one of which is repre-

sented elsewhere—on the American continent. Before reviewing them,

however, we must mention a few of the creatures found in New Guinea.

The Birds of Paradise (1), of which the largest is figured, are almost

peculiar to New Guinea and the Moluccas, are extraordinarily developed

( to —

120 HO ISO 'ISO

AUSTRALASIA.
(The figures on the Map indicate some of the regions inhabited by the various animals.)

relatives of the crows, with gorgeous plumage on head, breast, side, or

tail. The Goliath Aratoo (2) is a most powerful Parrot, living in the

tops of the tallest trees. The Pygmy Cockatoo (4) is the smallest of its

kind, not larger than a sparrow. The Crowned Pigeon (3) is remarkable

for its fine crest of feathers and its loud voice. It loves the ground, and

lives on fruits. The island is notable for its brilliantly-coloured birds.

The Tree Kangaroo (5) of New Guinea brings us to the great order

of Marsupial or pouched animals, which contains representatives of

several of the other great groups of mammals. It is a medium-sized

I
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animal, with fur not unlike that of a bear, and with much shorter hind

legs than other Kangaroos. Its long tail is useful in steadying it in

2. GOLIATH
ARATOO.

1. BIED OF
PARADISE.

3. CROWNED
PIGEON. KANGAROO.

climbing. The Great Kangaroo of Australia, a vegetable feeder (25), has

been an object of interest ever since Captain Cook's first description.

6. EMU. 7. DINGO.

Its small fore limbs, and long hind legs, on which, together with its huge
tail, it sits, while its head is raised high in the air, are not more strange
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than its rapid and long hops, and the pouch of the female into which the
young are conveyed in a very immature state. Among the many other

i^^S'

10. DRAGON.

11. AUSTRALIAN SNAKE.

species we figure the Rock Kangaroo (24), which bites its assailants, even

the Dingo (7), or Australian dog, the one animal of the higher groups of

mammals found in Australia when the Europeans landed there. The
Dingo hunts in packs, and is very like a wolf—treacherous, revengeful,

and cunning. The Kangaroo-rats, which include the Opossum-rat of

New South "Wales (37), have a somewhat rat-like body and head, and
some prehensile power in the tail ; but their size approaches that of a

rabbit or hare.

The Wombat (29) represents a very diiferent family of Marsupials

;

it has been compared to the Badger, having a low, thick body, strong

12. L-iKE ElED. 13. CEESTED PIGEON. 14. THICKHEAD. 15 BRUSH TURKEY.

limbs, and a very short tail. It is a burrowing and gnawing animal,

feeding on vegetables. The Koala (32) reminds one very forcibly of a
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small bear
; it climbs the tallest trees, feeding on tlieir young shoots

;

but is slow-moving and easily caught by climbing. The Vulpine Pha-
Ianger (20) is a nocturnal creature, inhabiting the large gum-trees, eating
vegetable food, and
using the tail to

hold on by. The
Squirrel-like Fly-

ing Phalanger (31)

belongs to the
same familjT-, hav-

ing an extension of

skin between the

fore and hind legs

which supports the

body in the air

when descending from a great height. It is a nocturnal animal. The
Opossum Mouse (19) is a strange little honey-sucking creature, with a

16. DASYURE. 17. MYEMECOBIUS.

18. YELLOW-FOOTED
POUCHED MOUSE.

19. OPOSSUM
MOUSE.

20. VULPINE
PHALANGER.

21. TOOTH-BILLED PIGEOX.

similar flying membrane. The Bandicoot (22) is sometimes termed the

Australian rabbit ; but its food is very different, consisting of insects.

The carnivorous Marsupials are very completely equipped for their

destructive work, but vary much in number of teeth and other par-

ticulars. They
vary in size, from

a small wolf to a

mouse. The Ur-

sine Dasyure, or

Tasmania!! Devil

(38), is a great de-

vourer of poultry

in Tasmania. It

powerful sharp cusps ; it is nocturnal, and very fierce. The Viverrine

22. BANDICOOT. 23. AUSTRALIAN HEDGEHOG.

has powerful canines, and the molar teeth have
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Dasyure (16) is of the size of a small cat, and is found in New South
Wales as well as Tasmania. The Thylacine, or Tasmanian Wolf (36), has

.^>/\^y

24. ROCK KANGAROO 2.5. GREAT KANGAROO.

many features of resemblance to a Dog, and will attack sheep at night.

It lives near the highest mountains of Tasmania. The Banded Myrme-
cobius (17) of Southern and Western Australia is an ant-eater, with

broad bands of white crossing its body, and no fewer than fifty-two teeth.

The Pouched Mouse, or Antechinus (18), is another insectivorous form.

mMM

26. DUCKBILL. 27. BLACK SWAN. 28. LAUGHING JACKAfS.

fU
!ii!iJ

.,a/C-^. .r^
:X-\, 3/oj^

^i-^f,;^.;,.^-^^^- /
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reptile-like characters, including that of laying eggs. The Echidna,

which is insectivorous, has powerful forelimbs and claws, which enable it

to dig quickly in
""^

mud and sand.

It has no teeth,

but horny spikes

both on tongue

and roof of mouth,

directed back-
wards, and catch-

es its prey by its

long, shining,
flexible tongue.

The Duck-bill,
also called AVater

Mole, is toothless,

its jaws being co-

vered with horny

plates, and lives in the water and in burrows by river-banks, gaining much
of its food out of soft mud. Its webbed feet enable it to swim readily.

The Birds of Australasia are no less

peculiar than its mammals. The Emu (6)

is distinguished

from the Casso-

wary by its fea-

30. PODAKGUS. HI. FLYIXG PHALANGEIl. 32. KOALA.

33. SEA-LIONS. ;)1. ALliATKOSS. 35. CRESTED PENGUIN.

thered head and neck, and by having stout, curved nails on its toes.
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The Apteryx, or Kiwi, of New Zealand (45) is a very small relative of the

Ostrich, being only two feet high, and having a long bill which it plunges

36. TASMANIAN WOLF. 37. OPOSSUM RAT. 38. TASMANIAN DEVIL.

into the ground to get worms. Being unable to fly, it can run rapidly.

In the Samoan Islands there still may be found a Tooth-billed Pigeon (21),

a somewhat near relative of the great extinct Dodo of Mauritius. New
Zealand has yet another strange bird, perhaps still surviving, in the

Great Rail (42), so well adapted for wading, but very Uttle for flying.

The Brush Turkeys (15)

of Australia and New
Guinea have wattled

skin on the head and
neck, and large feet,

with which they scratch

together heaps of rub-

bish in which to deposit

their eggs. Among
other birds we must
merely mention various

Parrots (39, 40), Cocka-

toos (8, 9), and Pigeons

(13), and the Honey-
eating Tuee, or Poll, of

New Zealand (41). The
Black Swan (27) and

the Laughing Jackass,

or Australian Kingfisher (28), speak for themselves. The Wrybeak (43), a

relative of the Plover ; the Thickhead (14), a kind of Shrike ; the Podargus

39. LONG-BILLED PAEEOT. 40. OWL PAEEOT. 41. TUEE, OR POLL.
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(30), a large kind of Niglit-jar, feeding on insects at night ; and the Lyre-

bird (12), with its extraordinarily developed tail-feathers, must conclude

our notices of Aus- ^''^''~

"gi'li/
tralian birds. The
Crested Penguin

(35) is an Austra-

lian variety, but is

practically a sea

bird, as is also the

greatAlbatross(34),

a gigantic form of

Petrel, ranging
over Oceania.
While referring to

marine creatures,

we may mention

the great Sperm
Whale (46), with

its huge head, large

toothed lower jaw,

and great receptacle of spermaceti above the skull ; and the fine Sea

Lion (33) of the Southern Ocean, distinguished from ordinary Seals by
having small external ears.

Moloch (10) is a very ugly Australian Lizard. The large Hatteria

Lizard (44) of New Zealand is an extraordinary form in many respects,

showing many resemblances to Lizards which lived in Europe far back

in geological time. The Death Adder (11) is one of several deadly

Australian snakes.

45. APTERTX, OR KIWI. 44. HATTERIA LIZARD. 42. RAIL. 43. WKYBEAK.

Si'ERM \YUALE.
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l^iistralasiian nntr poI[)negiau ^Slants.

WE here include what constitute several markedly peculiar regions,

the Australian proper, the Polynesian, and the New Zealand. The
Australian flora by itself includes three divisions, having a tropical region

in the north, approaching the types of the Indian and Papuan regions, a

desert region in the inland parts, and a southern, which resembles the

Mediterranean. In some respects the plants of AVestern Australia re-

semble those of the Cape of

Good Hope.

The most striking trees

of Australia are the Gum-
trees or Eucalypti (12), (see

Map, p. 930) belonging to the

Myrtle order. Many of them
rise to a height over 260 feet,

some over 420 feet, and one

has even been measured to a

height of 480 feet. They rise

from 100 to 150 feet clear ot

branches. Their name, Gum-
tree, is due to the gummy
sap they contain. One kind

when tapped exudes a sweet

substance known as Austra-

lian manna. They are of

very rapid growth, and have

been introduced into many
parts of Europe, both on

hills and in marshy swamps.

Some of the smaller species

form a dense scrub like bushy osiers, growing as close as reeds. The
Banksias (9) belong to the same Proteaceous order wliich is highly de-

veloped at the Cape of Good Hope. They have beautiful evergreen

foliage and brilliantly coloured heads of flowers. Their wood is largely'

used for firewood. Some of the most remarkable fir-trees inhabit the

Australian regions. The Moreton-bay Pine (Bunya-bunya-tree) (6), and
the Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria) are of the same genus as the great

Andes Pine. The Kauri of tke Northern Island of New Zealand (16) is

also a fir, growing to a great height. Its thick straight stem furnishes

a very valuable wood for ship-building
;
and it also yields a resinous gum

much valued in commerce, known as Dammar.
9iO

2. BREAD-FBUIT. 3. NARDU. 1. COCOANUT PALM. 4. TARO.
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The Palm order furnishes numerous striking and valuable trees to

this flora. The Australian Palm (11) Js of notable height. The Aus-

5. GRASS-TREE. 6. BUNYA-BUNVA-TREE.

tralian Oaks or Casuarinas (10),—also called Beefwood trees, from the red

colour of the timber,—are remarkable for having green-coloured pendulous

jointed branches with abortive leaves. Many species are large trees with

very solid and hard wood.

The Australian Acacias (13), of which there are 300 species, include

some of the most characteristic Bush plants. They yield gum catechu

and other useful substances ; and several, especially the black (rt), yield

excellent wood. Several are thornj^ and form almost impenetrable scrub.

The Porcupine Grass of the sandy plains forms a still more trying scrub.

7. BOTTLE- TUBE. "^^ XKEE-FERN.

The so-called Grass-tree (5) is a liliaceous plant, yielding a yellow

pungent gum. Its leaves furnish good fodder for cattle. The Bottle-
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tree (7) belongs to an order allied to the Mallows and Silk Cotton trees.

It is peculiar in that its stem swells out in the middle into a flask-hke

shape.

The Tree-ferns ot Australia and New Zealand (8) attain a height

9. BANKSIA (fruit 10. AUSTEALUN OAK.

of from fifteen to twenty feet, having a palm-like trunk, surmounted b}'

a crown of fronds. The Edible Fern (15) has a farinaceous substance in

its root-stock. The Taro (4) of Eastern Australia and

Polynesia, is an Arum with a thick root-stock, which
is eaten roasted or boiled. Among the strange articles

included in the native Australian's dietary, are the

spores of the little marshy Nardu plant (3). The Aus-

tralian flora includes more genera and species peculiar

to itself than any other tract of similar extent in the

world ; and these belong chiefly to the temperate

rather than the tropical parts. The Gum-trees, the

Casuarinas, the Banksias, the Grass-trees, would alone

prove this ; and thej^ have many peculiarities or special

structures, as the pitchers of the Pitcher-plant, the

vertical leaves of the Gum-trees, the dilated leaf-stalks

of many Acacias. Everything tends to show that the

Australian continent has been long isolated from the

rest of the world.

Among New Zealand plants, besides the Kauri
Fir, must be mentioned the New Zealand Flax (14),

belonging to the liliaceous order, the long leaves of

which yield a fibre strong enough to be worked into

ropes. The mats that formerly constituted the chief clothing of the

Maories were made of this fibre. Altogether, the flora of New Zealand is

very peculiar, though not rich
;
two-thirds of its species are not found

elsewhere ; but many species are common to New Zealand and Austraha,

11. AUSTRALIAN PALM.
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Yet there are no Acacias or Eucalypti. Perliaps the Tree and other Ferns

are the most characteristic New Zealand plants.

13. ACACIAS
Via. LEAVES, BLOSSOM, AND FRUIT

OF THE EUCAL1PTU3.

The Cocoanut Palm (1) and the Bread-frnit tree (2), are almost

universally met with throughout Polynesia. The former has been largely

spread by the sea, w^hich casts the fruit upon low

coral islands as soon as they emerge above the sur-

face. No plant grows more readily, or is more

useful. The wood supplies material for house-

building, for drums, and for carved work. The
leaves are used in thatching, for making shades,

fences, the ceiling of rooms, and baskets. The leaf-

lets are sometimes employed to write upon with a

metal style. Brooms, brushes, and the teeth of

combs are made from the woody fibres of the leaf.

The valuable food furnished by the albumen and milk

of the nut, the excellent vessels made from the

shell, and the rope and cloth manufactured from the

external fibre, by no means exhaust the uses of this

valuable tree. The Bread-fruit tree (the species with

incised leaves) in many islands affords the chief

food of the people, especially the seedless variety.

It produces fruit through about eight months of the

year ; and two or three trees will supply a man with

a year's food. The fruit is roasted till the outside

is charred, and the interior then resembles some-

thing between bread and roasted chestnuts. The

inner bark, the leaves, the juice, and the wood, all

furnish their quota to the comfort of the Tahitians.

The Orange is also very abundant in Tahiti ; and its

juice is fermented, making a pernicious intoxicant,

largely drunk by the natives.

The Plantain too abounds, and Screw Palms or
12. GUM-TREES, OR

EUCALYPTI.
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Paiidangs (17) are largely present, sometimes affording tlie principal

food. Besides tliese, the Areca Palm, Betel, Pepper, Bamboo, Spice-

trees, Sugar Cane, and Sweet
Potatoes are either indige-

nous or introduced.

In the Sandwich Is-

lands, with, its lofty volca-

noes, are found a number
of Alpine plants allied to

those of Europe and North
America. New Guinea and

the Fiji islands have a tro-

pical flora allied to that of

Malaysia (p. 526) ; but on

the southern side of these

islands acacias, eucalypti,

and other Australian plants

are found.

Here we take leave of

Si our readers, earnestly hop-

ing that this book maybe
14. ^fEW ZEALAND FLAX. \'0. EDIBLE FERN. lb. KAURI FIK. "=>

f> i • i •

a means of enlarging their

sympathies with their fellow-creatures, as well as increasing their know-

ledge of The World's Inhabitants. We have seen how in all climates

man has developed powers of destruction which have

surpassed those of the competing animals. He has

learnt almost everywhere to cultivate plants for food

;

and in many countries he has domesticated several

species of animals. Cookery was an early acquire-

ment. From the first cave-shelter to the palace, is a

long stride, but man has achieved it; and now rail-

ways, telegraphs, telephones,

and phonographs bear wit-

ness to his invention. But
almost as universally as he

has sought his daily food,

man has paid homage to the

unseen powers, and in his

various conceptions of the

Invisible, and his endeavours

to conform to the order of

Nature, has reached the
CLIMBING PANDANG. 17a. LEAVES AND FRUIT OF THE

PANDANG.

highest development of his being. /v

J
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Inasmuch as the main topics of anthropology, physical characters, houses, dress, etc., are

referred to in connection %cith the vast majority of peo2:)les and tribes, these general headings

are not included in the Index. The chief subjects will be readily found by consulting the chapter-

headings and side-notes, and the itames of each people in the Index.

A.

Ababdeh (Nubia), 566.

Abkhasiaus, 463.

Abo tribes, 628, 629.

Abyssinians, 561-564, 567-574.

Acadians (Canada), 708, 710.

Accadians (Babylonia), 486, 490.

Admiralty islanders, 906.

Aetas, 896.

Afer, 577.

Afghans, 448-454.

African animals, 16, 687-697.

plants, 18, 698-706.

Africans, Northern, 528-560.

Central, 580-614.

Southern, 636-674.

Western, 615-635.

Agau (Abyssinia), 567.

Ainos (Japan), 399-403, 508.

Akka, 587.

Alaskans, 734-736.

Albanians, 200,203.

Aleuts, 736.

Algerians, 546.

Ama-Khosa, 646-652.

Amazon Indians, 824-826.

Amazons of Dahomey, 624-626.

American animals, 18, 833-849.

Indians, 714-725, 751-762,
809-832.

plants, 18, 850-858.

Americans, 707-832.

Canadian, 707-725.

Central, 769-774.

South, 785-832.
United States, 738-762.

Anatolians, 476-481.

Andamauese, 285-288.

Anglo-Saxons, 29-31.

Angolese, 670-673.

Animals, African, 16, 687-697,

American, 18, 833-849.

Asiatic, 16, 509-517.
Australasian, 18, 932-939.
European, 16, 225-236.

Annamese, 348-350.

Autaukaraua, 679, 680.

Antigua, 782.

Antilles, Lesser, 781-784.

XV.

Antiquity of man, 4, 19-24,

57-'58, 245, 545, 755.

Apollonians, 618.

Arabs, 473, 492, 496, 498-505,

543, 545, 546, 548, 557,

558, 566, 567, 607, 610.

Aramffians, 491.

Aramaic languages, 495.

Araucanians, 827.

Arawaks, 816.

Argentines, 797-799.
Armenians, 447, 476, 477, 481-

484.

Aru islanders, 906.

Arvan languages, 8.

Aryans, 4, 155, 223, 454, 507.

in America, 831, 832.

in Asia, 245-254.

in Britain, 24.

in Europe, 57-216.

in India, 245-248, 250.

Ashantis, 618, 620-623.

Ashira, 634.

Asiatic animals, 16, 509-517.

plants, 18, 518-527.

Turks, 472-478.
Assamese, 324-330.
Assyrians, 488-491.

Austral islands, 922.

Australasian animals, 18, 932-

939.

plants, 18, 940-944.

Australian aborigines, 867-878.

exploration, 860-862.

Australians, 859-878.
Australoid peoples, 12, 508, 931.

Austriaus, 170-175.

Aymaks, 454.

Aymaras, 821-825.

Aztecs, 764-765.

B.

Babylonians, 487-491.

Badagas, 266.

Baggara, 603.

Baghirmese, 608-610.

Bahamas, 780.

Bakalais, 632.

Bakuiri, 630.
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Bakundu, 631.

Balinese, 888-889.
Baluchis, 457.

Banca, 888.

Bantu peoples, 581, 630-635,
614-674.

Ban, 681.

Barabra, or Berberins, 504.

Barbados, 783, 784.

Bari, 598.

Base (Abyssinia), 567.

Basques, 82, 83.

Basutos, 647, 653.

Batchiam, 894.

Battaks, 888.

Bechuanas, 653-655.
Bedouins, 496, 500-503.
Bejas, 566.

BelgcTj, 58, 128.

Belgians, 126-131.

Berbers, 545, 549-553.
Betsileo, 682.

Bhils (ludia), 277-279.

Bhots (Cashmere), 322.

Bhutanese, 324.

Billiton, 888.

Bisayans, 896.

Bishari, 566.

Blumenbach's olaasification of

races, 12.

Bogos (Abyssinia), 568.

Bolivar, Simon, 786,

Bolivians, 792.

Bongo, 594-597.

Boobies of Fernando Po, 630.

Borneo, Inhabitants of, 8S9-
893.

Bornuese, 606, 607.

Bosnians, 185.

Botocudos, 826.

Bouru, 894, 902.

Brahmaus, 247, 248, 290-296.

Brahuis, 456.

Brazilians, 802-807.

Bretons, 63-66.

British North Borneo, 891.

Britons, Ancient, 19-2S.

,, Modern, 38-56.

Bronze age, 25, 26, 58, 14S.

Brunei (Borneo), 889-893.

3 P
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Buddha, 248.

Buddhism, 248, 249, 307, 336-

338, 372, 397, 408.

Bugis (Celebes), 893.

Bulgarians, 189.

Bunda tribes, 670.

Buriats (Siberia), 414.

Burmese, 330-336.
Bushmen, 642-644.
Byzantine empire, 198, 190.

C.

Californian Indians, 759.
Cambodians, 350, 351.

Cameroons, The, 630.

Canadian Indians, 714-725.
Canadians, 707-725.
Canarese (India), 273.

Canary islanders, 553.
Canelos, 818.

Cape Verd Islanders, 616.

Caribs, 773, 775, 809-816.
Caroline islanders, 922.

Carthaginians, 78, 547, 548.

Castes in India, 299-303.
Caucasians, 12, 223, 458-471,

507, 686.

Cave-dwellers, British, 20-22.
French. 57.

Swiss, 132.

Cayenne, 808.

Celts, Belgian, 127.

British, 25, 26, 29, 36, 37,

47 50—55
French, 58, 59, 63-66, 76.

in Italy, 92.

in Spain, 77.

Swiss, 133.

Central Africans, 605-614.

Americans, 769-774.
Ceram, 894, 902.

Changallas (Abyssinia) 569.

Charruas. 826.

Cheta (Hittites), 491.

Chibchas, 817.

Chilians, 792-795.
Chimus, 821.

Chinese, 352-382.
in Australia, 864, 865.

in California, 746-747.
in Malaysia, 881, 893.

in the Philippines, 895.
in Timor, 903.

Chinooks, 756.

Chippewyans, 719.
Chumbir'i, 662-664.
Circassians, 211, 460-463, 507.
Cochin-Chinese, 348-350.
Colombians, 787.

Columbian Indians, 757-759.
Confucianism, 372, 397.
Confucius, 354.
Congoese, 668, 670, 673.
Cook, or Hervey Island % ji^O.

Coorgs (India), 27:^
Copts, 539
Coreans, 382, 383.

Cornishmen, 47.

Corsicans, 100, 102.

Cossacks, 164, 166.

Costa Rica, 770, 771.

Cretans, 207.

Croats, 182-184.

Crusades, 62, 474.

Cubans, 775-779.
Cycladeans, 204-207.

Cymry, 36.

Cypriotes, 497.

Czechs, 182. •

D.

Dahomans, 623-627.

Damaras, 656-658.

Danakil. 577.

Danes, 32, 148-151.

in Greenland, 727, 728.

West Indies, 781.

Demerara, 80S.

Dinka, 599-601.

Distribution of African races,

684, 685.

American races, 830-832.

Asiatic races, 506, 508.

European races, 222-224.

Oceanic races, 930, 931.

Diversity of language, 2.

Dogolowis, 603.

Dog-ribs, 720.

Dominica, 782.

Dravidian peoples of India,

263-273.
Druses, 497.

Dualla, 631.

Duranis, 451.

Dutch, 120-125.
in Ceylon, 281.

in Guiana. 808.

in India, 257.

in Japan, 387.

in Malaysia, 881-894.

in New Guinea, 898.

in South Africa, 636, 637.

in Timor, 902.

in West Indies, 781.

Dyaks, 889-893.

E.

Easter islanders, 922.
Eastern South Americans, 797-

808.

Ecuador, 788.

Egbas, 627.

Egyptians, 528-543.
Eliice Island. 920.

English, 30, 31, 38-48.

in Abyssinia, 564.

in America, 708-714, 740.

ia Australia, 859-866.
in Bitrmah, 330.
in Ceylon, 281.

in China 356-358.
in Egypt, 531.

in Fiji, 908, 911.

English in India, 257-262.
in Malaysia, 881, 890, 891.
in New Zealand, 923, 924.
in Oceania, 918, 919.

in South Africa, 637-641,
668.

in South America, 799, 800,
808.

in Western Africa, 617,668.
in West Indies, 779-782,

783, 784.

Eskimo, 726-737.
Ethiopians, 560-574.
Etruscans, 90.

Eurasians, 314.

European animals, 16, 225-236.
plants, 16, 237-243.

Europeans, 19-221.

in Central America, 766,

767.

in Egypt, 543.

in India, 249, 250, 255-262.
in Japan, 387, 388,

in North America, 707-714,
726-728, 738-751.

in South America, 786-808.

in West Indies, 775-784.

P.

Falkland islanders, 829.

Fans, 632-634.

Fantis, 618-620.

Fellaheen, 536, 538.

Fellatahs, 610-614.

Fernando Po, Inhabitants of,

530.

Fijians, 908-911.

Finns, 138, 166-169, 224.

Flemings, 126.

Flint implements, 20, 22.

Formosans, 378-382.

Fors (Darfur), 602.

Franks, 60-62, 92, 120, 121.

French, The, 57-76.

in Algiers, 546, 547.

in America, 708, 710, 711.

in India, 258, 259.

in Melanesia. 908.

in Oceania, 918, 920.

in Senegambia, 615, 616.

in Tonkin, 348, 350.

in Tunis, 548.

in West Africa, 615, 616,

667.

in West Indies, 781-783.

Friendly islanders, 919.

Frisians, 120, 124.

Fuegians, 829.

Fulahs or Fulbs, 608, 610-614,

627.

Funj, 603,604.
Furs (Darfur), 601, 602.

G.

Gaboonese, 632.

Gaels, 36.
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Gaikas, 652.

Galchas, 455.

Galeikas, 652.

Gallas, 502, 575, 576.

Garrows (Assam), 326.

Gauls, 58.

Geographical distribution of

animals and plants, 14,

16, 18.

Georgians, 211, 465, 466.

Germans, 29, 59-61, 104-119.

Austrian, 174, 175, 182.

in Africa, 630, 667.

in America, 746, 796, 805.

in New Guinea, etc., 898,

907.

in Polynesia, 918, 919.

Gez, The, 826.

Ghilzais, 451.

Ghoorkhas, 260, 822.

Gilbert islanders, 922.

Giliaks, 422, 423.

Gilolo, 894.

Gipsies, 212-216.

Gonds (India), 264.

Goths, 59, 78, 92, 148.

Gran Chaco Indians, 82(1.

Greeks, 78, 195-207, 497.

in Asia, 473. 479-481.

in Egypt, 543.

Guanches (Canary Islands), 553.

Guaranis, 826.

Guatemala, 770, 772.

Guebres (Persia), 447.

Guiana, 808.

Gurungs, 322.

H.

Haidahs, 722.

Hair, Colour and kind of, 8.

Hamites, 498, 567, 578, 611,

686.

Harari, 579, 580.

Haussas, 614.

Hawaii, 922.

Haytians, 779.

Hazaras, 454.

Helvetii, 133.

Hervey islanders, 920.

Himyaritic peoples, 498.

Hindki, 454.

Hinduism, 304-306, 881.

Hindus, 245-254, 289-320, 507,

664.

in Burmah, 3.30.

in Malaysia, 881, 888, 889.

in Timor, 903.

in Trinidad, 784.

Hittites, 491.

Honduras, 770.

Hottentots, 686, 638-642.
Hovas, 670-678, 681, 683.

Human species. Unity of, 4.

Antiquity of, 4.

Hungarians, 175-181.
Huxley's, Prof., classification

of races, 12.

I.

Iberians, 36, 51, 54, 60, 76,

224.

Icelanders, 151-153.

Iliats (Persia), 440, 447.

Ilocanos, 896.

Imeritians (Georgia), 467.

Incas, 820-823.

Indian history, 244-202.

languages, 314, 815.

Indians, see Hindus, etc.

Indians, American, 714-725,

751-762.
Central American, 772-774.

Mexican, 762, 764-760,

709, 770.

South American, 808.

West, 775-784.

Iranians, 229, 486, 454, 507,

Irish, Early, 25.

Modern, 52-55.

Iron age in Britain, 27.

Israelites, 492-494.

ItaUans, 89 104, 134.

J.

Jains (India!, 307.

Jamaica, 779. 780.

Japanese, 384-399.

Jats, 250.

Javanese, 881-886.

Jews in Africa, 559, 562, 568,

in Asia, 447, 494-495.

in Ethiopia, 568.

in Europe, 216-221.

Jivaros, 817.

.JoloS's, 616.

Juan Fernandez, 796.

Juaugs (India), 279.

K.

Kababish, 603.

Kabardians (Caucasians), 463.

Kabyles, 546, 549, 552.

Kaffirs, 649-655.
Kafirs (Kafiristan), 455,456.
Kalmucks, 407.

Kamchadales, 421.

Kaudhs (India), 266-270.
Kandians, 283.

Kanuri, 607.

Karens (Burmah), 332-386.
Kashgarians, 409.

Ke islanders, 906.

Khalkas (Mongols), 407.

Khartoumers, 004.

Khasias (Assam), 324-326.

Khevsurians (Georgia), 407.

Khonds (India), 266-270.

Kirghiz, 426-430.
Kizil-bashis, 454.

Kodagas, 273.

Kol tribes, 279.

Kolavians (India), 274-279.
Koniagas, 736.

Kordofanese, 602.

Koriaks, 421.

Kotas, 266.

Krumen, 618.

Kukis (Assam), 327.

Kurds, 447, 484-486.

Kurumbas, 266.

Kutchins, 722.

Labuan, 891.

Ladins, 189.

Ladrone Islands, 922.

Languages, 2.

American Indian, 717.

Aramaic, 495.

Aryan, 8.

Australian, 878,

Bantu, 644.

Basque, 83.

Celtic, 36.

Chinese, 374.

Families of, 8.

Indian, 314, 315.

Japanese, 398.

Latin, 90, 91.

Magyar, 178, 179.

Malay, 884.

Malayo-Polynesian, 10.

Mongolian, "408.

Papuan, 902.

Persian, 446.

Sanscrit, 10, 314.

Semitic, 10, 495.

Spanish, 88.

Turanian, 10.

Laos (Siam), 341, 344, 345.

Lapps. 138. 166-169.
Latookas. 576, 577.

Leeward Islands, 781-783.
Lepchas (Sikkim), 323.

Lesghians (Caucasus), 465.

Levant Greeks, 202, 543.

Levantines. 481.

Liberians, 617, 618.

Lithuanians, 110, 158, 159.

Lombok, 889.

Loo-choo islanders, 403.

liouisiade Archipelago, 906.

Low Archipelago, 922.

Luris (Persia), 447.

Lydians, 478.

M.

Mabas, 610.

Macassars, 893.

Madurese, 882.

Magyars, 175-181.

Mahometauism, 251, 808-811,
499-511, 536.

Mahori (Polvnesians), 912.

Mahrattas, 254, 259, 260.

Makoas, 659.

:\Ialagasv, 625-084.
Malavalim. 273.

MalaVs, 351, 880-896.
Male (India), 271.
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Maltese, 104.

Manchus, 355.

Mandingoes, 616.

Manganjas, 659.

Mauyema, 661.

Maoris, 925-929.
Marghi, 607.

Maronites, 497.

Marquesans, 922.

Marshall Islands, 922.

Martinique, 782.

Masai, 666, 667.

Matabele, 647, 649.

Mauritius, people of, 684.

Medians, 457, 438.

Mediterranean animals, 16.

plants, 16.

Melauesians, 897-911.
Mexican Indians, 763, 769, 770.

Mexicans, 763-769.
Micronesia, 922.

Mingrelians (Georgia), 467.

Mogul empire, 251, 252-254.
Moluccas, 894.

Monbuttu, 588-590.
Mongol Tartars, 156.

Mongolians, 404-409, 489, 450,

475, 476.

Mongoloid peoples, 14, 138, 155,

175, 191, 208, 224, 250,

251, 322-435, 454, 486,

508, 686, 831, 832.

Montenegrins, 189.

Moors, 80, 545, 558.

Mosquito Indians, 773, 774.
Mpongwe, 632.

Mundurucus, 825.

N.

Nagas (Assam), 328, 829.
Nairs (India), 265.

Na]30 Indians, 817.

Negritos, 351.

Negroes, 555.

Negroid peoples, 14, 686, 831,
832.

Nepalese, 822, 323.

Nestorians, 447, 486.

Netherlanders, 120-125.
New Britain, 906, 907.
New Caledonia, 908.

Newfoundlanders, 725.
New Guinea, 897-902.
New Hebrides, 908.

New Ireland, 906, 907.
New Zealanders, 923-929.
Niam-niam, 590-594.
Nicaragua, 770.
Nicobarese, 288.

Nootka tribes, 723-725.
Normans, 32-35.
Northmen, 32, 37, 52, 61, 121,

139.

Norwegians, 140-144.
Nubas, 603.
Nubians, 564-567.
Numidians, 546.
Nupe, 614.

0.

Obongo, 635.

Oceania, 859-944.
Oil Kiver tribes, 618.
Oraon tribes (India), 271.
Ossetians (Caucasus), 468.
Ostiaks (Liberia), 417, 418.
Ottoman Turks, see Turks,

Ottoman.
Ovampos, 658.

P.

Pampas Indians, 827, 828.

Papuans, 897-911.
Paraguayans, 801, 802.

Parisians, 72-74.
Parsees (India). 808.

Parthiaus, 438.

Patagonians, 828.

Pearl Islands, 922.
Pelew Islands, 922.

Penrhyn's Island, 922.

Persians, 430-447, 531.
Peruvians, 788-791.
Philippine Islands, 895. 896.
Phoeniciaiis, 28, 78, 495, 496,

547.

Picts, 28, 37.

Pitcairn Island, 922.
Plants : African, 698-706.

American, 850-858.
Asiatic, 518-527.
Australasian, 940-944.
European, 237-243.
Polynesian, 940-944.

Poles, 157, 182.

Polynesians, 912-922.
Porto Rico, 779.

Portuguese, 81, 87, 88.

in Abyssinia, 502.

in Africa, 545, 668.
in India, 255-257.
in Japan, 387.

in Malaysia, 881, 889, 894.
in South America, 785,802-

807.

in Timor, 902.

Prussians, 107-110.

Quichuas, 821.
Quito, 788.

R.

Eace, human, Branches of, 2,

4, 6.

Rajputs, 247, 297-298.
Rhfetians, 133.

Romans, 89-92.
in Africa, 546, 548.

in Britain, 29.

in France, 58, 59.

in Germany, 106, 107.

Romans in Nubia, 564.

in Pannonia, etc., 171.

in Scandinavia, 139.

in Spain, 77, 78.

in Syria, 491.

Romansch people, 137.

Roumanians, 193, 194.

Rubunga, 662.

Russians, 154-166, 411-413.
Ruthenians, 182.

Saba, 781.

Saint Kitts, 781.

Martin, 781.

Thomas, 781.

Sakalavas, 678, 679.

Salvador, 770.

Samoans, 919, 920.

Samoyedes, 416-417.
Sandwich islanders, 922.

Sanskrit, 10, 314.

Santals, 274-277.
Saracens, 61, 78-80.
Sarawak, 890.

Sardinians, 102, 104.

Savage island, 920.
Saxons, 29, 59, 106, 120.

Scandinavians, 138-147.
Scotch, 87, 50-52.

Scythians, 257.

Seljuk Turks, 474-476.
Semites, 224, 488, 492, 507, 686.

Servians, 186-189.
Shaus, 841, 348.

Shillooks, 601.

Shintoism, 397.

Shohos, 572.

Siah-posh Kafirs, 455, 456.

Siamese, 340-348.
Siberians, 410-424.
Sicihans, 100.

Sihanaka, 680.

Sikhs, 260, 311, 312.

Singhalese, 280-283.
Skull, shape of, 6, 715. 716.

Slavs, 107, 154-164, 177, 178,

182-185, 186-189, 198.

Slovacks, 182.

Slovenians, 182.

Society Islanders, 920, 922.

Socotrans, 580.

Solomon Islanders, 907.
Somali, 577, 579.
Songhay, 614.

Soudanese, 581-614.
South American Indians, 809-

829.

Americans,
Eastern, 797-803.
Western, 785-796.

Spaniards, 77-87.

in Africa, 545, 546.

in America, 766, 767, 776,
785-802.

in Holland, 121.

in the Philippines, 895.
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Stone age in Britain, 20-24.

France, 57, 58.

Denmark, 148.

India, 245.

Suaheli, 664-666.

Sulus, 894, 895.

Sumatrans, 886-888.

Sumbawa, 889.

Sundanese, 882.

Surinam, 808.

Swedes, 140-147.

Swiss, 132-137.

Syrians, 491, 496, 497.

Tacullies, 720, 721.

Tagals, 896.

Tahitians, 920, 922.

Tai (Siam), 341, 342.

Tajiks, 454.

Tamils (India), 272.

Tanala, 681.

Tanguts, 408.

Tankay, 680.

Taoism, 372.

Tartars, 156, 169, 356, 469.

Tasmanians, 867, 878, 879.

Tcberkess, 460-463.

Tchetchens (Caucasus), 464.

Tcbukcbi, 420.

Telugu (India), 272.

Ternate, 894.

Teutons, 30, 59-61, 105-119,
120-125, 126, 127, 133,

138-142, 148-151, 198.

Theists in India, 312.

Thliukeets, 718.

Tibbu, 556.

Tibetans, 336-339.

Tibeto-Burmese, 321-336.
Tigritians, 569, 574.

Timorese, 902-905.
Timor-laut, 905, 906.

Tinneh (Canada), 719, 720.

Todas (India), 26.5-266.

Tongaus, or Friendly Islanders,

919.

Tonkinese, 350.

Trinidad, 784.

Tripolitans, 549, 555.

Tuaregs, 545, 553-555.

Tunguses (Siberia), 414-415.

Tupis, 825.

Turcomans, 428-435, 447.

Turks, 252, 425-435.

Turks, Ottoman, 177, 187, 199,

200, 207, 208-212, 474,
476-479, 492, 546.

Types, Distinction of, 6, 8, 10,

38.

in Britain, 29-37, 46-52.

U.

Uaua (Nubia), 564.

Uaupe Indians, 825.

Uganda, 581-586.

United States, History of, 738-
740.

Inbabitants of, 738-762.
Unyamuesi, 660.

Unyoro, 587.

Uruguayans, 800.

Usbegs, 426.

V.

Vandals, 59, 98, 106, 548.

Veddabs, 283-285.

Venezuelans, 787.
Vikings, 139.

Voguls (Siberia), 419.

W.

Waganda, 581-586.
Wahbabees, 500, 501.

Wakwafi, 666.

Wallachs, 193, 194.

Wallis Islands, 920.
Walloons, 126.

Wanyamuesi, 660.

Wanyika, 666.

Wanyoro, 587.

Wapianas, 816.

Warraus, 816.

Weddabs, 283-285.
Welsh, 48.

Wends, 107, 110, 182.

West Indians, 775-784.
Western South Americans, 785-

796.

Whites, 14.

Windward Islands, 781.

Yakuts, 415.

Yorubas, 627.

Yucatan, Inhabitants of, 769.

Yuruks (Asia Minor), 478.

Zanzibarese, 664-666.
Zaparos, 819.

Zulus, 646-649.
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